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-  'PREFACE.BY THE EDITORS. 

Tur Historian of Greece,.when closing his great 

narrative’ in the year 1856, promised to follow out in 
a separate work that speculative movement of the 
fourth century B.c. which upheld the supremacy of 

the Hellenic intellect long after the decline of Hellenic 
liberty. He had traced the beginnings of the move- 

ment in the famous chapter on Sokrates, but ‘to do 

justice to‘its chief heroes—Plato and Aristotle—proved 

to be’ impossible within the limits of the’ History. 

When, however, the promised work appeared, after 

nine laborious years, it was found to compass only 

Plato and the other immediate companions of Sokrates, 
leaving a full-half of the appointed task unperformed. 

Mr. Grote had already passed his 70th year, but saw 
in this only a reason for turning, without a moment’s 

pause, to the arduous labour still before him. Thence- 

forth, in spite of failing strength and the increasing 

distraction of public business, he held steadily on till 

death overtook him in the middle of the course. What 

he was able to accomplish, though not what study he 

had gone through towards the remainder of his design, 

these volumes will show. ‘The office of preparing: and 

superintending their publication was entrusted to the 
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present editors by Mrs. Grote, in the exercise of her 

discretion as sole executrix under his last Will. 

As now printed, the work has its form determined 

by the author himself up to the end of Chapter XI. 

The first two chapters, containing a biography of 

Aristotle and a general account of his works, are fol- 

lowed by a critical analysis, in eight chapters, of all 

the treatises included under the title ‘Organon’; and in 

the remaining chapter of the eleven the handling of the 

Physica and Metaphysica (taken together for the reasons 

given) is begun. What now stand. as Chapters III., 

IV,, &c., were marked, however, as Chapters VI., VIL. 

&c., by the author; his design evidently being to inter- 

polate before publication three other chapters of an 

introductory cast. Unfortunately no positive indication 

remains as to the subject of these; although there is 

reason to believe that, for one thing, he intended to 

prefix to the detailed consideration of the works a key 

to Aristotle’s perplexing terminology. Possibly also 

he designed to enter upon a more particular discussion 

of the Canon, after having viewed it externally. in 

Chapter II.; citations and references bearing on such 

a discussion being found among: his loose notes. 

What might have been the course of the work from 

the point where it is broken off, is altogether matter of 

inference, beyond. an indication of the subject of the 

chapter next to follow; but the remarks at the begin- 

ning of Chapter III. point to some likely conclusions. 

After the metaphysical discussions, which must have 

been prolonged through several chapters, there would 
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probably have been taken in order the treatises De Ccelo, 

De Generatione et Corruptione, the Meteorologica, and 

next the various Biological works; though with what 

detail in each case it is impossible to guess. Then 

must have followed the De Anima with the minor 

Psychological treatises summed up as Parva Naturalia, 

and next, without doubt, the Ethica and Politica; last 

of all, the Rhetorica and Poetica. That Mr. Grote had 

carefully mastered all these works is evident from his 

marginal annotations in the various copies which he 

read. With the Ethica and Politica in particular 

he had early been familiar, and most there is reason 

to regret that he has left nothing worked out upon 

this field so specially his own. Fortunately it happens 

that on the psychological field next adjoining there is 

something considerable to show. 

In the autumn of 1867 Mr. Grote undertook to 

write a short account of Aristotle’s striking recognition 

of the physical aspect of mental phenomena, to be 

appended to the third edition of the senior editor’s 

_work, ‘The Senses and the Intellect’; but, on following 

out the indications relative to that point, he was gra- 

dually led by his interest in the subject to elaborate a 

full abstract of the De Animé and the other psycho- 

logical treatises. Several months were spent on this 

task, and at the end he declared that it had greatly 

deepened his insight into Aristotle’s philosophy as a 

whole. He also expressed his satisfaction at having 

thus completed an exposition of the Psychology, fitted 

to stand as his contribution to that part of Aristotle, 
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in case he should never reach the subject in the 

regular course of his general work. The exposition 

was printed in full at the time (1868), and drew 

the attention of students. It is now reprinted, with 

the prominence due to its literary finish and intrinsic 

value, as a chapter—the last—in the body of the 

present work. 

The long Appendix coming after is composed of 

elements somewhat heterogeneous; but the different 

sections were all written in the period since 1865, and — 

all, not excepting the last two (treating briefly of 

Epikurus and the Stoics), have a bearing upon the 

author’s general design. 

The first section—an historical account of ancient 

theories of Universals—has already seen the light.* It 

brings together, as nowhere else, all the chief references 

to the doctrine of Realism in Plato, and exhibits the 

directly antagonistic position taken up by Aristotle 

towards his master. This it does so impressively that 

there could be no question of excluding it, even 

although it reproduces in part some of the matter 

of Chapter III., on the Categories. Being composed, 

in 1867, later than this Chapter, it 1s on that account 

written with all the firmer a grasp. On finishing it 

as it stands, Mr. Grote, in a private letter, expressed 

himself in terms that deserve to be quoted :—“I never 

saw before so clearly the extreme importance of Ari- 

* In the Appendix to the senior editor’s ‘Manual of Mental and Moral 
Science’ (1867). 
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stotle’s speculations as the guides and stimulants of 

medizval philosophy. If I had time to carry the 

account farther, I should have been able to show how 

much the improved views of the question of Universals 

depended on the fact that more and more of the works 

of Aristotle, and better texts, became known to Albertus 

Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, and their successors. During 

the centuries immediately succeeding Boéthius, nothing 

of Aristotle except the Categories and the treatise 

De Interpretatione was known, and these in a Latin 

translation. Most fortunately the Categories was never 

put out of sight; and it is there that the doctrine of 

Substantia Prima stands clearly proclaimed.” 

_ The second section, or, rather, the part therein treat- 

ing of Aristotle’s doctrine of First Principles, is also a 
reprint. It was composed (in 1867) at the same time as 

the section on Universals, and was printed along with 

‘that; shorn, however, of the critical examination of Sir 

William Hamilton’s views on Aristotle, which is now 

prefixed to the statement of the Aristotelian doctrine. 

Hamilton having (in Note A, appended to his edition 

of Reid’s Works) claimed Aristotle as a supporter of 

the Philosophy of Common Sense, basing upon a long 

list of passages quoted, these were subjected by Mr. 

Grote to a searching criticism, the pointed vigour of 

which will be duly appreciated. The statement of his 

own view of Aristotle’s doctrine, though containing 

little that may not be found at more places than one in 

the body of the present work, is yet reprinted, because 

iteration was his favourite art for impressing anything 
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to which he attached as much importance as he did 

attach to this conviction of his, regarding the very 

heart of Aristotle’s thought. 

The long abstracts of six books of the Metaphysica 

and two books of the De Ccelo, next following in the 

Appendix, are sections of a character altogether dif- 

ferent from the foregoing. Evidently not intended 

for publication, they have been included, partly as fur- 

nishing some indication of the labour the author under- 

went in seeking to lay hold of his subject, partly 

because of their inherent value. From the first motive, 

they are here reproduced as nearly as possible in the 

guise they wore as preliminary drafts, bestrewed with 

references. Their value consists in the fact that they 
give Mr. Grote’s interpretation of the text of treatises 

at once exceedingly difficult and important: difficult, as 

is proved by the great divergence among commentators 

at many points; important, not more for the deeper 

aspects of Aristotle’s own system, than for the specu- 

lations of the earlier Greek philosophers on which they 

are the classical authority. What relation, in the case 

of each treatise, the books abstracted (often translated) 

hold to the other books left untouched, is specially 

indicated at the beginning of the third section and 

at the end of the fourth. Here let it suffice to men- 

tion that each abstract has a certain completeness 

in itself, and at the same time a bond of connection 

with the other. The abstract of the Metaphysica closes 

where Aristotle descends to speak of the concrete 

heavenly bodies, and just as much of the De Ceelo is 
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given as treats specially of these. This connection, 

whether or not it was present to the author’s mind, 

enhances the value of the abstracts as here presented. 

In the remaining sections of the Appendix, not 

dealing with Aristotle, the short account of Epikurus 

aims at setting in its true light a much-maligned 

system of thought. On writing it, in 1867, Mr. Grote 

remarked that the last word had not yet been said on 

Epikurus. The ethical part of the sketch was printed 

at the time:” the whole is now given. More frag- 

mentary is the notice of the Stoics, as merely replacing 

passages that he considered inadequate in a sketch 

submitted to him. Since it formed part of his entire 

design to add to the treatment of Aristotle a full 

exposition both of Stoic and Epikurean doctrines, con- 

sidered as the outgrowth of the Cynic and Kyrenaic 

theories already handled at the end of the ‘ Plato,’ 

the two fragments may not unfitly close the present 

work. 

Taken altogether, the two volumes are undoubtedly 

a most important contribution to the history of ancient 

thought. As regards Aristotle, the author’s design 

must be gathered chiefly from the first eleven chapters, 

—begun as these were in 1865, and proceeded with in 

their order, till he was overtaken, in the act of com- 

* The author carried the abstract of De Ccelo a little farther, and then 

abruptly broke it off; probably finding himself borne too far away from the 

logical treatises with which he was at the time dealing. 
» Also in the ‘Manual of Mental and Moral Science,’ among ‘Ethical 

Systems.’ 
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posing the last, by the insidious malady which, after 

six months, finally carried him off. Perhaps the most 

striking feature in the exposition of the Organon, is 

the very full analysis given of the long treatise called 

Topica. While the other treatises have all, more or 

less, been drawn upon for the ordinary theory of 

Logic, the Topica, with its mixed logical and rhe- 

torical bearings, has ceased to be embodied in modern 

schemes of discipline or study. Mr. Grote’s profound 

interest in everything pertaining to Dialectic drew 

him especially to this work, as the exhibition in detail 

of that habit of methodized discussion so deeply rooted 

in the Hellenic mind. And in the same connection 

it may be noted how the natural course of his own 

work brought him, in the last months of his intellectual 

activity, to tread again old and familiar ground. A 

plea—this time against Aristotle—for the decried 

Sophists, and, once more, a picture of that dialectical 

mission of Sokrates which for him had an imperishable 

charm, were among the very last efforts of his pen. 

Besides making up the Second Volume from the 

end of Chapter XI., the editors have, throughout the 

whole work bestowed much attention on the notes 

and references set down by the author with his usual 

copious minuteness. It was deemed advisable to sub- 

ject these everywhere to a detailed verification; and, 

though the editors speak on the matter with a difh- 

dence best understood by those who may have under- 

gone a similar labour, it is hoped that a result not 
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unworthy of the author has been attained. In different 

places additional references have been supplied, either 

where there was an obvious omission on the author’s 

part, or in farther confirmation of his views given in 

the text: such references, mostly to the works of 

Aristotle himself, it has not been thought necessary to 

signalize. Where, as once or twice in the Appendix, 

a longer note in explanation seemed called for, this 

has been printed within square brackets. 

From the text some passages, where the iterations 

seemed excessive, have been withheld, but only such 

as it was thought the author would himself have struck 

out upon revision: wherever there was evidence that 

revision had been made, the iterations, freely employed 

for emphasis, have been allowed to stand. On rare 

occasions, interpolations and verbal changes have been 

made with the view of bringing out more clearly the 

meaning sought to be conveyed. It is impossible to 

be more deeply sensible than the editors are, of the 

responsibility they have thus incurred; but they have 

been guided by their very respect for the venerable 

author, and they were fortunate in the many oppor- 

tunities they enjoyed of learning from his own lips 

the cast of his views on Aristotle.* 

An index has been drawn up with some care; as 

was needful, if meant to be of real service to the 

readers of so elaborate a work. 

* It is but due to the younger editor to state that the heaviest part of all 

the work here indicated has been done by him.—A. B. 
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It only remains to add that in printing the Greek 

of the notes, &c., the text of Waitz has been followed 

for the Organon (everywhere short of the beginning) ; 

the text of Bonitz, for the Metaphysica; and for 

other works of Aristotle, generally the Berlin edition. 

Regard was had, as far as the editors’ knowledge 

went, to the author’s own preferenceg in his reading. 
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CHAPTER I. 

LIFE OF ARISTOTLE. 

In my preceding work, ‘ Plato and the Other Compa- 
nions of Sokrates,’ I described a band of philosophers 
differmg much from each other, but all emanating 
from Sokrates as common intellectual progenitor ; all 
manifesting themselves wholly or principally in the 
composition of dialogues; and all living in an atmos- 
phere of Hellenic freedom, as yet untroubled by any 
overruling imperial ascendancy from without. From 
that band, among whom Plato is facilé princeps, I now 
proceed to another, among whom the like pre-eminence 
belongs to Aristotle. This second band knew the 
Sokratic stimulus only as an historical tradition; they 
gradually passed, first from the Sokratic or Platonic 
dialogue — dramatic, colloquial, cross-examining — to 
the Aristotelian dialogue, semi-dramatic, rhetorical, 

counter-expository ; and next to formal theorizing, in- 
genious solution and divination of special problems, 
historical criticism and abundant collections of detailed 
facts: moreover, they were witnesses of the extinction 
of freedom in Hellas, and of the rise of the Macedonian 
kingdom out of comparative nullity to the highest 
pinnacle of supremacy and mastership. Under the 
successors of Alexander, this extraneous supremacy, 

intermeddling and dictatorial, not only overruled the 

VOL. I. B 
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political movements of the Greeks, but also influenced 
powerfully the position and working of their philo- 
sophers; and would have become at once equally inter- 
meddling even earlier, under Alexander himself, had 
not his whole time and personal energy been absorbed 
by insatiable thirst for eastern conquest, ending with 
an untimely death. 

Aristotle was born at Stageira, an unimportant Hel- 
lenic colony in Thrace, which has obtained a lasting 
name in history from the fact of being his birthplace. 
It was situated in the Strymonic Gulf, a little north 
of the isthmus which terminates in the mountainous 
promontory of Athos; its founders were Greeks from 
the island of Andros, reinforced afterwards by additional 
immigrants from Chalkis in Hubcea. It was, like other 
Grecian cities, autonomous—a distinct, self-governing 
community ; but it afterwards became incorporated in 
the confederacy of free cities under the presidency of 
Olynthus. The most material feature in its condition, 
at the period of Aristotle’s birth, was, that it lay near 
the frontier of Macedonia, and not far even from Pella, 
the residence of the Macedonian king Amyntas (father 
of Philip). Aristotle was born, not earlier than 392 B.c., 
nor later than 385-384 B.c. His father, Nikomachus, 
was a citizen of Stageira, distinguished as a physician, 
author of some medical works, and boasting of being 
descended from the heroic gens of the Asklepiads; his 
mother, Phaestis, was also of good civic family, de- 
scended from one of the first Chalkidian colonists? 
Moreover, Nikomachus was not merely learned in his 
art, but was accepted as confidential physician and 

* Diog. L. v. 10. This was pro- | his place of temporary retirement, 
bably among the reasons which in- | when he left Athens after the death 
duced Aristotle to prefer Chalkis as | of Alexander. 
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friend of Amyntas, with whom he passed much of his 
time—a circumstance of great moment to the future 
career of his son. We are told that among the 
Asklepiads the habit of physical observation, and even 
manual training in dissection, were imparted tradi- 
tionally from father to son, from the earliest years, 
thus serving as preparation for medical practice when 
there were no written treatises to study.* The mind 
of Aristotle may thus have acquired that appetite for 
physiological study which so many of his treatises 
indicate. 

Respecting the character of his youth, there existed, 
even in antiquity, different accounts. We learn that he 
lost his father and mother while yet a youth, and that 
he came under the guardianship of Proxenus, a native 
of Atarneus who had settled at Stageira. According 
to one account, adopted apparently by the earliest wit- 

* Galen, De Anatomicis Administr. 
ii, 1. T. ii. pp. 280-281, ed. Kiihn. 
mapa Tois yovedow €x raidwy doKov- 
pevots, oTrep avaywacker kal ypaery, 
ovTws davaréuvev—{compare Plato— 
Protagoras, p. 328 A, p. 311 C). 

Diog. L. v. 1. ‘O d€ Nixdpayos 
hv amd Nixopaxov tov Maxdovos rod 
*AokAnmiod, Kaba now "Eppummos ev 
T@ wept “Apiototédous Kal ovveBio 
*Apoivra T@ Maxeddvev Baordet iarpod 
kai idov xpeia. 
‘We here learn that in the heroic 

gemealogy of the Asklepiads, the son 
of Machaon himself bore the name 
of Nikomachus. I do not think that 
Will v. Humboldt and Bernays are 
warranted in calling Aristotle “ein 

- Halberieche,” “ kein vollbiirtiger Hel- 
lene”—(Die Dialoge des Aristoteles, 
pp: 2-56-134). An Hellenic family 
which migrated from Athens, Chalkis, 
Corinth, etc., to establish a colony on 

the coast of Thrace, or Asia Minor, 
did not necessarily lose its Hellenism. 
One cannot designate Demokritus, 
Xenokrates, Anaxagoras, Empedokles, 
&c., half Greeks. ; 

Diogenes here especially cites Her- 
mippus (B.c. 220-210), from whom 
several of his statements in this and 
other biographies appear to have been 
derived. The work of Hermippus 
seems to have been entitled “ Lives 
of the Philosophers” (v. 2), among 
which lives that of Aristotle was one. 

Hermippus mentioned, among other 
matters, communications made to 

Aristotle by Stroebus (a person en- 
gaged in the service of Kallisthenes 
as reader) respecting the condemna- 
tion and execution of Kallisthenes in 
Baktria, by order of Alexander (Plu- 
tarch, Alex. c. 54). From what source 
did Hermippus derive these state- 
ments made by Streebus to Aristotle? 

B. 2 
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nesses preserved to us,* he was at first an extravagant 
youth, spent much of his paternal property, and then 
engaged himself to military service; of which he soon 
became weary, and went back to Stageira, turning to 
account the surgical building, apparatus, and medicines 
left by his father as a medical practitioner. After 
some time, we know not how long, he retired from 
this profession, shut up the building, and devoted him- 
self to rhetoric and philosophy. He then went to 
Athens, and there entered himself in the school of 
Plato, at the age of thirty.” The philosophical life 
was thus (if this account be believed) a second choice, 
adopted comparatively late in life.” The other account, 

* Epikurus and Timeus. *Ezixov- 
pos ev TH Tept emiTndevpaT@v emtoToAT 
(Eusebius, Prep. Ev. xv. 5)—Diogen. 
L. x. 8; Allian. V. H. v. 9. 

» An author named Eumélus (cited 
by Diogenes, v. 6, é€v tn méuntn TOY 
ictoptav, but not otherwise known) 
stated that Aristotle came to Plato at 
the age of thirty, and that he lived 
altogether to seventy years of age, 
instead of sixty-three, as Hermippus 
and Apollodorus affirmed. Eumélus 
conceived Aristotle as born in 392 B.c., 

and coming to Plato in 362 B.c. His 
chronological data are in harmony 
with the statements of Epikurus and 
Timzus respecting the early life of 
Aristotle. The Bios “Avovupos given 
by Menage recognises two distinct ac- 
counts as to the age at which Aristotle 
died: one assigning to him 70 years, 
the other only 63. 

* See the Fragments of Timeus in 
Didot, Fragmenta Historigorum Grae- 
corum, Fr. 70-74; also Aristokles, 
ap. Eusebium, Prep. Evang. xv. 2; 
Diogenes, L. x. 8; Athenzus, viii. p. 
354. Timeus called Aristotle co- 
giorny ocpaby kat monty, Kat 

TO ToAvTipntoy iatpeioy aptias dmo- 
kex\etxota. The speaker in Athenzeus 
designates him as 6 dappaxoradns. 
The terms used by these writers are 
illtempered and unbecoming in regard 
to so great a man as Aristotle; but 
this is irrelevant to the question, 
whether they do not describe, in per- 
verted colouring, some real features in 
his earlier life, or whether there was 
not, at least, a chronological basis of 

possibility for them. That no such 
features were noticed by other enemies 
of Aristotle, such as Eubulides and 
Kephisodérus, is a reason as far as it 
goes for not believing them to be real, 
yet not at all a conclusive reason; 
nor is the speaker in Athenzeus exact 
when he says that Hpikurus is the 
only witness, for we find Timeeus 
making the same statements. The 
iatpeiov (see Antiphanes, apud Pol- 
luc. iv. 183—Fragmenta Comic. 
exxv., Meineke) of a Greek physician 
(more properly we should call the 
iatpos a general practitioner and 
chemist) was the repository of his 
materials and the scene of his im- 
portant operations ; for many of which 
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depending also upon good witnesses, represents him 
as having come to Athens and enlisted as pupil of 
Plato, at the early age of seventeen or eighteen: it 
omits all mention of an antecedent period, occupied by 
military service and a tentative of medical profession. 
In both the two narratives, Aristotle appears as resi- 
dent at Athens, and devoting himself to rhetoric and 
philosophy, from some period before 360 B.c. down to 
the death of Plato in 347 B.c.; though, according to the 
first of the two narratives, he begins his philosophical 
career at a later age, while his whole life occupied 
seventy years instead of sixty-two years. 

During the interval, 367-360 B.c., Plato was much 
absent from Athens, having paid two separate visits 

instructions are given in the curious 
Hippokratic treatise entitled Kar 
"Inrpeiov, vol. iii. pp. 262-337 of the 
edition of M. Littré, who in his pre- 
face to the treatise, p. 265, remarks 
about Aristotle :—*“ I] parait qu’Ari- 
stote, qui était de famille médicale, 
avoit renoncé % une officine de ce 

genre, d'une grande valeur.” Stahr 
speaks of this iarpetov as if Aristotle 
had set up one at Athens (Aristotelia, 
p- 38),’ which the authorities do not 
assert; it was probably at Stageira. 
Ideler (Comm. ad Aristot. Meteorol. 

_iv. 3, 16, p. 433) considers this story 
about Aristotle’s iatpetov to have 
been a fiction arising out of various 
expressions in his writings about the 
preparation of drugs—ra gdppaka 
évew, &c. I think this is far-fetched. 
And when we find Aristokles rejec- 
ting the allegation about the ia- 
tpeiov, by speaking of it as an adogov 
iarpeiov, we can admit neither the 
justice of the epithet nor the ground 
of rejection. 

* This account rested originally (so 

far as we know) upon the statement 
of Hermippus (8.c. 220), and was 
adopted by Apollod6rus in his Chrono- 
logy (B.c. 150), both of them good au- 
thorities, yet neither of them so early 
as Epikurus and Timzus, Diogenes 
Laertius and Dionysius of Halikar- 
nassus alike follow Hermippus. Both 
the life of Aristotle ascribed to Am- 
monius, and the Anonymous Life first 
edited by Robbe (Leyden, 1861, p. 
2), include the same strange chrono- 
logical blunder: they affirm Aristotle 
to have come to Athens at the age of 
seventeen, and to have frequented the 
society of Sokrates (who had been 
dead more than thirty years) for three 
years; then.to have gone to Plato at 
the age of twenty. Zeller imagines, 
and I think it likely, that Aristotle 
may have been for a short time pupil 
with Isokrates, and that the story of 
his having been pupil with Sokrates 
has arisen from confusion of the two 
names, which confusion has been seen 
on several occasions (Zeller, Gesch. 
der Philos. der Griechen, ii. 2, p. 15). 
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to Dionysius the younger at Syracuse. The time 
which he spent there at each visit is not explicitly 
given; but as far as we can conjecture from indirect 
allusions, it cannot have been less than a year at each, 
and may possibly have been longer. If, therefore, 
Aristotle reached Athens in 367 B.c. (as Hermippus repre- 
sents) he cannot have enjoyed continuous instructions 
from Plato for the three or four years next ensuing. 

However the facts may stand as to Aristotle's early 
life, there is no doubt that in or before the year 362 B.c. 
he became resident at Athens, and that he remained 
there, profiting by the society and lectures of Plato, 
until the death of the latter in 347 B.c. Shortly after 
the loss of his master, he quitted Athens, along with his 
fellow-pupil Xenokrates, and went to Atarneus, which 
was at that time ruled by the despot Hermeias. That 
despot was a remarkable man, who being an eunuch 
through bodily hurt when a child, and having become 
slave of a prior despot named Eubulus, had contrived 
to succeed him in the supreme power, and governed the 
towns of Atarneus and Assos with firmness and energy. 
Hermeias had been at Athens, had heard Plato’s lec- 
tures, and had contracted friendship with Aristotle; 

which friendship became farther cemented by the mar- 
riage of Aristotle, during his residence at Atarneus, 
with Pythias the niece of Hermeias.* For three years 

@ Strabo, xiii. 610; Diodor. xvi. 
52. It appears that Aristotle incurred 
censure, even from contemporary 
rivals, for this marriage with Pythias. 
On what ground we cannot exactly 
make out (Aristokles ap. Husebium 
Prep. Ev. xv. 2), unless it be from 
her relationship to Hermeias. She 
died long before Aristotle, but he 
mentions her in his will in terms 
attesting the constant affection which 

had reigned between them until her 
death. Aristotle thought it right to 
reply to the censure in one of his 
letters to Antipater. 

Aristokles (ap. Euseb. Prep. Ev. 
xv. 2) says that Aristotle did not 
marry Pythias until after the death 
of Hermeias, when she was compelled 
to save herself by flight, and was in 
distress and poverty. 

Mr. Blakesley (Life of Aristotle, p. 
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Aristotle and Xenokrates remained at Assos or Atar- 
neus, whence they were then forced to escape by rea- 
son of the despot’s death; for Mentor the Rhodian, 
general of the Persians in those regions, decoyed Her- 
meias out of the town under pretence of a diplomatic 
negociation, then perfidiously seized him, and sent him 
up as prisoner to the Persian king, by whose order he 
was hanged. Mentor at the same time seized the two 
towns and other possessions of Hermeias,* while Aristotle 
with his wife retired to Mitylene. His deep grief for the 
fate of Hermeias was testified in a noble hymn or pxan 
which he composed, and which still remains, as well as by 
an epigram inscribed on the statue of Hermeias at Delphi. 
We do not hear of his going elsewhere, until, two or 
three years afterwards (the exact date is differently 
reported), he was invited by Philip into Macedonia, to 
become preceptor to the young prince Alexander, then 
thirteen or fourteen years old. The reputation, which 
Aristotle himself had by this time established, doubtless 
coincided with the recollection of his father Nikomachus 
as physician and friend of Amyntas, in determining 
Philip to such a choice. Aristotle performed the duties 
required from him,” enjoying the confidence and favour 

36) and Oncken (Die Staatslehre des 
Aristoteles, p. 158) concur in thinking 
that the departure of Aristotle from 
Athens had nothing to do with the 
death of Plato, but was determined by 
the capture of Olynthus, and by the 
fear and dislike of Philip which that 
event engendered at Athens. But 
the fact that Xenokrates left Athens 
along with Aristotle disproves this 
supposition, and proves that the death 
of Plato was the real cause. 

* Diog. Laert. v. 7-8. Diodorus as- 
cribes this proceeding to Mentor the 
Rhodian : Strabo, to his brother Mem- 

non. I think Diodorus is right. A 
remarkable passage in the Magna 
Moralia (genuine or spurious) of Ari- 
stotle, seems to me to identify the 
proceeding with Mentor (Aristot. 
Magn. Mor. i. 35, p. 1197, b. 21; as 
also the spurious second book of the 
(konomica, p. 1351, a. 33). 

» Tt was probably during this period 
that Aristotle introduced to Alexander 
his friend the rhetor Theodektés of 
Phasélis, Alexander took delight in 
the society of Theodektés, and testified 
this feeling, when he conquered Pha- 
sélis, by demonstrations of affection 
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both of Philip and Alexander, until the assassination of 
the former and the accession of the latter in 336 B.c. 
His principal residence during this period was in 
Macedonia, but he paid occasional visits to Athens, and 
allusion is made to certain diplomatic services which he 
rendered to the Athenians at the court of Philip; more- 
over, he must have spent some time at his native city 
Stageira,® which had been among the many Greek 
cities captured and ruined by Philip during the Olyn- 
thian war of 349-347 B.c. Having obtained the consent 
and authority of Philip, Aristotle repaired to Stageira 
for the purpose of directing the re-establishment of the 
city. Recalling such of its dispersed inhabitants as could 
be collected, either out of the neighbouring villages or 
from more distant parts, he is said to have drawn up 
laws, or framed regulations for the returned citizens and 
new comers. He had reason to complain of various 
rivals who intrigued against him, gave him much 
trouble, and obstructed the complete renovation of the 
city; but, notwithstanding, his services were such that 
an annual festival was instituted to commemorate them.” 
It is farther stated, that at some time during this period 
he had a school (analogous to the Academy at Athens) 
in the Nympheum of the place called Mieza; where 

and respect towards the statue of the We shall hardly consider this 
rhetor, who had died during the inter- 
vening years — dmod.idots Tiny TH 
yevopevn Ov Apiotoredny Kat pidogo- 
diay épiria mpos roy Gvdpa (Plutarch, 
Alex. c. 17). 

* It is to this period of Aristotle’s 
life that the passage extracted from 
his letters in ‘Demetrius (so-called 
mept ‘“Epunveias) refers. as “Apioto- 
réAns pnow—eyo ek pev “AOnvar eis 

Srayepa HObov Sia toy Bacidea Tov 
péyay, ex d€ Srayeipay cis "AOnvas dua 
Tov xElpava TOV peyav—S. 29. 

double employment of the epithet 
peyay as an instance of that success 
in epistolary style, which Demetrius 
ascribes to Aristotle (s. 289); but the 
passage proves Aristotle’s visits both 
to Stageira and to Athens. The very 
cold winters of the Chalkidic penin- 
sula were severely felt by the Greeks 
(Plato—Symposion, p. 220), and may 
well have served as motive to Aristotle 
for going from Stageira to Athens. 

>» Ammonius, Vit. Aristot. See 
the curious statements given by Dion 
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stone seats and shady walks, ennobled by the name 
of Aristotle, were still shown even in the days of 
Plutarch.* 

In 336 B.c. Alexander became king of Macedonia, 
and his vast projects for conquest, first of Persia, next 
of other peoples known and unknown, left him no 
leisure for anything but military and imperial occupa- 
tions. It was in the ensuing year (335 B.c.) when the 
preparations for the Persian expedition were being 
completed, ready for its execution in the following 
spring, that Aristotle transferred his residence to 
Athens. The Platonic philosophical school in which 
he had studied was now conducted by Xenokrates as 
Scholarch, having passed at the death of Plato, in 347 
B.C., to his nephew Speusippus, and from the latter to 
Xenokrates in 339 B.c. Aristotle established for him- 
self a new and rival school on the eastern side of Athens, 
in the gymnasium attached to the temple of Apollo 
Lykeius, and deriving from thence the name by which 
it was commonly known—the Lykeium. 

Chrysostom, out of the epistles of 
Aristotle; Orat. ii. p. 100, xlvii. p. 
225, Reiske. 

Respecting the allusions made in 
these statements to various persons 

who were reluctant to return out of 
the separate villages into the restored 
city, compare what Xenophon says 
about the dcoikots, and subsequent 
restitution, of Mantineia ; Hellenica, 
v. 2, 1-8, vi. 5, 3-6. 

* Plutarch, Alexander, c. 7. What 
Plutarch calls the Nympheum, is 
considered by Stahr (Aristotelia, i. 
p- 93, n.) to be probably the same as 
what Pliny denominates the Musewm 
at. Stageira (N. H. xvi. c. 23); but 
Zeller (p. 23, n.), after Geier, holds 
that Mieza lay 8. W. of Pella, in 

In that school, 

Emathia, far from Stageira. Plutarch 
seems to imply that Aristotle was 
established along with Alexander at 
Mieza by Philip. 

Compare, for these facts of the 
biography of Aristotle, Stahr, Ari- 
stotelia, Part I., pp. 86-94, 103-106. 

I conceive that it was during this 
residence in Macedonia and at Pella, 

that Aristotle erected the cenotaph in 
honour of Hermeias, which is so con- 
temptuously derided by the Chian 
poet Theokritus in his epigram, Diog. 
L. v.11. The epigram is very severe 
on Aristotle, for preferring Pella to 
the Academy as a residence ; ascrib- 
ing such preference to the exigencies 
of an ungovernable stomach. 
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and in the garden adjoining, he continued to lecture or 
teach, during the succeeding twelve years, comprising 
the life and the brilliant conquests of Alexander. Much 
of his instruction is said to have been given while walk- 
ing in the garden, from whence the students and the 
sect derived the title of Peripatetics. In the business 
of his school and the composition of. his works all his 
time was occupied; and his scholars soon became so 
numerous that he found it convenient to desire them 
to elect from themselves every ten days a rector to 
maintain order, as Xenokrates had already done at the 
Academy.’ Aristotle farther maintained correspondence, 
not merely with Alexander and Antipater but also with 
Themison, one of the princes of Cyprus, as Isokrates 
had corresponded with Nikokles, and BG with Diony- 

sius of Syracuse.” 
In June, 323 B.c., occurred the premature and unex- 

* Diog. L. v. 4. Brandis notes it 
as a feature in Aristotle’s character 
(p. 65), that he abstained from med- 
dling with public affairs at Athens. 
But we must remember, that, not 
being a citizen of Athens, Aristotle 
was not competent to meddle per- 
sonally. His great and respected 
philosophical competitor, Xenokrates 
(a non-citizen or metic as well as,he), 
was so far from being in a condition 
to meddle with public affairs, that he 
was once even arrested for not having 
paid in due season his peroikioy, or 
capitation-tax imposed upon metics. 
He was liberated, according to one 
story, by Lykurgus (Plutarch, Vit. x. 
Oratt. p. 842); according to another 
story (seemingly-more probable), by 
Demetrius Phalereus (Diog. La. iv. 
14). The anonymous life of Aristotle 
published by Robbe (Leyden, 1861, 
p. 8), takes due notice of Aristotle’s 

position at Athens as a metic. 
> Aristotle addressed to Themison 

a composition now lost, but well 
known in antiquity, called Mporpe- 
mrixds. It was probably a dialogue 5 
and was intended as an encourage- 
ment to the study of philosophy. See 
Rose, Aristot. Pseud. pp. 69-72, who 

gives a very interesting fragment of 
it out of Stobzeus. 
We have the titles of two lost works 

of Aristotle—Ilepi Baoudelas, and ’AXeé- 
Eavdpos, i) Urép arroixwy (or drrorKtév). 
Both seem to have been dialogues. 
In one, or in both, he gave advice to 
Alexander respecting the manner of 
ruling his newly acquired empire in 
Asia; and respecting the relations 
proper to be established between Hel- 
lenes and native Asiatics (see Rose, 
Arist. Pseud. pp. 92-96 ; Bernays, Die 
Dialoge des Aristot. pp. 51-57). 
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pected decease of the great Macedonian conqueror, 
aged 32 years and 8 months, by a violent fever at 
Babylon. So vast was his power, and so unmeasured 
his ambition, that the sudden removal of such a man 
operated as a shock to the hopes and fears of almost 
every one, both in Greece and Asia. It produced an 
entire change in the position of Aristotle at Athens. 

To understand what that position really was, we 
must look at it in connection with his Macedonian 
sympathies, and with the contemporaneous political 
sentiment at Athens. It was in the middle of the 
year 335 B.c., that Alexander put down by force the 
revolt of the Thebans, took their city by assault, de- 
molished it altogether (leaving nothing but the citadel 
called Kadmeia, occupied by a Macedonian garrison), 
and divided its territory between two other Bootian 
towns. Immediately after that terror-striking act, he 
demanded from the Athenians (who had sympathized 
warmly with Thebes, though without overt acts of 
assistance) the surrender of their principal anti-Mace- 
donian politicians. That demand having been refused, 
he at first prepared to extort compliance at the point of 
the sword, but was persuaded, not without difficulty, 
to renounce such intention, and to be content with the 
voluntary exile of Ephialtes and Charidemus from 
Athens. Though the unanimous vote of the Grecian 
Synod at Corinth constituted him Imperator, there can 
be no doubt that the prevalent sentiment in Greece 

towards him was that of fear and dislike; especially 
among the Athenians, whose dignity was most deeply 
mortified, and to whom the restriction of free speech 
was the most painful.* 
Now it was just at this moment (in 335 B.c.) that 

* See History of Greece, chap. xci. pp. 18, 41, 64. 
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Aristotle came to Athens and opened his school. We 
cannot doubt that he was already known and esteemed 
as the author of various published writings. But the 
prominent mark by which every one now distinguished 
him, was, that he had been for several years con- 
fidential preceptor of Alexander, and was still more 
or less consulted by that prince, as well as sustained 
by the friendship of Antipater, viceroy of Macedonia 
during the king’s absence. Aristotle was regarded as 
philo-Macedonian, and to a certain extent, anti-Hel- 
lenic—the sentiment expressed towards him in the 
unfriendly epigram of the contemporary Chian poet 
Theokritus.* His new school, originally opened under 
the protection and patronage of Alexander and Anti- 
pater, continued to be associated with their names, by 
that large proportion of Athenian citizens who held 
anti-Macedonian sentiments. Alexander caused the 
statue of Aristotle to be erected in Athens,” and sent to 
him continual presents of money, usefully employed by 
the philosopher in the prosecution of his physical and 
zoological researches,° as well as in the purchase of 
books. Moreover Aristotle remained in constant and 
friendly correspondence with Antipater, the resident 
viceroy at Pella,’ during the absence of Alexander in 

2 Ors, 1h, 6 ule ander to Aristotle for this purpose. 
‘Fputov evobxov 43° EVBovAov Gua Pliny tells us that sestia tle put 

SaNGH thousands of men at his service for 
Siiua evdv mevddpwov redtey *Api- enquiry and investigation. The general 

OTOTEANS* fact is all that we can state with con- 

“Os dia THY akparH yaorpos pvow 
elNeTO vatew 

Avr’ "Axadnuelas BopBdpov év mpo- 
Xouis. 

Cf. Plutarch, De~Exilio, p. 603. 
> Stahr, Aristotelia, vol. ii. p. 290. 

fidence, without pretending to verify 
amounts. 

4 Vit. Aristotelis, Leyden, 1861, 
Robbe, pp. 4-6; Aristokles ap. Euse- 
bium Prep. Evang. xv. 2. Respect- 
ing the Epistles of Aristotle, and the 

¢ Athenzus, ix. 398; Pliny, H. N. 
viii. c. 16. Athenzeus alludes to 800 
talents as having been given by Alex- 

collection thereof by Artemon, see 
Rose, Aristoteles Pseudepigr. pp. 594- 
598. 
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Asia. Letters of recommendation from Aristotle to 
the Macedonian rulers were often given and found 
useful ; several of them were preserved and published 
afterwards. There is even reason to believe that the 
son of Antipater—Kassander, afterwards viceroy or 
king of Macedonia, was among his pupils.* 

I have recounted elsewhere how the character of 
Alexander became gradually corrupted by unexampled 
success and Asiatic influences;” how he thus came to 
feel less affection and esteem for Aristotle, to whom he 
well knew that his newly acquired imperial and semi- 
divine pretensions were not likely to be acceptable ; 
how, on occasion of the cruel sentence passed on 
Kallisthenes, he threatened even to punish Aristotle 
himself, as having recommended Kallisthenes, and as 
sympathizing with the same free spirit; lastly, how 
Alexander became more or less alienated, not only 
from the society of Hellenic citizens, but even from 
his faithful viceroy, the Macedonian Antipater. But 
these changed relations between Aristotle and Alex- 
ander did not come before the notice of the Athenians, 
nor alter the point of view in which they regarded the 
philosopher; the rather, since the relations of Ari- 
stotle with Antipater continued as intimate as ever. 

It will thus appear, that though all the preserved 

upon which Alexander silenced him * We may infer this fact from the 
by the remark that he was giving a insulting reply made by Alexander, 

not long before his death, to Kas- 
sander, who had just then joined him 
for the first time at Babylon, having 
been sent by Antipater at the head of 
a reinforcement. Some recent comers 
from Greece complained to Alexander 
of having been ill-used by Antipater. 
Kassander being present at the com- 
plaint, endeavoured to justify his father 
and to invalidate their testimony, 

specimen of sophistical duplicity learnt 
from Aristotle. Tatra éxeiva codio- 
para tay "Aptororédous eis éxdrepov 
TOV éyar, oipwkopeveay, dy kal piKpov 
ddicovvres tovs avOpmmovs avire 
(Plutarch, Alex. 74). 

» Histor. of Greece, ch. xciv. pp. 
291, 301, 341; Plutarch, Alexand. c. 
lv.; Dion Chrysostom. Orat. 64, p. 
338, Reiske. 
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writings of Aristotle are imbued with a thoroughly 
independent spirit of theorizing contemplation and let- 
tered industry, uncorrupted by any servility or political 
bias—yet his position during the twelve years between 
335-323 B.C. inevitably presented him to the Athenians 
as the macedonizing philosopher, parallel with Phokion 
as the macedonizing politician, and in pointed antithesis 
to Xenokrates at the Academy, who was attached to 
the democratical constitution, and refused kingly pre- 
sents. Besides that enmity which he was sure to incur, 
as an acute and self-thinking philosopher, from theology 
and the other anti-philosophical veins in the minds 
of ordinary men, Aristotle thus became the object of 
unfriendly sentiment from many Athenian patriots, 
who considered the school of Plato generally as hostile 
to popular liberty, and who had before their eyes ex- 
amples of individual Platonists, ruling their respective 
cities with a sceptre forcibly usurped.” 

Such sentiment was probably aggravated by the un- 
paralleled and offensive Macedonian demonstration at 
the Olympic festival of 324 3.c. It was on that ocea- 

* The statement of Aristokles (ap. 
Kusebium. Prep. Ev. xv. 2.) is doubt- 
less just—qavepov ovv, 6te xabamrep 
arodXois Kal GAXots, ovT@ Kal ’Apioro- 
Téder cvveBn, Sua TE Tas mpos Tovs Ba- 

oireis didias kal Sa THY ev Tois Adyous 
Drepoxny, Uo Tay TOTe dopioTay Pbo- 
vetoOa. The like is said by the rhetor 
Aristeides—Or. xii. p. 144, Dindorf. 

I have already observed that the 
phrase of “‘ Halbgrieche” applied by 
Bernays and W. v. Humboldt to Aris- 
totle (Bernays, Die Dialoge des Aristo- 
teles, p. 2, p.184) is not accurate 
literally, unless we choose to treat all 
the Hellenic colonies as half-Greek. 
His ancestry was on both sides fully 
Hellenic. But it is true of him, in the 

same metaphorical sense in which it 
is true of Phokion. Aristotle was 
semi-Macedonian in his sympathies. 
He had no attachment to Hellas as 
an organized system autonomous, self- 
acting, with an Hellenic city as pre- 
sident: which attachment would have 
been considered, by Perikles, Archi- 
damus, and Epameinondas, as one 
among the constituents indispensable 
to Hellenic patriotism. 

> Quintilian—Declamat. 268. “Quis 
ignorat, ex ipsa Socratis (quo velut 
fonte omnis philosophia manasse ere- 
ditur) schol& evasisse tyrannos et 
hostes patrie suze ?” Compare Athen- 
wus, xi. 508-509. 
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sion that Alexander, about one year prior to his decease, 
sent down a formal rescript, which was read publicly 
to the assembled crowd by a herald with loud voice ; 
ordering every Grecian city to recall all exiles who had 
been banished by judicial sentence, and intimating, 
that if the rescript were not obeyed spontaneously, 
Antipater would be instructed to compel the execu- 
tion of it by force. A large number of the exiles whose 
restitution was thus ordered, were present on the plain 
of Olympia, and heard the order proclaimed, doubtless 
with undisguised triumph and exultation. So much 
the keener must have been the disgust and humilia- 
tion among the other Grecian hearers, who saw the 
autonomy of each separate city violently trampled 
down, without even the pretence of enquiry, by this 
high-handed sentence of the Macedonian conqueror. 
Among the Athenians especially, the resentment felt 
was profound; and a vote was passed appointing 
deputies to visit Alexander in person, for the purpose 
of remonstrating against it. The orator Demosthenes, 
who happened to be named Archi-Theérus of Athens 
(chief of the solemn legation sent to represent Athens) 
at this Olympic festival, incurred severe reproach 
from his accuser Deinarchus, for having even been 
seen in personal conversation with the Macedonian 
officer who had arrived from Asia as bearer of this 
odious rescript.* 

* See the description of this event 
in History of Greece, ch. xcv. p. 416. 

There is reason for supposing that 
Hypereides also (as well as Deinar- 
chus) inveighed against Demosthenes 
for having publicly sought the com- 
pany of Nikanor at this Olympic 
festival. At least we know that 
Hypereides, in his oration against De- 
mosthenes, made express allusion to 

Nikanor. See Harpokration v. Nixavep, 
The exordium prefixed to the 

Pseud-Aristotelian Rhetorica ad Alex- 
andrum, announces that discourse to 
have been composed pursuant to the 
desire of Alexander; and notices 
especially one message transmitted 
by him to Aristotle through Nikanor 
(p. 1420 a. 6, 1421 a, 26-38, xaOdamep 
np ednrwae Nixavap, &c.). 
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Now it happened that this officer, the bearer of the 
rescript, was Nikanor of Stageira;* son of Proxenus 
who had been Aristotle’s early guardian, and himself 
the cherished friend or ward, ultimately the son-in- 
law, of the philosopher. We may be certain that 
Aristotle would gladly embrace the opportunity of see- 
ing again this attached friend, returning after a long 
absence on service in Asia; that he would be present 
with him at the Olympic festival, perhaps receive a 
visit from him at Athens also. And the unpopularity 
of Aristotle at Athens, as identified with Macedonian 
imperial authority, would thus be aggravated by his 
notorious personal alliance with his fellow-citizen Ni- 
kanor, the bearer of that rescript in which such autho- 
rity had been most odiously manifested. 

During the twelve or thirteen years” of Aristotle’s 

* Diodor. xviii. 8. dudmep troytav 
dvrov Tov Ohupriapv e&éemeprpev (Alex- 
ander) eis tv “EMAdda Nixdvopa roy 
Srayeipity, Sovs emuorodny mept Tis 
KaOddov. ; 

Antipater, when re-distributing the 
satrapies of the Macedonian empire, 
after the death both of Alexander 
and of Perdikkas, appointed Nikanor 
prefect or satrap of Kappadokia 
(Arrian, Ta pera “AdeEavdpov, apud 
Photium, cod. 92, s. 37, Didot). 

Ammonius, in the life of Aristotle, 
mentions Nikanor as son of Proxenus 
of Atarneus. Sextus Empiricus alludes 
to Nikanor as son-in-law of Aristotle 
(adv. Mathematicos, sect. 258, p. 271, 
Fabr.). See Ménage ad Diogen. Laert. 
v.12. Robbe’s Life of Aristotle also 
(Leyden, 1861, p. 2) mentions Ni- 
kanor as son of Proxenus. 

Nikanor was appointed afterwards 
(in 318 B.c., five years later than the 
death of Aristotle) by Kassander, son 
of Antipater, to be commander of the 

Macedonian garrison which occupied 
Munychia, as a controlling force over 
Athens (Diodor. xviii. 64). It will 
be seen in my History of Greece 
(ch. xevi. p. 458) that Kassander was 
at that moment playing a difficult 
game, his father Antipater being just 
dead; that he could only get pos- 
session of Munychia by artifice, and 
that it was important for him to 
entrust the mission to an officer who 
already had connections at Athens ; 
that Nikanor, as adopted son of 
Aristotle, possessed probably before- 
hand acquaintance with Phokion and 
the other macedonizing leaders at 
Athens; so that the ready way in 
which Phokion now fell into co-ope- 
ration with him is the more easily 
explained. 

Nikanor, however, was put to death 
by Kassander himself, some months 
afterwards. 

’ There remain small fragments 
of an oration of Demades in defence 
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teaching and Alexander’s reign, Athens was adminis- 
tered by macedonizing citizens, with Phokion and De- 
mades at their head. Under itch circumstances, the 
enmity of those who hated the imperial philosopher 
could not pass into act; nor was it within the con- 
templation of any one, that only one year after that 
rescript which insulted the great Pan-Hellenic festival, 
the illustrious conqueror who issued it would die of 
fever, in the vigour of his age and at the height of his 
power (June, 323 B.c.). But as soon as the news of 
his decease, coming by surprise both on friends and 
enemies, became confirmed, the suppressed anti-Mace- 
donian sentiment burst forth in powerful tide, not 
merely at Athens, but also throughout other parts of 
Greece. There resulted that struggle against Anti- 
pater, known as the Lamian war :* a gallant struggle, 
at first promising well, but too soon put down by 
superior force, and ending in the occupation of Athens 
by Antipater with a Macedonian garrison in September, 
322 B.c., as well as in the extinction of free speech and 
free citizenship by the suicide of Demosthenes and the 
execution of Hypereides. 

During the year immediately succeeding the death 
of Alexander, the anti-Macedonian sentiment continued 
so vehemently preponderant at Athens, that several of 
the leading citizens, friends of Phokion, left the city: to 
join Antipater, though Phokion himself remained, op- 
posing ineffectually the movement. It was during this 
period that the enemies of Aristotle found a favourable 

of his administration, or political acti- 
vity, for twelve years—imep ris do- 
dexaerias (Demad. Fragm. 179, 32). 
The twelve years of Demades, how- 
ever, seem to be counted from the 

battle of Cheroneia in 338 B.c.; so 
that they end in B.c. 326. See Clinton, 

VOL. E. 

Fast. Hellen. B.c. 326. 
* For the account of the Lamian 

war, see History of Greece, ch. xcv. 
pp. 420-440. As to the anti-Mace- 
donian sentiment prevalent at Athens, 
see Diodorus, xviii. 10. 
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opportunity for assailing him. ‘An indictment on the 
score of impiety was preferred against him by Hury- 
medon the Hierophant (chief priest of the Hleusinian 
Demeter), aided by Demophilus, son of the historian 
Ephorus. The Hymn or Pean (still existing), which 
Aristotle had composed in commemoration of the death, 
and in praise of the character, of the eunuch Hermeias,* 
was arraigned as a mark of impiety; besides which, 
Aristotle had erected at Delphi a statue of Hermeias 
with an honorific inscription, and was even alleged to 
have offered sacrifices to him as to a god. In the 
published writings of Aristotle, too, the accusers found 
various heretical doctrines, suitable for sustaining their 
indictment; as, for example, the declaration that prayer 
and sacrifices to the gods were of no avail.? But there 
can be little doubt that the Hymn, Ode, or Pzan, in 
honour of Hermeias, would be more offensive to the 

@ Diogen. L. v. 5; Athenzus, xv. 
696. The name of Demophilus was 
mentioned by Favorinus as also sub- 
scribed to the indictment: this Demo- 
philus was probably son of the his- 
torian Ephorus. See Val. Rose, 
Aristoteles Pseudepigraphus, p. 582. 
He took part afterwards in the in- 
dictment against Phokion. As an 
historian, he completed the narrative 
of the Sacred War, which his father 

Ephorus had left unfinished (Diodor. 
xvi. 14). The words of Athenzus, 
as far as I can understand them, seem 
to imply that he composed a speech 
for the Hierophant Eurymedon. 

» See the passages from Origen 
advers. Celsum, cited in Stahr’s Ari- 
stotelia, vol. i. p. 146. 
Among the titles of the lost works 

of Aristotle (No. 14 in the Catalogue 
of Diogenes Laertius, No. 9 in that of 
the Anonymus; see Rose, Aristoteles 
Pseudepigraphus, pp. 12-18), one is 

Tlept Eixjs. From its position in the 
Catalogue, it seems plainly to have 
been a dialogue; and the dialogues 
were the most popular and _best- 
known writings of Aristotle. Now 
we know from the Nikomach. Ethica 
(x. 8, 1178, b. 6-32) that Aristotle de- 
clared all constructive effort, and all 
action with a view to external ends, 
to be inconsistent with the Divine 
Nature, which was blest exclusively 
in theorizing and contemplation. If 
he advocated the same doctrine in the 
dialogue Ilept Evyns, he must have 
contended that persons praying could 
have no additional chance of obtain- 
ing the benefits which they prayed 
for ; and this would have placed him 
in conflict with the received opinions. 

Respecting the dialogue Hept Evyxjjs, 
see Bernays, Die Dialoge des Aristo- 
teles, pp. 120-122; and Rose, Arist. 
Pseudepigr. pp. 67, 68. 
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feelings of an ordinary Athenian than any philosophical 
dogma extracted from the cautious prose compositions 
of Aristotle. It is a hymn, of noble thought and dig- 
nified measure, addressed to Virtue (’Aper:j—masculine 
or military Virtue), in which are extolled the semi- 
divine or heroic persons who had fought, endured, and 
perished in her service. The name and exploits of Her- 
meias are here introduced as the closing parallel and 
example in a list beginning with Héraklés, the Dios- 
kuri, Achilles, and Ajax. Now the poet Kallistratus, 
in his memorable Skolion, offers a like compliment to 
Harmodius and Aristogeiton; and Pindar, to several 
free Greeks of noble family, who paid highly for his 
epinician Odes now remaining. But all the persons 
thus complimented were such as had gained prizes at 
the sacred festivals, or had distinguished themselves 
in other ways which the public were predisposed to 
honour; whereas Hermeias was a eunuch, who began 
by being a slave, and ended by becoming despot over 
a free Grecian community, without any exploit con- 
spicuous to the eye. To many of the Athenian public 
it would seem insult, and even impiety, to couple Her- 
meias with the greatest personages of Hellenic mytho- 
logy, as a successful competitor for heroic honours. 
We need only read the invective of Claudian against 
Hutropius, to appreciate the incredible bitterness of 
indignation and contempt, which was suggested by the 
‘spectacle of a eunuch and a slave exercising high pub- 
lic functions.* And the character of a despot was, to 

* “Omnia cesserunt, eunucho con- | eunuchs, Herodotus, viii. 106; Xeno- 
sule, monstra:” this is among the | phon, Cyroped. viii. 3, 15. 
bitter lines of Claudian, too numerous Apellikon thought it worth while 
to cite; but they well deserve to be | to compose a special treatise, for the 
read in the original. Compare also, | purpose of vindicating Aristotle from 

about the ancient sentiment towards | the aspersions circulated in regard to 

OZ 
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the anti-macedonizing Athenians, hardly less odious 
than either of the two others combined with it in 
Hermeias. | 

Taking these particulars into account, we shall see 
that a charge thus sustained, when preferred by a 
venerable priest, during the prevalence of strong anti- 
Macedonian feeling, against a notorious friend of Anti- 
pater and Nikanor, was quite sufficient to alarm the 
prudence of the accused. Aristotle bowed to the storm 
(if indeed he had not already left Athens, along with 
other philo-Macedonians) and retired to Chalkis, (in 
Eubcea),? then under garrison by <Antipater. _ An 
accused person at Athens had always the option of 
leaving the city, at any time before the day of trial ; 
Sokrates might have retired, and obtained personal 
security in the same manner, if he. had chosen to do so. 
Aristotle must have been served, of course, with due 
notice: and according to Athenian custom, the indict- 
ment would be brought into court in his absence, as if he 
had been present; various accusers, among them Demo- 
chares,” the nephew of Demosthenes, would probably 

his relations with Hermeias. Ari- | Philip: That when Philip, after the 
stokles speaks of the vindication as 
successful (ap. Euseb. P. HE: xv. 2). 

* That Chalkis was among the 
Grecian towns then occupied by a 
Macedonian garrison is the state- 
ment of Brandis (Entwickelungen der 
Griechischen Philosophie, i. p. 891, 
1862). Though I find no direct au- 
thority for this statement, I adopt it 
as probable in the highest degree. 

> Aristokles (ap. Eusebium Prep. 
Ey. xv. 2) takes notice of the allega- 
tions of Demochares against Aristotle: 
That letters of Aristotle had been de- 
tected or captured (d\@va), giving 
information injurious to Athens: That 
Aristotle had betrayed Stageira to 

capture of Olynthus, was selling into 
slavery the Olynthian prisoners, Ari- 
stotle was present at the auction (émt 
Tov Aadbvpore@dciov), and pointed out 
to him which among the prisoners 
were men of the largest property. 
We do not know upon what founda- 

tion of fact (if upon any) these al- 
legations were advanced by a contem- 
porary orator. But they are curious, 
as illustrating the view taken of Ari- 
stotle by his enemies. They must 
have been delivered as parts of one of 
the accusatory speeches on Aristotle’s * 
trial par contwmace: for this was the 
earliest occasion on which Aristotle’s 
enemies had the opportunity of pub- 
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speak in support of it; and Aristotle must have been 
found guilty in his absence. But there is no ground 
for believing that he intended to abandon Athens, and 
live at Chalkis, permanently; the rather, inasmuch as 
he seems to have left not only his school, but his 
library, at Athens under the charge of Theophrastus. 
Aristotle knew that the Macedonian chiefs would not 
forego supremacy over Greece without a struggle; and, 
being in personal correspondence with Antipater him- 
self, he would receive direct assurance of this resolution, 
if assurance were needed. In a question of military 
force, Aristotle probably felt satisfied that Mace- 
donian arms must prevail; after which the affairs of 
Athens would be again administered, at least in the 
same spirit, as they had been before Alexander’s death, 
if not with more complete servility. He would then 
have returned thither to resume his school, in compe- 
tition with that of Plato under Xenokrates at the Aca- 
demy; for he must have been well aware that the 
reputation of Athens, as central hearth of Hellenic 
letters and philosophy, could not be transferred to 
Chalkis or to any other city.’ 

piat, as well as in his published speech 
His invectives against Antipater, and 

licly proclaiming their antipathy 
against him, and they would hardly 
omit to avail themselves of it. The 
Hierophant, the principal accuser, 
would be supported by other speakers 
following him; just as Melétus, the 
accuser of Sokrates, was supported by 
Anytus and Lykon. The ioropiuc of 
Demochares were not composed until 
seventeen years after this epoch—cer- 
tainly not earlier than 306 B.c.— 
sixteen years after the death of Ari- 
stotle, when his character was not 
prominently before the public. Never- 
theless Demochares may possibly have 
included these accusatory allegations 
against the philosopher in his igro- 

the friends of Antipater, were nume- 
rous and bitter :—Polybius, xii. 13, 9; 
Cicero, Brutus, 83; compare Demo- 

charis Fragmenta, in Didot’s Fragm. 
Historicorum Grecorum, vol. ii. p. 
448. Philon, who indicted Sophokles 
(under the ypadp1 mapavdpev) for the 
law which the latter had proposed in 
306 B.c. against the philosophers at 
Athens, had been a friend of Aristotle, 

*Apicroredous yvepyos. Athenxus, 
xiii. 610. 

* We may apply here the same 
remark that Dionysius makes about 
Deinarchus as a speech-maker : when 
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This is what would probably have occurred, when 
the Lamian war was finished and the Macedonian 
garrison installed at Athens, in Sept. 322 B.c.—had 
Aristotle’s life lasted longer. But in or about that 
very period, a little before the death of Demosthenes, he 

died at Chalkis of illness; having for some time been 
troubled with indigestion and weakness of stomach.* 
The assertion of EHumélus and others that he took 
poison, appears a mere fiction suggested by the analogy 
of Sokrates.? One of his latest compositions was a 
defence of himself against the charge of impiety, and 
against the allegations of his accusers (as reported to 
him, or published) in support of it. A sentence of this 
defence remains,° wherein he points out the inconsist- 
ency of his accusers in affirming that he intended to 
honour Hermeias as an immortal, while he had noto- 

riously erected a tomb, and had celebrated funeral 

Deinarchus retired to Chalkis, no one 
would send to Chalkis for a speech: 
Ov yap eis Xadkida dy tives emdeov 
Aeyav xapwv, 7 idiav, 7 Snpociwy: ov 
yap tédeov nrépovy ovTw dyer. 
Dionys. Halic. Dinar. p. 639. 

* Censorinus, De Die Natali— 
Ménage ad Diogen. Laert. v. 16. 

» Diogenes L. however (v. 8) gave 
credit to this story, as we may see 
by his Epigram. 

© Athenzus xv. p. 696, 697. Pro- 
bably this reply of Aristotle (though 
Zeller, p. 83, declares it to be spurious, 

in my judgment very gratuitously), 
may have been suited to the words of 
the speech (not preserved to us) which 
it was intended to answer. But the 
reply does not meet what I conceive 
to have been the real feeling in the 
minds of those who originated the 
‘charge. The logical inconsistency 
which he points out did not appear 
an inconsistency to Greeks generally. 

Aristotle had rendered to the deceased 
Hermeias the same honours (though 
less magnificent in degree) as Alex- 
ander to the deceased Hephestion, 
and the Amphipolitans to the deceased 
Brasidas (Thucyd. v. 11; Aristotel. 
Ethic. Nikom. v. 7.1). In both these 
cases a tomb was erected to the de- 
ceased, implying mortality; and per- 
manent sacrifices were offered to him, 
implying immortality: yet these two 
proceedings did not appear to involve 
any logical contradiction, in the eyes 
of the worshippers. That which 
offended the Athenians, really, in the 
case of Aristotle, was the worthless- 
ness of Hermeias, to whom he ren- 
dered these prodigious honours—eu- 
nuch, slave, and despot; an assemblage 

of what they considered mean attri- 
butes. The solemn measure and cha-= 
racter of a Pan was disgraced by 
being applied to such a vile person. 
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ceremonies to him as a mortal. And in a letter to 
Antipater, he said (among other things) that Athens 
was a desirable residence, but that the prevalence of 
sycophancy or false accusation was a sad drawback to 
its value; moreover that he had retired to Chalkis, 
in order that the Athenians might not have the oppor- 
tunity of sinning a second time against philosophy, as 
they had already done once, in the person of Sokrates.* 
In the same or another letter to Antipater, he ad- 
verted to an honorific tribute which had been voted 
to him at Delphi before the death of Alexander, but 
the vote for which had been since rescinded. He inti- 
mated that this disappointment was not indifferent to 
him, yet at the same time no serious annoyance.” 
_In regard to the person and habits of Aristotle, we 

are informed that he had thin legs and small eyes; 
that in speech he was somewhat lisping ; that his attire 

* Ammonius, Vit. Aristotelis, p. 48, 

in Buhle’s Aristot. vol.i.; Ménage ad 
Diog. Laert. v. 5, with the passage 
from Origen (adv. Celsum) there cited ; 
fElian, V. H. iii. 36. 
We learn from Diogenes that 'Theo- 

phrastus was indicted for impiety by 
Agnonides ; but such was the esteem 
in which Theophrastus was held, that 
the indictment utterly failed; and 
Agnonides was very near incurring 
the fine which every accuser had to 
pay, if he did not obtain one-fifth of 
the suffrages of the Dikasts (Diog. L. 
v. 87). Now Agnonides comes for- 
ward principally as the vehement 
accuser of Phokion four years after 
the death of Aristotle, during the 
few months of democratical reaction 
brought about by the edicts and in- 
terference of Polysperchon (318 B.c.) 
after the death of Antipater (His- 
tory of Greece, ch. xcvi. p. 477). 
Agnonides must have felt himself 

encouraged by what had happened 
five years before with Aristotle, to 
think that he would succeed in a 
similar charge against Theophrastus. 
But Theophrastus was personally 
esteemed; he was not intimately 
allied with Antipater, or directly 
protected by him; moreover, he had 
composed no hymn to a person like 
Hermeias. Accordingly, the indict- 
ment recoiled upon the accuser him- 
self. 

> Alian, V. H. xiv. 1. "Apurro- 
TEANS, eel Tis attod adeidero Tas 
Wnpicbeicas ev Acdqhois Tisds, emt- 
oTeAA@v Tpos AvTimarpoy repli TOUTaY, 
gnow—Yrep tav ev Aedois Wypi- 
cbevrav pot, Kal ay adypnwat vor, 
ovTws Exo as pyte por opddpa pedew 
aitav, pyre por pndev pertew. The 
statue of Aristotle at Athens was 
before the eyes of Alexander of Aphro- 
disias about A.p. 200. See Zumpt, 
Scholarchen zu Athen, p. 74. 
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was elegant and even showy; that his table was well- 
served—according to his enemies, luxurious above the 
measure of philosophy. His pleasing and persuasive 
manners are especially attested by Antipater, in a letter, 
apparently of marked sympathy and esteem, written 
shortly after the philosopher’s death. He was deeply 
attached to his wife Pythias, by whom he had a daugh- 
ter who bore the same name. His wife having died 
after some years, he then re-married with a woman of 
Stageira, named Herpyllis, who bore him a son called 
Nikomachus. Herpyllis lived with him until his 
death; and the constant as well as reciprocal attach- 
ment between them is attested by his last will.” At 
the time of his death, his daughter Pythias had not yet 
attained marriageable age; Nikomachus was probably 
a child. 

The will or testament of the philosopher is preserved.° 

* Plutarch—Alkibiad. et Coriolan. 
Comp. c. 8; Aristeid. cum Caton. maj. 
Comp. c. 2. The accusation of luxury 
and dainty feeding was urged against 
him by his contemporary assailant 
Kephisodorus (Kusebius, Pr. Ev. xv. 
2); according to some statements, by 
Plato also, A#lian, V. H. iii. 19. Con- 
trast the epigram of the contemporary 
poet Theokritus of Chios, who cen- 
sures Aristotle da rv dxparn yaortpos 
dvow, with the satirical drama of 
the poet Lykophron (ap. Atheneum, 
ii. p. 55), in which he derided the 
suppers of philosophers, for their 
coarse and unattractive food: com- 
pare the verses of Antiphanes, ap. 
Athene. iii. p. 98 F.; and Diog. L. 
vii. 27; Timeus ap. Atheneum, viii. 
342. The lines of Antiphanes ap. 
Athenx. iv. 1346, seem to apply to 
Aristotle, notwithstanding Meineke’s 
remarks, p. 59. 

» Dior. L. v. 1,13; Aristokles ap. 
Euseb, Pr. Ev, xv. 2. 

© Diog. L, v. 11. "Eorae pev ed: 
eay b€ te ovpBaivn, rade diebero 
*ApiororeAns’ émitporoy pev eivat mav- 
tov Kal dia mavtos *Avtinatpoy, &c. 
The testament of Aristotle was known 
to Hermippus (Athenzus, xiii. p. 589) 
about a century later than Aristotle, 
and the most ancient known autho- 
rity respecting the facts of his life. 
Stahr (Aristotelia, vol. i, 159), and 
Brandis (Arist. p. 62). suppose that 
what Diogenes gives is only an ex- 
tract from the wili; since nothing is 
said about the library, and Aristotle 
would not omit to direct what should 
be done with a library which he so 
much valued. But to this I reply, 
that there was no necessity for his 
making any provision about the 
library; he had left it at Athens 
along with his school, in the care of 
Theophrastus. ~ He wished it to re- 
main there, and probably considered 
it as an appendage to the school ; and 
it naturally would remain there, if 
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Its first words constitute Antipater his general executor 
in the most comprehensive terms,* words well calculated 
to ensure that his directions should be really carried 
into effect; since not only was Antipater now the 
supreme potentate, but Nikanor, the chief beneficiary 
under the will, was in his service and dependent on his 
orders. Aristotle then proceeds to declare that Nikanor 
shall become his son-in-law, by marriage with his 
daughter Pythias as soon as she shall attain suitable 
age; also, his general heir, subject to certain particular 
bequests and directions, and the guardian of his infant 
son Nikomachus. Nikanor being at that time on ser- 
vice, and perhaps in Asia, Aristotle directs that four 
friends (named Aristomenes, Timarchus, Hipparchus, 
Diotelés) shall take provisional care of Herpyllis, his 
two children, and his effects, until Nikanor can appear 
and act: Theophrastus is to be conjoined with these 
four if he chooses, and if circumstances permit him.” 

he said nothing about it in his testa- 
ment. We must remember (as I 
have already intimated) that when 
Aristotle left Athens, he only con- 
templated being absent for a time; 
and intended to come back and re- 
sume his school, when Macedonian 
supremacy should be re-established. 

* Pausanias (vi. 4, 5) describes a 
statue of Aristotle which he saw at 
Olympia: the fact by which Aristotle 
was best known both to him and to 
the guides, seems to have been the 
friendship first of Alexander, next of 
Antipater. 

» Diog. L. v. 12. gas & av Nixavep 
katahdBn, emysedeioOar *Apioroperny, 
Tiwapxov, “Immapxov, Avorednv, Ged- 
pactov, eav BovAnra Kai evdeynrac 
avT@, Tov Te Tatdiav Kal ‘Epmuddidos 
kai TOY KaTadedeypevov. ‘The four 
persons here named were probably 

present at Chalkis, so that Aristotle 
could count upon them; but at the 
time when this will was made, Theo- 
phrastus was at Athens, conducting 
the Aristotelian school; and in the 
critical condition of Grecian politics, 
there was room for doubt how far he 
could securely or prudently act in 
this matter. 

The words of Diogenes—éas 8’ ay 
Nixavep karadaBn—are rendered in 
the improved translation of the edi- 
tion by Firmin Didot, “quoad vero 
Nicanor adolescat,” &c. I cannot 
think this a correct understanding, 
either of the words or of the fact. 
Nikanor was not a minor under age, 
but an officer on active service. The 
translation given by Ménage appears 
to me more true—“ tantisper dum 
redux sit Nicanor:” (ad D. L. v. 12.) 
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The daughter Pythias, when she attains suitable age, 
is to become the wife of Nikanor, who will take the 
best care both of her and of Nikomachus, being in the 
joint relation of father and brother to them. If Pythias 
shall die, either before the marriage or after it, but 
without leaving offspring, Nikanor shall have full 
discretion to make such arrangements as may be 
honourable both for himself and for the testator respect- 
ing Nikomachus and the estate generally. In case of 
the death of Nikanor himself, either before the marriage 
or without offspring, any directions given by him shall 
be observed; but Theophrastus shall be entitled, if he 
chooses, to become the husband of Pythias, and if Theo- 
phrastus does not choose, then the executors along with 
Antipater shall determine what they think best both for 
her and for Nikomachus.” The will then proceeds as 
follows :—“ The executors (here Antipater is not called 
in to co-operate), with Nikanor, in’ faithful memory of 
me and of the steady affection of Herpyllis towards me, 
shall take good care of her in every way, but especially 
if she desires to be married, in giving her away to one 
not unworthy of me. They shall assign to her, besides 
what she has already received, a talent of silver, and 
three female slaves chosen by herself, out of the pro- 
perty, together with the young girl and the Pyrrhean 
slave now attached to her person. If she prefers to 
reside at Chalkis, she may occupy the lodging near the 
garden; if at Stageira, she may live at my paternal 
house. , Whichever of the two she may prefer, the 

* Diog. Liv. 12. as kai marnp dv | bilities—the death of Nikanor or of 
kal ddeddds. 

» Diog. L. v. 18. In following the 
phraseology of this testament, we 
remark that when Aristotle makes 
allusion to these inauspicious possi- 

Pythias, he annexes to them a de- ? 

precatory phrase: eay dé rh madi 
oupBn T—O py yévouro ode eora, 
&e. 
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executors shall provide it with all such articles of 
furniture as they deem sufficient for her comfort and 
dignity.”* 

Aristotle proceeds to direct that Nikanor shall make 
comfortable provision for several persons mentioned by 
name, male and female, most of them slaves, but one 
(Myrmex), seemingly, a free boarder or pupil, whose 
property he had undertaken to manage. ‘Two or three 
of these slaves are ordered to be liberated, and to receive 
presents, as soon as his daughter Pythias shall be 
married. He strictly enjoins that not one of the 
youthful slaves who attended him shall be sold. They 
are to be brought up and kept in employment; when of 
mature age, they are to be liberated according as they 
shew themselves worthy.” 

Aristotle had in his lifetime ordered, from a sculptor 
named Gryllion, busts of Nikanor and of the mother of 
Nikanor; he intended farther to order from the same 

sculptor a bust of Proxenus, Nikanor’s father. Nikanor 
is instructed by the will to complete these orders, and 
to dedicate the busts properly when brought in. A 
bust of the mother of Aristotle is to be dedicated to 
Demeter at Nemea, or in any other place which Nikanor 

* Diog. L. v. 14. kai éav pev ev | (Diog. L. v. 52) mention made of a 
Xadkids BovAnrar oikeiv, tov Eevova 
Tov Tpos TO KnT@ Edy dé ev Srayeipors, 
thy tmatp@ay oikiay, The “ lodging 
near the garden” may probably have 
been the residence occupied by Ari- 
stotle himself, during his temporary 
residence at Chalkis. ‘The mention 
of his paternal house, which he still 
possessed at Stageira, seems to imply 
that Philip, when he destroyed that 
town, respected the house therein 
which had belonged to his father’s 
physician. 

We find in the will of Theophrastus 

property. (x@piov) at Stageira belong- 
ing to Theophrastus, which he be- 
queaths to Kallinus. Probably this 
is the same property which had once 
belonged to Aristotle; for I do not 
see how else Theophrastus (who was 
a native of Eresus in Lesbos) could 
have become possessed of property at 
Stageira. 

B Dios: ov.. 1d. 
Tay Traidev pndeva Tay ee Oeparrevdv- 
tav, adda xpyoOa adrois: drav & ev 
Mrixia yévovtar, eAcvOepovs aceivat 
Kat aéiav. 

pn mode dé 
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may prefer; another bust of Arimnéstus (brother of 
Aristotle) is to be dedicated as a memento of the same, 
since he has died childless.* 

During some past danger of Nikanor (we do not 
know what) Aristotle had made a vow of four marble 
animal figures, in case the danger were averted, to Zeus 
the Preserver and Athéné the Preserver. Nikanor is 
directed to fulfil this vow and to dedicate the figures in 
Stageira.” 

Lastly, wherever Aristotle is buried, the bones of his 
deceased wife Pythias are to be collected and brought 
to the same spot, as she had commanded during her 
lifetime.° 

This testament is interesting, as it illustrates the 
personal circumstances and sentiments of the philosopher, 
evincing an affectionate forethought and solicitude for 
those who were in domestic relations with him. As far 
as we can judge, the establishment and property which 
he left must have been an ample one.* How the pro- 
visions of the will were executed, or what became of 
most persons named in it, we do not know, except 
that Pythias the daughter of Aristotle was married 
three times: first, to Nikanor (according to the will); 
secondly, to Proklés, descendant of Demaratus (the 

* Diog. L. v. 15. and do not fail.” (See my preceding 
avabeivat Se Kat EE ooe Lavi. pil 6! 

Nixdvopa caevta, nv evxnv imep av- 
rod nuvéduny, (da hidwa rerpannyxn 
Avi Sotype Kal "A@nva Sworeipa ev Zra- 
yelpots. 

Here is a vow, made by Aristotle 
to the gods under some unknown pre- 
vious emergency, which he orders his 
executor to fulfil. I presume that 
the last words of direction given by 
Sokrates before his death to Kriton 
were of the same nature: “ We owe 
a cock to Ausculapius: pay the debt, 

work, Plato and the other Compa- 
nions of Sokrates, vol. ii. ch. 28, p. 195.) 

° Diog. L. v. 16. 
¢ 'The elder Pliny (H. N. xxxv. 12, 

46 ; compare also Diogen. L. v. 1, 16) 
mentions that in the sale of Aristotle’s 
effects by his heirs there were included 
seventy dishes or pans (patinas, 
earthenware). Pliny considered this 
as a mark of luxurious living ; since 
(according to Fenestella) “ tripati- 
nium appellabatur summa ccenarum 
lautitia,” 
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king of Sparta formerly banished to Asia) by whom 
she had two sons, Proklés and Demaratus, afterwards 
pupils in the school of Theophrastus; thirdly, to a phy- 
sician named Metrodérus, by whom she had a son 
named Aristotle.’ 

There existed in antiquity several works, partly by 
contemporaries like the Megaric Eubulides, partly by 
subsequent Platonists, in which Aristotle was re- 
proached with ingratitude to Plato,” servility to the 
Macedonian power, love of costly display and indul- 
gences, &c. What proportion of truth may lie at the 
bottom of these charges we do not know enough to 
determine confidently ; but we know that he had many 
enemies, philosophical as well as political ;° and con- 
troversy on those grounds (then as now) was rarely 
kept free from personal slander and invective. 

The accusation of ingratitude or unbecoming beha- 
viour to Plato is no way proved by any evidence 
now remaining. It seems to have been suggested to 
the Platonists mainly, if not wholly, by the direct 

* Sextus Empiric. adv. Mathe- 
maticos, i. p. 271 F. sect. 258. About 

was brought up chiefly by Theo- 
phrastus, but perished young in 

the banishment, or rather voluntary 
exile, of Demaratus to Asia, in the 

reign of Darius I. king of Persia, see 
Herodot. vi. 70. Some towns and 
lands were assigned to him in Aolis, 
where Xenophon found his descend- 
ant Prokles settled, after the conclu- 
sion of the Cyreian expedition (Xen. 
Anab. vii. 8, 17). 

Respecting this younger Aristotle 
—son of Metrodorus and grandson of 
the great philosopher—mention is 
made in the testament of Theo- 
phrastus, and directions are given for 
promoting his improvement in philo-- 
sophy (Diog. La. v. 58). Nikomachus 

battle (Aristokles ap. Euseb. Prep. 
Ev. xv. 2). 

» Euseb. Prep. Ev. xv. 2; Diog. 
La. ii. 109. 

* The remarkable passage of The- 
mistius (Orat. xxiii. p. 346) attests 
the number and vehemence of these 
opponents. Kyproodapous Te kal 
EvBouhidas kat Tysaiovs Kat Ackat- 
dpxous, kal otpatov 6\ov Tay embe- 
pevow *Apiororéker TO 2rayewpirn, 
mor ay kxaradé£au evretas, Oy Kal 
Adyou eEckvovvrat eis Tévde Tov xpdvor, 
Starnpovvres thv améxOevay Kai pido- 
vetkiav ; 
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rivalry of Aristotle in setting up a second philosophical 
school at Athens, alongside of the Academy; by his 
independent, self-working, philosophical speculation ; 
and by the often-repeated opposition which he made to 
some capital doctrines of Plato, especially to the so-called 
Platonic Ideas.* Such opposition was indeed expressed, 
as far as we can judge, in terms of respectful courtesy, 
and sometimes even of affectionate regret; examples of 
which we shall have to notice in going through the 
Aristotelian writings. Yet some Platonists seem to 
have thought that direct attack on the master’s doctrines 
was undutiful and ungrateful in the pupil, however 
unexceptionable the language might be. They also 
thought, probably, that the critic misrepresented what 
he sought to refute. Whether Aristotle really believed 
that he had superior claims to be made Scholarch of the 
Platonic school at the death of Plato in 347 B.c., or at 
the death of Speusippus in 339 B.c., is a point which 
we can neither affirm nor deny. But we can easily 
understand that the act of setting up a new philo- 
sophical school at Athens, though perfectly fair and 
admissible on his part, was an hostile competition sure 
both to damage and offend the pre-established school, 
and likely enough to be resented with unbecoming aspe- 

* This is what lies at the bottom 
of the charges advanced by Eubulides, 
probably derived from the Platonists, 
kat EvBovAtdns mpodnrws ev TO kart’ 
avroD §=BiBAim wevdera, dcKer, 

redevta@vre [dra py mapayevecbat, 
ta te BiBAia avrov SvapOeipar (Ari- 
stokles ap. Huseb. Prep. Ev. xv. 2). 
There can be no possible basis for this 
last charge—destroying or corrupting 
the books of Plato—except that Ari- 
stotle had sharply criticized them, and 

was supposed to have mis-stated or 
unfairly discredited them. 

The frequently recurring protest of 
Aristotle against the Platonic doctrine 
of Ideas may be read now in the 
Analytica, Topica, Metaphysica, and 
Ethica Nikomachea, but was intro- 
duced even in the lost Dialogues. 
See Plutarch adv. Koléten, c. 14; and 
Proklus adv. Joann. Philoponum ap. 
Bernays, Die Dialoge des Aristoteles, 
not. 22, p. 151. 
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rity. Ingratitude towards the great common master 
Plato, with arrogant claims of superiority over fellow- 
pupils, were the allegations which this resentment would 
suggest, and which many Platonists in the Academy 
would not scruple to advance against their macedonizing 
rival at the Lykeium. 

Such allegations moreover would find easy credence 
from other men of letters, whose enmity Aristotle had 
incurred, and to a certain extent even provoked— 
Isokrates and his numerous disciples. 

This celebrated rhetor was an elderly man at the 
zenith of his glory and influence, during those earlier 
years which Aristotle passed at Athens before the 
decease of Plato. The Isokratean school was then the 
first in Greece, frequented by the most promising pupils 
from cities near and far, perhaps even by Aristotle him- 
self, The political views and handling, as well as the 
rhetorical style of which the master set the example, 
found many imitators. Illustrious statesmen, speakers, 
and writers traced their improvement to this teaching. 
So many of the pupils, indeed, acquired celebrity—among 
them Theodektés, Theopompus, Ephorus, Naukrates, 
Philiskus, Kephisodérus, and others—+that Hermippus* 

* Atheneus, x. p. 451; Dionys. | principes exierunt: sed eorum par- 
Hal., De Iswo Judic. pp. 588, 625. 
ovde yap 6 Tovs "Iookpdrous pabyras 
avaypdayyas” Eppurmos, dk pins ev Tois 
adRors yevopevos, tmep tovde Tod 
pytopos ovdey eipnkev, €&@ Svotv rov- 
tow, dru Supkovoe pev "Iooxparovs, 
Kabnynoato dé Anpocbévous, cuve- 
yeveto S€ trois dpioras trav diroad- 
gov. See Hermippi Fragmenta ed. 
Lozinski, Bonn, 1832, pp. 42-43. 

Cicero, De Oratore, ii. 22, 94. 
** Ecce tibi exortus est Isocrates, 

magister istorum omnium, cujus é 
ludo, tanquam ex equo Trojano, meri 

tim in pompa, partim in acie, illustres 
esse voluerunt. Atqui et illi—Theo- 
pompi, Ephori, Philiski, Naucrate, 
multique alii—ingeniis differunt,” &c. 

Compare also Cicero, Brutus, 8, 32; 
and Dionys. Hal., De Isocrate Judi- 
cium, p. 586. émipavéoraros Se yevd- 
pevos TOV KaTa TOY avTOY akpacdyT@Y 
xpévoy, Kat Tovs Kpatictous Tov ev 
’AOnvnoi Te Kal ev TH MAAN “EAAdSe 
véov madevoas: Gv of pev ev Tois 
duxavikois eyéevovTo dpuorou déyors, ot 

So ev TO moAurever Oat Kat Ta Kowa 

mparrew Sunveyxav, Kat GAdoe d€ ras 
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thought it worth his while to draw up a catalogue 
of them: many must have been persons of opulent 
family, highly valuing the benefit received from Iso- 
krates, since each of them was required to pay to him 
a fee of 1000 drachmex.’ During the first sojourn of 
Aristotle in Athens (362-347 s.c.), while he was still 
attached to and receiving instruction from Plato, he 
appears to have devoted himself more to rhetoric than 
to philosophy, and even to have given public lessons or 
lectures on rhetoric. He thus entered into rivalry with 
Tsokrates, for whom, as a teacher and author, he con- 
tracted dislike or contempt. 

The composition of Isokrates was extremely elegant : 
his structure of sentences was elaborate even to excess, 

his arrangement of words rhythmical, his phrases nicely 

balanced in antithetical equipoise, like those of his 
master Gorgias; the recital of his discourses proved 
highly captivating to the ear.’ Moreover, he had com- 

a a 5 
Kowas Tov “EAAhvev te Kat BapBdpov Hal. ad Pompeium de Platone, p. 764 ; 

mpaters aveyparpay, Xe. 
* See Demosthenes, adv. Lakritum, 

pp. 928, 938, Lakritus was a citizen 

of Phas@lis—péya mpaypa, "looxpd- 
rovs paOnrys. ‘lo have gone through 
a course of teaching from Isokrates, 

was evidently considered as a dis- 
tinction of some importance. 

» Dionysius, while admiring Iso- 
krates, complains of him, and com- 
plains still more of his imitators, as 
somewhat rnonotonous, wanting in 
flexibility and variety (De Compos. 
Verborum, p. 184). Yet he pro- 
nounces Isokrates and Lysias to be 
more natural, shewing less of eraft 

and art than Iseus and Demosthenes 
(De Iswo Judicium, p. 592). 
krates roy bykov THs mouTiKhs Kara- 
oxevis emi Adyous ifyaye piroodpovs, 

(nhoaas rods mepi Vopylay. (Dionys. 

Iso- 

also De Iso Judicium, p. 592; be- 
sides the special chapter, p. 584, seq., 
which he has devoted to Isokrates.) 

Cicero, De Oratore, ili, 44, 173: 
“Idque princeps Isocrates instituisse 
fertur, ut inconditam  antiquorum. 
dicendi consuetudinem delectationis 
alque aurium causd, quemadmodum 
scribit discipulus ejus Naucrates, nu- 
meris adstringeret.” Compare Cicero, 
Orator, 52, 175-176, 

The reference to Naucrates (whose 
works have not been preserved, though 
Dionysius commends his Adyos ’Eme- 
rads, Ars, Rhet. p., 259) is inte- 
resting, as it shews what was said 
of Isokrates by his own disciples. 
Cicero says of the doctrines in his own 
dialogue De Oratore (Mpist, ad Famil. 
i. 9, 23), “ Abhorrent a communibus 
praceptis, et omnem antiquorum, et 
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posed a book of rhetorical precepts known and esteemed 
by Cicero and Quintilian. Besides such technical ex- 
cellence, Isokrates strove to attain, and to a certain 
extent actually attained, a higher order of merit. He 
familiarized his pupils with thoughts and arguments of 
lofty bearing and comprehensive interest; not assisting 
them to gain victory either in. any real issue tried 
before the Dikasts, or in any express motion about to 
be voted on by the public assembly, but predisposing 
their minds to prize above all things the great Pan- 
hellenic aggregate—its independence in regard to ex- 
ternal force, and internal harmony among its constituent 
cities, with a reasonable recognition of presidential 
authority, equitably divided between Athens and Sparta, 
and exercised with moderation by both. He inculeated 
sober habits and deference to legal authority on the 
part of the democrats of Athens; he impressed upon 
princes, like Philip and Nikokles, the importance of 
just and mild bearing towards subjects." Such is the 
general strain of the discourses which we now possess 
from Isokrates; though he appears to have adopted it 
only in middle life, having begun at first in the more 
usual track of the logographer—composing speeches to 
be delivered before the Dikastery by actual plaintiffs 
or defendants,” and acquiring thus both reputation and 

Aristoteleam et Isocrateam, rationem 
oratoriam complectuntur.” About the 
Téxvy of Isokrates, see Spengel, Duv- 
aywy) Texvov (Munich) pp. 155-170. 

* Dionysius Hal, dwells empha- 
tically on the lofty morality incul- 
cated in the discourses of Isokrates, 

and recommends them as most im- 
proving study to all politicians (De 
Isocrate Judic. pp. 536, 544, 555, seq.) 
—more improving than the writers 
purely theoretical, among whom he 

VOL, I. 

probably numbered Plato and Ari- 
stotle. 

® Dionysius Hal. De Isocrate Ju- 
dicium, pp. 576, 577, Reiske: déapas 
wavy moddds Sixavkdv Adyov “Ioo- 
kpareloy mepupeperdai gnaw ind rav 
BiBtorada@v Apiororedns. It appears 
that Aphareus, the adopted son of 
Isokrates, denied that Isokrates had 
ever written any judicial orations ; 
while Kephisodérus, the disciple of 
Isokrates, in his reply to Aristotle’s 

D 
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profit. His reputation as a teacher was not only main- 
tained but even increased when he altered his style; 
and he made himself peculiarly attractive to foreign 
pupils who desired to acquire a command of graceful 
expressions, without special reference to the Athenian 
Assembly and Dikastery. But his new style being mid- 
way between Demosthenes and Plato—between the 
practical advocate and politician on one side, and the 
generalizing or speculative philosopher on the other— 
he incurred as a semi-philosopher, professing to have 
discovered the juste milieu, more or less of disparage- 
ment from both extremes ;* and Aristotle, while yet a 
young man in the Platonic school, raised an ardent 
controversy against his works, on the ground both 
of composition and teaching. Though the whole con- 
troversy is now lost, there is good ground for be- 
heving that Aristotle must have displayed no small 
acrimony. He appears to have impugned the Iso- 
kratean discourses, partly as containing improper 

dogmas, partly as specimens of mere unimpressive 
elegance, intended for show, pomp, and immediate 
admiration from the hearer —ad implendas aures — 

in Rhetoric. i. 9, 1868, a. 20, dep accusations, admitted that Isokrates 
"Iooxparns émoie Sia THY ovvnOeray Tov had composed a few, but only a few. 

Dionysius accepts the allegation of 
Kephisodérus, and discredits that of 
Aristotle: 1, for my part, believe the 
allegation of Aristotle, upon a matter 
of fact which he had the means of 
knowing. / Cicero also affirms (Brutus, 
xii. 46-48), on the authority of Ari- 
stotle, that Isokrates distinguished 
himself at first as a composer of 
speeches intended to be delivered by 
actual pleaders in the Dikastery or 
Ekklesia; and that he afterwards 

altered his style. And this is what 
Aristotle says (vespecting Isokrates) | 

duxoAoyeiv, where Bekker has altered 
the substantive to tiv dovvnecay ; 
in my judgment, not wisely. I do 
not perceive the meaning or pertinence 
of dovynGevay in that sentence. 

* See Plato, Huthydemus, p. 305 ; 
also ‘ Plato and the Other Companions 
of Sokrates,’ vol. i. ch. xix. pp. 557-563, 

It is exactly this juste miliew which 
Dionysius Hal. extols as the most 
worthy of being followed, as being 
9) adnOuwn procodia. De Isocrate Jud. 
pp. 548, 558. 
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but destitute both of comprehensive theory and of 
applicability to any useful purpose.“ Kephisodérus, an 

* Cicero, De Oratore, iii. 35, 141. 
“ Ttaque ipse Aristoteles quum florere 
Isocratem nobilitate discipulorum vi- 
deret, quod ipse suas disputationes a 
causis forensibus et civilibus ad in- 
anem sermonis elegantiam transtu- 
lisset, mutavit repente totam formam 
prope discipline sux, versumque quen- 
dam Philoctete paulo secus dixit. 
Ille enim ‘turpe sibi ait esse tacere, 
quum barbaros’—hic autem, ‘ quum 
Isocratem ’—‘ pateretur dicere.’” See 
Quintilian, Inst. Or. iy. 2, 196; and 
Cicero, Orator. 19, 62: “ Aristoteles 
Isocratem ipsum lacessivit.” Also, ib. 
51, 172: “ Omitto Isocratem discipu- 
losque ejus Ephorum et Naucratem ; 
quanquam orationis faciende et or- 
nanda auctores locupletissimi summi 

Sed quis 
omnium doctior, quis acutior, quis in 
rebus vel inveniendis vel judicandis 

Quis porro 
Isocrati adversatus est infensius 2” 

ipsi oratores esse debebant. 

-acrior Aristotele fuit ? 

That Aristotle was the first to assail 
Isokrates, and that Kephisodérus 
wrote only in reply, is expressly 
stated by Numenius, ap. Euseb, Pr. 
Ey. xiv. 6: 6 Kydioddapos, eredi 
tm >Apicrorédous Baddépevov éavrd 
Toy diddcKadov "looxparny éopa, &e. 
Quintilian also says, Inst. Or. iii, 13 
ip. 126: “Nam et Isocratis preestan- 
‘tissimi discipuli fuerunt in omni stu- 
diorum genere; eoque jam _seniore 
(octavum enim et nonagesimum im- 
Pplevit annum) pomeridianis scholis 

istoteles precipere artem oratoriam 
Ceepit ; noto quidem illo (ut traditur) 
fversu ex Philocteta frequenter usus : 
Aioxpoy ciwrar pév, cai "Iooxparny éav 
éyew.” 
Diogenes La. (v. 3) maintains that 

Aristotle turned the parody not 
against Jsokrates, but against Xeno- 
rates: Aicxpdv cuoray, Eevoxparny 

& eay eye. But the authority of 
Cicero and Quintilian is decidedly 
preferable. When we recollect that 
the parody was employed by a 
young man, as yet little known, 
against a teacher advanced in age, 
and greatly frequented as well as 
admired by pupils, it will appear suf- 
ficiently offensive. Moreover, it does 
not seem at all pertinent ; for the de- 
fects of Isokrates, however great they 
may have been, were not those of 
analogy with BapBapo, but the direct 
reverse. Dionysius must have been 
forcibly struck with the bitter animus 
displayed by Aristotle against Iso- 
krates, when he makes it a reason for 
rejecting the explicit averment of 
Aristotle as to a matter of fact: kal 
ovr ’Apiororédet Teoma puraiverpy 
Tov avdpa Bovdopéve (De Isocr. 
Jud. p. 577). 

Mr. Cope, in his Introduction to 
Aristotle’s Rhetoric (p. 89, seq.), gives 
a just representation of the probable 
relations between Aristotle and Iso- 
krates; though I do not concur in 
the unfavourable opinion which he 
expresses about “ the malignant in- 
fluence exercised by Isokrates upon 
education in general” (p. 40). Mr. 
Cope at the same time remarks, that 
“ Aristotle in the Rhetorica draws a 
greater number of illustrations of ex- 
cellences of style from Isokrates than 
from any other author” (p. 41); and 
he adds, very truly, that the absence 
of any evidence of ill feeling towards 
Isokrates in Aristotle’s later work, 
and the existence of such ill feeling 
as an actual fact at an earlier period, 
are perfectly reconcileable in them- 
selves (p. 42), 

That the Rhetorica of Aristotle 
which we now possess is a work of 
his later age, certainly published, per- 

Dp 2 
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intimate friend and pupil of Isokrates, defended him in 
an express reply, attacking both Aristotle the scholar 
and Plato the master. This reply was in four books, 
and Dionysius characterizes it by an epithet of the 
highest praise.* 

These polemics of Aristotle were begun during his 
first residence at Athens, prior to 347 B.c., the year 
of Plato’s decease, and at the time when he was still 
accounted a member of the Platonic school. They 
exemplify the rivalry between that school and the 
Isokratean, which were then the two competing places 
of education at Athens: and we learn that Aristotle, 
at that time only a halffledged Platonist, opened on 
his own account not a new philosophical school in 
competition with Plato, as some state, but a new rhe- 
torical school in opposition to Isokrates.° But the 
case was different at the latter epoch, 335 B.c., when 
Aristotle came to reside at Athens for the second 
time. Isokrates was then dead, leaving no successor, so 
that his rhetorical school expired with him. Aristotle 

haps composed, during his second resi- 
dence at Athens, I hold with Mr. Cope 
and other antecedent critics. 

® Atheneus, ii. 60, iti. 122; Huseb. 
Pr. E. xiv. 6; Dionys. H. De Isocrate 

Judic. p. 577: tkavoy tynodpevos eivar 
THs adnbeias BeBawriy roy AOnvaiov 
Kyguoddapor, os Kai cuveBiacev “Ico- 
Kparel, Kal yynoLl@tatos akovoTis eyé- 
veto, Kal THY amodoyiay THY mavu Oav- 
paotHy ev\rais mpos ’AptotoreAn avti- 
ypahais éroujoato, &c. Kephisodérus, 
in this defence, contended that you 
might pick out, even from the very 
best poets and sophists, ev 7 dvo mo- 
ynpos eipnueva. This implies that 
Aristotle, in attacking Isokrates, had 
cited various extracts which he de- 
nounced as exceptionable, 

» That Aristotle had a school at 

Athens before the death of Plato we 
may see by what Strabo (xiii. 610) 
says about Hermeias: yevduevos & 
’AOnyncw jKpodcato Kat TAdtwvos 
kat “Apiororehovs. Compare Cicero, ~ 
Orator. 46; also Michelet, Essai 
sur la Métaphys. d’Aristote, p. 227. 
The statement, that Aristotle during 
Plato’s lifetime tried to set up a rival 
school against him, is repeated by — 
all the biographers, who do not how- 
ever believe it to be true, though | 
they cite Aristoxenus as its warrant. ~ 
I conceive that they have mistaken 
what Aristoxenus said ; and that they 
have confounded the school which 
Aristotle first set up as a rhetor, 
against Isokrates, with that which he 
afterwards set up as a philosopher, 
against Xenokrates, 

| 
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preferred philosophy to rhetoric: he was no longer 
trammelled by the living presence and authority of 
Plato. The Platonic school at the Academy stood 
at that time alone, under Xenokrates, who, though an 
earnest and dignified philosopher, was deficient in grace 
and in persuasiveness, and had been criticized for this 
defect even by Plato himself. Aristotle possessed those 
gifts in large measure, as we know from the testimony of 
Antipater. By these circumstances, coupled with his own 
established reputation and well-grounded self-esteem, 
he was encouraged to commence a new philosophical 
school; a school, in which philosophy formed the ex- 
press subject of the morning lecture, while rhetoric 
was included as one among the subjects of more varied 
and popular instruction given in the afternoon." During 
the twelve ensuing years, Aristotle’s rivalry was mainly 
against the Platonists or Xenokrateans at the Academy ; 
embittered on both sides by acrimonious feelings, which 
these expressed by complaining of his ingratitude and 
unfairness towards the common master, Plato. 

There were thus, at Athens, three distinct parties 
inspired with unfriendly sentiment towards Aristotle : 
first, the Isokrateans; afterwards, the Platonists; along 
with both, the anti-Macedonian politicians. Hence we 
can account for what Themistius entitles the “ army of 
assailants” (orpatov dAov) that fastened upon him, for 
the unfavourable colouring with which his domestic cir- 
cumstances are presented, and for the necessity under 
which he lay of Macedonian protection; so that when 
such protection was nullified, giving place to a re- 
actionary fervour, his residence at Athens became both 
disagreeable and insecure. 

* Aulus Gellius, N. A. xx.5. Quin- | the lifetime of Isokrates; but Ari- 
tilian (see note on p.35) puts the rhe- | stotle did not then lecture on philo- 
torical “ pomeridianz schole” within | sophy in the morning. 
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CHAPTER II. 

ARISTOTELIAN CANON. 

In the fourth and fifth chapters of my work on ‘ Plato 
and the Other Companions of Sokrates, I investigated 
the question of the Platonic Canon, and attempted 
to determine, upon the best grounds open to us, the 
question, What are the real works of Plato? I now 
propose to discuss the like question respecting Ari- 
stotle. 

But the premisses for such a discussion are much less 
simple in regard to Aristotle than in regard to Plato. 
As far as the testimony of antiquity goes, we learn that 
the Canon of Thrasyllus, dating at least from the time 
of the Byzantine Aristophanes, and probably from an 
earlier time, was believed by all readers to contain the 
authentic works of Plato and none others; an assem- 

blage of dialogues, some unfinished, but each undivided 
and unbroken, The only exception to unanimity in 
regard to the Platonic Canon, applies to ten dialogues, 
which were received by some (we do not know by how 
many, or by whom) as Platonic, but which, as Diogenes 
informs us, were rejected by agreement of the most 
known and competent critics. This is as near to 
unanimity as can be expected. The doubts, now so 
multiplied, respecting the authenticity of various dia- 
logues included in the Canon of Thrasyllus, have all 
originated with modern scholars since the beginning 
of the present century, or at least since the earlier 
compositions of Wyttenbach. It was my task to ap- 
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preciate the value of those doubts; and, in declining 
to be guided by them, I was at least able to consider 
myself as adhering to the views of all known ancient 
critics. 

Very different is the case when we attempt to frame 
an Aristotelian Canon, comprising all the works of 
Aristotle and none others. We find the problem far 
more complicated, and the matters of evidence at once 
more defective, more uncertain, and more contra- 
dictory. 

The different works now remaining, and published in 
the Berlin edition of Aristotle, are forty-six in number. 
But, among these, several were disallowed or suspected 
even by some ancient critics, while modern critics have 
extended the like judgment yet farther. Of several 
others again, the component sections (either the books, 
in our present phraseology, or portions thereof) appear 
to have existed once as detached rolls, to have become 
disjointed or even to have parted company, and to have 
been re-arranged or put together into aggregates, 
according to the judgment of critics and librarians, 
Examples of such doubtful aggregates, or doubtful ar- 
rangements, will appear when we review the separate 
Aristotelian compositions (the Metaphysica, Politica, 
&c.). It is, however, by one or more of these forty-six 
titles that Aristotle is known to modern students, and 

was known to medieval students. 
But the case was very different with ancient literati, 

such as Eratosthenes, Polybius, Cicero, Strabo, Plutarch, 
&c., down to the time of Alexander of Aphrodisias, 
Athenzus, Diogenes Laertius, &c., towards the close of 
the second century after the Christian era. It is certain 
that these ancients perused many works of Aristotle, 
or generally recognized as his, which we do not now 
possess; and among those which we do now possess, 
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there are many which it is not certain that they 
perused, or even knew. 

Diogenes Laertius, after affirming generally that 
Aristotle had composed a prodigious number of books, 
(xaprAeora BiBAra) proceeds to say, that, in consequence 
of the excellence of the author in every variety of com- 
position, he thinks it proper to indicate them briefly.* 
He then enumerates one hundred and forty-six distinet 
titles of works, with the number of books or sections 
contained in each work. The subjects are exceedingly | 
heterogeneous, and the form of composition likewise 
very different; those which come first in the list being 
Dialogues,’ while those which come last are Hpistles, 
Hexameters, and Elegies. At the close of the list we 
read: “All of them together are 445,270 lines, and 
this is the number of books (works) composed by Ari- 
stotle.”* A little farther on, Diogenes adds, as an 
evidence of the extraordinary diligence and inventive 
force of Aristotle, that the books (works) enumerated 
in the preceding list were nearly four hundred in 
number, and that these were not contested by any 
one; but that there were many other writings, and 
dicta besides, ascribed to Aristotle—ascribed (we must 

* Diog. La. v. 21. Suvéypape Se 
mapmreora BiBdva, dmep akddovOov 

Platonic :—Ilepi Atxatoovvns, in four 
books (comparable with Plato’s Re- 

nynodpny vmoypayra, dia thy mepi 
mavras hoyous Tavdpos aperny. 

» Bernays has pointed out (in his 
valuable treatise, Die Dialoge des 
Aristoteles, /p. 183) that the first in 
order, nineteen in number, among 
the titles enumerated by Diogenes, 
designate Dialogues. The longest of 
them, those which included more than 

one book or section, are enumerated 

first of all. Some of the dialogues 
appear to have coincided, either in 
title or in subject, with some of the 

public) ; TWodcrtxov, in two books; 
Lodiotis, MeveEevos, Supmdovoy, each 
in one book; all similar in title to 
works of Plato; perhaps also another, 
Ilept pnropixns 7) Tpvddos, the ana- 
logue of Plato’s Gorgias. 

° Diog. La. v. 27. yivovrar ai 
maoar pupiades otixwv Tértapes Kal 
TeTTApakoyTa mpos Tos TEVTAKLo- 
xAiots Kat Staxocios €BdounKoyra. 
Kai rocatra pev avT@ mempaypatevrat 
BiBrua. 
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understand him to mean) erroneously, or at least so 
as to leave much doubt." 
We have another distinct enumeration of the titles 

of Aristotle’s works, prepared by an anonymous bio- 
erapher cited in the notes of Ménage to Diogenes 
Laertius.” This anonymous list contains only one hun- 
dred and twenty-seven titles, being nineteen less than 
the list in Diogenes. The greater number of titles 
are the same in both; but Anonymus has eight titles 
which are not found in Diogenes, while Diogenes has 
twenty-seven titles which are not given by Anonymus. 
There are therefore thirty-five titles which rest on the 
evidence of one alone out of the two lists.) Anonymus 
does not specify any total number of lines; nevertheless 
he gives the total number of books composed by Ari- 
stotle as being nearly four hundred—the same as Dio- 
genes. This total number cannot be elicited out of the 
items enumerated by Anonymus; but it may be made 

to coincide pretty nearly with the items in Diogenes,° 

* Diog. La. v. 34. Heitz (Die 
Verlorenen Schriften des Aristoteles, 

p. 17) notices, as a fact invalidating 

the trustworthiness of the catalogue 
given by Diogenes, that Diogenes, in 
other places, alludes to Aristotelian 
compositions which are not mentioned 
in his own catalogue. For example, 
though Diogenes, in the catalogue, 
allows only five books to the Ethica, 
yet he himself alludes (v. 21) to the 
seventh book of the Ethica. But this 
example can hardly be relied upon, 
because ev rH €Bddpm tay Okay is 
only a conjecture of H. Stephens or 
Ménage. ‘The only case which Heitz 
really finds to sustain his remark, is 
the passage of the Procemium (i. 8), 
where Diogenes cites Aristotle ev 7a 
Mayo, that work not being named 

in his catalogue. But there is another 
case (not noticed by Heitz) which 
appears to me still stronger. Diogenes 
cites at length the Hymn or Pan 
composed by Aristotle in honour of 
Hermeias. Now there is no general 
head of his catalocue under which 
this hymn could fall. Here Anony- 
mus (to be presently mentioned) has a 
superiority over Diogenes; for he in- 
troduces, towards the close of his 
catalogue, one general head—éyxopa 
7) dpvous, which is not to be found 
in Diogenes. 

» Ménage ad Diog. tom. ii. p. 201. 
See the very instructive treatise of 
Professor Heitz, Die Verlorenen Schrif- 
ten des Aristoteles, p. 15 (Leipzig, 
1865). 

© Heitz, Die Verl. Schrift. des Ari- 
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provided we understand by books, sections or subdivi- 
sions of one and the same title or work. 

The two catalogues just mentioned, agreeing as they 
do in the total number of books and in the greater part 
of the items, may probably be considered not as original 
and copy, but as inaccurate transcripts from the same 
original authority. Yet neither of the two transcribers 
tells us what that original authority was. We may, 
however, be certain that each of them considered his 

catalogue to comprehend all that Aristotle could be af- 
firmed on good authority to have published ; Diogenes 
plainly signifies thus much, when he gives not only the 
total number of books, but the total number of lines. 
Such being the case, we expect to find in it, of course, 
the titles of the forty-six works composing the Berlin 
edition of Aristotle now before us. But this expecta- 
tion is disappointed. The far greater number of the 
Aristotelian works which we now peruse are not 
specified either in the list of Diogenes, or in that of 
Anonymus.* Moreover, the lists also fail to specify 
the titles of various works which are not now extant, 

but which we know from Aristotle himself that he 
really composed.” 

The last-mentioned fact is in itself sufficiently strange 
and difficult to explain, and our difficulty becomes 

stot. p. 51. Such coincidence as- 
sumes that we reckon the Iloduvretat 
and the Epistles each as one book. 

J think it unnecessary to transcribe 
these catalogues of the titles of works 
mostly lost. The reader will find 
them clearly_printed in the learned 
work of Val. Rose, Aristoteles Pseud- 

epigraphus, pp. 12-20. 
* Heitz, Verl. Schr. Aristot. p. 18, 

remarks that “In diesem Verzeich- 
nisse (that of Diogenes) die bei weitem 

ordsste Zahl derjenigen Schriften fehlt, 
welche wir heute noch besitzen, und 
die wir als den eigentlichen Kern der 
aristotelischen Lehre enthaltend zu 
betrachten gewohnt sind.” Cf. p. 32. 
Brandis expresses himself substantially 
to the same effect (Aristoteles, Berlin, 
1853, pp. 77, 78, 96); and Zeller also 
(Gesch. der Phil. 2nd ed. Aristot. 
Schriften, p. 43). 

» Heitz, Verl. Schr. des Aristoteles, 
p. 56 seq. 
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ageravated when we combine it with another fact 
hardly less surprising. Both Cicero,.and other writers 
of the century subsequent to him, (Dionysius Hal., 
Quintilian, &c.) make reference to Aristotle, and es- 
pecially to his dialogues, of which none have been 
preserved, though the titles of several are given in the 
two catalogues mentioned above. These writers bestow 
much encomium on the style of Aristotle; but what is 
remarkable is, that they ascribe to it attributes which 
even his warmest admirers will hardly find in the 
Aristotelian works now remaining. Cicero extols the 
sweetness, the abundance, the variety, the rhetorical 
force which he discovered in Aristotle’s writings: he 
even goes so far as to employ the phrase “ fluwmen 
orationis aureum” (a golden stream of speech), in 
characterizing the Aristotelian style." Such predicates 
may have been correct, indeed were doubtless correct, 

@ Cicero, Acad. Prior. ii. 38, 119: 
“Quum enim tuus iste Stoicus sapiens 
syllabatim tibi ista dixerit, veniet flu- 
men orationis aureum fundens Ari- 

(De Veter. Script. Censura, p. 480, R. ; 
De Verb. Copia, p. 187). Quintilian 
extols the ‘“eloquendi suavitas” 
among Aristotle’s excellences (Inst. Or. 

stoteles, qui illum desipere dicat.” 
Also Topica, i. 3. ‘Quibus (7. e. those 

who were ignorant of Aristotle) eo 
minus ignoscendum est, quod non 
modo rebus iis, que ab illo dicte et 
invente sunt, adlici debuerunt, sed 
dicendi quoque incredibili quadam 
quum copid, tum suavitate.” Also 
De Oratore, i. 11,49; Brutus, 31,121; 

De Nat. Deor. ii. 37; De Inventione, 
li. 2; De Finibus, i. 5, 14; Epistol. 
ad Atticum, ii. 1, where he speaks 
of the “ Aristotelia pigmenta”’ along 
with the pupo@jkov of Isokrates. 
Dionysius Hal. recommends the style 
of Aristotle in equal terms of ad- 
miration: mapadnmréov dé Kai ’Ape- 
OTOTEAN els ppnow THs Te TEpl THY 
Epunveiay Seworntos Kal ths aa- 
gnveias, kat Tod ndéos Kat Todupadods | 

X.i.p.510). Demetrius Phalereus (or 
the author who bears that title), De 
Eloquentia, s. 128, commends ai ’Api- 
aroredous xapires. David the Ar- 
menian, who speaks of him (having 
reference to the dialogue) as ’Adpo- 
ditns evyépov -yéuav (the correction 
of Bernays, Dial. des Arist. p. 137) 
kal xapirwy dvapectos, probably copies 
the judgment of predecessors (Scholia 
ad Categor. p. 26, b. 86, Brandis). 

Bernays (Die Dialoge des Aristo- 
teles, pp. 3-5) points out how little 
justice has been done by modern critics 
to the literary merits, exhibited in the 
dialogues and other works now lost, 
of one whom we know only as a 
“dornichten und wortkargen Syste- 
matiker.” 
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in regard to the dialogues, and perhaps to other lost 
works of Aristotle; but they describe exactly the op- 
posite’ of what we find in all the works preserved. 
With most of these (except the History of Animals) 
Cicero manifests no acquaintance; and some of tne 
best modern critics declare him to have been ignorant 
of them.” Nor do other ancient authors, Plutarch, 
Athenzus, Diogenes Laertius, &c., give evidence of 
having been acquainted with the principal works of 
Aristotle known to us. They make reference only 
to works enumerated in the Catalogue of Diogenes 
Laertius.° 

Here then, we find several embarrassing facts in 
regard to the Aristotelian Canon. Most of the works 
now accepted and known as belonging to Aristotle, are 
neither included in the full Aristotelian Catalogue 
given by Diogenes, nor were they known to Cicero; 

* This opinion is insisted on by 
Ravaisson, Essai sur la Métaphysique 
d’Aristote, pp. 210, 211. 

» Valentine Rose, Aristoteles Pseud- 
epigraphus, p. 23: “Cicero philoso- 
phicis certe ipsius Aristotelis libris 
nupquam usus est.” Heitz, Die 
Verlor. Schrift. des Aristot. pp. 31, 
158, 187: ‘Cicero, dessen Unbe- 
kanntschaft mit beinahe siimmtlichen 
heute vorhandenen Werken des Ari- 
stoteles eine unstreitige Thatsache 
bildet, deren Bedeutung man sich 
umsonst bemiiht hat abzuschwachen.” 
Madvig, Excursus VII. ad Ciceron. 
De Finibus, p. 855: ‘‘ Non dubito 
profiteri, Ciceronem mihi videri dia- 
logos Aristotelis populariter scriptos, 
et Rhetorica (quibus hic Topica ad- 
numero) tum zrodureias legisse ; diffi- 
ciliora vero, quibus omnis interior 
philosophia continebatur, aut omnino 

non attigisse, aut si aliquando atti- 

gerit, non longe progressum esse, ut 
ipse de subtilioribus Aristotelis sen- 
tentiis aliquid habere possit ex- 
plorati.” The language here used by 
Madvig is more precise than that of 
the other two; for Cicero must be 
allowed to have known, and even to 
have had in his library, the Topica of 
Aristotle. 

° See this point enforced by Heitz, 
pp. 29-31. Athenzns (xiv. 656) re- 
fers to a passage of Philochorus, in 
which Philochorus alludes to Aristotle, 
that is, as critics have hitherto sup- 
posed, to Aristot. Meteorol. iv. 3, 21. 
Bussemaker (in his Preefat. ad Aristot. 
Didot, vol. iv. p. xix.) has shown that 
this supposition is unfounded, and 
that the passage more probably refers 
to one of the Problemata Inedita 
(iii. 43) which Bussemaker has first 
published in Didot’s edition of Ari- 
stotle. 
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who, moreover, ascribes to Aristotle attributes of style 
not only different, but opposite, to those which our 
Aristotle presents. Besides, more than twenty of the 
compositions entered in the Catalogue are dialogues, 
of which form our Aristotle affords not a single speci- 
men: while others relate to matters of ancient exploit 
or personal history ; collected proverbs; accounts of the 
actual constitution of many Hellenic cities; lists of 
the Pythian victors and of the scenic representations ; 
erotic discourses; legendary: narratives, embodied in a 
miscellaneous work called ‘ Peplus —a title perhaps 
borrowed from the Peplus or robe of Athéné at the 
Panathenaic festival, embroidered with various figures 
by Athenian women; a symposion or banquet-colloquy ; 
and remarks on intoxication. All these subjects are 
foreign in character to those which our Aristotle treats. 

The difficulty of harmonizing our Aristotle with the 
Aristotle of the Catalogue is thus considerable. It has 
been so strongly felt in recent years, that one of the 
ablest modern critics altogether dissevers the two, and 
pronounces the works enumerated in the Catalogue not 
to belong to our Aristotle. I allude to Valentine Rose, 
who in his very learned and instructive volume, ‘Ari- 
stoteles Pseudepigraphus, has collected and illustrated 
the fragments which remain of these works. He con- 

* Brandis and Zeller, moreover, re- 
mark, that among the allusions made 
by Aristotle in the works which we 
possess to other works of his own, the 
majority relate to other works actually 
extant, and very few to any of the lost 
works enumerated in the Catalogue 
(Brand. Aristoteles, pp.97-101 ; Zeller, 
Phil. der Griech. ii. 2. p. 79, ed. 2nd.) 
This however is not always the case : 
we find (e. g.)in Aristotle’s notice of the 
Pythagorean tenets (Metaphys. A. p. 

986, a. 12) the remark, Svapuorar dé 
TEpt ToUT@V ev Erépots Hiv akpiBEeo- 
tepov; where he probably means to 
indicate his special treatises, epi rav 
Ilv@ayopeiwy and Ipés rovs Uvéayo- 
peiovs, enumerated by Diog. L, v. 25, 
and mentioned by Alexander, Por- 
phyry, and Simplikius. See Alex- 
ander, Schol. ad Metaphys. p. 542, b. 
5, 560, b. 25, Br.; and the note of 
Schwegler on Metaphys. i. 5, p. 47. 
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siders them all pseudo-Aristotelian, composed by various 
unknown members of the Peripatetic school, during the 
century or two immediately succeeding the death of 
Aristotle, and inscribed with the illustrious name of the 
master, partly through fraud of the sellers, partly 
through carelessness of purchasers and librarians.’ 
Emil Heitz, on the other hand, has argued more 
recently, that upon the external evidence as it stands, 
a more correct conclusion to draw would be (the op- 

posite of that drawn by Rose, viz.): That the works 
enumerated in the Catalogue are the true and genuine ; 
and that those which we possess, or most of them, 

are not really composed by Aristotle.” Heitz thinks 
this conclusion better sustained than that of Rose, 

though he himself takes a different view, which I shall 

presently mention. 
It will be seen from the foregoing observations how 

much more difficult it is to settle a genuine Canon for | 
Aristotle than for Plato. Ido not assent to either of 
the two conclusions just indicated; but I contend that, 
if we applied to this question the same principles of 
judement as those which modern Platonic critics often 
apply, when they allow or disallow dialogues of Plato, 
we should be obliged to embrace one or other of them, 
or at least something nearly approaching thereto. If 
a critic, after attentively studying the principal com- 
positions now extant of our Aristotle, thinks himself 
entitled, on the faith of his acquired “ Aristotelisches 
Gefiihl,” to declare that no works differing materially 
from them (either in subject handled, or in manner of 
handling, or in degree of excellence), can have been 

@ Valent. Rose, Aristoteles Pseud- | rum Ordine et Auctoritate. 
epigr. pp. 4-10. The same opinion is » Heitz, Die Verlor. Schrift. des 
declared also in the earlier work of | Ar. pp. 29-80. 
the same author, De Aristotelis Libro- 
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composed by Aristotle—he will assuredly be forced to 
include in such rejection a large proportion of those 
indicated in the Catalogue of Diogenes. Especially 
he will be forced to reject the Dialogues—the very 
compositions by which Aristotle was best known to 
Cicero and his contemporaries. For the difference 
between them and the known compositions of Ari- 
stotle, not merely in form but in style (the style beng 
known from the epithets applied to them by Cicero), 
must have been more marked and decisive than that 
between the Alkibiades, Hippias, Theages, Eraste, 
Leges, &c.—which most Platonic critics now set aside 
as spurious—and the Republic, Protagoras, Gorgias, Phi- 
lébus, &c., which they treat as indisputably genuine." 

In discussing the Platonic Canon, I have already 
declared that I consider these grounds of rejection to 
be unsafe and misleading. Such judgment is farther 
confirmed, when we observe the consequences to which 
they would conduct in regard to the Aristotelian Canon. 
In fact, we must learn to admit among genuine works, 

* Thus (for example) in Bernays, | 
who has displayed great acuteness 
and learning in investigating the 
Aristotelian Canon, and in collect- 
ing what can be known respecting 
the lost dialogues of Aristotle, we 
read the following observations :— 
“In der That mangelt es auch nicht 
an den bestimmtesten Nachrichten 
tiber die vormalige Existenz einer 
grossen aristotelischen Schriftenreihe, 
die von der jetzt erhaltenen durch 

die tiefste formale Verschiedenheit ge- 
'trennt war. Das Verzeichniss ari- 
 stotelischer Werke fiihrt an seiner 
' Spitze sieben und zwanzig Binde jetzt 
‘ verlorener Schriften auf, die alle in 
der kiinstlerischen Gespriichsform 
| abgefasst waren,” &c. (Bernays, Die 
'Dialoge des Aristoteles, p. 2; com- 

pare ibid. p. 30). 
If, as Bernays justly contends, we 

are to admit these various writings, 
notwithstanding “ the profound differ- 
ence of form,” as having emanated 
from the same philosopher Aristotle, 
how are we to trust the Platonic 
critics when they reject about one- 
third of the preserved dialogues of 
Plato, though there is no difference 
of form to proceed upon, but only a 
difference of style, merit, and, to a 
certain extent, doctrine ? 

Zeller (Die Phil. der Griechen, ii. 
2, pp. 45, 46, 2nd ed.), remarks that 
the dialogues composed by Aristotle 
are probably to be ascribed to the 
earlier part of his literary life, when 
he was still (or had recently been) 

Plato’s scholar. 
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both of Plato and Aristotle, great diversity in subject, 
in style, and in excellence. 

I see no ground for distrusting the Catalogue given 
by Diogenes, as being in general an enumeration of 
works really composed by Aristotle. These works 
must have been lodged in some great library—pro- 
bably the Alexandrine-—where they were seen and 
counted, and the titles of them enrolled by some one 
or more among the literati, with a specification of - 
the sum total obtained on adding together the lines 
contained in each.* I do not deny the probability, 
that, in regard to some, the librarians may have been 
imposed upon, and that pseudo-Aristotelian works may 
have been admitted; but whether such was partially 
the fact or not, the general goodness of the Catalogue 
seems to me unimpeachable. As to the author of it, 
the most admissible conjecture seems that of Brandis 
and others, recently adopted and advocated by Heitz: 
that the Catalogue owes its origin to one of the 
Alexandrine literati; probably to MHermippus of 
Smyrna, a lettered man and a pupil of Kallimachus 
at Alexandria, between 240-210 B.c. Diogenes does 
not indeed tell us from whom he borrowed the Cata- 
logue ; but in his life of Aristotle, he more than once 
cites Hermippus, as having treated of Aristotle and his 
biography in a work of some extent; and we know 
from other sources that Hermippus had devoted much 
attention to Aristotle as well as to other philosophers. 
If Hermippus be the author of this Catalogue, it must 

ST Se ee * 
@ Stahr, who in the first volume of 

his work Aristotelia (p. 194), had ex- 
pressed an opinion that the Catalogue 
given by Diogenes is the Catalogue 
“ der eigenen Schriften des Stageiriten, 
wie sie sich in seinem Nachlasse befan- 
den,” retracts that opinion in the second 

volume of the same work (pp. 68-70), 
and declares the Catalogue to be an 
enumeration of the Aristotelian works 
in the library of Alexandria. 'Trende- 
lenburg concurs in this later opinion 
(Procemium ad Commentar. in Aristot. 
De Anima, p. 1238). 
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have been drawn up about the same time that the By- 
zantine Aristophanes arranged the dialogues of Plato. 
Probably, indeed, Kallimachus the chief librarian, had 
prepared the way for both of them. We know that he 
had drawn up comprehensive tables, including, not only 
the principal orators and dramatists, with an enumera- 
tion of their discourses and dramas, but also various 
miscellaneous authors, with the titles of their works. 

We know, farther, that he noticed Demokritus and 
Eudoxus, and we may feel assured that, in a scheme 
thus large, he would not omit Plato or Aristotle, the 
two great founders of the first philosophical schools, 
nor the specification of the works of each contained in 
the Alexandrine library." Heitz supposes that Her- 
mippus was the author of most of the catalogues (not 
merely of Aristotle, but also of other philosophers) 
given by Diogenes;” yet that nevertheless Diogenes 

* "Eppummos 6 Kaddudyewos év To 
mpore@ epi Apiororedovs, is cited by 
Atheneus, xv. 696; also v. 213. 
Among the Tables prepared by 

Kallimachus, one was Tavroddrov 
Svyypappdrev Iivag ; and in it were 
included the TAakovuyrorotixa ovy- 
ypappara Ailyimiov, kat ‘Hynoimrov, 
kat MnrpoBiov, ert 5é€ Pairov (Athen- 
zeus, xiv. 644). If Kallimachus carried 
down his catalogue of the contents of 
the library to works so unimportant 
as these, we may surely believe that 
he would not omit to catalogue such 
works of Aristotle as were init. He 
appears to have made a list of the 
works of Demokritus (7. e. such as 
were in the library) with a glossary. 
See Brandis (Aristoteles, Berlin, 18538, 
p- 74); also Suidas v. KadXipayxos, 
Diogen. Laert. viii. 86; Dionys. Hal. 
De Dinarcho, pp. 630, 652 R.; 
Athenzus, viii. 336, xv. 669. 

VOL. I. 

» Heitz, Die Verl. Schr. des Aristot. 
pp. 45-48. 

Patricius, in his Discuss. Peripa- 
tetic. (t. i. pp. 13-18), had previously 
considered Hermippus as having pre- 
pared a Catalogue of the works of 
Aristotle, partly on the authority of 
the Scholion annexed to the conclu- 
sion of the Metaphysica of Theo- 
phrastus. Hermippus recited the 
testament of Aristotle (Athenzus, 
xiii. 589). 

Both Valentine Rose and Bernays 
regard Andronikus as author of the 
Catalogue of Aristotle in Diogenes, 
But I think that very sufficient reasons 
to refute this supposition have been 
shown by Heitz, pp. 49-52. 

The opinion given by Christ, re- 
specting the Catalogue which we find 
in Diogenes Laertius—‘‘ illum cata- 
logum non Alexandrine bibliothece, 
sed exemplarium Aristotelis ab Apel- 

E 
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himself had no direct acquaintance with the works of 
Hermippus, but copied these catalogues at second-hand 
from some later author, probably Favorinus. This last 
supposition is noway made out. 

It seems thus probable that the Catalogue given by 
Diogenes derives its origin from Hermippus or Kalli- 
machus, enumerating the titles of such works of Ari- 
stotle as were contained in the Alexandrine library. 
But the aggregate of works composing our Aristotle is 
noway in harmony with that Catalogue. It proceeds 
from a source independent and totally different, viz., 
the edition and classification first published by the 
Rhodian Andronikus, in the generation between the 
death of Cicero and the Christian era. To explain 
the existence of these two distinct and independent 
sources and channels, we must have recourse to the 

remarkable narrative (already noticed in my chapter on 
the Platonic Canon), delivered mainly by Strabo and 
less fully by Plutarch, respecting the fate of the Ari- 
stotelian library after Aristotle’s death. 

At the decease of Aristotle, his library and MSS. 
came to Theophrastus, who continued chief of the 
Peripatetic school at Athens for thirty-five years, until 
his death in 287 B.c. Both Aristotle and Theophrastus 
not only composed many works of their own, but also 
laid out much money in purchasing or copying the > 
works of others ;* especially we are told that Aristotle, 
after the death of Speusippus, expended three talents 
in purchasing his books. The entire library of Theo- 
phrastus, thus enriched from two sources, was be- 

queathed by his testament to a philosophical friend 

liconte Athenas translatorum fuisse | in Aristotelis Libros Metaphysicos, 
equidem censeo”—is in substance the | Berlin, 1853, p. 105). 
same as that of Rose and Bernays. I * Diog. L. iv. 5; Aulus Gellius, 
do not concur in it. (Christ, Studia | N. A. iii. 17. 
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and pupil, Neleus;* who left Athens, and carried away the library with him to his residence at the town of Sképsis, in the Asiatic region known ag AXlolis, near Troad. At Sképsis the hbrary remained for the greater part of two centuries, in possession of the descend- ants of Neleus, men of no accomplishments and no taste for philosophy. It was about thirty or forty years after the death of Theophrastus that the kings of Pergamus began, to occupy themselves in collecting their royal library, which presently reached a mag- nitude second only to that of Alexandria, Now Sképsis Was under their dominion, and it would seem that the kings seized the books belonging to their subjects for the use of the royal library ; for we are told that the 
heirs of Neleus were forced to conceal their literary treasures in a cellar, subject to great injury, partly from damp, partly from worms. In this ruinous hiding- place the manuscripts remained for nearly a century and a half —blattarum ae tinearum epule,”—until the Attalid dynasty at Pergamus became extinct, The last ‘of these kings, Attalus, died in 133 B.C., bequeathing ‘his kingdom to the Romans. All fear of requisitions ‘for the royal library being thus at end, the manu- ‘Scripts were in course of time withdrawn by their pro- prietors from concealment, and sold for a large sum to Apellikon, a native of Teos, a very rich resident at Athens, and attached to the Peripatetic sect. Probably this wealthy Peripatetic already possessed a library of his own, with some Aristotelian works; but the new acquisitions from Sképsis, though not his whole stock, formed the most rare and precious ingredients in it, 

* From a passage of Lucian (De | rotvrou déyer; THodXol pev Kat GAdot, Parasito. c. xxxv.) we learn that "Aptord&evos dé 6 povorkds, moAdod Aristoxenus spoke of himself as friend Adyou aos: kal adros Se mapdaotros and guest of Neleus: kai ris mept | Nndews Fp. 

nD 
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Here, then, the manuscripts and library both of Ari- 

stotle and Theophrastus became, for the first time since 

287 B.c., open to the inspection of the Athenian Peri- 

patetics of the time (about 100 B.c.), as well as of other 

learned men. Among the stock were contained many 

compositions which the Scholarchs, successors of Theo- 

phrastus at Athens, had neither possessed nor known.* 

But the manuscripts were found imperfect, seriously 

damaged, and in a state of disorder. Apellikon did his 

best to remedy that mischief, by causing new copies to 

be taken, correcting what had become worm-eaten, and 
supplying what was defective or illegible. He appears 
to have been an erudite man, and had published a 
biography of Aristotle, refuting various calumnies ad- 
vanced by other biographers; but being (in the words 
of Strabo) a lover of books rather than a philosopher, 
he performed the work of correction so unskilfully, that 
the copies which he published were found full of errors.” 

@ Strabo, xiii. 608, 609; Athenzus, 
vy. 214. The narrative of Strabo has 
been often misunderstood and im- 
pugned, as if he had asserted that 
none of the main works of Aristotle 
had ever been published until they 

little attention to the profound and 
abstruse speculations of Aristotle ; 
how it was that they had confined 
themselves to dialectic and rhetorical 
debate on special problems. I see no 
ground for calling in question the fact 

were thus exhumed by Apellikon. 
This is the supposed allegation which 
Stahr, Zeller, and others, have taken 
so much pains to refute. But in 
reality Strabo says no such thing. 
His words affirm or imply the direct 
contrary, viz., that many works of 
Aristotle, not merely the exoteric 
works but others besides, had been 
published earlier than the purchase 
made by\ Apellikon. What Strabo 
says is, that few of these works were 
in possession-ef the Peripatetic Scho- 
larchs at Athens before the time of 
that purchase ; and he explains thus 
how it was that these Scholarchs, dur- 
ing the century intervening, had paid 

affirmed by Strabo—the poverty of the 
Peripatetic school-library at Athens ; 
though he may perhaps have assigned 
a greater importance to that fact than 
it. deserves, as a means of explaining 
the intellectual working of the Peri- 
patetic Scholarchs from Lykon to 
Kritolaus. The philosophical impulse 
of that intervening century seems to 
have turned chiefly towards ethics 
and the Summum Bonum, with the 
conflicting theories of Platonists, 
Peripatetics, Stoics, and Epikureans 
thereupon. 

» Strabo, xiii, 609. jv S€ 6 ’Amed- 
AikGv PrdBiBAos padrdov 7 idrdco- 
hos, 50 Kat Cyrdv éravdobaaw Tav 

al 
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In the year 86 B.c., Sylla besieged Athens, and cap- 
tured it by storm; not long after which he took to 
himself as a perquisite the library of Apellikon, and 
transported it to Rome.* It was there preserved under 
custody of a librarian, and various literary Greeks 
resident at Rome obtained access to it, especially Tyran- 
nion, the friend of Cicero and a warm admirer of Ari- 
stotle, who took peculiar pains to gain the favour 
of the librarian.” It was there also that the Rho- 
dian Andronikus obtained access to the Aristotelian 
works.° He classified them to a great degree anew, 
putting in juxta-position the treatises most analogous 
in subject ;* moreover, he corrected the text, and pub- 

StaBpopdrayv, eis avtiypapa Kawa pe- 
Thveyke THY ypadiy avamAnpav ovK 
ev, kal e&éSaxev duaprddeav mAnpy ra 
BiBrua. 

* Strabo, xiii. 609; Plutarch, Sylla, 
C. XXVi. 

» Strabo, xiii. 609. Tupavvier 6 
ypapparikos dtexetpicato didapioro- 
TeAns Ov, Oeparmevoas Tov emi Tis 
BiBrcoOnKns. Tyrannion had been 

the preceptor of Strabo (xii. 548); 
and Boéthus, who studied Aristotle 
along with Strabo, was a disciple 
of the Rhodian Andronikus. See 
Ammonius ad Categorias, f. 8; and 

Ravaisson, Essai sur la Métaphysique 

d’Aristote, Introduction, p. 10. 
* Plutarch, Sylla, c. xxvi. 
* The testimony of Porphyry in 

respect to Andronikus, and to the real 
service performed by Andronikus, is 
highly valuable. Porphyry was the 
devoted disciple and friend, as well as 
the literary executor, of Plotinus; 
whose writings were left in an incor- 
rect and disorderly condition. Por- 
phyry undertook to put them in order 
and publish them; and he tells us 
that, in fulfilling this promise, he 
followed the example of what Andro- 

nikus had done for the works of Ari- 
stotle and Theophrastus, ’Emet dé 
avrés (Plotinus) ry Siupdeow kai 
thy Siudragw trav BiBNiov soreicba 
jpiv enérpeper, eyw S€ exeivo COvre 
vrecxounv Kai trois Gos éraipos 
emyyerAdpny moiujcat TodTo, mparov 
pev ta BiBALta ov KaTa xpdvous eaoa 
pupdny exdedSopeva edikaioca, pynod- 
pevos & ’ArroAdbS@pov tov ’AOnvatoy 
kat AvSpdéuikov tov Tepurarnrixdy, &v 
6 pev *Emixappov tov kopwdioypdpov 
eis déka topos hépwov ovviyayer, 6 
dé ra ‘Aptororehous Kai Geoppactov 
eis mpaypareias Sieihe, Tas oikelas 
trobéces eis Tad’roy ovvayayar, ovTe 
67 Kal ey® mevtnkovta téccapa dvra 
é€xov ta tov A@rivov BiBdia dieidov 

bev eis €& evveddas, TH TeAELOTNTL TOD 
€& apiOpod kal tais evvedow dopéevas 
emiTuxa@v, Exdotn Se evvedd. Ta oikeia 
hépov cuvepdpyea, Sods kai raéw mpod- 
Thv Tois edXapporepors mpoSdAnpaow. 
(Porphyry, Vita Plotini, p. 117, Didot.) 
Porphyry here distinctly affirms that 
Andronikus rendered this valuable 
service not merely to the works of 
Aristotle, but also to those of Theo- 
phrastus. ‘This is important, as con- 
necting him with the library conveyed 
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lished a new edition of the manuscripts, with a tabu- 
lated list. This was all the more necessary, because 
some booksellers at Rome, aiming only at sale and 
profit, had employed bad writers, and circulated in- 
accurate copies, not collated with the originals.* These 
originals, however, were so damaged, and the restitu- 
tions made by Apellikon were so injudicious, that the 
more careful critics who now studied them were often 
driven to proceed on mere probable evidence. 

This interesting narrative—delivered by Strabo, the 
junior contemporary of Andronikus, and probably 
derived by him either from Tyrannion his preceptor or 
from the Sidonian Boéthus” and other philosophical 
companions jointly, with whom he had prosecuted the 
study of Aristotle—appears fully worthy of trust. The 
proceedings both of Apellikon and of Sylla prove, what 
indeed we might have presumed without proof, that 
the recovery of these long-lost original manuscripts of 
Aristotle and Theophrastus excited great sensation in 
the philosophical world of Athens and of Rome. With 
such newly-acquired materials, a new epoch began 
for the study of these authors. The more abstruse 
philosophical works of Aristotle now came into the fore- 
ground under the auspices of a new Scholarch ; whereas 
Aristotle had hitherto been chiefly known by his more 
popular and readable compositions. Of these last, pro- 
bably, copies may have been acquired to a certain 

by Sylla to Rome ; 
know to have contained the manu- 
scripts of / both these philosophers. 
And in the Scholion appended to the 
Metaphysica of Theophrastus (p. 323, 
Brandis) we are told that Andronikus 
and Hermippus 1s had made a catalogue 
of the works of Theophrastus, in which 
the Metaphysica was not included. 

* Strabo, xiii. 609: (u3dvorddai 

which library we | TwWes ypadevor pavdrors Xp@pevor Kat 
ovk avtisaddovtes, &C. 

» Strabo, xvi. 757. Stahr, in his 
minor work, Aristoteles unter den 
Romern, p. 82, considers that this 

circumstance lessens the credibility 
of Strabo. I think the contrary.. No 
one was so likely to have studied 
the previous history of the MSS. as 
the editors of a new edition. 
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extent by the previous Peripatetic Scholarchs or School 
at Athens; but the School had been irreparably im- 
poverished, so far as regarded the deeper speculations of 
philosophy, by the loss of those original manuscripts 
which had been transported from Athens to Sképsis. 
What the Aristotelian Scholarchs, prior to Andronikus, 
chiefly possessed and studied, of the productions of their 
ulustrious founder, were chiefly the exoteric or extra- 
philosophical and comparatively popular :—such as the 
dialogues; the legendary and historical collections ; the 
facts respecting constitutional history of various Hellenic 
cities; the variety of miscellaneous problems respecting 
Homer and a number of diverse matters; the treatises 

on animals and on anatomy, &c.* In the Alexandrine 
library (as we see by the Catalogue of Diogenes) there 
existed all these and several philosophical works also ; 
but that library was not easily available for the use of 
the Scholarchs at Athens, who worked upon their own: 
stock, confining themselves mainly to smooth and elegant 

. * Strabo, xiii. 609: cuveBn dé rois 

€k TOY TEpiTaT@Y Tos pey Tadat Tots 
pera Gedppacrov, dws ovk Exovat Ta 
BiBdwa Any dXiywv Kai padioTa TOY 
efwrepikav, pndev exe didocodety 
mpaypatik@s, adka Geers AnkvOigerv- 
tots © varepoy, ad ov Ta BiBALa TadTa 
mpondrbev, Gpewoy pev exetvav piiogo- 
ev kat dpiorotedi€ew, avayxater Oar 

pévrou Ta ToAAa eikdra Aéyew Oia TO 
TAnOos Tav duapriav. Also Plutarch, 
Sylla, c. xxvi. 

The passage of Strabo is so perspi- 
- cuous and detailed, that it has all the 
air of having been derived from the 
best critics who frequented the library 
at Rome, where Strabo was when he 
wrote (kal ¢yOade kai ev “AdeEar- 
dpeia, xiii. 609). The Peripatetic An- 
dronikus, whom he names among the 
celebrated Rhodians (xiv. 655), may 

have been among his informants. His 
statements about the bad state of the 
manuscripts ; the unskilful emenda- 
tions of Apellikon; the contrast be- 
tween the vein of Peripatetic study, 
as it had stood before the reve- 
lation of the manuscripts, and as it 
came to stand afterwards; the un- 

certain evidences upon which careful 
students, even with the manuscripts 
before them, were compelled to pro- 
ceed; the tone of depreciation in 
which he speaks of the carelessness 
of booksellers who sought only for 
profit,—all these points of information 
appear to me to indicate that Strabo’s 
informants were acute and diligent 
critics, familiar with the library, and 

anxious both for the real understand- 
ing of these documents, and for philo- 

sophy as an end. 
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discourses on particular questions, and especially to dis- 
cussions, with the Platonists, Stoics, and Epikureans, on 
the principia of Ethics, without any attempt either to 
follow up or to elucidate the more profound speculations 
(logical, physical, metaphysical, cosmical) of Aristotle 
himself. A material change took place when the 

library of Apellikon came to be laid open and studied, 
not merely by lecturers in the professorial chair at 
Athens, but also by critics like Tyrannion and An- 
dronikus at Rome. These critics found therein the 
most profound and difficult philosophical works of Ari- 
stotle in the handwriting of the philosopher himself; 
some probably, of which copies may have already 
existed in the Alexandrine library, but some also as 
yet unpublished. The purpose of Andronikus, who is 
described as Peripatetic Scholarch, eleventh in succes- 
sion from Aristotie, was not simply to make a Catalogue 
(as Hermippus had made at Alexandria), but to render a 
much greater service, which no critic could render with- 
out having access to original MSS., namely, to obtain 
a correct text of the books actually before him, to 
arrange these books in proper order, and then to publish 
and explain them,* but to take no account of other 
Aristotelian works in the Alexandrine library or else- 

* Plutarch, Sylla,c. xxvi. Spengel | und deren Weegfihrung nach Rom 
(“ Ueber die Reihenfolge der naturwis- | durch Sulla wird ein regeres Studium 
senschaftlichen Schriften des Aristo- | fiir die Schriften des Philosophen 
teles,” Miinchen. philol. Abhandl. | bemerkbar—und zwar jetzt eigentlich 
1848,) remarks justly that the critical | der Schriften, weniger der Lehre und 
arrangement of Aristotle’s writings, | Philosophie im Allgemeinen, welche 
for collective publication, begins from | friher allein beachtet worden ist. 
the library of Apellikon at Rome, not ; Wir méchten sagen, von jetzt an 
from that of Alexandria, See p. 146: | beginne das philologische Studium 
“Mehr als zweihundert Jahre lang | mit den Werken des Aristoteles, die 
fehlt uns alle nihere Kunde iiber die | kritische und exegetische Behandlung 
peripatetische Schule. Erst mit der | dieser durch Tyrannion, Andronikus, 
viel besprochenen Auffindung der | Adrastus und viele andre nachfol- 
Bibliothek des Aristoteles in Athen | gende,” &c. 
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where. The Aristotelian philosophy thus passed into a 
new phase. Our editions of Aristotle may be con- 
sidered as taking their date from this critical effort of 
Andronikus, with or without subsequent modifications 
by others, as the case may be. 

The explanation just given, coinciding on many points 
with Brandis and Heitz, affords the most probable 
elucidation of that obscurity which arises about the 
Aristotelian Canon, when we compare our Aristotle with 
the Catalogue of Diogenes—the partial likeness, but still 
greater discrepancy, between the two. It is certain 
that neither Cicero* nor the great Alexandrine Literati, 
anterior to and contemporary with him, knew Aristotle 
from most of the works which we now possess. They 
knew him chiefly from the dialogues, the matters of 
history and legend, some zoological books, and the 
problems; the dialogues, and the historical collections 
respecting the constitutions of Hellenic cities,? being 

* This is certain, from the remarks 
addressed by Cicero to Trebatius at 
the beginning of the Ciceronian To- 
pica, that in his time Aristotle was 
little known and little studied at 
Rome, even by philosophical students. 
Trebatius knew nothing of the Topica, 
until he saw the work by chance in 
Cicero’s library, and asked informa- 
tion about the contents. The reply 
of Cicero illustrates the little notice 
taken of Aristotle by Roman readers. 
“Cum autem ego te, non tam 
vitandi laboris mei causa, quam quia 
tua id interesse arbitrarer, vel ut eos 

per te ipse legeres, vel ut totam ra- 
tionem a doctissimo quodam rhetore 
acciperes, hortatus essem, utrumque 

ut ex te audiebam, es expertus, Sed 
a libris te obscuritas rejecit : rhetor 
autem ille magnus, ut opinor, Arzsto- 
telia se tgnorare respondit. Quod 

quidem minime sum admiratus, eum 
philosophum rhetori non esse cogni- 
tum, qui ab tpsis philosophis, preter 
admodum paucos, ignoraretur.” Com-= 
pare also Cicero, Academ. Post. i. 
3, 10. 

» Even the philosophical commen- 
tators on Aristotle, such as David the 
Armenian, seem to have known the 
lost work of Aristotle called ToAcreiac 
(the history of the constitutions of 
250 Hellenic cities), better than the 
theoretical work which we possess, 
called the Politica; though they doubt- 
less knew both. (See Scholia ad Cate- 
gorias, Brandis, p. 16, b. 20; p. 24, a. 
25; p. 25, b. 5.)—We read in Schnei- 
der’s Preface to the Aristotelian Po- 
litica (p. x.): “Altum et mirabile 
silentium est apud antiquitatem Grae- 
cam et Romanam de nova Aristotelis 
Republicé, cum omnes feré scriptores 
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more popular and better known than any other works. 

While the Republic of Plato is familiar to them, they 

exhibit no knowledge of our Aristotelian Politica, 

‘1 which treatise the criticism upon the Platonic Re- 

public is among the most interesting parts. When we 

look through the contents of our editions of Aristotle 

the style and manner of handling is indeed pretty much 

the same throughout, but the subjects will appear 

extremely diverse and multifarious; and the encyclo- 

pedical character of the author, as to science and its 

applications, will strike us 

real Aristotle, however, was 

pedical as to subjects handled, but also more variable as 

to style. and manner of handling; passing from the 

smooth, sweet, and flowing style—which Cicero extols 

as characterizing the Aristotelian dialogues—to the 

elliptical brevity and obscurity which we now find so 

Anima and the Metaphysica.” puzzling in the De 

ae 

Greci et Romani, mentione Reip
ublice 

Platonice pleni, vel laudibus vel vitu- 

periis ejus abundant.”—There is no 

clear reference to the Aristotelian Po- 

litica earlier than Alexander of Aphro- 

disias. Both Hildenbrand (Geschichte 

der Staats- und Rechts-Philosophe
n, +. 

i. pp. 858-361), and Oncken (Staats- 

lehre des Aristot. pp. 65-66), think 

that the Aristotelian Politica was not 

published until after the purchase of 

the library by Apellikon. 

® What Strabo asserts about the 

Peripatetic Scholarchs succeeding 

Theophrastus (viz., pdev exer cpbtdo- 

copely TpPaypaTLKas, anna Oéeoers Ay- 

cvbi¢ew >that they could not handle 

philosophy in a businesslike way— 

with those high generalities and that 

subtle analysis which was supposed 

to belong to philosophy—but gave 

smooth and ornate discourses on set 

forcibly. The entire and 

not only more encyclo- 

problems or theses) is fully borne out 

by what we read in Cicero about 

these same Peripatetics. The Stoics 

(immediate successors and rivals) 

accused their Peripatetic contempo- 

raries even of being ignorant of Dia- 

lectic ; which their founder, Aristotle, 

in his works that we now possess, had 

been the first to raise into something 

like a science. Cicero says (De Fin- 

ibus, iii. 12, 41): “ His igitur ita positis 

(inquit Cato) sequitur magna con- 

tentio: quam tractatam 4 Peripate- 

ticis mollius (est enim eorum conswe- 

tudo dicendi non satis acuta, propter 

ignorationem Dialecticee), Carneades 

tuus, egrezia quadam exercitatione in 

dialecticis summaque eloquentia, rem 

+n summum discrimen adduxit.” Also 

Cicero, in ‘Tuscul. Disput. iv..5, 9: 

“ Quia Chrysippus et Stoici, quum 

de animi perturbationibus disputant, 
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I shall assume this variety, both of subject and of 
handling, as a feature to be admitted and allowed for in 
Aristotle, when I come to discuss the objections of some 
critics against the authenticity of certain treatises 
among the forty-six which now pass under his name. 
But in canvassing the Aristotelian Canon I am unable 
to take the same ground as I took in my former work, 
when reviewing the Platonic Canon. In regard to 
Plato, I pointed out a strong antecedent presumption in 
favour of the Canon of Thrasyllus—a canon derived 
originally from the Alexandrine librarians, and sus- 
tained by the unanimous adhesion of antiquity. In 
regard to Aristotle, there are no similar grounds of pre- 
sumption to stand upon. We have good reason for 
believing that the works both of Plato and Aristotle— 
if not all the works, at least many of them, and those 
the most generally interesting—were copied and trans- 
mitted early to the Alexandrine library. Now our Plato 
represents that which was possessed and accredited as 
Platonic by the Byzantine Aristophanes and the other 
Alexandrine librarians; but our Aristotle does not, in 
my judgment, represent what these librarians possessed 
and accredited as Aristotelian. That which they thus 
accredited stands recorded in the Catalogue given by 

magnam partem in iis partiendis et | for he abounds in classification and 
definiendis occupati sunt, illa eorum 
perexigua oratio est, qué medeantur 
animis nec eos turbulentos esse pa- 
tiantur. Peripatetici autem ad pla- 
candos animos multa afferunt, spi- 
nas partiendi et definiendi preeter- 
mittunt.” This last sentence is al- 
most an exact equivalent of the words 
of Strabo: pndév exew pirocopeiv 
Tpaypatikas, adda Oéeoers AnkvOi¢erv. 
Aristotle himself, in the works which 
we possess, might pass as father of the. 
Stoics rather than of the Peripatetics ; 

subdivision (spinas partiendi et divi- 
dendi), and is even derided on this 
very ground by opponents (see Atticus 
ap. Euseb. Prap. Ev. xv. 4); but he 
has nothing of the polished amplifica- 
tion ascribed to the later Peripatetics, 
by Strabo and Cicero. Compare, about 
the Peripatetics from Lykon to Kri- 
tolaus, Cicero, De Finibus, v. 5: 
“ Lyco, oratione locuples, rebus ipsis 
jejunior.” Plutarch (Sylla, c. xxvi.) 
calls these later Peripatetics xapvevres 
kat pidddoyot, &e. 
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Diogenes, probably the work of Hermippus, as I have 

already stated; while our Aristotle is traceable to the 

collection at Athens, including that of Apellikon, with 

that which he bought from the heirs of Neleus, and to 

the sifting, correction, and classification, applied there- 

to by able critics of the first century B.c. and sub- 

sequently ; among whom Andronikus is best known. 

We may easily believe that the library of Apellikon 

contained various compositions of Aristotle, which had 

never been copied for the Alexandrine library—perhaps 

never prepared for publication at all, so that the 

task of arranging detached sections or morsels into 

a whole, with one separate title, still remained to be 

performed. This was most likely to be the case with 

abstruser speculations, like the component books of the 
Metaphysica, which Theophrastus may not have been 
forward to tender, and which the library might not be 
very eager to acquire, having already near four hundred 
other volumes by the same author. These reserved 
works would therefore remain in the library of Theo- 
phrastus, not copied and circulated (or at least circulated 
only to a few private philosophical brethren, such as 
Eudémus), so that they never became fully published 
until the days of Apellikon.* | 

* The two Peripatetic Scholarchs | 
at Athens, Straton and Lykon, who 
succeeded (after the death of Theo- 
phrastus and the transfer of his library 
to Sképsis) in the conduct of the 
school, left at their decease collections 

theory somewhat analogous but bolder, 
respecting the relation between the 
Catalogue given by Diogenes, and the 
works contained in our Aristotle. 
Comm. p. 2. “Id solum addam, hoc 
Aristotelis opus (the Nikomachean 

of books, of which each disposes by 
his will (Diogen. L. v. 62; v. 78). 
The library\of Apellikon, when sent 
by Sylla to Rome, contained pro- 
bably many other Aristotelian MSS., 
besides those purchased from Sképsis. 

Michelet, in his Commentary on 
the Nikomachean Ethica, advances a 

Ethica), ut reliqua omnia, ex breviori- 
bus commentationibus consarcinatum 
fuisse, quee quidem vivo Aristotele in 
lucem prodierint, cum unaqueque 
disciplina, e qua excerpta fuerint, in 
admirabilem illum quem habemus 
ordinem jam ab ipso Aristotele sive 

| quodam ejus discipulo redacta, in 
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But though the edition published by Andronikus 
would thus contain many genuine works of Aristotle 
not previously known or edited, we cannot be sure that 
it would not also include some which were spurious. 
Reflect what the library of Apellikon, transported to 
Rome by Sylla, really was. There was in it the entire 
library of Theophrastus; probably, also, that of Neleus, 
who must have had some books of his own, besides what 
he inherited from Theophrastus. It included all the 
numerous manuscript works composed by Aristotle and 
Theophrastus, and many other manuscript works pur- 
chased or acquired by them, but composed by others— 
the whole in very bad order and condition; and, more- 
over, the books which Apellikon possessed before, doubt- 
less as many Aristotelian books as he could purchase. To 
distinguish, among this heterogeneous mass of manu- 
scripts, which of them were the manuscripts composed 
by Aristotle; to separate these from the writings of 
Theophrastus, Hudémus, or other authors, who composed 
various works of their own upon the same subjects and 
with the same titles as those of Aristotle—required 
extreme critical discernment and caution; the rather, 
since there was no living companion of Aristotle or 
Theophrastus to guide or advise, more than a century 

libris Aristotelis manu scriptis latita- | rumque enim non integra volumina, 
verit, qui hereditate ad Nelei prolem, | sed singulos libros vel singula volu- 
ut notum est, transmissi, in cella illé | mina diversarum disciplinarum, Dio- 
subterranea Scepsia absconditi fue- | genes in elencho suo enumeravit.” 
runt, donec Apellicon Teius et Rhodius In his other work (Essai sur la 
Andronicus eos ediderint. Leguntur | Métaphysique d’Aristote, pp. 202, 205, 
autem commentationum illarum de | 225) Michelet has carried this theory 
Moribus tituli in elencho librorum | still farther, and has endeavoured to 
Aristotelisapud Diogenem (v. 22-26): | identify separate fragments of the 
mept dperav (Lib. ii., iii. c. 6-fin. iv. | Aristotelian works now extant, with 
nostrorum Ethicorum); zepi €xovoiov | various titles in the Catalogue given 
(Lib. iii. c. 1-5); epi Sixaoodvns | by Diogenes. The identification is 
(Lib. v.); mepi udias (Lib. viii.-ix.); | not convincing. 
mept ndovns (Lib. x. c. 1-5), &c. Ple- | 
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and a half having elapsed since the death of Theo- 
phrastus, and two centuries since that of Aristotle. 
Such were the difficulties amidst which Apellikon, 
Tyrannion, and Andronikus had to decide, when they 
singled out the manuscripts of Aristotle to be published. 
I will not say that they decided wrongly; yet neither 
can I contend (as I argued in the case of the Platonic 
dialogues) that the presumption is very powerful in 
favour of that Canon which their decision made legal. 
The case is much more open to argument, if any grounds 
against the decision can be urged. 

Andronikus put in, arranged, and published the 
treatises of Aristotle (or those which he regarded as 
composed by Aristotle) included in the library con- 
veyed by Sylla to Rome. I have already observed, 
that among these treatises there were some, of which 
copies existed in the Alexandrine library (as repre- 
sented by the Catalogue of Diogenes), but a still greater 
number which cannot be identified with the titles re- 
maining of works there preserved. As to the works 
common to both libraries, we must remember that 
Andronikus introduced a classification of his own, 
analogous to the Hnneads applied by Porphyry to the 
works of Plotinus, and to the Tetralogies adopted by 
Thrasyllus in regard to the Dialogues of Plato; so 
that even these works might not be distributed in the 
same partitions under each of the two arrangements. 
And this is what we actually see when we compare the 
Catalogue of Diogenes with our Aristotle. Rhetoric, 
Ethics, Physics, Problems, &c., appear in both as titles 
or subjects, but distributed into a different number 
of books or sections in one and in the other; perhaps, 
indeed, the compositions are not always the same. 

Before I proceed ‘to deal with the preserved works of 
Aristotle—those by which alone he is known to us, and 
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was known to medieval readers, I shall say a few 
words respecting the import of a distinction which has 
been much canvassed, conveyed in the word exoteric 
and its opposite. This term, used on various occasions 
by Aristotle himself, has been also employed by many 
ancient critics, from Cicero downwards; while, by 
medieval and modern critics, it has not merely been 
employed, but also analysed and elucidated. According 
to Cicero (the earliest writer subsequent to Aristotle in 
whom we find the term), it designates one among two 
classes of works composed by Aristotle : exoteric works 
were those composed in a popular style and intended 
for a large, indiscriminate circle of readers ; being con- 
trasted with other works of elaborated philosophical 
reasoning, which were not prepared for the public taste, 
but left in the condition of memorials for the instruction 
of a more select class of studious men. Two points are 
to be observed respecting Cicero’s declaration. First, he 
applies it to the writings not of Aristotle exclusively, 
but also to those of Theophrastus, and even of suc- 
ceeding Peripatetics; secondly, he applies it directly 
to such of their writings only as related to the dis- 
cussion of the Summum Bonum.* Furthermore, Cicero 

* Cicero, De Finibus, v. 5, 12. “ De 
summo autem bono, quia duo genera 
librorum sunt, unum _ populariter 
scriptum, quod e&wrepixdy appella- 
bant, alterum limatius, quod in com- 
mentariis reliquerunt, non semper 
idem dicere videntur: nec in summa 
tamen ips4 aut varietas est ulla, apud 
hos quidem quos nominavi, aut inter 
ipsos dissensio.” 

The word limatius here cannot 
allude to high polish and ornament of 
style (nitor orationis), but must be 
equivalent to dxpiBéorepov, doctius, 
subtilius, &c. (as Buhle and others 

have already remarked, Buhle, De 
Libris Aristot. Exoter. et Acroam. p. 
115; Madvig, ad Cicero de Finib. v. 
12; Heitz, p. 134), applied to pro- 
found reasoning, with distinctions 
of unusual precision, which it re- 
quired a careful preparatory training 
to apprehend. ‘This employment of 
the word limatius appears to me 
singular, but it cannot mean any- 
thing else here. The commentarié 
are the general heads—plain un- 
adorned statements of facts or reason- 
ing—which the orator or historian is 
to employ his genius in setting forth 
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describes the works which Aristotle called exoteric, as 

having proems or introductory prefaces.” 
In the main, the distinction here drawn by Cicero, 

understood in a very general sense, has been accepted 
by most following critics as intended by the term ezo- 
terie: something addressed to a wide, indiscriminate 
circle of general readers or hearers, and intelligible or 
interesting to them without any special study or train- 
ing—as contrasted with that which is reserved for a 
smaller circle of students assumed to be specially quali- 
fied. But among those who agree in this general 
admission, many differences have prevailed. Some have 
thought that the term was not used by Aristotle to 
designate any writings either of his own or of others, 
but only in allusion to informal oral dialogues or 
debates. Others again, feeling assured that Aristotle 
intended by the term to signify some writings of his 
own, have searched among the works preserved, as 
well as among the titles of the works lost, to discrimi- 
nate such as the author considered to be exoteric : though 
this search has certainly not ended in unanimity ; nor 
do I think it has been successful. Again, there have 
not been wanting critics (among them, Thomas Aquinas 
and Sepulveda), who assign to the term a meaning still 
more vague and undefined; contending that when Ari- 
stotle alludes to “exoteric discourses,’ he indicates 
simply some other treatise of his own, distinct from 

and decorating, so that it may be 
heard or read with pleasure and ad- 
miration by a general audience. 
Cicero, in that remarkable letter 
wherein he entreats Lucceius to nar- 
rate his (Cicero’s) consulship in an 
historical work, undertakes to com- 
pose ‘ commentarios rerum omnium” 
as materials for the use of Lucceius 

(Ep. ad Famil. v. 12. 10). His ex- 
pression, “in commentariis relique- 
runt,” shows that he considered the 
exoteric books to have been prepared 
by working up some naked preli- 
minary materials into an ornate and 
interesting form. 

* Cicero, Ep. ad Att. iv. 16, 
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that in which the allusion occurs, without meaning to 
imply anything respecting its character.’ 

To me it appears that this last explanation is un- 
tenable, and that the term ezoteric designates matter 
of a certain character, assignable to some extent by 
positive marks, but still more by negative; matter, in 
part, analogous to that defined by Cicero and other 
critics. But to conceive clearly or fully what its cha- 
racter is, we must turn to Aristotle himself, who is of 

course the final authority, wherever he can be found 
to speak in a decisive manner. His preserved works 
afford altogether eight passages (two of them indeed in 
the Eudemian Ethics, which, for the present at least, 

I shall assume to be his work), wherein the phrase 
“exoteric discourses” (€&wrepixot Adyor) occurs. Out of 
these eight passages, there are seven which present the 
phrase as designating some unknown matter, not farther 
specified, but distinct from the work in which the 
phrase occurs: “ Knough has been said (or is said, 
Aristotle intimates), about this subject, even in the 
exoteric discourses.” To what it is that he here alludes 
—whether to other writings of his own, or oral dis- 
cussions of his own, or writing and speech of a par- 
ticular sort by others—we are left to interpret as we 

* Sepulveda, p. 125 (cited by Ber- | rischen Reden nicht eine eigene Klasse 
nays, Dialoge des Aristoteles, p. 41): | popular geschriebener Biicher, sondern 
*¢ Hxternos sermones sive exotericos | 

solet Aristoteles libros eos appellare, 
quicunque sunt extra id opus in quo 
tune versatur, ut jure pontificio periti 
consueverunt : non enim exoterici 
sermones seu libri certo aliquo genere 
continentur, ut est publicus error.” 

Zeller lends his high authority to 
an explanation of exoteric very similar 
to the above. (Gesch. der Philos. ii. 
2, p. 100, seq. :—“ dass unter exote- 

VOL. I. 

nur tberhaupt solche Erorterungen 
verstanden werden, welche nicht in 
den Bereich der vorliegenden Unter- 
suchung gehoren.”) He discusses the 
point at some length; but the very 
passages which he cites, especially 
Physica, iv. 10, appear to me less 
favourable to his view than to that 
which I have stated in the text, ac- 

cording to which the word means 
dialectic as contrasted with didactic, 

F 
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best may, by probable reason or conjecture. But there 
is one among the eight passages, in which Aristotle 
uses the term exoteric as describing, not what is to be 
looked for elsewhere, but what he is himself about to 

give in the treatise-in hand. In the fourth book of the 
Physica, he discusses the three high abstractions, Place, 
Vacuum, Time. After making an end of the first two, 
he enters upon the third, beginning with the following 
words :—“ It follows naturally on what has been said, 
that we should treat respecting Time. But first it is 
convenient to advert to the difficulties involved in 1, 
by exoteric discourse also—whether Time be included 
among entities or among non-entities; then afterwards, 
what is its nature. Now a man might suspect, from 
the following reasons, that Time either absolutely does 
not exist, or exists scarcely and dimly,” &c. Aristotle 
then gives a string of dialectic reasons, lasting through 
one of the columns of the Berlin edition, for doubting 
whether Time really exists. He afterwards proceeds 
thus, through two farther columns :—“ Let these be 
enumerated as the difficulties accompanying the attri- 
butes of Time. What Time is, and what is its nature, 
is obscure, as well from what has been handed down 
to us by others, as from what we ourselves have just 
gone through;”’* and this question also he first dis- 
cusses dialectically, and then brings to a solution. 

* Aristot. Physic. iv. 10, p. 217, b. 
29. "Exodpevov O€ rav eipnuevov eoriv 
emehOciv mepi xpdvov: mpatov Se 
Kah@s exer Orarropyjaut rept av’rov Kal 
dca trav &E@teptKOv Adyor, TOre- 
pov ray bvrav eat i) Tov ju) bvrar, 

eira tis ) puais avrod. Gru pev ody 
i) OA@s OvK ETL, 7) WOALS Kal Guvdpas, 
ek Tavde Tis dy UmonTevoeev. Then, 
after a column of text urging various 
dmopias as to whether ‘lime is or | 

is not, he goes on, p. 218, a. 31 :— 

Tlepi pev odv tev trapxdvrev aiTo 
Tocair eat@ Sumopnpeva. ti O 
éotly 6 xpdvos, Kal tis avtovd » dvats, 
Guolws €k Te TOY mapadedopéevey HOn- 
Nov €oTt, kal mept Sv rvyxavomev Ste- 

AndvOdres mpdrepov—thus taking up 
the questions, What Time is? What 
is the nature of Time? Upon this 
he goes through another column of 
aropia., difficulties and counter-diffi- 
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Now what is it that Aristotle here means by “ exoteric 
discourse?” We may discover by reading the matter 
comprised between the two foregoing citations. We 
find a string of perplexing difficulties connected with 
the supposition that Time exists: such as, “That all 
Time is either past or future, of which the former no 
longer exists, and the latter does not yet exist; that the 
Now is no part of Time, for every Whole is composed 
of its Parts, and Time is not composed of Nows,” &c. 
I do not go farther here into these subtle suggestions, 
because my present purpose is only to illustrate what 
Aristotle calls “ exoteric discourse,” by exhibiting what 
he himself announces to be a specimen thereof. It is the 
process of noticing and tracing out all the doubts and 
difficulties (aopias) which beset the enquiry in hand, 
along with the different opinions entertained about it 
either by the vulgar, or by individual philosophers, and 
the various reasons whereby such opinions may be 
sustained or impugned. It is in fact the same process 
as that which, when performed (as it was habitually and 
actively in his age) between two disputants, he calls 
dialectic debate; and which he seeks to encourage as 
well as to regulate in his treatise entitled Topica. He 
contrasts it with philosophy, or with the strictly didactic 

culties, until p. 219, a. 1, when he 

approaches to a positive determina- 
tion, as the sequel of various negatives 
—6éri pev ovv ovre Kivnots ovr dvev 
Kunoews 6 xpdvos eéoti, avepor. 
Anaréoy b€, emet (ytotpey Ti eoTw 
6 xpovos, évredvOev apxopevots, Ti 
Ths Kwnoews eotw. He pursues this 
positive determination throughout 
two farther columns (see iroxeicba, 
a. 30), until at length he arrives at 
his final definition of Time—dp.6n0s 
KUNoEws KATA TO TPSTEpov Kal VaTEpoV, 

Kat ouvexns (cuvexovs yap)—which 
he declares to be gavepdy, p. 220, 
a. 25. 

It is plain that the phrase efwrepr- 
kot Adyou here designates the pre- 
liminary dialectic tentative process, 
before the final affirmative is directly 
attempted, as we read in De Gener. 
et Corr, i. 3, p. 317, b. 13: wepi pev 

ovv ToUT@y ev GAots Te Sino pyrat 
kat Ste@ptorac ois Adyous emt 
mreiov—first, ro Stamopety, next, 
TO Otopicecy. 

F 2 
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and demonstrative procedure : wherein the teacher lays 
down principles which he requires the learner to admit, 
and then deduces from them, by syllogisms constructed 
in regular form, consequences indisputably binding on 
all who have admitted the principles. But though 
Aristotle thus distinguishes Dialectic from Philosophy, 
he at the same time declares it to be valuable as an 
auxiliary towards the purpose of philosophy, and as 
an introductory exercise before the didactic stage begins. 
The philosopher ought to show his competence as a 
-dialectician, by indicating and handling those various 
difficulties and controversies bearing on his subject, 
which have already been made known, either in 
writings or in oral debate.’ 
We thus learn, from the example furnished by Ari- 

* See Aristot. Topic. i. p.100,b.21, yap ev éxeivors mXetora Kal wept Tov 
p. 101, a. 25, 34-36, b. 2. TIpds dé€ras  7Ockav Kai mepl trav dvorxov év- 
kata piiocopiay éemiotnpas (xpyoysos | SdEws heyerat. 3 
1) mpaypareia), Ott Suvdpevoe pos du- | | We see here that Alexander under- 
orepa Suaropjoa paov ev éxdators | stands by the ewoteric the dialectic 
catowoueba TadnOes Te kat TO eddos, handling of opinions on physics and 
p. 105, b. 80. Tlpds pev ov gdido- | ethics. 
copiav kar’ GdnOevav epi advtav mpay- | In the Eudemian Ethica also (i. 8, 
patevteov, Stadektix@s Sé€ wpdos | p. 1217, b. 16) we find eréoxerra 
do€ayp. d€ modXois wept avtTod Tpdrros, Kal ev 

Compare also the commencement | Tots €Ewteptkois hKdyors Kal ev Tois KaTa 
of book B. in the Metaphysica, p. | pirocopiay, where we have the same 
995, a. 28 seq., and, indeed, the antithesis in other words—Exoteric 
whole of book B., which contains a | or Dialectic versws Philosophical or 
dialectic discussion of numerous amo- Didactic. Compare a clear statement 
pia. Aristotle himself refers to it | in Simplikius (Schol. ad Physic. p. 
afterwards (IT. p. 1004, a. 32) in the 364, b. 19). Lpaérov pev Royxds 
words Srrep/ev Tats dmopias ehéxOn. | emeyetpet, TovTeaTL mOavas Kal ev- 

The Scholia of Alexander on the | d0fws, kai éru Kowdrepdv mos Kat 
beginning of the Topica (pp. 251-252, | Siadexrik@repov. 1 yup SuadexreKy 7) 
Brandis) are instructive; also his | "Apsororéovs Kown eater peOodos mept 
Scholia on p.105, b. 30, p. 260, a. | mavros rod mporebévros €& evddéwv 

24. Otarextex@s SE pds | cudoyCopevn—TO yap RoyiKov ws 
ddEav, ws ev TavTn TH mpaypareia | kowdy elabev avtidiaoré\dew | 
(i.e. the Topica) kai €v rots pyropiKois, | oikel@ kat Kata piow Tod mpaypatos 
kai ev Trois €€wreprKots. Kat Kat dmodekTiKd. 
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stotle himself, what he means by “exoteric discourses.’ 
The epithet means literally, extraneous to, lying on the 
outside of ; in the present case,-on the outside of phi- 
losophy, considered in its special didactic and demon- 
strative march.* Yet what thus lies outside philosophy, 
is nevertheless useful as an accompaniment and prepar- 
ation for philosophy. We shall find Aristotle insisting 
upon this in his Topica and Analytica; and we shall 
also find him introducing the exoteric treatment into 
his most abstruse philosophical treatises (the Physica 
is one of the most abstruse) as an accompaniment and 
auxiliary —a dialectic survey of opinions, puzzles, 
and controverted points, before he begins to lay 
down and follow out affirmative principles of his own. 
He does this not only throughout the Physica . (in 
several other passages besides that which I have just 
cited),” but also in the Metaphysica, the treatises De 
Anima, De Generatione et Corruptione, &c. 

* We find the epithet ef@repixds | Tov ciwOdrwv héywv Neyer Oa, in Phys. 
used once by Aristotle, not in con- 
junction with Adyou but, with mpa£ecs, 
designating those acts which are per- 
formed with a view to some ulterior 
and extraneous end (ray droBavdévtey 
xapuv, as contrasted with mpa€&es~av- 
Toreheis—oixetat) : Polit. vii. p. 13825, 
b. 22-29. ayody yap dv 6 beds exou 
kah@s kal mds 6 Kkéapos, ois ovK 
cioly e€wtepixal mpdéers mapa ras 
oikelas Tas a’r@v. In the Eudemian 
Ethics the phrase trois ddXo- 
Tplous Adyors codifovra is used 
much in the same sense as tots 
eE@rteptKots Noyos: 7. €. opposed 
to rots oiketous—to that which belongs 
specially to the scientific determina- 
tion of the problem (Ethic. Eudem. 
Zp. 1218; be 18); 

‘The phrase dia trav éEotepikay 
Adywyv, in Aristot. Physic. iv. 10, p. 
217, b. 31, and the different phrase ex 

vi. 2, p. 238, a. 13, appear to have the 
same meaning and reference. Com- 
pare Prantl not. ad Arist. Phys. p. 
501. 

» If we turn to the beginning of 
book iv. of the Physica, where Ari- 
stotle undertakes to examine Tozos, 
Place, we shall see that he begins 
by a dialectic handling of amépiat, 
exactly analogous to that which he 
himself calls ééwrepixot Adyor, when he 
proceeds to examine Xpdvos, Time: 
see Physica, iv. pp. 208, a. 32-35; 
209, a. 380; 210, a. 12, b. 81. He does 

the like also about Kevdéy, Vacuwm, p. 
218. a. 20, b. 28, and about “Azrecpov, 
Infinitum, iii. p. 204, b. 4 (with the 
Scholia of Simplikius, p. 364, b. 
20, Br.). 

Compare the Scholion of Sim- 
plikius ad Physica (i. p. 329, b. 1, 
Br.)—to@s 6¢ (Simplikius uses this 
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Having thus learnt to understand, from one distinct 
passage of Aristotle himself, what he means by “exo- 
teric discourses,’ we must interpret by the light of 
this analogy the other indistinct passages in which the 
phrase occurs. We see clearly that in using the phrase, 
he does not of necessity intend to refer to any other 
writings of his own—nor even to any other writings 
at all. He may possibly mean this; but we cannot be 
sure of it. He means by the phrase, a dialectic process 
of turning over and criticizing diverse opinions and 
probabilities: whether in his own writings, or in those 
of others, or in no writings at all, but simply in those 
oral debates which his treatise called Topica presup- 
poses—this is a point which the phrase itself does not de- 
termine. He may mean to allude, in some cases where he 
uses the phrase, to his own lost dialogues; but he may 
also allude to Platonic and other dialogues, or to collo- 
quies carried on orally by himself with his pupils, or to 
oral debates on intellectual topics between other active- 
minded men. When Bernays refers “exoteric dis- 
course” to the lost Aristotelian Dialogues; when 
Madvig, Zeller, Torstrick, Forchhammer, and others, 
refer it to the contemporary oral dialectic*-—I think 

indecisive word tows) 6ru 7 ed’ éxa- | maticis, pp. 107-152—which discusses 
Tepa aropia Tod Adyou ewrepixy Tis | this subject copiously, and gives a 
qv, os EvSnpds yor, diadexrixyn pad- | collection both of the passages and 
Aov ovea, with this last Scholion, | comments which bear upon it. It is 
on p. 364, b. 20, which describes the | instructive, though his opinion leans 
same dialectic handling, though with- | too much towards the supposition of 
out directly calling it exoteric. a double doctrine. Bernays, in his 

* Ueberweg (Geschichte der Philos. | dissertation, Die Dialoge des Ari- 
des Alterthums, vol. i. § 46, p, 127, | stoteles, maintains that by ewoterie 

2nd ed.) gives a just and accurate | books are always meant the lost dia- 
view of e€wrepixot Adyar, as conceived | logues of Aristotle; and he employs 
by Aristotle. See also the disserta- | much reasoning to refute the supposi- 
tion of Buhle, prefixed to his un- | tion of Madvig (Excurs. VII. ad Cicero, 
finished edition of Aristotle, De Ari- de Fin. p. 861), of Torstrick (ad 
stotelis Libris Exotericis et Acroa-  Aristotel. de Anima, p. 123), and also 
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that neither of these explanations is in itself inad- 
missible. The context of each particular passage must 
decide which of the two is the more probable. We cannot 
go farther, in explaining the seven doubtful passages 
where Aristotle alludes to the “exoteric discourses,” 
than to understand the general character and scope of 
the reasonings which he thus designates. Extra-philo- 
sophical, double-sided, dialectic, is in general (he holds) 
insufficient by itself, and valuable only as a preparation 
and auxiliary to the didactic process. But there are 
some particular points on which such dialectic leaves 
a result sufficient and satisfactory, which can be safely 
accepted as the basis of future deduction. 

of Zeller, that by exoteric discourses 
are not meant any writings at all, but 
simply the colloquies and debates of 
cultivated men, apart from the philo- 
sophical schools. On the other hand, 
Forchhammer has espoused this last- 
mentioned opinion, and has defended 
it against the objections of Bernays 
(Forchhammer, Aristoteles und die 
exoterischen Reden, p. 16, seq.). The 
question is thus fully argued on both 
sides. To me it seems that each of 
the two opinions is partially right, 
and neither of them exclusively right. 
“ Exoteric discourse,” as I understand 
it, might be found both in the Ari- 
stotelian dialogues, and in the debates 
of cultivated men out of the schools, 
and also in parts of the Aristotelian 
akroamatic works. The argument of 
Bernays (p. 36, seq.), that the points 
which Aristotle alludes to as having 
been debated and settled in exoteric 
discourses, were too abstruse and 

subtle to have been much handled by 
cultivated men out of the schools, or 
(as he expresses it) in the salons or 

coffee-houses (or what corresponded 
thereto) at Athens—this argument 

These points 

seems to me untenable. We know 
well, from the Topica of Aristotle, 
that the most abstruse subjects were 
handled dialectically, in a manner 
which he called extra-philosophical ; 
and that this was a frequent occupa- 
tion of active-minded men at Athens. 
To discuss these matters in the way 
which he calls mpos ddfav, was more 
frequent than to discuss them mpos 
aAnOevav. 

Zell remarks (ad Ethica Nikom. i. 
18), after referring to the passage in 
Aristotle’s Physica, iv. 10 (to which 
I have called attention in a previous 
note), “ quo loco, & Buhlio neglecto, 
e€wrepixol Adyor idem significant quod 
alibi xowai ddéat, eiwOdres Adyou, vel 
Ta Aeyopeva : que Semper, priusquam 
suas rationes in disputando proponat, 
disquirere solet Aristoteles. Vide 
supra, ad cap. viii. 1.” I find also in 
Weisse (Translation of and Comment 
on the Physica of Aristotle, p. 517) a 
fair explanation of what Aristotle really 
means by ewoteric; an explanation, 
however, which Ritter sets aside, in 
my judgment erroneously (Geschichte 
der Philosophie, vol. iii. p. 28). 
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he indicates in the passages above cited ; without in- 

forming us more particularly whether the dialectic was 

written or spoken, and whether by himself or by others." 

From the time of Cicero downward, a distinction has 

been drawn between some books of Aristotle which 

were exoteric, and others that were not so; these last 

being occasionally designated as akroamatic. Some 

modern critics have farther tried to point out which, 

among the preserved works of Aristotle, belonged to 

each of these heads. Now there existed, doubtless, 

in the days of Cicero, Strabo, Plutarch, and Gellius, 

books of Aristotle properly called ezoteric, i.e. consisting 

almost entirely of exoteric discourse and debate ; though 

whether Aristotle himself would have spoken of an 

exoteric book, I have some doubt. Of such a character 

were his Dialogues. But all the works designated as 

akroamatic (or non-exoteric) must probably have con- 

tained a certain admixture of “exoteric discourse”; as 

the Physica (®voury) ’Axpdacis) and the Metaphysica are 
seen to contain now. The distinction indicated by 
Cicero would thus be really between one class of works, 

wherein “exoteric discourse’? was exclusive or para- 
mount,—and another, in which it was partially intro- 
duced, subordinate to some specified didactic purpose.” 

satz kein absoluter von zwei durchaus 
getrennten Biicherclassen ist, sondern 
dass ein und dasselbe Werk zugleich 
exoterisch und esoterisch sein konnte ; 
und zweitens, dass exoterisch iiber- 

haupt dasjenige heisst, was nicht in 
den positiv-dogmatischen Zusammen- 
hang der Lehre des Philosophen un- 
mittelbar als Glied eintritt.” But 
Weisse goes on afterwards to give a 
different opinion (about the meaning 

® Thus, for example, the passage in 
the Ethica Nikom. i. 13, p. 1102, a. 26. 
Réyerar Se rept adray kai ev Trois e€o- 
Tepikois Adyois apkovyTws eva, Kal 
xpnoreov avrois, is explained in the 
Paraphrase of the Pseudo-Andronikus 
as referring /to oral colloquy of Ari- 
stotle himself with pupils or inter- 
locutors ; and this may possibly be a 
correct explanation. 

» To this extent I go along with 
the opinion expressed by Weisse in 
his translation of the Physica of Ari- 
stotle, p. 517; “ Dass dieser Gegen- 

of exoteric books), conformable to 

what I have cited in a previous note 
from Sepulveda; and in that I do not 
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To this last class belong all the works of Aristotle 
that we possess at present. Cicero would have found 
none of them corresponding to his notion of an exoteric 
book. 

To understand fully the extent comprehended by the 
word eoteric, we must recollect that its direct and 
immediate meaning is negative—eatraneous to philosophy, 
and suitable to an audience not specially taught or pre- 
pared for philosophy. Now this negative characteristic 
belongs not merely to dialectic (as we see it in the 
example above cited from the Aristotelian Physica), 
but also to rhetoric or rhetorical argument. We know 
that, in Aristotle’s mind, the rhetorical handling and 
the dialectical handling, are ‘placed both of them 
under the same head, as dealing with opinions rather 

than with truth. Both the one and the other are 

concur, However, he remarks that | erroneous; but his reasonings go 
the manner in which Aristotle handles | really to the support of the opinion 
the Abstracta, Place and Infinite, is | given in my text. Heremarks, justly, 
just the same as that which he de- | that the dialogues of Plato (at least 
clares to be exoteric in the case | all the dialogues of Search) are speci- 
of Time. The distinction drawn by | mens of exoteric handling ; of which 
Aulus Gellius (xx. 5) is not ac- | attribute Forchhammer speaks as if 
curate: “’Eéwrepixa dicebantur, que | it were peculiar to the Charmides 
ad rhetoricas meditationes, facultatem | (Aristot. Exot. Reden. p. 22). Brandis 
argutiarum, civiliumque rerum noti- | (Aristoteles, p. 105) thinks that when 
tiam conducebant. ’Axpoarcxa autem | Aristotle says in the Politica, vii. 1, 
vocabantur, in quibus philosophia re- | p. 1323, a. 21: vopicavras otv ixavas 
motior subtiliorque agitabatur; qua- | roAAd déyeo Oat Kal Tav ev Tois eEwre- 
que ad nature contemplationes,discep- | pexots Adyous mept THs apiotns Cans, 
tationesque dialecticas pertinebant.” | kal viv xpnoréov avrois, he intends 
It appears to me that disceptationes | to designate the Ethica. It may be 
dialecticee ought to be transferred to | so; yet the Politica seems a continua- 
the department eforepixa, and that | tion of the Ethica: moveover, even in 
civilium rerum notitia belongs as | the Ethica, we find reference made to 
much to dkpoarika as to é&wrepixd. | previous discussions, ev trois é&wre- 
M. Ravaisson has discussed this ques- | ptkots Adyous (Eth. N. I. 18). 
tion very ably and _instructively, * See the first two chapters of Ari- 
Essai sur la Métapbysique d’Aristote, | stotle’s Rhetorica, especially pp. 1855 
pp. 224-244. He professes indeed to | a. 24-35, 1858 a. 5, 11, 25, also p. 1404 

defend the opinion which I have cited | a. 1.: é\ws ovons mpds do€av ths 
» from Sepulveda, and which I think | mpayyareias ris mepi tHY pntopiKny, 
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parted off from the didactic or demonstrative march 
which leads to philosophical truth; though dialectic 
has a distant affinity with that march, and is indeed 
available as an auxiliary skirmisher. The term exoterie 
will thus comprehend both rhetorical argument and 

dialectical argument.* Of the latter, we have just seen 

a specimen extracted from the Physica ; of the former, 

I know no specimen remaining, but there probably 

were many of them in the Aristotelian dialogues now 
lost—that which was called ‘ Kudemus, and others. 
With these dialogues Cicero was probably more familiar 
than with any other composition of Aristotle. I think it 
highly probable that Aristotle alludes to the dialogues 
in some of the passages where he refers to “ exoteric 
discourses.” To that extent I agree with Bernays ; 
but I see no reason to believe (as he does) that the 
case is the same with all the passages, or that the 
epithet is to be understood ahvays as implying one of 
these lost Aristotelian dialogues.’ 

which is exactly what he says also Aristotelico), handling often the same 

about Dialectic, in the commence- subjects, but in a different way : 

ment of the Topica. 
® Octavianus Ferrarius observes, in 

his treatise De Sermonibus Exotericis, 
(Venet. 1575), p. 24: ‘ Quod si Dia- 
lecticus et Rhetor inter se mutant, ut 

aiunt, ita ut Dialecticus Rhetorem et 
Rhetor Dialecticum vicissim induat— 
de his ipsis veteribus Dialecticis mi- 
nime nobis dubitandum est, quin iidem 
dialectice simul et rhetorice loqui in 
utramque partem potuerint. Nec 

valde mirum debet hoc videri; libros 
enim exotericos prope solos habuerunt : 
qui cum scripti essent (ut posterius 
planum faciam:) dialectico more, illo- 
rum lectio cum libris peperit philo- 
sophos congruentes.”—Ferrari adverts 
well to the distinction between the 
philosopher and the dialectician (sense 

between the oixeta: apxai, upon which 
didactic method rested, and the dd£a:, 
or diverse opinions, each countenanced 
by more or less authority, from which 
dialectic took its departure (pp. 36, 
86, 89). ; 

> I agree very much with the man- 
ner in which Bernays puts his case, 
pp. 79, 80, 92, 93: though there is a 
contradiction between p. 80 and p. 92, 
in respect to the taste and aptitude of 
the exterior public for dialectic debate ; 
which is affirmed in the former page, 
denied in the latter. But the doctrine 
asserted in the pages just indicated 
amounts only to this—that the dia- 
logues were included in Aristotle's 
phrase, ef@repexot Adyor; which ap- 
pears to me true. 
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There grew up, in the minds of some commentators, 
a supposition of “ exoteric doctrine” as denoting what 
Aristotle promulgated to the public, contrasted with 
another secret or mystic doctrine reserved for a special 
few, and denoted by the term esoteric; though this 
term is not found in use before the days of Lucian.* 

_I believe the supposition of a double doctrine to be 
mistaken in regard to Aristotle; but it is true as to 
the Pythagoreans, and is not without some colour 
of truth even as to Plato. That Aristotle employed 
one manner of explanation and illustration, when dis- 
cussing with advanced pupils, and another, more or 
less different, when addressing an unprepared audience, 
we may hold as certain and even unavoidable; but 
this does not amount to a double positive doctrine. 
Properly speaking, indeed, the term “exoteric” (as I 
have just explained it out of Aristotle himself) does 
not designate, or even imply, any positive doctrine 
at all, It denotes a many-sided controversial debate, 
in which numerous points are canvassed and few 
settled ; the express purpose being to bring into full 
daylight the perplexing aspects of each. There are 
indeed a few exceptional cases, in which “ exoteric 
discourse” will itself have thrown up a tolerably trust- 
worthy result: these few (as I have above shown) 
Aristotle occasionally singles out and appeals to. But 
as a general rule, there is no doctrine which can pro- 

perly be called exoteric: the “exoteric discourse” sug- 

gests many new puzzles, but terminates without any 

solution at all. The doctrine, whenever any such is 

proved, emerges out of the didactic process which 

follows. 

* Luc. Vit. Auct. 26. 
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CHAPTER IIL 

CATEGORIA. 

Or the prodigious total of works composed by Aristotle, 

I have already mentioned that the larger number have 

perished. But there still remain about forty treatises, 
of authenticity not open to any reasonable suspicion, 
which attest the grandeur of his intelligence, in respect 
of speculative force, positive as well as negative, sys- 
tematizing patience, comprehensive curiosity as to 
matters of fact, and diversified applications of detail. 
In taking account of these treatises, we perceive 
some in which the order of sequence is determined by 
assignable reasons; as regards others, no similar 
erounds of preference appear. The works called 1. De 
Colo; 2. De Generatione et Corruptione; 3. Meteoro- 
logica,—are marked out as intended to be studied in 

immediate succession, and the various Zoological treatises 
after them. The cluster entitled Parva Naturalia ‘is 
complementary to the treatise De Anima. The Physica 
Auscultatio is referred to in the Metaphysica, and dis- 
cusses many questions identical or analogous, standing 
in the relation of prior to a posterior, as the titles 
indicate ; though the title ‘ Metaphysica’ is not affixed 
or recognized by Aristotle himself, and the treatise so 
called includes much that goes beyond the reach of the 
Physica. As to the treatises on Logic, Rhetoric, Ethics, 
Politics, Poetics, Mechanics, &c., we are left to fix for 

ourselves the most convenient order of study. Of no 
one among them can we assign the date of com- 
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position or publication. There are indeed in the Rhe- 
torica, Politica, and Meteorologica, various allusions 
which must have been written later than some given 
events of known date; but these allusions may have 
been later additions, and cannot be considered as 
conclusively proving, though they certainly raise a 
presumption, that the entire work was written sub- 
sequently to those events. 

The proper order in which the works of Aristotle 
ought to be studied, (like the order proper for studying 
the Platonic dialogues),* was matter of debate from the 
time of his earliest editors and commentators, in the 
century immediately preceding the Christian era. 

* Scholia, p. 25, b. 37, seq. Br. ; 
p. 321, b. 80; Diogen. L. iii. 62. The 
order in which the forty-six Aristo- 
telian treatises stand printed in the 
Berlin edition, and in other preceding 
editions, corresponds to the tripartite 
division, set forth by Aristotle himself, 
of sciences or cognitions generally : 
1. Theoretical; Oewpntixai. 2. Prac- 
tical; mpaxrixai. 3. Constructive or 

Technical ; mounrekat. 
Patricius, in his Discussiones Peri- 

patetice, published in 1581 (tom. i. 
lib. xiii. p. 173), proclaims himself to 
be the first author who will under- 
take to give an account of Aristotle’s 
philosophy from Aristotle himself (in- 
stead of taking it, as others before 
him had done, from the Aristotelian 
expositors, Andronikus, Alexander, 
Porphyry, or Averroes); likewise, to 
be the first author who will consult 
all the works of Aristotle, instead of 
confining himself, as his predecessors 
had done, to a select few of the 

works. Patricius then proceeds to 
enumerate those works upon which 
alone the professors ‘in Italicis 
scholis” lectured, and to which the 

attention of all readers was restricted. 

1. The Predicabilia, or Eisagoge of 
Porphyry. 2. The Categorie. 3. The 
De Interpretatione. 4, The Analytica 
Priora ; but only the four first chapters 
of the first book. 5. The Analytica 
Posteriora; but only a few chapters 
of the first book; nothing of the 
second. 6. The Physica; books first 
and second; then parts of the third 
and fourth; lastly, the eighth book. 
7. The De Celo; books first and 
second. 8. The De Generatione et 
Corruptione; books first and second. 
9. The De Anima; all the three 

books. 10. The Metaphysica; books 
Alpha major, Alpha minor, third, 
sixth, and eleventh. “ Idque, quadri- 
ennio integro, quadruplicis ordinis 
Philosophi perlegunt auditoribus. De 
reliquis omnibus tot libris, mirum si- 
lentium.” 

Patricius expressly remarks that 
neither the Topica nor the De Sophis- 
ticis Elenchis was touched in this full 
course of four years. But he does not 
remark—what to a modern reader will 
seem more surprising—that neither 
the Ethica, nor the Politica, nor the 

Rhetorica, is included in the course, 
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Boéthus the Sidonian (Strabo’s contemporary and fellow- 
student) recommended that the works on natural 
philosophy and physiology should be perused first; 
contending that these were the easiest, the most inter- 
esting, and, on the whole, the most successful among all 
the Aristotelian productions. Some Platonists advised 
that the ethical treatises should be put in the front rank, 
on the ground of their superior importance for correct- 
ing bad habits and character; others assigned the first 
place to the mathematics, as exbitiede superior firmness 
in the demonstrations. But Andronikus himself, the 
earliest. known editor of Aristotle’s works, arranged 
them in a different order, placing the logical treatises 
at the commencement of his edition. He considered 
these treatises, taken collectively, to be not so much a 
part of philosophy as an Organon or instrument, the 

use of which must be acquired by the reader before he 
became competent to grasp or comprehend philosophy ; 
as an exposition of method rather than of doctrine.* 

Cuap. IIT. 

sAmistot, Topica, 1, p. 104; bi if, 
with the Scholia of Alexander, p. 259, 
a. 48 Br.; Scholia ad Analyt. Prior. 
p. 140, a. 47, p. 141, a. 25; also Schol. 

ad Categor. p. 36, a., p. 40, a., 8. This 

conception of the Organon is not 
explicitly announced ‘by Aristotle, 
but seems quite in harmony with 
his views. ‘The contemptuous terms 
in which Prantl speaks of it (Gesch. 
der Logik, i. 186), as a silly innova- 
tion of the Stoics, are unwarranted. 

Aristotle (Metaph. E. i. p. 1025, b. 
26) classifies the sciences as Oewpy- 
Tikal, mpakTikal, moumrikai; next he 
subdivides the first of the three into 
roikn, pabnparikn, mpoTn piocopia. 
Brentano, after remarking that no 
place in this distribution is expressly 
provided for Logic, explains the omis- 
sion as follows: ‘“ Diese auffallende 

Erscheinung erklart sich daraus, dass 
diese [the three above-named theore- 
tical sciences] allein das reelle Sein 
betrachten, und nach den drei Graden 
der Abstraktion in ihrer Betrach- 
tungsweise verschieden, geschieden 
werden; wahrend die Logik das bloss 
rationelle Sein, das dv as adnées, 
behandelt.” (Ueber die Bedeutung des 
Seienden nach Aristoteles, p. 89.)— 
Investigations wept tis adnOeias, ov 
Tporoy Set amodexeoOa are considered 
by Aristotle as belonging to ra ’Ava- 
Avtika 3 enquiries into method in the 
first instance, and into doctrine chiefly 
with a view to method (Metaphys. 
I. p. 1005, b. 2). In Metaphys. I. p. 
1005, b. 7, he declares that these 
enquiries into method, or analysis of 
the principia of syllogistic reasoning, 
belong to the Philosophia Prima (com- 
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From the time of Andronikus downward, the logical 
treatises have always stood first among the written or 
printed works of Aristotle. They have been known 
under the collective title of the ‘Organon, and as 
such it will be convenient still to regard them.* 

These treatises are six in number:—1. Cate- 
gorie ;® 2. De Interpretatione, or De Enunciatione ; 
3. Analytica Priora; 4. Analytica Posteriora; 5. To- 

pica; 6. De Sophisticis Elenchis. This last short 
treatise—De Sophisticis Elenchis—belongs naturally to 
the Topica which precedes it, and of which it ought to 
be ranked as the ninth or concluding book. Waitz has 
printed it as such in his edition of the Organon; but 
as it has been generally known with a separate place 
and title, I shall not depart from the received under- 
standing. 

Aristotle himself does not announce these six treatises 
as forming a distinct aggregate, nor as belonging to 
one and the same department, nor as bearing one com- 
prehensive name. We find indeed in the Topica 
references to the Analytica, and in the Analytica 
references to the Topica. In both of them, the ten 
Categories are assumed and presupposed, though the 
treatise describing them is not expressly mentioned: 

pare Metaphys. Z. 12, p. 1037, b. 8). 
Schwegler in his Commentary (p. 161) 
remarks that this is one of the few 
passages in which Aristotle indicates 
the relation in which Logic stands to 
Metaphysics, or First Philosophy. 
The question has been started among 
his ’Azopia, Metaph. B. 2, p. 999, 
b. 30. 

* Respecting the title of Organon, 
which was sometimes applied to the 
Analytica Posteriora only, see Waitz 
ad Organ. ii. p. 294, 

» Some eminent critics, Prantl and 
Bonitz among them, consider the 

treatise Categoria not to be the 
work of Aristotle. The arguments 
on which this opinion rests are 
not convincing to me; and even if 
they were, the treatise could not be 
left out of consideration, since the 
doctrine of the Ten Categories is in- 
disputably Aristotelian. See Zeller, 
Die Phil. der Griech. ii. 2, pp. 50, 51, 
2nd ed. 
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to both also, the contents of the treatise De Interpreta- 

tione or Enunciatione, though it is not named, are 

indispensable. The affinity and interdependence of 

the six is evident, and justifies the practice of the com- 

mentators in treating them as belonging to one and the 

same department. To that department there belonged 

also several other treatises of Aristotle, not now pre- 

served, but specified in the catalogue of his lost works ; 

and these his disciples Theophrastus, Eudemus, and 

Phanias, had before them. As all these three disciples 
composed treatises of their own on the same or similar 
topies,* amplifying, elucidating, or controverting the 
views of their master, the Peripatetics immediately 

succeeding them must have possessed a copious logical 
literature, in which the six treatises now constituting 

the Organon appeared as portions, but not as a special 
ageregate in themselves. 

Of the two treatises which stand first in the Ari- 
stotelian Organon—the Categorize and the De Inter- 
pretatione—each forms in a certain sense the comple- 
ment of the other. The treatise De Interpretatione 
handles Propositions (combinations of terms in the way 
of Subject and Predicate), with prominent reference 
to the specific attribute of a Proposition—the being 
true or false, the object of belief or disbelief; the 
treatise Categorize deals with these same Terms (to use 

Aristotle’s own phrase) pronounced without or apart 
from such combination. In his definition of the simple 
Term, the Proposition is at the same time assumed to * 
be foreknown as the correlate or antithesis to it.” 

* Ammonius ap. Schol. p. 28, a. | ad Aristot. Physica, p. 328, b. 25, Br. ; 
41; p. 33, b. 27, Br. and Bonitz ad Aristotel. Metaph. (A. 

> Ta avev cvpmokis heyopeva—rov | p. 987) p. 90. 
kara pndewiav oupmdoKny eyouevov The Categories of Aristotle appear 
(Categ. p.1, a. 16, b. 25). See Schol. | to have formed one of the most pro- 

f 
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The first distinction pointed out by Aristotle among 
simple, uncombined Terms, or the things denoted 
thereby, is the Homonymous, the Synonymous, and the 
Paronymous. Homonymous are those which are called 
by the same name, used in a different sense or with a 
different definition or rational explanation. Synonymous 
are those called by the same name in the same sense. 
Paronymous are those called by two names, of which 
the one is derived from the other by varying the in- 
flexion or termination.* 
We can hardly doubt that it was Aristotle who first 

gave this peculiar distinctive meaning to the two words 
Homonymous and Synonymous, rendered in modern 
phraseology (through the Latin) Equivocal and Univocal. 
Before his time this important distinction between 
different terms had no technical name to designate it. 
The service rendered to Logic by introducing such a 
technical term, and by calling attention to the lax 
mode of speaking which it indicated, was great. In 
every branch of his writings Aristotle perpetually 
reverts to it, applying it to new cases, and especially to 
those familiar universal words uttered most freely and 
frequently, under the common persuasion that their 
meaning is not only thoroughly known but constant 
and uniform. As a general fact, students are now well 

minent topics of the teaching of | classification of names made by Speu- 
Themistius: rebutting the charge, | sippus, which must have been at least 
advanced both against himself, and, in | as early as that of Aristotle; perhaps 
earlier days, against Sokrates and the | earlier, since Speusippus died in 339 
Sophists, of rendering his pupils pre- | B.c. We do not hear enough of this 
sumptuous and conceited, he asks, | to understand clearly what it was. 
nkovoare O€ av Twos Trav éevav enityn- | Boéthus remarked that Aristotle had 
Seiwy tWndoyoupevov kai BpevOvonevov | omitted to notice some distinctions 
€ml Tols gvv@vupots 7) Opovvpors | drawn by Speusippus on this matter, 
i) Tap@vvpors; (Orat. xxiii. p. 851.) | Schol. p. 48, a. “9. Compare a remark 

Reference is made (in the Scholia | in Aristot. De Ccelo, i. p. 280, b. 2. 
on the Categoria, p.43, b. 19) toa! “* Aristot. Categor. p. 1, a. 1-15. 
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acquainted with this source of error, though the stream 

of particular errors flowing from it is still abundant, 
ever renewed and diversified. But in the time of 
Aristotle the source itself had never yet been pointed 
out emphatically to notice, nor signalized by any cha- 
racteristic term as by a beacon. The natural bias which 
leads us to suppose that one term always carries one 
and the same meaning, was not counteracted by any 
systematic warning or generalized expression. Sokrates 
and Plato did indeed expose many particular examples 
of undefined and equivocal phraseology. No part of 
the Platonic writings is more valuable than the dialogues 
in which this operation is performed, forcing the re- 
spondent to feel how imperfectly he understands the 
phrases constantly in use. But it is rarely Plato’s 
practice to furnish generalized positive warnings or 
systematic distinctions. He has no general term cor- 
responding to homonymous or equivocal; and there are 
even passages where (under the name of Prodikus) he 
derides or disparages a careful distinctive analysis of 
different significations of the same name. To recognize 
a class of equivocal terms and assign thereto a special 
class-name, was an important step in logical procedure ; 
and that step, among so many others, was made by 
Aristotle. 

* In the instructive commentary of 
Dexippus on the Categorie (contained 
in a supposed dialogue between Dexip- 
pus and his pupil Seleukus, of which 
all that remains has been recently 
published by Spengel, Munich, 1859), 
that commentator defends Aristotle 
against some critics who wondered 
why he began with these Ante-pre- 
dicaments (6pavupna, ovvervupa, &c.), 

instead of proceeding at once to the 
Predicaments or Categories them- 
selyes. Dexippus remarks that with- 

out understanding this distinction 
between equtvoca and wnivoca, the 
Categories themselves could not be 
properly appreciated ; for Ens—ro dy 
—is homonymous in reference to all 
the Categories, and not a Summum 
Genus, comprehending the Categories 
as distinct species under it; while 
each Category is a Genus in reference 
to its particulars. Moreover, Dexippus 
observes that this distinction of homo- 
nyms and synonyms was altogether 
unknown and never self-suggested to 
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Though Aristotle has professed to distinguish between 
terms implicated in predication, and terms not so im- 
plicated,* yet when he comes to explain the functions of 
the latter class, he considers them in reference to their 
functions as constituent members of propositions. He 
immediately begins by distinguishing four sorts of 
matters (Entia): That which is affirmable of a Subject, 
but is not in a Subject; That which is in a Subject, 
but is not affirmable of a Subject; That which is 
both in a Subject, and affirmable of a Subject; That 
which is neither in a Subject, nor affirmable of a 
Subject.” 

This fundamental quadruple distinction of LEntia, 
which serves as an introduction to the ten Categories 
or Predicaments, belongs to words altogether according 
to their relative places or functions in the proposition ; 
the meanings of the words being classified accordingly. 
That the learner may understand it, he ought properly 
to be master of the first part of the treatise De Inter- 
pretatione, wherein the constituent elements of a pro- 
position are explained: so intimate is the connection 
between that treatise and this. 

the ordinary mind (6c yap €vvovav 
ovk €xopeEv, TOUT@Y mpOAN LY OvUK EXO- 
pev, p. 20), and therefore required to 
be brought out first of all at the be- 
ginning; whereas the Post-predica- 
ments (to which we shall come 
later on) were postponed to the end, 
because they were cases of familiar 
terms loosely employed. (See Spengel, 
Dexipp. pp. 19, 20, 21.) 

* Aristot. Categor. p. 1, a. 16. ray 
Aeyouevoy Ta pev KaTa GupTAOKHY eE- 
yerat, Ta © avev cupmAokis: Ta pev ody 
kata oupmokiy oiov avOpwros Tpexet, 
avOparos wa: ta 8 avev cupmdokns 
otov avOpwros, Bods, Tpéxet, Ka. 

It will be seen that the meaning 
and function of the single word can 
only be explained relatively to the 
complete proposition, which must be 
assumed as foreknown. 

That which Aristotle discriminates 
in this treatise, in the phrases—)éye- 
oOa Kara ovpmdoKny and éyerOa 
dvev ovpmdokns, is equivalent to what 
we read in the De Interpretatione 
(pi Gb.) 275 op Ga. 17). dil- 
ferently expressed, gov onyavtixy 
os katapagcis and dwvi onpartiKn os 
paors. 

» Aristot. Categor. p. 1, a. 20. 

eZ 
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- The classification applies to Hntia (Things or Mat- 
ters) universally, and is thus a first step in Ontology. 
He here looks at Ontology in one of its several diverse 
aspects—as it enters into predication, and furnishes the 
material for Subjects and Predicates, the constituent 
members of a proposition. 

Ontology, or the Science of Hns quatenus Ens, occu- 
pies an important place in Aristotle’s scientific pro- 
gramme ; bearing usually the title of First Philosophy, 
sometimes Theology, though never (in his works) the 
more modern title of Metaphysica. He describes it as 
the universal and comprehensive Science, to which all 
other sciences are related as parts or fractions. Onto- 
logy deals with ns in its widest sense, as an Unum 
not generic but analogical—distinguishing the deriva- 
tive varieties into which it may be distributed, and set- 
ting out the attributes and accompaniments of Essentia 
universally ; while other sciences, such as Geometry, 
Astronomy, &c., confine themselves to distinct branches 
of that whole ;* each having its own separate class of 
Entia for special and exclusive study. This is the 
characteristic distinction. of Ontology, as Aristotle 
conceives it; he does not set it in antithesis to Phe- 
nomenology, according to the distinction that has become 
current among modern metaphysicians. 
Now Lns (or Fntia), in the doctrine of Aristotle, is 

not a synonymous or univocal word, but an homo- 
nymous or equivocal word; or, rather, it is something 
between the two, being equivocal, with a certain quali- 

* Aristot, Metaphys.I. p. 1003,a.21, | @dAov wept Tov dyTos 7 bv, adNAd 
25-33, E. p. 1025, b. 8. eorw emiornun | wepos avTov Te dmorepdpevat 

ris 1) Oewpet TO by 7 dy Kal Td ToUT@ | Tepl TOvTOV Bewpodot TO Gup- 
imdpxovra xa avré- aitn © early | BeBnkos, &c. Compare p. 1006, a. 
ovdepa TOY ev peper heyouevoy n adry: | 2-14. 
ovdeuia yap TOV G\Awv emickoret Ka- | 
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fication. Though not.a Summum Genus, i.e. not mani- 
festing throughout all its particulars generic unity, nor 
divisible into species by the addition of well-marked 
essential differentia, it is an analogical aggregate, or 
a Summum Analogon, comprehending under it many 
subordinates which bear the same name from being 
all related in some way or other to a common root or 
Jundamentum, the relationship being both diverse in 
kind and nearer or more distant in degree. The word 
fins is thus homonymous, yet in a qualified sense. 
While it is not univocal, it is at the same time not 
absolutely equivocal. It is multivocal (if we may 
coin such a word), having many meanings held to- 
gether by a multifarious and ‘graduated relationship to 
one common fundamentum.* Ens (or Entia) in this 
widest sense, is the theme of Ontology or First Philo- 
sophy, and is looked at by Aristotle in four different 
principal aspects.” 

1. To ov cata svpBeByxos—Ens per Accidens—Ens ac- 
cidental, or rather concomitant, either as rare and 
exceptional attribute to a subject, or along with some 
other accident in the same common subject. 

others, branching out from ovcia in 
ramifications more or less straggling 

* Simplikius speaks of these Ana- 
loga as TO pécov Tav TE TUYOVUpPeY 

~ > 

kal TOV Gpovipov, TO ad évds, &c. 
Schol. ad Categor. p. 69, b. 29, Brand. 
See also Metaphys. Z. p. 1030, a. 34. | 

Dexippus does not recognize, for- 
mally and under a distinct title, this 
intermediate stage between cvverupa 
and 6pevupa. He states that Aristotle 
considered Ens as 6pevupov, while 
other philosophers considered it as 
cvvevepov (Dexippus, p. 26, book i. 
sect. 19, ed. Spengel). But he inti- 
mates that the ten general heads 
called Categories have a certain con- 
tinuity and interdependence (cvve- 
xevav kat addndovxiay) each with the 

(p. 48, book ii. sects. 1, 2, Spengel). 
‘The list (he says, p. 47) does not de- 
pend upon é:aipeocs (generic division), 
nor yet is it simple enumeration (dza- 
piOunors) of incoherent items. In the 
Physica, vii. 4, p. 249, a. 28, Aristotle 

observes: eiol d€ Trav dpovupiay ai 
pev TroNd amrexovoa ai dé €xoveai twa 
Gpodtnta, ai & éeyyds 7H yever i dva- 
Aoyia, 510 ov Soxodow Spovupiae eivat 

ovca. 

» Aristot. Metaphys. A. p. 1017, a. 7, 
E. p. 1025, a. 34, p. 1026, a. 33, b. 4; 
upon which last passage see the note 
of Bonitz. 
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2. To dv ws ddybés, Kal TO pay Ov ws Yrevdoc—EHns, in 

the sense of Truth, Non-Ens, in the sense of Falsehood. 
This is the Ls of the Proposition; a true affirmation 

or denial falls under ns in this mode, when the 
mental conjunction of terms agrees with reality ; a false 
affirmation or denial, where no such agreement exists, 
falls under Non-Ens.* 

3. To ov dvvaper Kai TO OV évepyeta— Lins, potential, 

actual. 
A. To oy Kata Ta oxnpaTa Tw katyyopiav—LEns, ac- 

cording to the ten varieties of the Categories, to be 
presently explained. 

These four are the principal aspects under which 
Aristotle looks at the aggregate comprised by the 
equivocal or multivocal word Entia. In all the four 
branches, the varieties comprised are not species under 
a common genus, correlating, either as co-ordinate or 
subordinate, one to the other; they are analoga, all 

having relationship with a common term, but having 
no other necessary relationship with each other. Ari- 
stotle does not mean that these four modes of distri- 
buting this vast aggregate, are the only modes possible ; 
for he himself sometimes alludes to other modes of 
distributions.” Nor would he maintain that the four 
distributions were completely distinguished from each 
other, so that the same subordinate fractions are not 
comprehended in any two; for on the contrary, the 
branches overlap each other and coincide to a great 
degree, especially the first and fourth. But he con- 

| 

* Aristot. Metaph. E. 4, p. 1027, b. 18, 
—p. 1028, a. 4. od yap ear rd Weidos 
kal TO GAnOes ev Tois mpaypaciv—aAN 
ev Otavoig—ovk €&wm Syndodow odoay 
twa piow Tov ovros. Also ©. 10, p. 

1051, b. 1: 10. kvpworara dv adnbés 
kat Wevdos. In a Scholion, Alexander 

remarks: ro d€ as adnOds dv mdbos 
eo kat BovdAnpa diavolas, To dé Cyreiv 
TO ExdoT@ SoKkovy ov oPddpa avayxaiov. 

» Aristot. Metaph. Tr. p. 1008, a. 88,- 
b. 10. Compare the able treatise of 
Brentano, “ Ueber die Bedeutung des 
Seienden nach Aristoteles,” pp. 6, 7. 

>= 
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siders the four as discriminating certain distinct aspects 
of Entia or Entitas, more important than any other 
aspects thereof that could be pointed out, and as 
affording thus the best basis and commencement for 
the Science called Ontology. 

Of these four heads, however, the first and second 
are rapidly dismissed by Aristotle in the Metaphysica,* 
being conceived as having little reference to real 
essence, and therefore belonging more to Logic than 
to Ontology ; 2.e. to the subjective processes of naming, 
predicating, believing, and inferring rather than to the 
objective world of Perceivables and Cogitables.° It is 

* Aristot. Metaph. E. p. 1027, b. 16, 
p- 1028; a. 6. 

» Aristot. Metaph. ©. 10, p. 1051, b. 
2-15, with Schwegler’s Comment, p. 
186. This is the distinction drawn 
by Simplikius (Schol. ad Categ. p. 76, 
b. 47) between the Organon and the 
Metaphysica: Ai yap apxal kara pev 
THY onpavtTiKny avtav hey ev TH o- 
yk mpaypateia Sndovvra, kata dé Ta 
onpawopeva ev ty Mera ta ®vorka 
oikeias. 

Td dvra are equivalent to ta Aeyd- 
peva, in this and the other logical 
treatises of Aristotle. Categ. p. 1, 
a. 16-20, b. 25; Analyt. Prior. i. p. 43, 
a. 25. 

This is the logical aspect of Onto- 
logy; that is, Entia are considered as 
Objects to be named, and to serve as 
Subjects or Predicates for propositions : 
every such term having a fixed de- 
notation, and (with the exception of 
proper names) a fixed connotation, 
known to speakers and hearers. 

Ta Aeydpeva (or Entia considered in 
this aspect) are distinguished by Ari- 
stotle into two classes: 1. Ta Neyd- 
peva KaTa oupTAOKNY, oioy avOpa- 
mos Tpéxelt, avOpwmos wka. 2. Ta de- 
youeva divev oupmAoKHs, (Or Kata 

pndepiay ovpmdokny), oloy avOpwmos, 
Bods, Tpexet, veka. 

We are to observe here, that in 
Logic the Proposition or Enunciation 
is the Prius Natura, which must be 
presupposed as known before we can 
understand what the separate terms 
are (Analytic. Prior. i. p. 24, a. 16): 
just as the right angle must be under- 
stood before we can explain what is 
an acute or an obtuse angle (to use 
an illustration of Aristotle; see Me- 

taphys. Z. p. 1035, b. 7). We must 
understand the entire logical act, 
called Affirming or Denying, before 
we can understand the functions of 
the two factors or correlates with 
which that act is performed. Aristotle 
defines the Term by means of the Pro- 
position, dpoy dé Kkad@ eis ov diadverat 

1 mporaots (Anal. Pr. i. 24, b. 16). 
Ta Aeydpeva, as here used by Ari- 

stotle, coincides in meaning with 
what the Stoics afterwards called 
Ta Aexra—of two classes: 1. Aexra 
avroteAn, one branch of which, ra 
d&i@para, are equivalent to the Ari- 
stotelian ta kata cupm)okny Aeyopeva. 
2. ANekra e€AAumy, equivalent to ra 
dvev oupmdokns Aeydpeva (Diogen. 
Laert. vii. 48, 44, 68, 64; Sext. Emp. 
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the third and fourth that are treated in the Metaphysica ; 
while it is the fourth only (Zns according to the ten 
figures of the Categories) which is set forth and eluci- 
dated in this first treatise of the Organon, where Ari- 

stotle appears to blend Logic and Ontology into one. 
Of this mixed character, partly logical, partly onto- 

logical, is the first distinction set forth in the Cate- 
gorie—the distinction between matters predicated 
of a Subject, and matters which are in a Subject— 
the Subject itself being assumed as the fundamentum 
correlative to both of them. The definition given of 
that which is iv a Subject is ontological: viz., “In a 
Subject, I call that which is in anything, not as a part, 
yet so that it cannot exist separately from that in 
which it is.”* By these two negative characteristics, 

adv. Mathemat. viii. 69, 70, 74): equi- 

valent also, seemingly, to ra dvavonra 
in Aristotle: 6 dtavonrés "Apioropevns 
(Anal. Pr. I. p. 47, b. 22). 

Hobbes observes (Computation or 
Logic, part i. 2, 5): “ Nor is it at all 
necessary that every name should be 
the name of something. For as these, 
aman, a tree, a stone, are the names 

of the things themselves, so the 
images of a man, of a tree, of a stone, 

which are represented to men sleep- 
ing, have their names also, though 

they be not things, but only fictions 
and phantasms of things. For we can 
remember these; and therefore it is 
no less necessary that they have names 
to mark and signify them, than the 
things themselves. Also this word 
future is a name; but no future thing 
has yet any being. Moreover, that 
which neither is, nor has been, nor 
ever shall or~ever can be, has a 
name—impossible. 'To conclude, this 
word nothing is a name, which yet can- 
not be name of any thing; for when 
we subtract two and three from five, 

and, so nothing remaining, we would 
call that subtraction to mind, this 
speech nothing remains, and in it the 
word nothing, is not unuseful. And 
for the same reason we say truly, 
less than nothing remains, when we 
subtract more from less; for the mind 

feigns such remains as these for doc- 
trine’s sake, and desires, as often 
as is necessary, to call the same 
to memory. But seeing every name 
has some relation to that which is 
named, thouzh that which we name 

be not always a thing that has a being 
in nature, yet it is lawful for doctrine’s 
sake to apply the word thing to what- 
soever we name; as if it were all one 

whether that thing be truly existent, 
or be only feigned.” 

The Greek neuter gender (76 Aeyd- 
pevov Or TO AextTdv, Ta Neyopeva OY TA 
Aexra) covers all that Hobbes here 
includes under the word thing.— 
Scholia ad Aristot. Physic. I. i. p. 823, 
a. 21, Brand.: évouacovrar pev Kat Ta 
pA) Ovra, dpiCovrar Sé pova ra Ovra. 

* Aristot. Categ. p. 1, a. 24, 
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without any mark positive, does Aristotle define what 

is meant by being in a Subject. Modern logicians, and 
Hobbes among them, can find no better definition for 
an Accident; though Hobbes remarks truly, that Acci- 
dent cannot be properly defined, but must be elucidated 
by examples.* 

The distinction here drawn by Aristotle between being 
predicated of a Subject, and being zn a Subject, coin- 
cides with that between essential and non-essential pre- 
dication: all the predicates (including the differentia) 
which belong to the essence, fall under the first divi- 
sion ;” all those which do not belong to the essence, 
under the latter. The Subjects—what Aristotle calls the 
First Essences or Substances, those which are essences or 

substances in the fullest and strictest meaning of the 
word—are concrete individual things or persons; such 
as Sokrates, this man, that horse or tree. These are 
never employed as predicates at all (except by a dis- 
torted and unnatural structure of the proposition, which 
Aristotle indicates as possible, but declines to take into 
account) ; they are always Subjects of different predi- 
cates, and are, in the last analysis, the Subjects of all 
predicates. But besides these First Essences, there are 
also Second Essences—Species and Genus, which stand 
to the First Essence in the relation of predicates to a 
Subject, and to the other Categories in the relation of 

* Hobbes, Computation or Logic, 
part i. 3, 3, i. 6, 2, ii, 8, 2-3. 

» Aristot. Cates. p. 38, a. 20. It ap- 
pears that Andronikus did not draw 
the line between these two classes 
of predicates in the same manner 
as Aristotle ; he included many non- | 
essential predicates in ra xa@ wrro- 
kesevov. See Simplikius, ad Cate- 
gorias, Basil. 1551, fol. 18,21, B. Nor 
was either Alexander or Porphyry 

careful to observe the distinction be- 
tween the two classes. See Schol. ad 
Metaphys. p. 701, b. 23, Br. ; Schol. 
ad De Interpret. p. 106, a. 29, Br. 
And when Aristotle says, Analyt. 
Prior. i. p. 24, b, 26, rd d€ ev ddo 
elva €repov Erép@, kal TO KaTa TayTos 
katnyopetaGat Oarepov Oarepov, tavrov 
eotw, he seems himself to forget the 
distinction entirely. 
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Subjects to predicates.* These Second Essences are less 
of Essences than the First, which alone is an Hssence 
in the fullest and most appropriate sense. Among the 
Second Essences, Species is more of an Hssence than 
Genus, because it belongs more closely and specially to 
the First Essence; while Genus is farther removed 
from it. Aristotle thus recognizes a graduation of 
more or less in Hssence; the individual is more Essence, 

or more complete as an Essence, than the Species, the 
Species more than the Genus. As he recognizes a 
First Essence z.e. an individual object, (such as Sokrates, 
this horse, &c.), so he also recognizes an individual 
accident (this particular white colour, that particular 
grammatical knowledge) which is in a Subject, but is 
not predicated of a Subject; this particular white 
colour exists in some given body, but is not predicable 
of any body.” 

Respecting the logical distinction, which Aristotle 

° Categor. p. 2, a. 15, seq. In Ari- 
stotle phraseology it is not said that 
Second Essences are contained in First 
Essences, but that First Essences are 

contained in Second Essences, 7. e. in 
the species which Second Essences 
signify. See the Scholion to p. 3, a. 9, 
in Waitz, vol. i. p. 32. 

PeArists (Cates. p. 1a. 2657 b.97 5 
“Amd@s 6€ Ta drowa kal €v apiOue kar’ 
ovdevns Umrokemevou héyerat, Ev UmroKeEl~ 
peeve dé eva ovdev KadvEL eivat 1) ydp 

nye ua : 
Tls VPA ATLKT) T@V EV UTPOKELMEVG) 

eoriv. Aristotle here recognizes an 
attribute as) “‘individual and as nu- 
merically one;” and various other 
logicians have followed him. But is 
it correct to say, that an attribute, 

when it cannot be farther divided 
specifically, and is thus the lowest in 
its own predicamental series, is Unum 

Numero? he attribute may belong 
to an indefinite number of different 

objects ; and can we count it as One, 
in the same sense in which we count 
each of these objects as One? I doubt 
whether Unum Numero be applicable 
to attributes. Aristotle declares that 
the Sevrépa ovoia is not Unum Nu- 
mero like the porn ovcia—ov yap ev 
€OTL TO UMOKEiMEVOY HoTEP 1) TPT 
ovata, d\Aa Kata TOANGY 6 GvOpwmos 
héyerat Kai ro (Gov (Categ. p. 3, b. 
16). Upon the same principle, I 
think, he ought to declare that the 
attribute is not Unum Numero ; for 

though it is not (in his language) pre- 
dicable of many Subjects, yet it is in 
many Subjects. It cannot correctly 
be called Unwm Numero, according to 
the explanation which he gives of 
that phrase in two passages of the 
Metaphysica, B. p. 999, b. 83; A. p. 
1016, b. 82: dpOue pev av 7 VAy 
pia, &. 
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places in the commencement of this treatise on the 
Categories—between predicates which are affirmed of a 
Subject, and predicates which are in a Subject —we 
may remark that it turns altogether upon the name by 
which you describe the predicate. Thus he tells us 
that the Species and Genus (man, animal), and the 
Ditferentia (rational), may be predicated of Sokrates, but 
are not mm Sokrates; while knowledge is im Sokrates, 
but cannot be predicated of Sokrates; and may be 

predicated of grammar, but is not im grammar. But 
if we look at this comparison, we shall see that in 
the last-mentioned example, the predicate is described 
by an abstract word (knowledge); while in the pre- 
ceding examples it is described by a concrete word 
(man, animal, rational).” If, in place of these three 
last words, we substitute the abstract words corre- 
sponding to them—humanity, animality, rationality— 
we shall have to say that these are in Sokrates, though 
they cannot (in their abstract form) be predicated of 
Sokrates, but only in the form of their concrete paro- 
nyms, which Aristotle treats as a distinct predication. 
So if, instead of the abstract word knowledge, we 
employ the concrete word knowing or wise, we can 
no longer say that this is in Sokrates, and that it may 
be predicated of grammar. Abstract alone can be pre- 
dicated of abstract; concrete alone can be predicated 
of concrete; if we describe the relation between Ab- 
stract and Concrete, we must say, The Abstract is i 

the Concrete—the Concrete contains or embodies the 
Abstract. Indeed we find Aristotle referring the same 

* The distinction is expressed by | Byxdow, rois 6€ mpds katnyopiay, 
Ammonius (Schol. p. 51, b. 46) as | rovreort rais kaOdXov ovciacs. 
follows :—ai mp@rat ovoia trokeivrae > Ueberweg makes a remark similar 
maow, GAN ovx Gpoiws: Tots pev yap | to this—System der Logik, sect. 56, 
mpos UmapE ty, Tovteate Tois cupBe- | note, p. 110, ed. second. 
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predicate, when described by the abstract name, to one 
Category; and when described by the concrete paro- 
nymous adjective, to another and different Category.* 
The names Concrete and Abstract were not in the 
philosophical vocabulary of his day. In this passage 
of the Categorizw, he establishes a distinction between 
predicates essential and predicates non-essential; the 
latter he here declares to be in the Subject, the former 
not to be in it, but to be co-efficients of its essence. 
But we shall find that he does not adhere to this dis- 
tinction even throughout the present treatise, still less 
in other works. It seems to be a point of difference 
between the Categoriz on one side, and the Physica 
and Metaphysica on the other, that in the Categorize 
he is more disposed to found supposed real distinctions 
on verbal etiquette, and on precise adherence to the 
syntactical structure of a proposition.” 

Lastly, Aristotle here makes one important observa- 
tion respecting those predicates which he describes as 

* The difference of opinion as to 
the proper mode of describing the 
Differentia—whether by the concrete 
word me¢ov, or by the abstract meérns 
—gives occasion to an objection 
against Aristotle’s view, and to a 
reply from Dexippus not very con- 
clusive (Dexippus, book ii. s. 22, pp. 
60-61, ed. Spengel). 

ECatecor p..o5 a, 3. In “the 
Physica, iv. p. 210, a. 14-30, Aristotle 

enumerates nine different senses of 
the phrase éy tux. His own use of 
the phrase is not always uniform 
or consistent. If we compare the 
Scholia on the\Categorie, pp. 44, 45, 
53, 58, 59, Br., with the Scholia on 

the Physica, pp. 372-373, Br., we 
shall see that the Commentators were 
somewhat embarrassed by his fluctua- 

tion. The doctrine of the Categoria 

was found especially difficult in its 
application to the Differentia. 

In Analyt. Post. i. p. 83, a. 30, 
Aristotle says, dca d€ pr ovoiay 
onpaiver, Set Kata Tivos UmoKelpmevou 
katrnyopetcOa, which is at variance 
with the language of the Categorie, 
as the Scholiast remarks, p. 228, a. 
38. The like may be said about 
Metaphys. B. p. 1001, b. 29; A. p. 
1017, b. 18. See the Scholia of Alex- 
ander, p. 701, b. 25, Br. 

See also De Gener. et Corrupt. p. 
31950 b. 28> Physic. i:.p) Lean ances 
ovdev yap Tav d\Nov xwpiotoy eoTt 
mapa Tv ovolayy mavta yap Kad” 
brokeyevov THs ovcias Aéeyerat, Where 
Simplikius remarks that the phrase 
is used dyti rod ev Uroxeimev@ (Schol. 
p. 828, b. 43). 
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(not mm a Subject but) affirmed or denied of a Subject 
—i.e. the essential predicates. In these (he says) what- 

ever predicate can be truly affirmed or denied of the 
predicate, the same can be truly affirmed or denied of 
the Subject.*. This observation deserves notice, because 
it is in fact a brief but distinct announcement of his 
main theory of the Syllogism; which theory he after- 
wards expands in the Analytica Priora, and traces into 
its varieties and ramifications. 

After such preliminaries, Aristotle proceeds” to give 
the enumeration of his Ten Categories or Predicaments ; 
under one or other of which, every subject or predicate, 
considered as capable of entering into a proposition, 
must belong :—1. Essence or Substance; such as, man, 
horse. 2. How much or Quantity; such as, two cubits 
long, three cubits long. 3. What manner of or Qual- 
ity; such as, white, erudite. 4. Ad aliquid—To some- 

thing or Relation; such as, double, half, greater. 5, 
Where ; such as, in the market-place, in the Lykeium. 
6. When; such as, yesterday, last year. 7. In what 
posture; such as, he stands up, he is sitting down. 8. 
To have; such as, to be shod, to be armed. 9. Activity; 
such as, he is cutting, he is burning. 10. Passivity ; 
such as, he is being cut, he is being burned. 

Ens in its complete state—concrete, individual, de- 
terminate—includes an embodiment of all these ten 
Categories; the First Ens being the Subject of which 
the rest are predicates. Whatever question be asked 
respecting any individual Subject, the information given 
in the answer must fall, according to Aristotle, under 
one or more of these ten general heads; while the full 
outfit of the individual will comprise some predicate 
under each of them. Moreover, each of the ten is a 

* Categor. p. 1, b. 10-15. » Thid. p. 1, b. 25, seq. 
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Generalissimum; having more or fewer species con- 
tained under it, but not being itself contained under 
any larger genus (Ens not being a genus). So that 
Aristotle does not attempt to define or describe any 
one of the ten; his only way of explaining is by citing 
two or three illustrative examples of each. Some of 
the ten are even of wider extent than Summa Genera ; 
thus, Quality cannot be considered as a true genus, 
comprehending generically all the cases falling under 
it. It isa Summum Analogon, reaching beyond the 
comprehension of a genus; an analogous or mul- 
tivocal name, applied to many cases vaguely and 
remotely akin to each other.* And again the same 
particular predicate may be ranked both under Quality 
and under Relation; it need not belong exclusively to 
either one of them.” Moreover, Good, like Ens or 

Unum, is common to all the Categories, but is differently 
represented in each.° 

Aristotle comments at considerable length upon the 
four first of the ten Categories. 1. Essence or Sub- 
stance. 2. Quantity. 3. Quality. 4. Relation. As 
to the six last, he says little upon any of them; upon 
some, nothing at all, 

His decuple partition of Entia or Enunciata is founded 
entirely upon a logical principle. He looks at them 
in their relation to Propositions; and his ten classes 
discriminate the relation which they bear to. each other 
as parts or constituent elements of a proposition. 

* Aristot. Categor, p. 8, b. 26. 
éorte O€ 7) moLoTns TOY MAEOVAXa@s eyo- 

pevov, &C. 
See the Scholia, p. 68, b. 69 a., 

Brandis. Ammonius gives the true 
explanation of this phrase, r@v m\eov- 
ayas heyopevav (p. 69, b. 7). Alex- 

ander and Simplikius try to make out 

that it implies here a cvvovopov. 
> Aristot. Categor. p. 11, a. 37. 

Compare the Scholion of Dexippus, 
p. 48, a. 28-37. 

© Aristot. Ethic. Nikomach. i. p. 
1096, a. 25; Ethic. Eudem. i. p. 1217, 
b, 25. 
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Aristotle takes his departure, not from any results of 
scientific research, but from common speech ; and from 
the dialectic, frequent in his time, which debated about 
matters of common life and talk, about received and 
current opinions." We may presume him to have 
studied and compared a variety of current pro- 
positions, so as to discover what were the different 
relations in which Subjects and Predicates did stand 
or could stand to each other; also the various questions 
which might be put respecting any given subject, with 
the answers suitable to be returned. 

Aristotle ranks as his first and fundamental Category 
SUBSTANCE or KssENCE—Oto/a; the abstract substantive 
word corresponding to Té gv; which last is the vast 
aggregate, not generically One but only analogically 
One, destined to be distributed among the ten Cate- 
gories as Summa Genera. The First Ens or First Essence 
—that which is Ens in the fullest sense—is the indi- 
vidual concrete person or thing in nature; Sokrates, 
Bukephalus, this man, that horse, that oak-tree, &c. 
This First Ens is indispensable as Subject or Sub- 
stratum for all the other Categories, and even for pre- 
dication generally. It is a Subject only; it never 

* Waitz, ad Aristot. Categor. p. 
284: “In Categoriis non de ipsa 
‘rerum natura et veritate exponit, sed 
‘res tales capit, quales apparent in 
‘communi vita homini philosophia 
‘hon imbuto, unde fit, ut in Categoriis 
alia sit rpery ovcia et in prima philo- 
‘Sophia: illa enim partes habet, hac 
vero non componitur ex partibus.” 

Compare Metaphys. Z. p. 1032, 
‘b. 2, and the dropia in Z. p. 1029, 
(a., p. 1087, a. 28. 

The different meaning of mpary 
ovoia in the Categoria and in the 
‘Metaphysica, is connected with 

various difficulties and seeming dis- 
crepancies in the Aristotelian theory 
of cognition, which I shail advert to 
ina future chapter. See Zeller, Philos. 
der Griech. ii. 2, pp. 284, 262 ; Heyder, 
Aristotelische und Hegelsche Dialek- 
tik, p. 141, seq. 

* Thus he frequently supposes a 
question put, an answer given, and 
the proper mode of answering. Cate- 
gor. p. 2, b. 8: day yap aro00id@ tis 
THY Tpaetny ovciay ri ott, yrwpt- 
porepov kal oikerdrepoy droddcet, &C.; 
also ibid. p. 2, b. 82; p. 3, a. 4, 20. 
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appears as a predicate of anything else. As Mice Ali- 
quis or Hoc Aliquid, it lies at the bottom (either ex- 
pressed or implied) of all the work of predication. It 
is Ens or Essence most of all, par excellence; and is so 
absolutely indispensable, that if all First Hntia were 
supposed to be removed, neither Second Hntia nor any 
of the other Categories could exist.* 

The Species is recognized by Aristotle as a Second 
Ens or Essence, in which these First Essences reside ; 
it is less (has less completely the character) of Essence 
than the First, to which it serves as Predicate. The 
Genus is (strictly speaking) a Third Essence,” in which 
both the First and the Second Essence are included ; it 

is farther removed than the Species from the First 
Essence, and has therefore still less of the character 
of Essence. It stands as predicate both to the First 
and to the Second Essence. While the First Essence is 
more Essence than the Second, and the Second more 

than the Third, all the varieties of the First Essence 
are in this respect upon an equal footing with each 
other. This man, this horse, that tree, &c., are all 
Essence, equally and alike. The First Essence admits 
of much variety, but does not admit graduation, or 
degrees of more or less, 

Nothing else except Genera and Species can be called 
Second Hssences, or said to belong to the Category 

* Aristot. Categ. p. 2, a. 11, b. 6. | called Genus a Third Essence. In 
Ovcia 7) Kuplorata Kal mpwTws Kal 
pariora Aéeyouevn—p] ovo@y ovv TOY 
mpotayv ovary, advyaroy Tov Gov 
Tt eval. 

» Aristotle here, in the Categoria, 
ranks Genusand Species as being, 
both of them, devrepa ovcia. Yet 

since he admits Genus to be farther 
removed from mpeatn ovoia than 
Species is, he ought rather to have 

the Metaphysica he recognizes a gra- 
dation or ordination of ovata into 
First, Second, and. Third, founded 
upon a totally different principle: the 
Concrete, which in the Categorie 
ranks as mpotn ovoia, ranks as rpitn 
ovoia in the Metaphysica. See Meta- 
phys. H. p. 1048, a. 18-28. 

* Aristot. Categ. p. 2, b. 20; p. 3, 
b. 35. 
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Hssence ; for they alone declare what the First Essence 
is. If you are asked respecting Sokrates, What he 
is? and if you answer by stating the Species or the 
Genus to which he belongs—that he is a man or an 
animal—your answer will be appropriate to the ques- 
tion ; and it will be more fully understood if you state 
the Species than if you state the Genus. But if you 
answer by stating what belongs to any of the other 

_ Categories (viz., that he is white, that he is running), 
your answer will ‘be inappropriate, and foreign to the 
question ; it will not declare what Sokrates is.* “Ac- 
cordingly, none of these other Categories can be called 
Kssences. All of them rank as predicates both of 
First and of Second Essence; just as Second Es- 
sences rank as predicates of First Essences.” 

Essence or Substance is not 7 a Subject; neither 
First nor Second Essence. The First Essence is neither 
in a Subject nor predicated of a Subject; the Second 
Essences are not in-the First, but are predicated of the 
First. Both the Second Bssence, and the definition of 
the word describing: it, may be predicdted of the First ; 
that is, the predication is synonymous or univocal ; 
whereas, of that which is in a Subject, the name may 

often be predicated, but never the definition of the 
name. What is true of the Second Essence, is true 
also of the Differentia; that it is not m a Subject, but 
that it may be predicated univocally of a Subject—not 
only its name, but also the definition of its name.’ 

* Aristot. Categ. p. 2, b. 29-37. Opwarov 4 fdov amodidovs: tav dé 
> , ‘ | \ , > , eixérws O€ peta tds mpwtas ovcias 
, lod » \ ww A A /, 

pova tav GAdwv ta €idn kal Ta very 
Bevrepar ovoiat héyovrau: pdva yap 
dynAot Thy mpdrqy ovoiay Tey KaTn- 
yopoupevav. Tov yap Twa dvOparov 
€ay arodid@ tis Ti €oti, TO pev eidos 
a A LZ > A > ‘ : > 7) TO yevos arodiWovs oiketiws a7 o- 
Sao et, kal yropiperepoy. roince cv- 

VOL. 1. 

Drv 6, te dy aod tis, GNAOT- 
pios €otat drodedakas, oiov 
Aevkdv 7) TPEXEL 7) OTLODY TOY ToLOVT@Y 
> , a > , Les} ELA 

arrod.bovs. @aTe eikdTws Tay dAdov 

Tavta pdva ovoiat Néyovrat. 
» Ibid. p.:3, a. 2. 
SsTbidk, piv 3a. 7, ‘21,34. 

‘ ‘ , > ‘ A A = c 

d€ Kata mdaons ovoias TO pu) Ev UT 

H 

KOLVOV 
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All Essence or Substance seems to signify Hoe Ali- 
quid Unum Numero. The First Essence really does 
so signify, but the Second Essence does not really so 
signify ; it only seems to do so, because it is enunciated 
by a substantive name, like the First.* It signifies 
really Yale Aliquid, answering to the enquiry Quale 
Quid? for it is said not merely of one thing numer- 
ically, but of many things each numerically one. 
Nevertheless, a distinction must be drawn. The Second 
Essence does not (like the Accident, such as white) 
sionify Tale Alhgquid simply and absolutely, or that 
and nothing more. It signifies Talem Aliquam Essen- 
tiam; it declares what the Essence is, or marks off the 
characteristic feature of various First Essences, each 
Unum Numero. The Genus marks off a greater number 
of such than the Species.” | 

Again, Essences have no contraries.° But this is 
not peculiar to Essences, for Quanta also have no con- 

traries: there is nothing contrary to ten, or to that 
which is two cubits long. Nor is any one of the 
varieties of First Essence more or less Essence than 
any other variety. An individual man is as much 
Essence as an individual horse, neither more nor less. 
Nor is he at one time more a man than he was at an- 
other time; though he may become more or less white, 
more or less handsome.® | 

But that which is most peculiar to Essence, is, that 

, os ) wy \ = ~ 
KElLEV@® Elvat—odvK tOtoy S€ THs TOTO 

> , > \ Ni C. A ~ A 3 

ovotas, adda kai 7 Staopa Tay pn ev 

tmokeeva, eotiv — tmrdpxet S€ tais 
, A r 

evolas Kal tals Svadopais ro mavTa 
cuvavipes ar aitav héyer Oat. 

* Aristot. Categ. p. 3, b. 10-16: 
Ilaoa d€ ovaia Soke rdde Te onpal- 
vel. Tl MEV OVY TOY TP@TaY OvTLOV 
> , Sees 4 > Ls 
avapdioBntnrov Kat adnOés eorw ore 

rode TL Onpaivet- aropoy yap Kat ev 

! Coda a 

dptOue do Snovpevdy eoriv: emt dé rav 
devrépov ovoiay paiverar pev 
6pmolos TO TXHpaTL THS Tpo- 
onyopias Td0€ TL onpatvety, 
6rav etry avOpwrov 7) (Gov, od pay 
adnOés ye, adda paddov cody te 
onpaiver. 

» Thid. p. 3, b. 18-24. 
© Ibid. b. 24-30. 
* Thid. b. 34, seq. 
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while remaining Unum et Idem Numero, it is capable 
by change in itself of receiving alternately contrary 
Accidents. This is true of no other Category. For ex- 
ample, this particular colour, being one and the same in 
number, will never be now black, and then white ; this 
particular action, being one and the same in number, 
will not be at one time virtuous, at another time vicious. 
The like is true respecting all the other Categories. 
But one and the same man will be now white, hot, vir- 
tuous ; at another time, he will be black, cold, vicious. 
An objector may say that this is true, not merely of 

_ Essence, but also of Discourse and of Opinion; each 
of which (he will urge) remains Unum Numero, but is 
nevertheless recipient of contrary attributes; for the 
proposition or assertion, Sokrates is sitting, may now be 
true and may presently become false. But this case is 
different, because there is no change in the proposition 
itself, but in the person or thing to which the propo- 
sition refers; while one and the same man, by new 
affections in himself, is now healthy, then sick; now 
hot, then cold. 

Here Aristotle concludes his first Category or Pre- 
dicament—Essence or Substance. He proceeds to the 
other nine, and ranks Quantity first among them.’ 
Quantum is either Continual or Discrete; it consists 

either of parts having position in reference to each 
other, or of parts not having position in reference to 
each other. Discrete Quanta are Number and Speech ; 
Continual Quanta are Line, Surface, Body, and besides 
these, Time and Place. The parts of Number have no 
position in reference to each other; the parts of Line, 
Surface, Body, have position in reference to each other. 
These are called Quanta, primarily; other things are 

* Aristot. Categ. p. 4, a.10-b. 20. » Ibid. b. 21, seq. 

H 2 
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called Quanta in a secondary way, cata cupPeBnkds.* 
Thus we say much white, when the surface of white is 
large; we say, the action is long, because much time 
and movement have been consumed in it. If we are 
asked, how long the action is? we must answer by 
specifying its length in time—a year or a month. 

To Quantum (as to Essence or Substance) there exists 

no contrary.” There is nothing contrary to a length 
of three cubits or an area of four square feet. Great, 
little, long, short, are more properly terms of Rela- 
tion than terms of Quantity ; thus belonging to another 
Category. Nor is Quantum ever more or less Quantum ; 

it does not admit of degree. The Quantum a yard is 

neither more nor less Quantum than that called a foot. 

That which is peculiar to Quanta is to be equal or 
unequal :* the relations of equality and inequality 
are not properly affirmed of anything else except of 
Quanta. 

From the Category of Quantity, Aristotle proceeds 
next to that of Retatioy;4 which he discusses in 
immediate sequence after Quantity, and before Qual- 
ity, probably because in the course of his exposition 
about Quantity, he had been obliged to intimate how 
closely Quantity was implicated with Relation, and 
how essential it was that the distinction berwees the 
two should be made clear. 

Relata (ra xpos t—ad Aliquid) are things such, that 
what they are, they are said to be of other dom or 
are said to be in some other manner towards something 
else (doa abta dmep éotiv étépwy civa NéyeTal, 1) OTWoTODY 

addws Tpos erepov). Thus, that which is greater, is said 
to be greater than another ; that which is called double 
is called also double of another. _ Habit, disposition, 

 Aristot. Categ. p. 5, a. 38, seq. | © Thid. p. 6, a. 26-35. 
P Tibid. b.) 1, seq. 9 Thid. a. 36, seq. 
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perception, cognition, position, &c., are all Relata. 
Habit, is habit of something; perception and cognition, 
are always of something; position, is position of some- 
thing. The Category of Relation admits contrariety 
in some cases, but not always; it also admits, in some 
cases, graduation, or the more or less in degree; things 
are more like or less like to each other.’ All Relata 
are so designated in virtue of their relation to other 
Correlata; the master is master of a servant —the 
servant is servant of a master. Sometimes the Cor- 
relatum is mentioned not in the genitive case but in 
some other case; thus cognition is cognition of the 
cogmitum, but cognitum is cognitum by cognition ; per- 
ception is perception of the perceptum, but the per- 
ceptum is perceptum by perception.” The correlation 
indeed will not manifestly appear, unless the Correlate 
be designated by its appropriate term : thus, if the wing 
be coed to be wing of a bird, there is no apparent 
correlation; we ought to say, the wing is wing of the 
winged, and the winged is winged through or by the wing ; 
for the wing belongs to the bird, not gud bird, but 
gua winged, since there are many things winged, which 
are not birds. Sometimes there is no current term 
appropriate to the Correlate, so that we are under the 

necessity of coining one for the occasion: we must say, 
to speak with strict accuracy, 1) cepadn, Tov Kepadwrov 
kepary, not » Kehary, Tov Cwov kepary ; TO mybadX.ov, 

Tov THSaALwTOV MyoaALwoy, NOt TO mwysaALov, TAOLov TysaALOV." 

* Aristot. Categ. 
» Ibid. b. 28-37. 
© Ibid. b. 36; p. 7, a.5. od pny aAV 

eviore ov Sd&eu avtictpéperv, eay ju) 
oikeiws mpos 0 héyerae arrod0b7, adda 
Siapdptyn 6 arodiovs, oiov ro mrepov 
éav amrod067 dpvibos, ovk avriatpEeder 
‘épvis TTEpov" ov yap oikelws TO TPa- 

p- 6, b. 20. 
> , A ” > \ Tov amrodedota mrEepov GpyiOos: ov yap 

7) Opus, TavTN TO WTEpoY avrod AEyerat, 
> ta , > a ‘ ‘ 
GAN 77 TTEpwrov Eat’ TOAKOY yap Kat 
> 43 a > > _ & 4 

a\Xov Trepa ET, G Ovk eiciv dpribes. 
* Ibid. p. 7, a. 6-25. eviore de 

kal dvomatomo.ety tows avayKatov, edv 
> 

py) Kelpevov 7) Gvowa Tpos O oikelws 
ay arrodobein, &e. 
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The Relatum and its Correlate seem to be simul 
naturd. If you suppress either one of the pair, the 
other vanishes along with it. Aristotle appears to 
think, however, that there are many cases in which 
this is not true. He says that there can be no cog-— 
noscens without a cognoscibile, nor any percipiens with- 
out a percipibile; but that there may be cognoscibile 
without any cognoscens, and percipibile without any 
percipiens. He says that 70 aic@yrov exists mpo tov 
aisOyow eva? Whether any Essence or Substance 
can be a Relatwm or not, he is puzzled to say; he 
seems to think that the Second Hssence may be, but 
that the First Essence cannot be so. He concludes, 
however, by admitting that the question is one of 
doubt and difficulty.’ 

QuaLity is that according to which Subjects are 
called Such and Such (ovi tes). It is, however, not 
a true genus, but a vague word, of many distinct, though 
analogous, meanings, including an assemblage of par- 
ticulars not bound together by any generic tie.° The 

» Aristot. Categ. p. 7, b. 155 p. 8, 
a.12. The Scholion of Simplikius on 
this point (p. 65, a. 16, b. 18, Br.) is 
instructive. He gives his own opinion, 
and that of some preceding commen- 
tators, adverse to Aristotle. He says 
that émuornun and 71d émorytdr, 
aicOnows and ro aig@nrdov, are not 
properly correlates. The actual cor- 
relates with the actual, the potential 
with the potential. Now, in the above 
pairs, éemiotnrév and aic@nrdv are 
potentials, while émuornun and atcOn- 
ots are actuals; therefore it is correct 
to say that ro emornrov and 76 aig6n- 
rov Will not cease to exist if you take 
away éemornun and atcbnos. But 
the real and proper correlate to 76 
émuotntov would be ro emiornpovikdy ; 

the proper correlate to rd aicOnrov 
would be ro aicOnrixéy, And when 
we take these two latter pairs, it is 
perfectly correct to say, ovvavatpet 
Tadra G@\nAa. 

In the treatise, De Partibus Ani- 
malium, i. p. 641, b. 2, where Aristotle 
makes vovs correlate with ra vonra, 
we must understand vois as equivalent 
to ro vonrtixéy, and as different from 
7) vonots. 

» Aristot. Categ. p. 8, b. 22. 
° See the first note on p, 94. Ari- 

stot. Categ. p. 8, b. 26: gor Se 7 
mowdtns TOY TAEoVaXas eyouevav, Kc. 
Compare Metaphys. A. p. 1020, a. 33, 
and the Scholion of Alexander, p. 
715, a. 5, Br. 

The abstract term Toudrns was a 
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more familiar varieties are—l. Habits or endowments 
(ces) of a durable character, such as, wise, just, vir- 
tuous; 2. Conditions more or less transitory, such as, 
hot, cold, sick, healthy, &c. (Saécas); 3. Natural 
powers or incapacities, such as hard, soft, fit for boxing, 
fit for running, &c.; 4. Capacities of causing sensation, 
such as sweet of honey, hot and cold of fire and ice. 
But a person who occasionally blushes with shame, or 
occasionally becomes pale with fear, does not receive 
the designation of such or such from this fact; the 
occasional emotion is a passion, not a quality.’ 
A fifth variety of Quality is figure or circumscribing 

form, straightness or crookedness. But dense, rare, 
rough, smooth, are not properly varieties of Quality ; 
objects are not denominated such and such from these 
circumstances. They rather declare position of the 
particles of an object in reference to each other, near or 
distant, evenly or unevenly arranged.” 

Quality admits, in some cases but not in all, both 

contrariety and graduation. Just is contrary to unjust, 
black to white; but there is no contrary to red or pale. 
If one of two contraries belongs to Quality, the other of 
the two will also belong to Quality. In regard to 
graduation, we can ‘hardly say that Quality in the 
abstract is capable of more and less; but it is indis- 
putable that different objects have more or less of the 
same quality. One man is more just, healthy, wise, 
than another ; though justice or health in itself cannot 
be called more or less: One thing cannot be more a 
triangle, square, or circle than another; the square is 
not more a circle than the oblong. 

What has just been said is not peculiar to Quality ; 

new coinage in Plato’s time; he in- * Aristot. Categ. p. 9, b. 20-33. 

troduces it with an apology (Theetet. > Ibid. p. 10, a. 11-24. 

p. 182 A.). © Ibid. b. 12; p. 11, a. 10, 11-24. 
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but one peculiarity there is requiring to be mentioned. 
Quality is the foundation of Similarity and Dissimi- 
larity. Objects are called like or unlike in reference 
to qualities.’ 

In speaking about Quality, Aristotle has cited many 
illustrations from felata. Habits and dispositions, 
described by their generic names, are felata ; in their 
specific varieties they are Qualities. Thus cognition is 
always cognition of something, and is therefore a Relatum; 
but grammatiké (grammatical cognition) 1s not gram- 
matiké of any thing, and is therefore a Quality. It has 
been already intimated” that the same variety may well 
belong to two distinct Categories. 

After having thus dwelt at some length on each of 
the first four Categories, Aristotle passes lightly over 
the remaining six. Respecting Agere and Pati, he 
observes that they admit (like Quality) both of gradu- 
ation and contrariety. Respecting Jacére, he tells us 
that the predicates included in it are derived from the 
fact of positions, which positions he had before ranked 
among the felata. Respecting Ubi, Quando, and 
Habere, he considers them all so manifest and intel- 
ligible, that he will say nothing about them ; he repeats 
the illustrations before given—Habere, as, to be shod, or 

to be armed (to have shoes or arms); U0i, as, in the 
Lykeium ; Quando, as, yesterday, last year.* 

No part of the Aristotelian doctrine has become more 
incorporated with logical tradition, or elicited a greater 
amount of comment and discussion,’ than these Ten 

* Aristot. Categ. p. 11, a. 15. | © Ibid. b. 8-15. 61a ro mpopavn 

» Thid. a. 20-38. rie ruyxavor Td | elvar, ovdev imep adirav ado heyerau 

avro mpos TL kal To.oy dy, ovdev Aroroy | 7) daa ev apxn eppebn, &e. 
ev auorépois Tois yeveow avto KaTa- * About the prodigious number of 
atAucio bat. these comments, see the Scholion of 
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Categories or Predicaments. I have endeavoured to give 
the exposition as near as may be in the words and with 
the illustrations of Aristotle; because in many of the 
comments new points of view are introduced, sometimes 
more just than those of Aristotle, but not present to his 
mind. Modern logicians join the Categories side by 
side with the five Predicables, which are explained in 
the Hisagoge of Porphyry, more than five centuries 
after Aristotle’s death. As expositors of Logic they 
are right in doing this; but my purpose is to illustrate 
rather the views of Aristotle. The mind of Aristotle 
was not altogether exempt from that fascination* which 
particular numbers exercised upon the Pythagoreans 
and after them upon Plato. To the number Ten the 
Pythagoreans ascribed peculiar virtue and perfection. 
The fundamental Contraries, which they laid down as 

the Principles of the Universe, were ten in number.” 

Dexippus, p. 39, a. 34, Br.; p. 5, ed. 
Spengel. 

* See Simpl. in Categ. Schol. p. 78, 
b. 14, Br.; also the two first chapters 
of the Aristotelian treatise De Ccelo ; 
compare also, about the perfection of 
the rpitn ovoracis, De Partibus Ani- 
malium, ii. p. 646, b. 9; De Generat. 

Animal. iii. p. 760, a. 34. 
» Aristot. Metaph. A. p. 986, a. 8. 

‘There existed, in the time of the 
later Peripatetics, a treatise in the 
Doric dialect by Archytas—Ilepi rod 
Tlavrés — discriminating Ten Cate- 
gories, and apparently the same ten 
Categories as Aristotle. By several 
Aristotelian critics this treatise was 
believed to have been composed by 
Archytas the Tarentine, eminent both 
as a Pythagorean philosopher and as 
the leading citizen of Tarentum—the 
contemporary and friend of Plato, 
and, therefore, of course, earlier than 

Aristotle. Several critics believed 

that Aristotle had borrowed his Ten 
Categories from this work of Archytas ; 
and we know that the latter preserved 
the total number of Ten. See Schol. 
ad Categor. p. 79, b. 3, Br. 

But other critics affirmed, ap- 
parently with better reason, that the 
Archytas, author of this treatise, was 
a Peripatetic philosopher later than 
Aristotle; and that the doctrine of 
Archytas on the Categories was copied 
from Aristotle in the same manner 
as the Doric treatise on the Kosmos, 

ascribed to the Lokrian Timzus, was 

copied from the Timeus of Plato, 
being translated into a Doric dialect. 

See Scholia of Simplikius and 
Boéthius, p. 33. a. 1, n.; p. 40, a. 43, 

Brandis. The fact that this treatise 
was ascribed to the Tarentine Archy- 
tas, indicates how much the number 
Ten was consecrated in men’s minds 

as a Pythagorean canon. 
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After them, also, Plato carried his ideal numbers as far 
as the Dekad, but no farther. That Aristotle considered 
Ten to be the suitable number for a complete list of 
general heads—that he was satisfied with making up 
the list of ten, and looked for nothing beyond—may be 
inferred from the different manner in which he deals 
with the different items. At least, such was his point 
of view when he composed this treatise. Though he 
recognizes all the ten Categories as co-ordinate in so far 
that (except Quale) each is a distinct Genus, not 
reducible under either of the others, yet he devotes all 
his attention to the first four, and gives explanations 
(copious for him) in regard to these. About the 
fifth and sixth (Agere and Pat:)* he says a little, 
though much less than we should expect, considering 
their extent and importance. About the last four, next 
to nothing appears. There are even passages in his 
writings where he seems to drop all mention of the two 
last (Jacere and Habere), and to recognize no more 
than eight Predicaments. In the treatise Categorize 
where his attention is fastened on Terms and their 
signification, and on the appropriate way of com- 
bining these terms into propositions, he recites the ten 
seriatim ; but in other treatises, where his remarks bear 
more upon the matter and less upon the terms by which 
it is signified, he thinks himself warranted in leaving 
out the two or three whose applications are most con- 
fined to special subjects. If he had thought fit to carry 
the total number of Predicaments to twelve or fifteen 

* Trendelenburg thinks (Geschichte | ii. p. 416, b. 85; De Generat. Animal. 
der Kategorienlehre, p. 131) that | iv. p. 768, b. 15. Moreover, in the 
Aristotle must have handled the | list of Aristotle’s works given by 
Categories Agere and Pati more copi- | Diogenes Laertius, one title appears— 
ously in other treatises; and there | [epi tov movewv kai memovOevar (Diog. 
are some passages in his works which | L. v. 22). 
render this probable. See De Anima, 
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instead of ten,* he would probably have had little dif- 
ficulty in finding some other general heads not less 
entitled to admission than Jacere and Habere; the 

rather, as he himself allows, even in regard to the 
principal Categories, that particulars comprised under 
one of them may also be comprised under another, and 
that there is no necessity for supposing each particular 
to be restricted to one Category exclusively. 

These remarks serve partly to meet the difficulties 
pointed d6ut by commentators in regard to the Ten 
Categories. From the century immediately succeeding 
Aristotle, down to recent times, the question has always 
been asked, why did Aristotle fix upon Ten Categories 
rather than any other number? and why upon these 
Ten rather than others? And ancient commentators? 
as well as modern have insisted, that the classification 
is at once defective and redundant; leaving out alto- 
gether some particulars, while it enumerates others twice 
over or more than twice. (This last charge is, how- 
ever, admitted by Aristotle himself, who considers it no 
ground of objection that the same particular may some- 
times be ranked under two distinct heads.) The replies 
made to the questions, and the attempts to shew cause 
for the selection of these Ten classes, have not been 
satisfactory; though it is certain that Aristotle himself 
treats the classification as if it were real and exhaustive,’ 

* Prantl expresses this view in his 
Geschichte der Logik (p. 206), and I 
think it just. 

» Schol. p. 47, b. 14, seq., 49, 
a. 10, seq. Br.; also Simplikius ad 
Categor. fol. 15, 31 A, 83 E. ed. Basil., 

1551. 
© Scholia ad Analyt. Poster. (I. xxiii. 

p- 83, a. 21) p. 227, b. 40, Br.: "Ore de 
TogavTat pdvat ai Katnyopiat ai kara 

B = ee a 
TOY ovol@y AeydpeEval, EK THS ETAywYNS 

| AapBaver, 
Brentano (in his treatise, Ueber die 

Bedeutung des Seienden in Aristoteles, 
Sects. 12 and 18, pp. 148-177) at- 
tempts to draw out a scheme of 
systematic deduction for the Cate- 
gories. He quotes (pp. 181-182) a 
passage from Thomas Aquinas, in 
which such a scheme is set forth 
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obtained by comparing many propositions and drawing 
from them an induction. He tries to determine, in 

regard to some particular enquiries, under which of the 
Ten Summa Genera the subject of the enquiry is to be 
ranged ; he indicates some predicates of extreme gener- 
ality (Unum, Bonum, &c.), which extend over all or 
several Categories, as equivocal or analogous, repre- 
senting no.true Genera. But though Aristotle takes 
this view of the completeness of his own classification, 
he never assigns the grounds of it, and we are left to 
make them out in the best way we can. 
We cannot safely presume, I think, that he followed 

out any deductive principle or system ; if he had done 
so, he would probably have indicated it. The decuple 
indication of general heads arose rather from comparison 
of propositions and induction therefrom. Under each of 
these ten heads, some predicate or other may always be 
applied to every concrete individual object, such as a 
man or animal. Aristotle proceeded by comparing a 
variety of propositions, such as were employed in com- 
mon discourse or dialectic, and throwing the different 
predicates into genera, according as they stood in different 
logical relation to the Subject. The analysis applied 
is not metaphysical but logical; it does not resolve the 
real individual into metaphysical apyat or Principles, 
such as Form and Matter; it accepts the individual 

acutely and plausibly. But if Ari- | kara oupB_eByxdés: which latter, ac- 
stotle had /had any such system 
present to his mind, he would hardly 
have left it to be divined by com- 
mentators. 

Simplikius observes (Schol. ad 
Categ. p. 44, a. 380) that the last 
nine Categories coincide in the main 
(excepting such portion of Quale as 
belongs to the Essence) with ro dy 

cording to Aristotle’s repeated declara- 
tions, can never be the matter of any 
theorizing or scientific treatment— 
ovdenia €ott wept atto Oewpia, Meta- 
phys. E. p. 1026, b. 4; -K. p. 1064, b. 17. 
This view of Aristotle respecting rd 
ocupBeBnKés, is hardly consistent with 
a scheme of intentional deduction for 
the accidental predicates. 
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as he stands, with his full complex array of predicates 
embodied in a, proposition, and analyses that proposition 
into its logical constituents.» The predicates derive 
their existence from being attached to the First Subject, 
and have a different manner of existence according as 
they are differently related to the First Subject.” What 
is this individual, Sokrates? He is an animal. What 
is his Species? Man. What is the Differentia, limiting 
the Genus and constituting the Species? Rationality, 

* Aristot. Metaphys. Z. p. 1038, b. | they serve to illustrate the Categories, 
15. dixas droxeirar, 7) Té5€ Tt Ov, Samep | which do not carry analysis so. far 
To (@ov Tois mabeow, 7 @s 7 VAn TH | back, but take their initial start from 
évredexeia. The first mode of imokei- | réde tt, the civberov of Form and 
pevoy is what is in the Categories. | Matter,—ovtcia xupimrara kal mporws 
For the second, which is the meta- | kal pddAtora Aeyomern. 
physical analysis, see Aristot. Metaph. Simplikius says (p. 50, a. 17):— 
Z. p. 1029, a, 23: ra pev yap @Aa tas | Suvarov S€ rod pH pynpovedoa rod 
ovoias Karnyopetrat, avtn dé THs UAns. | elOous Kal THs UAns altioy Aéyew, Kat 
date TO eoxatov Ka avro ovte ti | TO THY Tov Karnyopi@v mpaypareiay 
ove moo ovre GAXo ovbev eort. kata THY TpPdXELPOY Kal KoLYHY 

Porphyry and Dexippus tell us | rod Adyou xpjoty rovetoOa: ro dé 

(Schol. ad Categ. p. 45, a. 6-30) that | ris Ans kal Tov eidouvs dvopa Kal ra 
both Aristotle and the Stoics dis- | ime rovr@y onpawopeva ovK fy Trois 
tinguished. mp@rov dtmokeiwevoy and | roddots ovvnby, &c. Compare p. 47, 
Sevrepov wtmoxeiwevov. The mparov |a. 27. This is what Dexippus says 
Umokeipevoy is 7 dmovos VAn—ro duvd- | also, that the Categories bear only 
pee cpa, which Aristotle insists upon | upon rHv mparny xpelay Tov Aédyou 
in the Physica and Metaphysica, the | ka@ iv ra mpdypara Sydovv ddAnAows 
correlate of eiSos generally. The | epicueba (p. 13, ed. Spengel; also 
Sevrepov troKeipevov, 6 Kowds trovdy | p. 49). 
7) idiws bdiorarat, coincides with the | Waitz, ad Categor. p. 284. “In 
mpatn ovoia of the Categories, already | Categoriis, non de ips rerum natura 
implicated with e«idos and stopping | et veritate exponit, sed res tales capit, 
short of metaphysical analysis. quales apparent in communi vita 

The remarks of Boéthus and Sim- | homini philosophia non imbuto.” 
plikius upon this point deserve atten- We may add, that Aristotle applies 
tion. Schol. pp. 50-54, Br.; p. 54, | the metaphysical analysis—Form and 
a.2: ov mepl THs doyerou Ans cot 6 | Matter—not only to the Category 
mapov déyos, adda THs Hdn cxEow | ovcia, but also to that of wooy and 
exovons mpos To cidos. To 5é aivberov | mocdv. (De Ceelo, iv. 312, a. 14.) 
SynAdvort, Omep Eat TO Growov, éemt- > Aristot. Metaph. A. 1017, a. 238. 
déxyera ro Td5e. They point out that doaxyds yap Aéyerat, rooavtayds T° 
the terms Form and Matter are not | eiyae onpaive. 
mentioned in the Categories, nor do 
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two-footedness. What is his height and bulk? He is 
six feet high, and is of twelve stone weight. What man- 
ner of man is he? He is flat-nosed, virtuous, patient, 
brave. In what relation does he stand to others? He 
is a father, a proprietor, a citizen, a general. What is he 
doing? He is digging his garden, ploughing his field. 
What is being done to him? He is being rubbed with 
oil, he is having his hair cut. Where is he? In the 
city, at home, m bed. When do you speak of him? As 
he is, at this moment, as he was, yesterday, last year. In 

what posture is he? He is lying down, sitting, standing 
up, kneeling, balancing on one leg. What i is he weaning! ? 
He has a tunie, armour, shoes, gloves. 

Confining ourselves (as I have already observed that 
Aristotle does in the Categories) to those perceptible or 
physical subjects which every one admits,* and keeping 
clear of metaphysical entities, we shall see that respect- 
ing any one of these subjects the nine questions here 
put may all be put and answered ; that the two last are 
most likely to be put in regard to some living being ; 
and that the last can seldom be put in regard to any 
other subject except a person (including man, woman, 
or child). Every individual person falls necessarily 
under each of the ten Categories; belongs to the Genus 
animal, Species man; he is of a certain height and 
bulk; has certain qualities; stands in certain relations 
to other persons or things; is doing something and 
suffering something; is in a certain place; must be 
described with reference to a certain moment of time; 

is in acertain attitude or posture; is clothed or equipped 
in a certain manner. Information of some kind may 
always be.given respecting him under each of these 

* Aristot. Metaphys. Z. p. 1028, b. 8, seq.: p. 1042,a. 25. ai aioOnrat 
257 cir , eer) 

ovoliai—ai opodroyoupevat ovaiat, 
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heads; he is always by necessity guantus, but not always 
of any particular quantity. Until such information ig 
given, the concrete individual is not known under con- 
ditions thoroughly determined.* Moreover each head is 
separate and independent, not resolvable into any of 
the rest, with a reservation, presently to be noticed, of 
Relation in its most comprehensive meaning. When I 
say of a man, that he is at home, lying down, clothed 
with a tunic, &e., I do not predicate of him any quality, 
action, or passion. The information which I give 
belongs to three other heads distinct from these last, 
and distinct also from each other. If you suppress the 
two last of the ten Categories and leave only the pre- 
ceding eight, under which of these eight are you to 
rank the predicates, Sokrates is lying down, Sokrates is 
clothed with a tunic, &.? The necessity for admitting 
the ninth and tenth Categories (Jacere and Habere) as 
separate general heads in the list, is as great as the 
necessity for admitting most of the Categories which 
precede. The ninth and tenth are of narrower com- 
prehension,” and include a smaller number of dis- 

* Prantl observes, Geschichte der 
Logik, p. 208 :—“ Fragen wir, wie 
Aristoteles iiberhaupt dazu gekommen 
sei, von Kategorien zu sprechen, und 
welche Geltung dieselben bei ihm 
haben, so ist unsere Antwort hierauf 
folgende: Aristoteles geht, im Gegen- 
satze gegen Platon, ‘davon aus, dass 
die Allgemeinheit in der Concretion 
des Seienden sich verwirkliche und 
in dieser Realitit von dem mensch- 
lichen Denken und Sprechen ergrif- 
fen werde; der Verwirklichungs- 
process des concret Seienden ist der 
Uebergang vom Unbestimmten, jeder 
Bestimmung aber fihigen, zum all- 
seitig Bestimmten, welchem demnach 
die Bestimmtheit iiberhaupt als eine 
selbst concret gewordene einwohnt 

und ebenso in des Menschen Rede 
von ihm ausgesagt wird. Das grund- 
wesentliche Ergebniss der Verwirkli- 
chung ist sonach: die zeitlich-riumlich 
concret auftretende und hiemit indi- 
viduell gewordene Substanzialitit, in 
einer dem Zustande der Concretion 
entsprechenden Erscheinungsweise ; 
diese letztere umfasst das ganze habi- 
tuelle Dasein und Wirken der con- 
creten Substanz, welche in der Welt 
der riumlichen Ausdehnung und 
numeriiren Vielheit erscheint. Die 
ontologische Basis demnach der Kate- 
gorien ist der in die Concretion fiih 
rende Verwirklichungsprocess der Be- 
stimmtheit iiberhaupt.” 

» Plotinus, among his various 
grounds of exception to the ten Ari- 
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tinguishable varieties, than the preceding ; but they are 
not the less separate heads of information. So, among 
the chemical elements enumerated by modern science, 
some are very rarely found; yet they are not for that 
reason the less entitled to a place in the list. 

If we seek not to appreciate the value of the Ten 
Categories as a philosophical classification, but to wnder- 
stand what was in the mind of Aristotle when he framed 
it, we shall attend, not so much to the greater features, 
which it presents in common with every other scheme 
of classification, as to the minor features which constitute 

its peculiarity. In this point of view the two last 
Categories are more significant than the first four, and 
the tenth is the most significant of all; for ee 
one is astonished when he finds Habere enraileel as 
tenth Summum Genus, co-ordinate with Quantum a 
Quale. Now what is remarkable about the ninth and 
tenth Categories is, that individual persons or animals . 
are the only Subjects respecting whom they are ever 
predicated, and are at the same time Subjects respecting 
whom they are constantly (or at least frequently) pre- 
dicated. An individual person is habitually clothed in 
some particular way in all or part of his body; he (and 
perhaps his horse also) are the only Subjects that are 
ever so clothed. Moreover animals are the only Sub- 
jects, and among them man is the principal Subject, 
whose changes of posture are frequent, various, deter- 
mined by internal impulses, and at the same time 
interesting to others to know. Hence we may infer 
that when Aristotle lays down the Ten Categories, as 
Summa Genera for all predications which can be 

stotelian Categories, objects to the Boéthus expressly vindicated the 
ninth and tenth on the ground of their | title of ¢yew to be recognized as a 
narrow comprehension (Ennead. vi. 1, | separate Category, against the Stoic 
23, 24). objectors.—Schol. ad Categ. p. 81, a.'5. 
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made about any given Subject, the Subject which he 
has wholly, or at least principally, in his mind is an 
individual Man. We understand, then, how it is that 

he declares Habere and Jacere to be so plain as to need no 
farther explanation. What is a man’s posture? What 
is his clothing or equipment? are questions understood 
by every one.* But when Aristotle treats of Habere 
elsewhere, he is far from recognizing it as narrow 
and plain per se. Even in the Post-Predicamenta (an 
appendix tacked on to the Categorie, either by himself 
afterwards, or by some follower) he declares Habere 
to be a predicate of vague and equivocal signification ; 
including portions of Quale, Quantum, and Relata. 
And he specifies the personal equipment of an indi- 
vidual as only one among these many varieties of 
signification. He takes the same view in the fourth 
book (A.) of the Metaphysica, which book is a sort 
of lexicon of philosophical terms.” This enlargement 
of the meaning of the word Habere seems to indicate 
an alteration of Aristotle’s point of view, dropping that 

special reference to an individual man as Subject, 
which was present to him when he drew up the list 

* In the thirteenth and fourteenth 
chapters of Mr. James Harris’s Philo- 
sophical Arrangements, there is a 
learned and valuable illustration of 
these two last Aristotelian Cate- 
gories. I think, however, that he 
gives to the Predicament KeioOa (Ja- 
cere) a larger and more comprehensive 
meaning than it bears in the treatise 
Categorie ; and that neither he, nor the 
commentators whom he cites (p. 317), 
take sufficient notice of the marked 
distinction drawn in that treatise 
between xeioOar and ears (Cat. p. 6, 
b.12). Mr. Harris ranks the arrange- 
ment of words in an orderly discourse, 
and of propositions in a valid syllo- 

VOL. I. 

gism, as cases coming under the Pre- 
dicament Keto at ; which is travelling 
far beyond the meaning of that word 
in the Aristotelian Categories. At the 
same time he brings out strongly the 
fact, that living beings, and especially 
men, are the true and special subjects 
of predicates belonging to Keto@ac and 
"Exew. The more we attend to this, 
the nearer approach shall we make to 
the state of Aristotle’s mind when he 
drew up the list of Categories ; as in- 
deed Harris himself seems to recognize. 
(chap. ii. p. 29.) 

» Aristot. Categor. p. 15, b. 17; 
Metaphys. A. p. 1023, a. 8. 

I 
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of Ten Categories. The like alteration carried him 
still farther, so as to omit the ninth and tenth almost 
entirely, when he discusses the more extensive topics 
of philosophy. Some of his followers, on the con- 
trary, instead of omitting Habere out of the list of 
Categories, tried to procure recognition for it in 
the larger sense which it bears in the Metaphysica. 
Archytas ranked it fifth in the series, immediately 
after [elata.* 

The narrow manner in which Aristotle conceives 
the Predicament Habere in the treatise Categorize, and 
the enlarged sense given to that term both in the 
Post-Predicaments and in the Metaphysica, lead to a 
suspicion that the Categorize is comparatively early, 
in point of date, among his compositions. It seems 
more likely that he should begin with the narrower 
view, and pass from thence to the larger, rather than 
vice versa. Probably the predicates specially applicable 
to Man would be among his early conceptions, but 
would by later thought be tacitly dropped,” so as to 
retain those only which had a wider philosophical 
application. 

I have already remarked that Aristotle, while en- 
rolling all the Ten Predicaments as independent heads, 
each the Generalissimum of a separate descending line 
of predicates, admitted at the same time that various 

* See the Scholia of Simplikius, p. 
80, b. 7,/seq.; p. 92, b. 41, Brand. ; 
where the different views of Archytas, 
Plotinus, and Boéthus, are given; also 
p. 59, b. 43: mponyetras yap 7 ovp- 
guns Trav mpds TL oXEoLs TOY emiKTH- 
TOV TXETEDY, OS Kal TO “Apxvra Soxel. 
In the language of Archytas, ai ézik- 
tyro. cxéoers were the equivalent of 
the Aristotelian €yeuv. 

» Respecting the paragraph (at the 

close of the Categoria) about re éyew, 
see the Scholion in Waitz’s ed. of the 
Organon, p. 38. 

The fact that Archytas in his trea- 
tise presented the Aristotelian Cate- 
gory €xew under the more general 
phrase of ai émixrnto: oxécers (see the 
preceding note), is among the reasons 
for believing that treatise to be later 
than Aristotle. 
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predicates did not of necessity belong to one of these 
lines exclusively, but might take rank in more than 
one line. There are some which he enumerates under 
all the different heads of Quality, Relation, Action, 
Passion. The classification is evidently recognized as 
one to which we may apply a remark which he makes 
especially in regard to Quality and Relation, under 
both of which heads (he says) the same predicates may 
sometimes be counted,.* And the observation is much 
more extensively true than he was aware; for he both 
conceives and defines the Category of Relation or Rela- 
tivity (Ad Aliquid) in a way much narrower than 
really belongs to it. If he had assigned to this Cate- 
gory its full and true comprehension, he would have 
found it implicated with all the other nine. None of 
them can be isolated from it in predication. 

That Agere and Pati (with the illustrations which 
he himself gives thereof—uwurit, uritur) may be ranked 
as varieties under the generic Category of Relation or 
Relativity, can hardly be overlooked. The like is seen 
to be true about Ubi and Quando, when we advert to 
any one of the predicates belonging to either ; such as, 
in the market-place, yesterday.” Moreover, not merely the 
last six of the ten Categories, but also the second and 
fourth (Quantum and Quale) are implicated with and 

* Aristot. Categ. p. 11, a. 37. 
Simplikius says that what Aristotle 

admits about zroudrns, is true about all 
the other Categories also, viz.: that 
it is not a strict and proper yévos. 
‘Each of the ten Categories is (what 
Aristotle says about ro 6v) pécov 
‘TOV TE TUV@VUPOY Kai Gpovipwv.—ovdé 
yap ékeva kupios éeoti yen, ovde 
‘@s yen Tov im adta KaTnyopeirat, 
taEews ovons Taytaxod mpaTar 
kal devrépav. (Scholia ad Categor. 

p- 69, b. 80, Br.) This is a remark- 
able observation, which has not been 

sufficiently adverted to, I think, by 
Brentano in his treatise on Aristotle’s 
Ontology. 

> The remarks of Plotinus upon 
these four last-mentioned Categories 
are prolix and vague, but many of 
them go to shew how much ro mpés te 
is involved in all of the four (Ennead. 
vi. 1, 14-18). 

tod 
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subordinated to Relation. If we look at Quantum, 

we shall find that the example which Aristotle 
gives of it is tpemjxus, tricubital, or three cubits 
long; a term quite as clearly relative as the term 
SimAaows or double, which he afterwards produces as 
instance of the Category Ad Aliquid* When we are 
asked the questions, How much is the height? How 
large is the field? we cannot give the information 
required except by a relative predicate — it 2s three 
feet-—it is four acres; we thereby carry back the 
mind of the questioner to some unit of length or 
superficies already known to him, and we convey our 
meaning by comparison with such unit. Again, if we 
turn from Quantum to Quale, we find the like Relativity 

implied in all the predicates whereby answer is made 
to the question Tous tis €or; Qualis est? What 
manner of man is he? He is such as A, B, C—persons 
whom we have previously seen, or heard, or read of.” 

* Trendelenburg (Kategorienlehre, | the one is as long as the other.”— 
p. 184) admits a certain degree of in- | “ When we say that one thing is 
terference and confusion between the | tantus, quantus another, or one so 
Categories of Quantum and Ad Ali- | great, as the other is great; the first 
quid; but in very scanty measure, | is referred to the last, the tantus to 
and much beneath the reality. the quantus. The first is distin- 

» The following passages from Mr. | guished and named by the last. The 
James Mill (Analysis of the Pheno-  Quantus is the standard.”—“On what 
mena of the Human Mind, vol. ii. ch. | account, then, is it that we give to 

xiv. sect. ii. pp. 48, 49, 56, Ist ed.) | any thing the name Quantus? Asa 
state very clearly the Relativity of the | standard by which to name another 
predicates of Quantity and Quality :— | thing, Tantus. The thing called 

“It seems necessary that I should | Quantus is the previously known 
say something of the word Quantus, | thing, the ascertained amount, by 
from which the word Quantity is de- | which we can mark and define the 

rived. Qwantus is the correlate of ; other amount.” 

Tantus. Tantus, Quantus, are rela- “ Talis, Qualis, are applied to ob- 
tive terms, applicable to all the objects | jects in the same way, on one account, 
to which we apply the terms Great, | as Tantus, Quantus, on another ; and 
Little.-—“ Of two lines, we call the | the explanation we gave of Tantus, 
one tantus, the other quantus. The | Quantus, may be applied, mutatis 
occasions on which we do so, are when | mutandis, to the pair of relatives 
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We thus see that all the predicates, not only under 
the Category which Aristotle terms Ad Aliquid, but 
also under all the last nine Categories, are relative. 
Indeed the work of predication is always relative. The 
express purpose, as well as the practical usefulness, of a 
significant predicate is, to carry the mind of the hearer 
either to a comparison or to a general notion which is 
the result of past comparisons. But though each predi- 
cate connotes Relation, each connotes a certain funda- 
mentum besides, which gives to the Relation its peculiar 
character. Relations of Quantity are not the same as 
relations of Quality ; the predicates of the former connote 
a fundamentum different from the predicates of the 
latter, though in both the meaning conveyed is relative. 
In fact, every predicate or concrete general name is 
relative, or connotes a Relation to something else, actual 
or potential, beyond the thing named. The only name 
not relative is the Proper name, which connotes no 
attributes, and cannot properly be used as a predicate 
(so Aristotle remarks), but only as a Subject.* Sokrates, 

which we have now named. Tantus, 
Quantus, are names applied to ob- 
jects on account of dimension. Talis, 
Qualis, are names applied to objects 
on account of all other sensations. 
We apply Tantus, Quantus, to a pair 
of objects when they are equal; we 
apply Talis, Qualis, to a pair of ob- 
jects when they are like. One of the 
objects is then the standard. ‘lhe 
object Qualis is that to which the 
reference is made.” 

Compare the same work, vol. i. ch. 
ix. p. 225:—“ The word Such is a 
relative term, and always connotes so 
much of the meaning of some other 
term. When we call a thing such, 
it is always understood that it is 
such as some other thing. Corre- 

sponding with our words such as, the 
Latins had Talis, Qualis.” 

* You may make Sokrates a pre- 
dicate, in the proposition, to AevKoy 
€xeivo Swxparns eoriv, but Aristotle 
dismisses this as an irregular or per- 
verse manner of speaking (see Ana~ 
lytic. Priora, i. p. 43, a. 35; Analyt. 
Poster. i. p. 83, a. 2-16). 

Alexander calls these propositions 
ai mapa dvow mporacers (see Schol. 
ad Metaphys. A. p. 1017, a. 23.) 

Mr. James Harris observes (Philo- 
sophical Arrangements, ch. x. p. 214; 
also 317, 348) :—“ Hence too we may 
see why Relation stands next to Quan- 
tity; for in strictness the Predica- 
ments which follow are but different 
modes of Relation, marked by some 
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Kallias, Bukephalus, &c., denotes the Hoe Aliquid or 
Unum Numero, which, when pronounced alone, indi- 
cates some concrete aggregate (as yet unknown) which 
may manifest itself to my senses, but does not, so far 
as the name is concerned, involve necessary reference 
to anything besides; though even these names, when 
one and the same name continues to be applied to the 
same object, may be held to connote a real or supposed. 
continuity of past or future existence, and become thus 
to a certain extent relative. 

We must observe that what the proper name denotes 
is any certain concrete One and individual,® with his 
attributes essential and non-essential, whatever they 
may be, though as yet undeclared, and with his capacity 
of receiving other attributes different and even opposite. 
This is what Aristotle indicates as the most special 
characteristic of Substance or Essence, that while it 
is Unum et Idem Numero, it is capable of receiving 
contraries. This potentiality of contraries, described 
as characterizing the Unum et Idem Numero,” is rela- 

peculiar character of their own, over 
and above the relative character, which 
is common to them all.” To which I 
would add, that the first two Cate- 

gories, Substance and Quantity, are 
no less relative or correlative than 
the eight later Categories ; as indeed 
Harris himself thinks; see the same 
work, pp. 90,473: “ Matter and Attri- 
bute are essentially distinct, yet, like 

convex and concave, they are by nature 
inseparable. We have already spoken 
as to the inseparability of attributes ; 
we now speak as to that of matter. 
“Hypeis O¢ papev pev eivai twa vAny Tov 
Topatav Tav-aicOntav, adda TavTny 
ov X@pioTyY GAN dei per evavTidocews 
— Any THY GXopioToy j.ev, UTroKEyernv 
d€ rois evavrios (Aristot. De Gen. et 
Corr. p. 829, a. 24). By contraries, Ari- 

stotle means here the several attri- 
butes of matter, hot, cold, &c.; from 
some one or other of which matter is 
always inseparable.” 

* Simplikius ap. Schol. p. 52, a. 42: 
mpos 6 pact oi omovdadrepor TV e&q- 
yntov, Gre} aicOntH ovcla cuppdpynais 
Tis €oTt moLoTnT@Y Kal UAns, Kal Guou 
pev wavra oupmayevTa piav movet THY 
aicOntny ovciay, xwpis dé ekaoroy 
RapBavopevov Tro pev mowov to Se 
Togov €ott AapBavdpevov, 7] TL GAO. 

> Aristot. Categ. p. 4, a. 10: Ma- 
iota dé idvoy Tov’to THs ovcias Soket 
eivat, TO TavTov Kal Ev dpiOue dv TeV 
evavtiav eva. Sexrikdy. See Waitz, 

note, p. 290: Sexrixoy dicitur To ev @ 
mepuKey rape TL. 

Dexippus, and after him Simplikius, 
observe justly, that the characteristic 
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tive to something about to come; the First Essence is 
doubtless logically First, but it is just as much relative 
to the Second, as the Second to the First. We know 
it only by two negations and one affirmation, all of 
which are relative to predications in futuro. It is 
neither in a Subject, nor predicable of a Subject. It 
is itself the ultimate Subject of all predications and 
all inherencies. Plainly, therefore, we know it only 
relatively to these predications and inherencies. Ari- 
stotle says truly, that if you take away the First 
Essences, everything else, Second Essences as well as 
Accidents, disappears along with them. But he might 
have added with equal truth, that if you take away all 
Second Essences and all Accidents, the First Essences 
will disappear equally. The correlation and inter- 
dependence is reciprocal.* It may be suitable, with a 
view to clear and retainable philosophical explanation, 
to state the Subject first and the predicates afterwards ; 
so that the Subject may thus be considered as logically 
prius. But in truth the Subject is only a substratum for 
predicates,” as much as the predicates are superstrata 
upon the Subject. The term substratum designates 
not an absolute or a per se, but a Correlatum to certain 
superstrata, determined or undetermined: now the 

mark of mpatn ovcia, is this very 
circumstance of being unwm numero, 

“ As to the self-existence of Substance, 

it is very true that a substance may 
which belongs in common to all 
mporat ovoia, and is indicated by the 
Proper name: Avows dé rovrov, Gre 
avTo TO pay civar apLOua, Kowds eort 
Aéyos. (Simpl. in Categor., fol. 22 A. ; 
Dexippus, book ii. sect. 18, p. 57, ed. 
Spengel.) 

* Aristot. Categ. p. 2, b. 5. uy odcav 
oUv TOY TPeT@V ovOL@y GOUVaTOY TeV 
@AXov te eivat. 

Mr. John Stuart Mill observes: | 

be conceived to exist without any 
other substance ; but so also may an 
attribute without any other attri- 
butes. And we can no more imagine 
a substance without attributes, than 

we can imagine attributes without a 
substance.” (System of Logic, bk. i. 
ch. iii. p. 61, 6th ed.). 

» Aristot. Physic. ii. p. 194, b. 8. 
ert TOY Tpds TL VAN? GAAw yap Eder 
@ Ay VAN. 
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Correlatum is one of the pair implicated directly or 

indirectly in all Relation; and it is in fact specified by 

Aristotle as one variety of the Category Ad Aliquid* 

We see therefore that the idea of Relativity attaches to 

the first of the ten Categories, as well as to the nine 

others. The inference from these observations is, that 

Relation or Relativity, understood in the large sense 

which really belongs to it, ought to be considered rather 

as an Universal, comprehending and pervading all the 

Categories, than as a separate Category in itself, co-ordi- 

nate with the other nine. It is the condition and cha- 

racteristic of the work of predication generally ; the last 

analysis of which is into Subject and Predicate, in 

reciprocal implication with each other. I remark that 
this was the view taken of it by some well-known Peri- 
patetic commentators of antiquity ;° by Andronikus, for 
example, and by Ammonius after him. Plato, though 

Plotinus puts this correctly, in his 
criticisms on the Stoic Categories ; cri- 
ticisms which on this point equally 
apply to the Aristotelian: mpds te 
yap TO vmokeipevoy, ov mpos TO ev 
avTe, adda mpds Td Towody eis avTd, 
keipevov. Kal 1d tmokeipevoy vmo- 
Keita, mpos TO OVX VmoKelpevov- et 
Touro, mpos Ta To eo, &c. Also 
Dexippus in the Scholia ad Categor. 
p. 45, a. 26: TO yap Umoxeipevov Kara 
mpos Te A€yeoOar edoKel, Twi yap UmTo- 
KELLEVOV. 

* Aristot. Metaphys. A. p. 1020, b. 
31, p. 1021,/a. 27, seq. 

» Schol. p. 60, a. 38, Br. ; p. 47, b. 26. 
Xenokrates and Andronikus included 
all things under the two heads76 xka@ 
avro and To mpds Tt. “Avdpdvikos pev 

yap 6 ‘Pddi0s TehevTaiay amroveper ToIs 
mpos TUTaEW, héywr aitiay ToL\avTnY. Ta 
mpos TL Oikelay UAnY OUK exe”. Tapa- 
puade yap 

cla . , 

EOLKEV OLKELaAYV 

piuciy py €xovon Adda Tepe 
TAEKOMEYN TOS ExovEgLY ol- 
kelav pigav. ai dé €vvea 
KkaTnyoptat oikeiavy wUdny 
€xovgiy eikérws ovv Tedevtaiay 
aperov exew tag. Again, Schol. 
p- 60, a. 24 (Ammonius): kadés 
€ tives amerka{ovot Ta Mpds TL Tapa- 
guacw, &e. Also p. 59, b. 415 
p. 49, a. 47; p. 61, b. 29: tows de 
kal OTL Ta mpds TL ev Tois GAXots 
yeveaw oipeotnxe, Sid Totto orp 
avtois Oewpeirat, Kav pn mponyouserns 
érvye pynuns (and the Scholia ad p. 6, 
a. 86, pretixed to Waitz’s edition, p. 
33). Also p. 62, a. 37: dua ravra de 
@s mapapvoperny rais addats Katy- 
yopias THv Tov mpds TL erevoodL@dH 
voulovet, Kaito. mponyouperny ovaav 
kai kata Suadopay oikeiay Oewpovperny. 
Boéthus had written an entire book 
upon ra mpos. tt, Schol. p. 61, b. 9. 
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he makes no attempt to draw up a list of Categories, 
has an incidental passage respecting Relativity ;* con- 
ceiving it in a very extended sense, apparently as 
belonging more or less to all predicates. Aristotle, 
though in the Categorize he gives a narrower expla- 
nation of it, founded upon grammatical rather than 
real considerations, yet intimates in other places that 
predicates ranked under the heads of Quale, Actio, 
Passio, Jacere, &c., may also be looked at as belonging 
to the head of Ad Aliquid.’ This latter, moreover, 
he himself declares elsewhere to be Ens in the lowest 
degree, farther removed from the Prima Essentia 
than any of the other Categories; to be more in 
the nature of an appendage to some of them, especially 
to Quantum and Quale ;° and to presuppose, not only 

the Prima Essentia (which all the nine later Cate- 
gorles presuppose), but also one or more of the others, 

.* Plato, Republic, iv. 487 C. to 
439 B. (compare also Sophistes, p. 
255 C., and Politicus, p. 285). Kai 
Ta meio 51 mpos Ta eXaTT@ Kal Ta 
SumAdova pos Ta Huioea Kal TavTa Ta 
TowavTa, Kal av BapUrepa mpos Koupo- 
tepa kai Oattw mpos Bpadvrepa, kat 
€rt ye ta Oeppa mpos ra 
sux pa kal mavra Ta TovTos Spo.a, 
dip ovx ovras exer; (438 C). 

» See Metaphysic. A. p. 1020, b. 26, 
p. 1021, b.10. Trendelenburg observes 
(Gesch. der Kategorienlehre, pp. 
118-122, seq.) how much more the 
description given of mpés te in the 
Categorie is determined by verbal 
or grammatical considerations, than 
in the Metaphysica and other trea- 
tises of Aristotle. 

* See Ethic. Nikomach. i. p. 1096, 

a. 20: ro 8€ xa@ airo kal 4 ovcia 
mporepoy TH Peer Tod mpds TL Tapa- 
uad: yap Tovr’ gouke Kal cupB_eBykdre 

Tov Ovros, Bare ovK ay Ein KOWWN TLS 
émt tovtay idea. (The expression 
mapapuadt was copied by Androni- 
kus; see a note on the preceding 
page.) Metaphys. N. p. 1088, a. 
22-26: ro b€ mpds Te TavTwy HKoTa 
vats Tis 7) ovoia TOY KaTHYopLaY EoTL, 
kal voTépa Tod ToL Kal TOGOU: Kal 
mados TL TOV Togod TO TPOS 
rt, Somep EdéXOn, GAN’ ody VAn, Et Te 
érepov kal T@ OAws KOLW@ Tpds TL Kal 
Tols pepecw avrov Kal eideow. Com- 
pare Bonitz in his note on p. 1070, 
a. 3d. 

The general doctrine laid down by 
Aristotle, Metaphys. N. p. 1087, b. 34, 
seq., about the universality of pérpov 
as pervading all the Categories, is 
analogous to the passage above re- 
ferred to in the Politicus of Plato, and 

implies the Relativity involved more 
or less in all predicates. 
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indicating the particular mode of comparison or Rela- 
tivity in each case affirmed. Thus, under one aspect, 
Relation or Relativity may be said to stand prius naturd, 
and to come first in order before all the Categories, in- 
asmuch as it is implicated with the whole business of 
predication (which those Categories are intended to re- 
solve into its elements), and belongs not less to the mode 
of conceiving what we call the Subject, than to the mode 
of conceiving what we call its Predicates, each and 
all. Under another aspect, Relativity may be said to 
stand last in order among the Categories—even to come 
after the adverbial Categories Ubi e¢ Quando; because 

its locus standi is dim and doubtful, and because every 
one of the subordinate predicates belonging to it may 
be seen to belong to one or other of the remaining Cate- 
gories also, Aristotle remarks that the Category Ad 
Aliqud has no peculiar and definite mode of generation 
corresponding to it, in the manner that Increase and 
Diminution belong to Quantum, Change to Quale, 

Generation, simple and absolute, to Essence or Sub- 
stance.” New relations may become predicable of a 
thing, without any change in the thing itself, but 
simply by changes in other things.” 

* Aristot. Metaph. N. p. 1088, a. 29: 
onpetov O€ Ort AkLoTA Ovoia TLS Kal OY 
T TO TpPOs TL TO povoy pH elvac 
yeveow avtov pndée pbopay pndé Kivy- 
ow, ®oTep Kata TO Tocdy avEnots Kal 
POicws, Kata TO ToLOY GdNoiwots, KaTa 
Torov copa, Kata tiv ovoiay 7H amTAH 
yeveots kai Oopd. Compare K. p. 
1068, a.9: dvdykn Tpeis etvar Kwjoets, 

TOLOU, TooOv, TOTOV. Kar ovoiay O 
ov, Oia TO pnOev eivar ovoia évavtiov, 
ovde rou mpds tt. Also Physica, v. 
p- 225, b, 11: evdexerur yap Oarépov 
petaBaddovros ahnOeiecbar Oarepov 
pndev perdBaddov. See about this 

passage Bonitz and Schwegler’s notes 
on Metaphys. p. 1068. 

» Hobbes observes (First Philo- 
sophy, part ii. ch. xi. 6): “ But we 
must not so think of Relation as if it 
were an accident differing from all 
the other accidents of the relative ; 
but one of them, namely, that by 
which the compariscn is made. For 
example, the likeness of one white 
to another white, or its unlikeness to 
black, is the same accident with its 

whiteness.” This may be true about 
the relations Like and Unlike (see 
Mr. John Stuart Mill, Logic, ch. iii. 
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Those among the Aristotelian commentators who 
denied the title of Ad Aliquid to a place among the 
Categories or Summa Genera of predicates, might sup- 
port their views from passages where Aristotle ranks 
the Genus as a Relatum, though he at the same time 
declares that the Species under it are not felata. 
Thus scientia, is declared by him to be a Relatum; 
because it must be of something —aticujus scibils ; 
while the something thus implied is not specified.* 
But (scientia) musica, grammatica, medica, &c., are 
declared not to be Relata; the indeterminate some- 

thing being there determined, and bound up in one 
word with the predication of Relativity. Now the 
truth is that both are alike Relata, though both also 
belong to the Category of Quality; a man is called 
Talis from being sciens, as well as from being gram- 
maticus. Again, he gives as illustrative examples of the 
Category Ad Aliquid, the adjectives double, triple. But 
he ranks in a different Category (that of Quantum) the 
adjectives bicubital, tricubital, (G:mjxus, tpernyxus). It 

is plain that the two last of these predicates are 
species under the two first, and that all four predi- 
cates are alike relative, under any real definition that 

p. 80, 6th ed.) But, in Relations 
generally, the fundamentum may be 
logically distinguished from the Re- 
lation itself. 

Aristotle makes the same remarks 
upon To cupBeBynkds as upon Td mpés 
7e:—That it verges upon Non-Ens; 
and that it has no special mode of being 
generated or destroyed. aivera: yap 
TO ovpBeBnkos eyyvs TL TOU py GvTOS- 
TOY pev yap GAov Tpdmov ovT@y €oTL 
yeveots kat POopa, rev dé xara cvpPe- 
Bnkos ovk éorw. (Metaphys. E. p. 
1026, b. 21.) 

* Categor. p. 6, b. 12, p. 11, a. 24; 

Topic. iv. p. 124, b. 16. Compare also 
Topica, iv. p. 121, a. 1, and the Scholia 
thereupon, p. 278, b. 12-16, Br.; in 

which Scholia Alexander feels the 
difficulty of enrolling a generic term 
as mpos tt, while the specific terms 
comprised under it are not mpds tT; 
and removes the difficulty by sug- 
gesting that émuarnun may be at once 
both oudrns and mpés te; and that 
as moidrns (not as mpds tr) it may be 
the genus including wovork? and yeo- 
petpia, which are not mpés tt, but 

TOLOTHTES. 
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can be given of Relativity, though all four belong 

also to the Category of Quantum. Yet Aristotle does 

not recognize any predicates as belonging to Ad Aliquid, 

except such as are logically and grammatically ellip- 

tical ; that is, such as do not include in themselves the 

specification of the Correlate, but require to be supple- 
mented by an additional word in the genjtive or dative 
case, specifying the latter. As we have already seen, 
he lays it down generally, that all Aelata (or Ad 
Aliquid) imply a Correlatum; and he prescribes that 
when the Correlatum is indicated, care shall be taken 
to designate it by a precise and specific term, not 
of wider import than the Relatum, but specially 
reciprocating therewith: thus he regards ala (a wing) 
as Ad Aliguid, but when you specify its correlate 
in order to speak with propriety (oikeiws), you must 
describe it as ala alati, (not as ala avis) in order 
that the Correlatum may be strictly co-extensive and 
reciprocating with the Relatum. Wing, head, hand, 
&ec., are thus Ad Aliqguid, though there may be no 
received word in the language to express their exact 
Correlata; and though you may find it necessary to 
coin a new word expressly for the purpose.” In speci- 
fying the Correlatum of servant, you must say, servant 
of a master, not servant of a man or of a biped; both 
of which are in this case accompaniments or accidents 
of the master, being still accidents, though they may 
be in fact constantly conjoined. Unless you say 
master, the terms will not reciprocate; take away 
master, the servant is no longer to be found, though 
the man who was called servant is still there; but take 

SS 

* Categor. p. 6, b. 30, p. 7, b. 12. pevov 7) ovoua mpos 0 oikeiws a 
> Categor. p. 7,a.5. éviore S€ dvo- | amodoGein. 

parorTrolety lows avayKaioy, Edy jun KeEl- 
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away man or biped, and the servant may still con- 
tinue.» You cannot know the Helatum determinately 
or accurately, unless you know the Correlatum also; 
without the knowledge of the latter, you can only know 
the former in a vague and indefinite manner.’ Ari- 
stotle raises, also, the question whether any Essence or 
Substance can be described as Ad Aliquid.© He inclines 
to the negative, though not decisively pronouncing. 
He seems to think that Simo and Davus, when called 
men, are EKssences or Substances; but that when called 

master and slave, they are not so; this, however, is 

surprising, when he had just before spoken of the con- 
notation of man as accidents (cuvpBeByxd7a) belonging 
to the connotation of master. He speaks of the 
members of an organized body (wing, head, foot) as 

* Categor. p. 7, a. 31. ere & éedy pév | the essential idea, that which is bound 
TL olkelws drrodibdpevov 7 mpos 6 e- | up with the idea connoted by servant ; 
yeTaL, TayT@V TepLatpovpEvay Tov ad- | while the connotation of man or biped 
ov doa cupBeByKora €or, xara- | sinks into the character of an accessory 
Aeiropevov S€ povov rovrov mpos 6 | or accompaniment. The master might 
de666n oikeiws, dei mpds aito pyOn- | possibly not be a man, but a god; the 
cera, oiov 6 SovAos éay mpos Sec- | Delphian Apollo (Euripid. Ion, 132), 
mornvy eéynrat, meptatpovpevwy rav| and the Corinthian Aphrodité, had 
G@\\ov adravtoav boca ocvupPe-| each many slaves belonging to them. 
Bnkéra eott T@ Seamrdry, oiov ro | Moreover, even if every master were 
Simod: eivar kal Td emiornpns SexriKd | aman, the qualities connoted by man 
kai +0 dvOp 7, kataderopevov be | are here accidental, as not being in- 
povou Tov Seamdrny eivat, det 6 SovAos | cluded in those connoted by the 
mpos avro pnOnoera.. term master. Compare Metaphysica, 

This is not only just and useful in | A. p. 1025, a. 32; Topica, i. p. 102, a. 
regard to accuracy of predication, but | 18. 
deserves attention also in another » That Plato was fully sensible to 
point of view. In general, it would | the necessity of precision and appro- 
be said that man and biped belonged | priateness in designating the Corre- 
to the Essence (ovcia); and the being | latum belonging to each Relatum, 
a master to the Accidents or Accom- | may be seen by the ingenious rea- 
paniments (cvpB_Bnxdéra). Here the | soning in the Platonic Parmenides, pp. 
case is reversed ; man and biped are | 133-184, where Seamdrns and SovdAos 
the accidents or accompaniments; | are also the illustrative examples 
master is the Essence. What is | employed. 
connoted by the term master is here ° Categor. p. 8, a. 35, b. 20. 
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examples of Ad Aliquid; while in other treatises, he 
determines very clearly that these members presuppose, 
as a prius natura, the complete organism whereof they 
are parts, and that the name of each member connotes 
the performance of, or aptitude to perform, a certain 
special function : now, such aptitude cannot exist unless 
the whole organism be held together in co-operative 
agency, so that if this last condition be wanting, the 
names, head, eye, foot, can no longer be applied to 
the separate members, or at least can only be applied 
equivocally or metaphorically. It would seem there- 
fore that the functioning something is here the Hs- 
sence, and that all its material properties are accidents 
(cupBeByxera). 

In the fourth book of the Metaphysica, Aristotle 
gives an explanation of Ad Aliqud different from, and 
superior to, that which we read in the Categorie; 
treating it, not as one among many distinct Cate- 
gories, but as implicated with all the Categories, 
and taking a different character according as it is 
blended with one or the other — Essentia, Quantum, 
Quale, Actio, Passio, Jc.” He there, also, enumerates 

* See Politica, i. p. 1253, a. 18: 
ro , 

kal mporepov 07 TH pvaer TOdLs 7) OiKia 
The doctrine enunciated in these 

passages is a very important one, in 
ye? Cn > , \ A ch 

kal €xagTos av eotiv: TO yap Odov 
mpoTepov avaykatoy €ivat TOU jEpous- 
dvaipoupevov yap Tov GAov ovK EoTaL 
mous ovoe XELp, El pT) OMOVUMwS, BoTEP 

td 4 ~ , ° 

el tus heyer THY ALOivny: diapOapeica 
yap ora TolavTn. maya S€ TO Epyw 
@purra kal 7h Ovvaper, BoTE pHKETL 
Trovavra OvTa ov AEekréoy Ta 

> \ =) \ > Qs in 
avTa eiva., GAN opovupa; also p. 

1254, a. 9: “rd re yap pdpiov ov 
» > \ , > 

povoy GANov eoTi jiOptov, GAA kal 
a@\hov. 

Compare De Anima, ii. 1, p. 412, 
b. 20; Meteorologic. iv. p. 390, a. 12. 

the Aristotelian philosophy. 
Trendelenburg (Kategorienlehre, p. 

182) touches upon this confusion of the 
Categories, but faintly and partially. 

> Metaphys. A. p. 1020, b. 27-32. At 
the same time we must remark, that 
while Aristotle enumerates ro tzeé- 
pexov and to dtrrepexduevoy under 
IIpés rt, he had just before (a. 25) 
ranked rd péya kai TO puxpdv, TO 
pei{ov kal ro €darroyv, under the 
general head Tocéy—as mocod adbn 
ka aura. 
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as one of the varieties of Felata, what seems to go 

beyond the limit, or at least beyond the direct denota- 
tion, of the Categories; for, having specified, as one 
variety, Lelata Numero, and, as another, Pelata secundum 
actionem et passionem (rd Oeppavtixdy mpos TO Oepyavror, 

&c.), he proceeds to a third variety, such as the men- 
surabile with reference to mensura, the scibile with 
reference to scientia, the cogitabile with reference to 
cogitatio ; and in regard to this third variety, he draws 
a nice distinction. He says that mensura and cogitatio 
are Ad Aliquid, not because they are themselves related 
to mensurabile and cogitabile, but because mensurabile 
and cogitabile are related to them.* You cannot say 
(he thinks) that mensura is referable to the mensurabile, 
or cogitatio to the cogitabile, because that would be 
repeating the same word twice over — mensura est 

* Metaphys. A. p. 1021, a. 26, b. 3; 
also I. p.1056, b. 34. Bonitz in his note 
(p. 262) remarks that the distinction 
here drawn by Aristotle is not tenable ; 
and I agree with him that it is not. 
But it coincides with what Aristotle 
asserts in other words in the Cate- 
gorie ; viz., that to be stmul natura 
is not true of all Relata, but only of 
the greater part of them; that ro 
aicOnrov is mpdrepov ths aicOncews, 
and 76 émuarnrov mporepov THs emiotn- 
uns (Categor. p. 7, b. 23; p. 8, a. 10). 
As I have mentioned before (p. 102 
n.), Simplikius, in the Scholia (p. 65, 
b. 14), points out that Aristotle has not 
been careful here to observe his own 
precept of selecting oikeiws the cor- 
relative term. He ought to have 
stated the potential as correlating with 
the potential, the actual with the 
actual. If he had done this, the 
cuvirrapés tev mpds te would have 
been seen to be true in all cases. 
Eudorus noticed a similar inadvert- 

ence of Aristotle in the case of rrépov 
and mreperdy (Schol. 63, a. 43). See 
‘Plato and the Other Companions of 
Sokrates,’ vol. ii. p. 330, note*. 

I transcribe a curious passage of Leib- 
nitz, bearing on the same question :— 
“ On réplique maintenant, que la vérité 
du mouvement est indépendante de 
Vobservation : et qu’un vaisseau peut 
avancer, sans que celui qui est dedans 
sen apercoive. Je réponds, que le 
mouvement est indépendant de l’ob- 
servation: mais quil n’est point in- 
dépendant de Vobservabilité. Il n’y 
a point de mouvement, quand il ’y a 
point de changement observable. Et 
méme quand il n’y a point de change- 
ment observable, il n’y a point de 
changement du tout. Le contraire est 
fondé sur la supposition d’un Espace 
réel absolu, que j’ai réfuté demonstra- 
tivement par le principe du besoin 
d’une Raison suffisante des choses.” 
(Correspondence with Clarke,p. 770. 
Erdmann’s edition.) 
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ulius cujus est mensura—cogitatio est illius eujus est 
cogitatio. So that he regards mensura and cogitatio 
as Correlata, rather than as felata; while mensurabile 
and cogitabile are the Relata to them. But in point of 
fact, the distinction is not important; of the relative 
pair there may be one which is more properly called 
the Correlatum ; yet both are alike relative. 

If we compare together the various passages in which 
Aristotle cites and applies the Ten Categories, (not 
merely in the treatise before us, but also in the Meta- 
physica, Physica, and elsewhere) we shall see that he 
cannot keep them apart steadily and constantly; that 
the same predicate is referred to one head in one place, 
and to another head in another: what is here spoken 
of as belonging to Actio or Passio, will be treated in 
another place as an instance of Quale or Ad Aliquid ; 
even the derivative noun és (habitus) does not belong 
to the Category éyew (Habere), but sometimes to Quale, 
sometimes to Ad Aliquid.* This is inevitable; for the 
predicates thus differently referred have really several 
different aspects, and may be classified in one way or 
another, according as you take them in this or that 
aspect. Moreover, this same difficulty of finding im- 
passable lines of demarcation would still be felt, even if 
the Categories, instead of the full list of Ten, were » 
reduced to the smaller list of the four principal Cate- 
gories—Substance, Quantity, Quality, and Relation ; 
a reduction which has been recommended by com- 
mentators on Aristotle as well as by acute logicians 
of modern times. Even these four cannot be kept 
clearly apart: the predicates which declare Quantity 
or Quality must at the same time declare or imply 
Relation ; while the predicates which declare Relation 

* Aristot. Categor. p. 6, b. 2; p. 8, b. 27. 
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must also imply the fundamentum either of Quantity 
or of Quality.* 

The most capital distinction, however, which is to be 
found among the Categories is that of Essence or Sub- 
stance from all the rest. This is sometimes announced 

* See Trendelenburg, Kategorien- 
lehre, p. 117, seq. 

The remarks made by Mr. John 
Stuart Mill (in his System of Logic, 
book i. ch. iii.) upon the Aristotelian 
Categories, and the enlarged philoso- 
phical arrangement which he intro- 
duces in their place, well deserve to 
be studied. After enumerating the 
ten Predicaments, Mr. Mill says :— 
“It is a mere catalogue of the dis- 
tinctions rudely marked out by the 
language of familiar life, with little 
or no attempt to penetrate, by philo- 
sophic analysis, to the rationale even 
of these common distinctions. Such 
an analysis would have shewn the 
enumeration to be both redundant and 
defective. Some objects are omitted, 
and others repeated several times 
under different heads.” (Compare the 
remarks of the Stoic commentators, 
and Porphyry, Schol. p. 48, b. 10 Br. : 
aerodvres Thy Siaipecw os woAa Tra- 
pteioay kal py) meptAapBavoveay, 7) Kal 
madw mdeovagovaay. And Aristotle 
himself observes that the same predi- 
cates might be ranked often under 
more than one head.) “That could not 
be a very comprehensive view of the 
nature of Relation, which could ex- 

clude action, passivity, and local 
situation from that category. The 
same objection applies to the cate- 
gories Quando (or position in time), 
and Ubi (or position in space); while 
the distinction between the latter and 
Situs (Keio@ac) is merely verbal. The 
incongruity of erecting into a swm- 
mum genus the tenth Category is 
manifest. 

VOL. I. 

On the other hand, the | 

enumeration takes no notice of any 
thing but Substances and Attributes. 
In what Category are we to place 
sensations, or any other feelings and 
states of mind? as hope, joy, fear; 
sound, smell, taste; pain, pleasure ; 

thought, judgment, conception, and 
the like? Probably all these would 
have been placed by the Aristotelian 
school in the Categories of Actio and 
Passio; and the relation of such of 

them as are active, to their objects, 
and of such of them as are passive, 
to their causes, would have been 

rightly so placed; but the things 
themselves, the feelings or states of 
mind, wrongly. Feelings, or states 
of consciousness, are assuredly to be 
counted among realities; but they 
cannot be reckoned either among 
substances or among attributes.” 
Among the many deficiencies of the 

Aristotelian Categories, as a complete 
catalogue, there is none more glaring 
than the imperfect conception of Ipds 
rt (the Relative), which Mr. Mill here 
points out. But the Category Keio- 
Oat (badly translated by commenta- 
tors Situs, from which Aristotle ex- 
pressly distinguishes it, Categor. p. 
6, b. 12: 1d d€ dvaxeioOa 7) Eoravae 7 
ka@noOa aita pev otk cial béces) 
appears to be hardly open to Mr. Mill’s 
remark, that it is only verbally distin- 
guished from Ilov, Ubi. KeicOa is 
intended to mean postwre, attitude, &c. 
It is a reply to the question, In what 
posture is Sokrates ? Answer.—He is 
lying down, standing upright, kneel- 
ing, wv mporeivey, &c. This is quite 
ditferent from the question, Where 

K 
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as having a standing per se; as not only logically dis- 
tinguishable, but really separable from the other nine, 
if we preserve the Aristotelian list of ten,* or from the 
other three, if we prefer the reduced list of four. But 

such real separation cannot be maintained. The Prima. 
Essentia (we are told) is indispensable as a Subject, but 

is Sokrates? In the market-place, 
in the palestra, &c. KeioOar (as 
Aristotle himself admits, Categ. p. 6, 
b. 12) is not easily distinguished from 
IIpés re: for the abstract and general 
word Géoavs (position) is reckoned 
by Aristotle under IIpés te, though 
the paronyma avakeic@a, éoravat, 
ka@noOa, are affirmed not to be 
Gécecs, but to come under the separate 
Category Keto@at. But KeioOa is 
clearly distinguishable from Tlod Ubi. 

Again, to Mr. Mill’s question, “ In 
what Category are we to place sensa- 
tions or other states of mind—hope, 
fear, sound, smell, pain, pleasure, 
thought, judgment,” &c.? Aristotle 
would have replied (I apprehend) 
that they come under the Category 
either of Quale or of Pati—Iloudrnres 
or VWd@y. They are attributes or 
modifications of Man, Kallias, Sok- 
rates, &c. If the condition of which 

we speak be temporary or transitory, 
it is a waOos, and we speak of Kallias 
as maoxev ri; if it be a durable dis- 
position or capacity, likely to pass 
into repeated manifestations, it is 
moutns, and we describe Kallias as 
mows tts (Categ. p. 9, a. 28-p. 10, a. 9). 
This equally applies to mental and 
bodily conditions (Gpoios dé rovrous 

kal kara Thy \uxny maOntiKal srouWrn- 
Tes Kal maOn heyera.—p. 9, b. 33). 
The line is dubious and difficult be- 
tween ma@os and zrovdrns, but one or 
other of the two will comprehend all 
the mental states indicated by Mr. 
Mill. Aristotle would not have ad- 
mitted that “feelings are to be 
counted among realities,” except as 

they are now or may be the feelings 
of Kallias, Sokrates, or some other 
Hic Aléquis—one or many. He would 
consider feelings as attributes be- 
longing to these Tp@rar Ovoia; and 
so in fact Mr. Mill himself considers 
them (p. 88), after having specified 
the Mind (distinguished from Body 
or external object) as the Substance 
to which they belong. 

Mr. Mill’s classification of Name- 
able Things is much better and more 
complete than the Aristotelian Cate- 
gories, inasmuch as it brings into full 
prominence the distinction between 
the subjective and objective points 
of view, and, likewise, the all-per- 
vading principle of Relativity, which 
implicates the two; whereas, Aristotle 
either confuses the one with the other, 
or conceives them narrowly and inade- 
quately. But we cannot say, I think, 
that Aristotle, in the Categories, as- 
signs no room for the mental states 
or elements. He has a place for them, 
though he treats them altogether 
objectively. He takes account of 
himself only as an object-—as one 
among the mpa@rac ovcia, or indi- 
viduals, along with Sokrates and 
Kallias. 

* Aristotle sometimes speaks of it 
as yxwpiordy, the other Categories 
being not yepiora (Metaphys. Z. p. 
1028, a. 34). It is not easy, however, 
always to distinguish whether he 
means by the term yapiora “ sejuncta 
re, or sejuncta notione sola.” See 
Bonitz ad Metaphysic. (A. p. 1017), 
p. 244, 
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cannot appear as Predicate; while all the rest can and 
do so appear. Now we see that this definition is 
founded upon the function enacted by each of them 
in predication, and therefore presupposes the fact 
of predication, which is in itself a Relation. The 
Category of Relation is thus implied, in declaring what 
the First Essence is, together with some predicabilia as 
correlates, though it is not yet specified what the pre- 
dicabiha are. But besides this, the distinction drawn 
by Aristotle, between First and Second Essence or 
Substance, abolishes the marked line of separation 
between Substance and Quality, making the former 
shade down into the latter. The distinction recognizes 
a more or less in Substance, which graduation Aristotle 
expressly points out, stating that the Species is more 
Substance or Essence, and the Genus less so. We see 

thus that he did not conceive Substance (apart from 
attributes) according to the modern view, as that which 
exists without the mind (excluding within the mind 
or relation to the mind); for in that there can be no 
graduation. That which is without the mind, must also 
be within; and that which is within must also be without; 
the subject and the object correlating. This implication 
of within and without understood, there is then room 
for graduation, according as the one or the other aspect 
may be more or less prominent. Aristotle, in point of 
fact, confines himself to the mental or logical work of 
predication, to the conditions thereof, and to the com- 
ponent terms whereby the mind accomplishes that act. 
“When he speaks of the First Essence or Substance, 
without the Second, all that he can say about it posi- 
tively is to call it Unum numero and indivisible :* even 

* Categor. p. 3, b. 12: dropov yap | Compare Metaphysic. N. p. 1087, b. 
kat év apiOua rd dydrovpevdy eotiv. | 33; p. 1088, a. 10. 

| K 2 
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thus, he is compelled to introduce unity, measure, and 
number, all of which belong to the two Categories of 
Quantity and Relation; and yet still the First Essence 
or Substance remains indeterminate. We only begin to 
determine it when we call it by the name of the Second 
Substance or Essence; which name connotes certain 

attributes, the attributes thus connoted being of the 
essence of the Species; that is, unless they be present, 
no individual would be considered as belonging to the 
Species, or would be called by the specific name.* When 
we thus, however, introduce attributes, we find ourselves 
not merely in the Category of Substantia (Secunda), 
but also in that of Qualitas, The boundary between 
Sudstantia and Qualitas disappears; the latter being 
partially contained in the former. The Second Sub- 
stance or Essence includes attributes or Qualities be- 
longing to the Essence. In fact, the Second Substance 
or Hssence, when distinguished from the First, is both 
here and elsewhere characterized by Aristotle, as being 
not Substance at all, but Quality ;° though when con- 

* Hobbes says :—“‘ Now that ac- 
cident (¢.e. attribute) for which we 
give a certain name to any body, or 
the accident which denominates its 
Subject, is commonly called the Hs- 
sence thereof; as rationality is the 
essence of a man, whiteness of any 
white thing, and extension the essence 
of a body” (Hobbes, Philosophy, ch. 
viii. s. 23). This topic will be found 
discussed, most completely and philo- 
sophically, in Mr. John Stuart Mill’s 
System of Logic, Book I. ch. vi. ss. 
2-3; ch. vii. s. 5. 

> Categor.-p. 3, b. 13: emi b€ rap 
SevTepav ovor@y caiverar pev dpoias 
TO oXHpaTL THs mpoonyopias dd Tt 
onpaiverv, Orav ely avOpamov 7) Cdov, 
ov pay adnbes ye, ddAG padAoy wordy 

TL ONPaivet—mroLtay yap TLva 
ovoiav onpaiver (b. 20). 

Metaphysic. Z. p. 1038, b. 35: have- 
pov ore ovOev rev KaOddov brapydvrev 
ovoia €oti, kai dtu ovOev onpaiver Tov 
kKown KaTnyopovupevey Tdde€ TL, adda 
rowvde. Compare Metaphys. M. p. 
1087, a. 1; Sophistic. Elench. p. 178, 
los Bi IG) gig 8) ; 

That which is called mparn ovcia 
in the Categoriz is called rpirn ovcia 
in Metaphys. H. p. 1048, a.18. In 
Ethic. Nikom. Z. p. 1148, a. 82, seq., 

the generalissima are called mpéra, 
and particulars are called éryara. Zell 
observes in his commentary (p. 224), 
“ra €oxara sunt res singule, que et 
ipse sunt extreme, ratione mentis 
nostra, ab universis ad singula dela- 
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sidered as being in implication with the First, it takes 
on the nature of Substance, and becomes substantial or 
essential Quality. The Differentia belongs thus both to 
Substance and to Quality (quale quid), making up as 
complement that which is designated by the specific 
name.* 

We see, accordingly, that neither is the line of 
demarcation between the Category of Substance or 
Essence and the other Categories so impassable, nor the 
separability of it from the others so marked as some 
thinkers contend. Substance is represented by Aristotle 
as admitting of more and less, and as graduating: by suc- 
cessive steps down to the other Categories ; moreover, 
neither in its complete manifestation (as First Sub- 
stance), nor in its incomplete manifestation (as Second 
Substance), can it be explained or understood without 
calling in the other Categories of Quantity, Quality, 
and Relation. It does not correspond to the definition 
of Substantia given by Spinoza—“ quod in se est et per 
se concipitur.” It can no more be conceived or de- 
scribed without some of the other Categories, than they 
can be conceived or described without it. Aristotle 
defines it by four characteristics, two negative, and 
two positive. It cannot be predicated of a Subject : it 
cannot inhere in a Subject : it is, at bottom, the Subject 

bentis.” Patricius remarks upon the The remarks of the different ex- 
different sense of the terms [porn 
Ovcia in the Categorie and in the 
De Interpretatione (Discuss. Peripa- 
tetic. p. 21). 

* Metaphysic. A. p. 1020, b. 13: 
oxedov 6) Kata dv0 tpdrovs Aéyour 
ay TO Trowyv, Kal ToUT@Y Eva TOY KUpt- 

@TaTov’ TpaeTN pev yap moots 7 TIS 
ovotas Sagopa. Compare Physic. v. 
p- 226, a. 27. See Trendelenburg, 
Kategorienlehre, pp. 56, 93. 

positors (contained in Scholia, pp. 
52, 53, 54, Brand.), are interesting 
upon the ambiguous position of Dif- 
ferentia, in regard to Substance and 
Quality. It comes out to be Neither 
and Both—ovédérepa kai apudpdrepa 
(Plato, Euthydemus, p. 300 C.). 
Dexippus and Porphyry called it 
something intermediate between ovoia 
and sroudrns, or between oveia and 
ovpBeBnkos. 
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of all Predicates: it is Unum numero and indivisible.* 
Not one of these four determinations can be conceived 
or understood, unless we have in our minds the idea of 
other Categories and its relation to them. Substance 
is known only as the Subject of predicates, that is, 
relatively to them; as they also are known relatively 
to it. Without the Category of Relation, we can no 
more understand what is meant by a Subject than what 
is meant by a Predicate. The Category of Substance, 
as laid out by Aristotle, neither exists by itself, nor can 
be conceived by itself, without that of Relation and 
the generic notion of Predicate.” All three le together 

* Categor. p. 2, a. 14, b. 45_p. 3, 
b. 12. 

» Aristotle gives an explanation of 
what he means by ka@’ avté—ka? 
aura, in the Analytic. Post. I. iv. p. 73, 
a. 84, b. 13. According to that ex- 
planation it will be necessary to in- 
clude in 76 ka@ avré of the Category 
Ovaia, all that is necessary to make 
the definition or explanation of that 
Category understood. 

M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire, in the 
valuable Preface introducing his trans- 
lation of the Organon, gives what I 
think a just view of the Categories 
generally, and especially of mparn 
ovoia, as simply naming (7. e. giving 
a proper name), and doing nothing 
more. I transcribe the passage, 
merely noting that the terms anterior 
and posterior can mean nothing more 
than logical anteriority and posteri- 
ority. 

“Mais comment classer les mots? 
—C’est ala réalité seule qu'il faut le 
demander ;.& Ja réalité dont le lan- 

gage nest que le réflet, dont les mots 
ne sont que le symbole. Que nous 

présente la réalité? Des individus, 
rien que des individus, existant par 
eux-mémes, et se groupant, par leurs 

ressemblances et leurs différences, 
sous des espéces et sous des genres. 
Ainsi donc, en étudiant Jlindividu, 
l’étre individuel, et en analysant avec 
exactitude tout ce quil est possible 
d’en dire en tant qu’étre, on aura les 
classes les plus générales des mots ; 
les catégories, ou pour prendre le 
terme frangais, les attributions, qu il 
est possible de lui appliquer. Voila 
tout le fondement des Catégories.— 
Ce n’est pas du reste, une classifica- 
tion des choses & la maniere de celles 
de Vhistoire naturelle, qwil s’agit de 
faire en logique: c’est une simple 
énumération de tous les points de vue, 
d’ou Vesprit peut considérer les choses, 
non pas, il est vrai, par rapport a 
Vesprit lui-méme, mais par rapport & 
leur réalité et & leurs appellations. 
—aAristote distingue ici dix points de 
vue, dix significations principales des 
mots.—La Catégorie de la Substance 
est & la téte de toutes les autres, 

précisément parceque la prémiere, la 
plus essentielle, marque dun étre, | 

crest d’étre. Cela revient 4 dire qu’-— 
avant tout, l’étre est, l’étre existe. 
Par suite les mots qui expriment la 
substance sont antérieurs & tous les 
autres, et sont les plus importants. 
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at the bottom of the analytical process, as the last 

findings and residuum. 
Aristotle, taking his departure from an analysis of 

the complete sentence or of the act of predication, 

appears to have regarded the Subject as having a 

natural priority over the Predicate. The noun-sub- 

stantive (which to him represents the Subject), even 

when pronounced alone, carries to the hearer a more 

complete conception than either the adjective or the 

verb when pronounced alone; these make themselves 

felt much more as elliptical and needing comple- 

mentary adjuncts. But this is only true in so far as 

the conception, raised by the substantive named alone 

(dvev cvutAoxys), includes by anticipation what would 

be included, if we added to it some or all of its predi- 

cates. If we could deduct from this conception the 

meaning of all the applicable predicates, it would seem 

essentially barren or incomplete, awaiting something 

to come; a mere point of commencement or departure," 

known only by the various lines which may be drawn 

Il faut ajouter que ces mots la partici- 
peront en quelque sorte & cet isole- 
ment que les individus nous offrent 
dans la nature. Mais de méme que, 
dans la réalité, les individus subsistant 
par eux seuls forment des especes et 
des genres, qui ont bien aussi une 
existence substantielle, la substance 

se divisera de méme en substance 
premiére et substance seconde.—Les 
especes et les genres, s'ils expriment 
la substance, ne l’expriment pas dans 
toute sa pureté; c’est déja de la sub- 
stance qualifié, comme le dit Aristote. 
—Il n’y a bien dans la réalité que des 
individus et des especes ou genres. 
Mais ces individus en soi et pour soi 
n’existent pas seulement; ils existent 
sous certaines conditions; leur exis- 
tence se produit sous certaines modifi- 

cations, que les mots expriment aussi, 

tout-comme ils expriment l’existence 
absolue. Ces nouvelles classes de mots 
formeront les autres Catégories.—Ces 
modifications, ces accidents, de l’indi- 
vidu sont au nombre de neuf: Aris- 
tote n’en reconnait pas davantage.— 
Voila dont les dix Catégories: les dix 
seules attributions possibles. Par la 
premiére, on nomme les individus, 
sans faire plus que les nommer: par 
les autres, on les qualifie. On dit 
dabord ce quest Vindividu, et en- 
suite quel il est.” Barthélemy St. 
Hilaire, Logique d’Aristote, Preface, 
pp. lxxii.-lxxvii. 

* Plato would not admit the point 
as anything more than dpxnv ypappis 

(Aristot. Metaphys. A. p. 992, a. 21). 
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from it; a substratum for various attributes to lie upon 
or toinhere in. That which is known only as a sub- 
stratum, is known only relatively to a superstructure 
to come; the one is Relatum, the other Correlatum, 
and the mention of either involves an implied assump- 
tion of the other. There may be a logical priority, 
founded upon expository convenience, belonging to the 
substratum, because it remains numerically one and 
the same, while the superstructure is variable. But 
the priority is nothing more than logical and notional; 
it does not amount to an ability of prior independent 
existence. On the contrary, there is simultaneity by 
nature (according to Aristotle’s own definition of the 
phrase) between Subject, Relation, and Predicate ; since 
they all imply each other as reciprocating correlates, 
while no one of them is the cause of the others.’ 
When Aristotle says, very truly, that if the First 

Substances were non-existent, none of the other Pre- 
dicaments could exist, we must understand what he 

means by the term jirst. That term bears, in this 
treatise, a sense different from what it bears elsewhere : 
here it means the extreme concrete and individual ; 

elsewhere it means the extreme abstract and universal. 
The First Substance or First Essence, in the Cate- 
gories, 18 a floc Aliquid (rt0%e 7), illustrated by the 
examples hic homo, hie equus. Now, as thus ex- 
plained and illustrated, it includes not merely the 
Second Substance, but various accidental attributes be- 
sides. When we talk of This man, Sokrates, Kallias, 

&e., the hearer conceives not only the attributes for 

which he is called a man, but also various accidental 
attributes, ranking under one or more of the other Pre- 

* Aristot. Categor. p. 14, b. 27: | atruoy Odrepoy Oarép@ Tov eivai eotww, 
, \ a a > fe ~ A 

gucet S€ dua, doa avtiotpéper Kara | otoy emi Tod dumdaciov Kal TOD Huiceos- 
~ 7. cal 

THY TOU Elvat akoovOnoty, pndapas dé | &c. 
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dicaments. The First Substance thus (as explained by 
Aristotle) is not conceived as a mere substratum with- 
out Second Substance and without any Accidents, but 
as already including both of them, though as yet inde- 
terminately ; it waits for specializing words, to deter- 
mine what its Substance or Essence is, and what its ac- 

companying Accidents are. Being an individual (Unum 
numero), it unites in itself both the essential attributes 
of its species, and the unessential attributes peculiar to 
itself. It is already understood as including attributes 
of both kinds; but we wait for predicates to declare 

(éyXovv—arobisovar”) what these attributes are. The 

First or Complete Ans embodies in itself all the Pre- 
dicaments, though as yet potential and indeterminate, 
until the predicating adjuncts are specified. There is 
no priority, in the order of existence, belonging to 
Substance over Relation or Quality; take away either 
one of the three, and the First Ens disappears. But 
in regard to the order of exposition, there is a natural 
priority, founded on convenience and facility of under- 
standing. The Hoe Aliquid or Unum Numero, which 
intimates in general outline a certain concretion or co- 
existence of attributes, though we do not yet know 
what they are—being as it were a skeleton—comes 
naturally as Subject before the predicates, whose func- 
tion is declaratory and specifying as to those attributes : 
moreover, the essential attributes, which are declared 

and.connoted when we first bestow a specific name on 

* Aristot. Metaphys. Z. p. 1033, b. | ryv vAny, erepa ydp, tadro dé TA etdeu- 
_ 24; p. 1034, a. 8. Td & day rd8e | dropov yap To €idos. 

KahAias 7) S@xparns eat Somep 1 » Categor. p. 2, b. 29, seq. elkdrws 
apaipa 7 xarky Hdi, 6 S avOpwros | dé pera Tas mpwTas ovcias pova TOY 
kal to (Gov donep oaipa yxadki | Gdov ta eldn Kai Ta yen SevTepac 

 OXos.—rd & Grav Hdn 76 rowdvde cidos | odaiae A€yovrary pdva yap SydAot 
ev raiade Tais cap&i Kai dotois Kad- | tiv mpotnv ovciay tay Katyyopou- 
Alas Kal Swxparys: Kal Erepov pev did | pevov. &c. 
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the subject, come naturally before the unessential attri- 
butes, which are predicated of the subject already called 
by a specific name connoting other attributes.» The 
essential characters are native and at home; the acci- 
dental attributes are domiciliated foreigners.” 

It is thus that Aristotle has dealt with Ontology, in 
one of the four distinct aspects thereof, which he dis- 
tinguishes from each other; that is, in the distribution 
of Entia according to their logical order, and reciprocal 
interdependence, in predication. ns is a multivocal 
word, neither strictly univocal nor altogether equivocal. 
It denotes (as has been stated above) not a generic 
aggregate, divisible into species, but an analogical ag- 
gregate, starting from one common terminus and 
ramifying into many derivatives, having no other com- 
munity except that of relationship to the same ter- 
minus.” The different modes of Ens are distinguished 
by the degree or variety of such relationship. The 
Ens Primum, Proprium, Completum, is (in Aristotle’s 
view) the concrete individual; with a defined essence 
or essential constituent attributes (+i jv iva), and with 
unessential accessories or accidents also—all embodied 
and implicated in the One Hoc Aliquid. In the Cate-. 
gorie Aristotle analyses this Ens Completum (not meta- 
physically, into Form and Matter, as we shall find him 

doing elsewhere, but) logically into Subject and Predi- 
eates. In this logical analysis, the Subject which can 

* Analyt. Poster. i. p: 73, b. 6: A ‘\ > a A a > ‘ 

TO pev eidos 7} TO ‘yevos dmod.idodbs 
oiov 70 Badifoy erepov te dy BadiCov oikei@s amodace—rav S adddAov 

éott Kai devkdy, 7 S ovcia, Kai boa 
7 5 

TOOE TL ONpaivet, odvX ETEpdy TL dvTA 

eoTl Omep eotiv. Also p. 88, a. 31. 
kal py eivat TL AevKdy, 6 ovy erepdy TL 
ov Nevkov eat : also p. 83, b. 22. 

» Categor. p. 2, b. 31: rov yap 
a dA > ~ 7553) 

Twa avOperoy eay arobib@ Tis Ti €att, 

6 Te ay amodueo tis, GXNOTPias 
eA > t 

éoTat aTodcdakas, &C. 
© Aristot. Metaphys. A. p. 1017, a. 

22. xa@ attra dé civar héyerar Goamep 

onpaiver TA OXHMaTA THs KaTHYyopias: 
dgax@s yap éyera, ToTavTay@s Td 

eivat onpaiver. 
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never be a Predicate stands first; next, come the near 

kinsmen, Genus and Species (expressed by substantive 
names, as the First Substance is), which are sometimes 
Predicates—as applied to Substantia Prima, some- 
times Subjects —in regard to the extrinsic accompani- 
ments or accidents ;* in the third rank, come the more 

remote kinsmen, Predicates pure and simple. These 
are the logical factors or constituents into which the 
Ens Completum may be analysed, and which together 
make it up as a logical sum-total. But no one of these 
logical constituents has an absolute or independent locus 
standi, apart from the others. Hach is relative to the 
others ; the Subject to its Predicates, not less than the 
Predicates to their Subject. It is a mistake to describe 
the Subject as having a real standing separately and 
alone, and the Predicates as something afterwards 
tacked on to it. The Subject per se is nothing but a 
general potentiality or receptivity for Predicates to 
come; a relative general conception, in which the two, 
Predicate and Subject, are jointly implicated as Relatwm 
and Correlatum.? 

* Categor. p. 3, a. 1: as b€ ye ai | se esse poneremus, nunquam ex 
mp@tac ovoiat mpos ta aAda tavTa 
éxovow, ovT@ ta €ldn Kal Ta yern 
mpos Ta Nowra Tava Exel KATA TOUT@Y 
yap mavyra Ta Nowra Katnyopeirat. 

» Bonitz has an instructive note 
upon Form and Matter, the meta- 
physical constituents of Prima Sub- 
stantia, Hoc Aliquid, Sokrates, Kal- 
lias (see Aristot. Metaphys. Z. p. 1033, 
b. 24), which illustrates pertinently 
the relation between Predicate and 
Subject, the logical constituents of 
the same avvodov. He observes (not. 
p. 827, ad Aristot. Metaph. Z. p. 1033, 
b. 19), “Quoniam ex duabus sub- 
stantiis, que quidem actu sint, nun- 

quam una existit substantia, si et 
formam et materiam utrumque per 

utroque existeret res definita ac sen- 
sibilis, réd¢ 7x. Ponendum potius, 

si recte assequor Aristotelis senten- 
tiam, utrumque (Form and Matter) 
ita ut alterum exspectet, materia 
ut forme definitionem, forma ut 
materiam definiendam, exspectet, 

neutra vero per se et absolute sit.” 
What Bonitz says here about Mat- 
ter and Form is no less true about 
Subject and Predicate: each is re- 
lative to the other—neither of them 
is absolute or independent of the 
other. In fact, the explanation given 
by Aristotle of Materia (Metaph. Z. 
p- 1028, b. 36) coincides very much 
with the Prima Essentia of the Cate- 
gories, if abstracted from the Secunda 
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The logical aspect of Ontology, analysing Ens into 
a common Subject with its various classes of Predicates, 
appears to begin with Aristotle. He was, as far as we 
can see, original, in taking as the point of departure 
for his theory, the individual man, horse, or other 
perceivable object ; in laying down this Concrete Par- 
ticular with all its outfit of details, as the type of Ens 
proper, complete and primary; and in arranging into 
classes the various secondary modes of ns, according 
to their different relations to the primary type and 
the mode in which they contributed to make up its 
completeness. He thus stood opposed to the Pytha- 
goreans and Platonists, who took their departure from 
the Universal, as the type of full and true Entity ; 
while he also dissented from Demokritus, who recog- 
nized no true Ens except the underlying, imperceptible, 
eternal atoms and vacuum. Moreover Aristotle seems 
to have been the first to draw up a logical analysis 
of Entity in its widest sense, as distinguished from 

Essentia. Materia is called there 

by Aristotle 76 tzoKeipevov, Kal’ ob 
cates as Correlata: it is the poten- 
tiality for Predicates generally, as 

Td adda eyerat, exeivo § avtd pyere 
kat ad\\o—heyo & VAny i) Ka?’ avray 
pyre ti pyre moody pyre GdXo pybev 
Aeyerar ois Spiorar 70 dv (p. 1029, a. 
20). €o7t yap tt xa€’ of Katnyopeirat 
TOUT@Y EKaOTOY, © TO EivaL ETEpoV 
kat TOY KaTHyopl@y ExdoTn: TH pev 
yap adia ris ovaias Karnyopetrat, avery 
d€ Ts UAns. 

Aristotle proceeds to say that this 
Subject—the Subject for all Predi- 
cates, but| never itself a Predicate— 

cannot be\ the genuine oveia, which 
must essentially be ywpiordy Kai TO 
rdé0e TL (p. 1029, a. 28), and which 
must have a ri Hv eivar (1029, b. 2). 
The Subject is in fact not true otaia, 
but is one of the constituent elements 
thereof, being relative to the Predi- 

Materia is the potentiality for Forms. 
* Simplikius ad Categ. p. 2, b. 5; 

Schol. p. 52, a. 1, Br: *Apytras 6 
IlvOayopetos ov mpocterac thy vuvi 
TpOKELwEerny TOV OvoL@Y Staipeow, GAN 
G@\Anv avril ravtns exeivos eyKpiver— 

cal 4 , > SS Py , Tay pevrot IlvOayopeiwy ovdels av mpo- 
coro TavTny thy Siaipecw TOY mpa- 
Tov kat Sevrépwy ovot@y, dre Tots 
kaOddov TO mpaTwes UmdpxYew papTe- 
povot, To O€ Exxaroy ev Tos peptoTois 
> / \ , > Co c 

amo\elmovot, kal OuoTe ev Tols am\ov- 

ordros THY mpatny Kal KuploTarny 
> 4 > U > > > e a 

ovoiay amoribevta, GAN ovx ws viv 
Aeyerat ev Tois TuvO€ToLs Kal aia OyrToIs, 

\ , \ , \ \ ” ” kal Oudrt Ta yévn Kal Ta €idn OvTa 
vopifovcw, add ovxt ouyKkepadaov- 
peva Tals y@plorais emuvolas. 
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that metaphysical analysis which we read in his 
other works; the two not being contradictory, but dis- 
tinct and tending to different purposes. Both in the 
one and in the other, his principal controversy seems to 
have been with the Platonists, who disregarded both 
individual objects and accidental attributes; dwelling 
upon Universals, Genera and Species, as the only real 
Entia capable of being known. With the Sophists, 
Aristotle contends on a different ground, accusing them 
of neglecting altogether the essential attributes, and 
confining themselves to the region of accidents, in 
which no certainty was to be found;* in Plato, he 
points out the opposite mistake, of confining himself 
to the essentials, and ascribing undue importance to 
the process of generic and specific subdivision.” His 
own logical analysis takes account both of the essential 
and accidental, and puts them in what he thinks their 
proper relation. The Accidental (cvpBeBnKos, concomi- 
tant, i.e. of the essence) is per sé not knowable at all 
(he contends), nor is ever the object of study pursued 
in any science; it is little better than a name, de- 
signating the lowest degree of Ens, bordering on ‘Non- 
Ens It is a term comprehending all that he includes 
under his nine last Categories; yet it is not a term 
connoting either generic communion, or even so much 
as analogical relation.* In the treatise now before 
us, he does not recognize either that or any other 
general term as common to all those nine Categories ; 
each of the nine is here treated as a Summum Genus, 

* Metaphys. E. p. 1026, b. 15: ciot | 21. domep yap dvépare pdvoy rd cup 
yap of Tav codicray Aéyou wept TO | BeBnkds — daiverar yap Td oupPe- 
oupBeBnkbs os cimeiv padiora Travrav, | ByKds eyyds TL TOD ju) OvTos. 
&c.; also K. p. 1061, b. 8; Analytic. * (Physicaanns isp; 200, b:\ 34: 
Poster. i. p. 71, b. 10. Kowoy © emt rovtrwy ovdev eat AaBeiv, 

» Analytic. Priora, i. p. 46,a. 31. | &c. 
© Aristot. Metaph. E. p. 1026, b. 13- | 
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having its own mode of relationship, and clinging 
by its own separate thread to the Subject. He ac- 
knowledges the Accidents in his classification, not 
as a class by themselves, but as subordinated to the 
Essence, and, as so many threads of distinct, variable, 
and irregular accompaniments attaching themselves to 
this constant root, without uniformity or steadiness.* 

In discriminating and arranging the Ten Categories, 
Trendelenburg supposes that Aristotle was guided, con- 
sciously or unconsciously, by grammatical considera- 
tions, or by a distinction among the parts of speech. 
It should be remembered that what are now familiarly 
known as the eight parts of speech, had not yet been 
distinguished or named in the time of Aristotle, nor 
did the distinction come into vogue before the time of 
the Stoic and Alexandrine grammarians, more than 
a century after him. ssentia or Substantia, the 
first Category, answers (so Trendelenburg thinks”) to 
the Substantive; Quantum and Quale represent the 

Adjective; Ad Aliquid, the comparative Adjective, of 
which Quantum and Quale are the positive degree; 

Ubi and Quando the Adverb; Jacere, Habere, Agere, 
Pati the Verb. Of the last four, Agere and Pati cor- 
respond to the active and passive voices of the Verb; 

* See the explanation given of 76 
dy kata ovpB_eBnkos in Metaphys. E. 
pp- 1026 b., 1027 a. This is the sense 
in which Aristotle most frequently 
and usually talks of cupBeBykés, 
though he/sometimes uses it to in- 
clude also a constant and inseparable 
accompaniment or Accident, if it be 
not included in the Essence (7. e. not 
connoted by the specific name); thus, 
to have the three angles equal to two 
right angles is a cvpBeBnxos of the tri- 
angle, Metaph. A. p. 1025, a. 30. The 
proper sense in which he understands 

TO oupPeBynKos is as opposed to ro det 
e& avdykns, as well as to 70 ws emi 76 
modv. See Metaphys. K. p. 1065, a. 
2; Analyt. Poster. i. p. 74, b. 12, p. 
75, a. 18. 

It is that which is by its nature 
irregular and unpredictable. See the 
valuable chapter (ii.) in Brentano, Von 
der Bedeutung des Seienden nach 
Aristoteles (pp. 8-21), in which the 
meaning of r6 cupBeBnkos in Aristotle 
is clearly set forth. 

> Trendelenburg, Kategorienlehre, 
pp. 23, 211. 
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Jacere to the neuter or intransitive Verb; and Habere 

to the peculiar meaning of the Greek perfect—the 
present result of a past action. 

This general view, which Trendelenburg himself 
conceives as having been only guiding and not decisive 
or peremptory in the mind of Aristotle,’ appears to 
me likely and plausible, though Bonitz and others have 
strongly opposed it. We see from Aristotle’s own 
language, that the grammatical point of view had great 
effect upon his mind; that the form (e.g.) of a substan- 
tive implied in his view a mode of signification be- 
longing to itself, which was to be taken into account 
in arranging and explaining the Categories.” I appre- 
hend that Aristotle was induced to distinguish and 
set out his Categories by analysing various complete 
sentences, which would of course include substantives, 
adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. It is also remarkable 
that Aristotle should have designated his four last 
Categories by the indication of verbs, the two imme- 
diately preceding by adverbs, the second and third by 
adjectives, and the first by a substantive. There re- 
mains the important Category Ad Aliquid, which has 
no part of speech corresponding to it specially. Hven 
this Category, though not represented by any part of 
speech, is nevertheless conceived and defined by Ari- 
stotle in a very narrow way, with close reference to 
the form of expression, and to the requirement of a 
noun immediately following, in the genitive or dative 
case. And thus, where there is no special part of 

Satzzergliederung wird anerkannt.” * Trendelenburg, Kategorienlebre, 
» Categor. p. 8, b. 13: emi de rav p. 209: “ Gesichtspunkte der Sprache 

leiteten den erfindenden Geist, um sie 
(die Kategorien) zu bestimmen. Aber 
die grammatischen Beziehungen leiten 
nur und entscheiden nicht.” P. 216: 
“der grammatische Leitfaden der 

4 > - , ‘ c f 

devrépav ovor@y daiverar pev opoiws 
Lod , “ , 

TO OXHpaT’ THs mpooyyoptas 
réS€ TL onpaivery, Oray ein avOpwrov 
i) CGov, ob ppv adnOes ye, GAG paddov 

| moody Te onpaiver. &c. 
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speech, the mind of Aristotle still seems to receive its 
cuidance from grammatical and syntactic forms. 
We may illustrate the ten Categories of Aristotle by 

comparing them with the four Categories of the Stoics. 
During the century succeeding Aristotle’s death, the 
Stoics, Zeno and Chrysippus (principally the latter), 
having before them what he had done, proposed a 
new arrangement for the complete distribution of Sub- 
ject and Predicates. Their distribution was quadruple 
instead of decuple. Their first Category was vi, Al- 
quid or Quiddam—ro vroxeipevov, the Substratum or 
Subject. Their second was zowv, Quale or Quality. 
Their third was aws éxov, certo Modo se habens. Their 
fourth was, xpos te tas éxov, Ad Aliquid certo Modo se 
habens.* 
We do not possess the advantage (which we have in 

the case of Aristotle) of knowing this quadruple scheme 
as stated and enforced by its authors. We knowit only 
through the abridgment of Diogenes Laertius, together 
with incidental remarks and criticisms, chiefly adverse, 
by Plutarch, Sextus Empiricus, Plotinus, and some Ari- 
stotelian commentators. As far as we can make out 
upon this evidence, it appears that the first Stoic 
Category corresponded with the Upety Ovcia, First 

* Plotinus, Ennead. vi. 1, 25; vi. 1, 
30: ta mas exovta tpira TiecOa. 
Simplikius ad Categor. f. 7, p. 48, a. 
18, Brand. Schol.: Oi Sraixol eis 
éhdtrova cuatéAAew a&tovon TOY TeY 

mpotov yevav aptOudv, Kat twa ev 
rots ehdtToow vmn\Aaypeva Tapadap- 

Bavovot. Towvvrar yap THY Toppy Eis 
régoapa, eis Urokeipeva, Kal Towa, Kal 

Tas EXOVTA, KAL_Tpos TL THs ExovTa. 
It would seem from the adverse 

criticisms of Plotinus, that the Stoics 

recognized one grand yévos compre- 
hending all the above four as distinct 

species: see Plotinus, Ennead., vi. 2, 

1; vi. 1, 25. He charges them with 
inconsistency and error for doing so. 
He admits, however, that Aristotle 
did not recognize any one supreme 
yevos comprehending all the ten Cate- 
gories (vi. 1,1), but treated all the 
ten as mpéra yévy, under an analogous 
ageregate. I cannot but think that 
the Stoics looked upon their four yevy 
in the same manner ; for I do not see 

what they could find more compre- 
hensive to rank generically above 
Tl. 
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Essence or Substance of Aristotle. It was exclusively 
Subject, and could never become Predicate ; but it was 
indispensable as Subject, to the three other Predicates. 
Its meaning was concrete and particular; for we are 
told that all general notions or conceptions were ex- 
cluded by the Stoics from this Category,* and were 
designated as Ovrtwa, Non-Individuals, or Non-Par- 
ticulars. Homo was counted by them, not under the 
Category 7/, Quid, but under the Category rod», 
Quale; in its character of predicate determining the 
Subject t/s or ti. The Stoic Category Quale thus in- 
cluded the Aristotelian Second Essences or Substances, 
and also the Aristotelian differentia. Quale was a 
species-making Category (eiéomo.ws).” It declared what 

* Simpl. ad Categ., p. 54, a. 12, | 
Schol. Brand.: oupmapadyrreov de 
Kal thy ovvnOevay Tov Stwikdv tepl 

TOV YEVIKGY TOL@Y, TOS ai TT@TELS 
kar avrovs mpodéportat, Kal mas 
ovriva Ta Kowa map avrois héyerat, 
kal Om@s mapa THY a@yvoiay TOU pI) 
macay ovoiay rode TL onpaivewy Kai TO 
Tapa Tov ovTiva oddiopa yivera 

| mapa TO oxipa ths Nékews: oiov el Tis 
eotw ev AOnvats, ovK éoTrw ev Meya- 
puss 6 yap av@pamos oivrtis 
€ativ, ov yap €oTi TLs 6 KoLvos, 
as twa O€ abroy ehdBoper ev TO Oyo, 
kal mapa TovTO TO Gvopa TOUTO éxyeV 
6 Adyos oUris KAnOeis. 

Compare Schol. p. 45, a. 7, where 
Porphyry says that the Stoics, as 
well as Aristotle, in arranging Cate- 
gories, took as their point of departure 
TO Sevrepov broKeipevov, Dot TO mparov 
brokeipevoy (= tiv amouov VANV). 

» Trendelenburg, Kategorienlehre 
p. 222; Plutarch, De Stoicor. Re- 
pugnantiis, p. 1054 a.; Simpl. ad 
Categor. Schol. p. 67, Br. Tova were 
distributed by the Stoics into three 
varieties ; and the abstract word | 

VOL. I. 

Tlovérys, in the Stoic sense, corres- 
ponded only to the highest and most 
complete of these three varieties, not 
to the second or third variety, so that 
motorns had a narrower extension than 
mudv: there were wora without any 

| movorns corresponding to them. To 
the third Category, Ilas ¢yovra, which 
was larger and more varied than the 
second, they had no abstract term 
corresponding; nor to the fourth 
Category, IIpés tt. Hence, we may 
see one reason why the Stoics, con- 
fining the abstract term zroudryres to 
durable attributes, were disposed to 
maintain that the mowdrntes tov oo- 
parev were themselves gapara or 
coparid: which Galen takes much 
pains to refute (vol. xix. p. 463, seq. ed. 
Kiihn). The Stoics considered these 
qualities as dépas tuvds, or mvevpara, 
&c., spiritual or gaseous agents per- 
vading and holding together the solid 
substance. 

It is difficult to make out these 
Stoic theories clearly from the evi- 
dence before us. From the state- 
ments of Simplikius in Scholia, pp. 

L 
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was the Essence of the Subject 7/—the essential quali- 
ties or attributes, but also the derivative manifestations 
thereof, coinciding with what is called the proprium in 
Porphyry’s Hisagoge. It therefore came next in order 
immediately after 7: since the Essence of the Subject must 
be declared, before you proceed to declare its Accidents. 

The third Stoic Category (mas éyov) comprised a 
portion of what Aristotle ranked under Quale, and all 
that he ranked under Quantum, Ubi, Quando, Agere, 
Pati, Jacere, Habere. The fourth Stoic Category coin- 
cided with the Aristotelian Ad Aliquid. The third 
was thus intended to cover what were understood as 
absolute or non-relative Accidents; the fourth included 

what were understood as Relative Accidents. 
The order of arrangement among the four was con- 

sidered as fixed and peremptory. They were not co- 
ordinate species under one and the same genus, but 
superordinate and subordinate,* the second presupposing 
and attaching to the first; the third, presupposing and 
attaching to the first, plus the second; the fourth, pre- 

67-69, I cannot understand the line 
of distinction between wo.ad and mas 
éxovra. The Stoics considered zrotérys 
to be Stvapis mAcictey émo.otiKi 
oupTTapdrev, @s 7 ppdvyots Tod TE 
povipws mepiratety Kat Tov dpo- 
vinws StadéyerOar (p. 69, b. 2); and 
if all these cuymropara were in- 
cluded under zroidy, so that 6 dpovi- 
pos mepirarav, 6 mE mporeiver, and 
6 Tpéxav, were mrovoi Ties (p. 67, b. 
34), I hardly see what was left for 
the third Category mas ¢yovra to 
comprehend; although, according to 
the indications of Plotinus, it would 
be the most comprehensive. The 
Stoic writers seem both to have dif 
fered among themselves and to have 
written inconsistently. 

Neither Trendelenburg (Kategorien- * 
lehre pp. 223-226), nor even Prantl, 
in his more elaborate account (Gesch. 
der Logik, pp. 429-437), clears up 
this obscurity. 

* Prantl, Geschichte der Logik, 
vol. i. pp. 428-429; Simplikius ad 
Categor. fol. 43, A: xdkxeivo dromov 
TO ovvOera Trovety Ta yérn ek TpoTepav 
TwWav Kal OevtTépwy ws TO mpds TE eK 
mowov Kat mpds tt. Cf. Plotinus, En- 
nead. vi. 1, 25-29. 

Porphyry appears to include all 
oupBeBnkdra under soy and ras 

éxov: he gives as examples of the 
latter, what Aristotle would have 
assigned to the Category xeio@a 
(Eisagoge, cc. 2, 10; Schol. Br. p. 1, 

ps2, ped, algo): 
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supposing and attaching to the first, plus the second and 
third. The first proposition to be made is, in answer to 
the question Quale Quid? You answer Tale Aliquid, 
declaring the essential attributes. Upon this, the next 
question is put, Quali Modo se habens? You answer by 
a term of the third Category, declaring one or more of 
the accidental attributes non-relative, Tale Aliquid, tala 
Modo se habens. Upon this, the fourth and last question 
follows, Quali Modo se habens ad alia? Answer is made 

by a predicate of the fourth Category, 7.e. a Relative. 
Mie Aliquis—homo (1), niger (2), servus (3). 

In comparing the ten Aristotelian with the four 
Stoic Categories, we see that the first great difference. 
is in the extent and comprehension of Quale, which 
Aristotle restricts on one side (by distinguishing from 
it Essentia Secunda), and enlarges on the other (by 
including in it many attributes accidental and foreign 
to the Essence). The second difference is, that the 
Stoics did not subdivide their third Category, but in- 
cluded therein all the matter of six Aristotelian Cate- 
gories,* and much of the matter of the Aristotelian Quale. 
Both schemes agree on two points :—1. In taking as the 
point of departure the concrete, particular, individual, 
Substance. 2. In the narrow, restricted, inadequate 
conception formed of the Relative—Ad Aliquid. 

Plotinus himself recognizes five Summa or Prima 
Genera,” (he does not call them Categories) Ens, Motus, 
Quies, Idem, Diversum ; the same as those enumerated 

* Plotinus (Ennead. vi. 1. 30) dis- | were indefeasible. 
approves greatly the number of dis- Simplikius says that the Stoics dis- 
parates ranked under ré was éxov, | tinguished between 76 mpds re and ro 
which has (he contends) no discover- | mpés Tt mas €xov ; and 'Trendelenburg 
able unity as a generic term. It is | (pp. 228, 229) explains and illustrates 
curious to see how he cites the Aristo- | this distinction, which, however, ap- 

telian Categories, as if the decuple | pears to be very obscure. 
distinction which they marked out » Plotinus, Ennead. vi. 2. 8, 14, 16. 

Insg 
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in the Platonic Sophistes. He does not admit Quantum, 

Quale, or Ad Aliquid, to be Prima Genera; still less 
the other Aristotelian Categories. Moreover, he insists 
emphatically on the distinction between the intelligible 
and the sensible world, which distinction he censures 

Aristotle for neglecting. His five Genera he applies 
directly and principally to the intelligible world. 
For the sensible world he admits ultimately five Cate- 
gories; Substantia or Essentia (though he conceives 
this as fluctuating between Form, Matter, and the 
Compound of the two), Ad Aliquid, Quantum, Quale, 
Motus. But he doubts whether Quantum, Quale, 
and Motus, are not comprehended in Ad Aliquid. 
He considers, moreover, that Sensible Substance is not 
Substance, properly speaking, but only an imitation 
thereof; a congeries of non-substantial elements, quali- 
ties and matter.” Dexippus,° in answering the ob- 
jections of Plotinus, insists much on the difference 

® Plotinus, Ennead. vi. 3. 3. 7 kat 
Tara els Ta Mpos TL’ TEPLEKTLKOV yap 
paddov. His idea of Relation is more 
comprehensive than that of Aristotle, 
for he declares that terms, proposi- 
tions, discourse, &¢., are mpdés tu Kal’ 
d onuayrikd (vi. 3. 19). 

» Plotinus, Enn. vi. 3. 8-15. 
¢ The second and third books of 

Dexippus’s Dialogue contain his an- 
swers to many of the objections urged 
by Plotinus. Aristotle, in the Cate- 
goriz (Dexippus says), accommodates 
himself both to the received manner of 
speaking and to the simple or ordinary 
conception of ovcia entertained by 
youth or unphilosophical men—ovre 
yap Tepi Tov Gvrwv, oUTE meEpl TOY yevov 

THS MOTHS ovolas viv a’T@ mpoKerra 
héyew: oToxdferar yap Tay véwy Tois 
dmAovatepas emakodovbeivy Suvapévey 
(p. 49). Compare also pp.. 50-54, 
where Dexippus contrasts the more 

abstruse handling which we read in 
the Physica and Metaphysica, with 
the more obvious and unpretending 
thoughts worked out by Aristotle in 
the Categoria. Dexippus gives an 
interesting piece of advice to his pupil, 
that he should vary his mode of dis- 
cussing these topics, according as his 
companions are philosophical or other- 
Wise—eya prev ody, @ Kade kayale 
Zedevke, Soypaticrepoy mpds TAw- 
Tivov amavT@, ov b¢, émet Babdrepai 
Tos elo ai Avoes adrat, mpos pev 

Tovs €k idocodias Sppwpévouvs rais 
To.avTals dmavTnoect Xp, mpos dé 
Tovs OAiya emiotapEevous TaY Soyparev 
Tals mpoxeipors xp@ Siadvceow, ekeivo 
héeyov, tt mepi mé6da Tworeiabat 
€Oos Tas adkpodoets “Apicrore- 
Lee O10 Kal viv ovdey CEwber éere- 
aayer TOY aywrépw Kkelpevay Pidoco- 
dnparav, &c. (pp. 50-51). 
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between Aristotle’s point of view in the Categoria, in 
the Physica, and in the Metaphysica. In the Cate- 
gorie, Aristotle dwells mainly on sensible substances 
(such as the vulgar understand) and the modes of 
naming and describing them. 

Galen also recognizes five Categories; but not the 
same five as Plotinus. He makes a new list, formed 
partly out of the Aristotelian ten, partly out of the Stoic 

bey , , , , 9 

four :—Ovoia, TOGOV, TOLOV, WPOS Tl, TpOS TL TWS exov." 

The latter portion of this Aristotelian treatise, on 
the Categories or Predicaments, consists of an Ap- 
pendix, usually known under the title of ‘ Post-Predica- 
menta;’” wherein the following terms or notions are 
analysed and explained— Opposita, Prius, Simul, Motus, 
flabere. 

Of Opposita, Aristotle reckons four modes, analogous 
to each other, yet not different species under the same 
genus *—1. Felative-Opposita—Relatum and Correlatum. 
2. Contraria. 3. Habitus and Privatio. 4. Affirmatio 
and Negatio. 

These four modes of opposition have passed from 

* Schol. ad Categor. p. 49 a. 30. 
» Andronikus and other commen- 

tators supposed the Post-Predicamenta 
to have been appended to the Cate- 
gorie by some later hand. Most of 
the commentators dissented from this 
view. ‘The distinctions and explana- 
tions seem all Aristotelian. 

* Categ. p. 11, b. 16: mepi dé rav 
GyTLKEeVwY, TOTAXaS Elwbey ayTiKel- 
oOa pnreov. See Simpl. in Schol. p. 
81, a. 37-b. 24. Whether Aristotle 
reckoned ra dvrikeiveva a true genus 
or not, was debated among the com- 
mentators. The word rocayés implies 
that he did not; and he treats even 
the term ¢vaytia as a mroddax@s eyo- 

pevoy, though it is less wide in its 
application than dytiKkeijweva, which in- 
cludes Relata (Metaphys. I. p. 1055, a. 
17). He even treats orépyois as a 
TohAaxa@s Aeyopevoy (p. 1055, a, 34). 

Ai avridéces téooapes, the four 
distinct varieties of ra dyrikeipeva 
are enumerated by Aristotle in various 
other places :—Topic. ii. p. 109, b. 17; 
p. 113, b. 15; Metaphys. I. p. 1055, a. 
58. In Metaphys. A. p. 1018, a. 20, 
two other varieties are added. Bonitz 
observes (ad Metaph. p. 247) that 
Aristotle seems to treat this quadri- 
partite distribution of Opposita, “ tan- 
quam certum et exploratum, pariter 
ac causarum numerum,” &c. 
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the Categorie of Aristotle into all or most of the 
modern treatises on Logic. The three last of the four 
are usefully classed together, and illustrated by their 
contrasts with each other. But as to the first of the 
four, I cannot think that Aristotle has been happy in 
the place which he has assigned to it. To treat Relatwa 
as a variety of Opposita, appears to me an inversion of 
the true order of classification ; placing the more com- 
prehensive term in subordination to the less compre- 
hensive. Instead of saying that Relatives are a variety 
of the Opposite, we ought rather to say that Opposites 
are varieties of the Relative. We have here another 
proof of what has been remarked a few pages above ; 
the narrow and inadequate conception which Aristotle 
formed of his Ad Aliquid or the Relative ; restricting 
it to cases in which the describe phrase is gram- 
matically elliptical.* 

* Categor. p. 11, b. 24. 
Ammonius and Simplikius inform 

us that there was much debate among 
the commentators about these four 
alleged varieties of dvyttKxeipeva; also, 

that even Aristotle himself had com- 
posed a special treatise (not now 
extant), Ilept trav *Avticeipévor, full 

of perplexing dopia, which the 
Stoics afterwards discussed without 
solving (Schol. p. 83, a. 15-48). 
Herminus and others seem to have 
felt the difficulty of calling all Rela- 
tives dytckeipeva ; for they admitted 
that the antithesis between the Re- 
lative and its Correlate was of gentler 
character, not conflicting, but recipro- 
cally sustaining. Alexander ingeni- 
ously compared elatwm and its 
Correlatum tothe opposite rafters of 
a roof, each supporting the other 
(wadakwtepa Kal ATTov paxdpueva ev 

r c \ > 

Tols GvTikewevois, WS Kal GupiBad-. 
> , 

ReoOar ci clioly advTikeipeva oo- 

The three classes last-mentioned 

€ovra &dXnda: adda TodTO pev 
deixvuowv "AN€EavSpos Ore aytiKkeipeva, 
Os kal Ta AaBSoerdy EvAa wapadetypa 
AapBaver, &c., Schol. p. 81, b. 32; p. 
82, a. 15, b. 20). This isan undue en- 
largement of the meaning of Opposita, 
by taking in the literal material sense 
as an adjunct to the logical. On the 
contrary, the Stoics are alleged to 
have worked out the views of Ari- 
stotle about évaytia, but to have re- 
stricted the meaning of dyrukeijeva to 
contradictory opposition, 7. e. to Affir- 
mative and Negative Propositions 
with the same subject and predicate 
(Schol. p. 83, b. 11; p. 87,a.29). In 
Metaphysica, A. p. 988, a. 31, Aristotle 
calls the final cause (rd 08 evexa Kal 
tayabov) tiv aytiKeysevny aitiay to 
the third cause (among his four), ro 
ddev 7 Kivnots. This is a misleading 
phrase ; the two are not opposed, but 
mutually implicated and correlative. 
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by Aristotle (1. Contraria, 2. Habitus and Privatio, 3. 
Afirmatio and Negatio) are truly Opposita; in each 
there is a different mode of opposition, which it is 
good to distinguish from the others. But the Relatum 
and its Correlatum, as such, are not necessarily Opposita 
at all; they are compared or conceived in conjunction 
with each other; while a name, called relative, which 
connotes such comparison, &c., is bestowed upon each. 
Opposita fall under this general description, as parts 
(together with other parts not Opposita) of a larger 
whole. They ought properly to be called Opposite- 
felativa: the phrase elative-Opposita, as applied 
to Relatives generally, being discontinued as in- 
correct.” 

From Opposita Aristotle passes to Prius and Simul ; 
with the different modes of each.” Swecessive and Syn- 
chronous, are the two most general classes under which 
facts or events can be cast. They include between 
them all that is meant by Order in Time. They admit 
of no definition, and can be explained only by appeal 
to immediate consciousness in particular cases. Priority 
and Simultaneity, in this direct and primary sense, are 
among the clearest and most impressive notions of the 
human mind. But Aristotle recognizes four additional 
meanings of these same words, which he distinguishes 
from the primary, in the same way as he distin- 
guishes (in the ten Categories) the different meanings 
of Essentia, in a gradually descending scale of ana- 
logy. The secondary Prius is that which does not 
reciprocate according to the order of existence with 
its Posterius; where the Posterius presupposes the 

* See the just and comprehensive After reading that definition, the 
definition of Relative Names given | inconvenience of ranking Relatives as 
by Mr. John Stuart Mill, in his | a species or variety of Opposites, will 
System of Logic, Book I. chap. ii. | be seen at once. 

S07, p46. | » Categ. p. 14, a. 26, seq. 
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Prius, while the Prius does not presuppose the Pos- 
terius: for example, given two, the existence of one 
is necessarily implied; but given one, the existence 
of two is not implied.* The tertiary Prius is that 
which comes first in the arrangements of science or 
discourse: as, in geometry, point and line are prior as 
compared with the diagrams and demonstrations; in 
writing, letters are prior as compared with syllables; 
in speeches, the proem is prior as compared with the 
exposition, A fourth mode of Prius (which is the 
most remote and far-fetched) is, that the better and 
more honourable is prius natura. Still a fifth mode is, 
when, of two Relatives which reciprocate with each 
other as to existence, one is cause and the other effect: 
in such a case, the cause is said to be prior by nature to 
the effect.2 For example, if it be a fact that Caius 
exists, the proposition “Caius exists,” is a true pro- 
position; and vice versd, if the proposition “ Caius 
exists’’ is a true proposition, it is a fact that Caius 
exists. But though from either of these you can infer. 
the other, the truth of the proposition is the effect, and 
not the cause, of the reality of the fact. Hence it is 
correct to say that the latter is prius natura, and the 
former posterius naturd. 

This is a sort of article in a Philosophical Dic- 
tionary, tracing the various derivative senses of two 
very usual correlative phrases; and there is another 
article in the fourth book of the Metaphysica, where 

@ Aristot. Categ p. 14, a. 29, It appears that debates, Tepi Ipo- 
seq. This second mode of Prius is 
entitled by Alexander (see Schol. (ad 
Metaphys. A-) p. 707, b. 7, Brandis) 
mpotepov tH vo. But Aristotle 
does not so call it here; he reserves 
that title for the fourth and fifth 
modes. 

Tépov kal ‘Yorépov, were frequent in 
the dialectic schools of Aristotle’s day 
as well as debates, Ilept Tavrov kat 
‘Erépov, Iepi “Opoiouv kat *Avopoiov, 
Tlept Tavtérnros Kat °*Evavtudrnros 
(Arist. Metaph. B. p. 995, b. 20). 

» Aristot. Categ. p. 14, b. 10. 
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the derivations of the same terms are again traced out, 
though by roads considerably different.* The two terms 
are relatives; Prius implies a Posterius, as Simul 

implies another Simul; and it is an useful process to 
discriminate clearly the various meanings assigned to 
each. Aristotle has done this, not indeed clearly nor 
consistently with himself, but with an earnest desire 
to elucidate what he felt to be confused and perplexing. 
Yet there are few terms in his philosophy which are 
more misleading. Though he sets out, plainly and 
repeatedly, the primary and literal sense of Priority, 
(the temporal or real), as discriminated from the 
various secondary and metaphorical senses, neverthe- 
less when ‘he comes to employ the term Prius in the 
course of his reasonings, he often does so without speci- 
fying in which sense he intends it to be understood. 
And as the literal sense (temporal or real priority) is 
the most present and familiar to every man’s mind, 
so the term is often construed in this sense when it 
properly bears only the metaphorical sense. The con- 
fusion of logical or emotional priority (priority either 
in logical order of conception, or in esteem and respect) 
with priority in the order of time, involving separability 
of existence, is a frequent source of misunderstanding 
in the Aristotelian Physics and Metaphysics. The 
order of logical antecedence and sequence, or the fact 
of logical coexistence, is of great importance to be 
understood, with a view to the proof of truth, to the 

disproof of error, or to the systematization of our pro- 

* Aristot. Metaphys. A. p. 1018, b. | cognition, while we find such recog- 
11-p. 1019, a. 12. The article in the | nition in the Metaphysica, and we 
Metapbysica is better and fuller than | find also a fuller development of the 
that in the Categorie. In this last, | varieties of the logical or intellectual 
Order in Place receives no special re- | Prius. 
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cesses of thought; but we must keep in mind that what 
is prior in the logical order is not for that reason prior 
in temporal order, or separable in real existence, or fit 
to be appealed to as a real Cause or Agent.* 

* In the language of Porphyry, | muvocira: (priority in the order of con- 
mpovmeornke (priority in real exist- | ception), Hisagoge, cc. xv., xvi. ; Schol. 
ence) means nothing more than mpoe- | Br. p. 6, a. 7-21. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

DE INTERPRETATIONE. 

In the preceding chapter I enumerated and discussed 
what Aristotle calls the Categories. We shall now pro- 
ceed to the work which stands second in the aggregate 
called the Organon—the treatise De Interpretatione. 
We have already seen that the Aristotelian Ontology 

distinguishes one group of varieties of Ens (or different 
meanings of the term /ns) as corresponding to the 
diversity of the ten Categories; while recognizing also 
another variety of Ens as Truth, with its antithesis 
Non-Ens as Falsehood". The former group was dealt 
with in the preceding chapter ; the latter will form the 
subject of the present chapter. In both, indeed, 
Ontology is looked at as implicated with Logic; that 
is, Ens is considered as distributed under significant 
names, fit to be coupled in propositions. This is the 
common basis both of the Categorie and of the treatise 
De Interpretatione. The whole classification of the 
Categories rests on the assumption of the proposition 
with its constituent parts, and on the different relation 
borne by each of the nine genera of predicates towards 
their common Subject. But in the Categorize no ac- 
count was taken of the distinction between truth and 
falsehood, in the application of these predicates to the 
Subject. If we say of Sokrates, that he is fair, pug- 
nosed, brave, wise, &c., we shall predicate truly; if we 

" See above in the preceding chapter, p. 86. 
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say that he is black, high-nosed, cowardly, stupid, &e., 
we shall predicate falsely ; but in each case our pre- 
dicates will belong to the same Category—that of 
Quale. Whether we describe him as he now is, stand- 

ing, talking, in the market-place at Athens; or whether 
we describe him as he is not, sitting down, singing, in 
Egypt—in both speeches, our predicates rank under the 
same Categories, Jacere, Agere, Ubi. No account is 
taken in the Categorie of the distinction between true 
and false application of predicates; we are only in- 
formed under what number of general heads all our 
predicates must be included, whether our propositions 
be true or false in each particular case. 

But this distinction between true and false, which 
remained unnoticed in the Categoriw, comes into the 
foreground in the treatise De Interpretatione. The 
Proposition, or enunciative speech,* is distinguished 
from other varieties of speech (interrogative, precative, 
imperative) by its communicating what is true or what 
is false. It is defined'to be a complex significant speech, 
composed of two terms at least, each in itself significant, 
yet neither of them, separately taken, communicating 
truth or falsehood. The terms constituting the Pro- 
position are declared to be a Noun in the nominative 
case, as Subject, and a Verb, as Predicate; this latter 
essentially connoting time, in order that the synthesis 
of the two may become the enunciation of a fact or 
quasi-fact, susceptible of being believed or disbelieved. 
All this mode of analysing a proposition, different from 
the analysis thereof given or implied in the Categorie, 
is conducted with a view to bring out prominently its 
function of imparting true or false information. The 

treatise called the Categorize is a theory of significant 

* Aristot. De Interpret. p. 17, a. 1: Adyos amogartikés. 
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names subjicible and predicable, fit to serve as elements 
of propositions, but not yet looked at as put together 
into actual propositions; while in the treatise De In- 
terpretatione they are assumed to be put together, and a 
theory is given of Propositions thus completed. 

Words spoken are marks significant of mental impres- 
sions associated with them both by speaker and hearer ; 
words written are symbols of those thus uttered. Both 
speech and writing differ in different nations, having 
no natural connection with the things signified. But 
these last, the affections or modifications of the mind, 
and the facts or objects of which they are representa- 
tions or likenesses, are the same to all. Words are 
marks primarily and directly of the first, secondarily 
and indirectly of the second." Aristotle thus recognizes 
these two aspects—first, the subjective, next the ob- 
jective, as belonging, both of them conjointly, to sig- 
nificant language, yet as logically distinguishable ; the 
former looking to the proximate correlatum, the latter 
to the ultimate. 

For this doctrine, that the mental affections of man- 
kind, and the things or facts which they represent, are 
the same everywhere, though the marks whereby they 
are signified differ, Aristotle refers us to his treatise 
De Anima, to which he says that it properly belongs.” 
He thus recognizes the legitimate dependence of Logic 
on Psychology or Mental Philosophy. 

* De Interpretat. p. 16, a. 3, seq. oy 
peévto. Tadta onpeia mpwT@s, TaiTa 
mwaot Tra@npata ths uyxins, Kal dv 
TavTa 6polmpara, mpaypatra non TavTd. 

was not the work of Aristotle. An- 

dronikus contended that there was 

nothing in the De Anima to justify 
the reference. But Ammonius in his 

» Ibid. p. 16,:a. 8: mepi pev ody 
TOUT@Y ElpnTa, ev Tos mepl WuxAs: 
a@ Ans yap mpayparetas. It was upon 
this reference, mainly, that Andro- 
nikus the Rhodian rested his opinion, 
that the treatise De Interpretatione 

Scholia (p. 97, Brand.) makes a suffi- 
cient reply to the objection of An- 
dronikus. ‘lhe third book De Anima 
(pp. 480-431) lays down the doctrine 
here alluded to. Compare Torstrick’s 
Commentary, p. 210. 

a 
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That which is signified by words (either single or in 
combination) is some variety of these mental affections 
or of the facts which they represent. But the signifi- 
cation of a single Term is distinguished, in an important 
point, from the signification of that conjunction of 
terms which we call a Proposition. A noun, or a verb, 
belonging to the aggregate called a language, is asso- 
ciated with one and the same phantasm* or notion, 
without any conscious act of conjunction or disjunction, 
in the minds of speakers and hearers : when pronounced, 
it arrests for a certain time the flow of associated ideas, 
and determines the mind to dwell upon that particular 
group which is called its meaning.” But neither the 
noun nor the verb, singly taken, does more than this ; 
neither one of them affirms, or denies, or commu- 
nicates any information true or false. For this last 
purpose, we must conjoin the two together in a certain 
way, and make a Proposition. The signification of the 
Proposition is thus specifically distinct from that of 
either of its two component elements. It communicates 
what purports to be matter of fact, which may be either 
true or false; in other words, it imphes in the speaker, 

and raises in the hearer, the state of belief or disbelief, 
which does not attach either to the noun or to the verb 
separately. Herein the Proposition is discriminated 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 16, a. 13: 
Td pev ovy ovdpata avTa Kal Ta pyyara 
Gouke TO Givev Siarpecews Kai cvvOecews 
vonpatt, oiovy, Td avOparos Kal TO dev- 
kév, Orav py mpooteOn Tu ovTEe yap 
apeddos ovre ddnbés Tra. 

» Aristot.\De Interpret. p. 16, b. 
19: a’ra pev—xal’ éavrd eyopeva 
Ta pnyara ovdpatrd eote Kal onpaiver 
ti (iaotnoe yap 6 Aéyor typ OLa- 
votay, Kal 6 dkovaas npéepynoer) 
aN ei éotilv 7) py, ovr@ onpaiver, &. 

Compare Analyt. Poster. I]. xix. 
pp. 99-100, where the same doctrine 
occurs: the movement of association 
is stopped, and the mind is deter- 
mined to dwell upon a certain idea ; 
one among an aggregate of runaways 
being arrested in flight, another halts 
also, and so the rest in succession, 
until at length the Universal, or the 
sum total, is detained, or “stands 
still” as an object of attention: Also 
Aristot. Problem. p. 956, b. 39. 
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from other significant arrangements of words (precative, 
interrogative, which convey no truth or falsehood), as 
well as from its own component parts. Each of these 
parts, noun and verb, has a significance of its own; but 
these are the ultimate elements of speech, for the parts 
of the noun or of the verb have no significance at all. 
The Verb is distinguished from the Noun by connoting 
time, and also by always serving as predicate to some 
noun as subject.* 

Aristotle intimates his opinion, distinctly and even 
repeatedly, upon the main question debated by Plato in 
the Kratylus. He lays it down that all significant 
speech is significant by convention only, and not by 
nature or as a natural instrument.” He tells us also 
that, in this treatise, he does not mean to treat of all 
significant speech, but only of that variety which is 
known as enunciative. This last, as declaring truth or 
falsehood, is the only part belonging to Logic as he 
conceives it; other modes of speech, the precative, 
imperative, interrogative, &c., belong more naturally 
to Rhetoric or Poetic.© Enunciative speech may be 
either simple or complex ; it may be one enunciation, 
declaring one predicate (either in one word or in 
several words) of one subject; or it may comprise 
several such. The conjunction of the predicate with 
the subject constitutes the variety of proposition called 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 16, b. 
2, seq. 

» Ibid. p. 16, a. 26; p. 17, a. 2. 
¢ Aristot. De Interpr. p. 17, a. 6: 

6 8€ dmrodartikds ths viv Beo- 
pias. See the Scholion of Ammonius, 
pp. 95, 96, 108, a. 27. In the last 
passage, Ammonius refers to a passage 
in one of the lost works of Theo- 
phrastus, wherein that philosopher 

distinguished rév drodavtixdy déb-yov 
from the other varieties of Adyos, by 
the difference of cyéo.s: the dropav- 
TiKos Adyos WaS mpds Ta mpdypara, OF 
objective ; the others were mpos rovs 
dxpowpeévous, t.€. varying with the 
different varieties of hearers, or sub- 

jective. 
* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 17, a. 20. 
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Affirmation; the disjunction of the same two is Nega- 
tion or Denial.* But such conjunction or disjunction, 
operated by the cogitative act, between two mental 
states, takes place under the condition that, wherever 
conjunction may be enunciated, there also disjunc- 
tion may be enunciated, and wice versa. Whatever 
may be affirmed, it is possible also to deny; what- 
ever may be denied, it is possible also to affirm.” 

To every affirmative proposition there is thus opposed 
a contradictory negative proposition ; to every negative 
a contradictory affirmative. 
opposites may be called an Antiphasis ; always assum- 
ing that the predicate and subject of the two shall be 
really the same, without equivocation of terms—a pro- 
viso necessary to guard against troublesome puzzles 
started by the Sophists.° And we must also distinguish 
these propositions opposite as Contradictories, from pro- 
positions opposite as Contraries. For this, it has to be 
observed that there is a distinction among things 
(apaypyata) as universal or singular, according as they 
are, in their nature, predicable of a number or not: 
homo is an example of the first, and Kallias is an 
example of the second. When, now, we affirm a 
predicate universally, we must attach the mark of 
universality to the subject and not to the predicate; 
we must say, Every man is white, No man is white. 
We cannot attach the mark of universality to the 
predicate, and say, Every man is every animal; this 

@ Aristot, De Interp. p. 17, a. 25. 
> Aristot..De Interpr. p. 17, a. 30: 

dmay dy évdéxorro Kal 0 Karépyo€ tis 
dropjoa, Kal 0 anépnoe tis kaTa- 
pnoa. 

¢ Aristot. De Interpr. p. 17, a 
33: Kal €ot@ aytipacts TovTo, 

katapacis Kal amdpacis ai avtikei- 
pevat. 

It seems (as Ammonius observes, 
Schol. p. 112, a. 33) that dvridacis 
in this sense was a technical term, 
introduced by Aristotle. 

. 

This pair of contradictory . 
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would be untrue. An affirmation, then, is contra- 
dictorily opposed to a negation, when one indicates 
that the subject is universally taken, and the other, 
that the subject is taken not universally, e.g. Omnis 
homo est albus, Non omnis homo est albus; Nullus 
homo est albus, Est aliquis homo albus. The oppo- 
sition is contrary, when the affirmation is universal, 

and the negation is also universal, i.¢., when the sub- 
ject is marked as universally taken in each: for 
example, Omnis homo est albus, Nullus homo est 
albus. Of these contrary opposites, both cannot be 
true, but both may be false. Contradictory opposites, 
on the other hand, while they cannot both be true, 
cannot both be false; one must be false and the 

other true. This holds also where the subject is 
a singular term, as Sokrates.? If, however, an uni- 
versal term appear as subject in the proposition in- 
definitely, that is, without any mark of universality 
whatever, ¢.g., Est albus homo, Non est albus homo, then 
the affirmative and negative are not necessarily either 
contrary or contradictory, though they may be so 
sometimes: there is no opposition, properly speaking, 
between them; both may alike be true. This last 
observation (says Aristotle) will seem strange, because 
many persons suppose that Non est homo albus is 
equivalent to Nullus homo est albus; but the meaning 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 17, a. 37- The warning against quantifying 
b. 14: enei & eori ra pev Kabddov 
Tov mpayparwv, ra dé ka exacroy 
(éyo dé Kabddouv peév 6 emi mreidveav 
mepuke katnyopetoOa, Kad exaotov Se 
5 py, oiov avOpamos pev Tov KabdXdov, 
Kaddias 6€ trav kaé éxagcrov): &c. 
Ammonius (in Schol. p, 113, a. 38) 
says that what is predicated, either 
of many subjects or of one, must be 
pla pvors. 

VOn..1T. 

the predicate appears in this logical 
treatise of Aristotle, and is repeated 
in the Analytica Priora, J. xxvii. 
p. 43, b. 17. Here we have: ovdeuia 
karapaots aAnOis eota, ey 7 TOU 
Katyyopoupnevov KaOddov Td Kaddov 
Katnyopetrat, olov eate mas avOpwros 
mav (@ov (b, 14). 

» Thid. b. 16-29. 
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of the two is not the same, nor does the truth of the 
latter follow from that of the former,’ since homo 
in the former may be construed as not universally 
taken. 

It thus appears that there is always one negation 
corresponding to one and the same affirmation; making 
up together the Antiphasis, or pair of contradictory 
opposites, quite distinct from contrary opposites. By 
one affirmation we mean, that in which there is one 

predicate only, and one subject only, whether taken 
universally or not universally : 

FE. g. Omnis homo est albus 
Est homo albus 

. Nullus homo est albus .. 

Non omnis homo est albus. 

Non est homo albus. 

Aliquis homo est albus. 

But this will only hold on the assumption that album 
signifies one and the same thing. if there be one 

name signifying two things not capable of being gener- 
alized into one nature, or not coming under the same 

* Aristot. De Interpret. p. 17, b. | 
29-37. Mr. John Stuart Mill (System | 
of Logic, Bk. I. ch. iv. s. 4) cites and 
approves Dr. Whately’s observation, 
that the recognition of a class of Propo- 
sitions called indefinite “is a solecism, 
of the same nature as that committed 
by grammarians when in their list of 
genders they enumerate the doubtful 
gender, The speaker must mean to 
assert the proposition either as an 
universal or as a particular proposi- 
tion, though he has failed to declare 
which.” : 

But Aristotle would not have ad- 
mitted Dr. Whately’s doctrine, de- 
claring what the speaker “must mean.” 
Aristotle fears that his class, tnde- 
finite, will appear impertinent, be- 
cause many speakers are not conscious 
of any distinction or transition be- 
tween the particular and the general. 
The looseness of ordinary speech and 

thought, which Logic is intended to 
bring to view and to guard against, 
was more present to his mind than to 
that of Dr. Whately ; moreover, the 
forms of Greek speech favoured the 
ambiguity. 

Aristotle’s observation illustrates 
the deficiencies of common speaking, 
as to clearness and limitation of mean- 
ing, at the time when he began to 
theorize on propositions. 

I think that Whately’s assumption 
—“the speaker must mean ”—is ana- 
logous to the assumption on which 
Sir W. Hamilton founds his proposal 
for explicit quantification of the pre- 
dicate, viz., that the speaker must, 

implicitly or mentally, quantify the 
predicate ; and that his speech ought 
to be such as to make such quantifi- 
cation explicit. Mr. Mill has shewn 
elsewhere that this assumption of 
Sir W. Hamilton’s is incorrect. 
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definition, then the affirmation is no longer one. Thus 
if any one applies the term Aimation to signify both 
horse and man, then the proposition, Est himation 
album, is not one affirmation, but two; it is either 
equivalent to Est homo albus and Est equus albus—or it 
means nothing at all; for this or that individual man 
is not a horse. Accordingly, in this case also, as well 
as in that mentioned above, it is not indispensable that 
one of the two propositions constituting the Antiphasis 
should be true and the other false.’ 

With these exceptions Aristotle lays it down, that, in 
every Antiphasis, one proposition must be true and the 
other must be false. But (he goes on to say) this is 
only true in regard to matters past or present; it is 
not true in regard to events particular and future. To 
admit it in regard to these latter, would be to affirm 
that the sequences of events are all necessary, and none 
of them casual or contingent; whereas we know, by 

our own personal experience, that many sequences 
depend upon our deliberation and volition, and are 
therefore not necessary. If all future sequences are 
necessary, deliberation on our part must be useless. We 
must therefore (he continues) recognize one class of se- 
quences which are not uniform—not predetermined by 
antecedents; events which may happen, but which also 
may not happen, for they will not happen. Thus, my coat 
may be cut into two halves, but it never will be so cut ; 
it will wear out without any such bisection occurring. 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 18, a. 13, 
seq-: pia 6€ €or kardpacts Kal and- 
dacis 7 Ev Kal Evds onpaivovoa, 7} 
kaOdhov ovtos Ka@ddov 7) p27) Spoiws, 
otov mas GvOpwros heukds eat .. - 

> ‘ A a / > ‘4 ei TO NevKOV Ev onpaiver. ei OE 
eh. SS - fe (A S) 

dvoiv év dvopa Keira, €E Sv py corey 
év, ov pia karddaois, &c., and the 

» Aristot. De Interpr. p. 18, a. 26. 
The example which Aristotle here 
gives is one of a subject designated 
by an equivocal name ; when he had 
begun with the predicate. It would 
have been more pertinent if he had 
said at first, ef 6 avOperos ev onpaiver. 

° Aristot. De Interpr. p. 18, a. 28- 
Scholion of Ammonius, p. 116, b.6,seq. | p. 19, b. 4. 

M 2 
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If you affirm the reality of a fact past or present, 
your affirmation is of necessity determinately true, or it 
is determinately false, 7.e. the contradictory negation is 
determinately true. But if you affirm the reality of a 
fact to come, then your affirmation is not by necessity 
determinately true, nor is the contradictory negation 
determinately true. Neither the one nor the other 
separately is true: nothing is true except the disjunctive 
antithesis as a whole, including both. If you say, To- 
morrow there will either be a sea-fight, or there will 
not be a sea-fight, this disjunctive or indeterminate 
proposition, taken as a whole, will be true. Yet neither 
of its constituent parts will be determinately true; 
neither the proposition, To-morrow there will be a sea- 
fight, nor the proposition, To-morrow there will not 
be a sea-fight. But if you speak with regard to past 
or present—if you say, Yesterday either there was 2 
sea-fight or there was not a sea-fight—then not only 
will the disjunctive as a whole be true, but also one or 
other of its parts will be determinately true. 

This remarkable logical distinction is founded on 
Aristotle’s ontological or physical doctrines respecting 
the sequence and conjunction of events. He held (as 
we shall see more fully in the Physica and other trea- 
tises) that sequences throughout the Kosmos were to a 
certain extent regular, to a certain extent irregular. 
The exterior shane of the Kosmos (the Aplenes with 
the countless number of fixed stars fastened into it, was 
a type of regularity and uniformity ; eternal and ever 
moving in the same circular orbit, by necessity of its 
own nature, and without any potentiality of doing 

— 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 18, b. 29. | distinct than Aristotle himself: px 
Ammonius (Scholia ad De Interpret, | mavrws Exe TO Erepov pdpioy Tis 
p- 119, bb. 18, 28, seq.) expresses | dvrupdcews adwpicpevas adn- 
Aristotle’s meaning in terms more | Oedov, &c. (b. 48). 
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otherwise. But the earth and the elemental bodies, 
organized and unorganized, below the lunar sphere and 
in the interior of the Kosmos, were of inferior perfec- 
tion and of very different nature. They were indeed 
in part governed and pervaded by the movement and 
influence of the celestial substance within which they 
were comprehended, and from which they: borrowed 
their Form or constituent essence; but they held this 
Form implicated with Matter, 7.e. the principle of poten- 
tiality, change, irregularity, generation, and destruction, 
&e. There are thus in these sublunary bodies both 
constant tendencies and variable tendencies. The con- 
stant Aristotle calls ‘ Nature ;’ which always aspires to 
Good, or to perpetual renovation of Forms as perfect as 
may be, though impeded in this work by adverse in- 
fluences, and therefore never producing any thing but 
individuals comparatively defective and sure to perish. 
The variable he calls ‘ Spontaneity’ and ‘ Chance,’ form- 
ing an independent agency inseparably accompanying 
Nature—always modifying, distorting, frustrating, the 
full purposes of Nature. Moreover, the different natural 
agencies often interfere with each other, while the irre- 
gular tendency interferes with them all. So faras Nature 
acts, in each of her distinct agencies, the phenomena 
before us are regular and predictable ; all that is uniform, 
and all that (without being quite uniform) recurs usually 
or frequently, is her work. But, besides and along with 
Nature, there is the agency of Chance and Spontaneity, 
which is essentially irregular and unpredictable. Under 
this agency there are possibilities both for and against; 
either of two alternative events may happen. 

It is with a view to this doctrine about the variable 
kosmical agencies or potentialities that Aristotle lays 
down the logical doctrine now before us, distinguishing 
propositions affirming particular facts past or present, 
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from propositions affirming particular facts future. In 
both cases alike, the disjunctive antithesis, as a whole, is 
necessarily true. Hither there was a sea-fight yesterday, 
or there was not a sea-fight yesterday: Hither there 
will be a sea-fight to-morrow, or there will not be a sea- 
fight to-morrow—both these disjunctives alike are neces- 
sarily true. There is, however, a difference between the 
one disjunctive couple and the other, when we take the 
affirmation separately or the negation separately. If 
we say, There will be a sea-fight to-morrow, that pro- 
position is not necessarily true nor is it necessarily 
false; to say that it is either the one or the other 
(Aristotle argues) would imply that every thing in 
nature happened by necessary agency—that the casual, 
the potential, the may be or may not be, is stopped out 
and foreclosed. But this last is really the case, in 
regard to a past fact. There was a sea-fight yester- 
day, is a proposition either necessarily true or neces- 
sarily false. Here the antecedent agencies have already 
spent themselves, blended, and become realized in one 
or other of the two alternative determinate results. 
There is no potentiality any longer open; all the 
antecedent potentiality has been foreclosed. The pro- 
position therefore is either necessarily true or necessarily 
false; though perhaps we may not know whether it is 
the one or the other. | 

In defending his position regarding this question, 
Aristotle denies (what he represents his opponents as 
maintaining) that all events happen by necessity. He 
points to the notorious fact that we deliberate and take 
counsel habitually, and that the event is frequently 
modified, according as we adopt one mode of conduct 
or another; which could not be (he contends), if the 
event could be declared beforehand by a proposition 
necessarily or determinately true. What Aristotle 
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means by necessity, however, is at bottom nothing else 
than constant sequence or conjunction, conceived by 
him as necessary, because the fixed ends which Nature 
is aiming at can only be attained by certain fixed 
means. To this he opposes Spontaneity and Chance, 
disturbing forces essentially inconstant and irregular ; 
admitting, indeed, of being recorded when they have 
produced effects in the past, yet defying all power of 
prediction as to those effects which they will produce in 
the future. Hence arises the radical distinction that 
he draws in Logic, between the truth of propositions 
relating to the past (or present) and to the future. 

But this logical distinction cannot be sustained, 
because his metaphysical doctrine (on which it is 
founded) respecting the essentially irregular or casual, 
is not defensible. His opponents would refuse to grant 
that there isany agency essentially or in itself irregular, 
casual, and unpredictable. 

* The Stoics were opposed to Ari- 
stotle on this point. They recognized 
no logical difference in the character 
of the Antiphasis, whether applied to 
past and present, or to future. Niko- 
stratus defended the thesis of Aristotle 
against them. See the Scholia of 
Simplikius on the Categorie, p. 87, 
b. 80-p. 88, a.24. ai yap eis tov péA- 
Aovra xpdvov éykAuvopevar mporaces 
ovre adnbeis cic ovre wevdeis dud 
Thy TOU evOexouevov Pvaw. 

The remarks of Hobbes, upon the 
question here discussed by Aristotle, 
well deserve to be transcribed (De 
Corpore, part II. ch, x. s. 5) :— 

“But here, perhaps, some man may 
ask whether those future things, which 
are called contingents, are necessary. 
I say, therefore, that generally all con- 
tingents have their necessary causes, 
but are called contingents in respect 
of other events, upon which they do ! 

The aggregate of Nature 

not depend ; as the rain, which shall 
be to-morrow, shall be necessary, that 
is, from necessary causes; but we 
think and say, it happens by chance, 
because we do not yet perceive the 

‘causes thereof, though they exist now. 
For men commonly call that caswal 
or contingent, whereof they do not 
perceive the necessary cause ; and in 
the same manner they use to speak 
of things past, when not knowing 
whether a thing be done or no, they 
say, it is possible it never was done. 

“Wherefore, all propositions con- 
cerning future things, contingent or 
not contingent —as this, /¢ will rain 
to-morrow, or this, To-morrow the sun 
will rise—are either necessarily true, 

or necessarily false ; but we call them 
contingent, because we do not yet 
know whether they be true or false ; 
whereas their verity depends not upon 
our knowledge, but upon the fore- 
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consists of a variety of sequences, each of them constant 
and regular, though intermixed, co-operating, and con- 
flicting with each other, in such manner that the re- 
sulting effects are difficult to refer to their respective 
causes, and are not to be calculated beforehand except 
by the highest scientific efforts; often, not by any 
scientific efforts. We must dismiss the hypothesis of 
Aristotle, assuming agencies essentially irregular and 
unpredictable, either as to the past or as to the future. 
The past has been brought about by agencies all regular, 
however multifarious and conflicting, and the future will 
be brought about by the like: there is no such dis- 
tinction of principle as that which Aristotle lays down 
between propositions respecting the past and propositions 
respecting the future. 

going of their causes. But there are 
some, who, though they confess this 
whole proposition, To-morrow 7t will 
either rain or not rain, to be true, 

yet they will not acknowledge the 
parts of it, as To-morrow it will rain, 
or To-morrow iw will not rain, to be 

either of them true by itself; because 
they say neither this nor that is 
true determinately. But what is this 
determinately true, but true wpon our 
knowledge, or evidently true? And 
therefore they say no more, but that 
it is not yet known whether it be 
true or no; but they say it more 
obscurely, and darken the evidence of 
the truth with the same words with 
which they endeavour to hide their 
own ignorance.” 

Compare also the fuller elucidation 
of the subject given by Mr. John 
Stuart Mill, in his System of Logic, 
Bk. IIT, ch. xvii..s. 2 :— An event 
occurring by chance may be better 
described as a coincidence from which 
we have no ground to infer an uni- 
formity; the occurrence of an event 
jn certain circumstances, without our 

having reason on that account to 

infer that it will happen again in 
those circumstances. This, however, 
when looked closely into, implies that 
the enumeration of the circumstances 
is not complete. Whatever the fact 
was, since it has occurred once, we 

may be sure that if all the circum- 
stances were repeated, it would occur 
again; and not only if all, but there 
is some particular portion of those 
circumstances, on which the pheno- 
menon is invariably consequent. With 
most of them, however, it is not con- 
nected in any permanent manner: its 
conjunction with those is said to be the 
effect of chance, to be merely casual. 
Facts casually conjoined are separately 
the effect of causes, and therefore of 

laws; but of different causes, and 
causes not connected by any law. It 
is incorrect then to say that any 
phenomenon is produced by chance; 
but we may say that two or more 
phenomena are conjoined by chance, 
that they coexist or succeed one 
another only by chance.” 
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There is, indeed, one distinction between inferences 
as to the past and inferences as to the future, which 
may have contributed to suggest, though it will not 
justify, the position here laid down by Aristotle. In 
regard to the disjunctive—To-morrow there will be 
a sea-fight, or there will not be a sea-fight—nothing 
more trustworthy than inference or anticipation is 
practicable : the anticipation of a sagacious man with 
full knowledge is more likely to prove correct than 
that of a stupid man with little knowledge; yet both 
are alike anticipations, unverifiable at the present 
moment. But if we turn to the other disjunctive— 
Yesterday there was a sea-fight, or there was not a 
sea-fizht—we are no longer in the same position. The 
two disputants, supposed to declare thus, may have 
been far off, and may have no other means of de- 
ciding the doubt than inference. But the inference 
here is not unverifiable: there exist, or may exist, 
witnesses or spectators of the two fleets, who can 
give direct attestation of the reality, and can either 
confirm or refute the inference, negative or affirmative, 
made by an absentee. ‘Thus the proposition, Yester- 
day there was a sea-fight, or the other, Yesterday 
there was not a sea-fight, will be verifiable or deter- 
minably true. There are indeed many inferences as 
to the past, in regard to which no direct evidence is 
attainable. Still this is an accident; for such direct 

evidence may always be supposed or imagined as capable 
of being brought into court. But, in respect to the 
future, verification is out of the question; we are con- 
fined to the region of inference, well or ill-supported. 
Here, then, we have a material distinction between the 
past and the future. It was probably present to the 
mind of Aristotle, though he misconceives its real 

extent of operation, and makes it subservient to his still 
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more comprehensive classification of the different con- 
temporaneous agencies (regular and irregular) which 
he supposes to pervade the Kosmos. 

In the treatise before us, he next proceeds to state what 
collocation of the negative particle constitutes the special — 
or legitimate negation to any given affirmation, or what 
are the real forms of proposition, standing in contradic- 
tory opposition to certain other forms, so as to make up 
one Antiphasis.» The simplest proposition must include 
a noun and a verb, either definite or indefinite: non 
homo, is @ specimen of an indefinite noun—non currit, 
of an indefinite verb. There must be, in any one pro- 
position, one subject and one predicate; even the inde- 
finite noun or verb signifies, in a certain sense, one thing. 
Each affirmation comprises a noun, or an indefinite 
noun, with a verb; the special corresponding or contra- 
dictory negation (making up the Antiphasis along with 
the former) comprises a noun (or an indefinite noun) 
with an indefinite verb. The simplest proposition is— 

Affirmative. Contradictory Negative. 

TDR INGO 34 ag oo do oc Nm Gs Ivory. 

Est non homo .. .. « . . Non est non homo. 

Here are only two pairs of antithetic propositions, or 
one quaternion. The above is an indefinite proposition 
(which may be either universal or not). When we uni- 
versalize it, or turn it into an universal proposition, we 
have— 

Affirmative. Contradictory Negative. 

Est omnishomo .. .. . .. Nonest omnis homo. i 
Est omnisnonhomo .. .. . Non est omnis non homo. 

The above are specimens of the smallest proposition ; 
but when we regard larger propositions, such as those 
(called tertii Lana) where ‘there are two terms 
besides est, the collocation of the negative particle be- 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 19, b. 5, seq. 
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comes more complicated, and requires fuller illustration. 
Take, as an example, the affirmative Est justus homo, 
the true negation of this is, Non est justus homo. In 
these two propositions, homo is the subject; but we may 
join the negative with it, and we may consider non homo, 
not less than homo, as a distinct subject for predication, 
affirmative or negative. Farther, we may attach est 
and non est either to justus or to non justus as the pre- 
dicate of the proposition, with either homo, or non homo, 
as subject. We shall thus obtain a double mode of 
antithesis, or two distinct quaternions, each containing 
two pairs of contradictory propositions. The second 
pair of the first quaternion will not be in the same 
relation as the second pair of the second quaternion, 
to the proposition just mentioned, viz.—(A) Est justus 
homo ; with its negative, (B) Non est justus homo.* 

First, let us assume homo as subject. We have then 

(QUATERNION I.) 

(A) Est justus homo .. .. 
(D) Non est non justushomo .. .. 

(B) Non est justus homo. 
(C) Est non justus homo. 

Examining the relation borne by the last two among 
these four propositions (C and D), to the first two 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 19, b. 
19. drav S€ ro €ote tpirov mpooKa- 
myopyita, dn Six@s eyovra at 
> , = , ae 2 »” , 
dvridécers* éyw Se ofov €arte Si- 
katos' avOpamos: TO €oTe Tpl- 

. od ” aA “en > 
tov dnpi ovyKkeioOa ovopa 7 pra ev 
Th Karapdoet. Sore did TovTo rérTapa 
éorat Taira, vy ra pev Svo mpos THY 

, . > , o ‘ A 

katapaow Kai amépacw eer Kata TO 
s ; 

aToLXodv ws ai oTepyaets, TA SE SvO, 
Ela f \ Lad A + x ~ ov. [Aeyw O€ Ore TO EaTLY 7) TO 

, , a -~ > , 

dixai@ mpookeicerat fj TH Ov dukaig |, 
a ‘ > ote kai 7 amddacts. 
€oTat. 

TéeTTapa ovv 
vooopev b€ TO eydopevov eK 

Trav tmoyeypappevov. In this passage 
the words which I have enclosed be- 

tween brackets are altered by Waitz: 
I shall state presently what I think 
of his alteration, Following upon 
these words there ought to be, and it 
séems from Ammonius (Schol. p. 121, 
a. 20) that there once was, a scheme 
or table arranging the four proposi- 
tions in the order and disposition 
which we read in the Analytica 
Priora, I. xlvi. p. 51, b. 37, and 

which I shall here follow. But no 
such table now appears in our text; 
we have only an enumeration of the 
four propositions, in a different order, 
and then a reference to the Ana- 
lytica. 
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(A and B), the simple affirmative and negative, we see 
that B is the legitimate negative of A, and D that of 
C. We farther see that B is a consequence of C, and 
D a consequence of A, but not vice versd: that is, if C 
is true, B must certainly be true; but we cannot infer, 
because B is true, that C must also be true: while, if 
A is true, D must also be true; but D may perhaps 
be true, though A be not true. In other words, the 
relation of D to A and of C to B, is the same as it 
would be if the privative term imjustus were substituted 
in place of non justus; i.e. if the proposition C (Est 
iyustus homo) be true, the other proposition B (Non 
est justus homo), must certainly be true, but the infer- 
ence will not hold conversely ; while if the proposition 
A (Est justus homo), be true, it must also be true to 
say D (Non est injustus homo), but not vice versa? 

Such is the result obtained when we take homo as 
the subject of the proposition; we get four propo- 
sitions, of which the two last (C and D) stand to the 

* Referring to the words cited in the | 
preceding note, 1 construe ra de dtvo, 
ov as Boethius does (II. pp. 384-385), 
and not in agreement with Ammonius 
(Schol. p. 122, a. 26, Br.), who, how- 
ever, is followed both by Julius Pacius 
and Waitz (p. 844). I think it im- 
possible that these words, ra 6b€ dvo, 

(A) Est justus homo 

As the words ra peév dvo refer to 
the second contradictory pair (that is, 
C and D) in the first Quaternion, so 
the words ra dé dvo, ov designate the 
second contradictory pair (G and H) 
in the second Quaternion. Thouch 
G and H are included in the second 
Quaternion, they are here designated 
by the negative relation (ra dé duo, 
ov) which they bear to A and B, 
the first contradictory pair of the first 

ov, can mean (as Ammonius thinks) 
the kardpacts and dmédacis them- 
selves, since the very point which 
Aristotle is affirming is the relation 

of these words, mpos thv xatapaow 
kat anddacwy, ze. to the aftirmative 
and negative started from— 

-- (B) Non est justus homo. 

Quaternion. diya@s Aéyovrar ai avTi- 
Oéoets (line 20) is explained and illus- 
trated by line 37—atrar peév odv dv0 
avrikewtat, Gddat Sé dvo mpos TO OUVK 

dvOpwros as vmokeiwevoy Tt mpoo- 
tebev. Lastly, Aristotle expressly 
states that the second Quaternion will 

stand independently and by itself 
(p. 20, a. 1), having noticed it in the 
beginning only in relation to the 
first. 
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two first (B and A) in the same relation as if they 
(C and D) were privative propositions. But if, instead 
of homo, we take non homo as Subject of the propo- 
sition (justus or non justus being predicates as before), 
we shall then obtain two other pairs of contradictory 
propositions ; and the second pair of this new quaternion 
will not stand in that same relation to these same propo- 
sitions Band A. We shall then find that, instead of B and 
A, we have a different negative and a different affirm- 
ative, as the appropriate correlates to the third and 
fourth propositions. The new quaternion of propo- 
sitions, with non homo as subject, will stand thus— 

(QUATERNION II.) 

(E) Est justusnonhomo .. .. .. 
(H) Non est non justus non homo 

(F) Non est justus non homo. 
(G) Est non justus non homo.* 

Here we see that propositions G and H do not stand 
to B and A in the same relations as C and D stand to 
B and A; but that they stand in that same relation 

to two perfectly different propositions, F and E. That 
is, if in place of non justus, in propositions G and H, 
we substitute the privative term injustus (thus turning 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 19, b. 36. 
airar pev ovv dvo ayrixewra (the 
two pairs—A B and C D—of the 

E) gore Sixavos ovk dvOpazos p 

(H) ovk gort ov Sixawos otk dvOpwros .. 

mAelous S€ TOUT@Y OVK EgovTaL avTLOE- 
ces. atta dé yapis éxeivwv adral 
ka@ éavras €vovrat, as dvdpate TO 
ovK dvOpamros xpopeva. The 
second atra: alludes to this last qua- 
ternion, éxeivwy to the first. I have, 

as in the former case, transposed pro- 
positions three and four of this second 
quaternion, in order that the relation 
of G to F and of H to E may be 
more easily discerned. 

There are few chapters in Aristotle 

first quaternion)’ aAXa de dvo0 mpds 
TO oOVK GvOpamTos as troKeipevov 
Tu mpoorebev- 

(EF) otk €ore Sixaios otk avOpwros. 
(G) €or ov dSixatos ovk dvOpwros. 

more obscure and puzzling than the 
tenth chapter ofthe De Interpretatione. 
It was found so by Alexander, Her- 
minus, Porphyry, Ammonius, and all 
the Scholiasts, _Ammonius (Schol. 
pp. 121, 122, Br.) reports these doubts, 
and complains of it as a riddle almost 
insoluble. The difficulties remain, 
even after the long note of Waitz, and 
the literal translation of M. Barthé- 
lemy St. Hilaire, 
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G into Est injustus non homo, and turning H into Non 
est injustus non homo), the relation of G, when thus 
altered, to F, and the relation of H, when thus altered, 
to E, will be the same as it was before. Or, in other 
words, if G be true, F will certainly be true, but not 
vice versa; and if E be true, H will certainly be true, 
but not vice versd. 

The propositions which we have hitherto studied 
have been indefinite; that is, they might be uni- 
versal or not. But if we attach to them the sign of 
universality, and construe them as universals, all that 
we have said about them would still continue to be true, 
except that the propositions which are diametrically 
(or diagonally) opposed would not be both true im so 
many instances. ‘Thus, let us take the first quaternion 
of propositions, in which est is attached to homo, and 
let us construe these propositions as universal. They 
will stand thus— 

(A) Omnis est homo justus .. ..  .. (B) Non omnis est homo justus. 
(D) Non omnis est homo non justus .. (C) Omnis est homo non justus. 

In these propositions, as in the others before noticed, 
the same relation prevails between C and B, and be- 
tween A and D; if C be true, B also is true, but not 
vice versd; if A be true, D also will be true, but not vice 
versa. But the propositions diagonally opposed will not 
be so often alike true :* thus, if A be true (Omnis est 
homo justus),C cannot be true ( Omnis est homo non justus) ; 
whereas in the former quaternion of propositions (inde- 
finite, and therefore capable of being construed as not 
universal) A and C might both be alike true. 

* Aristot. De Interpret. p. 19, b. 35. | 171, note, the related propositions 
TARY ovX Opotes Tas Kata Oidwerpov | standing at the angles, as above. 
evdexeTat ovvadrnOevew- évdéxerar Se >» The Scholion of Ammonius, p. 
wore. ‘The “diameter” or “diagonal” | 123, a. 17, Br., explains this very 
is to be understood with reference to | obscure passage: GAN emi pey Tov 
the scheme or square mentioned p. |! dmpocdiopicrwy (indefinite proposi- 
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It is thus that Aristotle explains the distinctions of 
meaning in propositions, arising out of the altered 
collocation of the negative particle; the distinction be- 
tween (1) Non est justus, (2) Est non justus, (3) Est 
ayustus. The first of the three is the only true nega- 
tive, corresponding to the affirmative Est justus. The 
second is not a negative at all, but an affirmative (é 
petalécews, or by transposition, as Theophrastus after- 
wards called it). The third is an affirmative, but pri- 
vative. Both the second and the third stand related 
in the same manner to the first; that is, the truth of 
the first is a necessary consequence either of the second 
or of the third, but neither of these can be certainly | 
inferred from the first. This is explained still more 
clearly in the Prior Analytics; to which Aristotle here 
makes express reference.* 

tions, such as may be construed either 
as universal or as particular), xara 
riy evdexonerny UAnv tds Te Katapd- 
ceis (of the propositions diagonally 
opposite), cvvadnbevew adAnrats cup- 
Baiver kal ras drodpdces, dre tats 
peeptkats icoduvapovcas. én 
dé tay mpocdimpicpevwrv (those pro- 
positions where the mark of univer- 
sality is tacked to the Subject), wepi 
av vuvi atte 6 Aéyos, THs KaOddov 
Katapdcews Kal THs emt pepous amo- 
ddacews, Tas pev xarapdoers advvarov 
ouvarnbedcat xa oiavdnrore dAnv, 
Tas pevro. aropdces cupBaiver cvv- 
adnOedvew kata pony tiv éevdexouemr: 
&e. 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 19, b. 31. 
Tara pev ovv, aomep ev Tois ’Ava- 
Aurikois Aéyerat, oUTw TéraKTat. 

Waitz in his note suggests that in- 
stead of réraxrac we ought to read 
reraxOo. But if we suppose that the 
formal table once existed in the text, 
in an order of arrangement agreeing 

with the Analytica, this conjectural 
change would be unnecessary. 

Waitz has made some changes in 
the text of this chapter, which appear 
to me partly for the better, partly not 
for the better. Both Bekker and Busse- 
maker (Firmin Didot) retain the old 
text; but this old text was a puzzle 
to the ancient commentators, even 

anterior to Alexander of Aphrodisias. 
I will here give first the text of Bek- 
ker, next the changes made by Waitz: 
my own opinion does not wholly 
coincide with either. I shall cite the 
text from p. 19, b. 19, leaving out the 
portion between lines 30 and 36, which 
does not bear upon the matter here 
discussed, while it obscures the legiti- 
mate sequence of Aristotle’s reasoning. 

(Bekker.)—Oray 8€ 16 ore rpi- 
Tov mpookarnyopynta, on Sexes de- 
yovrat ai avriléces. eyo Sé oiov 
€otu Sikatos avOparos To 
€oTl tpirov dni ovykeicOa dvopa 
i} pnpa ev th Kkarapdce. Bote dia 
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After this very subtle and obscure distinction between 
propositions secundi adjacentis, and those terti adjacentis, 

- a A 

ToUTO TéerTapa eorat TavTa, oy Ta 
A , A A , A > , pev Ovo mpods THY KaTadacty Kal a7o- 

: Beh Seale 
gacw e&er Kata TO oroLxovy ws ai | 
otepnoes, Ta b€ dvo ov. eyo © 
o 2 DY lod , 

dru TO €oTLY 7) TO OLKALM TPOG- 

(A) gore Sikavos dvOpwmos He 
(C) gorw ov Stkaos avOpwros . 

ey > A ‘ A > TO yap éoTev evtavda kal TO OUK 
CoTL TO Orkal@ mpogKEioeTat 
kal T@ ov Sixalo (80).—Atrat 

keioetar i TO OV Sikaig (2d), 
@oTre kal 7 amddacis. TéTTapa ovv 
éorat. (Here follow the first pairs of 
Antitheses, or the first Quaternion of 

propositions in the order as given)— 

-- (B) ovk ort Sikavos dvOpwmos. 
- (D) ovk gorw od Sikatos dvOperos. 

keipevdv Tt (88) tpoorebév. (Here 
follow the second pairs of Antitheses, 
or the second Quaternion of proposi- 

yey odv Svo avrixewra, GdAat Se dvo | tions, again in the order from which 
mpos TO ovK avOpamos ws Umo- 

(E) gare Sixaos ovk dwOparros 30 

I have departed above)— 

. (F) Ov« gore Sikatos odk dOporos. 

(G) €orw ov dSixatos ovK ee «- (H) Ovk €orw od Sixaios ok avOpwmos. 

m\elous de TOUT@V OUK €oovTaL avrTt- 

Oécers. adrar dé (the second Quater- 
nion) xepis ékeivwv (first Quaternion) | 
avrait ka éavras écovTat, Os 6vopaTt 

TO 0OVK dvOpaTos xXpopevat. 
In this text Waitz makes three 

alterations :—1. In line 24, instead of 
i) 76 Sikaim mpookeioerar 7) TO Ov 
Sicaio —he reads, 7 16 avOpor@ 
TpOokELoeTaLl 7) TO OVK avOpoTa. 

2. In line 80 he makes a similar 
change; instead of t@ duxai@ mpoo- 
KeloeTar Kal TH ov Ouxaio—he reads, 
7@ avOpor@ mpockeioeTar Kai TO OVK 
avOparro. 

In line 88, instead of mpooredev, he 
reads mpooreOevtos. 

Of these three alterations the first 
appears to me good, but insufficient ; 
the second not good, though the pas- 
sage as it stands in Bekker requires 
amendment ; and the third, a change 

for the worse. 
The purpose of Aristotle is here 

twofold. First, to give the reason 
why, when the propositions were 
tertii adjacentis, there were two Qua- 

ternions or four couples of antithetical 
propositions ; whereas in propositions 

| secundi adjacentis, there was only one 
Quaternion or two couples of anti- 

thetical propositions. Next, to assign 
the distinction between the first and 
the second Quaternion in propositions 
tertit adjacentis. 

Now the first of these two purposes 
is marked out in line 25, which I 
think we ought to read not by sub- 
stituting the words of Waitz in place 
of the words of Bekker, but by retain- 
ing the words of Bekker and inserting 
the words of Waitz as an addition to 
them. The passage after such addi- 
tion will stand thus—rAg~ya & dr To 
EaTLy 7) TO OiKalw mpooKeioeTal 7) TO 
ov dikai@, Kai 7) TO avOporr@ 7) TO OvK 
avOpanea, ote Kal 7 amdpacts. Tér- 
tapa ovyv éora. Here Aristotle de- 
clares the reason why (ody) there come 
to be four couples of propositions; 
that reason is, because €orz and ovk 

éore may be joined either with dikcavos 
or with ov Otkaos, and either with 
avOpwros or with ov« avOpemos. Both 
these alternatives must be specified in 
order to make out a reason why there 
are two Quaternions or four couples 

of antithetical propositions. But the 
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in respect to the application of the negative, Aristotle 
touches on the relation of contrariety between propo- 

passage, as read by Bekker, gives only 
one of these alternatives, while the 
passage, as read by Waitz, gives only 
the other. Accordingly, neither of 
them separately is sufficient ; but both 
of them taken together furnish the 
reason required, and thus answer 
Aristotle’s purpose. 

Aristotle now proceeds to enunciate 
the first of the two Quaternions, and 
then proceeds to line 30, where the 
reading of Bekker is irrelevant and 
unmeaning; but the amendment of 
Waitz appears to me still worse, being 
positively incorrect in statement of 
fact. Waitz reads ro yap ¢orev 
evravéa (in the first Quaternion, 

which has just been enunciated) kai 
TO OUK €aTLY TO bp ™poo- 
keloerae kal T@ OK dvOpony. 
These last words are incorrect in fact, 
for ov« av@pwmos does not appear in 
the first Quaternion, but is reserved 

for the second. While the reading of 
Waitz is thus evidently wrong, that 
of Bekker asserts nothing to the pur- 
pose. It is useless to tell us merely 
that €orw and ov« éorw attach both 
to Sixkavos and to ov Sdikaos in this 
first Quaternion (evradéa), because 

that characteristic is equally true of 
the second Quaternion (presently to 
follow), and therefore constitutes no 
distinction between the two. To 
bring out the meaning intended by 
Aristotle I think we ought here also 
to retain the words of Bekker, and to 

add after them some, though not all, 
of the words of Waitz. The passage 
would then stand thus—ro yap éoTw 
evravéa Kal TO OUK €or TO dixaio 

mpookeiverat Kal TO ov duxale, Kal 

TO avOporo, AXNX ov Te ove dvOps- 
m@. Or perhaps kat ot 7@ ovK dy- 
Opore might suffice in the last clause 

VOL. I, 

(being a smaller change), though d\N’ 
ov seem the proper terms to declare 
the meaning. In the reading which 
I propose, the sequence intended by 
Aristotle is clear and _ intelligible. 
Having first told us that éorw and 
ovk éort, being joined alternately with 
dikavos and with ov Sixaios, and also 
with dyOpwmos and ovk avOparos, 
make up two Quaternions, he proceeds 
to enunciate the distinctive character 
belonging to the first Quaternion of 
the two, viz., that in it gore and otk 
€orw are joined both with S/caios and 
ov Sixatos, and also with é&Operos, 
but not with odx dvOpwros. This 
is exactly the truth. 

Aristotle next proceeds to the second 
Quaternion, where he points out, as 

the characteristic distinction, that od« 
avOparros comes in and dvépwros dis- 
appears, while Sikavos and ov Sikatos 
remain included, as in the first. This is 
declared plainly by Aristotle in line 
37 :—atrar pev odv S00 dvrixewrat 
(referring to the two pairs of an- 
tithetical propositions in the first 
Quaternion), dAXae S€ mpds rd 
ovk avOpwros os dtrokeiperdy 
Te mpoorebev: eat Sixatos ovk avOpw-~ 
Tos-ovk €ott Sikatos ovk ivOpwmos, 
€or ov Oixatos ovK dvOpwros-ovK 
€ortiy ov Sixaios ovk dvOpwros. When 
we read these words, ddAAar 8 dvo 

mpos TO ovk GvOpwros as troKeipe- 
vov Tt mpoarebev, as applied to the 
second Quaternion, we see that there 

must have been some words pre- 
ceding which excluded otk dvOpo- 
mos from the first Quaternion. Waitz 

contends for the necessity of changing 
mpoorebev into mpoarebévros. I do 
not concur with his reasons for the 
change; the words that follow, p. 20, 
line 2, @¢ dvéuatt TO odK AvOpw- 

N 
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sitions. The universal affirmation Omne est animal 
justum has for its contrary Nullum est animal justum. 
It is plain that both these propositions will never be 
true at once. But the negatives or contradictories of 
both may well be true at once; thus, Non omne animal 
est justum (the contradictory of the first) and Est ali- 
quid animal justum (the contradictory of the second) 
may be and are both alike true. If the affirmative 
proposition Omnis homo est non justus be true, the 
negative Nullus est homo justus must also be true; if 
the affirmative Est aliquis homo justus be true, the 
negative Non omnis homo est non justus must also be 
true. In singular propositions, wherever the negative 
or denial is true, the indefinite affirmative (é« perae- 
cews, in the language of Theophrastus) corresponding 
to it will also be true; in universal propositions, the 
same will not always hold. Thus, if you ask, Is 
Sokrates wise? and receive for answer No, you are 
warranted in affirming, Sokrates is not wise (the inde- 
finite affirmation). But if you ask, Are all men wise? 
and the answer is No, you are not warranted in affirm- 
ing, All men are not wise. This last is the contrary of 
the proposition, All men are wise; and two contraries 
may both be false. You are warranted in declaring only 
the contradictory negative, Not all men are wise.* 

Neither the indefinite noun (ov« avOpwros), nor the 

TOS Xp@pevar (mporxpe@pevar), are a | Boethius. Hven earlier than the time 
reasonable justification of mpoorebev 
—ovK GvOpomo0s as wtroKet- 
fevov TL mpoorebey being very 
analogous\to ovK avOpwmos os dvopa. 

This long note, for the purpose of 

restoring clearness to an obscure text, 
will appear amply justified if the 
reader will turn to the perplexities 
and complaints of the ancient Scho- 
liasts, revealed by Ammonius and 

of Alexander (Schol. p. 122, b. 47) 
there was divergence in the MSS. of 
Aristotle; several read 7@ dcxaio (p. 
19, b. 25), several others read ro 
avOponm. I think that all of them 
were right in what they retained, and 
wrong by omission only or mainly. 

* Aristot. De Interpret. p. 20, a. 
16-30. 
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indefinite verb (od tpéxer—od Bikaos) is a real and true 
negation, though it appears to be such. For every 
negation ought to be either true or false; but non 
homo, if nothing be appended to it, is not more true 
or false (indeed less so) than homo." 

The transposition of substantive and adjective makes 
no difference in the meaning of the phrase ; Est albus 
homo is equivalent to Est homo albus. If it were not 
equivalent, there would be two negations corresponding 
to the same affirmation; but we have shown that there 

can be only one negation corresponding to one affirm- 
ation, so as to make up an Antiphasis.” 

In one and the same proposition, it is indispensable 
that the subject be one and the predicate one; if not, 
the proposition will not be one, but two or more. Both 
the subject and the predicate indeed may consist of 
several words; but in each case the several words must 

coalesce to make one total unity ; otherwise the pro- 
position will not be one. Thus, we may predicate of 
man—animal, bipes, mansuetum; but these three coalesce 

into one, so that the proposition will be a single one. 
On the other hand the three terms homo, albus, am- 
bulans, do not coalesce into one; and therefore, if 
we predicate all respecting the same subject, or if we 
affirm the same predicate respecting all three, express- 
ing them all by one word, the proposition will not be 
one, but several.° 

Aristotle follows this up by a remark interesting to 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 20, a. 31, seq. 
» Ibid. b. 1-12. That eori Aevkds 

avOperos, and éeorw advOpwros hev- 
kés, mean exactly the same, neither 
more nor less—we might have sup- 
posed that Aristotle would have 

-asserted without any proof; that he 
would have been content awd Tay 
mpaypdrav motovcba (to use the 

phrase of Ammonius in a portion of 
the Scholia, p. 121, a. 27). But he 
prefers to deduce it as a corollary 
from a general doctrine much less evi- 
dent than the statement itself; and 

after all, his deduction is not conclu- 

sive, as Waitz has already remarked 

(ad Organ. I. p. 351). 
° Ibid. b. 13-22. 

N 2 
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note, because we see how much his generalities were 
intended to bear upon the actual practice of his day, 
in regard to dialectical disputation. In dialectic exer- 
cise, the respondent undertook to defend a thesis, so as 
to avoid inconsistency between one answer and another, 
against any questions which might be put by the op- 
ponent. Both the form of the questions, and the form 
of the answers, were determined beforehand. No ques- 
tion was admissible which tended to elicit information 
or a positive declaration from the respondent. A pro- 
position was tendered to him, and he was required to 
announce whether he affirmed or denied it. The ques- 
tion might be put in either one of two ways: either 
by the affirmative alone, or by putting both the affirm- 
ative and the negative; either in the form, Is Rhetoric 
estimable ? or in the form, Is Rhetoric estimable or 

not? ‘To the first form the respondent answered Yes 
or No: to the second form, he replied by repeating 
either the affirmative or the negative, as he preferred. 
But it was not allowable to ask him, What is Rhetoric ? 

so as to put him under the necessity of enunciating an 
explanation of his own.’ 

Under these canons of dialectic debate, each question 
was required to be really and truly one, so as to admit 
of a definite answer in one word. ‘The questioner was 
either unfair or unskilful, if he wrapped up two ques- 
tions really distinct in the same word, and thus com- 
pelled the respondent either to admit them both, or to 
deny them both, at once. Against this inconvenience 
Aristotle seeks to guard, by explaining what are the 
conditions under which one and the same word does in 
fact include more than one question. He had before 
brought to view the case of an equivocal term, which 

* See the Scholia of Ammonius, p. 127 Br. 
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involves such duplication: if imation means both 
horse and man, it will often happen that questions 
respecting jimation cannot be truly answered either 
by Yes or No. He now brings to view a different case 
in which the like ambiguity is involved. To constitute 
one proposition, it is essential both that the subject 
should be one, and that the predicate should be one; 
either of them indeed may be called by two or three 
names, but these names must coalesce into one. Thus, 
animal, bipes, mansuetum coalesce into homo, and may 
be employed either as one subject or as one pre- 
dicate; but homo, albus, ambulans, do not coalesce 
into one; so that if we say, Kallias est homo, albus, 
ambulans, the proposition is not one but three* <Ac- 
cordingly, the respondent cannot make one answer to 
a question thus complicated. We thus find Aristotle 
laying down principles—and probably no one had ever 
attempted to do so before him—for the correct manage- 
ment of that dialectical debate which he analyses so 
copiously in the Topica. 

There are cases (he proceeds to state) in which two 
predicates may be truly affirmed, taken separately, 
respecting a given subject, but in which they cannot 
be truly affirmed, taken together.” Kallias is a currier, 
Kallias is good—both these propositions may be true; 
yet the proposition, Kallias is a good currier, may 
not be true. The two predicates are both of them 
accidental co-inhering in the same individual; but 
do not fuse themselves into one. So, too, we may 
truly say, Homer is a poet; but we cannot truly say, 
Homer 7s.°_ We see by this last remark,’ how distinctly 

* Aristot. De Interpret. p. 20, b. » Aristot. De Interp. p. 21, a. 7, 
2, seq.; Ammonius, Schol. pp. 127- | seq. 
128, a. 21, Br. Compare De Sophist. © Tbid.p. ila. 27. 
Elench, p. 169, a. 6-15. | * Compare Schol. (ad Anal. Prior. I.) 
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Aristotle assigned a double meaning to est: first, 
per sé, aS meaning existence; next, relatively, as per- 

forming the function of copula in predication. He 
tells us, in reply either to Plato or to some other con- 
temporaries, that though we may truly say, Non-Ens 
est opinabile, we cannot truly say Non-Ens est, because 
the real meaning of the first of these propositions is, 
Non-Ens est opinabile non esse.* 

Aristotle now discusses the so-called MopaL Pro- 
positions —the Possible and the Necessary. What 
is the appropriate form of Antiphasis in the case of 
such propositions, where possible to be, or necessary 
to be, is joined to the simple is. After a chapter of 
some length, he declares that the form of Antiphasis 
suitable :for the Simple proposition will not suit for 
a Modal proposition; and that in the latter the sign 
of negation must be annexed to the modal adjective 
—possible, not possible, §c. His reasoning here is 
not merely involved, but substantially incorrect; for, 
in truth, both in one and in the other, the sign of 
contradictory negation ought to be annexed to the 
copula.” From the Antiphasis in Modals Aristotle 

p- 146, a. 19-27; also Eudemi Frag- | also alludes to the Republic; as if 
ment. cxiv."p. 167, ed. Spengel. 

Kudemus considered ¢o7w as one 
term in the proposition. Alexander 
dissented from this, and regarded it 
as being only a copula between the 
terms, cvvOécews pyvuTiKoy popioy TOY 
€y TH TpoTace: Gpwv. 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 21, a. 32; 
compare Rhetorica, ii. p. 1402, a. 5. 
The remark of Aristotle seems to 
bear upon the doctrine laid down by 
Plato in the Sophistes, p. 258—the 
close of the long discussion which 
begins, p. 237, about ro pa) dy, as 
Ammonius tells us in the Scholia, p. 
112, b. 5, p. 129, b. 20, Br. Ammonius 

Plato had delivered the same doctrine 
in both; which is not the fact. See 

‘Plato and the Other Companions of 
Sokrates,’ vol. II. ch. xxvii. pp. 447- 
458, seq. 

» Aristot. De Interpr. p. 21, a. 34- 
p. 22, a. 18. See the note of Waitz, 

ad Organ, I. p. 859, who points out 
the error of Aristotle, partly indicated 
by Ammonius in the Scholia. 

The rule does not hold in propo- 
sitions with the sign of universality 
attached to the subject; but it is at 
least the same for Modals and Non- 
modals. 
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proceeds to legitimate sequences admissible in such 
propositions, how far any one of them can be inferred 
from any other.* He sets out four tables, each con- 
taining four modal determinations interchangeable with 
each other. 

de 3. 

. Possible (physically) to be. - Not possible (physically) to be. 

. Possible (logically) to be. . Not possible (logically) to be. 

. Not impossible to be. . Impossible to be. 
Not necessary to be. . Necessary not to be. 

2. 4, 

. Possible (physically) not to be. 1. Not possible (physically) not to be, 

. Possible (logically) not to be. 2. Not possible (logically) not to be. 
. Not impossible not to be. 3. Impossible not to be. 
. Not necessary not to be. 4, Necessary to be. 

Hoo bo mob 

Hy OO BD 

Aristotle canvasses these tables at some length, and 
amends them partly by making the fourth case of 
the second table change place with the fourth of 
the first.» He then discusses whether we can cor- 
rectly say, that the necessary to be, is also possible 
to be. If not, then we might say correctly that the 
necessary to be is not possible to be; for one side or 
other of a legitimate Antiphasis may always be truly 
affirmed, Yet this would be absurd: accordingly we 
must admit that the necessary to be is also possible to 
be. Here, however, we fall seemingly into a different 
absurdity ; for the possible to be is also possible not to be ; 
and how can we allow that what is necessary to be is at 
the same time possible not to be? To escape from such 
absurdities on both sides, we must distinguish two 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 22, a. 14- | the order of the propositions in the 
b. 28. tables, and to place the Necessary 

» Thid. b. 22, Netwerae roivuv, &c.; | before the Possible. M. Barthélemy 
Ammonius, Schol. p. 1383, b. 5-27-36. | St. Hilaire has inserted (in the note 

Aristotle also intimates (p. 28, a. | to his Translation, p. 197) tables with 
18) that it would be better to reverse | this reversed order. 
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modes of the Possible: one, in which the affirmative 

and negative are alike possible ; the other in which the 

affirmative alone is possible, because it is always and 

constantly realized. If a man is actually walking, we 
know that it is possible for him to walk; and even when 

he is not walking, we say the same, because we believe 

that, he may walk if he chooses. He is not always 
walking; and in his case, as in all other intermittent 
realities, the affirmative and the negative are alike 
possible. But this is not true in the case of necessary, 
constant, and sempiternal realities. With them there 
is no alternative possibility, but only the possibility of 
their doing or continuing to do. The celestial bodies 
revolve, sempiternally and necessarily; it is therefore 
possible for them to revolve ; but there is no alternative 

possibility ; it is not possible for them not to revolve. 
Perpetual reality thus includes the unilateral, but not 
the bilateral, possibility.* 

Having thus stated that possible to be, in this unilat- 
eral and equivocal sense but in no other, is a legitimate 
consequence of necessary to be, Aristotle proceeds to 
lay down a tripartite distinction which surprises us in 
this place. “It is plain from what has been said that 
that which is by Necessity, is in Act or Actuality ; 
so that if things sempiternal are prior, Actuality is 
prior to Possibility. Some things, like the first (or 
celestial) substances, are Actualities without Possibility ; 
others (the generated and perishable substances) which 
are prior in nature but posterior in generation, are 
Actualities along with Possibility ; while a third class 
are Possibilities only, and never come into Actuality” 
(such as the largest number, or the least magnitude). 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 22, b. 29- » Aristot. De Interpret. p. 28, a. 
p. 23, a. 15. 21-26. 
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Now the sentence just translated (enunciating a 
doctrine of Aristotle’s First Philosophy rather than of 
Logic) appears decidedly to contradict what he had said 
three lines before, viz., that in one certain sense, the 

necessary to be included and implied the possible to 
be; that is, a possibility or potentiality unilateral only, 
not bilateral; for we are here told that the celestial 
substance is Actuality without Possibility (or Poten- 
tiality), so that the unilateral sense of this last term is 
disallowed. On the other hand, a third sense of the 

same term is recognized and distinguished; a sense 
neither bilateral nor unilateral, but the negation of 
both. This third sense is hardly intelligible, giving as 
it does an impossible Possible ; it seems a self-contradic- 
tory description.* At best, it can only be understood as 
a limit in the mathematical sense; a terminus towards 
which potentiality may come constantly nearer and 
nearer, but which it can never reach. The first, or 
bilateral potentiality, is the only sense at once consistent, 
legitimate, and conformable to ordinary speech. Ari- 
stotle himself admits that the second and third are 
equivocal meanings,” departing from the first as the 

* M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire, in the 
note to his translation (p. 197) calls 
it justly —“le possible qui n’est 
jamais; et qui par cela méme, porte 
en lui une sorte d’ impossibilité.” It 
contradicts both the two explanations 
of dvvaroy which Aristotle had given 
a few lines before. 
evepyet. 
ay (p. 23, a. 10). 

» Aristot. De Interpr. p. 23, a. 5. 
TovTO pev TovTOV xapLy elpnTaL, OTL ov 
maca Svvapis tev avtiketpevav, ovo 
Goa Aeyovrar Kara Td avto eidos. 
éviat S€ Suvdpers opavupoi eiow: To 
yap Suvardv odx amas héyerat, adda 
TO pev OTL GAnOes ws evepyeia bv, &c. 

1. duvarév dre 
A oe > La | 2. dvvardyv ore evepynoesev 

If we read the thirteenth chapter 
of Analytica Priora I. (p. 32, a. 18-29) 
we shall see that ro evdexduevoy is 
declared to be ov« dvayxatov, and that 
in the definition of 1rd evdeydpevor, 

the words of 2) dvros avaykaiov are 
expressly inserted. When 1d advay- 
katoy is said evdéxeoOat, this is said 

only in an equivocal sense of évde- 
xeoGai—r6 yap dvaykaiov 6pavipes 
evdexer Oar Aeyopev. 

On the meaning of rd évdexdpevor, 
translated above, in the table, ‘‘ pos- 
sible (logically) to be,” and its re- 
lation to rd duvardy, see Waitz ad 
Organ. I. pp. 875-8. Compare Prantl. 
Gesch. der Logik, I. pp. 166-8. - 
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legitimate meaning; but if equivocal departure to so — 
great an extent were allowed, the term, put to such 
multifarious service, becomes unfit for accurate phi- 
losophical reasoning. And we find this illustrated by 
the contradiction into which Aristotle himself falls in 
the course of a few lines. The sentence of First Phi- 
losophy (which I translated in the last page) is a 
correction of the logical statement immediately pre- 
ceding it, in so far as it suppresses the necessary 
Possible, or the unilateral potentiality. But on the 
other hand the same sentence introduces a new con- 
fusion by its third variety—the impossible Potential, 
departing from all clear and consistent meaning of 
potentiality, and coinciding only with the explanation 
of Non-Ens, as given by Aristotle elsewhere.* 

The contrast of Actual and Potential stands so pro- 
minently forward in Aristotle’s First Philosophy, and 
is, when correctly understood, so valuable an element 
in First Philosophy generally, that we cannot be too 
careful against those misapplications of it into which he 
himself sometimes falls. The sense of Potentiality, as 
including the alternative of either affirmative or nega- 
tive—may be or may not be—is quite essential in com- 
prehending the ontological theories of Aristotle; and 
when he professes to drop the may not be and leave 
only the may be, this is not merely an equivocal sense 
of the word, but an entire renunciation of its genuine 
sense. In common parlance, indeed, we speak ellip- 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 21, a. The triple enumeration given by 
02: 7o\ d€ phn dv, Gre Sofacrdv, | Aristotle (1. Actuality without Po-— 
ove adnOes cimeiy ov ti° Sdéa yap | tentiality. 2. Actuality with Poten- 
avTov ovK tot 671 €otiv, GAN Gru | tiality. 3. Potentiality without Ac- 
oux €otw. TO py ov is the true | tuality) presents a neat symmetry 
description of that which Aristotle | which stands in the place of philoso- 
improperly calls dvvapis 9 ovdemore / phical exactness. 
evepyela €oTw. | 
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tically, and say, Jt may be, when we really mean, Jt 
may or may not be. But the last or negative half, 
though not expressly announced, is always included in 
the thought and belief of the speaker and understood 
by the hearer.* 

Many logicians, and Sir William Hamilton very 
emphatically, have considered the Modality of pro- 
positions as improper to be included in the province of 
Logic, and have treated the proceeding of Aristotle in 
thus including it, as one among several cases in which 
he had transcended the legitimate boundaries of the 
science.” This criticism, to which I cannot subscribe, 
is founded upon one peculiar view of the proper de- 
finition and limits of Logic. Sir W. Hamilton lays 
down the limitation peremptorily, and he is war- 
ranted in doing this for himself; but it is a question 
about which there has been great diversity of view 
among expositors, and he has no right to blame others 
who enlarge it. My purpose in the present volume 
is to explain how the subject presented itself to Ari- 
stotle. He was the first author that ever attempted 
to present Logic in a scientific aspect; and it is hardly 
fair to try him by restrictions emanating from critics 
much later. Yet, if he is to be tried upon this point, 
I think the latitude in which he indulges preferable 
to the restricted doctrine of Sir. W. Hamilton. 

In the treatise now before us (De Interpretatione) 
Aristotle announces his intention to explain the Pro- 
position or Enunciative Speech, the conjunction of a 

* See Trendelenburg ad Aristot. | for those who differ from most of its 
De Anima, pp. 303-307. conclusions. Compare the opposite 

> See pp. 148-5 of the article, | view, as advocated by M. Barthélemy 
“Logic,” in Sir William Hamilton’s | St. Hilaire, Logique d’Aristote, Pré- 
Discussions on Philosophy—a very | face, pp. lxii.-Lxviii. 
learned and instructive article, even 
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noun and a verb; as distinguished, first, from its two 

constituents (noun and verb) separately taken; next, 
from other modes of speech, also combining the two 
(precative, interrogative, &c.). All speech (he says), 
the noun or verb separately, as well as the proposition 
conjointly, is, in the first instance, a sign of certain 
mental states common to the speaker with his hearers ; 
and, in the second instance, a sign of certain things or 
facts, resembling (or correlating with) these mental 
states.» The noun, pronounced separately, and the 
verb, pronounced separately, are each signs of a certain 
thought in the speaker’s mind, without either truth or 
falsehood ; the Proposition, or conjunction of the two, 
goes farther and declares truth or falsehood. The 
words pronounced (he says) follow the thoughts in 
the mind, expressing an opinion (i.¢. belief or dis- 
belief) entertained in the mind; the verbal affirmation 
or negation gives utterance to a mental affirmation or 
negation—a feeling of belief or disbelief—that some- 
thing is, or that something is not.® Thus, Aristotle 
intends to give a theory of the Proposition, leaving 
other modes of speech to Rhetoric or Poetry:° the 
Proposition he considers under two distinct aspects. 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 16, a. 
ay \ > \ > a a 

3-8: gore pev ody Ta ev TH hovy 
Tov ev TH ux TaOnpatev cvpBoda 
—@y peévro. TadTa onpela TPOT@s, 
TavTa mwaow maOnpara ths uy7s, 
kat y Tavta Ouolmpara, mpdypwara 
70n tadvra. Ibid., a. 18: ra pev ody 
dvopara avra Kal Ta prnuwata orKe TO 
avev cvvbecews kai Staipecews vonparte 

a» \ G > > a —olre yap evdos ovr adnées ro. 
Ib. p. 17, a. 2: Adyos amrodayrikés, ev 
e Wwe: , EY , lege, 
@ TO adyOevew 7) WeddecOa imapyxet. 
Compare p. 20, a. 34, 

» Aristot. De Interpret. p. 23, a. 
32: ra pev ev tH cov dkodov- 

Get trois év TH Stavoia, éxet O€ evavTia 
dd£a 7 Tov evayriov, &ec. Ib. p. 24, b. 1: 
eo ” EN s 4 wy Pe Gore eirep emt SdEns ovTas exeL, cial 
d€ ai ev Ty Pavn Katapdcers Kal azro- 
aces ctipBota tav ev tH Wvyn, 
djAov Ore Kal Katapdoe evaytia pev 
> , a \ ~ > os , 

arépacis 4 TEpt Tod avtov KaOddov, 
&e. Ib. p.17, a. 22: €or O€ 4 amdy 
drépavots povn onpavtiKy ep Tov 
dmdpxew Te 7) 11) Umapxyew, &e. 

° Aristot. De Interpr. p. 17, a. 5. 
of prev ovv GAXor (Adyor) adetc waar: 
PNTOpLKns yap 7) TrolnTiKHS oiKeLoTépa 7 

, c SV rn A ~ ~ 

okewis: 6 O€ amodaytikos THs viv Oew- 
plas. 

—— Cu: 
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In its first or subjective aspect, it declares the state 
of the speaker’s mind, as to belief or disbelief. In 
its second or oljective aspect, it declares a truth or 
falsehood correlating with such belief or disbelief, for 
the information of the hearer. Now the Mode be- 
longing to a proposition of this sort, in virtue of its 
form, is to be true or false. But there are also other 
propositions—other varieties of speech enunciative— 
which differ from the Simple or Assertory Proposition 
having the form is or is not, and which have distinct 
modes belonging to them, besides that of being true or 
false. Thus we have the Necessary Proposition, de- 
claring that a thing zs so by necessity, that it must be so, 
or cannot but be so; again, the Problematical Proposi- 
tion, enunciating that a thing may or may not be so. 
These two modes attach to the form of the proposition, 
and are quite distinct from those which attach to its 
matter as simply affirmed or denied; as when, in- 
stead of saying, John is sick, we say, John is sick 
of a fever, John is dangerously sick, with a merely 

material modification. Such adverbs, modifying the 
matter affirmed or denied, are numerous, and may 
be diversified almost without limit. But they are 
not to be placed in the same category with the two 
just mentioned, which modify the form of the pro- 
position, and correspond to a state of mind distinct 
from simple belief or disbelief, expressed by a simple 
affirmation or negation.* In the case of each of the 

* Ammonius (in the Scholia on De 
Interpret. p. 130, a. 16, seq., Brand.) 
ranks all modal propositions under 
the same category, and considers the 
number of them to be, not indeed in- 
finite, but very great. He gives as 
examples : “ The moon changes fast ; 
Plato loves Dion vehemently.” Sir W. 

Hamilton adopts the same view as 
Ammonius: “ Modes may be con- 
ceived without end—all must be ad- 
mitted, if any are; the line of distinc- 

tion attempted to be drawn is futile.” 
(Discussions on Phil. ut sup. p. 145.) 
On the other hand, we learn from 
Ammonius that most of the Aristo- 
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two, Aristotle has laid down rules (correct or incor- 

rect) for constructing the legitimate Antiphasis, and 
for determining other propositions equipollent to, or 
following upon, the propositions given; rules distinct 
from those applying to the simple affirmation. When 

telian interpreters preceding him 
reckoned the simple proposition 76 
tmapxew as a modal; and Aristotle 
himself seems so to mention it 
(Analytica Priora, I. ii. p. 25, a. 1); 
besides that he enumerates érue and 
false, which undoubtedly attach to ro 
indpxewv, as examples of modes (De 
Interpret. c. 12, p. 22, a. 13). Am- 
monius himself protests against this 
doctrine of the former interpreters. 

Mr. John Stuart Mill (System of 
Logic, Bk. I. ch. iv. s. 2) says :—‘* A 
remark of a similar nature may be 
applied to most of those distinctions 
among propositions which are said to 
have reference to their modality; as 
difference of tense or time; the sun 
did rise, is rising, will rise. . . . The 
circumstance of time is properly con- 
sidered as attaching to the copula, 
which is the sign of predication, and 
not to the predicate. If the same 
cannot be said of such modifications as 
these, Cesar is perhaps dead; it is 
possible that Cesar is dead ; it is only 
because these fall altogether under 
another head; being properly. asser- 
tions not of anything relating to the 
fact itself, but of the state of our own 

mind in regard to it; namely, our 
absence of disbelief of it. Thus, 
Ocesar may be dead, means, J am not 
sure that Cesar ts alive.” 

I do not\ know whether Mr. Mill 
means that thefunction of the copula 
is different in these problematical 
propositions, from what it is in the 
categorical propositions: I think there 
is no difference. But his remark 

that the problematical proposition is 
an assertion of the state of our 
minds in regard to the fact, appears 
to me perfectly just. Only, we ought 
to add, that this is equally true about 
the categorical proposition. It is 
equally true about all the three fol- 
lowing propositions :—1l. The three 
angles of a triangle may or may not 
be equal to two right angles. 2. The 
three angles of a triangle are equal to 
two right angles. 3. The three angles 
of a triangle are necessarily equal to 
two right angles. In each of these 
three propositions, an assertion of the 
state of our minds is involved, and a 
different state of mind in each. This 
is the subjective aspect of the propo- 
sition; it belongs to the form rather 
than to the matter, and may be con- 
sidered as a mode. The commentators 
preceding Ammonius did so consider 
it, and said that the categorical pro- 
position had its mode as well as the 
others. Ammonius differed from them, 
treating the categorical as having no 
mode—as the standard unit or point 
of departure. 

The propositions now known as 
Hypothetical and Disjunctive, which 
may also be regarded as in a certain 
sense Modals, are not expressly con- 
sidered by Aristotle. In the Anal. 
Prior. I. xliv. p. 50, a. 16-38, he ad- 
verts to hypothetical syllogisms, and 
intimates his intention of discussing 
them more at length: but this inten- 
tion has not been executed, in the 
works that we possess. 
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we say of anything, J¢ may be or may not be, we enun- 
ciate here only one proposition, not two; we declare 
a state of mind which is neither belief nor disbelief, 
as in the case of the Simple Proposition, but some- 
thing wavering between the two; yet which is never- 
theless frequent, familiar to every one, and useful to 
be made known by a special form of proposition 
adapted to it—the Problematical. On the other hand, 
when we say, Jt is by necessity—must be—cannot but be 
—we declare our belief, and something more besides; 
we declare that the supposition of the opposite of 
what we believe, would involve a contradiction—would 
contradict some definition or axiom to which we have 
already sworn adherence. This again is a state of 
mind known, distinguishable, and the same in all, 
subjectively ; though as to the objective correlate— 
what constitutes the Necessary, several different opi- 
nions have been entertained. 

In every complete theory of enunciative speech, these 
modal propositions deserve to be separately explained, 
both in their substantive meaning and in their relation 
to other propositions. Their characteristic property 
as Modals belongs to form rather than to matter; 
and Aristotle ought not to be considered as unphilo- 
sophical for introducing them into the Organon, even 
if we adopt the restricted view of Logic taken by Sir 
W. Hamilton, that it takes no cognizance of the matter 
of propositions, but only of their form. But though 
I dissent from Hamilton’s criticisms on this point, I do 
not concur with the opposing critics who think that 
Aristotle has handled the Modal Propositions in a satis- 
factory manner. On the contrary, I think that the 
equivocal sense which he assigns to the Potential or 
Possible, and his inconsistency in sometimes admit- 
ting, sometimes denying, a Potential that is always 
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actual, and a Potential that is never actual —are 
serious impediments to any consistent Logic. The Pro- 
blematical Proposition does not admit of being cut in 
half; and if we are to recognize a necessary Possible, 
or an impossible Possible, we ought to find different 
phrases by which to designate them. 
We must observe that the distinction of Problematical 

and Necessary Propositions corresponds, in the mind of 
Aristotle, to that capital and characteristic doctrine 
of his Ontology and Physics, already touched on in 
this chapter. He thought, as we have seen, that in 
the vast circumferential region of the Kosmos, from 
the outer sidereal sphere down to the lunar sphere, 
celestial substance was a necessary existence and energy, 
sempiternal and uniform in its rotations and influence; © 

and that through its beneficent influence, pervading 
the concavity between the lunar sphere and the terres- 
trial centre (which included the four elements with 
their compounds) there prevailed a regularizing ten- 
dency called Nature; modified, however, and partly 
counteracted by independent and irregular forces called 
Spontaneity and Chance, essentially unknowable and 
unpredictable. The irregular sequences thus named 
by Aristotle were the objective correlate of the Prob- 
lematical Proposition in Logic. In these sublunary 
sequences, as to future time, may or may not was 

all that could be attained, even by the highest know- 
ledge; certainty, either of affirmation or negation, was 
out of the question. On the other hand, the neces- 
sary and uniform energies of the celestial substance, 
formed the objective correlate of the Necessary Proposi- 
tion in Logic; this substance was not merely an ex- 
istence, but an existence necessary and unchangeable. 
I shall say more on this when I come to treat of 
Aristotle as a kosmical and physical philosopher; at 
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present it is enough to remark that he considers the 
Problematical Proposition in Logic to be not purely 
subjective, as an expression of the speaker’s ignorance, 
but something more, namely, to correlate with an 
objective essentially unknowable to all. 

The last paragraph of the treatise De Interpretatione 
discusses the question of Contraries and Contradictories, 
and makes out that the greatest breadth of opposition 
is that between a proposition and its contradictory 
(Kallias is just—Kallias is not just), not that between 
a proposition and what is called its contrary (Kallias 
is just—Kallias is unjust); therefore, that according 
to the definition of contrary, the true contrary of a 
proposition is its contradictory." This paragraph is 
not connected with that which precedes; moreover, 
both the reasoning and the conclusion differ from 
what we read as well in this treatise as in other 
portions of Aristotle. Accordingly, Ammonius in the 
Scholia, while informing us that Porphyry had declined 
to include it in his commentary, intimates also his own 
belief that it is not genuine, but the work of another 
hand, At best (Ammonius thinks), if we must con- 
sider it as the work of Aristotle, it has been composed 
by him only as a dialectical exercise, to debate an 
unsettled question.” I think the latter hypothesis not 
improbable. The paragraph has certainly reference to 
discussions which we do not know, and it may have 
been composed when Aristotle had not fully made up 
his mind on the distinction between Contrary and Con- 
tradictory. Considering the difficult problems that he 
undertook to solve, we may be sure that he must have 

* Aristot. De Interpr. p. 23, a. 27, | ruyxdvovras mpds thy emixpiow Tov 
seq. mOav@s pev ov pevtor adnOads eyo- 

» Scholia ad Arist. pp. 185-139, Br. | péevav Adyar, &e. (p. 135, b. 15; also 
yupvdoa pdvoy BovAnbevros tovs ev- | p. 136, a. 42.) 

VOL. I. .) 
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written down several trains of thought merely pre- 
liminary and tentative. Moreover, we know that he 
had composed a distinct treatise ‘De Oppositis, * which 
is unfortunately lost, but in which he must have in- 
cluded this very topic—the distinction between Con- 
trary and Contradictory. 

Whatever may have been the real origin and pur- 
pose of this last paragraph, I think it unsuitable as 
a portion of the treatise De Interpretatione. It nul- 
lifies, or at least overclouds, one of the best parts of 
that treatise, the clear determination of Antiphasis and 
its consequences. 

If, now, we compare the theory of the Proposition as 
given by Aristotle in this treatise, with that which we 
read in the Sophistes of Plato, we shall find Plato already 
conceiving the proposition as composed indispensably 
of noun and-verb, and as being either affirmative or 
negative, for both of which he indicates the technical 
terms.” He has no technical term for either subject 
or predicate; but he conceives the proposition as be- 
longing to its subject:° we may be mistaken in the 
predicates, but we are not mistaken in the subject. 
Aristotle enlarges and improves upon this theory. He 
not only has a technical term for affirmation and 
negation, and for negative noun and verb, but also 
for subject and predicate; again, for the mode of signi- 
fication belonging to noun and verb, each separately, 
as distinguished from the mode of signification belong- 

* Scholia ad Categorias, p. 83, a. | In the so-called Platonic ‘ Definitions,’ 
17-19, b.\10, p. 84, a. 29, p. 86, b. | we read ev karaface: kat dmopaces 
49, p. 88, a, 80. It seems much re- | (p. 413 C.); but these are probably 
ferred to by Simplikius, who tells us | alter Aristotle’s time. In another 
that the Stoics adopted most of its | of these Definitions (413 D.) we read 
principles (p. 83, a. 21, b. 7). ardpacts, where the word ought to 

> Plato, Sophistes, pp. 261-262. | be améddavots. 
ddaow kai andpacw.—ib, p, 263 EH. °* Plato, Sophist. p. 263 A-C. 
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ing to them conjointly, when brought together in a 
proposition. He follows Plato in insisting upon the 
characteristic feature of the proposition—aptitude for 
being true or false; but he gives an ampler definition 
of it, and he introduces the novel and important dis- 
tribution of propositions according to the quantity 
of the subject. Until this last distribution had been 
made, it was impossible to appreciate the true value 
and bearing of each Antiphasis, and the correct language 
for expressing it, so as to say neither more nor less. 
We see, by reading the Sophistes, that Plato did 
not conceive the Antiphasis correctly, as distinguished 
from Contrariety on the one hand, and from mere 
Difference on the other. He saw that the negative 
of any proposition does not affirm the contrary of its 
affirmative; but he knew no other alternative except 
to say, that it affirms only something different from the 
affirmative. His theory in the Sophistes recognizes 
nothing but affirmative propositions, with the predi- 
cate of contrariety on one hand, or of difference on 
the other ;* he ignores, or jumps over, the intermediate 
station of propositions affirming nothing at all, but 
simply denying a pre-understood affirmative. There 
were other contemporaries, Antisthenes among them, 
who declared contradiction to be an impossibility ;? an 
opinion coinciding at bottom with what I have just 

* Plato, Sophistes, p. 257, B: Ov« | in the Platonic Lexicon. 
ap, evavtiov brav anddacis éynra 
onpaive, ovyxepnobpeba, tocodroy 
dé podvoy, 6r. T@v GAAX@Y TL py- 
vier TO pt) Kal TO 0 mporibe- 

Compare 
the same dialogue, Sophistes, p. 263 ; 
also Euthydémus, p. 298, A. Plato 
does not seem to take account of 
negative propositions as such. See 

peva TOV EmlovTwY GvoudTwY, paddov 
d€ trav mpaypatav, trept dtr av Kenta 
ra emipbeyyopeva Vorepov tis amopd- 
oews ovopara. 

The term avridacts, and its deri- 
vative dvruparikés, are not recognized 

‘Plato and the Other Companions 
of Sokrates,’ vol. Il. ch. xxvii. pp. 
446-455. 

» Aristot. Topica, I. xi. p. 104, b. 
20; Metaphys. A. p. 1024, b. 32; 
Analytic. Poster. I. xxv. n. 86, b. 34, 

oO 2 
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cited from Plato himself. We see, in the Theztétus, 
the Euthydémus, the Sophistes, and elsewhere, how 
ereat was the difficulty felt by philosophers of that age 
to find a proper locus standi for false propositions, so 
as to prove them theoretically possible, to assign a 
legitimate function for the negative, and to escape 
from the interdict of Parmenides, who eliminated Non- 

Fins as unmeaning and incogitable. Even after the 
death of Aristotle, the acute disputation of Stilpon 
suggested many problems, but yielded few solutions; 
and Menedémus went so far as to disallow negative 
propositions altogether.’ 

Such being the conditions under which philosophers 
debated in the age of Aristotle, we can appreciate the 
full value of a positive theory of propositions such as 
that which we read in his treatise De Interpretatione. 
It is, so far as we know, the first positive theory thereof 
that was ever set out; the first attempt to classify pro- 
positions in such a manner that a legitimate Antiphasis 
could be assigned to each; the first declaration that to 
each affirmative proposition there belonged one appro- 
priate negative, and to each negative proposition one 
appropriate counter-affirmative, and one only; the 
earliest effort to construct a theory for this purpose, such 
as to hold ground against all the puzzling questions of 
acute disputants.” The clear determination of the Anti- 
phasis in each case—the distinction of Contradictory 

* Diogen. Laert. ii. 184-1385. See 
the long discussion in the Platonic 
Theetétus (pp. 187-196), in which 
Sokrates in vain endeavours to pro- 
duce some theory whereby yevdis 
ofa may be rendered possible. 
Hobbes, also, in his Computation or 
Logic (De Corp. ¢. iii. § 6), followed 
by Destutt Tracy, disallows the ne- 

gative proposition per se, and treats 
it as a clumsy disguise of the affirma- 
tive €k petabécews, to use the phrase 
of Theophrastus. Mr. John Stuart 
Mill has justly criticized this part 
of Hobbes’s theory (System of Logic, 
Book I. ch. iv. § 2). 

» Aristot. De Interpr. p. 17, a. 86: 
A A A > , Mpos Tas codiaTikas evoxAncels. 
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antithesis from Contrary antithesis between propo- 
sitions—this was an important logical doctrine never 
advanced before Aristotle; and the importance of it 
becomes manifest when we read the arguments of Plato 
and Antisthenes, the former overleaping and ignoring 
the contradictory opposition, the latter maintaining that 
it was a process theoretically indefensible. But in order 
that these two modes of antithesis should be clearly 
contrasted, each with its proper characteristic, it was 
requisite that the distinction of quantity between dif- 
ferent propositions should also be brought to view, 
and considered in conjunction with the distinction of 
quality. Until this was done, the Maxim of Contra- 
diction, denied by some, could not be shown in its true 
force or with its proper limits. Now, we find it done, 
for the first time, in the treatise before us. Here the 
Contradictory antithesis (opposition both in quantity 
and quality) in which one proposition must be true and 
the other false, is contrasted with the Contrary (propo- 
sitions opposite in quality, but both of them universal). 
Aristotle’s terminology is not in all respects fully deve- 
loped ; in regard, especially, to the quantity of propo- 
sitions it is less advanced than in his own later trea- 
tises; but from the theory of the De Interpretatione 
all the distinctions current among later logicians, take 
their rise. 

The distinction of Contradictory and Contrary is 
fundamental in ratiocinative Logic, and lies at the 

* We see, from the argument in 
the Metaphysica of Aristotle, that 
there were persons in his day who 
dex.ied or refused to admit the Maxim 
of Contradiction ; and who held that 
contradictory propositions might both 
be true or both false (Aristot. Metaph. 
I p. 1006, a. 1; p. 1009, a. 24). He 

employs several pages in confuting 
them. 

See the Antinomies in the Platonic 
Parmenides (pp. 154-155), some of 
which destroy or set aside the Maxim 
of Contradiction (‘Plato and the 
Other Companions of Sokrates,’ vol. IL, 
ch. xxv. p, 806). 
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bottom of the syllogistic theory as delivered in the 
Analytica Priora. The precision with which Aristotle 
designates the Universal proposition with its exact con- 
tradictory antithesis, is remarkable in his day. Some, 
however, of his observations respecting the place and 
functions of the negative particle (ov), must be under- 
stood with reference to the variable order of words in 
a Greek or Latin sentence; for instance, the distinc- 
tion between Kallias non est gustus and Kallias est non 
justus does not suggest itself to one speaking English 
or French.* Moreover, the Aristotelian theory of the 
Proposition is encumbered with various unnecessary 
subtleties; and the introduction of the Modals (though 
they belong, in my opinion, legitimately to a com- 
plete logical theory) renders the doctrine so intri- 
cate and complicated, that a judicious teacher will 

* The diagram or parallelogram of | thius and the Schoolmen to modern 

logical antithesis, which is said to 
have begun with Apuleius, and to 
have been transmitted through Boe- 

A. Omnis homo est justus. 

{. Aliquis homo est justus. 

But the parallelogram set out by 
Aristotle in the treatise De. Interpre- 
tatione, or at least in the Analytica 

1. Omnis homo est justus . 

4, Non omnis homo est non justus 

Here Proposition (1) is an affirmative, 
of which (2) is the direct and appro- 
priate negative: also Proposition (3) 
is an affirmative (Aristotle so considers 
it), of which (4) is the direct and ap- 
propriate negative. The great aim 
of Aristotle is to mark out clearly 
what is the appropriate negative or 
’Anogpacts to each Karadaots (pia 
drdpacis puds Karapacews, p. 17, b. 
38), making up together the pair 
which he calls "Avridaous, standing 
in Contradictory Opposition ; and to 

times (Ueberweg, System der Logik, 
sect. 72, p. 174) is as follows :— 

a KE. Nullus homo est justus. 

Lee eee 0. Aliquis homo non est justus. 

Priora, is different, and intended for a 
different purpose. He puts it thus :— 

- 2. Non omnis homo est justus. 

. 3. Omnis homo est non justus. 

distinguish this appropriate negative 
from another proposition which com- 
prises the particle of negation, but 
which is really a new affirmative. 

The true negatives of homo est 
justus— Omnis homo est justus are, 
Homo non est justus—Non omnis 
homo est justus. If you say, Homo 
est non justus—Omnis homo est non 
justus, these are not negative pro- 
positions, but new affirmatives (ek 
petabecews in the language of Theo- 
phrastus). 
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prefer, in explaining the subject, to leave them for 
second or ulterior study, when the simpler relations 
between categorical propositions have been made evi- 
dent and familiar. The force of this remark will be 
felt more when we go through the Analytica Priora. 
The two principal relations to be considered in the 
theory of Propositions—Opposition and Equipollence— 
would have come out far more clearly in the treatise 
De Interpretatione, if the discussion of the Modals had 
been reserved for a separate chapter. 
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CHAPTER V. 

ANALYTICA PRIORA I. 

Raviewine the treatise De Interpretatione, we have 
followed Aristotle in his first attempt to define what 
a Proposition is, to point out its constituent elements, 
and to specify some of its leading varieties. The cha- 
racteristic feature of the Proposition he stated to be— 
That it declares, in the first instance, the mental state 
of the speaker as to belief or disbelief, and, in its 
ulterior or final bearing, a state of facts to which 
such belief or disbelief corresponds. It is thus signi- 
ficant of truth or falsehood; and this is its logical 
character (belonging to Analytic and Dialectic), as 
distinguished from its rhetorical character, with other 
aspects besides. Aristotle farther indicated the two 
principal discriminative attributes of propositions as 
logically regarded, passing under the names of quan- 
tity and quality. He took great pains, in regard to 
the quality, to explam what was the special negative 
proposition in true contradictory antithesis to each 
affirmative. He stated and enforced the important 
separation of contradictory propositions from contrary ; 
and he even parted off (which the Greek and Latin 
languages admit, though the French and English will 
hardly do so) the true negative from the indeterminate 
affirmative. He touched also upon equipollent propo- 
sitions, though he did not go far into them. Thus 
commenced with Aristotle the systematic study of pro- 
positions, classified according to their meaning and their 
various interdependences with each other as to truth 
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and falsehood—their mutual consistency or incompati- 
bility. Men, who had long been talking good Greek 
fluently and familiarly, were taught to reflect upon the 
conjunctions of words that they habitually employed, 
and to pay heed to the conditions of correct speech in 
reference to its primary purpose of affirmation and 
denial, for the interchange of beliefs and disbeliefs, 
the communication of truth, and the rectification of 
falsehood. To many of Aristotle’s contemporaries this 
first attempt to theorize upon the forms of locution 
familiar to every one would probably appear hardly 
less strange than the interrogative dialectic of Sokrates, 
when he declared himself not to know what was meant 
by justice, virtue, piety, temperance, government, Xe. ; 
when he astonished his hearers by asking them to 
rescue him from this state of ignorance, and to com- 
municate to him some portion of their supposed pleni- 
tude of knowledge. 

Aristotle tells us expressly that the theory of the 
Syllogism, both demonstrative and dialectic, on which we 
are now about to enter, was his own work altogether and 
from the beginning ; that no one had ever attempted it 
before ; that he therefore found no basis to work upon, 
but was obliged to elaborate his own theory, from the 
very rudiments, by long and laborious application. In 
this point of view, he contrasts Logic pointedly with 
Rhetoric, on which there had been a series of writers 
and teachers, each profiting by the labours of his pre- 
decessors.2 There is no reason to contest the claim 
to originality here advanced by Aristotle. He was the 

* See the remarkable passage at | pexav tmppxe moda Kal mada ra 
the close of the Sophistici Elenchi, | Aeyéueva, mepi d€ rod cudAdoyiter Oar 
p- 188, b. 384-p. 184, b. 9: radrns 5€ | mavrehds ovdev elyouev mpdrepov GAXO 
Tis mpaypareias ov Td pev Hy TO Se ovK | A€yerv, GAN 7 tpiBn Cyrodvres Todd 
iv mpoekerpyacpevov, adN ovdev mav- | xpovoy érovovper. 
TEA@s UNNPXe—kal TEpl ev TeV pyTo- 
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first who endeavoured, by careful study and multiplied 
comparison of propositions, to elicit general truths 
respecting their ratiocinative interdependence, and to 
found thereupon precepts for regulating the conduct of 
demonstration and dialectic. 

He begins the Analytica 

* Sir Wm. Hamilton, Lectures on 
Logic, Lect. v. pp. 87-91, vol. II. :-— 
“The principles of Contradiction and 
Excluded Middle can both be traced 
back to Plato, by whom they were 
enounced and frequently applied ; 
though it was not till long after, that 
either of them obtained a distinctive 
appellation. ‘To take the principle of 
Contradiction first. This law Plato 
frequently employs, but the most 
remarkable passages are found in the 
Phedo (p. 103), in the Sophista (p. 
252), and in the Republic (iv. 436, 
vii. 525). This law was however 
more distinctively and emphatically 
enounced by Aristotle... .. Follow- 
ing Aristotle, the Peripatetics esta- 
blished this law as the highest prin- 
ciple of knowledge. From the Greek 
Aristotelians it obtained the name by 
which it has subsequently been de- 
nominated, the principle, or law, or 
axiom, of Contradiction (d&iopa ris 
avtupacews). . ... . The law of Ex- 
cluded Middle between two contra- 
dictories remounts, as I have said, 

also to Plato; though the Second 
Alcibiades, in which it is most clearly 
expressed (p. 139; also Sophista, p. 
250) must be admitted to be spu- 

This law, though uni- 
versally recognized as a principle in 
the Greek Peripatetic school, and in 
the schools of the middle ages, only 
received the distinctive appellation 
by which it is now known at a com- 
paratively modern date.” 

The passages of Plato, to which Sir 
W. Hamilton here refers, will not be 

a 

Priora by setting forth his 

found to bear out his assertion that 
Plato “enounced and frequently ap- 
plied the principles of Contradiction 
and Excluded Middle.” These two 
principles are both of them enun- 
ciated, denominated, and distinctly 
explained by Aristotle, but by no one 
_before him, as far as our knowledge 
extends. The conception of the two 
maxims, in their generality, depends 
upon the clear distinction between 
Contradictory Opposition and Con- 
trary Opposition; which is fully 
brought out by Aristotle, but not 
adverted to, or at least never broadly — 
and generally set forth, by Plato. 
Indeed it is remarkable that the word 
*Avripacis, the technical term for 
Contradiction, nevers occurs in Plato: 

at least it is not recognized in the 
Lexicon Platonicum. Aristotle puts 
it in the foreground of his logicai ex- 
position ; for, without it, he could 
not have explained what he meant by 
Contradictory Opposition. See Cate- 
goria pp. 18-14, and elsewhere in the 
treatise De Interpretatione and in the 
Metaphysica. Respecting the idea of 
the Negative as put forth by Plato in 
the Sophistes (mot coinciding either 
with Contradictory Opposition or with 
Contrary Opposition), see ‘Plato and 
the Other Companions of Sokrates,’ 
vol. II. ch. xxvii. pp. 449-459. [have 
remarked in that chapter, and the 
reader ought to recollect, that the 
philosophical views set out by Plato 
in the Sophistes differ on many points 
from what we read in other Platonic 
dialogues. 
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general purpose, and defining his principal terms and 
phrases. His manner is one of geometrical’ plainness 
and strictness. It may perhaps have been common to 
him with various contemporary geometers, whose works 
are now lost; but it presents an entire novelty in Grecian 
philosophy and literature. It departed not merely from 
the manner of the rhetoricians and the physical philo- 
sophers (as far as we know them, not excluding even 
Demokritus), but also from Sokrates and the Sokratic 
school. For though Sokrates and Plato were perpetu- 
ally calling for definitions, and did much to make others 
feel the want of such, they neither of them evinced 
aptitude or readiness to supply the want. The new 
manner of Aristotle is adapted to an undertaking which 
he himself describes as original, in which he has no 
predecessors, and is compelled to dig his own founda- 
tions. It is essentially didactic and expository, and 
contrasts strikingly with the mixture of dramatic live- 
liness and dialectical subtlety which we find in Plato. 

The terminology of Aristotle in the Analytica is to 
a certain extent different from that in the treatise De 
Interpretatione. The Enunciation (’Azdgavers) appears 
under the new name of [Ipdtaow, Proposition (in the 
literal sense) or Premiss; while, instead of Noun 
and Verb, we have the word Term ("Opos), applied 
alike both to Subject and to Predicate.* We pass now 

* Aristot. Analyt. Prior. I. i. p. 24, 
b. 16: dpov b€ Kad@ eis dy Suadverat 
7) Mporacts, oiov TS Te KaTNyopovpevoy 

arnpdrov, &c. See Alexander, Schol. 
pp. 145-146.). 

In the Topica Aristotle employs 
kal 76 Ka? of Katnyopeira, Wc. 
“Opos—Terminus—seems to have 

been a technical word first employed 
by Aristotle himself to designate 
subject and predicate as the extremes 
of a proposition, which latter he con- 
ceives as the interval between the 
termini—O.adornpa. (Analyt. Prior. 
I. xv. p. 35, a.12. orepntixav d.a- 

dpos in a very different sense—)dyos 
6 70 Tl Av elvar onpaiver (Topic. I. v. 
p. 101, b. 89)—hardly distinguished 
from épucpds. The Scholia take little 
notice of this remarkable variation of 
meaning, as between two treatises of 
the Organon so intimately connected 
(pp. 256-257, Br.). 
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from the region of declared truth, into that of inferen- 
tial or reasoned truth. We find the proposition looked 
at, not merely as communicating truth in itself, but as 
generating and helping to guarantee certain ulterior 
propositions, which communicate something additional 
or different. The primary purpose of the Analytica is 
announced to be, to treat of Demonstration and demon- 
strative Science; but the secondary purpose, running 
parallel with it and serving as illustrative counterpart, 
is, to treat also of Dialectic; both of them* being 
applications of the inferential or ratiocinative process, 
the theory of which Aristotle intends to unfold. 

The three treatises—1, Analytica Priora, 2, Analytica 
Posteriora, 8, Topica with Sophistici Elenehi—thus 
belong all to one general scheme; to the theory of the 
Syllogism, with its distinct applications, first, to demon- 
strative or didactic science, and, next, to dialectical 
debate. The scheme is plainly announced at the com- 
mencement of the Analytica Priora; which treatise dis- 

cusses the Syllogism generally, while the Analytica Pos- 
teriora deals with Demonstration, and the Topica with 
Dialectic. The first chapter of the Analytica Priora 
and the last chapter of the Sophistici Elenchi (elosing the 
Topica), form a preface and a conclusion to the whole. 
The exposition of the Syllogism, Aristotle distinctly 
announces, precedes that of Demonstration (and for 
the same reason also precedes that of Dialectic), be- 
cause it is more general: every demonstration is a 
sort of syllogism, but every syllogism is not a demon- 
stration.” 

As a foundation for the syllogistic theory, proposi- 
tions are classified according to their quantity (more 
formally than in the treatise De Interpretatione) into 

* Analyt. Prior. I. i. p. 24, a. 25. » Tbid. I. iv. p. 25, b. 80. 
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Universal, Particular, and Indefinite or Indeterminate ;* 
Aristotle does not recognize the Singular Proposition 
as a distinct variety. In regard to the Universal Pro- 
position, he introduces a different phraseology according 
as it is looked at from the side of the Subject, or from 
that of the Predicate. The Subject is, or is not, in the 
whole Predicate; the Predicate is affirmed or denied 

respecting all or every one of the Subject.” The minor 
term of the Syllogism (in the first mode of the first 
figure) is declared to be in the whole middle term ; the 
major is declared to belong to, or to be predicable of, 
all and every the middle term. Aristotle says that the 

_ two are the same; we ought rather to say that each is 
the concomitant and correlate of the other, though his 
phraseology is such as to obscure the correlation. 

The definition given of a Syllogism is very clear and 
.remarkable :-—“ It is a speech in which, some positions 
having been laid down, something different from these / 
positions follows as a necessary consequence from their 
being laid down.” In a perfect Syllogism nothing 
additional is required to make the necessity of the con- 
sequence obvious as well as complete. But there are 
also imperfect Syllogisms, in which such necessity, 
though equally complete, is not so obviously conveyed 
in the premisses, but requires some change to be effected 
in the position of the terms in order to render it con- 
spicuous.° 

* Arist. Anal. Prior. I. i. p. 24, a. 
17. The Particular (ev péper), here 
for the first time expressly distin- 
guished by Aristotle, is thus de- 
fined :—ev péper S€ ro Tiwi 7) py Twi 
i) 1) TWavTt Umapxew. 

» Thid. b. 26: 1d 8 ev Ow eivar Ere- 
pov érép@, kal TO KaTa TravTos KaTNYyO- 

peic Oa Oarépou Oarepov, ravrdv eoti— 
TavUTov, 1.€. GUTETTPALMEV@S, aS 

Waitz remarks in note. Julius Pacius 
says: —‘‘Idem re, sed ratione dif- 
ferunt ut ascensus et descensus ; nam 
subjectum dicitur esse vel non esse 
in toto attributo, quia attributum 
dicitur de omni vel de nullo subjecto ” 
(p. 128). 

° Aristot. Anal. Prior. I. i. p. 24, 
b. 18-26. The same, with a little 

difference of wording, at the com- 
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The term Syllogism has acquired, through the in- 
fluence of Aristotle, a meaning so definite and technical, 
that we do not easily conceive it in any other meaning. 
But in Plato and other contemporaries it bears a much 
wider sense, being equivalent to reasoning generally, 
to the process of comparison, abstraction, generali- 
zation. It was Aristotle who consecrated the word, 
so as to mean exclusively the reasoning embodied in 
propositions of definite form and number. Having 
already analysed propositions separately taken, and 
discriminated them into various classes according to 
their constituent elements, he now proceeds to con- 
sider propositions in combination. Two propositions, 
if properly framed, will conduct to a third, different 

from themselves, but which will be necessarily true 

if they are true. Aristotle calls the three together 
a Syllogism.” He undertakes to show how it must 
be framed in order that its conclusion shall be neces- 
sarily true, if the premisses are true. He furnishes 
schemes whereby the cast and arrangement of pre- 
misses, proper for attaining truth, may be recognized ; 
together with the nature of the conclusion, warrantable 
under each arrangement. 

In the Analytica Priora, we find ourselves involved, 
from and after the second chapter, in the distinction 
of Modal propositions, the necessary and the possible. 
The rules respecting the simple Assertory propositions 

mencement of Topica, p. 100, a. 25. | part of most logicians to treat the 
Compare also Analyt. Poster. I. x. | Syllogism as including three proposi- 
p- 76, b. 88: 6c@v dvtay T@ eéxetva | tions (ut vulgus logicorum putat). 
elvan yiveTau TO TUpTEepacpa. He considers the premisses alone as 

* See especially Plato, Theatet. p. | constituting the Syllogism ; the con- 
186, B-D., where 6 cvAAoyicpos and | clusion is not a part thereof, but 
Ta dvadoyiopara are equivalents. something distinct and superadded. 

> Julius Pacius (ad Analyt. Prior. | It appears to me that the vulgus 
I. i.) says that it is a mistake on the | logicorwm are here in the right. 
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are thus, even from the beginning, given in conjunc- 
tion and contrast with those respecting the Modals. 
This is one among many causes of the difficulty and 
obscurity with which the treatise is beset. Theo- 
phrastus and Eudemus seem also to have followed 
their master by giving prominence to the Modals :* 
recent expositors avoid the difficulty, some by omit- 
ting them altogether, others by deferring them until 
the simple assertory propositions have been first made 
clear. I shall follow the example of these last; but 
it deserves to be kept in mind, as illustrating Ari- 
stotle’s point of view, that he regards the Modals as 
principal varieties of the proposition, co-ordinate in 
logical position with the simple assertory. 

Before entering on combinations of propositions, 
Aristotle begins by shewing what can be done with 
single propositions, in view to the investigation or 
proving of truth. A single proposition may be con- 
verted ; that is, its subject and predicate may be made 
to change places. Ifa proposition be true, will it be 
true when thus converted, or (in other words) will its 
converse be true? If false, will its converse be false ? 
If this be not always the case, what are the conditions 
and limits under which (assuming the proposition to 
be true) the process of conversion leads to assured 
truth, in each variety of propositions, affirmative or 
negative, universal or particular? As far as we 
know, Aristotle was the first person that ever put 
to himself this question; though the answer to it is 
indispensable to any theory of the process of proving 
or disproving. He answers it before he enters upon 
the Syllogism. 

The rules which he lays down on the subject have 

* Eudemi Fragmenta, cii.-ciii. p. 145, ed. Spengel. 
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passed into all logical treatises. They are now familiar ; 
and readers are apt to fancy that there never was any ~ 
novelty in them—that every one knows them without 
being told. Such fancy would be illusory. These 
rules are very far from being self-evident, any more 
than the maxims of Contradiction and of the Ex- 
cluded Middle. Not one of the rules couid have 
been laid down with its proper limits, until the dis- 
crimination of propositions, both as to quality (affirma- 
tive or negative), and as to quantity (universal or 
particular), had been put prominently forward and 
appreciated in all its bearings. The rule for trust- 
worthy conversion is different for each variety of 
propositions. The Universal Negative may be con- 
verted simply; that is, the predicate may become 
subject, and the subject may become predicate—the 
proposition being true after conversion, if 1t was true 
before. But the Universal Affirmative cannot be thus 
converted simply. It admits of conversion only in the 
manner called by logicians per accidens: if the predicate 
change places with the subject, we cannot be sure that 
the proposition thus changed will be true, unless the 
new subject be lowered in quantity from universal to 
particular; e.g. the proposition, All men are animals, 
has for its legitimate converse not, A// animals are 
men, but only, Some animals are men. ‘The Par- 
ticular Affirmative may be converted simply: if it be 
true that Some animals are men, it will also be true — 
that Some men are animals. But, lastly, if the true 
proposition to be converted be a Particular Negative, 
it cannot be converted at all, so as to make sure that 
the converse will be true also.* 

Here then are four separate rules laid down, one for 

* Aristot. Analyt. Prior. I. ii. p. 25, a. 1-26. 
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each variety of propositions. The rules for the second 
and third variety are proved by the rule for the first 
(the Universal Negative), which is thus the basis of 
all. But how does Aristotle prove the rule for the 
Universal Negative itself? He proceeds as follows: 
“Tf A cannot be predicated of any one among the B’s, 
neither can B be predicated of any one among the A’s. 
For if it could be predicated of any one among them 
(say C), the proposition that A cannot be predicated ot 
any B would not be true; since C is one among the 
B’s.”* Here we have a proof given which is no proof 
at all. If I disbelieved or doubted the proposition to 
be proved, I should equally disbelieve or doubt the pro- 
position given to prove it. The proof only becomes 
valid, when you add a farther assumption which 
Aristotle has not distinctly enunciated, viz.: That 
if some A (e.g. C) is B, then some B must also be 
A; which would be contrary to the fundamental 
supposition. But this farther assumption cannot be 
granted here, because it would imply that we already 
know the rule respecting the convertibility of Par- 
ticular Affirmatives, viz., that they admit of being 
converted simply. Now the rule about Particular 
Affirmatives is afterwards itself proved by help of the 
preceding demonstration respecting the Universal Nega- 

* Aristot. Analyt. Prior. I. ii. p. 
25, a. 15: ef ody pydevi ray B TO A 
trapxel, ovde Tov A ovdevi imapEer 
To B. ef ydp tim, otov ro T, ovk 
anes Cora TO pndevi trav B ro A 
vmdpxew: To yap T rév B ri éorev. 

Julius Pacius (p. 129) proves the 
Universal Negative to be conver- 
tible simpliciter, by a Reductio ad 
Absurdum cast into a syllogism in 
the First figure. . But it is surely 
unphilosophical to employ the rules 
of Syllogism as a means of prov- 

VOL. I. 

ing the legitimacy of Conversion, see- 
ing that we are forced to assume 
conversion in our process for distin- 
guishing valid from invalid syl- 
logisms. Moreover the Reductio ad 
Absurdum assumes the two funda- 
mental Maxims of Contradiction and 
Excluded Middle, though these are 
less obvious, and stand more in 
need of proof than the simple con- 
version of the Universal Negative, 

the point that they are brought to 
establish. 

gE 
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tive. As the proof stands, therefore, Aristotle demon- 
strates each of these by means of the other; which is 
not admissible.* 

Even the friends and companions of Aristotle were 
not satisfied with his manner of establishing this funda- 
mental rule as to the conversion of propositions. Hudé- 

mus is said to have given a different proof; and 
Theophrastus assumed as self-evident, without any 
proof, that the Universal Negative mi¢ht always be 
converted simply.” It appears to me that no other or 
better evidence of it can be offered, than the trial upon 
particular cases, that is to say, Induction... Nothing 
is gained by dividing (as Aristotle does) the whole A 
into parts, one of which is C; nor can I agree with 
Theophrastus in thinking that every learner would 
assent to it at first hearing, especially at a time when 
no universal maxims respecting the logical value of 
propositions had ever been proclaimed. Still less would 
a Megaric dialectician, if he had never heard the maxim 
before, be satisfied to stand upon an alleged a priori 
necessity without asking for evidence. Now there is 
no other evidence except by exemplifying the formula, 

* Waitz, in his note (p. 374), en- 
deavours, but I think without success, 
to show that Aristotle’s proof is not 
open to the criticism here advanced. 
He admits that it is obscurely indi- 
cated, but the amplification of it 
given by himself still remains exposed 
to the same objection. 

» See the Scholia of Alexander on 
this passage, p. 148, a. 30-45, Brandis ; 
Kudemi Fragm. ci.-cv. pp. 145-149, 
ed. Spengel. 

° We find Aristotle declaring in 
Topica, II. viii. p. 113, b. 15, that in 
converting a true Universal Affirma- 
tive proposition, the negative of the 
Subject of the convertend is always 

true of the negative of the Predicate 
of the convertend ; e.g. If every man 
is an animal, every thing which is not 
an animal is not a man. ‘This is to 
be assumed (he says) upon the evi- 
dence of Induction—uncontradicted 
iteration of particular cases, extended 
to all cases universally—AapBavew & 
e& emaywyijs, oiov ei 6 avOpwros Cdov, 
TO pl) C@ov ovK avOperos: Gpoiws Oe 
Kal emt TOV GANwy. . . . « 
ovy TO ToLOUTOY a&LwTEor. 

The rule for the simple conversion 
of the Universal Negative rests upon 
the same evidence of Induction, never 
contradicted. 

Sy , 

€7t TAVT@YV 
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No A is B, in separate propositions already known to 
the learner as true or false, and by challenging him 
to produce any one case, in which, when it is true to 
say No A is B, it is not equally true to say, No B 
is A; the universality of the maxim being liable to be 
overthrown by any one contradictory instance.* If this 
proof does not convince him, no better can be produced. 
In a short time, doubtless, he will acquiesce in the 
general formula at first hearing, and he may even 
come to regard it as self-evident. It will recall to 
his memory an aggregate of separate cases each indi- 
vidually forgotten, summing up their united effect 
under the same aspect, and thus impressing upon him 
the general truth as if it were not only authoritative 
but self-authorized. 

Aristotle passes next to Affirmatives, both Universal 
and Particular. First, if A can be predicated of all B, 
then B can be predicated of some A; for if B cannot be 
predicated of any A, then (by the rule for the Uni- 

* Dr. Wallis, in one of his acute 
controversial treatises against Hobbes, 
remarks upon this as the process pur- 
sued by Euclid in his demonstra- 
tions :—“ You tell us next that an 
Induction, without enumeration of all 
the particulars, is not sufficient to 
infer a conclusion. Yes, Sir, if after 
the enumeration of some particulars, 
there comes a general clause, and the 
like in other cases (as here it doth), 
this may pass for a proofe till there 
be a possibility of giving some in- 
stance to the contrary, which here 
you will never be able to doe. And 
if such an Induction may not pass 
for proofe, there is never a proposition 
in Euclid demonstrated. For all 
along he takes no other course, or at 
least grounds his Demonstrations on 
Propositions no otherwise demon- 

strated. As, for instance, he pro- 
poseth it in general (i. c. 1.)—To 
make an equilateral triangle on a line 
given. And then he shows you how 
to do it upon the line A B, which he 
there shows you, and leaves you to 
supply: And the same, by the like 
means, may be done upon any other 
strait line ; and then infers his general 
conclusion. Yet I have not heard any 
man object that the Induction was 
not sufficient, because he did not 

actually performe it in all lines pos- 
sible."—( Wallis, Due Correction to 
Mr. Hobbes, Oxon. 1656, sect. v. p. 
42.) This is induction by parity of 
reasoning. 

So also Aristot. Analyt. Poster. I. 
iv. p. 73, b. 32: 70 kaOddov dé ixdpyer 
Tote, Orav éml Tov TuydyTOS Kal MpaTOV 
Oevxvunrat, 

Pa, 
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versal Negative) neither can A be predicated of any B. 
Again, if A can be predicated of some B, in this case 
also, and for the same reason, B can be predicated of 

some A.* Here the rule for the Universal Negative, 
supposed already established, is applied legitimately to 
prove the rules for Affirmatives. But in the first case, 
that of the Universal, it fails to prove some in the sense 
of not-all or some-at-most, which is required; whereas, 
the rules for both cases can be proved by Induction, 
like the formula about the Universal Negative. When 
we come to the Particular Negative, Aristotle lays 
down the position, that it does not admit of beimg 
necessarily converted in any way. He gives no proof 
of this, beyond one single exemplification: If some 
animal is not a man, you are not thereby warranted 
in asserting the converse, that some man is not an 
animal.” It is plain that such an exemplification is 
only an appeal to Induction: you produce one par- 
ticular example, which is entering on the track of 
Induction; and one example alone is sufficient to 

establish the negative of an universal proposition.° 

* Aristot. Analyt. Prior. I. ii. p. 25, 
a. 17-22. 

the more easily, because there is a 
class of cases (with subject and pre- 

» Ibid. p. 25, a. 22-26. 
* Though some may fancy that the 

rule for converting the Universal 
Negative is intuitively known, yet 
every one must see that the rule for 
converting the Universal Affirmative 
is not thus self-evident, or derived 

from nattral intuition. In fact, I 

believe that every learner at first 

hears it with great surprise. Some 
are apt tofancy that the Universal 
Affirmative (like the Particular A ffir- 
mative) may be converted simply. 
Indeed this error is not unfrequently 
committed in actual reasoning; all 

dicate co-extensive) where the con- 
verse of the Universal Affirmative 
is really true. Also, in the case of 
the Particular Negative, there are 
many true propositions in which the 
simple converse is true. A novice 
might incautiously generalize upon 
these instances, and conclude that 

both were convertible simply. Ner 
could you convince him of his error 
except by producing examples in 
which, when a true proposition of — 
this kind is converted simply, the 
resulting converse is notoriously false. 
The appeal to various separate cases 
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The converse of a Particular Negative is not in all 
cases true, though it may be true in many cases. 

From one proposition taken singly, no new proposi- 
tion can be inferred; for purposes of inference, two 
propositions at least are required. This brings us to 
the rules of the Syllogism, where two propositions as 
premisses conduct us to a third which necessarily follows 
from them; and we are introduced to the well-known 

three Figures with their various Modes.” To form a 
valid Syllogism, there must be three terms and no 
more; the two, which appear as Subject and Predicate 
of the conclusion, are called the minor term (or minor 

extreme) and the major term (or major extreme) re- 
spectively ; while the third or middle term must appear 
in each of the premisses, but not in the conclusion. 
These terms are called extremes and middle, from the 

position which they occupy in every perfect Syllogism— 
that is in what Aristotle ranks as the First among the 
three figures. In /zs way of enunciating the Syllogism, 
this middle position formed a conspicuous feature ; 
whereas the modern arrangement disguises it, though 
the denomination middle term is still retained. Ari- 
stotle usually employs letters of the alphabet, which he 
was the first to select as abbreviations for exposition ;° 

is the only basis on which we can 
rest for testing the correctness or 
incorrectness of all these maxims pro- 
claimed as universal. 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xv. p. 34, a. 17; 
xxiii. p. 40, b. 85; Analyt. Poster. I. 
ii. p: 73, as F. 

» Aristot. Analyt. Prior. I. iv. p. 
25, b. 26, seq. 

* M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire (Logi- 
que d’Aristote, vol. ii. p. 7, n.), refer- 

ring to the examples of Conversion in 
chap. ii., observes :—“ Voici le prémier | 

usage des lettres représentant des 
idées ; cest un procédé tout & fait 
algébrique, c’est & dire, de généralisa- 
tion. Déja, dans ’Herméneia, ch. 13, 
§ 1 et suiv., Aristote a fait usage de 
tableaux pour représenter sa pensée re- 
lativement & la consécution des mo- 
dales. Il parle encore spécialement de 
figures explicatives, liv. 2. des Derniers 
Analytiques, ch. 17, § 7. Vingt pas- 
sages de l Histoire des Animaux attes- 
tent qu'il joignait des dessins & ses ob- 
servations et a ses théories zoologiques. 
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and he has two ways (conforming to what he had said in 
the first chapter of the present treatise) of enunciating the 
modes of the First figure. In one way, he begins with 
the major extreme (Predicate of the conclusion): A 
may be predicated of all B, B may be predicated of all 
C; therefore, A may be predicated of all C (Universal 
Affirmative). Again, A cannot be predicated of any B, 
B can be predicated of all C; therefore, A cannot be 
predicated of any C (Universal Negative). In the 
other way, he begins with the minor term (Subject 
of the conclusion): C is in the whole B, B is in the 
whole A; therefore, C is in the whole A (Universal 
Affirmative). And, C is in the whole B, B is not in 
the whole A; therefore, C is not in the whole A 
(Universal Negative). We see thus that in Aristotle’s 
way of enunciating the First figure, the middle term is 
really placed between the two extremes,* though this is 
not so in the Second and Third figures, In the modern 
way of enunciating these figures, the middle term is 
never placed between the two extremes; yet the deno- 
mination middle still remains. 

The Modes of each figure are distinguished by the 
different character and relation of the two premisses, 
according as these are either affirmative or negative, 
either universal or particular. Accordingly, there are 
four possible varieties of each, and sixteen possible 
modes or varieties of combinations between the two. 

Les illustrations pittoresques datent 
done de fort loin. L’emploi symbo- 
lique des lettres a été appliqué aussi 
par Aristote & la Physique. I] avait 
emprunté, sans doute, aux procédés 
des mathématiciens.” 
We may remark, however, that 

when Aristotle proceeds to specify 
those combinations of propositions 

which do not give a valid conclusion, 
he is not satisfied with giving letters 
of the alphabet: he superadds special 
illustrative examples (Analyt. Prior. 
I. v. p. 27, a. 7, 12, 34, 38). 

* Aristot. Analyt. Prior. I. iv. p. 25, 
b. 85: Kade Sé peor, 0 kal avo ev 
@AA@ Kai GAO ey TovT@ eoTiV, O Kal 
Th Oecer yiverar peoor. 

q 
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Aristotle goes through most of the sixteen modes, and 
shows that in the First figure there are only four 
among them that are legitimate, carrying with them 
a necessary conclusion. He shows, farther, that in all 
the four there are two conditions observed, and that 
both these conditions are indispensable in the First 
figure :—(1) The major proposition must be universal, 
either affirmative or negative; (2) The minor propo- 
sition must be affirmative, either universal or particular 
or indefinite. Such must be the character of the pre- 
misses, in the First figure, wherever the conclusion is 
valid and necessary ; and vice versd, the conclusion will 
be valid and necessary, when such is the character 
of the premisses.* 

In regard to the four valid modes (Barbara, Celarent, 
Darii, Ferio, as we read in the scholastic Logic) Ari- 
stotle declares at once in general language that the 
conclusion follows necessarily ; which he illustrates by 
setting down in alphabetical letters the skeleton of a 
syllogism in Barbara. If A is predicated of all B, and 
B of all C, A must necessarily be predicated of all C. 
But he does not justify it by any real example; he 
produces no special syllogism with real terms, and with 
a.conclusion known beforehand to be true. He seems 
to think that the general doctrine will be accepted as 
evident without any such corroboration. He counts 
upon the learner’s memory and phantasy for supplying, 
out of the past discourse of common life, propositions 
conforming to the conditions in which the symbolical 
letters have been placed, and for not supplying any 
contradictory examples. This might suffice for a 
treatise ; but we may reasonably believe that Aristotle, 
when teaching in his school, would superadd illustra- 

* Aristot. Analyt. Prior. I, iv. p. 26, b. 26, et sup. 
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tive examples; for the doctrine was then novel, and he 
ig not unmindful of the errors into which learners often 
fall spontaneously.” 
When he deals with the remaining or invalid modes 

of the First figure, his manner of showing their in- 
validity is different, and in itself somewhat curious. 
“Tf (he says) the major term is affirmed of all the 
middle, while the middle is denied of all the minor, no 
necessary consequence follows from such being the fact, 
nor will there be any syllogism of the two extremes; 
for it is equally possible, either that the major term 
may be affirmed of all the minor, or that it may be 
denied of all the minor; so that no conclusion, either 
universal or particular, is necessary in all cases.”” Ex- 
amples of such double possibility are then exhibited : 
first, of three terms arranged in two propositions (A and 
EK), in which, from the terms specially chosen, the major 
happens to be truly affirmable of all the minor ; so that 
the third proposition is an universal Affirmative :— 

Middle. 

Middle and 
Minor. 

Major and 
Minor, 

Majonend t Animal is predicable of every Man ; 

\ Man is not predicable of any Horse ; 

\ Animal is predicable of every Horse. 

Next, a second example is set out with new terms, in 
which the major happens not to be truly predicable of 
any of the minor; thus exhibiting as third proposition 
an universal Negative :— 

Major and : . é 
Middle. } Animal is predicable of every Man ; 

Dic. Man is not predicable of any Stone ; 
Major and Animal is not predicable of any Stone. 

Here we see that the full exposition of a syllogism is 

* Analyt. Poster. I. xxiv. p.85,b.21. ° Analyt. Prior. I. iv. p. 26, a. 2, seq. 
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indicated with real terms common and familiar to every 
one; alphabetical symbols would not have sufficed, for 
the learner must himself recognize the one conclusion 
as true, the other as false. Hence we are taught that, 
after two premisses thus conditioned, if we venture to 
join together the major and minor so as to form a pre- 
tended conclusion, we may in some cases obtain a true 
proposition universally Affirmative, in other cases a 
true proposition universally Negative. Therefore (Ari- 
stotle argues) there is no one necessary conclusion, the 
same in all cases, derivable from such premisses ; in other 
words, this mode of syllogism is invalid and proves 
nothing. He applies the like reasoning to all the 
other invalid modes of the First figure; setting them 
aside in the same way, and producing examples wherein 
double and opposite conclusions (improperly so called), 
both true, are obtained in different cases from the like 

arrangement of premisses, 
This mode of reasoning plainly depends upon an 

appeal to prior experience. The validity or invalidity 
of each mode of the First figure is tested by applying 

_it to different particular cases, each of which is familiar 
and known to the learner aliunde: in one case, the 
conjunction of the major and minor terms in the third 
proposition makes an universal Affirmative which he 
knows to be true; in another case, the like conjunction 

makes an universal Negative, which he also knows to 
be true; so that there is no one necessary (i.e. no one 
uniform and trustworthy) conclusion derivable from 
such premisses.* In other words, these modes of the 

* Though M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire | First figure (A—-E—A, or A—E—E) 
(note, p. 19) declares Aristotle’s ex- are not clearly set forth by Aristotle 
position to be a model of analysis, it | himself, while they are rendered still 
appears to me that the grounds for _ darker by some of his best commen- 
disallowing this invalid mode of the | tators. Thus Waitz says (p. 381): 
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First figure are not valid or available in form; the 

negation being sufficiently proved by one single undis- 
puted example. 
We are now introduced to the Second figure, in 

which each of the two premisses has the middle term 
as Predicate. To give a legitimate conclusion in this 
figure, one or other of the premisses must be negative, 
and the major premiss must be universal; moreover no 
affirmative conclusions can ever be obtained in it—none 
but negative conclusions, universal or particular. In 
this Second figure too, Aristotle recognizes four valid 

“Per exempla allata probat (Ari- 
stoteles) quod demonstrare debebat ex 
ipsa ratione quam singuli termini inter 
se habeant: est enim proprium artis 
logice, ut terminorum rationem cog- 
noscat, dum res ignoret. Num de Caio 
predicetur animal nescit, scit de 
Caio predicari animal, si animal de 
homine et homo de Caio predicetur.” 

This comment of Waitz appears to 
me founded in error. Aristotle had 
no means of shewing the invalidity 
of the mode A E in the First figure, 
except by an appeal to particular 
examples. The invalidity of the in- 
valid modes, and the validity of the 
valid modes, rest alike upon this 
ultimate reference to examples of pro- 
positions known to be true or false, 
by prior experience of the learner. 
The valid modes are those which wil! 
stand this trial and verification; the 
invalid modes are those which will 
not stand it. Not till such verifica- 

tion has been made, is one warranted 

in generalizing the result, and enun- 
ciating a formula applicable to un- 
known particulars (rationem termi- 
norum cognoscere, dum res ignoret). 
It was impossible for Aristotle to do 
what Waitz requires of him. I take 
the opposite ground, and regret that 

he did not set forth the fundamental 
test of appeal to example and expe- 
rience, ina more emphatic and unmis- 
takeable manner. 

M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire (in the 
note to his translation, p. 14) does not 
lend any additional clearness; when 
he talks of the “ conclusion” from the 
propositions A and E inthe First figure. 
Julius Pacius says (p. 184): “Si tamen 
conclusio dici debet, que non colli- 
gitur ex propositionibus,” &c. More- 
over, M. St. Hilaire (p. 19) slurs over 
the legitimate foundation, the appeal 
to experience, much as Aristotle him- 
self does: “ Puis, prenant des ex- 
emples ot la conclusion est de toute 
évidence, Aristote les applique suc- 
cessivement & chacune de ces combi- 
naisons; celles qui donnent la conclu~ 
sion fournie @ailleurs par le bon sens, 
sont concluantes ou syllogistiques, 
les autres sont asyllogistiques.” 

* Analyt. Prior. I. v. p. 26, b. 34. 
As Aristotle enunciates a proposition 
by putting the predicate before the 
subject, he says that in this Second 
figure the middle term comes mp@rov 
ty Oeoet. In the Third figure, for the 
same reason, he calls it €oxarov TH 
Géoet, Vi. p. 28, a 15. 
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modes; setting aside the other possible modes as in- 
valid* (in the same way as he had done in the First 
figure), because the third proposition or conjunction 
of the major term with the minor, might in some cases 
be a true universal affirmative, in other cases a true 
universal negative. As to the third and fourth of the 
valid modes, he demonstrates them by assuming the 
contradictory of the conclusion, together with the major 
premiss, and then showing that these two premisses 
form a new syllogism, which leads to a conclusion con- 
tradicting the minor premiss. This method, ‘called 
Reductio ad Impossibile, is here employed for the first 
time; and employed without being ushered in or 
defined, as if it were familiarly known.” 

Lastly, we have the Third figure, wherein the middle 
term is the Subject in both premisses. Here one at 
least of the premisses must be universal, either affirma- 
tive or negative. But no universal conclusions can be 
obtained in this figure; all the conclusions are par- 
ticular. Aristotle recognizes six legitimate modes ; 
in all of which the conclusions are particular, four of 
them being affirmative, two negative. The other 
possible modes he sets aside as in the two preceding 
figures.° 

But Aristotle assigns to the First figure a marked 
superiority as compared with the Second and Third. 
It is the only one that yields perfect syllogisms; those 

* Analyt. Prior. I. v. p. 27, a. 18. 
In these invalid modes, Aristotle says 
there is no syllogism; therefore we 
cannot properly speak of a conclusion, 
but only of a third proposition, con- 
joining the major with the minor. 

» Analyt. Prior. I. v. p. 27, a. 15, 

26, seq. It is said to involve imdécors, 
p- 28, a. 7; to be e& trodecews, xxiii. 

p. 41, a. 25; to be rod e& tmobecews 
pépos, as Opposed to SerkriKds, XXili. 
p- 40, b. 25. 

M. B. St. Hilaire remarks justly, 
that Aristotle might be expected to 
define or explain what it is, on first 
mentioning it (note, p. 22). 

° Analyt. Prior. I. vi. p. 28, a. 10- 

p. 29, a. 18. 
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furnished by the other two are all imperfect. The 
cardinal principle of syllogistic proof, as he conceives 
it, is—That whatever can be affirmed or denied of a 

whole, can be affirmed or denied of any part thereof. 
The major proposition affirms or denies something 
universally respecting a certain whole; the minor pro- 
position declares a certain part to be included in that 
whole. To this principle the four modes of the First 
figure manifestly and unmistakably conform, without 
any transformation of their premisses. But in the 
other figures such conformity does not obviously ap- 
pear, and must be demonstrated by reducing their 
syllogisms to the First figure; either ostensively by 
exposition of a particular case, and conversion of the 
premisses, or by Keductio ad Impossibile. Aristotle, 
accordingly, claims authority for the Second and Third 
figures only so far as they can be reduced to the First.” 
We must, however, observe that in this process of reduc- 
tion no new evidence is taken in; the matter of evi- 

dence remains unchanged, and the form alone is altered, 
according to laws of logical conversion which Ari- 
stotle has already laid down and justified. Another 
ground of the superiority and perfection which he 
claims for the First figure, is, that it is the only one 
in which every variety of conclusion can be proved ; 
and especially the only one in which the Universal 
Affirmative can be proved—the great aim of scientific 
research. Whereas, in the Second figure we can prove 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xli. p. 49, b. | Syllogism, I. iv. p. 25, b. 82: dérav 
9 A a , > < cs) e La o wy A > (2 

37: Odws yap 6 wn éotw as Odov | Gpo TpEis OUT@s ExwoL mpos adAjoUS 
mpos pépos kat GAO Tpos TodTo ws | Gate TOV EaXaTOV ev GAM civae TO 
pépos mpos Odov, €& ovdevds rev ToLov- | péow Kal Tov pégoV ev OA@ TO TPOTO 
tav Seikvuow 6 Setkviay, ote ovde | 7) elvar 7) pa Eival, dvdyKn TOY akpov 

, , = A s ywetar cvAdoyiopos. eivat ovAdoytopoyv Tedecov (Dictum de 
He had before said this about the | Omni et Nullo). 

relation of the three terms in the » Ibid. I. vii. p. 29, a. 30-b. 25. 
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only negative conclusions, universal or particular; and 
in the Third figure only particular conclusions, affirma- 
tive or negative.* 

Such are the main principles of syllogistic inference 
and rules for syllogistic reasoning, as laid down by 
Aristotle. During the medieval period, they were 
allowed to ramify into endless subtle technicalities, and 
to absorb the attention of teachers and studious men, 
long after the time when other useful branches of 
science and literature were pressing for attention. 
Through such prolonged monopoly—which Aristotle, 
among the most encyclopedical of all writers, never 
thought of claiming for them—they have become so 
discredited, that it is difficult to call back attention to 

them as they stood in the Aristotelian age. We have 
to remind the reader, again, that though language was 
then used with great ability for rhetorical and dia- 
lectical purposes, there existed as yet hardly any 
systematic or scientific study of it in either of these 
branches. The scheme and the terminology of any 
such science were alike unknown, and Aristotle was 

obliged to construct it himself from the foundation. 
The rhetorical and dialectical teaching as then given 
(he tells us) was mere unscientific routine, prescribing 
specimens of art to be committed to memory : respecting 
syllogism (or the conditions of legitimate deductive infer- 
ence) absolutely nothing had been said.” Under these 

* Analyt. Prior. I. iv. p. 26, b. 80, | a. 1, b. 2: Ouémep rayeia pev areyvos 
p. 27, a. 1, p. 28, a. 9, p. 29, a. 15.| 8 jv 9 SidacKadia Tois pavOdvovcr 

An admissible syllogism in the Se-| wap’ avr@v- ov yap téxynv adda Ta 
cond or Third figure is sometimes | dé rips Téxyns Siddvres wadevew ire- 
called duvarés as opposed to réAewos, | AduBavov .... wept S€ Tod avd- 

p. 41, b. 88. Compare Kampe, Die | Aoyig¢er@ar mavreha@s order 
Erkenntniss-Theorie des Aristoteles, | etyouev mpdtepov adXo é€yerr, 

p. 245, Leipzig, 1870. GAN 7 tptBH Cnrovvtres ToArdvy 
» Aristot. Sophist. Elench. p. 184,| ypévov é€movotpev. 
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circumstances, his theory of names, notions, and pro- 
positions as employed for purposes of exposition and 
ratiocination, is a remarkable example of original in- 
ventive power. He had to work it out by patient and 
laborious research. No way was open to him except 
the diligent comparison and analysis of propositions. 
And though all students have now become familiar 
with the various classes of terms and propositions, 
together with their principal characteristics and rela- 
tions, yet to frame and designate such classes for the 
first time without any precedent to follow, to deter- 
mine for each the rules and conditions of logical con- 
vertibility, to put together the constituents of the 
Syllogism, with its graduation of Figures and difference 
of Modes, and with a selection, justified by reasons 
given, between the valid and the invalid modes—all 
this implies a high order of original systematizing 
genius, and must have required the most laborious and 
multiplied comparisons between propositions in detail. 

The preceding abridgement of Aristotle’s exposition 
of the Syllogism applies only to propositions simply 
affirmative or simply negative. But Aristotle himself, 
as already remarked, complicates the exposition by put- 
ting the Modal propositions (Possible, Necessary) upon 
the same line as the above-mentioned Simple proposi- 
tions. I have noticed, in dealing with the treatise De 
Interpretatione, the confusion that has arisen from thus 

elevating the Modals into a line of classification co- 
ordinate with propositions simply Assertory. In the 
Analytica, this confusion is still more sensibly felt, 
from the introduction of syllogisms in which one of the 
premisses is necessary, while the other is only possible. 
We may remark, however, that, in the Analytica, 
Aristotle is stricter in defining the Possible than he 
had been in the De Interpretatione ; for he now disjoins 
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the Possible altogether from the Necessary, making it 
equivalent to the Problematical (not merely may be, but 
may be or may not be).* In the middle, too, of his diffuse 
exposition of the Modals, he inserts one important 
remark, respecting universal propositions generally, 
which belongs quite as much to the preceding ex- 
position about propositions simply assertory. He ob- 
serves that universal propositions have nothing to do 
with time, present, past, or future; but are to be under- 
stood in a sense absolute and unqualified.” 

Having finished with the Modals, Aristotle proceeds 
to lay it down, that all demonstration must fall under 
one or other of the three figures just described; and 
therefore that all may be reduced ultimately to the two 
first modes of the First figure. You cannot proceed a 
step with two terms only and one proposition only. 
You must have two propositions including three terms ; 
the middle term occupying the place assigned to it in 
one or other of the three figures... This is obviously 
true when you demonstrate by direct or ostensive 
syllogism ; and it is no less true when you proceed 
by Reductio ad Impossibile. This last is one mode of 
syllogizing from an hypothesis or assumption :* your 

* Analyt. Prior. I. viii. p. 29, a. 
325 xiii. p. 32, a. 20-36: 7rd yap 
dvaykaioy dpovipws evdéxerOar héyo- 
pev. In xiv. p. 33, b. 22, he -ex- 
cludes this equivocal meaning of 70 
evdexopevov—Oei be TO evdexecOa 
AapBavew pn ev Trois avayKaiots, adda 
Kara Tov eipnuevov Sdwopicpdv. See 
xiii. p. 32, a. 338, where 7rd évde- 
xecOa wimdpyew is asserted to be 
equivalent to or convertible with 70 
evdexerOar py wvmapxew; and xix. 
p- 88, a. 85: 7d €& avaykns ovK jv 
evdexdopevov. Theophrastus and 
Eudemus differed from Aristotle about 
his theory of the Modals in several 

points (Scholia ad Analyt. Priora, pp. 
161, b. 30; 162, b. 28; 166, a. 12, 
b. 15, Brand.). Respecting the want 
of clearness in Aristotle about ro év- 
dexdpevov, see Waitz’s note ad p. 32, 
b. 16. Moreover, he sometimes uses 

tmapxov in the widest sense, including 
evdexopevoy and dyaykatoy, Xxiii. p. 
40, b. 24. 

> Analyt. Prior. I. xv. p. 34, b. 7. 
° Ibid. xxiii. p. 40, b. 20, p. 41, 

a. 4-20. 
* bid. p. 40, b. 25: ere 7 Secxrixas 

) e& trobecews: tod © &€& trode- 
aeE@s pepos TO Sia TOU aduvarov. 
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conclusion being disputed, you prove it indirectly, by 
assuming its contradictory to be true, and constructing 
a new syllogism by means of that contradictory together 
with a second premiss admitted to be true; the con- 
clusion of this new syllogism being a proposition 
obviously false or known beforehand to be false. Your 
demonstration must be conducted by a regular syllogism, 
as it is when you proceed directly and ostensively. The 
difference is, that the conclusion which you obtain is 
not that which you wish ultimately to arrive at, but 
something notoriously false. But as this false conclu- 
sion arises from your assumption or hypothesis that the 
contradictory of the conclusion originally disputed was 
true, you have indirectly made out your case that this 
contradictory must have been false, and therefore that 
the conclusion originally disputed was true. All this, 
however, has been demonstration by regular syllogism, 
but starting from an hypothesis assumed and admitted 
as one of the premisses.” 

Aristotle here again enforces what he had before 
urged—that in every valid syllogism, one premiss 
at least must be affirmative, and one premiss at 
least must be universal. If the conclusion be uni- 
versal, both premisses must be so likewise; if it be 
particular, one of the premisses may not be uni- 
versal. But without one universal premiss at least, 
there can be no syllogistic proof. If you have a 
thesis to support, you cannot assume (or ask to be 
conceded to you) that very thesis, without committing 

Aristotle uses the phrase ovAdoy:opos 
€& tmobécews, not gavddoyrpos 
umoGerukos. This bears upon the 
question as to his views upon what 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxiii. p. 41, a. 
23: mavtes yap of Ova Tod aduvdrov 

t A ‘ a“ , 

Tepaivovtes TO pev Wevdos ovddoyi- 
\ 2 2 > a > « , 

Covra, To 0 e€& apyns €& broe- 
TEwS OSEtkyYOVTW, Oray advyarév TL 
oupBaivy THs avtipdaews TeOeions. 

It deserves to be remarked that 

subsequently received the title of 
hypothetical syllogisms; a subject to 
which I shall advert in a future note. 
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petitio principii (i.e. quesiti or probandi) ; you must as- 
sume (or ask to have conceded to you) some universal 
proposition containing it and more besides ; under which 
universal you may bring the subject of your thesis as a 
minor, and thus the premisses necessary for supporting 
it will be completed. Aristotle illustrates this by giving 
a demonstration that the angles at the base of an 
isosceles triangle are equal; justifying every step in the 
reasoning by an appeal to some universal proposition.* 

Again, every demonstration is effected by two pro- 
positions (an even number) and by three terms (an odd 
number); though the same proposition may perhaps be 
demonstrable by more than one pair of premisses, or 
through more than one middle term ;” that is, by two 
or more distinct syllogisms. If there be more than 
three terms and two propositions, either the syllogism 
will no longer be one but several; or there must be 
particulars introduced for the purpose of obtaining an 
universal by induction ; or something will be included, 
superfluous and not essential to the demonstration, per- 
haps for the purpose of concealing from the respondent 
the real inference meant.” In the case (afterwards 
called Sorites) where the ultimate conclusion is ob- 
tained through several mean terms in continuous series, 
the number of terms will always exceed by one the 
number of propositions; but the numbers may be odd 
or even, according to circumstances. As terms are 
added, the total of intermediate conclusions, if drawn 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxiv. p. 41, b. » Analyt. Prior. I. xxv. p. 41, b. 36, 
6-31. The demonstration given (b. | seq. 
13-22) is different from that which we ° Ibid. xxv. p. 42, a. 23: padrny 
read in Euclid, and is not easy to | €orae eiAnppéva, ci py enaywyns 3} 
follow. It is more clearly explained | xpiews 7 Twos GAdov tov ToLovTeY 
by Waitz (p. 484) than either by | ydpw. Ib. a. 38: obros 6 Aéyos fh od 
Julius Pacius or by M. Barth. St. | ovAdkeAdyora } TE Tdy dvayKaloy 
Hilaire (p. 108). npoTnke mpos thy Oeow. 

VOL. I. Q 
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out in form, will come to be far greater than that of 
the terms or propositions, multiplying as it will do 
in an increasing ratio to them.* 

It will be seen clearly from the foregoing remarks 
that there is a great difference between one thesis and 
another as to facility of attack or defence in Dialectic. 
If the thesis be an Universal Affirmative proposition, 
it can be demonstrated only in the First figure, and 
only by one combination of premisses; while, on the 
other hand, it can be impugned either by an universal 
negative, which can be demonstrated both in the First 
and Second figures, or by a particular negative, which 
can. be demonstrated in all the three figures. Hence an 
Universal Affirmative thesis is at once the hardest to 
defend and the easiest to oppugn: more so than either 
a Particular Affirmative, which can be proved both in 
the First and Third figures; or a Universal Negative; 
which can be proved either in First or Second.” To the 
opponent, an universal thesis affords an easier victory 
than a particular thesis; in fact, speaking generally, 
his task is easier than that of the defendant. 

In the Analytica Priora, Aristotle proceeds to tell us 
that he contemplates not only theory, but also practice 
and art. The reader must be taught, not merely to 
understand the principles of Syllogism, but likewise 
where he can find the-matter for constructing syllogisms 
readily, and how he can obtain the principles of demon- 
stration pertinent to each thesis propounded.° 
A thesis being propounded in appropriate terms, with 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxv. p. 42, b. | Anyopuea tas repli Exacroy apxds, viv 
5-26. ui 70n AeKTEov ov yap povoy tcas Set 

> Tbid. I. xxvi. p. 42, b. 27-p. 48, | rHv yeveow Oewpety Tov ov\doyiopar, 
a, 15. adda Kat thy Stivayw exew Tod roveiv. 

° Tpid. I. xxvii. p. 48, a. 20: mas | The second section of Book I. here 
& evaropnoopey avrol mpos TO TL€yevoy | begins. 
det gvAAoyiopav, Kal dia mroias 6d00 
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subject and predicate, how are you the propounder to 
seek out arguments for its defence? In the first place, 
Aristotle reverts to the distinction already laid down 
at the beginning of the Categorie.* Individual things 
or persons are subjects only, never appearing as pre- 
dicates—this is the lowest extremity of the logical 
scale: at the opposite extremity of the scale, there are 
the highest generalities, predicates only, and not sub- 
jects of any predication, though sometimes supposed to 
be such, as matters of dialectic discussion.” Between 

the lowest and highest we have intermediate or grad- 
uated generalities, appearing sometimes as subjects, 
sometimes as predicates; and it is among these that 
the materials both of problems for debate, and of pre- 
misses for proof, are usually found.’ 

You must begin by putting down, along with the 
matter in hand itself, its definition and its propria; after 
that, its other predicates; next, those predicates which 
cannot belong to it; lastly, those other subjects, of which 
it may itself be predicated. You must classify its various 
predicates distinguishing the essential, the propria, and 
the accidental; also distinguishing the true and unques- 
tionable, from the problematical and hypothetical." You 
must look out for those predicates which belong to it as 
subject universally, and not to certain portions of it 
only ; since universal propositions are indispensable in 
syllogistic proof, and indefinite propositions can only be 
reckoned as particular. When a subject is included 
in some larger genus—as, for example, man in animal— 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxvii. p. 43, a. | may be debated ; for example, in book 
25, seq. B. of the Metaphysica. Aristotle does 

» Tbid. p. 48, a. 39: mAnv ei pa | not recognize either rd 6y or 7d & as 
kata Sdfav. Of. Schol. of Alexander, | true genera, but only as predicates. 
p- 175, a. 44, Br.: evddEas kai dca- ° Ibid. a. 40-43. 
AexrikOs, Gomep eimev ev trois Tom- * Thid. b. 8: kat tovrwy moia do€- 
kois, that even the principia of science | aorix@s kai rota kat’ adnOecar. 

qi 2 
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you must not look for the affirmative or negative ‘pre- 
dicates which belong to animal universally (since all 
these will of course belong to man also) but for those 
which distinguish man from other animals; nor must 

you, in searching for those lower subjects of which man 
is the predicate, fix your attention on the higher genus 
animal; for animal will of course be predicable of all 
those of which man is predicable. You must collect 
what pertains to man specially, either as predicate or 
as subject; nor merely that which pertains to him ne- 
cessarily and universally, but also usually and in the 
majority of cases; for most of the problems debated 
belong to this latter class, and the worth of the con- 

clusion will be co-ordinate with that of the premisses.* 
Do. not select predicates that are predicable” both of the 
predicate and subject; for no valid affirmative conclu- 
sion can be obtained from them. 

Thus, when the thesis to be maintained is an uni- 
versal affirmative (¢.g. A 1s predicable of all E), you will 
survey all the subjects to which A will apply as pre- 
dicate, and all the predicates applying to E as subject. 
If these two lists coincide in any point, a middle term 
will be found for the construction of a good syllogism in 
the First figure. Let B represent the list of predicates 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxvii. p. 48, b. 
10-35. 

wards (p. 44, b. 26) the words oiov et 
\ , > > 

Ta émdmeva ExaTep@ TavTa éoTw—iD. 
» Ibid. b. 36: ere ra maow Eemopeva 

OUK €kNEKTEOV: Ov yap €oTaL cUAOYyLC- 
pos €& avtav. The phrase ra maow 
éropeva, a8 denoting predicates appli- 
cable both to the predicate and to the 
subject, is curious. We should hardly 
understand it, if it were not explained 
a little further-on, p. 44, b. 21. Both 
the Scholiast and the modern com- 
mentators understand ra maow é76- 
peva in this sense; and I do not ven- 
ture to depart from them. At the 
same time, when I read six lines after- 

which the same meaning as that 
which the commentators ascribe to 
Ta Taow émopeva is given in its own 
special and appropriate terms, and thus 
the same supposition unnecessarily 
repeated—I cannot help suspecting 
that Aristotle intends ra maow ém- 
peva to mean something different ; to 
mean such wide and universal pre- 
dicates as ro év and ro év, which soar 
above the Categories and apply to 
every thing, but denote no real 
genera. 
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belonging universally to A; D, the list of predicates 
which cannot belong to it; C, the list of subjects to 
which A pertains universally as predicate. Likewise, 
let F represent the list of predicates belonging uni- 
versally to E; H, the list of predicates that cannot 
belong to E; G, the list of subjects to which E is 
applicable as predicate. If, under these suppositions, 
there is any coincidence between the list C and the list F, 
you can construct a syllogism (in Barbara, Fig. 1), de- 
monstrating that A belongs to all H; since the predicate 
in F belongs to all HK, and A universally to the subject 
in ©, If the list C coincides in any point with the list 
G, you can prove that A belongs to some HE, by a 
syllogism (in Darapti, Fig. 3). If, on the other hand, 
the list F coincides in any point with the list D, you 
can prove that A cannot belong to any E: for the 
predicate in D cannot belong to any A, and therefore 
(by converting simply the universal negative) A cannot 
belong as predicate to any D; but D coincides with F, 
and F belongs to all E; accordingly, a syllogism (in 
Celarent, Fig. 1), may be constructed, shewing that 
A cannot belong to any EH. So also, if B coincides in 
any point with H, the same conclusion can be proved : 
for the predicate in B belongs to all A, but B coin- 
cides with H, which belongs to no E; whence you 
obtain a syllogism (in Camestres, Fig. 2), shewing that no 
A belongs to E2 In collecting the predicates and sub- 
jects both of A and of H, the highest and most universal 
expression of them is to be preferred, as affording the 
largest grasp for the purpose of obtaining a suitable 
middle term.” It will be seen (as has been declared 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxviii. p. 48, b. | between what Aristotle says here and 
39-p. 44, a. 35. . what he had said in one of the pre- 

» Thid. p. 44, a. 39. Alexander and | ceding paragraphs, dissuading the in- 
Philoponus (Scholia, p. 177, a. 19, 39, | quirer from attending to the highest 
Brandis) point out an inconsistency | generalities, and recommending him 
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already) that every syllogism obtained will have three 
terms and two propositions; and that it will be in one 
or other of the three figures above described.* 

The way just pointed out is the only way towards 
obtaining a suitable middle term. If, for example, you 
find some predicate applicable both to A and KH, this 
will not conduct you to a valid syllogism ; you will only 
obtain a syllogism in the Second figure with two 
affirmative premisses, which will not warrant any con- 
clusion. Or if you find some predicate which cannot 
belong either to A or to HE, this again will only give 
you a syllogism in the Second figure with two negative 
premisses, which leads to nothing. So also, if you have 
aterm of which A can be predicated, but which can- 
not be predicated of E, you derive from it only a 
syllogism in the First figure, with its minor negative ; 
and this, too, is invalid. Lastly, if you have a subject, of 
which neither A nor E can be predicated, your syllogism 
constructed from these conditions will have both its 
premisses negative, and will therefore be worthless.” 

In the survey prescribed, nothing is gained by look- 
ing out for predicates (of A and H) which are different 
or opposite : we must collect such as are identical, since 
our purpose is to obtain from them a suitable middle 
term, which must be the same in both premisses. It is 

true that if the list B (containing the predicates uni- 
versally belonging to A) and the list F (containing the 
predicates universally belonging to E) are incompatible 

to look only at both subject and predi- 
cate in their special place on the logical 
scale. Alexander’s way of removing 
the inconsistency is not successful : 
T doubt if there be an inconsistency. 
I understand Aristotle here to mean 
only that the universal expression | 
KZ (76 xaOodov Z) is to be preferred 
to the indefinite or indeterminate | 

(simply Z, adidpicrov), also KT (76 
caOdrov TF) to simple I (aéidpioror). 

| This appears to me not inconsistent 
with the recommendation which Ari- 

-stotle had given before. 
@ Analyt. Prior. I. xxviii, p. 445 b. 

6-20. 
» Ibid. I. xxviii. p. 44, b. 25-37. 
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or contrary to each other, you will arrive at a syllogism 
proving thatno A can belong to HK, But this syllogism 
will proceed, not so much from the fact that B and F 
are incompatible, as from the other fact, distinct though 
correlative, that B will to a certain extent coincide with 
H (the list of predicates which cannot belong to E). The 
middle term and the syllogism constituted thereby, is de- 
rived from the coincidence between B and H, not from 

the opposition between Band F. Those who derive it 
from the latter, overlook or disregard the real source, and 
adopt a point of view merely incidental and irrelevant.’ 

The precept here delivered—That in order to obtain 
middle terms and good syllogisms, you must study and 
collect both the predicates and the subjects of the two 
terms of your thesis—Aristotle declares to be equally 
applicable to all demonstration, whether direct or by 
way of Reductio ad Impossibile. In both the process of 
demonstration is the same—involving two premisses, 
three terms, and one of the three a suitable middle term. 
The only difference is, that in the direct demonstration, 
both premisses are propounded as true, while in the 
feductio ad Impossibile, one of the premisses is assumed 
as true though known to be false, and the conclusion 
also.” In the other cases of hypothetical syllogism 
your attention must be directed, not to the original gue- 
situm, but to the condition annexed thereto; yet the 
search for predicates, subjects, and a middle term, must 
be conducted in the same manner. Sometimes, by the 

® Analyt. Prior. I. xxviii. p. 44, b. 
38-p. 45, a, 22. cupBaiver dy Trois 
oUT@s €miokoTovaL mpocemBdéreLy 
@Any 6ddv tis avaykatas, dia 7d av- 
Oavew Thy Tavtétnta Toy B kal rev O. 

» Thid. I. xxix. p. 45, a. 25-b. 15. 
* Ibid. I. xxix. p. 45, b. 15-20. 

This paragraph is very obscure. 

Neither Alexander, nor Waitz, nor 
St. Hilaire clears it up completely. 
See Schol. pp. 178, b., 179, a. Brandis. 

Aristotle concludes by saying that 
syllogisms from an hypothesis ought 
to be reviewed and classified into 
varieties—éemioképacOa S€ det kal 

Suedeiv mooaxas of €& vrobecews 
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help of a condition extraneous to the premisses, you 
may demonstrate an universal from a particular: eg., 
Suppose C (the list of subjects to which A belongs as 
predicate) and G (the list of subjects to which H belongs 
as predicate) to be identical; and suppose farther that 
the subjects in G are the oly ones to which H belongs 
as predicate (this seems to be the extraneous or eztra- 
syllogistic condition assumed, on which Aristotle's argu- 
ment turns); then, A will be applicable to all HK. Or 
if D (the list of predicates which cannot belong to A) 
and G (the list of subjects to which HE belongs as pre- 
dicate) are identical; then, assuming the like extra- 
neous condition, A will not be applicable to any H.* In 
both these cases, the conclusion is more universal than 
the premisses; but it is because we take in an hypo- 
thetical assumption, in addition to the premisses. 

Aristotle has now shewn a method of procedure 
common to all investigations and proper for the solution 
of all problems, wherever soluble. He has shewn, first, 

all the conditions and varieties of probative Syllogism, 
two premisses and three terms, with the place required 
for the middle term in each of the three figures; next, 
the quarter in which we are to look for all the materials 
necessary or suitable for. constructing valid syllogisms. 
Having the two terms of the thesis given, we must 
study the predicates and subjects belonging to both, and 
must provide a large list of them; out of which list we 
must make selection according to the purpose of the 
moment. Our selection will be different, according as 
we wish to prove or to refute, and according as the 
conclusion that we wish to prove is an universal or a 

(b. 20). But it is doubtful whether | the note of M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire, 
he himself ever executed this classi- | p. 140. 
fication. It was done in the Analy-| * Analyt. Prior, I. xxix. p. 45, b, 
tica of his successor Theophrastus | 21-80, 

(Schol. p. 179, a. 6, 24). Compare 
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particular. The lesson here given will be most useful 
in teaching the reasoner to confine his attention to the 
sort of materials really promising, so that he may avoid 
wasting his time upon such as are irrelevant." 

This method of procedure is alike applicable to de- 
monstration in Philosophy or in any of the special 
sciences,” and to debate in Dialectic. In both, the pre- 
misses or principia of syllogisms must be put together 
in the same manner, in order to make the syllogism 
valid. In both, too, the range of topics falling under 
examination is large and varied; each topic will have 
its own separate premisses or principia, which must be 
searched out and selected in the way above described. 
Experience alone can furnish these principia, in each 
separate branch or department. Astronomical experi- 
ence—the observed facts and phenomena of astronomy 
—have furnished the data for the scientific and demon- 
strative treatment of astronomy. The like with every 
other branch of science or art.© When the facts in 
each branch are brought together, it will be the pro- 
vince of the logician or analytical philosopher to set 

plas €ote trapadovva. déeyw 8 oiov * Analyt. Prior. I. xxix, p. 45, b. 
36-xxx. p. 46, a. 10. 

» Ibid. p. 46, a. 8: Kara peév adn- 
Oevay ex tav Kat aAnOevavy Siaye- 
ypappéevav tmapxeu, eis d€ tovs 
dvadextikovs gvAdoyicpors ek TOV KaTa 
dd£av mpordcewr. 

Julius Pacius (p. 257) remarks upon 
the word d:ayeypappeéver as indicating 
that Aristotle, while alluding to 
special sciences distinguishable from 
philosophy on one side, ‘and from 
dialectic on the other, had in view 
geometrical demonstrations, 

* Analyt. *Prior. I. xxx. p.. 46, 
a. 10-20: ai & dpyai tév ovddo- 
yopav Kabddov pev eipnyrar—idia 
d€ ka Exdorny ai mreiora. 81d Tas 
Hey apxas tas mepl éxacrov éumet- 

THY GoTpoAoytKHY pev epurrerpiay THs 
dotpodoyikns emiothnuns: Anpbevtav 
yap tkavas tov daopevay ovtas 
evpéOnoav ai dotpodoytkal arrobetEets. 
6polas b€ Kai mept GAAnv rocavouy 
exer TEYYNY TE Kal emLOTHUNY. 

What Aristotle says here—of astro- 
nomical observation and experience as 
furnishing the basis for astronomical 
science—stands in marked contrast 

with Plato, who rejects this_ basis, 

and puts aside, with a sort of con- 
tempt, astronomical observation (Re- 
public. vii. pp. 530-531); treating 
acoustics also in a similar way. Com- 
pare Aristot. Metaphys. A. p. 1078, 
a. 6, seq., with the commentary of 
Bonitz, p. 506. 
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out the demonstrations in a manner clear and fit for 
use. For if nothing in the way of true matter of fact 
has been omitted from our observation, we shall be able 
to discover and unfold the demonstration, on every 
point where demonstration is possible; and, wherever 
it is not possible, to make the impossibility manifest.’ 

For the fuller development of these important prin- 
ciples, the reader is referred to the treatise on Dialectic, 
entitled Topica, which we shall come to in a future 
chapter. There is nothing in all Aristotle's writings 
more remarkable than the testimony here afforded, how 
completely he considered all the generalities of demon- 
strative science and deductive reasoning to rest alto- 
gether on experience and inductive observation. 
We are next introduced to a comparison between the 

syllogistic method, as above described and systematized, 
and the process called logical Division into genera and 
species; a process much relied upon by other philo- 
sophers, and especially by Plato. This logical Division, 
according to Aristotle, is a mere fragment of the syllo- 
gistic procedure ; nothing better than a feeble syllogism.” 
Those who employed it were ignorant both of Syllogism 
and of its conditions. They tried to. demonstrate— 
what never can be demonstrated—the essential con- 
stitution of the subject.° Instead of selecting a middle 

> Analyt. Prior. I. xxx. p. 46, a. 
22-27: date dv AnpOh ta bimdpxovra 
Tepl ExagTOV, NueTEpov On Tas aTro- 
deiEers Eroiuws eudavitew. ei yap 
pnoev Kata THY toTopiay mapa- 
RevPOein Tav adnbds trapyovTav Tots 

mpdypaoww, eEouev mepi amavros ov 
pev eoTw andderkis, ravtny evpeiy Kal 
arrodetkvuvat, ov Se py métbuKey am0- 
OevEis, TOUTO Troety chavepor. 

Respecting the word ioropia—in- 
vestigation and record of matters of 

fact—the first sentence of Herodotus 
may be compared with Aristotle, 
Histor. Animal. p, 491, a. 12; also p. 
757, b. 85; Rhetoric. p. 1859, b. 32. 

» Analyt. Prior. I. xxxi. p. 46, a. 33. 
Alexander, in Scholia, p. 180, a. 14. 
The Platonic method of dcaipeois is 
exemplified in the dialogues called 
Sophistés and Politicus ; compare also 
Philébus, c. v., p. 15. 

‘Analyt. Priors J) xscape Onna 
384: mparov © avrd rovro edeAnOer 
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term, as the Syllogism requires, more universal than 
the subject but less universal (or not more so) than the 
predicate, they inverted the proper order, and took for 
their middle term the highest universal. What really 
requires to be demonstrated, they never demonstrated 
but assume." 

Thus, they take the subject man, and propose to 
prove that man is mortal. They begin by laying down 
that man is an animal, and that every animal is either 
mortal or immortal. Here, the most universal term, 
animal, is selected as middle or as medium of proof ; 
while after all, the conclusion demonstrated is, not 
that man is mortal, but that man is either mortal or 

immortal. The position that man is mortal, is assumed 
but not proved.* Moreover, by this method of logical 
division, all the steps are affirmative and none nega- 
tive; there cannot be any refutation of error. Nor can 
any proof be given thus respecting genus, or proprium, 
or accidens; the genus is assumed, and the method 
proceeds from thence to species and differentia: No 
doubtful matter can be settled, and no unknown point 
elucidated by this method; nothing can be done except 
to arrange in a certain order what is already ascertained 
and unquestionable. To many investigations, accord- 
ingly, the method is altogether inapplicable; while even 
where it is applicable, it leads to no useful conclusion.” 

We now come to that which Aristotle indicates as the 
third section of this First Book of the Analytica Priora. 
In the first section he explained the construction and con- 
stituents of Syllogism, the varieties of figure and mode, 
and the conditions indispensable to a valid conclusion. 
In the second section he tells us where we are to look 

TOUS Xp@pEevous alTH mavras, Kal Trei- * Analyte Pier. xxi. p. 46% b: 
Gew emexeipovv ws dvros Suvarod mepi | 1-12. 
ovaias amddeEw yiverOau Kai Tov Ti » Tbid. b. 26-37. Alexander in 
€OTLD. Schol. p. 180, b. 1. 
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for the premisses of syllogisms, and how we may obtain 

a stock of materials, apt and ready for use when re- 

quired. There remains one more task to complete his 

plan—that he should teach the manner of reducing 

argumentation as it actually occurs (often invalid, and 

even when valid, often elliptical and disorderly), to the 

figures of syllogism as above set forth, for the purpose 

of testing its validity. In performing this third part 

(Aristotle says) we shall at the same time confirm 

and illustrate the two preceding parts; for truth ought 

in every way to be consistent with itself. 
When a piece of reasoning is before us, we must first 

try to disengage the two syllogistic premisses (which are 

more easily disengaged than the three terms), and note 

which of them is universal or particular. The reasoner, 
however, may not have set out both of them clearly : 
sometimes he will leave out the major, sometimes the 

minor, and sometimes, even when enunciating both of 

them, he will join with them irrelevant matter. In 
either of these cases we must ourselves supply what is 
wanting and strike out the irrelevant. Without this 
aid, reduction to regular syllogism is impracticable ; 
but it is not always easy to see what the exact deficiency 
is. Sometimes indeed the conclusion may follow neces- 
sarily from what is implied in the premisses, while yet 
the premisses themselves do not form a correct syllo- 
gism; for though every such syllogism carries with it 
necessity, there may be necessity without a syllogism. 
In the process of reduction, we must first. disengage 
and set down the two premisses, then the three terms; 

out of which three, that one which appears twice will 
be the middle term. If we do not find one term twice 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxxii. p. 47, a. | wev Sdvapuv, ere d€ Tods yeyernpevous 
2: oud yap ere rodro rhs oKerpews: | dvadvourer cis Ta mpoerpnweva TXNPATA, 
el yup thy Te yéveow Tov cvANoyo- | Tos av Exou 7 CE apis TpoOcats. 

pov Ocwpotpev Kal Tod cbpiokew €xol- Palibid tance 
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repeated, we have got no middle and no real syllo- 

gism. Whether the syllogism when obtained will be 
in the first, second, or third figure, will depend upon 
the place of the middle term in the two premisses. We 
know by the nature of the conclusion which of the 
three figures to look for, since we have already seen 

what conclusions can be demonstrated in each.? 
Sometimes we may get premisses which look like 

those of a true syllogism, but are not so in reality ; 

the major proposition ought to be an universal, but it 
may happen to be only indefinite, and the syllogism 
wili not in all cases be valid; yet the distinction be- 
tween the two often passes unnoticed.” Another source 
of fallacy is, that we may set out the terms incorrectly ; 
by putting (in modern phrase) the abstract instead of 
the concrete, or abstract in one premiss and concrete 
in the other.° To guard against this, we ought to use 
the concrete term in preference to the abstract. For 
example, let the major proposition be, Health cannot 
belong to any disease; and the minor, Disease can 
belong to any man; £rgo, Health cannot belong to 

any man. This conclusion seems valid, but is not really 
so. We ought to substitute concrete terms to this 
effect :—It is impossible that the sick can be well; Any 
man may be sick; Ergo, It is impossible that any man 
can be well. To the syllogism, now, as stated in these 
concrete terms, we may object, that the major is not 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxxii. p. 47, a. 
10-b. 14. < 

» Thid. I. xxxiii. p.47, b. 16-40: avrn 
pev oty 1) amatn yiverar ev TH Tapa 
puxpov: ws yap ovdev diahépoy eimeiv 
robe TOdE Umdpyxety, } THE TO- 
Se mavrl brapxety, cvyxwpodper. 

M. B. St. Hilaire observes in his 
note (p. 155) : “ L’erreur vient unique- 
ment de ce qu’on confond l’universel et 

Vindeterminé séparés par une nuance 
trés faible d’expression, qu’on ne doit 
pas cependant nécliger.”” Julius Pa- 
cius (p. 264) gives the same explana- 
tion at greater length; but theexample 
chosen by Aristotle (6 ’Apioropévns 
€ott Stavonros *Aptoropéeyns) appears 
open to other objections besides. 

° Analyt. Prior. I. xxxiv, p. 48, a. 
1-28, 
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true. A person who is at the present moment sick 
may at a future time become well. ‘There is therefore 

no valid syllogism.*. When we take the concrete man, 
we may say with truth that the two contraries, health- 
sickness, knowledge-ignorance, may both alike belong 

to him; though not to the same individual at the same 
time. 

Again, we must not suppose that we can always find 
one distinct and separate name belonging to each term. 
Sometimes one or all of the three terms can only be 
expressed by an entire phrase or proposition. In such 
cases it is very difficult to reduce the reasoning into 
recular syllogism. We may even be deceived into 
fancying that there are syllogisms without any middle 
term at all, because there is no single word to express 
it. For example, let A represent equal to two right 
angles; B, triangle; (C, isosceles. Then we have a 

regular syllogism, with an explicit and single-worded 
middle term; A belongs first to B, and then to C 
through B as middle term (triangle). But how do we 
know that A belongs to B? We know it by demon- 
stration; for it is a demonstrable truth that every 

triangle has its three angles equal to two right angles. 
Yet there is no other more general truth about triangles 
from which it is a deduction ; it belongs to the triangle 
per se, and follows from the fundamental properties of 
the figure.? There is, however, a middle term in the 
demonstration, though it is not single-worded and ex- 
plicit ; it isa declaratory proposition ora fact. We must 
not suppose that there can be any demonstration with- 
out a middle term, either single-worded or many-worded. 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxxiv. p. 48, a. | ovr@s det Anmréov as Téde TL, GAN 
2-23. See the Scholion of Alexander, | eviore Adyov, Gmep ouvpBaiver Kazi 

p- 181, b. 16-27, Brandis. tov dexOevros. A good Scholion of 
> Analyt. Prior. I. xxxv. p. 48, a. | Philoponus is given, p. 181, b, 28-45, 

30-39: davepov dr 7d pecoy ovx | Brand. 
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When we are reducing any reasoning to a syllogistic 
form, and tracing out the three terms of which it is com- 
posed, we must expose or set out these terms in the 
nominative case ; but when we actually construct the syl- 
logism or put the terms into propositions, we shall find 
that one or other of the oblique cases, genitive, dative, 
&c., is required.* Moreover, when we say, ‘this be- 
longs to that,’ or ‘ this may be truly predicated of that,’ 
we must recollect that there are many distinct varieties 
in the relation of predicate to subject. Each of the 
Categories has its own distinct relation to the subject ; 
predication secundum quid is distinguished from predi- 
cation simpliciter, simple from combined or compound, 
&ec. This applies to negatives as well as aflirmatives.” 
There will be a material difference in setting out the 
terms of the syllogism, according as the predication is 
qualified (secundum quid) or absolute (simpliciter). It 
it be qualified, the qualification attaches to the predi- 
cate, not to the subject: when the major proposition 
is a qualified predication, we must consider the quali- 
fication as belonging, not to the middle term, but to 
the major term, and as destined to re-appear in the 
conclusion. If the qualification be attached to the 
middle term, it cannot appear in the conclusion, and 
any conclusion that embraces it will not be proved. 
Suppose the conclusion to be proved is, The whole- 
some is knowledge quatenus bonum or quod bonum est ; 
the three terms of the syllogism must stand thus :— 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxxvi. p. 48, a. 
40-p. 49, a. 5. dmda@s Aéyopev yap 

a ‘ , o ‘ ‘ id 

TOUTO KaTa TaVT@V, OTL TOUS peV Gpous 
det Oeréov Kata Tas KANGELS TOV OvO- 
patrav—ras S€ mpordcers Anmréov Kata 
Tas €kdgTov mra@oes. Several ex- 
amples are given of this precept. 

ibid: 1’ xxxver py 4; a. 6-10. 

Alexander remarks in the Scholia (p. 
188, a. 2) that the distinction between 
simple and compound predication has 
already been adverted to by Aristotle 
in De Interpretatione (see p. 20, b. 
35); and that it was largely treated 
by Theophrastus in his work, oa Ka- 

| rapacews, not preserved. 
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Major—Bonum is knowable, quatenus bonum or quod 
bonum est. 

Minor—The wholesome is bonum. 

Ergo — The wholesome is knowable, quatenus bonum, 
@&e. 

For every syllogism in which the conclusion is qua- 
lified, the terms must be set out accordingly.* 
We are permitted, and it is often convenient, to 

exchange one phrase or term for another of equivalent 
sionification, and also one word against any equivalent 
phrase. By doing this, we often facilitate the setting 
out of the terms. We must carefully note the different 
meanings of the same substantive noun, according as the 
definite article is or is not prefixed. We must not 
reckon it the same term, if it appears in one premiss 
with the definite article, and in the other without the 
definite article.” Nor is it the same proposition to say 
B is predicable of C (indefinite), and B is predicable of 
all C (universal). In setting out the syllogism, it 
is not sufficient that the major premiss should be in- 
definite; the major premiss must be universal; and 

the minor premiss also, if the conclusion is to be uni- 
versal. If the major premiss be universal, while the 
minor premiss is only affirmative indefinite, the con- 
clusion cannot be universal, but will be no more than 
indefinite, that is, counting as particular.° 

@ Analyt. Prior. I. xxxviii. p. 49, a. ° Ib. I. xli. p. 49, b. 14-82. The 
11-b. 2. qavepov ody 6ru ev tots ev 
péper cuddoylopois ovTw AnTEov ToOvs 
dpous. Alexander explains oi ev peper 
ovddoyiopol (Schol. p. 188, b. 382, Br.) 
to be those in which the predicate has 
a qualifying adjunct tacked to it. 

> Analyt. Prior. I. xxxix.-xl. p. 49, 
b. 8-18. ov radrov éore TO eivyar THY 
ndovay ayabov Kat TO etvar THY ndovaY 
To ayabov, &c. 

Scholion of Alexander (Schol. p. 184, 
a. 22-40) alludes to the peculiar 
mode, called by Theophrastus xara 
mpdodnu, of stating the premisses 
of the syllogism: two terms only, 
the major and the middle, being 
enunciated, while the third or minor 
was included potentially, but not 
enunciated. ‘Theophrastus however 
did not recognize the distinction of 
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_ There is no fear of our being misled by setting out 
a particular case for the purpose of the general demon- 
stration ; for we never make reference to the specialties 
of the particular case, but deal with it as the geometer 
deals with the diagram that he draws. He calls the 
line A B, straight, a foot long, and without breadth, but 
he does not draw any conclusion from these assumptions. 
All that syllogistic demonstration either requires or 
employs, is, terms that are related to each other either 
as whole to part or as part to whole. Without this, no 
demonstration can be made: the exposition of the 
particular case is intended as an appeal to the senses, 
for facilitating the march of the student, but is not 
essential to demonstration. 

Aristotle reminds us once more of what he had before 
said, that in the Second and Third figures, not all varie- 
ties of conclusion are possible, but only some varieties ; 
accordingly, when we are reducing a piece of reasoning 
to the syllogistic form, the nature of the conclusion will 
inform us which of the three figures we must look for. 
In the case where the question debated relates to a defi- 
nition, and the reasoning which we are trying to reduce 
turns upon one part only of that definition, we, must 
take care to look for our three terms only in regard to 

meaning to which Aristotle alludes | statement of the Nominalistic. doc- 
in this chapter. He construed as an 
universal minor, what Aristotle treats 

as only an indefinite minor. The 
liability to mistake the Indefinite 
for an Universal is here again ad- 
verted to. 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xli. p. 50, a. 1: 
TO © exridecOa o'tw ypopeba dorep 
kal TG aicOaverOa, tov pavOavorra 
Aeyovres: ov yap oUTas as avev ToUT@Y 
odx oldv 7” aroderxyOqvat, Sorep €& Sv 
6 av\oyiopds. 

This chapter is a very remarkable 

VOL. I. 

trine; perceiving or conceiving all 
the real specialties of a particular case, 
but attending to, or reasoning upon, 
only a portion of them. 

Plato treats it as a mark of the 
inferior scientific value of Geometry, 
as compared with true and pure Dia- 
lectic, that the geometer cannot de- 
monstrate through Ideas and Uni- 
versals alone, but is compelled to 
help himself by visible particular dia- 
grams or illustrations. (Plato, Repub. 
vi. pp. 510-511, vii. p. 533, C.) 

R 
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that particular part, and not in regard to the whole def- 
nition.? All the modes of the Second and Third figures 
can be reduced to the First, by conversion of one or other 
of the premisses; except the fourth mode (Baroco) of 
the Second, and the fifth mode (Bocardo) of the Third, 
which can be proved only by Reductio ad Absurdum.” 

No syllogisms from an Hypothesis, however, are 
reducible to any of the three figures; for they are 
not proved by syllogism alone: they require besides 
an extra-syllogistic assumption granted or understood 
between speaker and hearer. Suppose an hypothetical 
proposition given, with antecedent and consequent : you 
may perhaps prove or refute by syllogism either the 
antecedent separately, or the consequent separately, or 
both of them separately ; but you cannot directly either 
prove or refute by syllogism the conjunction of the two 
asserted in the hypothetical. The speaker must ascer- 
tain beforehand that this will be granted to him; 
otherwise he cannot proceed.© The same is true about 
the procedure by Reductio ad Absurdum, which involves 
an hypothesis over and above the syllogism. In employ- 
ing such Reductio ad Absurdum, you prove syllogisti- 
cally a certain conclusion from certain premisses ; but 
the conclusion is manifestly false; therefore, one at least 
of the premisses from which it follows must be false 
also. But if this reasoning is to have force, the hearer 
must know aliunde that the conclusion is false; your 
syllogism has not shewn it to be false, but has shewn it 
to be hypothetically true; and unless the hearer is pre- 

pared to grant the conclusion to be false, your purpose is 

* Analyt.Prior. I. xlii., xliii. p. 50, | example given by Aristotle himself 

a. 5-15. I follow here the explana- | (the stesiatsiarn of water) does not 
tion given by Philoponus and Julius money, much instruction. 
Pacius, which M. Barthélemy St. Hi-} ° Ibid. xlv. p. 50, b. 5-p. 51, b. 2. 
laire adopts. But the illustrative} ° Ibid. xliv. p. 50, a. 16-28. 
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not attained. Sometimes he will grant it without being 
expressly asked, when the falsity is glaring: eg. you 
prove that the diagonal of a square is Incommensurable 
with the side, because if it were taken as commensurable, 
an odd number might be shewn to be equal to an even 
number. Few disputants will hesitate to grant that 
this conclusion is false, and therefore that its con- 
tradictory is true; yet this last (viz. that the 
contradictory is true) has not been proved syllogis- 
tically ; you must assume it by hypothesis, or depend 
upon the hearer to grant it.* 

Here Aristotle expressly reserves for separate treat- 
ment the general subject of Syllogisms from Hypothesis. 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xliv. p. 50, a. 29- 
38. See above, xxiii. p. 40, a. 25. 

M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire remarks 
in the note to his translation of the 
Analytica Priora (p. 178): “ Ce cha- 
pitre suffit 4 prouver qu’ Aristote a 
distingué tres - nettement les syllo- 
gismes par l’absurde, des syllogismes 
hypothétiques. Cette derniétre dé- 
nomination est tout & fait pour lui 
ce quelle est pour nous.” Of these 
two statements, I think the latter is 
more than we can venture to aflirm, 

considering that the general survey 
of hypothetical syllogisms, which 
‘Aristotle intended to draw up, 
either never was really completed, 
or at least has perished: the former 
appears to me incorrect. Aristotle 
decidedly reckons the Reductio ad Im- 
possibile among hypothetical proofs. 
But he understands by Reductio ad 
Impossibile something rather wider 
than what the moderns understand 
by it. It now means only, that you 
take the contradictory of the con- 
clusion together with one of the pre- 
misses, and by means of these two 
demonstrate a conclusion contradic- 
tory or contrary to the other premiss. 

b 

But Aristotle understood by it this, 
and something more besides, namely, 
whenever, by taking the contradictory 
of the conclusion, together with some 
other incontestable premiss, you de- 
monstrate, by means of the two, 
some new conclusion notoriously false. 
What I here say, is illustrated by the 
very example which he gives in this 
chapter. ‘lhe incommensurability of 
the diagonal (with the side of the 
square) is demonstrated by Reductio 
ad Impossibile ; because if it be sup- 
posed commensurable, you may de- 

monstrate that an odd number is equal 
to an even number; a conclusion 

which every one will declare to be 
inadmissible, but which is not the 
contradictory of either of the pre- 
misses whereby the true proposition 

was demonstrated. 
» The expressions of Aristotle here 

are remarkable, Analyt. Prior. I. xliv. 
p. 50, a. 39-b. 38: moddol dé Kal 
€repou mepaivovrar e& trobecews, ovs 
emoxeWaoba Sei Kai Siacnpvar Ka- 
Oapas. tives pev odv ai drapopai 
ToUT@Y, Kal Tooaxas yiverat TO €& 

brobecews, VaTepov epodpers viv dé 

Togovroy hiv ~ot@ uvepdv, OTL ovK 

jee 
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In the last chapter of the first book of the Analytica 
Priora, Aristotle returns to the point which we have 
already considered in the treatise De Interpretatione, 
viz. what is really a negative proposition; and how the 
adverb of negation must be placed in order to constitute 
one. We must place this adverb immediately before 
the copula and in conjunction with the copula: we must 
not place it after the copula and in conjunction with the 
predicate; for, if we do so, the proposition resulting will 
not be negative but affirmative (&& perabécews, by trans- 
position, according to the technical term introduced after- 
wards by Theophrastus). Thus of the four propositions : 

1. Hst bonum. 

4, Non est non bonum. 

2. Non est bonum. 

3. Est non bonum. 

No. 1 is affirmative; No. 3 is affirmative (é« pera- 
Oécews); Nos. 2 and 4 are negative. Wherever No. 1 
is predicable, No. 4 will be predicable also; wherever 
No. 3 is predicable, No. 2 will be predicable also—but 
in neither case vice versd# Mistakes often flow from 

incorrectly setting out the two contradictories. 

€oTw avadvew eis TA oXNPaATA Tos 
TowovTovs auAdAoyiopous. Kal Ov jp 
aitiav, cipnKapev. 

Syllogisms from Hypothesis were 
many and various, and Aristotle in- 
tended to treat them in a future 
treatise; but all that concerns the 
present treatise, in his opinion, is, to 
show that none of them can be re- 
duced to the three Figures. Among 
the Syllogisms from Hypothesis, two 
varieties recognized by Aristotle (be- 
sides of dia trod advyarov) were oi Kara 
peradnyey and of kara mowdryra. ‘he 
same proposition which Aristotle en- 
titles kara prerdAn Wu, was afterwards 
designated by the Stoics kara mpdo- 
AnWw (Alexander ap. Schol. p, 178, 
b. 6-24). 

It seems that Aristotle never re- 
alized this intended future treatise 

on Hypothetical Syllogisms; at least 
Alexander did not know it. The sub- 
ject was handled more at large by 
Theophrastus and Eudémus after 
Aristotle (Schol. p. 184, b. 45, Br. ; 
Boethius, De Syllog. Hypothetico, pp. 
606-607); and was still farther ex- 
panded by Chrysippus and the Stoies. 

Compare Prantl, Geschichte der 
Logik, I. pp. 295, 877, seq. He 
treats the Hypothetical Syllogism as 
having no logical value, and com- 
mends Aristotle for declining to de- 
velop or formulate it; while Ritter 
(Gesch, Phil. iii. p. 98), and, to a 
certain extent, Ueberweg (System 
der Logik, sect. 121, p. 826), consider 
this to be a defect in Aristotle. 

® Analyt. Prior. I. xlvi. p. 51, b. 5, 
ad finem. See above, Chap. IV. p. 
170, seq. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

ANALYTICA PRIORA II. 

Tur Second Book of the Analytica Priora seems con- 
ceived with a view mainly to Dialectic and Sophistic, 
as the First Book bore more upon Demonstration.* 
Aristotle begins the Second Book by shortly reca- 
pitulating what he had stated in the First; and then 
proceeds to touch upon some other properties of the 
Syllogism, Universal syllogisms (those in which the 
conclusion is universal) he says, have always more 
conclusions than one; particular syllogisms sometimes, 
but not always, have more conclusions than one. If the 
conclusion be universal, it may always be converted 
—simply, when it is negative, or per accidens, when 
it is affirmative; and its converse thus obtained will be 
proved by the same premisses. If the conclusion be 
particular, it will be convertible simply when affirmative, 
and its converse thus obtained will be proved by the 
same premisses; but it will not be convertible at all 
when negative, so that the conclusion proved will be 
only itself singly.” Moreover, in the universal syllo- 
gisms of the First figure (Barbara, Celarent), any of 
the particulars comprehended under the minor term 
may be substituted in place of the minor term as subject 
of the conclusion, and the proof will hold good in re- 
gard to them. So, again, all or any of the particulars 
comprehended in the middle term may be introduced 

* This is the remark of the ancient Scholiasts. See Schol. p. 188, a. 44, 
be 11, » Analyt. Prior, II. i, p. 53, a, 3-14. 
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as subject of the conclusion in place of the minor term; 
and the conclusion will still remain true. In the 
Second figure, the change is admissible only in regard 
to those particulars comprehended under the subject of 
the conclusion or minor term, and not (at least upon 
the strength of the syllogism) in regard to those com- 
prehended under the middle term. Finally, wherever 
the conclusion is particular, the change is admissible, 
though not by reason of the syllogism, in regard to 
particulars comprehended under the middle term; it is 
not admissible as regards the minor term, which is itself 
particular.’ 

Aristotle has hitherto regarded the Syllogism with a 
view to its formal characteristics: he now makes an 
important observation which bears upon its matter. 
Formally speaking, the two premisses are always 
assumed to be true; but in any real case of syllogism 
(form and matter combined) it is possible that either 
one or both may be false. Now, Aristotle remarks that 
if both the premisses are true (the syllogism being cor- 
rect in form), the conclusion must of necessity be true ; 

but that if either or both the premisses are false, the 
conclusion need not necessarily be false likewise. The 
premisses being false, the conclusion may nevertheless 
be true; but it will not be true because of or by reason 
of the premisses.” 

* Analyt. Prior. IJ. i. p. 58, a, 14- 
35. M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire, fol- 
lowing Pacius, justly remarks (note, 
p- 203 of his translation) that the 
rule as to \particulars breaks down in 
the cases of Baroco, Disamis, and 
Bocardo. is 

On the chapter in general he re- 
marks (note, p. 204) :—“ Cette théorie 
des conclusions diverses, soit patentes 
soit cachées, d'un méme syllogisme, 

est surtout utile en dialectique, dans 
la discussion; ow il faut faire la plus 
grande attention & ce qu’on accorde 3 
Vadversaire, soit explicitement, soit 
implicitement.” This illustrates the 
observation cited in the preceding 
note from the Scholiasts. 

P Analyt. Prion, Wot ypaeosembe 
5-10: &€& ddnOav pev ody ovk ote 
Wevdos cuddoyicacOa, ex Wevdav & 
ear adnOes, mAnv ov SidtTs GAN Ore: 
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First, he would prove that if the premisses be true, the 
conclusion must be true also; but the proof that he 
gives does not seem more evident than the probandum 
itself. Assume that if A exists, B must exist also: it 
follows from hence (he argues) that if B does not exist, 
neither can A exist; which he announces as a reductio 

ad absurdum, seeing that it contradicts the fundamental 
supposition of the existence of A.* Here the probans is 
indeed equally evident with the probandum, but not at 
at all more evident; one who disputes the latter, will 
dispute the former also, Nothing is gained in the way 
of proof by making either of them dependent on the 
other. Both of them are alike self-evident; that is, if 
aman hesitates to admit either of them, you have no 
means of removing his scruples except by inviting him 
to try the general maxim upon as many particular cases 
as he chooses, and to see whether it does not hold good 
without a single exception. 

In regard to the case here put forward as illustration, 
Aristotle has an observation which shews his anxiety 
to maintain the characteristic principles of the Syllogism ; 
one of which principles he had declared to be—That 
nothing less than three terms and two propositions, 
could warrant the inferential step from premisses to 
conclusion. In the present case he assumed, If A 
exists, then B must exist; giving only one premiss as 
ground for the inference. This (he adds) does not 
contravene what has been laid down before; for A in 

the case before us represents two propositions con- 

tot yap Sire ovk eorw ek Wevddv | which are true, and which may be 
ov\doytopds: Sc fv & airiay, év trois | produced to demonstrate it. Com- 
€rropevois AexOnoera. pare Analyt. Poster. I. ii. p. 71, b. 19. 

The true conclusion is not true by * Analyt. Prior. II. ii, p. 58, b. 11- 
reason of these false premisses, but | 16. 
by reason of certain other premisses | 
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ceived in conjunction Here he has given the type 
of hypothetical reasoning; not recognizing it as a 
variety per se, nor following it out into its different 
forms (as his successors did after him), but resolving it 
into the categorical syllogism.” He however conveys 
very clearly the cardinal principle of all hypothetical 
inference—That if the antecedent be true, the conse- 
quent must be true also, but not vice versd ; if the con- 
sequent be false, the antecedent must be false also, but 
not vice versa. 3 | 

Having laid down the principle, that the conclusion 
may be true, though one or both the premisses are 
false, Aristotle proceeds, at great length, to illustrate it 
in its application to each of the three syllogistic figures.° 
No portion of the Analytica is traced out more per- 
spicuously than the exposition of this most important 
logical doctrine, 

It is possible (he then continues, again at considerable 
length) to invert the syllogism and to demonstrate im a 
circle. That is, you may take the conclusion as premiss 
for a new syllogism, together with one of the old pre- 
misses, transposing its terms; and thus you may demon- 
strate the other premiss. You may do this successively, 
first with the major, to demonstrate the minor; next, 
with the minor, to demonstrate the major. Hach of the 
premisses will thus in turn be made a demonstrated con- 
clusion; and the circle will be complete. But this can 
be done, perfectly only in Barbara, and when, besides, all 
the three terms of the syllogism reciprocate with each 

® Thid. b, 16-25. 1d ody A dorep | logism, but in the sense of affirmative 
éy ketrat, OVO mpotdcers ovAAnPOeioa. | as opposed to orepytiKds. 

> Aristotle, it should be remarked,| ° Analyt. Prior. II, ii.-iv. p. 53, 
uses the word katnyopzkés, not in the | b. 26-p. 57, b. 17. At the close 
sense which it subsequently acquired, | (p. 57, a. 36-b. 17), the general doc- 
as the antithesis of jmoerixds in ap- | trine is summed up. 
plication to the proposition and syl- 
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other, or are co-extensive in import; so that each of 
the two premisses admits of being simply converted. 
In all other cages, the process of circular demonstration, 
where possible at all, is more or less imperfect. 

Having thus shown under what conditions the con- 
clusion can be employed for the demonstration of the 
premisses, Aristotle proceeds to state by what trans- 
formation it can be employed for the refutation of them. 
This he calls converting the syllogism; a most incon- 
venient use of the term convert (dytistpépew), since he 
had already assigned to that same term more than one 
other meaning, distinct and different, in logical proce- 
dure.” What it here means is reversing the conclusion, so 
as to exchange it either for its contrary, or for its contra- 
dictory ; then employing this reversed proposition as 
a new premiss, along with one of the previous pre- 
misses, so as to disprove the other of the previous 
premisses—?.e. to prove its contrary or contradictory. 
The result will here be different, according to the 
manner in which the conclusion is reversed; according 
as you exchange it for its contrary or its contradictory, 
Suppose that the syllogism demonstrated is: A belongs 
to all B, B belongs to all C; Ergo, A belongs to all 
C (Barbara). Now, if we reverse this conclusion by 
taking its contrary, A belongs to no C, and if we com- 
bine this as a new premiss with the major of the former 
syllogism, A belongs to all B, we shall obtain as a 
conclusion B belongs to no C; which is the contrary of 
the minor, in the form Camestres. If, on the other hand, 
we reverse the conclusion by taking its contradictory, 
A does not belong to all C, and combine this with the 
same major, we shall have as conclusion, B does not 

* Analyt, Prior. II. y.-viii. p. 57, | b. 1), p. 190, b. 20, Brandis. Com- 
b. 18-p. 59, a. 35. pare the notes of M. Barthélemy St. 

» Schol. (ad Analyt. Prior. p. 59, | Hilaire, pp. 55, 242. 
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belong to all C; which is the contradictory of the minor, 
and in the form Baroco: though in the one case as in 
the other the minor is disproved. The major is contra- 
dictorily disproved, whether it be the contrary or the 
contradictory of the conclusion that is taken along with 
the minor to form the new syllogism ; but still the form 
varies from Felapton to Bocardo. Aristotle shows far- 
ther how the same process applies to the other modes 
of the First, and to the modes of the Second and Third 

figures." The new syllogism, obtained by this process 
of reversal, is always in a different figure from the 
syllogism reversed. Thus syllogisms in the First figure 
are reversed by the Second and Third; those in the 
Second, by the First and Third; those in the Third, 
by the First and Second. 

Of this reversing process, one variety is what is 
called the Reductio ad Absurdum ; in which the con- 

clusion is reversed by taking its contradictory (never 
its contrary), and then joining this last with one of the 
premisses, In order to prove the contradictory or con- 
trary of the other premiss.° The feductio ad Absurdum 
is distinguished from the other modes of reversal by 
these characteristics: (1) That it takes the contradictory, 
aud not the contrary, of the conclusion; (2) That it is 
destined to meet the case where an opponent declines 
to admit the conclusion; whereas the other cases of 

reversion are only intended as. confirmatory evidence 
towards a person who already admits the conclusion ; 
(3) That it does not appeal to or require any concession — 
on the part of the opponent; for if he declines to admit 
the conclusion, you presume, as a matter of course, 
that he must adhere to the contradictory of the con- 

@ Analyt. Prior. II. viii.-x. p. 59, b. 1-p. 61, a. 4. 

» Ibid. x. p. 61, a. 7-15. © Ibid. xi. p. 61, a. 18, seq. 
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clusion ; and you therefore take this contradictory for 
granted (without asking his concurrence) as one of 
the bases of a new syllogism; (4) That it presumes as 
follows :—When, by the contradictory of the conclusion 
joined with one of the premisses, you have demonstrated 
the opposite of the other premiss, the original con- 
clusion itself is shown to be beyond all impeachment 
on the score of form, z.e. beyond impeachment by any 
one who admits the premisses. You assume to be true, 
for the occasion, the very proposition which you mean 
finally to prove false; your purpose in the new syl- 
logism is, not to demonstrate the original conclusion, 
but to prove it to be true by demonstrating its contra- 
dictory to be false." 

By the Reductio ad Absurdum you can in all the 
three figures demonstrate all the four varieties of con- 
clusion, universal and particular, affirmative and nega- 
tive; with the single exception, that you cannot by 
this method demonstrate in the First figure the Uni- 
versal Affirmative.” With this exception, every true 
conclusion admits of being demonstrated by either of 
the two ways, either directly and ostensively, or by 
reduction to the impossible.’ 

In the Second and Third figures, though not in the 
First, it is possible to obtain conclusions even from two 
premisses which are contradictory or contrary to each 
other; but the conclusion will, as a matter of course, 
be a self-contradictory one. Thus if in the Second 
figure you have the two premisses—AIl Science is 

_ * Analyt. Prior. II. xi. p. 62, a. 11: | avayxn ryv carahacw adnbever Oa. See 
dbavepoy ovv Stu ov TO evavriov, adda | Scholia, p. 190, b. 40, seq., Brand. 
TO avTikeipevov, Umoberéoy ev amact » Analyt. Prior. II. xi.’ p. 61, a. 
Tots guANoyiopots. ovTw@ yap TO avay- | 8d-p. 62, b. 10; xii. p. 62, a. 21. 
Katov €ora kat Td agiopa evdokov. «i | Alexander ap. Schol. p. 191, a. 17-36, 
yap Kara mavros i) Katddacts 7) aod- | Brand. 
haats, detxOevros drt ovx 7 anddacts, * Ibid. xiv. p. 63, b. 12-21. 
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good; No Science is good—you get the conclusion 
(in Camestres), No Science is Science. In opposed 
propositions, the same predicate must be affirmed 
and denied of the same subject in one of the three 
different forms—All and None, All and Not All, 
Some and None. This shows why such conclusions 
cannot be obtained in the First figure; for it is the 
characteristic of that figure that the middle term must 
be predicate in one premiss, and subject in the other. 
In dialectic discussion it will hardly be possible to get 
contrary or contradictory premisses conceded by the 
adversary immediately after each other, because he will 
be sure to perceive the contradiction: you must mask 
your purpose by asking the two questions not in imme- 
diate succession, but by introducing other questions 
between the two, or by other indirect means as Me: 
gested in the Topica.” 

Aristotle now passes to certain general heads of 
Fallacy, or general liabilities to Error, with which the 
syllogizing process is beset. What the reasoner under- 
takes is, to demonstrate the conclusion before him, and 
to demonstrate it in the natural and appropriate way ; 
that is, from premisses both more evident in themselves 
and logically prior to the conclusion. Whenever he 
fails thus to demonstrate, there is error of some kind ; 
but he may err in several ways: (1) He may produce 
a defective or informal syllogism; (2) His premisses 
may be more unknowable than his conclusion, or equally 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xv. p. 638, b. 
22-p. 64, a. 32. Aristotle here de- 
clares Sub-contraries (as they were 
later called),—Some men are wise, 
Some men are not wise,—to be op- 
posed only in expression or verbally 
(kara tiv heEw povor). 

» Analyt. Prior. II. xv. p. 64, a. 
33-37. See Topica, VIII. i. p. 155, a. 

26; Julius Pacius, p. 872, note. In 
the Topica, Aristotle suggests modes 
of concealing the purpose of the ques- 
tioner and driving the adversary to 
contradict himself: 
Kois mapadidaor peOddous Tey Kpv- 
Weav O¢ ads rodro SoOnoera (Schol. 
p- 192, a. 18, Br.). Compare also 
Analyt. Prior. II. xix. p. 66, a. 33. 

ev 6€ Tots Tom- 
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unknowable; (3) His premisses, instead of being logi- 
cally prior to the conclusion, may be logically posterior 
to it. 

Distinct from all these three, however, Aristotle 
singles out and dwells upon another mode of error, 
which he calls Petitio Princip. Some truths, the 
principia, are by nature knowable through or in them- 
selves, others are knowable only through other things. 
If you confound this distinction, and ask or assume 

something of the latter class as if it belonged to the 
former, you commit a Petitio Principii. You may 
commit it either by assuming at once that which ought 
to be demonstrated, or by assuming, as if it were a 
principium, something else among those matters which 
in natural propriety would be demonstrated by means 
of a principium. Thus, there is (let us suppose) a 
natural propriety that C shall be demonstrated through 

A; but you, overlooking this, demonstrate B through 

C, and A through B. By thus inverting the legiti- 
mate order, you do what is tantamount to demon- 

strating A through itself; for your demonstration 
will not hold unless you assume A at the begin- 
ning, in order to arrive at C. This is a mistake 
made not unfrequently, and especially by some who 

define parallel lines; for they give a definition which 
cannot be understood unless parallel lines be presup- 
posed.? 

_ When the problem is such, that it is uncertain 
whether A can be predicated either of © or of 5 en 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xvi. p. 64, b. 
30-35: Kal yap ei ddws py avAdoyi- 
erat, kal ei b¢ ayvaororépwy i) époiws 
adyvaotay, kat ei dia tov boréepwr Td 
mporepov: 7 yap amddekts ex muoToré- 
pov TE kal mporepwy €oTiv.... Ta pev 
8 atrav wméhuke yvopifec- 

Gat, Ta G€760 aX wv, 
» Analyt. Prior. II. xvi. p. 64, b. 

33-p. 65, a. 9. Petere principium is, 
in the phrase of Aristotle, not jy 
apxiy aireioOa, but rd ev dpy7n airei- 
wOat, or ro e& dpyis aireiobac (xvi. 
p. 64, b. 28, 34), 
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you then assume that A is predicable of B, you may 
perhaps not cominit Petitio Principii, but you certainly 
fail in demonstrating the problem; for no demonstra- 
tion will hold where the premiss is equally uncertain 
with the conclusion. But if, besides, the case be such, 
that B is identical with C, that is, either co-extensive 

and reciprocally convertible with C, or related to © as 
genus or species,—in either of these cases you commit 
Petitio Principii by assuming that A may be predicated 
of B2 For seeing that B reciprocates with C, you 
might just as well demonstrate that A is predicable of 
B, because it is predicable of C; that is, you might 
demonstrate the major premiss by means of the minor 
and the conclusion, as well as you can demonstrate the 
conclusion by means of the major and the minor 
premiss. If you cannot so demonstrate the major pre- 
miss, this is not because the structure of the syllogism 
forbids it, but because the predicate of the major pre- 
miss is more extensive than the subject thereof. If it 
be co-extensive and convertible with the subject, we 
shall have a circular proof of three propositions in 
which each may be alternately premiss and conclusion. 
The like will be the case, if the Petitio Principui is in 

the minor premiss and not in the major. In the First 
syllogistic figure it may be in either of the premisses; 
in the Second figure it can only be in the minor pre- 
miss, and that only in one mode (Camestres) of the 
figure.” The essence of Petitio Principu consists in this, 

* Analyt, Pr. II. xvi. p. 65, a. 1-10. 
> Ibid. p. 65, a. 10: ef ody ms, 

adnrov ovtes Ore TO A vmapxes TO 
ce , ‘ ‘ a lod . - 

I, 6poims S€ kai ott 7H B, atroiro 

76 B wtmapxew to A, ovrw d7dov 
u A > > - , ~ 2 Dr? a > 

ei TO ev apxn aiteiraL, GAN OTL ovK 
> / a > A > A > 

d7obelkyuct, Ondov: ov yap apxn amo- 

beiews TO Opoiws adndov. ef pev- 
a » e 

rot TO B mpos TO I ovtws €xet Gore | 

aN > EI Zs a > / TavToy eival, 7) Ondov OTe ayTiGTpE- 
x ¢ / / , 

povow, )_Umapxet Oarepov Garépe, 
TO €v GpXf aireira. Kal yap ay, bru 

~ A c / res! , fee 

TO BOA trapxet, OV exeivov Serxvvor, 
ei avtiotpepoar. viv d€ TodiTo KwAvEL, 
3 , > e , 5 ‘ ~ cr GX ovx 6 Tpdros. ei dé ToUTO rrouot, 
TO elpyuevoy Gy Trowot Kal aytiaTpeou 
as Ova Tpray. 

This chapter, in which Aristotle 
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that you exhibit as true per se that which is not really true 
per se.” Youmay commit this fault either in Demonstra- 
tion, when you assume for true what is not really true, or 
in Dialectic, when you assume as probable and conform- 
able to authoritative opinion what is not really so.? 

declares the nature of Petitio Principii, 
is obscure and difficult to follow. It 
has been explained at some length, 
first by Philoponus in the Scholia 
(p. 192, a. 35, b. 24), afterwards by 
Julius Pacius (p. 3876, whose expla- 
nation is followed by M. B. St. Hilaire, 
p- 288), and by Waitz (I. p. 514). But 
the translation and comment given 
by Mr. Poste appear to me the best : 
“ Assuming the conclusion to be af- 
firmative, let us examine a syllogism 
in Barbara :— 

All B is A. 
All C is B. 

ae ZAlL GC ‘is; A. 
And let us first suppose that the 
major premiss is a Petitio Principii ; 
4.e. that the proposition All B is A 
is identical with the proposition Ad/ C 
ts A, ‘This can only be because the 
terms LB and C are identical. Next, 
let us suppose that the minor premiss 
is a Petitio Principii; 7.e. that the 
proposition All C is B is identical 
with the proposition All Cis A. This 
can only be because B and A are iden- 
tical. The identity of the terms is, 
their convertibility or their sequence 
(tmdpyet, ererar). This however re- 
quires some limitation; for as the 
major is always predicated (imdpyet, 
émerat) of the middle, and the middle 
of the minor, if this were enough to 
constitute Petitio Principii, every syl- 
logism with a problematical premiss 
would be a Petitio Principii.” (See the 
Appendix A, pp. 178-183, attached 

to Mr. Poste’s edition of Aristotle’s 
Sophistici Elenchi.) 

Compare, about Petitio Principii, 
Aristot. Topic. VIII. xiii. p. 162, 
b. 34, in which passage Aristotle 

gives to the fallacy called Petitio 
Principii a still larger sweep than 
what he assigns to it in the Analytica 
Priora. Mr. Poste’s remark is per- 
fectly just, that according to the 
above passage in the Analytica, every 
syllogism with a problematical (7. e. 
real as opposed to verbal) premiss 
would be a Petitio Principii; that is, 
all real deductive reasoning, in the 
syllogistic form, would be a Petitio 
Principii. To this we may add, that, 
from the passage above referred to in 
the Topica, all inductive reasoning also 
(reasoning from parts to whole) would 
involve Petitio Principii. 

Mr. Poste’s explanation of this 
difficult passage brings into view the 
original and valuable exposition made 
by Mr. John Stuart Mill of the Fune- 
tions and Logical Value of the Syl- 
logism.—System of Logic, Book II. 
ch, iii. sect. 2:—“ 1t must be granted, 
that in every syllogism, considered as 

an argument to prove the conclusion, 

there is a Petitio Principii,” &c. 
Petitio Principii, if ranked among 

the Fallacies, can hardly be extended 
beyond the first of the five distinct 
varieties enumerated in the Topica, 
VIL. xiii. 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xvi. p. 65, a. 
23-27: 1d yup e& apyjs ri Séivara, 
elpntat qpiv, OTe TO OU avrov Secxvivar 
TO py Ov avrod d7A0v.—rovro & éort, 
TO py Secxvovar. 

The meaning of some lines in this 
chapter (p. 65, a. 17-18) is to me very 
obscure, after all the explanations of 
commentators. 

» Thid. p.*65,"a. 35; Topic. VII, 
| xiii, p. 162, b. 31. 
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We must be careful to note, that when Aristotle 
speaks of a principium as knowable in itself, or true 
in itself, he does not mean that it is innate, or that 
it starts up in the mind ready made without any 
gradual building up or preparation. What he means 
is, that it is not demonstrable deductively from any- 
thing else prior or more knowable by nature than 
itself. He declares (as we shall see) that principia are 
acquired, and mainly by Induction. 

Next to Petitio Principu, Aristotle indicates another 
fallacious or erroneous procedure in dialectic debate ; 
misconception or misstatement of the real grounds on 
which a conclusion rests—Non per Hoc. You may im- 
pugn the thesis (set up by the respondent) directly, 
by proving syllogistically its contrary or contradictory ; 
or you may also impugn it indirectly by Reductio ad 
Absurdum; 1.@. you prove by syllogism some absurd 
conclusion, which you contend to be necessarily true, 
if the thesis is admitted. Suppose you impugn it in 
the first method, or directly, by a syllogism containing 
only two premisses and a conclusion: Non per Hoc is 
inapplicable here, for if either premiss is disallowed, 
the conclusion is unproved; the respondent cannot 
meet you except by questioning one or both of the 
premisses of your impugning syllogism.* But if you 
proceed by the second method or indirectly, Non per Hoc 
may become :applicable; for there may then be more 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xvii. p. 65, 
b. 4: drav avaipéOn te Setxtikds Sia 
tov A, B, T, CGas) Seville OOnmaeeelunes 

7) yap €k tv Ovo mpotdcewy 7 &k 
melovay ras eat ovddoyiopds: et 
pev ody ek Toy OVO, TOUT@Y avayKn THY 
pev érepay 7) kat apcorépas eivar Weu- 
Sets: &c. Whoever would understand 
this difficult chapter xvii., will do well 
to study it with the notes of Julius 

Pacius (p. 360), and also the valuable 
exposition of Mr. Poste, who has: 
extracted and illustrated it in Ap- 
pendix B. (p. 190) of the notes to his 
edition of the Sophistici Hlenchi. 
The six illustrative diagrams given by 
Julius Pacius afford great help, though 
the two first of them appear to me 
incorrectly printed, as to the brackets 
connecting the different propositions. | 
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than two premisses, and he may, while granting that 
the absurd conclusion is correctly made out, contend 
that the truth or falsehood of his thesis is noway impli- 
cated in it. He declares (in Aristotle’s phrase) that 
the absurdity or falsehood just made out does not follow 
as a consequence from his thesis, but from other pre- 
misses independent thereof; that it would stand equally 
proved, even though his thesis were withdrawn.* In 
establishing the falsehood or absurdity you must take 
care that it shall be one implicated with or dependent 
upon his thesis. It is this last condition that he (the 
respondent) affirms to be wanting.” 

Aristotle tells us that this was a precaution which 
the defender of a thesis was obliged often to employ in 
dialectic debate, in order to guard against abuse or mis- 
application of Reductio ad Absurdum on the part of oppo- 
nents, who (it appears) sometimes took credit for success, 
when they had mtroduced and demonstrated some ab- 
surd conclusion that had little or no connection with 
the thesis.° But even when the absurd conclusion is 
connected with the thesis continuously, by a series of 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xvii. p. 65, 
a. 38, b. 14, p. 66, a. 2, 7: 7rd py 

Tapa TOvUTO GupBaivey TO Wevdos 

éavTov tt mpoideiv, &c., which I tran- 

scribe partly on account of Dr. Ar- 
nold’s note, who says about mapa 

—rov py mapa thy Oéary eiva 
TO Weddos—ovd mapa thy Oéouv 
cupBaiver td wWeidSos—ovk ay ely 
mapa thy Oé€our. 

Instead of the preposition apa, 
Aristotle on two occasions employs 
diud—ovro yap éora bua thy bmo- 
6¢ ct v—p. 65, b. 33, p. 66, a. 3. 

The preposition mapa, with acc. 
case, means on account of, owing to, 

&c. See Matthie and Kiihner’s 
Grammars, and the passage of Thucy- 
dides i. 141: kai €xaoros od mapa 
ryyv é€avTov apéXetav  olera 
| Brarvew, pedew S€ Tux Kal Mw brep 

VOL. I. 

here :—*“ This is exactly expressed in 
vulgar English, al/ along of his own 
neglect, 7. e. owing to his own ne- 
glect.” 

» Analyt. Prior. II. xvii. p. 65, b. 
33: det mpos rods e€ dpxis spous 
cuvanrely TO advvatov: ovTw yap éorat 
dua TH Urdbecw. 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xvii. p. 65, a. 
38: 6 moddadkis ev Tois Adyols ciw- 
Oapev réeyerv, &c. "That the Reductio 
ad Absurdum was sometimes made to 
turn upon matters wholly irrelevant, 
we may see from the illustration cited 
by Aristotle, p. 65, b. 17. 

s 
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propositions each having a common term with the pre- 
ceding, in either the ascending or the descending scale, 
we have here more than three propositions, and the 
absurd conclusion may perhaps be proved by the other 
premisses, without involving the thesis. In this case the 
respondent will meet you with Non per Hoc ;* he will 
point out that his thesis is not one of the premisses 
requisite for demonstrating your conclusion, and is 
therefore not overthrown by the absurdity thereof. 
Perhaps the thesis may be false, but you~ have not 
shown it to be so, since it is not among the premisses 
necessary for proving your absurdum. An absurdum 
may sometimes admit of being demonstrated by several 
lines of premisses,” each involving distinct falsehood. 
Every false conclusion implies falsity in one or more 
syllogistic or prosyllogistic premisses that have pre- 
ceded it, and is owing to or occasioned by this first 
falsehood.° 

In impugning the thesis and in extracting from your 
opponent the proper concessions to enable you to do so, 
you will take care to put the interrogations in such 
form and order as will best disguise the final conclusion 

* In this chapter of the Analytica, the two treatises as wholes is not so 
Aristotle designates the present fal- | certain. I think it probable that the 
lacy by the title, Non per Hoc, od change of designation for the same 
mapa TovTo—ov Tapa Tv O€ow ovp- fallacy was deliberately adopted. It 
Baivet ro Weddos. He makes express | is an improvement to dismiss the 
reference to the Topica (¢.e¢. to the | vague term Cause. 
fifth chapter of Sophist. Hlenchi, » Analyt. Prior. Ti axcvat. 9p.) 66: 
which he, regards as part of the} a. 11: eet ravtéd ye weidos cup- 
Topica), where the same fallacy is | Batvew dia mAevdvey trobéceay ovdev 
designated by a different title, Non | isws dromov, otov tas mapaddjAovs 
Causa pro. Causd, 76 dvaitwy os | ouprinrey, &e. 
atriov TiOéva. We see plainly that © Analyt. Prior) Tile sviueyom oom: 
this chapter of the Anal. Priora was | 16-24: 6 d€ yevdns Adyos yiveras 
composed later than the fifth chapter | mapa 76 mpérov Weddos, &e. 
of Soph. El.; whether this is true of | 
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which you aim at establishing. If you intend to arrive 
at it through preliminary syllogisms (prosyllogisms), 
you will ask assent to the necessary premisses In a con- 
fused or inverted order, and will refrain from enun- 

ciating at once the conclusion from any of them. 
Suppose that you wish to end by shewing that A may 
be predicated of F, and suppose that there must be 
intervening steps through B, C, D, E. You will not 
put the questions in this regular order, but will first 
ask him to grant that A may be predicated of B; next, 
that D may be predicated of E; afterwards, that B may 
be predicated of C, &e. You will thus try to obtain all 
the concessions requisite for your final conclusion, before 
he perceives your drift. If you can carry your point 
by only one syllogism, and have only one middle term 
to get conceded, you will do well to put the middle 
term first in your questions. This is the best way to 
conceal your purpose from the respondent." 

It will be his business to see that he is not thus 
tripped up in the syllogistic process.” If you ask the 
questions in the order above indicated, without enun- 

ciating your preliminary conclusions, he must take care 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xix. p. 66, a. yet it is the received practice among 
33-b. 3: xp & Gmep guddrrecOa | modern logicians. 
Tapayyé\Aopev amoKpwopevous, avtovs » Analyt. Prior. II. xix. p. 66, a. 
emxetpovvras Tretpacbar avOaverv.— 25-32: mpds d€ TO pt) KatacvAoyi- 
kav Ov évds pécov yivnrar 6 avAdo- | CecOar mapatnpytéov, dray dvev Tov 
yiopds, aro Tov pécov apxeoOau: pa- | cupmepacpdtov epwra Tov Adyor, &c. 
uora yap av ovtw avOavor Tov arro- Waitz (p. 520) explains xaraova- 
kpwopevov. See the explanation of oyiter@a, “ disputationum et inter- 
Pacius, p. 385. Since the middle rogationum laqueis aliquem irretire.” 
term does not appear in the conclu- | This is, I think, more correct. than 
sion, the respondent is less likely to | the distinction which M. Barthélemy 
be prepared for the conclusion that | St. Hilaire seeks to draw, “entre le 
you want to establish. To put the | Catasyllogisme et la Réfutation,” in 
middle term first, in enunciating the | the valuable notes to his translation 

Syllogism, is regarded by Aristotle as | of the Analytica Priora, p. 303. 
a perverted and embarrassing order, | 

S.2 
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not to concede the same term twice, either as predicate, 
or as subject, or as both; for you can arrive at no con- 
clusion unless he grants you a middle term; and no 
term can be employed as middle, unless it be repeated 
twice. Knowing the conditions of a conclusion in each 
of the three figures, he will avoid making such conces- 
sions as will empower you to conclude in any one of 
them.’ If the thesis which he defends is affirmative, the 

elenchus by which you impugn it must be a negative; so 
that he will be careful not to concede the premisses for 
a negative conclusion. If his thesis be negative, your 
purpose will require you to meet him by an affirmative ; 
accordingly he must avoid granting you any sufficient 
premisses for an affirmative conclusion. He may thus 
make it impossible for you to prove syllogistically the 
contrary or contradictory of his thesis; and it is in 
proving this that the elenchus or refutation consists. 
If he will not grant you any affirmative proposition, 
nor any universal proposition, you know, by the rules 
previously laid down, that no valid syllogism can be 
constructed ; since nothing can be inferred either from 
two premisses both negative, or from two premisses both 
particular.” 

We have already seen that error may arise by wrong 
enunciation or arrangement of the terms of a syllogism, 
that is, defects in its form; but sometimes also, even 
when the form is correct, error may arise from wrong 
belief as to the matters affirmed or denied.“ Thus the 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xix. p. 66. a. 
25-32. 

Eptbids xx p: 66," b..4-175 “he 
reader will observe how completely 
this advice given by Aristotle is 
shaped for the purpose of obtaining 
victory in the argument, and how 

- he leaves out of consideration both 

the truth of what the opponent asks 
to be conceded, and the belief enter- 
tained by the defendant. ‘This is 
exactly the procedure which he him- 
self makes a ground of contemptuous 
reproach against the Sophists. 

* Thid. xxi. p. 66, b. 18: cupBatvec 
2 2 7A U > re) la a 

& eviore, xaOarep ev tH Oécer TeV 
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same predicate may belong, immediately and essentially, 
alike to several distinct subjects; but you may believe 
(what is the truth) that it belongs to one of them, and 
you may at the same time believe (erroneously) that it 
does not belong to another. Suppose that A is pre- 
dicable essentially both of B and ©, and that A, B 
and C, are all predicable essentially of D. You may 
know that A is predicable of all B, and that B is pre- 
dicable of all D; but you may at the same time believe 
(erroneously) that A is not predicable of any C, and 
that C is predicable of all D. Under this state of know- 
ledge and belief, you may construct two valid syllogisms ; 
the first Gn Barbara, with B for its middle term) 
proving that A belongs to all D; the second (in Celarent, 
with © for its middle term) proving that A belongs to 
no D. The case will be the same, even if all the terms 
taken belong to. the same ascending or descending 
logical series. Here, then, you know one proposition ; 
yet you believe the proposition contrary to it.* How 
can such a mental condition be explained? It would, 
indeed, be an impossibility, if the middle term of the two 
syllogisms were the same, and if the premisses of the 
one syllogism thus contradicted directly and in terms, 
the premisses of the other: should that happen, you 
cannot know one side of the alternative and believe the 
other. But if the middle term be different, so that the 
contradiction between the premisses of the one syllogism 
and those of the other, is not direct, there is no impos- 

sibility. Thus, you know that A is predicable of all B, 

a > Ud 6 \ \ ‘ c-! aX Opav anatopeba, kal Kata thy b7oAn- 
Ww yiverOa thy ardrnyy. 
‘The vague and general way in 

which Aristotle uses the term dzé- 
Anis, seems to be best rendered by 
our word belief. See Trendelenburg 

ad Aristot. De AnimA, p. 469; Biese, 
Philos. des Aristot. i. p. 211. 
.* Analyt. Pmors LI. xxi.“p. 66, b: 

33: @oTe 6 mos emiotatal, TovTO 

hos akcot py wvrodapAivery 
advvarov. 

¢ 
oTTEp 
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and B of all D; while you believe at the same time that 
A is predicable of no C, and C of all D; the middle 
term being in one syllogism B, in the other, C This 
last form of error is analogous to what often occurs in 
respect to our knowledge of particulars. You know 
that A belongs to all B, and B to all C; you know, 
therefore, that A belongs to all C. Yet you may per- 
haps be ignorant of the existence of C. Suppose A to 
denote equal to two right angles; B, to be the triangle 
generally ; C, a particular visible triangle. You know 
A B the universal proposition; yet you may at the 
same time believe that C does not exist; and thus it 

may happen that you know, and do not know, the same 
thing at the same time. For, in truth, the knowledge, 
that every triangle has its three angles equal to two 
right angles, is not (as a mental fact) simple and 
absolute, but has two distinct aspects; one as concerns 
the universal, the other as concerns the several par- 
ticulars. Now, assuming the case above imagined, you 
possess the knowledge in the first of these two aspects, 
but not in the second; so that the apparent contrariety 
between knowledge and no knowledge is not real.? 
And in this sense the doctrine of Plato in the Menon is 
partially true—that learning is reminiscence. We can 
never know beforehand particular cases per se; but im 
proportion as we extend our induction to each case 
successively, we, as 1t were, recognize that, which we 
knew beforehand as a general truth, to be realized in 
each. Thus when we ascertain the given figure before 
us to be a triangle, we know immediately that its three 
angles are equal to two right angles,” 

* Analyt. Pr. II. xxi. p. 67, a. 5-8. | oidev, dar’ ovx e&er Tas evaytias (sc. 
» Ibid. p. 67, a. 19: ovr pev | émtornpas). 

ovv ws TH KaOddov olde TO T Gre Svo © Ibid. a. 22: ovdapod yap cup- 
> , c ‘ ~ > 4 > / , A 12 OF 

6pOai, ws O€ 1H Kad éxacroyv ovK | Baiver mpoeriatacba To Kab exagTov, 
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We thus, by help of the universal, acquire a theo- 
retical knowledge of particulars, but we do not know 
them by the special observation properly belonging to 
each particular case; so that we may err in respect to 
them without any positive contrariety between our 
cognition and our error; since what we know is the 
universal, while what we err in is the particular. We 
may even know that A is predicable of all B, and that 
B is predicable of all C; and yet we may believe that 
A is not predicable of C. We may know that every 
mule is barren, and that the animal before us is a mule, 
yet still we may believe her to be in foal; for perhaps 
we may never have combined in our minds the par- 
ticular case along with the universal proposition." A 
fortiori, therefore, we may make the like mistake, if we 

know the universal only, and do not know the particular. 
And this is perfectly possible. For take any one of the 
visible particular instances, even one which we have 
already inspected, so soon as it is out of sight we do not 
know it by actual and present cognition; we only know 
it, partly from the remembrance of past special inspec- 
tion, partly from the universal under which it falls.” 

GX dpa th éeraywyh apBdvery rv | consists of one mental act correspond- 
TOv KaTad pépos emotnuny Gomep| ing to the major premiss; another 
advayveapigovras, &c. Cf. Anal. | corresponding to the minor; and a 
Post. I. ii. p. 71, b. 9, seq.; Plato, | third including both the two in con- 

Menon, pp. 81-82. scious juxta-position. The third im- 
* Analyt. Prior. II. xxi. p. 67, a.) plies both the first and the second ; 

36: ov yap emiorara 6rt tO Aro T,) but the first and the second do not 
pn aovvdewpayv 7d ka Exarepov. | necessarily imply the third, nor does 

» Ibid. a. 89: ode yap ray aic- | either of them imply the other; 
Onrav eE@ ths aicOnoews yevdpevoy’) though a person cognizant of the first 
iopev, ovd ay noOnpevor Tvyxavopev, | is in a certain way, and to a certain 
ei py) @s TH KaOdov kal TO exewv THY | extent, cognizant of all the particulars 
oikelay emornunv, AAN ov x ws 7@| to which the second applies. Thus 
Evepyeiv. the person who knows Ontology (the 

Complete cognition (rd évepyeiy,| most universal of all sciences, Tov 
according to the view here set forth) | dvros 7) év), knows in a certain way 
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We may know in one, or other, or all, of these three 
distinct ways: either by the universal ; or specially (as 
remembered); or by combination of both—aciual and 
present cognition, that is, by the application of a fore- 
known generality to a case submitted to our senses. 
And as we may know in each of these three ways, so we 
may also err or be deceived in each of the same three 
ways. It is therefore quite possible that we may know, 
and that we may err or be deceived about the same 
thing, and that, too, without any contrariety. This is 
what happens when we know both the two premisses 
of the syllogism, but have never reflected on them 
before, nor brought them into conjunction in our minds. 
When we believe that the mule before us is in foal, we 
are destitute of the actual knowledge; yet our erroneous 
belief is not for that reason contrary to knowledge; for 
an erroneous belief, contrary to the universal propo- 
sition, must be represented by a counter-syllogism.” 

all scibilia. Metaphys. A., p. 982, 
a. 21: rovray dé TO pev mavra émi- 
oracba TH padiota e€xovTL THY Ka- 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xxi. p. 67, b. 3: 
TO yap emictacOa éyerat TPLXas, 7] 
ws TH KaOOXov, 7) OS TH OikEia, 7) @S TO 

Oddov emiotnuny avayKatoy imapyeu- 
otros yap ofb€ mas mavra Ta Urokei- 
peva. lb.a.8: trodapBavoper 59 mpa- 
Tov pev eriotacOar ravta Toy copov 
@s evdéxetat, pry Kal’ €xacroy 
€xovtTa emtotnpny aitay. See 
the Scholia of Alexander on these 
passages, pp. 525, 526, Brandis; also 
Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. xxiv. p. 86, a. 
25; Physica, VII. p. 247, a.5. Bonitz 
observes justly (Comm. ad. Metaphys. 
p. 41) as to the doctrine of Aristotle : 
“Scientia et ars versatur in notionibus 
universalibus, solutis ac liberis & con- 

ceptu singularum rerum; ideoque, 
etsi orta est & principio et experientia, 
tradi tamen etiam iis potest qui ca- 

A 9 
reant experientia. 

evepyetvs @ore kal TO nratnoOa To- 
cavTaxa@s. 

» Ibid. b. 5: ovdév otv Kwdver 
kat eldevat kat nmatnoOa mepi av- 
T0, mAnvY OUK evayTios. Omep cup- 
Baiver kai t@ Kal Exarépay ciddre 
Tv mpoTracw Kal py ereokempev@ 
mporepov. UmrokauBdvev yap Kvew THY 
Telovoy ovK €xeL THY KaTa TO evepyey 
emoTnpny, odd av Sia thy vaddAn Ww 
evavtiay ararny tH emioTnyn: cvA- 
hoyiopos yap 7 evavtia onaty TH 
kaOdédov. About erroneous _ belief, 

where a man believes the contrary of 
a true conclusion, adopting a counter- 
syllogism, compare Analyt. Post. I. 
xvi. p. 79, b. 23: ayvoua kata dia- 
beow. 
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It is impossible, however, for a man to believe that 
one contrary is predicable of its contrary, or that one 
contrary is identical with its contrary, essentially and 
as an universal proposition; though he may believe 
that it is so by accident (7.e. in some particular case, 
by reason of the peculiarities of that case). In various 
ways this last is possible ; but this we reserve for fuller 
examination.* 

Whenever (Aristotle next goes on to say) the extremes 
of a syllogism reciprocate or are co-extensive with each 
other (7.¢. when the conclusion being affirmative is con- 
vertible simply), the middle term must reciprocate or be 
co-extensive with both.” If there be four terms (A, B, 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xxi. p. 67, b. 
23: GvN tows éxeivo Wetdos, 70 tro- 

haBeiy Twa Kak@ civar TO aya@ civa, 

ei py Kata avupBeByKds: modayas 
yap €yxepet tov dtrohapBadver. 
éemurkerrteov b€ tovto BéAriov. This 
distinction is illustrated by what we 
read in Plato, Republic, v. pp. 478- 
479. The impossibility of believing 
that one contrary is identical with its 
contrary, is maintained by Sokrates 
in Plato, Theaxtetus, p. 190, B-D, as 
a part of the long discussion respect- 
ing Wevdns dd€a: either there is no 
such thing as Wevdys d6€a, or a man 
may know, and not know, the same 
thing, ibid. p. 196 C. Aristotle has 
here tried to show in what sense this 
last-mentioned case is possible. 

» Analyt. Prior. II. xxii. p. 67, b. 
27, seq. In this chapter Aristotle in- 
troduces us to affirmative universal 
propositions convertible s¢mpliciter ; 
that is, in which the predicate must 
be understood to be distributed as 
well as the subject. Here, then, the 
quantity of the predicate is deter- 
mined in thought. . This is (as Julius 
Pacius remarks, p. 371) in order to 

lay down principles for the resolution 
of Induction into Syllogism, which is 
to be explained in the next chapter. 
In these peculiar propositions, the 
reason urged by Sir W. Hamilton for 
his favourite precept of verbally indi- 
cating the quantity of the predicate, is 
well founded as a fact : though he says 
that in all propositions the quantity 
of the predicate is understood in 
thought, which I hold to be in- 
correct. 

We may remark that this re- 
cognition by Aristotle of a class 
of universal affirmative propositions 
in which predicate and subject reci- 
procate, contrived in order to force 
Induction into the syllogistic frame- 
work, is at variance with his general 
view both of reciprocating propositions 
and of Induction. He tells us (Analyt. 
Post. I. iii. p. 73, a. 18) that such re- 
ciprocating propositions are very rare, 
which would not be true if they are 
taken to represent every Induction ; 

and he forbids us emphatically to 
annex the mark of universality to the 
predicate ; which he has no right to 
do, if he calls upon us to reason on 
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C, D), such that A reciprocates with B, and C with D, and 
if either A or C must necessarily be predicable of every 
subject; then it follows that either B or D must neces- 
sarily also be predicable of every subject. Again, if 
either A or B must necessarily be predicable of every 
subject, but never both predicable of the same at once ; 

and if either C or D must be predicable of every subject, 
but never both predicable of the same at once; then, if 
A and C reciprocate, B and D will also reciprocate.* 
When A is predicable of all Band all C, but of no other 
subject besides, and when B is predicable of all C, then A 
and B must reciprocate with each other, or be eo-exten- 
sive with each other; that is, B may be predicated of 
every subject of which A can be predicated, though B 
cannot be predicated of A itself? Again, when A and 
B are predicable of all C, and when C reciprocates 
with B, then A must also be predicable of all B.° 

Lastly, suppose two pairs of opposites, A and B, C 
and D; let A be more eligible than B, and D more 
eligible than OC. Then, if A C is more eligible than 
B D, A will also be more eligible than D. For A is as 
much worthy of pursuit as B is worthy of avoidance, 

they being two opposites; the like also respecting C 
and D. If then A and D are equally worthy of pur- 
suit, B and C are equally worthy of avoidance ; for each 
is equal to each. Accordingly the two together, 
A C, will be equal to the two together, B D. But this 
would be contrary to the supposition ; since we assumed 
A to be more eligible than B, and D to be more eligible 

the predicate as distributed (Analyt. _ note (p. 581): yet I do not clearly 

Prior. I. xxvii, p. 43, b. 17; De In- | make them out; and Alexander of 
terpret. p. 17, b. 14). | Aphrodisias declared them to assert 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xxii. p. 68, a. | what was erroneous (é€o@adOar héyet, 
2-15. | Schol. p. 194, a. 40, Brandis). 

» Ibid. a. 16-21. wAjv adrod rod A.| ° Analyt. Prior. II. xxii. p. 68, a. 
Waitz explains these words in his | 21-25. 
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than C. It will be seen that on this supposition A is 
more worthy of pursuit than D, and that C is less 
worthy of avoidance than B; the greater good and the 
lesser evil being more eligible than the lesser good and 
the greater evil. Now apply this to a particular case 
of a lover, so far forth as lover. Let A represent his 
possession of those qualities which inspire reciprocity of 
love towards him in the person beloved; B, the absence 
of those qualities; D, the attainment of actual sexual 
enjoyment; C, the non-attainment thereof. In this 
state of circumstances, it is evident that A is more 

eligible or worthy of preference than D. The being 
loved is a greater object of desire to the lover qua lover 
than sexual gratification; it is the real end or purpose 
to which love aspires; and sexual gratification is either 
not at all the purpose, or at best only subordinate and 
accessory. The like is the case with our other appetites 
and pursuits.* 

Such is the relation of the terms of a syllogism in 
regard to reciprocation and antithesis. Let it next be 
understood that the canons hitherto laid down belong 
not merely to demonstrative and dialectic syllogisms, 
but to rhetorical and other syllogisms also; all of 
which must be constructed in one or other of the three 
figures. In fact, every case of belief on evidence, what- 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xxii. p. 68, a. 25- 
b. 17. Aristotle may be right in the 
conclusion which he here emphatically 
asserts; but I am surprised that he 
should consider it to be proved by the 
reasoning that precedes. 

It is probable that Aristotle here 
understood the object of ¢pas (as it is 
conceived through most part of the 
Symposion of Plato) to be a beautiful 
youth: (see Plato, Sympos. pp. 218- 
222; also Xenophon, Sympos. c. viii., 

| Hiero, c. xi. 11, Memorab. I. ii. 
29, 30). Yet this we must say 
—what the two women said when 
they informed Simetha of the faith- 
lessness of Delphis (Theokrit. Id. ii. 
149)— 

K7jjmé uot %AAa TE TOAAG, Kal ws kpa 
AéAgis Eparat: 

Kite mv adte yuvaikds exer mdGos, etre 
kal avdpos, 

Ov par’ arpekés Tuer. 
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ever be the method followed, must be tested by these 
same canons. We believe everything either through 
Syllogism or upon Induction." 

Though Aristotle might seem, even here, to have 
emphatically contrasted Syllogism with Induction as 
a ground of belief, he proceeds forthwith to indicate a 
peculiar form of Syllogism which may be constructed out 
of Induction. Induction, and the Syllogism from or out 
of Induction (he says) is a process in which we invert 
the order of the terms. Instead of concluding from the 
major through the middle to the minor (7.e. concluding 
that the major is predicable of the minor), we now begin 
from the minor and conclude from thence through the 
middle to the major (i.e. we conclude that the major is 
predicable of the middle).” In Syllogism as hitherto de- 
scribed, we concluded that A the major was predicable 
of C the minor, through the middle B; in the Syllogism 
from Induction we begin by affirming that A the major 
is predicable of C the minor; next, we affirm that B 
the middle is also predicable of C the minor. The two 
premisses, standing thus, correspond to the Third figure 
of the Syllogism (as explained in the preceding pages) 
and would not therefore by themselves justify any thing 
more than a particular affirmative conclusion. But we 
reinforce them by introducing an extraneous assumption : 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xxiii. p. 68, b. | “ Fit Inductio, cum per minorem ter- 

13: dmavra yap motevopev 7 Sia 
avA\doyopov 7) €& eraywyis. 

» Analyt. Prior. Il. xxiii. p. 68, b. 
15: éemraywyi) pev ody eott Kal 6 e& 
emayayns ovdd\oyiopos TO Sia TOU 
érépov Odrepoy akpoy Ta pweow ovA- 
Noyicacba oiov ei Trav AT pécoy TO 
B, dua roo T Sei€ar rd A 74 B brrdpxov 
oUT@ yap movovpeba Tas emaywyds. 

Waitz in his note (p. 582) says: 

minum demonstratur medium preedi- 
cari de majore.” ‘his is an erroneous 
explanation. It should have been : 
“demonstratur majorem preedicart de 
medio.” Analyt. Prior. Il. xxiii. 68, 
b. 32: kai tpdmoy twa aytiketra 7 
erayoy) TO cvAOyLoUe@: 6 peV yap 
dua Tov pecov TO akpov TO Tpit 
deikyutw, 7 Se Oia Tov Tpitov TO 
akpov TO peo. gi, 
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—That the minor C is co-extensive with the middle B, 

and comprises the entire aggregate of individuals of 
which B is the universal or class-term. By reason 
of this assumption the minor proposition becomes con- 
vertible simply, and we are enabled to infer (according 
to the last preceding chapter) an universal affirmative 
conclusion, that the major term A is predicable of 
the middle term B. Thus, let A (the major term) 
mean the class-term, long-lived; let B (the middle 
term) mean the class-term, bile-less, or the having no 
bile; let C (the minor term) mean the individual 

animals—man, horse, mule, &c., coming under the 
class-term B, bile-less*. We are supposed to know, 

* Analyt. Prior. IT. xxiii. p. 68, b. | the text given as follows after the 
18: oiov géorw 7d A paxpdB.ov, rd & | word jyiovos (down to that word the 
ep’ & B, rd xodrv pr exov, ef’ @ b€ _ text is the same): ro 6) I’ do indp- 
T, 70 Ka®? exaotovy pakpdBrov, oiov | xee TO A> wav yap TO T paxpdBrov- 
tyOpeamos kat immos Kai jpiovos. ré | adda kai TO B, TO py €xov xoANy, ravrt 
67 T Gk trdpye ro A: wav yap ro | Umdpxer TH T. ef ody dvtiorpéer Td 
axodov pakpdBiov- adda kai TO B, ro | I 7 B, kal pa) Uaepreiver TO pécor, 
py Exew XoAny, mavti imdpye TO T. | dvdyxn ro A to B vrapxew. Earlier 
ei ovv avtictpeper TO T rH B kat pr | than Pacius, the edition of Erasmus 
Umepteiver TO pecov, avdykn TO A ro | (Basil. 1550) has the same text in this 
B vmapxew. chapter. 

I have transcribed this Greek text Here it will be seen that in place 
as it stands in the editions of Buhle, | of the words given in Waitz’s text, 
Bekker, Waitz, and F. Didot. Yet, | wav yap ro G@yoXoyv paxpdBror, Pacius 
notwithstanding these high autho- | gives may yap ro T paxpdG.ov ; an- 
rities, [ venture to contend that it is | nexing however to the letter T an 
not wholly correct; that the word | asterisk referring to the margin, where 
pakpdBiov, which I have em-/| we find the word dyodoy inserted in 
phasized, is neither consistent with | small letters, seemingly as a various 
the context, nor suitable for the | reading not approved by Pacius. And 
point which Aristotle is illustrating. | M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire has accom- 
Instead of paxkpdBcroy, we ought in | modated his French translation (p. 
that place to read dyoNov; and I have | 328) to the text of Pacius: “‘ Donec 
given the sense of the passage in my | A est a C tout entier, car tout C 
English text as if it did stand d@yodor | est longéve.” Boethius in his Latin 
in that place. translation (p. 519) recognizes as his 

I preceed to justify this change. | original way yap ro dyoXov paxpofiov, 
If we turn back to the edition by | but he alters the text in the words 
Julius Pacius (1584, p. 877), we find | immediately preceding :—“ Ergo tot? 
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or to have ascertained, that A may be predicated 
of all C; (i.e. that all men, horses, mules, &¢., are 

B (instead of tofi C) inest A, omne 
enim quod sine cholera est, longe- 
vum,” &c. (p. 519). The edition of 
Aldus (Venet. 1495) has the text 
conformable to the Latin of Boethius: | 

TO 51) B 6d@ vrdpxer TO A: wav yap 
TO axodov paxpdB.oyv. Three distinct 
Latin translations of the 16th century 
are adapted to the same text, viz., 

that of Vives and Valentinus (Basil. 
1542); that published by the Junta 
(Venet. 1552); and that of Cyriacus 
(Basil. 1563). Lastly, the two Greek 
editions of Sylburg (1587) and Casau- 
bon (Lugduni 1590), have the same 
text also: 7 67) B 6X@ vmdpxet TO A- 
may yap [ro TY] ro axoXoy paxpdBrov. 
Casaubon prints in brackets the words 
[ro T'] before ro dyoXov. 

Now it appears to me that the text 
of Bekker and Waitz (though Waitz 
gives it without any comment or ex- 
planation) is erroneous; neither con- 
sisting with itself, nor conforming to 
the general view enunciated by Ari- 

stotle of the Syllogism from Induction. 
I have cited two distinct versions, 
each different from this text, as given 
by the earliest editors; in both the 
confusion appears to have been felt, 
and an attempt made to avoid it, 
though not successfully. 

Aristotle’s view of the Syllogism 
from Induction is very clearly ex- 
plained by M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire 
in the instructive notes of his transla- 
tion, pp. 826-328 ; also in his Preface, 
p. lvii. :—“ L’induction n’est au fond 
qwun syllogisme dont le mineur et 
le moyen sont d’extension égale. Du 
reste, il n’est qu’une seule maniére dont 
le moyen et\le mineur puissent étre 
d’égale extension ; c’est que le mineur 
se compose de toutes les parties 
dont le moyen représente la totalité. | 

D’une part, tous les individus: de 
Yautre, l’espéce totale quils forment. 
Lintelligence fait aussit6t équation 
entre les deux termes évaux.” 

According to the Aristotelian text, 
as given both by Pacius and the others, 
A, the major term, represents long- 

cevum (long-lived, the class-term or 
total); B, the middle term, represents 
vacans bile (bile-less, the class-term 
or total); C, the minor term, repre- 
sents the aggregate individuals of the 
class longeevum, man, horse, mule, &c. 

Julius Pacius draws out the In- 
ductive Syllogism, thus :— 

1. Omnis homo, equus, asinus, &c., est longevus. 
2. Omnis homo, equus, asinus, &c., vacat bile. 

Ergo: 
3. Quicquid vacat bile, est longzevum. 

Convertible into a Syllogism in 
Barbara :— 
1. Omnis, homo, equus, asinus, &c., est longeevus. 

2. Quicquid vacat bile, est homo, equus, asinus, 
&e. 

Ergo: 
3. Quicquid vacat bile, est longevum. 

Here the force of the proof (or the 
possibility, in this exceptional case, 
of converting a syllogism in the Third 
figure into another in Barbara of the 
First figure) depends upon the equation 
or co-extensiveness (not enunciated in 
the premisses, but assumed in addi- 
tion to the premisses) of the minor 
term C with the middle term B. But 
I contend that this is not the condition 
peremptorily required, or sufficient for 
proof, if we suppose C the minor term 
to represent omne longevum. We 
must understand C the minor term 
to represent omne vacans bile, or quic- 
quid vacat bile : and unless we under- 
stand this, the proof fails. In other 
words, homo, equus, asinus, &c. (the 
ageregate of individuals), must be co- 
extensive with the class-term bile-less 
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long-lived); we farther know that B is predicable 
of all C (ze. that men, horses, mules, &c., belong 

or vacans bile: but they need not be 
co-extensive with the class-term long- 
lived or longevum. In the final-con- 
clusion, the subject vacans bile is dis- 
tributed ; but the predicate longevum 
is not distributed; this latter may 
include, besides all bile-less animals, 
any number of other animals, without 
impeachment of the syllogistic proof. 

Such being the case, I think that 
there is a mistake in the text as given 
by all the editors, from Pacius down to 
Bekker and Waitz. What they give, 
in setting out the terms of the Aristo- | 
telian Syllogism from Induction, is : 
€otm TO A pakpoBioy, To 8 ep @ B, 

TO XoAny pi) €xov, ep @ 6€T, To Ka 
Zxaotov paxpdB.oy, oiov avOpa- 

qos kal immos kal juiovos. Instead of 
which the text ought to run, ef’ 6 de 
IT, 70 xka@ €xactov axoXoy, oiov 
avOp. x. im. x. ti. That these last 
words were the original text, is seen 
by the words immediately following : 
7@ 67 T GA@ vmapxer TO A. wav yap 
TO adxoXov paxpdBroyv. For the 
reason thus assigned (in the particle | 
yap) is irrelevant and unmeaning if 
I designates to xa@ e€xaotoy pakpo- 
Brov, while it is pertinent and even 

indispensable if I designates ro ka& 
€xagtov adxoXov. Pacius (or those 
whose guidance he followed in his 
text) appears to have perceived the 
incongruity of the reason conveyed in 
the words may yap To dyoXov pakpo- 
Biov; for he gives, instead of these 
words, rav yap ro T paxpdBiov. In 
this version the reason is indeed no 

| pakpoPiov. 

longer incongruous, but simply useless 
and unnecessary; for when we are 
told that A designates the class 
longevum, and that T designates the 
individual Jongceva, we surely require 
no reason from without to satisfy us 
that A is predicable of all I. The 
text, as translated by Boethius and 
others, escapes that particular incon- 
gruity, though in another way, but it 
introduces a version inadmissible on 
other grounds. Instead of r@ 87 T 
OA@ Umdpyer TO A, Tay ydp TO axoNov 

paxpdBvov, Boethius has ré 57 B éd@ 
Umdpxet TO A, av yap tO dyxoXov 

This cannot be accepted, 
because it enunciates the conclusion 
of the syllogism as if it were one of 
the premisses. We must remember 
that the conclusion of the Aristotelian 
Syllogism from Induction is, that A 
is predicable of B, one of the pre- 
misses to prove it being that A is 
predicable of the minor term C. But 
obviously we cannot admit as one of 
the premisses the proposition that A 
may be predicated of B, since this 
proposition would then be used as 
premiss to prove itself as conclusion. 

If we examine the Aristotelian In- 
ductive Syllogism which is intended 
to conduct us to the final probandum, 
we shall see that the terms of it are 
incorrectly set out by Bekker and 
Waitz, when they give the minor term 
I as designating to xa” éxacrov pak- 
poBiov. This last is not one of the 
three terms, nor has it any place in 
the syllogism. The three terms are: 

1. A — major — the class-term or class paxpoBiov—longaevum. 

2. B — middle — the class term or class axoAov — bile-less. 
3. © — minor — the individual bile-less animals, man, horse, &c. 

There is no term in the syllogism cor- | peat) has no place in the reasoning. 
responding to the individual longeva 
or long-lived animals ; this last (I re- 

We are noway concerned with the 
totality of long-lived animals ; all that 
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to the class bile-less). Here, then, we have two pre- 

misses in the Third syllogistic figure, which in them- 

selves would warrant us in drawing the particular 
affirmative conclusion, that A is predicable of some 
B, but no more. Accordingly, Aristotle directs us to 

supplement these premisses* by the extraneous assump- 
tion or postulate, that C the minor comprises all the 
individual animals that are bile-less, or all those that 

correspond to the class-term B; in other words, the 
assumption, that B the middle does not denote any more 
individuals than those which are covered by C the 
minor—that B the middle does not stretch beyond or 
overpass C the minor.’ Having the two premisses, and 

the syllogism undertakes to prove is, 
that in and among that totality all | 
bile-less animals are included ; whether | 

there are or are not other long-lived 
animals besides the bile-less, the syl- 
logism does not pretend to determine. | 
The equation or co-extensiveness re- 
quired (as described by M. Barthélemy 

_St. Hilaire in his note) is not between | 
the individual long-lived animals and 
the class, bile-less animals (middle 
term), but between the aggregate of 
individual animals known to be bile- 
less and the class, bile-less animals. 

The real minor term, therefore, is (not 

the individual long-lived animals, but) 
the individual bile-less animals. ‘The 
two premisses of the Inductive Syllo- 
gism will stand thus :-— 
Men, Horses, Mules, &c., are long-lived (major). 
Men, Horses, Mules, &c., are bile-less (minor). 

And, inasmuch as the subject of the 
minor proposition is co-extensive with 
the predicate (which, if quantified ac- 
cording to\ Hamilton’s phraseology, 
would be, Ald bile-less animals), so 
that the proposition admits of being 
converted simply,—the middle term 
will become the subject. of the con- 

clusion, All bileless animals are long- 
lived. 

* Analyt. Prior. Wl xxuiip.es, ps: 
27: Set b€ voeiy ro T 76 €& dravrav 
Tav Kad éxagtov ovyKEipevoy: 7 yap 
erayayn Ova TavT@v. 

» Thid. p. 68, b. 23: ef ody avtt- 
otpeper TO T Te B, kal pay wrrep- 
TelveL TO pecov, avdyxn TO A TO B 
Umapxew. 

Julius Pacius translates this: “Si 
igitur convertatur ro T cum B, nec 

medium excedat, necesse est ro A TO B 
inesse.” These Latin words include 
the same grammatical ambiguity as is 
found in the Greek original : medium, 
like rd pécov, may be either an accu- 
sative case governed by excedat, or a 
nominative case preceding eacedat. 
The same may be said of the other 
Latin translations, from Boethius 
downwards. 

But M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire in his 
French translation, and Sir W. Hamil- 

ton in his Enelish translation (Lectures 
on Logic, Vol. Il. iv. p. 358, Appen- 
dix), steer clear of this ambiguity. The 
former says : “ Si donc C est réciproque 
4-B, et qu'il ne dépasse -pas: le moyen, 
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this postulate besides, we acquire the right to conclude 
that A is predicable of all B. But we could not draw 
that conclusion from the premisses alone, or without 
the postulate which declares B and C to be co-extensive. 
The conclusion, then, becomes a particular exempli- 
fication of the general doctrine laid down in the last 
chapter, respecting the reciprocation of extremes and 
the consequences thereof. We thus see that this very 
peculiar Syllogism from Induction is (as indeed Aristotle 
himself remarks) the opposite or antithesis of a genuine 
Syllogism. It has no proper middle term; the con- 
clusion in which it results is the first or major propo- 

il est nécessaire alors que A soit 4 B:” 
to the same purpose, Hamilton, J. c. 
These words are quite plain and un- 
equivocal. Yet I do not think that 
they convey the meaning of Aristotle. 
In my judgment, Aristotle meant to 
say: “ If then C reciprocates with B, 
and if the middle term (B) does not 
stretch beyond (the minor C), it is 
necessary that A should be predicable 
of B.” To shew that this must be the 
meaning, we have only to reflect on 
what C and B respectively designate. 
It is assumed that C designates the 
sum of individual bile-less animals; 
and that B designates the class or 
class-term bile-less, that is, the totality 
thereof. Now the sum of individuals 
included in the minor (C) cannot upon 
any supposition overpass the totality ; 
but it may very possibly fall short 
of totality; or (to state the same 
thing in other words) the totality 
may possibly surpass the sum of indi- 
viduals under survey, but it cannot 
possibly fall short thereof. B is here 
the limit, and may possibly stretch 
beyond C; but C cannot stretch be- 
yond B. Hence I contend that the 
translations, both by M. Barthélemy 
St. Hilaire and Sir W. Hamilton, take 

wOL. 1. 

the wrong side in the grammatical al- 
ternative admissible under the words 
kal py Umepteiver TO pecov. ‘The only 
doubt that could possibly arise in the 
case was, whether the aggregate of 
individuals designated by the minor 
did, or did not, reach up to the totality 

designated by the middle term; or 
(changing the phrase) whether the 
totality designated by the middle 
term did, or did not, stretch beyond 
the aggregate of individuals desig- 
nated by the minor. Aristotle ter- 
minates this doubt by the words: 
“And if the middle term does not 
stretch beyond (the minor)” Of 
course the middle term does not 
stretch beyond, when the terms reci- 
procate; but when they do not re- 
ciprocate, the m‘ddle term must be 
the more extensive of the two; it 

can never be the less extensive of the 
two, since the aggregate of indivi- 
duals cannot possibly exceed totality, 
though it may fall short thereof. 

1 have given in the text what I 
think the true meaning of Aristotle, 
departing from the translations of 
M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire and Sir W. 
Hamilton. 
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sition, the characteristic feature of which it is to be 
immediate, or not to be demonstrated through a middle 
term. Aristotle adds that the genuine Syllogism, 
which demonstrates through a middle term, is by 
nature prior and more effective as to cognition; but 
that the Syllogism from Induction is to us plainer and 
clearer. | 

From Induction he proceeds to Example. You here 
take in (besides the three terms, major, middle, and 
minor, of the Syllogism) a fourth term; that is, a 
new particular case analogous to the minor. Your pur- 
pose here is to show—not, as in the ordinary Syllogism, 
that the major term is predicable of the minor, but, 
as in the Inductive Syllogism—that the major term 
is predicable of the middle term; and you prove this 
conclusion, not (as in the Inductive Syllogism) through 
the minor term, but through the new case or fourth 
term analogous to the minor.” Let A represent evil 
or mischievous; B, war against neighbours, generally ; 
C, war of Athens against Thebes, an event to come 
and under deliberation; D, war of Thebes against 
Phokis, a past event of which the issue is known to 
have been signally mischievous. You assume as known, 
first, that A is predicable of D, i.e. that the war of 
Thebes against Phokis has been disastrous; next, that 
B is predicable both of C and of D, i.e. that each of 

the two wars, of Athens against Thebes, and of Thebes 
against Phokis, is a war of neighbours against neigh- 

* Analyt. Prior. IL. xxiii. p. 68, b. 
80-388 : €or, S 6 TowovTos cuAAoyiC- 

fos THS TPeTNS Kal duécov mpoTacews: 
ay pev yap é€ore pecoy, did Tod pecov 
c / & A , > > 

6 ovdAdoyiopos, oy Oe pn éott, Ov 

eraywyns.—Pvoer pev ovv mpdrepos 
‘ ~ 

Kat yvopy.orepos 6 Sid Tod pecov 

avddoyiopds, Huiv & evapyéorepos 6 
dua THs emaywyis. 

» Analyt. Prior. II. xxiv. p. 68, b. 
88: mapadetypna 8 early trav TO pécw 
TO Gkpov trapxov SeryO7n Sid Tod Gpoiov 
T@ TPIT. 
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bours, or a conterminous war. Now from the premiss 
that A is predicable of D, along with the premiss that 
B is predicable of D, you infer that A is predicable of 

the class B, or of conterminous wars generally; and 
hence you draw the farther inference, that A is also 
predicable of C, another particular case under the same 
class B. The inference here is, in the first instance, 
from part to whole; and finally, through that whole, 

from the one part to another part of the same whole. 
Induction includes in its major premiss all the parti- 
culars, declaring all of them to be severally subjects of 
the major as predicate; hence it infers as conclusion, 
that the major is also predicable of the middle or class- 
term comprising all these particulars, but comprising 
no others. Lzample includes not all, but only one or 
a few particulars; inferring from it or them, first, to 
the entire class, next, to some new analogous particular 
belonging to the class. 

These chapters respecting Induction and Example 
are among the most obscure and perplexing in the 
Aristotelian Analytica. The attempt to throw both 
Induction and Example into the syllogistic form is 
alike complicated and unfortunate; moreover, the un- 

satisfactory reading and diversities in the text, among 
commentators and translators, show that the reasoning 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xxiv. p. 69, a. 
1-19. Julius Pacius (p. 400) notes 
the unauthorized character of this so- 
called Paradeigmatic Syllogism, con- 
tradicting the rules of the figures laid 
down by Aristotle, and also the con- 
fused manner in which the scope of 
it is described: first, to infer from a 
single example to the universal ; next, 
to infer from a single example through 
the universal to another parallel case. 

To which we may add the confused 
description in p. 69, a. 17, 18, where 
To dkpov in the first of the two lines 
signifies the major extreme—in the 
second of the two the minor extreme. 
See Waitz’s note, p. 533. 

If we turn to ch. xxvii. p. 70, a. 30- 
34, we shall find Aristotle on a dif- 
ferent occasion disallowing altogether 
this so-called Syllogism from Ex- 
ample. 

G2 
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of Aristotle has hitherto been imperfectly apprehended.* 
From some of his phrases, we see that he was aware 
of the essential antithesis between Induction and Syllo- 
gism ; yet the syllogistic forms appear to have exercised 
such fascination over his mind, that he could not be 

satisfied without trying to find some abnormal form of 
Syllogism to represent and give validity to Induction. 
In explaining generally what the Syllogism is, and 
what Induction is, he informs us that the Syllogism 

* Sir W. Hamilton (Lectures on 
Logic, vol. i. p. 819) says justly, that 
Aristotle has been very brief and un- 
explicit in his treatment of Induction. 
Yet the objections that Hamilton 
makes to Aristotle are very different 
from those which I should make. In 
the learned and valuable Appendix to 
his Lectures (vol. iv. pp. 358-369), he 
collects various interesting criticisms 
of logicians respecting Induction as 
handled by Aristotle. Ramus (in his 
Schole Dialectice, VIII. xi.) says 
very truly :—‘“‘ Quid vero sit Inductio, 
perobscure ab Aristotele declaratur ; 
nec ab interpretibus intelligitur, quo 
modo syllogismus per medium con- 
cludat majus extremum de minore ; 
inductio, majus de medio per minus.” 

The Inductive Syllogism, as con- 
structed by Aristotle, requires a reci- 
procating minor premiss. It may, 
indeed, be cited (as I have already 
remarked) in support of Hamilton's 
favourite precept of quantifying the 
predicate. The predicate of this minor 
must be) assumed as quantified in 
thought, the subject being taken as 
co-extensive therewith. Therefore 
Hamilton’s.demand that it shall be 
quantified in speech has really in this 

| case that foundation which he er- 

roneously claims for it in all cases. 
He complains that Lambert and some 
other logicians dispense with the 
necessity of quantifying the predicate 
of the minor by making it dis- 
junctive; and adds the remarkable 
statement that “the recent German 
logicians, Herbart, 'Twesten, Dro- 
bisch, &c., following Lambert, make 
the Inductive Syllogism a byeword ” 
(p. 866). I agree with them in 
thinking the attempted transforma- 
tion of Induction into Syllogism very — 
unfortunate, though my reasons are 
probably not the same as theirs. 

Trendelenburg agrees with those 
who said that Aristotle’s doctrine 
about the Inductive Syllogism re- 
quired that the minor should be dis- 
junctively enunciated (Logische Un- 
tersuchungen, xiv. p. 175, xvi. pp. 
262, 263; also Erlauterungen zu den 
Elementen der Aristotelischen Logik, 
ss. 34-36, p. 71). Ueberweg takes a 
similar view (System der Logik, sect. 
128, p. 3867, 3rd ed.). If the Induc- 
tive Inference is to be twisted into 
Syllogism, it seems more naturally 
to fall into an hypothetical syllogism, 
€. J. — 

Tf this, that, and the other magnet attract iron, all magnets attract iron ; 
But this, that, and the other magnet do attract iron: Hrgo, &c. 
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presupposes and rests upon the process of Induction ag 
its postulate. For there can be no valid Syllogism 
without an universal proposition in one (at least) of 
the premisses; and he declares, unequivocally, that uni- 
versal propositions are obtained only through Induction. 
How Induction operates through the particular facts 
of sense, remembered, compared, and coalescing into 
clusters held together by associating similarity, he has 
also told us; it is thus that Experience, with its uni- 
versal notions and conjunctions, is obtained. But this 
important process is radically distinct from that of syllo- 
gizing, though it furnishes the basis upon which all 
syllogizing is built. 

The central idea of the Syllogism, as defined by 
Aristotle, is that of a conclusion following from given 
premisses by necessary sequence ;* meaning by the 
term necessary thus much and no more—that you 
cannot grant the premisses, and deny the conclusion, 
without being inconsistent with yourself, or falling into 
contradiction. In all the various combinations of pro- 
positions, set forth by Aristotle as the. different figures 
and modes of Syllogism, this property of necessary 
sequence is found. But it is a property which no 
Induction can ever possess.” When Aristotle professes 
to point out a particular mode of Syllogism to which 
Induction conforms, he can only do so by falsifying 

* Alexander intimates that Ari- 
stotle enunciated “necessary  se- 
quence” as a part of his definition of 
Syllogism, for the express purpose of 
distinguishing it from Induction, 
which is a sequence not necessary 
(Schol. ad Top. p. 253, a. 19, Br.): 
TO 8 e€& dvdyKns mpockeipevoy ev 
TO) Op@, THs emaywyns xwpiter Tov 
avAdoyiopov: €oTe pev yap Kal éma- 

yoyn Aoyos ev @ TeOevr@v Tar eTepdv 
TL TOV KElpevoy oupBaiver, GAN ovK 
e& avaykns. 

» Alexander (in his Scholia on the 
Metaphysica, E. i. p. 406, ed. Bonitz) 
observes truly: ay ei ek THs aiaOn- 
gews Kal THs éemaywyns TioTls, OUK 
€otw anddevéts, mpos macav yap €ma- 
yoyny Svvarai tis évioracOat Kai pa) 
eav TO KaOddov TpTrEpaivew. 
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the process of Induction, and by not accurately distin- 
guishing between what is observed and what is inferred. 
In the case which he takes to illustrate the Inductive 
Syllogism —the inference from all particular bile-less 
animals to the whole class bile-less—he assumes that 
we have ascertained the attribute to belong to all the 
particulars, and that the inductive inference consists 
in passing from all of them to the class-term; the pas- 
sage from premisses to conclusion being here necessary, 
and thus falling under the definition of Syllogism ; 
since, to grant the premisses, and yet to deny the con- 
clusion, involves a contradiction. But this doctrine 

misconceives what the inductive inference really is. 
We never can observe all the particulars of a class, 
which is indefinite as to number of particulars, and 
definite only in respect of the attributes connoted 
by the class-term. We can only observe some of the 
particulars, a greater or smaller proportion. Now it is 
in the transition from these to the totality of parti- 
culars, that the real inductive inference consists; not 
in the transition from the totality to the class-term which 
denotes that totality and connotes its determining 
common attribute. In fact, the distinction between the 
totality of particulars and the meaning of the class-term, 
is one not commonly attended to; though it is worthy 
of note in an analysis of the intellectual process, and 
is therefore brought to view by Aristotle. But he em- 
ploys it incorrectly as an intermediate step to slur 
over the radical distinction between Induction and Syl- 
logism. He subjoins :*—“ You must conceive the minor 
term C (in the Inductive Syllogism) as composed of all 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxiii. p. 68, b. | érayey) dua mavrey. See Professor 
27: det d€ voeiy ro. 1 70 e€ dmavtwy | Bain’s ‘ Inductive Logic,’ chap. i. s. 2, 

Tav Kad éxagToy ovykeijevov' yap  wherethis process is properly criticized. 
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the particulars; for Induction is through all of them.” 
You may say that Induction is through all the par- 
ticulars, if you distinguish this totality from the class- 
term, and if you treat the class-term as the ultimate 
terminus ad quem. But the Induction must first travel 
to all the particulars; being forced to take start from 
a part only, and then to jump onward far enough to 
cover the indefinite unobserved remainder. This jump 
is the real Induction; and this can never be brought 
under the definition of Syllogism; for in the best and 
most certain Induction the sequence is never a neces- 
sary one: you may grant the premisses and deny the 
conclusion without contradicting yourself. 

Aristotle states very clearly :—“‘ We believe every- 
thing either through Syllogism, or from Induction.” * 
Here, as well as in several other passages, he notes the 
two processes as essentially distinct. The Syllogism 
requires in its premisses at least one general propo- 
sition; nor does Aristotle conceive the “ generalities 
as the original data:”’ he derives them from ante- 
cedent Induction. The two processes are (as he 
says) opposite in a certain way; that is, they are 
complementary halves of the same whole; Induction 
being the establishment of those universals which are 
essential for the deductive march of the Syllogism ; 
while the two together make up the entire process of 
scientific reasoning. But he forgets or relinquishes 
this antithesis, when he presents to us the Inductive 
process as a given variety of Syllogism. And the 
objection to such a doctrine becomes the more manifest, 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xxiii. p. 68, b. | Compare Anal. Poster. I. i. p. 71, 
13: dmavta yap motevoper 7 Sia ovaA- | a. 9. 
Aoyiopov 7) e& emaywyns. Here Induc- » See Mr. John Stuart Mill’s Sys- 
tion includes Example, though in the | tem of Logic, Bk. IL. ch. iii. s. 4, p. 
next stage he puts the two apart. | 219, 5th ed. 
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since in constructing his Inductive Syllogism, he is 
compelled to admit either that there is no middle term, 
or that the middle term is subject of the conclusion, 
in violation of the syllogistic canons.* 

* Aldrich (Artis Log. Rudim. ch. 
iii. 9, 2, p. 175) and Archbishop 
Whately (Elem. of Logic, ch. i. p. 
209) agree in treating the argument 
of Induction as a defective or in- 
formal Syllogism: see also to the 
same purpose Sir W. Hamilton, 
Lectures on Logic, vol. i. p. 322. 
Aldrich treats it as a Syllogism in 
Barbara, with the minor suppressed ; 
but Whately rejects this, because the 
minor necessary to be supplied is false. 
He maintains that the premiss sup- 
pressed is the major, not the minor. 
I dissent from both. It appears to me 
that the opinion which Whately pro- 
nounces to be a fallacy is the real truth: 
“ Induction is a distinct kind of argu- 
ment from the Syllogism” (p. 208). 
It is the essential property of the Syl- 
logism, as defined by Aristotle and by 
every one after him, that the truth 
of the conclusion follows necessarily 
from the truth of its premisses ; that 
you cannot admit the premisses and 
reject the conclusion without contra- 
dicting yourself. Now this is what 
the best Induction never attains ; and 

I contend that the presence or absence 
of this important characteristic is 
quite enough to constitute “ two 
distinct kinds of argument.” Whately 
objects to Aldrich (whom Hamilton 
defends) for supplying a suppressed 
minor, because it is “manifestly false” 
(p. 209). I object to Whately’s sup- 
plied major, because it is uncertified, 

and therefore cannot be used to prove 
any conclusions By clothing argu- 

ments from Induction in syllogzistic 
form, we invest them with a character 
of necessity which does not really 

belong to them. The establishment 
of general propositions, and the inter- 
pretation of them when established 
(to use the phraseology of Mr. Mill), 
must always be distinct mental pro- 
cesses ; and the forms appropriate to 
the latter, involving necessary se- 

quence, ought not to be employed to 
disguise the want of necessity—the 
varying and graduated probability, 
inherent in the former. Mr. Mill 
says (Syst. Log. Bk. IIL. ch. iii. s. 1, 
p- 343, 5th ed.) :-—* As Whately re- 
marks, every induction is a syllogism 
with the major premiss suppressed ; 
or (as I prefer expressing it) every 
induction may be thrown into the 
form of a syllogism, by supplying a 
major premiss.” Even in this modi- 
fied phraseolozy, I cannot admit the 
propriety of throwing Induction into 
syllogistic forms of argument. By 
doing this we efface the special cha- 
racter of Induction, as the jump from 
particular cases, more or fewer, to 

an universal proposition comprising 
them and an indefinite number of 
others besides. To state this in forms 
which imply that it is a necessary 
step, involving nothing more than the 
interpretation of a higher universal 
proposition, appears to me unphiloso- 
phical. Mr. Mill says with truth (in 
his admirable chapter explaining the 
real function of the major premiss in 

a Syllogism, p. 211), that the indi- 
vidual cases are all the evidence which 
we possess; the step from them to 
universal propositions ought not to 
be expressed in forms which suppose 
universal propositions to be already 
attained. 
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We must presume Syllogisms without a middle term, 
when we read :—“ The Syllogism through a middle 
term is by nature prior, and of greater cognitive effi- 
eacy; but to us the Syllogism through Induction is 
plainer and clearer.”* Nor, indeed, is the saying, 
when literally taken, at all well-founded; for the pre- 
tended Syllogisms from Induction and Example, far 
from being clear and plain, are more involved and 
difficult to follow than Barbara and Celarent. Yet the 
substance of Aristotle’s thought is true and impor- 
tant, when considered as declaring the antithesis (not 
between varieties of Syllogisms, but) between Induc- 

I will here add that, though Aldrich 
himself (as I stated at the beginning 
of this note) treats the argument from 
Induction as a defective or informal 
Syllogism, his anonymous Oxonian 
editor and commentator takes a 
sounder view. He says (pp. 176, 
177, 184, ed. 1823, Oxon.) :— 

“The principles acquired by human 
powers may be considered as twofold. 
Some are intuitive, and are commonly 
called Axioms ; the other class of ge- 
neral principles are those acquired by 
Induction. But it may be doubted 
whether this distinction is correct. 
It is highly probable, if not certain, 
that those primary Axioms generally 
esteemed intuitive, are in fact ac- 
quired by an inductive process; al- 
though that process is less discernible, 
because it takes place long before we 
think of tracing the actings of our 
own minds. It is often found neces- 
sary to facilitate the understanding 
of those Axioms, when they are first 
proposed to the judgment, by illus- 
trations drawn from individual cases. 
But whether it is, as is generally sup- | 

| THs eraywyrs. posed, the mere enunciation of the 
principle, or the princtple itself, 

which requires the illustration, may 
admit of a doubt. It seems probable, 
however, that such illustrations are 

nothing more than a recurrence to the 
original method by which the know- 
ledge of those principles was acquired. 
‘Thus, the repeated trial or observa- 
tion of the necessary connection be- 
tween mathematical coincidence and 
equality, first authorizes the general 
position or Axiom relative to that 
subject. If this conjecture is founded 
in fact, it follows that both primary 
and ultimate principles have the same 
nature and are alike acquired by the 
exercise of the inductive faculty.” 
“Those who acquiesce in the pre- 
ceding observations will feel a regret 
to find Induction classed among de- 
fective or informal Syllogisms. It is 
in fact prior in its order to Syllogism ; 
nor can syllogistic reasoning be car- 
ried on to any extent without previous 
Induction” (p. 184). 

* Analyt, Prior. I]. xxiii. p. 68, 
b. 85: ioe pev otv mpdrepos Kai 
yvepimetepos 6 Sia TOU pecou ovA- 
oyiopds, nuiv 6 evapyéorepos 6 Ova 
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tion and Example on the one part, and Syllogism 
(Deduction) on the other. It is thus that he sets out 
the same antithesis elsewhere, both in the Analytica 
Posteriora and the Topica.* Prior and more cognizable 
by nature or absolutely, prior and more cognizable to us 
or in relation to us—these two are not merely distinct, 
but the one is the correlate and antithesis of the other. 

To us the particulars of sense stand first, and are 
the earliest objects of knowledge. Zo us, means to the 
large variety of individual minds, which grow up 
imperceptibly from the simple capacities of infancy to 
the mature accomplishments of adult years; each 
acquiring its own stock of sensible impressions, remem- 
bered, compared, associated; and each learning a lan- 
guage, which both embodies in general terms and 
propositions the received classification of objects, and 
communicates the current emotional beliefs. We all 
begin by being learners; and we ascend by different 
paths to those universal notions and beliefs which con- 
stitute the common fund of the advanced intellect; 

developed in some minds into principia of philosophy 
with their consequences. by nature, or absolutely, 
these principia are considered as prior, and as form- 
ing the point of departure: the advanced position is 
regarded as gained, and the march taken is not that 
of the novice, but that of the trained adult, who having 
already learnt much, is doubly equipped either for 
learning more or for teaching others; who thus stands 

* Analyt. (Post. I. ii. p. 72;.-a.. 25 | ps lS, a: 113 VI. ive ype tet 
b. 29; Ethic, Nik. VI. iii. p. 1189, b. | Physica, I. i. p. 184, a. 16; Meta- 
28: 9 pev 61) €mayayi dpyn éote kai | physic. E. iv. p. 1029, b. 4-12. Com- 
Tov KaOddov, 6 Se cvAAOyLopOs ek Tov | pare also Trendelenburg’s explanation 
kaOddov. eiolv dpa apxai é& av 6 | of this doctrine, Erliuterungen zu den 
av\Noytop0s, Gv ovk €or gvANoytopos* | Elementen der Aristotelischen Logik, 
exayoyn apa. Compare Topica, I. xii. | sects. 18, 19, 20, p. 33, seq. 

1 
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on a summit from whence he surveys nature as a 
classified and coherent whole, manifesting herself in 

details which he can interpret and sometimes predict. 
The path of knowledge, seen relatively to us, is one 
through particulars, by way of example to fresh par- 
ticulars, or by way of induction to universals. The 
path of knowledge, by nature or absolutely, is from 
universals by way of deduction either to new universals 
or to new particulars. By the cognitive nature of man, 
Aristotle means the full equipment, of and for cognition, 
which our mature age exhibits; notiora naturd are the 
acquisitions, points of view, and processes, familiar in 
greater or less perfection to such mature individuals 
and societies. Notiora nobis are the facts and processes 
with which all of us begin, and which belong to the 
intellect in its highest as well as its lowest stage; 
though, in the higher stages, they are employed, directed, 
and modified, by an acquired intellectual capital, and 
by the permanent machinery of universal significant 
terms in which that capital is invested. 

Such is the antithesis between notiora natura (or 
simpliciter) and notiora nobis (or quoad nos), which 
Aristotle recognizes as a capital point in his philo- 
sophy, and insists upon in many of his writings. The 
antithesis is represented by Example and Induction, 
in the point of view—quoad nos—last mentioned; by 
Syllogism or Deduction, in the other point of view— 
naturd. Induction (he says),* or the rising from par- 

* Aristot. Topica, J. xii. p. 105, a. | cat cabéorepoy kal xara tiv aicOnow 
13-19: émaywyy S€ 7) axo Tév Kal | yvwpysorepov, Kal tTois modXois 
g neh \ , »” c , © 5 \ , €kagTov emt Ta KaOddov Edodos: oiov | kouvdm @ d€ cudAoyiopos PractiKa- 

, + ei €oTt KuBepyntns 6 emioTdpevos | Tepov Kal mpds Tovs avToytKoUs EVvEp- 
‘4 cy, s — Kpatiatos Kal nvioxos, kai OAws ect | yéotepuv. Also the same treatise, 
> . 

6 €moTdapevos Tept Exactov apiotos. | VI. iv. p. 141, b. 17. 
wy. . | y . . . . €ore © 4 pev enaywy) miOavetepov ‘The inductive interrogations of 
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ticulars to universals, is plainer, more persuasive, more 
within the cognizance of sensible perception, more 
within the apprehension of mankind generally, than 
Syllogism; but Syllogism is more cogent and of 
ereater efficacy against controversial opponents. What 
he affirms here about Induction is equally true about 
the inference from Example, that is, the inference 
from one or some particulars, to other analogous par- 
ticulars; the rudimentary intellectual process, common 
to all human and to many animal minds, of which In- 
duction is an improvement and an exaltation. While 
Induction will be more impressive, and will carry assent 
more easily with an ordinary uncultivated mind, an 
acute disputant may always deny the ultimate in- 
ference, for the denial involves no contradiction, But 

the rightly constructed Syllogism constrains assent ;* 
the disputant cannot grant the premisses and deny the 
conclusion without contradicting himself. The con- 
straining force, however, does not come into accurate 
and regulated working until the principles and con- 
ditions of deductive reasoning have been set forth— 
until the Syllogism has been analysed, and the charac- 
teristics of its validity, as distinguished from its inva- 
lidity, have been marked out. This is what Aristotle 
teaches in the Analytica and Topica. It admits of 
being set out in regular figure and mode—forms of 
premisses with the conclusion appropriate to each ; 
and the lesson must be learnt before we can know 
how far the force of deductive reasoning, which begins 

Sokrates relating to matters of com- | @kovovras 6uodoyodvras mapetxev (15). 
mon life, andthe way in which they | he same can hardly be said of the 
convinced ordinary hearers, are strik- | Platonic dialogues. 
ingly illustrated in the Memorabilia * Bacon, Novum Organ. I. Aphor. 
of Xenophon, especially LV. vi.: woAd | 18:— “Syllogismus assensum con- 
pdduora Sy eye otda, bre A€yot, Tovs | stringit, non res.” 
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with the notiora natura, is legitimately binding and 
trustworthy. 

Both the two main points of Aristotle’s doctrine— 
the antithesis between Induction and Deduction, and 

the dependence of the latter process upon premisses fur- 
nished by the former, so that the two together form the 
two halves of complete ratiocination and authoritative 
proof—both these two are confused and darkened by 
his attempt to present the Inductive inference and the 
Analogical or Paradeigmatic inference as two special 
forms of Syllogistic deduction.*. But when we put 
aside this attempt, and adhere to Aristotle’s main 
doctrine — of Induction as a process antithetical to 
and separate from Deduction, yet as an essential pre- 
liminary thereto,—we see that it forms the basis of 
that complete and comprehensive System of Logic, 
recently elaborated in the work of Mr. John Stuart 
Mill. The inference from Example (i.e. from some par- 
ticulars to other similar particulars) is distinguished by 
Aristotle from Induction, and is recognized by him as 
the primitive intellectual energy, common to all men, 
through which Induction is reached ; its results he calls 
Experience (é€uzepia), and he describes it as the real 
guide, more essential than philosophical generalities, 

* Heyder (in his learned treatise, seinem durchgingigen Bestreben zu 
Darstellung der Aristotelischen und erkliren ist, alles wissenschaftliche 
Hegelschen Dialektik, p. 226), after 
having considered the unsatisfactory 
process whereby Aristotle attempts 
to resolve Induction into a variety of 
Syllogism, concludes by a remark 
which I think just :—“ Aus alle dem 
erhellt zur Geniige, dass sich Aristo- 
teles bei dem Versuch die Induction 
auf eine Schlussform zuriickzufiihren, 

selbst sich nicht recht befriedigt 
fiihlte, und derselbe wohl nur aus 

Verfahren in die Form des Schlusses zu 
bringen; dass dagegen, seiner eigent- 
lichen Meinung und der strengen 
Consequenz seiner Lehre zu Folge, die 
Induction zum syllogistischen und 
beweisenden Verfahren einen in dem 
Begriff der beiden Verfahrungsweisen 
liegenden Gegensatz bildete, was sich 
ihm dann auch auf das Verhiiltniss der 
Induction zur  Begriffsbestimmung 
ausdehnen musste.” 
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to exactness of performance in detail. Mr. John Mill 

has been the first to assign to Experience, thus under- 

stood, its full value and true position in the theory of 

Ratiocination; and to shew that the Paradeigmatic 

process exhibits the prime and ultimate reality of all 
Inference, the real premisses and the real conclusion 
which Inference connects together. Between these two 
is interposed the double process of which Induction 
forms the first half and Deduction the second ; neither 
the one nor the other being indispensable to Inference, 
but both of them being required as securities for 
Scientific inference, if we desire to have its correctness 

tested and its sufficiency certified; the real evidence, 
whereby the conclusion of a Syllogism is proved, being 
the minor premiss, together with (not the major pre- 
miss itself, but) the assemblage of particular facts from 
which by Induction the major premiss is drawn. Now 
Aristotle had present to his mind the conception of 
Inference as an entire process, enabling us from some 
particular truths to discover and prove other particular 
truths: he considers it as an unscientific process, of 
which to a limited extent other animals besides man 
are capable, and which, as operative under the title of 
Experience in mature practical men, is a safer guide 
than Science amidst the doubts and difficulties of action. 
Upon this foundation he erects the superstructure of 
Science ; the universal propositions acquired through 
Induction, and applied again to particulars or to lower 
generalities, through the rules of the deductive Syl- 

* Aristot. Analyt. Prior. I]. xxiii. p. | b. 25- p.981,a. 30. This first chapter 
68, b. 12; xxvi. p. 69,a.17. Analyt. | of the Metaphysica is one of the most 
Post. II. xix. p. 99, b. 30, seq.; xiii. | remarkable passages of Aristotle, re- 
p- 97, b. 7. Topica, VIII. i. p. 155, | specting the analytical philosophy of 
b. 85; p.156, b. 10; p. 157, a. 14-23; | mind, 
p- 160, a. 86. Metaphys. A. i. p. 980, 
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logism. He signalizes, with just emphasis, the uni- 
versalizing point of view called Science or Theory ; but 
he regards it as emerging from particular facts, and as 
travelling again downwards towards particular facts. 
The misfortune is, that he contents himself with barely 
recognizing, though he distinctly proclaims the necessity 
of, the inductive part of this complex operation ; while 
he bestows elaborate care upon the analysis of the 
deductive part, and of the rules for conducting it. From 
this disproportionate treatment, one half of Logic is 
made to look like the whole ; Science is disjoined from 
Experience, and is presented as consisting in Deduction 
alone; every thing which is not Deduction, is degraded 
into unscientific Experience ; the major premiss of the 
Syllogism being considered as part of the proof of the 
conclusion, and the conclusion being necessarily con- 
nected therewith, we appear to have acquired a locus 
standi and a binding cogency such as Experience could 
never supply ; lastly, when Aristotle resolves Induction 
into a peculiar variety of the Syllogism, he appears 
finally to abolish all its separate dignity and jurisdiction. 
This one-sided view of Logic has been embraced and 
perpetuated by the Aristotelian expositors, who have 
carefully illustrated, and to a certain extent even 
amplified, the part which was already in comparative 
excess, while they have added nothing to the part that 
was in defect, and have scarcely even preserved Ari- 
stotle’s recognition of it as being not merely legitimate 
but essential. The vast body of Inductive Science, 
accumulated during the last three centuries, has thus, 
until recently, been allowed to grow up, as if its proofs 
and processes had nothing to do with Logie. 

But though this restricted conception of Logic or the 
theory of Reasoning has arisen naturally from Aristotle’s 
treatment, I maintain that it does not adequately repre- 
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sent his view of that theory. In his numerous treatises 

on other subjects, scarcely any allusion is made to the 

Syllogism; nor is appeal made to the rules for it 

laid down in the Analytica. His conviction that the 

formalities of Deduction were only one part of the pro- 

cess of general reasoning, and that the value of the 

final conclusion depended not merely upon their being 

correctly performed, but also upon the correctness of 
that initial part whereby they are supplied with matter 
for premisses—is manifested as well by his industry 
(unrivalled among his contemporaries) in collecting 
multifarious facts, as by his specific declarations respect- 
ing Induction. Indeed a recent most erudite logician, 
Sir William Hamilton, who insists upon the construc- 

tion of Logic in its strictest sense as purely formal, 
blames Aristotle * for having transgressed this boundary, 
and for introducing other considerations bearing on 
diversities of matter and of material evidence. The 
charge so made, to whatever extent it is well-founded, 
does rather partake of the nature of praise; inasmuch 
as it evinces Aristotle’s larger views of the theory of 
Inference, and confirms his own statement that the 

Deductive process was only the last half of it, presup- 
posing a prior Induction. It is only this last half that 
Aristotle has here analysed, setting forth its formal 
conditions with precepts founded thereupon; while he 
claims to have accomplished the work by long and 

patient investigation, having found not the smallest 
foundation laid by others, and bespeaks indulgence” as 
for a first attempt requiring to be brought to com- 
pletion by others. He made this first step for himself; 

* See his Discussions on Philo- » See the remarkable paragraph at 
sophy, p. 189, seq.; Lectures on | the close of the Sophistici Elenchi, 
Logic, vol. i. p. 27. already quoted (supra, p. 201, note). 
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and if any one would make a second step, so as to 
apply the same analysis to the other half, and to bring 
out in like manner the formal conditions and principles 
of Induction, we may fairly believe that Aristotle 
would have welcomed the act, as fillmg up what he 
himself recognized to be a gap in the entire compass 
of Reasoning. As to his own achievement, it is certain 
that he could not have composed the Analytica and 
Topica, if he had not had before him many specimens 
of the deductive process to study and compare. Neither 
could the inductive process have been analysed, until 
after the examples of successful advance in inductive 
science which recent years have furnished. Upon 
these examples, mainly, has been based the profound 
System of Mr. John Stuart Mill, analysing and dis- 
criminating the formalities of Induction in the same 
way as those of Deduction had before been handled 
by Aristotle; also fusing the two together as co- 
operative towards one comprehensive scheme of Logic 
—the Logic of Evidence generally, or of Truth as dis- 
coverable and proveable. In this scheme the Syllogistic 
Theory, or Logic of Consistency between one proposi- 
tion and others, is recognized as an essential part, but 
is no longer tolerated as an independent whole.’ 

* Mr. John Stuart Mill says (Bk. II. 
ch. i. sect. 3): “Induction is inferring a 
proposition from premisses less general 
than itself, and Ratiocination is in- 
ferring a proposition from premisses 
equally or more general.” Again in 
another passage : “ We have found that 
all Inference, consequently all Proof, 
and all discovery of truths not self- 

evident, consists of inductions, and the 
interpretation of inductions ; that all 
our knowledge, not intuitive, comes | 

VOL. I. 

to us exclusively from that source. 
What Induction is, therefore, and 
what conditions render it legitimate, 
cannot but be deemed the main ques- 
tion of logic—the question which 
includes all others. It is however 
one which professed writers on logic 
have almost entirely passed over. 
The generalities of the subject, indeed, 
have not been altogether neglected 
by metaphysicians ; but, for want of 
sufficient acquaintance with the pro- 

Ui 
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After adverting to another variety of ratiocinative 
procedure, which he calls Apagoge or Abduction (where 
the minor is hardly more evident than the conclusion, 
and might sometimes conveniently become a conclusion 
first to be proved),* Aristotle goes on to treat of Objec- 
tion generally —the function of the dialectical re- 
spondent. The Knstasis or Objection is a proposition 
opposed not to a conclusion, but to the proposition set 
up by the defendant. When the proposition set up by 
him is universal, as it must be if he seeks to establish 
an universal conclusion, your objection may be either 
universal or particular : you may deny either the whole 
of his proposition, or only one portion of the particulars 

cesses by which science has actually | truth that the formal (or to speak 
succeeded in establishing general | more clearly, the conditional) validity 
truths, their analysis of the inductive | of an operation of thought is of any 
operation, even when unexceptionable | value; and even that value is only 
as to correctness, has not been specific | negative: we have not made the 
enough to be made the foundation of | smallest positive advance towards 
practical rules, which might be for | right thinking, by merely keeping 
Induction itself what the rules of the | ourselves consistent in what is per- 
Syllogism are for interpretation of | haps systematic error. This by no 
Induction” (Bk. III. ch. i. s. 1, p. | means implies that Formal Logic, 
313.)—* The business of Inductive | even in its narrowest sense, is not of 
Logic is to provide rules and models | very great, though purely negative 
(such as the Syllogism and its rules | value.’—‘“ Not only however is it in- 
are for ratiocination) to which if in- | dispensable that the larger Logic, 
ductive arguments conform, those | which embraces all the general con- 
arguments are conclusive, and not | ditions of the ascertainment of truth, 

otherwise. This is what the Four | should be studied in addition to the 
Methods profess to be, and what I | smaller Logic, which only concerns 
believe they are universally considered | itself with the conditions of con- 
to be by experimental philosophers, | sistency ; but the smaller Logic ought 
who had practised all of them long | to be (at least, finally) studied as part 
before any one sought to reduce the | of the greater—as a portion of the 
practice to theory” (Bk. III. ch. ix. | means to the same end; and its 
s. 5, p. 471, 5th ed.)—See also the | relation to the other parts—to the 
same point of view more copiously | other means—should be distinctly 
set forth, in Mr. Mill’s later work, | displayed.” 
‘Examination of Sir W. Hamilton’s * Analyt. Prior Uy scxvaepaocna 
Philosophy’ (ch. xx. pp. 454-462, 3rd | 20-36. 
ed.): “It is only as a means to material 
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contained under it; the denial of one single particular, 
when substantiated, being enough to overthrow his 
universal. Accordingly, your objection, being thus 
variously opposed to the proposition, will lie in the 
syllogistic figures which admit opposite conclusions ; 
that is, either in the First or Third; for the Second 
figure admits only negative conclusions not opposed 
to each other. If the defendant has set up an Uni- 
versal Affirmative, you may deny the whole and esta- 
blish a contrary negative, in the First figure; or you 
may deny a part only, and establish a contradictory 
negative, in the Third figure. The like, if he has set 
up an Universal Negative: you may impugn it either 
by an universal contrary affirmative, in the First figure ; 
or by a particular contradictory affirmative, in the Third 
figure.’ 

The Enthymeme is a syllogism from Probabilities or 
Signs ;” the two being not exactly the same. Proba- 
bilities are propositions commonly accepted, and true 
in the greater number of cases: such as, Hnvious men 
hate those whom they envy, Persons who are beloved 
look with affection on those who love them. We 
call it a Sign, when one fact is the antecedent or con- 
sequent of another, and therefore serves as mark or 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xxvi. p. 69, a. | comprehensive) as predicate of the 87-b. 37. | newterm. This gives you, in the first In objecting to A wniversally, you | case, a conclusion in Celarent (Fig. I.), take a term comprehending the ori- and, in the second, a conclusion in ginal subject; in objecting particu- Felapton (Fig. IIL.) ; opposed, the one larly, a term comprehended by it. Of universally or contrarily, the other the new term in each case you deny | particularly or contradictorily, to the the original predicate, and have thus, | original proposition. 
as a major premiss, E. For a minor pre- ® Analyt. Prior. II. xxvii. p. (0) 4, miss, you affirm, in the first case, the | 10: evOvpnua pév ody éori ovAdoyto- new term as predicate of the original | pos & eikérov i) onpeiov: Nay Bdveras subject (less comprehensive) ; in the | 8é ré OnpElov Tpixds, daaxas Kal Td second case, the original subject (more | pécov év rois oXNpace. 

ee: 
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evidence thereof. The conjunction may be either con- 
stant, or frequent, or merely occasional: if constant, 
we obtain for the major premiss of our syllogism a 
proposition approaching that which is universally or 
necessarily true; if not constant but only frequent 
or occasional, the major premiss of our syllogism will 
at best only be probable. The constant conjunction 
will furnish us with a Syllogism or Enthymeme in the 
First figure; the significant mark being here a genuine 
middle term—subject in the major premiss, and pre- 
dicate in the minor. We can then get a conclusion 
both affirmative and universally true. In other cases, 
we cannot obtain premisses for a syllogism in the First 
figure, but only for a syllogism in the Second or Third. 
In the Third figure, since we get by right no universal 
conclusions at all, but only particular conclusions, the 
conclusion of the Enthymeme, though it may happen 
to be true, isopen to refutation. Where by the laws 
of Syllogism no affirmative conclusion whatever is pos- 
sible, as in the Second figure, the conclusion obtained by 
Enthymeme is altogether suspicious. In contrast with 
the Sign in these figures, that which enters as an 
effective middle term into the First figure, should be 
distinguished under the name of Proof (texpijprov.)* 

* Analyt. Prior. IJ. xxvii, p. 70, a. 
31-b. 6. 

Aristotle throws in the remark (a. | 
24), that, when one premiss only of 
the Enthymeme is enunciated, it is a 
Sign; when the other is added, it be- 

comes a Syllogism. In the examples 
given to illustrate the description of 
the Enthymeme, that which belongs 
to the First figure has its three terms 
and two propositions specified like a 
complete and regular Syllogism ; but 
when we come to the Third and Second | 

| figures, Aristotle gives two alternate 
ways of stating each: one way in full, 
with both premisses enunciated, con- 
stituting a normal, though invalid, 
Syllogism ; the other way, with only 
one of the premisses enunciated, the 
other being suppressed as well-known 
and familiar. 
Among logicians posterior to Ari- 

stotle, the definition given of the 
Hnthymeme, and supposed to be 
derived from Aristotle was, that it 
was a Syllogism with one of the 
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Aristotle concludes his Analytica Priora by applying 
this doctrine of Signs to determine the limits within 
which Physiognomy as a science is practicable. The 
basis upon which it rests is this general fact or postu- 
late: That in all natural affections of the animal, bodily 
changes and mental changes accompany each other. 
The former, therefore, may become signs or proofs of the 
latter,* if, in each class of animals, we can discriminate 
the one specific bodily phenomenon which attaches to 
each mental phenomenon. Thus, the lion is a courageous 
animal. What is the bodily sign accompanying a cou- 
rageous disposition? It is (we assume here) the having © 
extremities of great size. This belongs to all lions, as 
a proprium ; in the sense that, though it may or does 
belong also to some individuals of other races (as men), 
it, does not belong to any other entire race. Physi- 
ognomy as a science will, then, be possible, if we can 
find races of animals which have only one characteristic 
mental attribute, and if we can discover what is the 

must glance at or omit reasons that 
are familiar to them; logical fulness 
and accuracy would be inconsistent 
with his purpose. The writers subse- 
quent to Aristotle, who think much 
of the rhetorical and little of the 

premisses suppressed—povodAnpparos. 
Sir W. Hamilton has impugned this 
doctrine, and has declared the defini- 

tion to be both absurd in itself, and 
not countenanced by Aristotle. (Lec- 
tures on Logic, Vol. I. Lect. xx. p. 
386, seq.) I think Hamilton is mis- 
taken on this point. (See Mr. Cope’s 
Introd. to Arist. Rhetoric, p. 103, seq.) 
Even in the present chapter Ari- 
stotle distinctly alludes to the mono- 
lemmatic enunciation of the Enthy- 
meme as one mode of distinguishing it 
from a full Syllogism; and in the 
Rhetorica he brings out this character- 
istic still more forcibly. The distinc- 
tion is one which belongs to Rhetoric 
more than to Logic: the rhetor, in 
enunciating his premisses, must be 
careful not to weary his auditors; he 

logical point of view, bring out the 
distinction yet more forcibly. But 
the rhetorical mode of stating pre- 
misses is often not so much an omis- 
sion either of major or minor, as a 
confused blending or packing up of 
both into one. 

* Analyt. Prior. II. xxvii. p. 70, b. 
7-16: et rts Sidwow dua petaBddrew 
TO oGpa kat THy Yoyny, boa pvoikxd 
éore maOnpata:—oupmdacyxew yap ad- 
Andots Uroxeira. See the Aristotelian 
treatise entitled bucioyyaporkad, pp. 

808-809, Bekk, 
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physical attribute correlating with it.* But the dift- 
culties are greater when the same race has two charac- 
teristic mental attributes (e. g. lions are both courageous 
and generous), each with its correlative physical at- 
tribute ; for how can we tell which belongs to which ? 
We have then to study individuals of other races 
possessing one of these attributes without the other; 
thus, if we find that courageous men, who are not 
generous, agree in having large extremities, we may 
infer that this last circumstance is, in the lion, the 
correlative mark of his courage and not of his gene- 
rosity. The physiognomonic inference will be expressed 
by a syllogism in the First figure, in which the major 
term (A) reciprocates and is convertible with the middle 
term (B), while B stretchés beyond (or is more ex- 
tensive than) the minor (C); this relation of the terms 
being necessary, if there is to be a single mark for a 
particular attribute.” 

Here the treatise ends; but the reader will remember 

that, in describing the canons laid down by Aristotle for 
the Syllogism with its three Figures and the Modes con- 
tained therein, I confined myself to the simple Assertory 
syllogism, postponing for the moment the long expo- 
sitions added by him about Modal syllogisms, involving 
the Possible and the Necessary. What is proper to be 
said about this complicated and useless portion of the 
Analytica Priora, may well come in here ; for, in truth, 
the doctrines just laid down about Probabilities, Signs, 
and Proofs, bring us back to the Modals under a dif- 
ferent/set of phrases. The Possible or Problematical 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxvii. p. 70, b. | vexov, kai mpav. kal Sikatov Kal didd- 
22. About the characteristics of the | wropyov mpds a av duidnon. 
lion see Aristot. Physiognom. p. 809, » Analyt. Prior. TI. xxvii. p. 70, b. 
b. 14-86: ra wept thy yuyny Sorikoy | 81-36. 
kal ehevbepov, peyadoypuyov Kal pidd- 
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is that, of the occurrence or reality of which we doubt, 
neither believing nor disbelieving it, not being pre- 
pared to assert either that it is, or that it is not; 
that which may be or may not be. It is our manner 

of speaking, when we have only signs or probabi- ~~ 
lities to guide us, and not certain proofs. The feeling 
of doubt is, as a psychological phenomenon, essen- 
tially distinct from the feeling of belief which, in its 
objective aspect, correlates with certainty or matter 
of fact; as well as from the feeling of disbelief, the 
correlate of which can only be described negatively. 
Every man knows these feelings by his own mental 
experience. But in describing the feeling of doubt, as 
to its matter or in its objective aspect, we must take 
care to use phrases which declare plainly both sides of 
is disjunctive or alternative character. The Possible is, 
That which either may be or may not be. As That which 
may be, it stands opposed to the Impossible; as That 
which may not be, it stands opposed to the Necessary. 
It thus carries with it negation both of impossibility 
and of necessity; but, in common parlance, the first 
half of this meaning stands out prominently, and is mis- 
taken for the whole. Aristotle, as we saw previously, 
speaks equivocally on this point, recognizing a double 
signification of the term: he sometimes uses it in the 
sense opposed only to impossible, maintaining that 
what is necessary must also be possible ; sometimes in 
the truer sense, opposed both to necessity and to im- 
possibility.* 

The Possible or Problematical, however, in this latter 

complete sense—What may or may not be—exhibits 
various modifications or gradations. 1. The chances 

* Aristot. De Interpret. xiii. p. 22. Analyt. Prior. I. xiii. p. 32, a. 21, 

29, 36; xiv. p. 33, b. 22; xix. p. 38, a. 35. 
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on either side may be conceived as perfectly equal, so 
that there is no probability, and we have no more reason 
for expecting one side of the alternative than the other ; 

the sequence or conjunction is indeterminate.,,. Aristotle 
construes this indeterminateness in many cases (not as 
subjective, or as depending upon our want of complete 
knowledge and calculating power, but) as objective, in- 
superable, and inherent in many phenomenal agencies ; 
characterizing it, under the names of Spontaneity and 
Chance, as the essentially unpredictable. 2. The chances 
on both sides may be conceived as unequal and the 
ratio between them as varying infinitely: the usual 
and ordinary tendency of phenomena—what Aristotle 
calls Nature—prevails in the majority of cases, but not 
in all; being lable to occasional counteraction from 
Chance and other forces. Thus, between Necessity and 
perfect constancy at one extreme (such as the rotation 
of the sidereal sphere), and Chance at the other, there 
may be every shade of gradation; from natural agency 
next below the constant, down to the lowest degree of 
probability. 

Now, within the range of these limits lie what 
Aristotle describes as Signs and Probabilities; in fact, 
all the marks which we shall presently come to as dis- 
tinguishing the dialectical syllogism from the demon- 
stratwe. But here is involved rather the matter of the 
Syllogism than its form. The form indeed is so far 
implicated, that (as Aristotle justly remarks at the end 
of the Analytica Priora”), the First figure is the only 
one that will prove both conjunctions and disjunctions, 

= Analyt. Prior. I. xiii. p. 82, b. 5- | 2-38. Compare what is said here 
19. 10 8 ddpiarov rH pydev paddov | about eikds, cnpetov, texpnprov, with 
ovrws 7 ekeivws. Compare Metaphys. | the first chapter of the Topica, and 
K. p. 1064, b. 32. the dialectic syllogism as there de- 

® Analyt. Prior, IT! xxvii. p. 70, a. | scribed: 6 e& evddEav cvAdoyiCopevos. 
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as well constant as occasional ; the Third figure proves 
only occasional conjunctions and occasional disjunctions, 
not constant; the Second figure will prove no conjunc- 
tions at all, but only disjunctions, constant as well as 
occasional. Here a difference of form is properly 
pointed out as coupled with and founded on a differ- 
ence of matter. But the special rules given by Ari- 
stotle, early in the present treatise, for the conversion 
of Modal Propositions, and the distinctions that he 
draws as to the modal character of the conclusion 
according as one or other of the premisses belongs to 
one or other of the different modes,—are both prolix 
and of little practical value.* 

What he calls the Necessary might indeed, from the 
point of view now reached, cease to be recognized as a 
separate mode at all. The Certain and the Problem- 
atical are real modes of the Proposition; objective 
correlates to the subjective phases called Belief and 
Doubt. But no proposition can be more than certain : 
the word necessary, in strictness, implies only a pecu- 
liarity of the evidence on which our belief is grounded. 
Granting certain given premisses to be true, a given 
conclusion must be true also, if we would avoid incon- 
sistency and contradiction. 

* Analyt. Prior. I. viii.-xxii. p. 29, b. 29-p. 40, b. 16. 
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CHAPTER VIL. 

ANALYTICA POSTERIORA I. 

In the two books of Analytica Priora, Aristotle has 
carried us through the full doctrine of the functions and 
varieties of the Syllogism; with an intimation that it 
might be applied to two purposes—Demonstration and 
Dialectic. We are now introduced to these two distinct 

applications of the Syllogism: first, in the Analytica 
Posteriora, to Demonstration ; next, in the Topica, to 
Dialectic. We are indeed distinctly told that, as far as 
the forms and rules of Syllogism go, these are alike 
applicable to both;* but the difference of matter and 
purpose in the two cases is so considerable as to require 
a distinct theory and precepts for the one and for the 
other. 

The contrast between Dialectic (along with Rhetoric) 
on the one hand and Science on the other is one deeply 
present to the mind of Aristotle. He seems to have 
proceeded upon the same fundamental antithesis as that 
which appears in the Platonic dialogues; but to have 
modified it both in meaning and in terminology, dis- 
missing at the same time various hypotheses with 
which Plato had connected it. 

The antithesis that both thinkers have in view is 
Opinion or Common Sense versus Science or Special 
Teaching and Learning; those aptitudes, acquirements, 
sentiments, antipathies, &c., which a man imbibes and 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxx. p. 46, a. 4-10; Analyt, Post. I. ii. p. 71, a. 29. 
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appropriates insensibly, partly by his own doing and 
suffering, partly by living amidst the drill and example 
of a given society—as distinguished from those ac- 
complishments which he derives from a teacher already 
known to possess them, and in which both the time 
of his apprenticeship and the steps of his progress 
are alike assignable. 

Common Sense is the region of Opinion, in which 
there is diversity of authorities and contradiction of 
arguments without any settled truth; all affirmations 
being particular and relative, true at one time and place, 
false at another. Science on the contrary deals with 
imperishable Forms and universal truths, which Plato 
regards, in their subjective aspect, as the innate, though 
buried, furniture of the soul, inherited from an external 
pre-existence, and revived in it out of the misleading 
data of sense by a process first of the cross-examining 
Elenchus, next of scientific Demonstration. Plato depre- 
ciates altogether the untaught, unexamined, stock of 
acquirements which passes under the name of Common 
Sense, as a mere worthless semblance of knowledge 
without reality; as requiring to be broken up by the 
scrutinizing Elenchus, in order to impress a painful but 
healthy consciousness of ignorance, and to prepare the 
mind for that process of teaching whereby alone Science 
or Cognition can be imparted.* He admits that Opinion 
may be right as well as wrong. Yet even when right, 
it is essentially different from Science, and is essentially 
transitory ; a safe guide to action while it lasts, but 
not to be trusted for stability or permanence.” By 
Plato, Rhetoric is treated as belonging to the province 

* Plato, Sophistes, pp. 228-229; | Sokrates,’ Vol. I. chs. vi.-vii. pp. 
Symposion, pp. 203-204 ; Thestetus, | 245-288; II. ch. xxvi. p. 376, seq. 
pp- 148, 149, 150. Compare also » Plato, Republic. v. pp. 477-478 ; 
‘Plato and the Other Companions of | Menon, pp. 97 98. 
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of Opinion, Dialectic to that of Science. The rhetor 
addresses multitudes in continuous speech, appeals to 
received common places, and persuades: the dialectician, 
conversing only with one or a few, receives and imparts 
the stimulus of short question and answer ; thus awaken- 
ing the dormant capacities of the soul to the reminiscence 
of those universal Forms or Ideas which are the only 
true Knowable. 

Like Plato, Aristotle distinguishes the region of 
Common Sense or Opinion from that of Science, and 
regards Universals as the objects of Science. But his 
Universals are very different from those of Plato: they 
are not self-existent realities, known by the mind from 
a long period of pre-existence, and called up by remi- 
niscence out of the chaos of sensible impressions. To 
operate such revival is the great function that Plato 
assions to Dialectic. But in the philosophy of Aristotle 
Dialectic is something very different. It is placed 
alongside of Rhetoric in the region of Opinion. Both 
the rhetor and the dialectician deal with all subjects, 
recognizing no limit; they attack or defend any or all 
conclusions, employing the process of ratiocination which 
Aristotle has treated under the name of Syllogism ; they 
take up as premisses any one of the various opinions in 
circulation, for which some plausible authority may be 
cited; they follow out the consequences of one opinion 
in its bearing upon others, favourable or unfavourable, 
and thus become well furnished with arguments for 
and against all. The ultimate foundation here supposed 
is some sort of recognized presumption or authoritative 
sanction*— law, custom, or creed, established among 
this or that portion of mankind, some maxim enunciated 

* Aristot. Topica, I. x. p. 104, a. 8, xi. p. 104, b. 19. Compare Meta- 
physica, A. p. 995, a. 1-10. 
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by an eminent poet, some doctrine of the Pythagoreans 
or other philosophers, current proverb, answer from 
the Delphian oracle, &c. Any one of these may serve 
as a dialectical authority. But these authorities, far 
from being harmonious with each other, are recognized 
as independent, discordant, and often contradictory. 
Though not all of equal value,* each is sufficient to 
warrant the setting up of a thesis for debate. In 
Dialectic, one of the disputants undertakes to do this, 
and to answer all questions that may be put to him 
respecting the thesis, without implicating himself in 
inconsistencies or contradiction. The questioner or 
assailant, on the other hand, shapes his questions with 
a view to refute the thesis, by eliciting answers which 
may furnish him with premisses for some syllogism in 
contradiction thereof. But he is tied down by the laws 
of debate to syllogize only from such premisses as the 
respondent has expressly granted; and to put ques- 
tions in such manner that the respondent is required 
only to give or withhold assent, according as he thinks 
right. 
We shall see more fully how Aristotle deals with 

Dialectic, when we come to the Topica: here I put it 
forward briefly, in order that the reader may better 
understand, by contrast, its extreme antithesis, viz., 
Demonstrative Science and Necessary Truth as con- 
ceived by Aristotle. First, instead of two debaters, 
one of whom sets up a thesis which he professes to 
understand and undertakes to maintain, while the 

* Analyt. Post. I. xix. p.81, b. 18: | peécov, Soxet dé py, 6 dua Tovrov ovd- 
kara pev ovv dd&av ovdRoyiCopevors | hoyiCopevos auvdAehdytorae SadekTi- 
kai pdvov Siadextixds SpAov Stu ToUTO | Kas* mpos & adnOevay ex Tov Umap- 
pdvov okemréov, et e& &y evdexerae | xdvtwv bei oxoreiy, Compare Topica, 
évdogordrav yiverat 6 ovaddoyiopds, | VIII. xii. p. 162, b. 27. 

e) col > lol 

Gor ei kal ott Te TH GAnOeia Tov AB | 
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other puts questions upon it,—Demonstrative Science 
assumes a teacher who knows, and a learner conscious 
of ignorance but wishing to know. The teacher lays 
down premisses which the learner is bound to receive ; 
or if they are put in the form of questions, the learner 
must answer them as the teacher expects, not according 
to his own knowledge. Secondly, instead of the un- 
bounded miscellany of subjects treated in Dialectic, 
Demonstrative Science is confined to a few special 
subjects, in which alone appropriate premisses can be 
obtained, and definitions framed. Thirdly, instead of 
the several heterogeneous authorities recognized in 
Dialectic, Demonstrative Science has principia of its 
own, serving as points of departure; some principia 
common to all its varieties, others special or confined to 
one alone. Fourthly, there is no conflict of authorities 
in Demonstrative Science; its propositions are essential, 
universal, and true per se, from the commencement to 
the conclusion; while Dialectic takes in accidental 
premisses as well as essential. Fifthly, the principia of 
Demonstrative Science are obtained from Induction 
only ; originating in particulars which are all that the 
ordinary growing mind can at first apprehend (notzora 
nobis), but culminating in universals which correspond 
to the perfection of our cognitive comprehension (notiora 
natura.) * 

Amidst all these diversities, Dialectic and Demon- 

strative Science have in common the process of Syllogism, 
including such assumptions as the rules of syllogizing 
postulate. In both, the conclusions are hypothetically 

* Aristot. Topica, VI. iv. p. 141, b. | pabety eoriv. Compare in Analyt. 
3-14. of roAXol yap Ta Toratta mpoyve- | Post. I. xii. pp. 77-78, the contrast 
pitovow: Ta pév yap THs TuxXovens, Ta | between ra padnpara and oi diddoyor. 
& axpiBovs kat wepittys Svavoias Kata- 
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true (i.e. granting the premisses to be so). But, in 
demonstrative syllogism, the conclusions are true uni- 
versally, absolutely, and necessarily; deriving this 
character from their premisses, which Aristotle holds 
up as the cause, reason, or condition of the con- 
clusion. What he means by Demonstrative Science, 
we may best conceive, by taking it as a small téuevos 
or specially cultivated enclosure, subdivided into still 
smaller separate compartments—the extreme antithesis 
to the vast common land of Dialectic. Between the 
two lies a large region, neither essentially determinate 
like the one, nor essentially indeterminate like the 
other; an intermediate region in which are compre- 
hended the subjects of the treatises forming the very 
miscellaneous Encyclopedia of Aristotle. These sub- 
jects do not admit of being handled with equal exact- 
ness ; accordingly, he admonishes us that it is important 
to know how much exactness is attainable in each, and 
not to aspire to more." 

*® Aristot. Ethic. Nikom. I. p. 1094, 
b. 12-25; p. 1098, a. 26-b. 8; Meta- 
phys. A. p. 995, a. 15; Ethic. Eudem. 
i ps 1216, b. 20-p. 1217, a. 1; 
Politic. VII. p. 1828, a. 19; Meteo- 
rolog. I. p. 338, a. 35. Compare 
Analyt. Post. I. xiii. p. 78, b. 32 
(with Waitz’s note, II. p. 3835); 
and I. xxvii. p. 87, a. 31. 

The passages above named in the 
Nikomachean Ethica are remarkable : 
heyouro & dy ixavds, ef kata tiv To- 
Keyperny UAnv SiacapyOein: TO yap 
akpiBes ovx opoiws ev damage Tots 
Aéyots emuCntntéov, Gomep ovd ev rois 
Snptoupyoupevors. THY akpiBevav jar) 
dpolws ev dao emitnteiv (xpy), GAN 
€v ExdaTos KaTa THY UoKEyevnV VAN, 
kal €mt tocovtov ed dcov oikeiov TH 
pebodo. Compare Metaphys. E. p. 

1025, b. 13: drodecxviovew i) avay- 
Kaiorepoy 7) padakwrepor. 

The different degrees of exactness 
attainable in different departments of 
science, and the reasons upon which 
such difference depends are well ex- 
plained in the sixth book of Mr. John 
Stuart Mill’s System of Logic, vol. 
Il. chap. iii. pp. 422-425, 5th ed. 
Aristotle says that there can be no 
scientific theory or cognition about 
TO ovupBeBnkes, which he defines to 

be that which belongs to a subject 
neither necessarily, nor constantly, 
nor usually, but only on occasion 
(Metaphys. E. p. 1026, b. 3, 26, 33; 
K, p. 1065, a. 1, meaning 7d cupB_eBykds 
py Ka avrd,—Analyt. Post. I. 6, 75, 
a. 18; for he uses the term in two 
different senses—Metaph. A. p. 1025, 
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In setting out the process of Demonstration, Aristotle 
begins from the idea of teaching and learning. In every 

a. 81). In his view, there can be no 
science except about constant conjunc- 
tions ; and we find the same doctrine 

in the following passage of Mr. Mill :— 
“ Any facts are fitted, in themselves, 
to be a subject of science, which follow 
one another according to constant 
laws; although those laws may not 
have been discovered, nor even be 

discoverable by our existing resources. 
Take, for instance, the most familiar 
class of meteorological phenomena, 
those of rain and sunshine. Scientific 
inquiry has not yet succeeded in ascer- 
taining the order of antecedence and 
consequence among these phenomena, 
so as to be able, at least in our regions 
of the earth, to predict them with 
certainty, or even with any high de- 
eree of probability. Yet no one doubts 
that the phenomena depend on laws. 
. . - « Meteorology not only has in 
itself every requisite for being, but 
actually is, a science ; though from the 
difficulty of observing the facts upon 
which the phenomena depend (a diffi- 
culty inherent in the peculiar nature 
of those phenomena), the science ‘is 
extremely imperfect ; and were it per- 
fect, might probably be of little avail 
in practice, since the data requisite for 
applying its principles to particular 
instances would rarely be procurable. 

“ A case may be conceived of an 
intermediate character between the 
perfection of science, and this its ex- 
treme imperfection. It may happen 
that the greater causes, those on which 
the principal part of the phenomena 
depends, are within the reach of ob- 
servation and measurement ; so that, 
if no other causes intervened, a com- 
plete explanation could be given, not 
only of the phenomenon in general, 
but of all the variations and modifi- 
cations which it admits of. But inas- | 

much as other, perhaps many other, 
causes, separately insignificant in 
their effects, cooperate or conflict in 
many or in all cases with those 
greater causes, the effect, accordingly, 
presents more or less of aberration 
from what would be produced by the 
greater causes alone. Now if these 
minor causes are not so constantly 
accessible, or not accessible at all, to 
accurate observation, the principal 
mass of the effect may still, as before, 
be accounted for, and even predicted ; 

but there will be variations and modi- 
fications which we shall not be com- 
petent to explain thoroughly, and our 
predictions will not be fulfilled accu- 
rately, but only approximately. 

“Tt is thus, for example, with the 
theory of the Tides..... And this is 
what is or ought to be meant by those 
who speak of sciences which are not 
exact sciences. Astronomy was once 
a science, without being an exact 
science. It could not become exact 
until not only the general course of 
the planetary motions, but the per- 
turbations also, were accounted for 

and referred to their causes. It has 
become an exact science because its 
phenomena have been brought under 
laws comprehending the whole of the 
causes by which the phenomena are 
influenced, whether in a great or only 
in a trifling degree, whether in all or 
only in some cases, and assigning to 
each of those causes the share of 
effect that really belongs to it... . . 
The science of human nature falls 
far short of the standard of exact- 
ness now realized in Astronomy; but 
there is no reason that it should not 

| be as much a science as Tidology is, or 
as Astronomy was when its calcula- 
tions had only mastered the main phe- 
nomena, but not the perturbations,” 
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variety thereof, some pracognita must be assumed, 
which the learner must know before he comes to be 
taught, and upon which the teacher must found his 
instruction.* This is equally true, whether we proceed 
(as in Syllogism) from the more general to the less 
general, or (as in Induction) from the particular to the 
general. He who comes to learn Geometry must know 
beforehand the figures called circle and triangle, and 
must have a triangular figure drawn to contemplate ; 
he must know what is a unit or monad, and must have, 
besides, exposed before him what is chosen as the unit 
for the reasoning on which he is about to enter. These 
are the precognita required for Geometry and Arith- 
metic. Some precognita are also required preparatory 
to any and all reasoning: e.g., the maxim of Identity 
(fixed meaning of terms and propositions), and the 
maxims of Contradiction and of Excluded Middle (im- 
possibility that a proposition and its contradictory can 
either be both true or both false.)” The learner must 
thus know beforehand certain Definitions and Axioms, 

as conditions without which the teacher cannot instruct 
him in any demonstrative science. 

. Aristotle, here at the beginning, seeks to clear up a 
difficulty which had been raised in the time of Plato as 
between knowledge and learning. How is it possible to 
learn at all? is a question started in the Menon. You 
either know a thing already, and, on this supposition, 
you do not want to learn it; or you do not know it, 
and in this case you cannot learn it, because, even when 
you have learnt, you cannot tell whether the matter 
learnt is what you were in search of. To this difficulty, 

* Analyt. Post. I. i. pp. 71-72; | 71, a. 11-17. dav 4 dijo 4 dro- 
Metaphys. A. ix. p. 992, b. 30. pjoa adnbes. 

» Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. i. p. * Plato, Menon, p. 80. 

Oia. 1. xX 
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the reply made in the Menon is, that you never do 
learn any thing really new. What you are said to 
learn, is nothing more than reminiscence of what had. 
once been known in an anterior life, and forgotten at 
birth into the present life ; what is supposed to be learnt. 
is only the recall of that which you once knew, but had 
forgotten. Such is the Platonic doctrine of Reminis- 
cence. Aristotle will not accept that doctrine as a 
solution; but he acknowledges the difficulty, and in- 
timates that others had already tried to solve it without 
success. His own solution is that there are two grades 
of cognition: (1) the full, complete, absolute; (2) the 
partial, incomplete, qualified. What you already know 
by the first of these grades, you cannot be said to learn ; 
but you may learn that which you know only by the 
second grade, and by such learning you bring your 
incomplete cognition up to completeness. 

Thus, you have learnt, and you know, the universal 
truth, that every triangle has its three angles equal to 
two right angles; but you do not yet know that A BC, 
DEF, GHI, &c., have their two angles equal to two 
right angles; for you have not yet seen any of these 
figures, and you do not know that they are triangles. 
The moment that you see A BC, or hear what figure it 
is, you learn at one and the same time two facts: first, 
that it is a triangle; next, by virtue of your previous 
cognition, that it possesses the above-mentioned pro- 
perty. You knew this in a certain way or incompletely 
before, by having followed the demonstration of the 
universal truth, and by thus knowing that every triangle 
had its three angles equal to two right angles; but you 
did not know it absolutely, being ignorant that A BC 
was a triangle.* 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. i. p. | pev mpdrepov yrwpifovra, tv dé Kat 
71 a. 17-b. 8: gore S€ yropifew ra | dua AapBavovta THY yr@ow, oiov dca 
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Aristotle proceeds to tell us what is meant by knowing 
a thing absolutely or completely (amAds). It is when we 

Tuyxaver dvta Umd TO KaOddov, Hv EXEL 
THY yraow. Ort pev yap Tay Tplyevov 
exer Suaiv dpOuis ioas, mponder- dre 
dé rode TO ev TO HuKuKAio Tpiyovdr 
€oTw, Gua emaydopmevos eyvopicev. 
mpi & emaxOjnva 7) AaBeiv ovdAdoyto- 
pov, Tpdmov pev Twa tows paréoy emi- 
otacOa, tpdrov 8 addov ov. 6 yap 
py 0et ei Eotiv amdGs, TOUTO Tas 7OEL 
Gre dvo dpOas exer dAGs ; adda Sjdov 
@s @bt pev emiotatat, ore ka- 
O@ddov erioratat, dmdds & ovK 
é€mioratat.—ov0d€ey (oipar) K@dvet, 6 
pavOdver, €oTw os éricracba, éote & 
@s ayvoeiv: Groovy yap ovkK ei old€ Tas 
0 pavOavet, GAN ef Odi, oiov 7 pavOaver 
kat ®s. (Compare also Anal. Post. I. 
xxiv. p. 86, a. 23, and Metaph. A. ii. 
m. 982, a. 8; Anal) Prior. Tl. xxi. 

p. 67, a. 5-b. 10.) 
Aristotle reports the solution given 

by others, but from which he him- 
self dissented, of the Platonic puzzle. 
The respondent was asked, Do you 
know that every Dyad is even?— 
Yes. Some Dyad was then pro- 
duced, which the respondent did not 
know to be a Dyad; accordingly he 
did not know it to be even. Now 
the critics alluded to by Aristotle said 
that the respondent made a wrong 
answer; instead of saying I know 
that every Dyad is even, he ought 
to have said, Every Dyad which I 
know to be a Dyad is even. Ari- 
stotle pronounces that this criticism 
is incorrect. ‘The respondent knows 
the conclusion which had previously 
been demonstrated to him; and that 
conclusion was, Every triangle has 
its three angles equal to two right 
angles; it was not, Every thing which 
I know to be a triangle has its three 

angles equal to two right angles. 
This last proposition had never been 

demonstrated, nor even stated: ovde- 
pla yap mpdracts AapBaverat TovavTn, 
dre Ov od oldas apiOpdr, 7) & od 
oitdas evOvypappov, ddka Karta 
mavtds (b.3-5). 

This discussion, in the commence- 
ment of the Analytica Posteriora 
(combined with Analyt. Priora, Il. 
xxi.), is interesting, because it shows 

that even then the difficulties were 
felt, about the major proposition of 
the Syllogism, which Mr. John Stuart 
Mill has so ably cleared up, for the 
first time, in his System of Logic. 
See Book II. ch. iii. of that work, 
especially as it stands in the sixth 
edition, .with the note there added, 
pp. 232-233. You affirm, in the 
major proposition of the Syllogism, 
that every triangle has its three 
angles equal to two right angles; 
does not this include the triangle 
A, B, C, and is it not therefore a 
petitio principti? Or, if it be not 
so, does it not assert more than you 
know? The Sophists (upon whom 
both Plato and Aristotle are always 
severe, but who were valuable con- 
tributors to the theory of Logic by 
fastening upon the weak points) at- 
tacked it on this ground, and raised 
against it the puzzle described by 
Aristotle (in this chapter), afterwards 
known as the Sophism entitled 6 
éykexaduppévos (see Themistius Para- 
phras. I. i.; also ‘Plato and the 
Other Companions of Sokrates,’ Vol. 
III. ch. xxxviii. p. 489). The critics 
whom Aristotle here cites and dis- 
approves, virtually admitted the 
pertinence of this puzzle by modify- 
ing their assertion, and by cutting it 
down to “ Everything which we know 
to be a triangle has its three angles 
equal to two right angles.” Aristotle 

x 2 
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believe ourselves to know the cause or reason through 
which the matter known exists, so that it cannot but be 

finds fault with this modification, 
which, however, is one way of abating 
the excess of absolute and peremptory 
pretension contained in the major, 
and of intimating the want of a minor 
to be added for interpreting and sup- 
plementing the major ; while Aristotle 
himself arrives at the same result by 
admitting that the knowledge corres- 
ponding to the major proposition is 
not yet absolute, but incomplete and 
qualified; and that it is only made 
absolute when supplemented by a 
minor. 

The very same point, substantially, 
is raised in the discussion between 
Mr. John Stuart Mill and an oppon- 
ent, in the note above referred to. 

“A writer in the ‘ British Quarterly 

Review’ endeavours to show that 
there is no petitio principit in the 
Syllogism, by denying that the pro- 
position All men are mortal, asserts 
or assumes that Socrates is mortal. 
In support of this denial, he argues 
that we may, and in fact do, admit the 
general propesition without having 
particularly examined the case of 
Socrates, and even without knowing 
whether the individual so named is 
a man or something else. But this 
of course was never denied. That 
we can and do draw inferences con- 
cerning cases specifically unknown 
to us, is the datum from which all 

who discuss this subject must. set. out. 
The question is, in what terms the 
evidence or ground on which we draw 
these conclusions may best be dasic- 
nated—whether it is most correct to 
say that the unknown case is proved 
by known cases, or that is proved by 
a general proposition including both 
sets of cases, the known and the un- 

known? I contend for the former 

mode of expression. I hold it an 
abuse of language to say, that the 
proof that Socrates is mortal, is that 
all men are mortal. Turn it in what 
way we will, this seems to me assert- 
ing that a thing is the proof of itself. 
Whoever pronounces the words, All 
men are mortal, has affirmed that 
Socrates is mortal, though he may 
never have heard of Socrates; for 
since Socrates, whether known to be 
a man or not, really is a man, he is 
included in the words, All men, and 
in every assertion of which they are 
the subject. ...-. The reviewer ac- 
knowledges that the maxim (Dictum 
de Omni et Nullo) as commonly ex- 
pressed—‘ Whatever is true of a class 
is true of everything included in the 
class,’ is a mere identical proposition, 
since the class 7s nothing but the 
things included in it. But he thinks 

*this defect would be cured by wording 
the maxim thus: ‘ Whatever is true 
of a class is true of everything which 
can be shown to be a member of the 
class?’ as if a thing could be shown 
to be a member of the class without 
being one.” 

The qualified manner in which the 
maxim is here enunciated by the 
reviewer (what can be shown to be a 
member of the class) corresponds with 
the qualification introduced by those 
critics whom Aristotle impugns 
(Avovet yap ov pdokovtes cidévar ma- 
cay dvada adptiavy ovcayv, aX iy 
igacty Ott Svas); and the reply of 
Mr. Mill would have suited for these 
critics as well as for the reviewer. 
The puzzle started in the Platonic 
Menon is, at bottom, founded on the 
same view as that of Mr. Mill, when 
he states that the major proposition 
of the Syllogism includes beforehand 
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as itis. This is what Demonstration, or Scientific Syllo- 
gism, teaches us ;* a Syllogism derived from premisses 
true, immediate, prior to, and more knowable than the 
conclusion—causes of the conclusion, and specially ap- 
propriate thereto. These premisses must be known 
beforehand without being demonstrated (7.e. known not 
through a middle term) ; and must be known not merely 
in the sense of understanding the signification of the 
terms, but also in that of being able to affirm the truth of 
the proposition. Prior or more knowable is understood 
here as prior or more knowable by nature (not relatively 
to us, according to the antithesis formerly explained) ; 
first, most universal, undemonstrable principia are meant. 
Some of these are Axioms, which the learner must 
“bring with him from home,” or know before the 
teacher can instruct him in any special science ; some 
are Definitions of the name and its essential meaning ; 
others, again, are Hypotheses or affirmations of the 
existence of the thing defined, which the learner 
must accept upon the authority of the teacher.” 

the conclusion. ‘* The general prin- 
ciple, (says Mr. Mill, p. 205), instead 
of being given as evidence of the 
particular case, cannot itself be taken 
for true without exception, until every 
shadow of doubt which could affect 
any case comprised in it is dispelled 
by evidence aliunde; and then what 
remains for the syllogism to prove ? 
From a general principle we can- 
not infer any particulars but those 
which the principle itself assumes 
as known.” 

To enunciate this in the language 
of the Platonic Menon, we learn no- 
thing by or through the evidence of 
the Syllogism, except a part of what 
we have already professed ourselves 
to know by asserting the major pre- 
miss. 

As 

® Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. ii. p. 71, 
b. 9-17. Julius Pacius says in a note, 
ad c. ii. p. 394: “ Propositio demon- 
strativa est prima, immediata, et inde- 
monstrabilis. His tribus verbis signi- 
ficatur una et eadem conditio; nam 
propositio prima est, quae, quod medio 
caret, demonstrari nequit.” 

So also Zabarella (In lib. I, Post. 
Anal. Comm., p. 340, Op. ed. Venet. 
1617): “ Due illw dictiones (primis 
et immediatis) unam tantum signifi- 
cant conditionem ordine secundam, 

non duas; idem namque est, prin- 

cipia esse medio carentia, ac esse 
prima.” 

» Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. ii. p. 72, 
a. 1-24; Themistius, Paraphr. I. ii. p. 
10, ed. Spengel ; Schol. p. 199, b. 44. 
Themistius quotes the definition of 
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these are the principia of Demonstration, so it is ne- 
cessary that the learner should know them, not merely 
as well as the conclusions demonstrated, but even 
better; and that among matters contradictory to the 
principia there should be none that he knows better or 
trusts more.” 

In Aristotle’s time two doctrines had been advanced, 
in opposition to the preceding theory: (1) Some denied 
the necessity of any indemonstrable principia, and 
affirmed the possibility of demonstrating backwards ad 
infimtum; (2) Others agreed in denying the necessity, 
of any indemonstrable principia, but contended that 
demonstration in a circle is valid and legitimate—e.g. 
that A may be demonstrated by means of B, and B 
by means of A. Against both these doctrines Aristotle 
enters his protest. The first of them—the supposition 
of an interminable regress—he pronounces to be ob- 
viously absurd: the second he declares tantamount to 
proving a thing by itself; the circular demonstration, 
besides, having been shown to be impossible, except in 
the First figure, with propositions in which the pre- 
dicate reciprocates or is co-extensive with the subject 

an Axiom as given by Theophrastus: 
"Agiopd eott O66 Ea t1s,&c. This shows 
the difficulty of adhering precisely to 
a scientific terminology. ‘Theophrastus 
explains an axiom to be a sort of 
doa, thus lapsing into the common 
loose use of the word. Yet still both 
he and Aristotle declare dd&a to be 
of inferior intellectual worth as com- 
pared with emornun (Anal. Post. I. 
Xxiii.), while at the same time they de- 
clare the Axiom to be the very maxi- 
mum of scientific truth. Theo- 
phrastus gave, as examples of Axioms, 

the maxim of Contradiction, univer- 
sally applicable, and, “If equals be 
taken from equals the remainders will 

be equal,” applicable to homogeneous 
quantities. ven Aristotle himself 
sometimes falls into the same vague 
employment of dd£a, as including the 
Axioms. See Metaphys. B. ii. p. 996, 
b. 28; I. iii. p. 1005, b. 33. 

* Aristot. Anal. Post. I. ii, p. 72, 
a. 25, b. 4. I translate these words 
in conformity with Themistius, pp. 
12-13, and with Mr. Poste’s transla- 
tion, p. 43. Julius Pacius and M. 
Barthélemy St. Hilaire render them 
somewhat differently. They also read 
duetantaros, while Waitz and Firmin 
Didot reads aweramevoros, which last 
seems preferable. 
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—a very small proportion among propositions generally 
used in demonstrating.* 

Demonstrative Science is attained only by syllogizing 
from necessary premisses, such as cannot possibly be 
other than they are. The predicate must be (1) de omni, 
(2) per se, (3) quatenus ipsum, so that it is a Primum 
Universale; this third characteristic not being realized 
without the preceding two. First, the predicate must 
belong, and belong at all times, to everything called 
by the name of the subject. Next, it must belong there- 
unto per se, or essentially ; that is, either the predicate 
must be stated in the definition declaring the essence 
of the subject, or the subject must be stated in the 
definition declaring the essence of the predicate. The 
predicate must not be extra-essential to the subject, 
nor attached to it as an adjunct from without, simply 
concomitant or accidental. The like distinction holds 
in regard to events: some are accidentally concomitant 
sequences which may or may not be realized (c.g., 
a flash of lightning occurring when a man is on his 
journey); in others, the conjunction is necessary or 
causal (as when an animal dies under the sacrificial 
knife). Both these two characteristics (de omni and 
per se) are presupposed in the third (quatenus ipsum) ; 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. iii. p. 72, 
b. 5-p. 73, a. 20: Sar’ ered ddiya 
Tovavra ev Tais amobdciéeow, &c. 

» Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. iv. p. 73, 
az, .b. 16. 

Ta dpa deyopeva ent Tav dmhas 
emtotnTav Kad avTa ovTas as evu- 
mapxXew TOS KaTNYyopoupEevois 7) EVU- 
mapxecOa SC attra ré eote kat e& 
avaykns (b. 16, seq.). Line must be 
included in the definition of the 
opposites straight or curve. Also it is 
essential to every line that it is 
either straight or curve. Number 

must be included in the definition of 
the opposites odd or even ; and to be 
either odd or even is essentially pre- 
dicable of every number. You can- 
not understand what is meant by 
straight or cwrve unless you have the 
notion of a line. 

The example given by Aristotle 
of causal conjunction (the death of 
an animal under the sacrificial knife) 
shows that he had in his mind the 
perfection of Inductive Observation, 
including full application of the 
Method of Difference. 
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but this last implies farther, that the predicate is 
attached to the subject in the highest universality 
consistent with truth; 7.¢., that it is a First Universal, 

a primary predicate and not a derivative predicate. 
Thus, the predicate of having its three angles equal 
to two right angles, is a characteristic not merely 
de omni and per se, but also a First Universal, ap- 
plied to a triangle. It is applied to a triangle, qua- 
tenus triangle, as a primary predicate. If applied to 
a subject of higher universality (¢eg., to every geo- 
metrical figure), it would not be always true. If 
applied to a subject of lower universality (e.g., to 
a right-angled triangle or an isosceles triangle), it 
would be universally true and would be true per se, 
but it would be a derivative predicate and not a First 
Universal; it would not be applied to the isosceles 

quatenus isosceles, for there is a still higher Universal 
of which it is predicable, being true respecting any 
triangle you please. Thus, the properties with which 
Demonstration, or full and absolute Science, is con- 
versant, are de omni, per se, and quatenus wsum, or 

Universaha Prima ;* all of them necessary, such as 
cannot but be true. 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. iv. p. 73, 
b. 25-p. 74, a. 3. 6 roivuy TO TUXOY 
mp@tov Seixyutar dvo dpbas ¢xov 7 
Oriovv GAAo, TOUT@ MpaT@ wUmdpxeEL 
kabonov, kai 7 dmdberEts Ka avro 
TovTov KaOddov éoti, Tav & addy 
Tpomov Twa ov KaO auto: ovde TOD 
igookedous ovK eat KaOdAov GAN emt 
meov, 

About the precise signification of 
kabodov in\ Aristotle, see a valuable 

note of Bonitz (ad Metaphys. Z. iii.) 
p. 299; also Waitz (ad Aristot. De 
Interpr. c. vii.) I. p. 334. Aristotle 
gives it here, b. 26: kaOddov dé A€yw 

3 ay Kata mavrds Te Umapyn Kat Ka” 
avo kai 7 avTo. Compare Themistius, 
Paraphr. p. 19, Spengel. To xa&? 
avro is described by Aristotle con- 
fusedly. T6 xaOdAov, is that which is 
predicable of the subject as a whole 
or summum genus: To Kata wavTos, 
that which is predicable of every in- 
dividual, either of the swummum genus 
or of any inferior species contained 
therein. Cf. Analyt. Post. I. xxiv. p. 
85, b. 24: 6 yap Ka@ avro dmrapyxet 
Tl, TOUTO av’TO av’T@ airvov—the sub- 
ject is itself the cause or funda- 
mentum of the properties per se. 
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Aristotle remarks that there is great liability to 
error about these Universalia Prima. We sometimes 
demonstrate a predicate to be true, universally and 
per se, of a lower species, without being aware that it 
might also be demonstrated to be true, universally and 
per se, of the higher genus to which that species be- 
longs; perhaps, indeed, that higher genus may not 
yet have obtained a current name. That proportions 
hold by permutation, was. demonstrated severally for 
numbers, lines, solids, and intervals of time; but this 
belongs to each of them, not from any separate pro- 
perty of each, but from what is common to all: that, 
however, which is common to all had received no 
name, so that it was not known that one demonstration 

might comprise all the four.* In like manner, a man may 
know that an equilateral and an isosceles triangle have 
their three angles equal to two right angles, and also 
that a scalene triangle has its three angles equal to 
two right angles; yet he may not know (except sophis- 
tically and by accident”) that a triangle in genere has 
its three angles equal to two right angles, though there 
be no other triangles except equilateral, isosceles, and 
scalene. He does not know that this may be demon- 

See the explanation and references 
in Kampe, Die Erkenntniss-theorie 
des Aristoteles, ch. v. pp. 160-165. 

® Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. v. p. 74, 
a. 4-23. adda dia 7d pa) eivar ovopac- 
pevoy Tt mavTa Tadra Ev, apOpoi, pnKn, 
xpdvos, ateped, Kal eider Sradepew 
aAnrov, xwpis edapBavero. What 
these four have in common is that 
which he himself expresses by Iloodv— 
Quantwm—in the Categorie and else- 
where. (Categor. p- 4, b. 20, seq.; 
Metaph. A. p. 1020, a. 7, seq.) 

» Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. v. p. 74, 

a. 27: ovmw olde TO Tpiywvoy Sri dvo 
épOais, ei py TOV copiaTiKOY Tpd- 
mov ovde Kabddov tpiyavoy, ovS et 
pnd€ev €ote mapa TavTa Tplywvov Erepor. 
The phrase tov codiotiKoy tpdrrov is 
equivalent to rov coduotiKoy Tpdrov 
roy kata oupBeBnkds, p. 71, b. 10. 
I see nothing in it connected with 
Aristotle’s characteristic of a Sophist 
(special professional life purpose— 
tov Biov ry mpoatpecer, Metaphys. I. 
p- 1004, b. 24): the phrase means 
nothing more than wnscientijic. 
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strated of every triangle quatenus triangle. The only 
way to obtain a certain recognition of Primum Uni- 
versale, is, to abstract successively from the several 
conditions of a demonstration respecting the eonerete 
and particular, until the proposition ceases to be true. 
Thus, you have before you a brazen isosceles triangle, 
the three angles whereof are equal to two right angles. 
You may eliminate the condition brazen, and the pro- 
position will still remain true. You may also eliminate 
the condition isosceles; still the proposition is true. 
But you cannot eliminate the condition triangle, so as 
to retain only the higher genus, geometrical figure ; for 
the proposition then ceases to be always true. Triangle 
is in this case the Primum Universale* 

In every demonstration the principia or premisses 
must be not only true, but necessarily true; the con- 
clusion also will then be necessarily true, by reason 
of the premisses, and this constitutes Demonstration. 
Wherever the premisses are necessarily true, the con- 
clusion will be necessarily true; but you cannot say, 
vice versa, that wherever the conclusion is necessarily 
true, the syllogistic premisses from which it follows 
must always be necessarily true. They may be true 
without being necessarily true, or they may even be 
false: if, then, the conclusion be necessarily true, it 
is not so by reason of these premisses; and the syllo- 
gistic proof is in this case no demonstration. Your 
syllogism may have true premisses and may lead toa 
conclusion which is true by reason of them; but still 

you have not demonstrated, since neither premisses nor 
conclusion are necessarily true. When an opponent 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. v. p. 74, | adnOav pev yap €ore Kat py azo- 
a, 32-b. 4. dexvivta ovddoyicacba, €& avay- 

> Thid. vi. p. 74, b. 5-18. && | xaiwv 8 otk éorwy GAN 7) drodetkyivra: 
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contests your demonstration, he succeeds if he can 
disprove the necessity of your conclusion ; if he can show 
any single case in which it either is or may be false.* 
Tt is not enough to proceed upon a premiss which is 
either probable or simply true: it may be true, yet not 
appropriate to the case: you must take your departure 
from the first or highest universal of the genus about 
which you attempt to demonstrate.’ Again, unless you 
can state the why of your conclusion; that is to say, 
unless the middle term, by reason of which the conclu- 
sion is necessarily true, be itself necessarily true,—you 
have not demonstrated it, nor do you know it abso- 
lutely. Your middle term not being necessary may 
vanish, while the conclusion to which it was supposed 
to lead abides: in truth no conclusion was known 
through that middle. In the complete demonstrative 
or scientific syllogism, the major term must be predi- 
cable essentially or per se of the middle, and the middle 
term must be predicable essentially or per se of the 
minor; thus alone can you be sure that the conclusion 
also is per se or necessary. The demonstration cannot 
take effect through a middle term which is merely a 
Sign; the sign, even though it be a constant concomi- 
tant, yet being not, or at least not known to be, 
per se, will not bring out the why of the conclusion, 
nor make the conclusion necessary. Of non-essential 
concomitants altogether there is no demonstration ; 
wherefore it might seem to be useless to put questions 

| © Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. vi. p. 74, 
Compare Analyt. Prior. I. ii. p. 58, | b. 21-26: djdov & ek rovTwy Kal dre 
b. 7-25. eines of AapBavery oidpevor Kaas 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. vi. p. 74, | ras dpxds, eav evdokos'7 7 mpdracts 
b. 18: onpetov & dru 4» amdder&is €& | Kat GAnOns, oiov of coduoral dre TO 
dvaykaioy, dr. kai Tas evoTdcets oUT@ | enictacbat Td emiatHuny exe" KC. 
péepopev mpds tovs oiopevous dmode-| ° Ibid. b, 26-p. 75, a. 17. 
KvUvat, OTL ovK avdyKn, &c. | 

TovTo yap On dmodei~Eems eotw. | 
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about such; yet, though the questions cannot yield 
necessary premisses for a demonstrative conclusion, 
they may yield premisses from which a conclusion will 
necessarily follow.* 

In every demonstration three things may be distin- 
guished: (1) The demonstrated conclusion, or Attribute 
essential to a certain genus; (2) The Genus, of which 
the attributes per se are the matter of demonstration ; 
(3) The Axioms, out of which, or through which, the 
demonstration is obtained. These Axioms may be and 
are common to several genera: but the demonstration 
cannot be transferred from one genus to another; both 
the extremes as well as the middle term must belong 
to the same genus. An arithmetical demonstration 
cannot be transferred to magnitudes and their pro- 
perties, except in so far as magnitudes are numbers, 
which is partially true of some among them. ‘The 
demonstrations in arithmetic may indeed be transferred 
to harmonics, because harmonics is subordinate to arith- 
metic ; and, for the like reason, demonstrations in geo- 
metry may be transferred to mechanics and optics. 
But we cannot introduce into geometry any property 
of lines, which does not belong to them gué lines; such, 
for example, as that a straight line is the most beautital of 
all lines, or is the contrary of a circular line; for these 
predicates belong to it, not gud line, but gud member 
of a different or more extensive genus.” There can be 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. vi. p. 75, 
a. 8-37. 

exprime soit nécessaire. Ainsi il faut 
distinguer la nécessité de la forme et 

On the point last mentioned, M. 
Barthélemy St.Hilaire observes in his 
note, p. 41 :—Dans les questions de 
dialectique, la conclusion est nécessaire 
en ce sens, quelle suit nécessairement 
des prémisses; elle n’est pas du tout 
nécessaire en ce sens, quela chose qu'elle 

la nécessité de la matiére : ou comme 

disent les scholastiques, necessitas la- 
| tionis ef necessitas materice. La dia- 

lectique se contente de la premiére, 
mais la demonstration a essentielle- 

ment besoin des deux.” 
» Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. vii. p. 75, 
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no complete demonstration about perishable things, or 
about any individual line, except in regard to its attri- 
butes as member of the genus line. Where the con- 
clusion is not eternally true, but true at one time and 
not true at another, this can only be because one of its 
premisses is not universal or essential. Where both 
premisses are universal and essential, the conclusion 
must be eternal or eternally true. As there is no 
demonstration, so also there can be no definition, of 
perishable attributes.’ 

For complete demonstration, it is not sufficient that 
the premisses be true, immediate, and undemonstrable ; 
they must, furthermore, be essential and appropriate to 
the class in hand. Unless they be such, you cannot be 
said to know the conclusion absolutely; you know it 
only by accident. You can only know a conclusion 
when demonstrated from its own appropriate premisses ; 
and you know it best when it is demonstrated from 
its highest premisses. It is sometimes difficult to de- 
termine whether we really know or not; for we fancy 
that we know, when we demonstrate from true and 
universal principia, without beg aware whether 
they are, or are not, the principia appropriate to the 

a. 388-b. 20. Mr. Poste, in his trans- 
lation, here cites (p. 50) a good illus- 
trative passage from Dr. Whewell’s 
Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences, 
Book II. ii. :—‘‘ But, in order that we 

may make any real advance in the 
discovery of truth, our ideas must not 
only be clear; they must also be ap- 
propriate. Each science has for its 
basis a different class of ideas; and 
the steps which constitute the pro- 
gress of one science can never be made 
by employing the ideas of another 
kind of science. No genuine advance 

could ever be obtained in Mechanics 
by applying to the subject the ideas 
of space and time merely; no ad- 
vance in Chemistry by the use of 
mere mechanical conceptions ; no dis- 
covery in Physiology by referring 
facts to mere chemical and mechanical 
principles.” &c. 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. viii. p. 75, 
b. 21-36. Compare Metaphys. Z. p. 
1040, a. 1: SnAav dre ovK dy ely adroy 
(rav Pbaptav) otf dpiopos ov? aréd- 
deréis. Also Biese, Die Philosophie 
des Aristoteles, ch. iv. p. 249. 
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case.* But these principia must always be assumed with- 
out demonstration—the class whose essential constituent 
properties are in question, the universal Axioms, and 
the Definition or meaning of the attributes to be demon- 
strated. If these definitions and axioms are not always 
formally enunciated, it is because we tacitly presume 
them to be already known and admitted by the learner.” 
He may indeed always refuse to grant them in express 
words, but they are such that he cannot help grant- 
ing them by internal assent in his mind, to which 
every syllogism must address itself. When you assume 
a premiss without demonstrating it, though it be really 
demonstrable, this, if the learner is favourable and will- 

ing to grant it, is an assumption or Hypothesis, valid 
relatively to him alone, but not valid absolutely : if he 
is reluctant or adverse, it is a Postulate, which you claim 
whether he is satisfied or not.© The Definition by itself 
is not an hypothesis; for it neither affirms nor denies the’ 
existence of anything. The pupil must indeed understand 
the terms of it; but this alone is not an hypothesis, 
unless you call the fact that the pupil comes to learn, 
an hypothesis." The Hypothesis or assumption is con- 
tained in the premisses, being that by which the 
reason of the conclusion comes to be true. Some 
object that the geometer makes a false hypothesis or 
assumption, when he declares a given line drawn to 
be straight, or to be a foot long, though it is neither one 

* Aristot. Anal. Post. I. ix. p. 75, 
b. 87-p. 76, a. 30. 

duaheper UmdOecrs Kal aitnpa, &e. 
Themistius, Paraphras. p. 37, Spengel. 

® Ibid. x. p. 76, a. 31-b. 22. 
© Thid. b. 29-384: e€dy pev Soxodvta 

AapBavn to pavOavovtt, wrorid pBavy TO p , vmoriderat, 
ed a ¢ in © , > \ kal €otw ody dmhas imdbecis, d\a 

mpos ekeivoy povov, av dé i) pndepas 
> , , x alae , 2 u 
evovons Sdéns 7) Kal evaytias éevovons 
AapBavn TO avro, airetra. Kali rovTw 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. x. 76, b. 
36: rodro & ovx tmdbeots, et py Kal 
TO dkove ty indbeclv Tis civar Pyoer. 
For the meaning of rd dakovety, 
compare 6 akovev, infra, Analyt. 
Post. I. xxiv. p. 85, b. 22, 
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nor the other. But this objection has no pertinence, 
since the geometer does not derive his conclusions from 
what is true of the visible lines drawn before his eyes, 
but from what is true of the lines conceived in his 
own mind, and signified or illustrated by the visible 
diagrams." 

The process of Demonstration neither requires, nor 
countenances, the Platonic theory of Ideas—universal 
substances beyond and apart from particulars, But it 
does require that we should admit universal predica- 
tions; that is, one and the same predicate truly appli- 
cable in the same sense to many different particulars, 
Unless this be so, there can be no universal major 
premiss, nor appropriate middle term, nor valid demon- 
strative syllogism.” 

The Maxim or Axiom of Contradiction, in its most 
general enunciation, is never formally enunciated by 
any special science; but each of them assumes the 
Maxim so far as applicable to its own purpose, when- 
ever the Reductio ad Absurdum is introduced.’ It is in 
this and the other common principles or Axioms 
that all the sciences find their point of contact and 
communion; and that Dialectic also comes into com- 
munion with all of them, as also the science (First 
Philosophy) that scrutinizes the validity or demon- 
strability of the Axioms." The dialectician is not 

¥ 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. x. p. 77, a. A similar doctrine is asserted, 
1: 6 S€ yewperpns ovdev cupmepai- | Analyt. Prior. I. xli. p. 49, b. 35, and 
verat TO THVdE ElvaL THY ypanpny HY 
avtos épbeyxrar, adda Ta Sia TovT@Y 

dnAovpeva. 
Themistius, Paraphr. p. 37: aomep 

ovd’ of yewpeTpar KexXpnvTat Tais ypap- 
pais tmép ov Stadéyovrat kai Seckvv- 

> tee | » > cl ae e 

ovo, ddAN as €xovoew ev TH Wuyi, ov 
ae | , rv c ris , ciot cvpBora ai ypapopeva.. 

still more clearly in De Memoria et 
Reminiscentia. p. 450, a, 2-12. 

» Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. xi. p. 77, 
a. 5-9. 

© Ibid. a. 10, seq. 
4 Aristot. Anal. Post. I. xi. p. 77, 4. 

26-30: Kai et tis KaOddov meip@ro 
Seckvivac TA Kowa, oloy Ste array avat 
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confined to any one science, or to any definite subject- 
matter. His liberty of interrogation is unlimited ; but 
his procedure is essentially interrogatory, and he is 
bound to accept the answer of the respondent—what- 
ever it be, affirmative or negative—as premiss for any 
syllogism that he may construct. In this way he can 
never be sure of demonstrating any thing; for the 
affirmative and the negative will not be equally ser- 
viceable for that purpose. There is indeed also, in 
discussions on the separate sciences, a legitimate prac- 
tice of scientific interrogation. Here the questions 
proper to be put are limited in number, and the an- 
swers proper to be made are determined beforehand by 
the truths of the science—say Geometry ; still, an answer 
thus correctly made will serve to the interrogator as 
premiss for syllogistic demonstration. The respondent 
must submit to have such answer tested by appeal to 
geometrical principia and to other geometrical propo- 
sitions already proved as legitimate conclusions from 
the principia; if he finds himself involved in contra- 
dictions, he is confuted gud geometer, and must correct 
or modify his answer. But he is not bound, qua 
geometer, to undergo scrutiny as to the geometrical 
principia themselves; this would carry the dialogue out 
of the province of Geometry into that of First Philo- 
sophy and Dialectic. Care, mdeed, must be taken 

i) aroavat, 7) Ott toa amd towr, 7) TOV 
Toovt@y arta. Compare Metaph. K. 
p- 1061. b. 18. 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. [. xii. p. 77, 
a. 36-40; Themistius, p. 40. 

The text is here very obscure. He 
proceeds to.distinguish Geometry es- 
pecially (also other sciences, though 
less emphatically) from ra ev rots 
Suaddyors (I. xii. p. 78, a. 12). 

Julius Pacius, ad Analyt. Post. I. 
viii. (he divides the chapters differ- 
ently), p. 417, says:—‘“ Differentia 
interrogationis dialectic et demon- 
strative hee est. Dialecticus ita in- 
terrogat, ut optionem det adversario, 

uirum malit affirmare an negare, 
Demonstrator vero interrogat ut rem 
evidentiorem faciat; id est, ut doceat 
ex principiis auditori notis.” 
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to keep both questions and answers within the limits 
of the science. Now there can be no security for 
this restriction, except in the scientific competence of 
the auditors. Refrain, accordingly, from all geometrical 
discussions among men ignorant of geometry and con- 
fine yourself to geometrical auditors, who alone can 
distinguish what questions and answers are really ap- 
propriate. And what is here said about geometry, 
is equally true about the other special sciences.* An- 
swers may be improper either as foreign to the science 
under debate, or as appertaining to the science, yet 
false as to the matter, or as equivocal in middle term ; 
though this last is less likely to occur in Geometry, 
since the demonstrations are accompanied by diagrams, 
which help to render conspicuous any such ambiguity.” 
To an inductive proposition, bringing forward a single 
case as contributory to an ultimate generalization, 
no general objection should be offered; the objection 
should be reserved until the generalization itself is ten- 
dered.° Sometimes the mistake is made of drawing an 

* Aristot. Analyt. Post. I. xii. p. 77, * Analyt. Post. I. xii. p. 77, b. 34 seq. 
b. 1-15; Themistius, p. 41: od yap 
Gorep tav evddE@av oi rodXol kptrai, 
oUT@ kal T@v Kat e€mioTHpny oi av- 
emliaTnpoves. 

» Analyt. Post. I. xii. p. 77, b. 16-33. 
Propositions within the limits of the 
science, but false as to matter, are 

styled by Aristotle Wevdoypapnpara. 
See Aristot. Sophist. Elench. xi. p. 
ari, b. 14; p. 172, a. 1. 

“Trinterrogation syllogistique se 
confondant avec Ja proposition, il 
s’ensuit que Vinterrogation doit étre, 
comme la proposition, propre a la 
science dont il s’'agit” (Barthélemy 
St. Hilaire, note, p. 70). Interroga- 
tion here has a different meaning from 
that which it bears in Dialectic. 

VOL. I. 

This passage is to me hardly intelli- 
gible. It is differently understood by 
commentators and translators. John 
Philoponus in the Scholia (p. 217, b. 
17-82, Brandis), cites the explanation 
of it given by Ammonius, but rejects 
that explanation, and waits for others 
to supply him with a better. Zabar- 
ella (Comm. in Analyt. Post. pp. 426, 
456, ed. Venet. 1617) admits that as it 
stands, and where it stands, it is unin- 
telligible, but transposes it to another 
part of the book (to the end of cap, 
xvii., immediately before the words 
spavepov dé kat dr, &c., of c. xviii.), 
and gives an explanation of it in this 
altered position. But I do not think 
he has succeeded in clearing it up, 

WY 
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affirmative conclusion from premisses in the Second 
figure; this is formally wrong, but the conclusion may 
in some cases be true, if the major premiss happens to 
be a reciprocating proposition, having its predicate co- 
extensive with its subject. This, however, cannot be 
presumed; nor can a conclusion be made to yield up its 
principles by necessary reciprocation; for we have 
already observed that, though the truth of the premisses 
certifies the truth of the conclusion, we cannot say vice 
versa that the truth of the conclusion certifies the truth 
of the premisses. Yet propositions are more frequently 
found to reciprocate in scientific discussion than in 
Dialectic; because, in the former, we take no account 

of accidental properties, but only of definitions and 
what follows from them.’ 

Knowledge of Fact and knowledge of the Cause must 
be distinguished, and even within the same science.” 
In some syllogisms the conclusion only brings out 
to O7t—the reality of certain facts; m others, it ends 
in ro &07-—the affirmation of a cause, or of the. Why. 
The syllogism of the Why is, where the middle term 
is not merely the cause, but the proximate cause,. 

of the conclusion. Often however the effect is more 
notorious, so that we employ it as middle term, and 
conclude from it to its reciprocating cause; in which 
case our syllogism is only of the 67; and so it is also 
when we employ as middle term a cause not proximate 
but remote, concluding from that to the effect... Some- 

® Analyt. Post. I. xii. p. 77, b. 40- | pev @s rd drt, did Oarépov Sé ws Td 
p. 78, a.|18. | Ovéte. 

> Analyt. Post. I. xiii. p. 77, a. 22 “Cum enim vera demonstratio, id 
seq. est tov Ovdrz, fiat per causam proxi- 

¢ Themistius, p. 45: aoAAdkis ovp- | Mam, consequens est, ut demonstratio 
Baiver Kat avtiotpépev addndors 7d | vel per effectum proximum, vel per 

airuov kai Td onpeiov Kal Gude Oei- | causamremotam, sit demonstratio rov 

kvucba 80 adAHAwy, Sia Tod onpeiou | ore” (Julius Pacius, Comm. p. 422). 
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times the syllogisms of the ov may fall under one 
science, those of the éo7 under another, namely, in 
the case where one science is subordinate to another, 
as optics to geometry, and harmonics to arithmetic ; 
the facts of optics and harmonics belonging to sense 
and observation, the causes thereof to mathematical 
reasoning. It may happen, then, that a man knows 
+6 &67e well, but is comparatively ignorant tod éru: the 
geometer may have paid little attention to optical facts.* 
Cognition of the Gor is the maximum, the perfection, 
of all cognition; and this, comprising arithmetical and 
geometrical theorems, is almost always attained by syl- 
logisms in the First figure. This figure is the. most 
truly scientific of the three ; the other two figures de- 
pend upon it for expansion and condensation, It is, 
besides, the only one in which universal affirmative 
conclusions can be obtained; for in the Second figure 

we get only negative conclusions; in the Third, only 
particular. Accordingly, propositions declaring Essence 
or Definition, obtained only through universal affirma- 
tive conclusions, are yielded in none but the First figure. 

As there are some affirmative propositions that are 
indivisible, z.e. having affirmative predicates which be- 
long to a subject at once, directly, immediately, indi- 
visibly,—so there are also some indivisible negative 
propositions, 7.¢., with predicates that belong negatively 
to a subject at once, directly, &c. In all such there 

M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire observes 
(Note, p. 82) :-—“La cause éloignée 
non immédiate, donne un syllogisme 
dans la seconde figure.—Il est vrai 
qu’ Aristote n’appelle cause que la 
cause immeédiate; et que la cause 

éloignée n’est pas pour lui une vérit- 
able cause.” ; 

See in Schol, p. 188, a, 19, the ex- 

planation given by Alexander of the 
syllogism rob d:dre. 

* Analyt. Post. 1. xiii. p.79, a. 2, seq. : 
evravOa yap TO pev Ott Tov aicOnTiKav 
eld€var, TO Oe dude TOY paOynpatiKar, &c. 
Compare Analyt, Prior, II. xxi. p. 67, 
a. 11; and Metaphys. A. p. 981, a. 15, 

» Analyt. Post. I. xiv. p. 79, a, 
17-82, 

v2 
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is no intermediate step to justify either the affirmation 
of the predicate, or the negation of the predicate, re- 
specting the given subject. This will be the case 
where neither the predicate nor the subject is contained 
in any higher genus.’ 

In regard both to these propositions immediate and 
indivisible, and to propositions mediate and deducible, 
there are two varieties of error.” You may err simply, 

from ignorance, not knowing better, and not supposing 
yourself to know at all; or your error may be a false 
conclusion, deduced by syllogism through a middle term, 
and accompanied by a belief on your part that you do 
know. This may happen in different ways. Suppose 
the negative proposition, No B is A, to be true imme- 
diately or indivisibly. Then, if you conclude the con- 
trary of this (All B is A) to be true, by syllogism 

* Analyt. Post. I. xv. p. 79, a. 33- 
b. 22. The point which Aristotle here 
especially insists upon is, that there 
may be and are immediate, undemon- 
strable, negative (as well as affir- 
mative) predicates: qavepov ovy ore 
évdéxeral Te G\No GAM py UTap- 
xecv aropos. (Themistius, Paraphr. 
p. 48, Spengel: dwecos d€ mpotdcers 
ov katapdces pdvoy eicivy, adda kal 
dropacets Gpoiws at pn Svvavrat dua 

ovdAoyopov SetxyOjvar, attrac 8 eioiv 
ep dv ovderépov Tv Gpwv Gddos Tis 
ddov Katnyopeira.) It had been already 
shown, in an earlier chapter of this 
treatise (p. 72, b. 19), that there were 
affirmative predicates immediate and 
undemonstrable. This may be com- 
pared with that which Plato declares 
in the Sophistes (pp. 253-254, seq.) 
about the intercommunion tév yevav 
kat Tay eidav with each other. Some 
of them admit such intercommunion, 
others repudiate it. ‘ 

» Analyt. Post. I. xvi. p. 79, b. 23: 

dyvoia kat amdpacww—ayvoia Kara 
duddecw. See Themistius, p. 49, 
Spengel. In regard to simple and 
uncombined ideas, ignorance is not 
possible as an erroneous combination, 
but only as a mental blank. You 
either have the idea and thus know 
so much truth, or you have not the 
idea. and are thus ignorant to that 
extent; this is the only alternative. 
Cf. Aristot. Metaph. ©. p. 1051, a. 
384; De Anima, III. vi. p. 480, a. 26. 

° Analyt. Post. I. xvi. p. 79, b. 29. 
M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire remarks 
(p. 95, n.):—“Tl faut remarquer qu’ 
Aristote ne s’occupe que des modes 
universels dans la premiére et dans la 
seconde figure, parceque, la démon- 
stration étant toujours universelle, les 
propositions qui expriment lerreur 
opposée doivent Vétre comme elle. 
Ainsi ce sont les propositions con- 
traires, et non les contradictoires, dont 

il sera question ici.” 
For the like reason the Third figure 
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through the middle term C, your syllogism must be in 
the First figure ; it must have the minor premiss false 
(since B is brought under ©, when it is not contained 
in any higher genus), and it may have both premisses 
false. Again, suppose the affirmative proposition, All 
Bis A, to be true immediately or indivisibly. Then 
if you conclude the contrary of this (No B is A) to be 
true, by syllogism through the middle term C, your 
syllogism may be in the First figure, but it may also 
be in the Second figure, your ‘alse conclusion bein 
negative. If it be in the First figure, both its pre- 
misses may be false, or one of them only may be false, 
either indifferently. If it be in the Second figure, 
either premiss singly may be wholly false, or both may 
be partly false.” 

Let us next assume the affirmative proposition, All 
Bis A, to be true, but mediate and deducible through 
the middle term C. If you conclude the contrary of 
this (No B is A) through the same middle term (, in 
the First figure, your error cannot arise from falsity 
in the minor premiss, because your minor (by the laws 
of the figure) must be affirmative: your error must 
arise from a false major, because a negative major 
is not inconsistent with the laws of the First figure. 
On the other hand, if you conclude the contrary in the 
First figure through a different middle term, D, either 
both your premisses will be false, or your minor premiss 
will be false.* If you employ the Second figure to 
conclude your contrary, both your premisses cannot be 
false, though either one of them singly may be false.4 

is not mentioned here, but only the | Béo@ oxnpatt das pév elvar ras First and Second; because in the | mpordceis auorépas wWevdeis ovk 
Third figure no universal conclusion evdexera—eni te 8 Exarépay ovdéev 
can be proved (Julius Pacius, p. 431). | kodver Wevd# efvar. 

* Analyt. Post. I. xvi. p. 80, a. 6-26. * Ibid. b. 17-p. 81, a. 4. 
* Thid. a. 27-b. 14: ev 8€ r@| ¢ Ibid. p. 81, a, 5-14, 
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Such will be the case when the deducible proposition 

assumed to be true is affirmative, and when therefore 

the contrary conclusion which you profess to have 

proved is negative. But if the deducible proposition 

assumed to be true is negative, and if consequently the 

contrary conclusion must be affirmative,—then, if you 

try to prove this contrary through the same middle 

term, your premisses cannot both be false, but your 

major premiss must always be false." If, however, you 

try to prove the contrary through a different and 

inappropriate middle term, you cannot convert the 

minor premiss to its contrary (because the minor pre- 

miss must continue affirmative, in order that you may 

arrive at any conclusion at all), but the major can be 

so converted, Should the major premiss thus converted 

be true, the minor will be false; should the major pre- 

miss thus converted be false, the minor may be either 

true or false. Either one of the premisses, or both the 

premisses, may thus be false." 

Errors of simple ignorance (not concluded from 

false syllogism) may proceed from defect or failure 

of sensible perception, in one or other of its branches. 

For without sensation there can be no induction ; and 

it is from induction only that the premisses for demon- 

stration by syllogism are obtained.. We cannot arrive 

at universal propositions, even in what are called 

abstract sciences, except through induction of par- 

ticulars; nor can we demonstrate except from universals. 

Induction and Demonstration are the only two ways of 

learning ; and the particulars composing our inductions 

can only be known through sense.’ 

— 

* Analyt. Post. I. xvii. p.81,a. 15-20. | difficul
t chapters. 

> [pid. a. 20-384. Mr. Poste’s trans- © Analyt. Post. I. xviii. p. 81, a. 38- 

lation (pp. 65-70) is very perspicuous b. 9. In this important chapter (the 

and instructive in regard to these two | doctrines of which are more fully ex- 
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Aristotle next proceeds .to show (what in previous 
passages he had assumed)?* that, if Demonstration or the 
syllogistic process be possible—if there be any truths 
supposed demonstrable, this implies that there must be 
primary or ultimate truths. It has been explained that 
the constituent elements assumed in the Syllogism are 
three terms and two propositions or premisses; in the 
major premiss, A is affirmed (or denied) of all B; in 
the minor, B is affirmed of all C; in the conclusion, 
A is affirmed (or denied) of all 0.” Now it is pos- 
sible that there may be some one or more predicates 
higher than A, but it is impossible that there can be 
an infinite series of such higher predicates. So also 
there may be one or more subjects lower than C, 
and of which C will be the predicate; but it is impos- 
sible that there can be an infinite series of such lower 
subjects. In like manner there may perhaps be one or 
more middle terms between A and B, and between B 

and ©; but it is impossible that there can be an infinite 
series of such intervening middle terms. There must 
be a limit to the series ascending, descending, or inter- 
vening.” These remarks have no application to reci- 
procating propositions, in which the predicate is 

panded in the last chapter of the 
Second Book of the Analyt. Post.), the 
text of Waitz does not fully agree 
with that of Julius Pacius, In Fir- 
min Didot’s edition the text is the 
same as in Waitz; but his Latin 
translation remains adapted to that of 
Julius Pacius. Waitz gives the sub- 
stance of the chapter as follows (ad 
Organ. IT. p. 847):—“ Universales pro- 
positiones omnes inductione comparan- 
tur, quum etiam in iis, que a sensibus 
maxime aliena videntur et qua, ut 
mathematica (ra e€ adarpéoews), cogi- 
tatione separantur 4 materia quacum 

conjuncta sunt, inductione probentur 
ea que de genere (e.g., de linea vel 
de corpore mathematico), ad quod 
demonstratio pertineat, pradicentur 
ka@ avrda et cum ejus natura con- 
juncta sint. Inductio autem iis niti- 
tur qu sensibus percipiuntur ; nam 
res singulares sentiuntur, scientia vero 
rerum singularium non datur sine in- 
ductione, non datur inductio sine 
sensu.” 

* Analyt. Prior. I. xxvii. p. 43, a. 
88; Analyt. Post. I. ii. p. 71, b. 21. 

» Analyt. Post. I. xix. p. 81,b. 10-17. 
° Ibid. p. 81, b. 30-p. 82 a. 14. 
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co-extensive with the subject." But they apply alike to 
demonstrations negative and affirmative, and alike to 
all the three figures of Syllogism.° 

In Dialectical Syllogism it is enough if the pre- 
misses be admitted or reputed as propositions imme- 
diately true, whether they are so in reality or not; but 
in Scientific or Demonstrative Syllogism they must be 
so in reality: the demonstration is not complete unless 
it can be traced up to premisses that are thus imme- 
diately or directly true (without any intervening 
middle term).° That there are and must be such primary 
or immediate premisses, Aristotle now undertakes to 
prove, by some dialectical reasons, and other analytical 
or scientific reasons. He himself thus distinguishes 
them ; but the distinction is faintly marked, and amounts, 
at most, to this, that the analytical reasons advert only 
to essential predication, and to the conditions of scientific 
demonstration, while the dialectical reasons dwell upon 

* Analyt. Post. I. xix. p. 82, a. 15- 
20. M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire, p. 
117 :—“Ceci ne saurait s’appliquer 
aux termes réciproques, parce que dans 
les termes qui peuvent étre attribués 
réciproquement Yun a l’autre, on ne 
peut pas dire qu'il y ait ni premier ni 
dernier rélativement a l’attribution.” 

» Analyt. Post. I. xx.,xxi. p. 82, a. 
21-b. 36. 

° Ibid. xix. p. 81, b. 18-29, 
eq Toidy xxi.) p: (82, b. a5) xxdil yp: 

84, a. 7: ANoyeKas pev ov ek 
TOUTOV dy TIS MLOTEVTELE TEPL TOU NEX- 
Oévros, dvyadutik@s de Oia Tovde 
gbavepoy guytopwtepov. In Scholia, 
p- 227, aj 42, the same distinction 
is expressed by Philoponus in the 
terms AoyKarepa and apayparwdéc- 
tepa. Compare Biese, Die Philosophie 
des Aristoteles, pp. 184, 261; Rassow, 
De Notionis Definitione, pp. 19, 20; 
Heyder, Aristot. u. Hegel. Dialektik, 

pp. 316, 317. 
Aristotle, however, does not always 

adhere closely to the distinction. 
Thus, if we compare the logical or 
dialectical reasons given, p. 82, b. 37, 
seq., with the analytical, announced 
as beginning p. 84, a. 8, seq., we find 
the same main topic dwelt upon in both, 
namely, that to admit an infinite series 
excludes the possibility of Definition. 
Both Alexander and Ammonius agree 
in announcing this as the capital topic 
on which the proof turned; but Alex- 
ander inferred from hence that the 
argument was purely dialectical (Ao- 
yoy émtxeipnua), while Ammonius 
regarded it as a reason thoroughly 
convincing and evident: 6 pevro. 
prdcomos (Ammonius) eye py Sua 
TovTo héyew AOyuKa Ta emLxetpH- 
pata: evapyes yap Ort eioly dpiopol, et 
pn axatadniav cicayayopev (Schol. 

| p. 227, a. 40, seq., Brand.). 
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these, but include something else besides, viz., acci- 
dental predication. The proof consists mainly in the 
declaration that, unless we assume some propositions to 
be true immediately, indivisibly, undemonstrably,—De- 
finition, Demonstration, and Science would be alike 
impossible. If the ascending series of predicates is 
endless, so that we never arrive at a highest generic 
predicate ; if the descending series of subjects is endless, 
so that we never reach a lowest subject,—no definition 
can ever be attained. The essential properties, included 
in the definition, must be finite in number; and the 
accidental predicates must also be finite in number, 
since they have no existence except as attached to some 
essential subject, and since they must come under one 
or other of the nine later Categories." If, then, the two 
extremes are thus fixed and finite—the highest predicate 

and the lowest subject—it is impossible that there can 
be an infinite series of terms between the two. The 
intervening terms must be finite in number. The 
Aristotelian theory therefore is, that there are certain 
propositions directly and immediately true, and others 
derived from them by demonstration through middle 
terms.” It is alike an error to assert that every thing 
can be demonstrated, and that nothing can be demon- 
strated. 

* Analyt. Post. I. xxii. p. 83, a. 20, 
b. 14. Only eight of the ten Cate- 
gories are here enumerated. 

> Analyt. Post. I. xxii. p. 84, a. 30- 
85. The paraphrase of Themistius 
(pp. 55-58, Spengel) states the Ari- 
stotelian reasoning in clearer language 
than Aristotle himself. Zabarella 
(Comm. in Analyt. Post. I. xviii. ; 
context. 148, 150, 154) repeats that 
Aristotle’s proof is founded upon the 
undeniable fact that there ave defini- 

tions, and that without them there 

could be no demonstration and no 
science. This excludes the supposi- 
tion of an infinite series of predicates 
and of middle terms :—“ Sumit ra- 
tionem 4 definitione ; si in predicatis 
in quid procederetur ad infinitum, 
sequeretur auferri definitionem et 
omnino essentia cognitionem ; sed 
hoc dicendum non est, quum omnium 
consensioni adversetur” (p. 466, Ven. 

| 1617). 
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It is plain from Aristotle’s own words* that he in- 
tended these four chapters (xix.-xxil.) as a confirmation 
of what he had already asserted in chapter iu. of the 
present treatise, and as farther refutation of the two 

distinct classes of opponents there indicated : (1) those 
who said that every thing was demonstrable, demon- 
stration in a circle being admissible ; (2) those who said 
that nothing was demonstrable, inasmuch as the train 
of predication upwards, downwards, and intermediate, 
was infinite. Both these two classes of opponents agreed 
in saying, that there were no truths immediate and 
indemonstrable ; and it is upon this point that Aristotle 
here takes issue with them, seeking to prove that there 
are and must be such truths. But I cannot think the 
proof satisfactory ; nor has it appeared so to able com- 
mentators either of ancient or modern times—from 
Alexander of Aphrodisias down to Mr. Poste.” The 

° Analyt. Post. I. xxii. p. 84, a. 32: 
omep ehapmev tivas héyewv Kar apxas, 
&e. 

> See Mr. Poste’s note, p. 77, of his 
translation of this treatise. After 
saying that the first of Aristotle’s 
dialectical proofs is faulty, and that 
the second is a petitio principit, Mr. 
Poste adds, respecting the so-called 
analytical proof given by Aristotle: 
— Tt is not so much a proof, as a 
more accurate determination of the 
principle to be postulated. This postu- 
late, the existence of first principles, 
as concerning the constitution of the 
world, appears to belong properly to 
Metaphysics, and is merely borrowed 
by Logic.| See Metaph. ii. 2, and 
Introduction.” In the passage of the 
Metaphysica. (a. p. 994) here cited 
the main argument of Aristotle is 
open to the same objection of petitio 
principtt which Mr. Poste urges 

against Aristotle’s second dialectical 
argument in this place. 

Mr. John Stuart Mill, in his System 
of Logic, takes for granted that there 
must be immediate, indemonstrable 

truths, to serve as a basis for deduc- 
tion; “that there cannot be a chain 

of proof suspended from nothing ;” 
that there must be ultimate laws of 
nature, though we cannot be sure that 
the laws now known to us are ulti- 
mate. 

On the other hand, we read in 
the recent work of an acute contem- 
porary philosopher, Professor Delboeuf 
(Essai de Logique Scientifique, Liege, 
1865, Pref. pp. v, vii, vill, pp. 46, 
47 :)—“Il est des points sur les- 
quels je crains de ne m’étre pas ex- 
pliqué assez nettement, entre autres 

la question du fondement de la certi- 
tude. Je suis de ceux qui repoussent 
de toutes leurs forces l’axiome si 
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elaborate amplification added in these last chapters adds 
no force to the statement already given at the earlier 
stage; and it is in one respect a change for the worse, 
inasmuch as it does not advert to the important dis- 
tinction announced in chapter ii., between universal 
truths known by Induction (from sense and particulars), 

spécieux qu’on ne peut tout dé- 
montrer; cette proposition aurait, 
& mes yeux, plus besoin que toute 
autre d’une démonstration. Cette 
démonstration ne sera en _ partie 
donnée que quand on aura une 
bonne fois énuméré toutes les pro- 
positions indémontrables; et quand 
on aura bien défini le caractére auquel 
on les reconnait. Nulle part on ne 
trouve ni une semblable énumération, | 

ni uve semblable définition. On reste 
a cet égard dans une position vague, 
et par cela méme facile & défendre.” 

It would seem, by these words, that 
M. Delbceuf stands in the most direct 
opposition to Aristotle, who teaches 
us that the dapyai or principia from 
which demonstration starts cannot be 
themselves demonstrated. But when 
we compare other passages of M. Del- 
beeuf’s work, we find that, in rejecting 
all undemonstrable propositions, what 
he really means is to reject all sel/- 
evident universal truths. “C'est done 
une véritable illusion d’admettre des 
vérités évidentes par elles-mémes. 11 
n’y a pas de proposition fausse que 
nous ne soyons disposés d’admettre 
comme axiome, quand rien ne nous 
a encore autorisés 4 la repousser” 
(p. ix.). This is quite true in my 
opinion ; but the immediate indemon- 
strable truths for which Aristotle 
contends as dpyai of demonstration, 
are not announced by him as se/f- 
evident, they are declared to be re- | 
sults of sense and induction, to be 
raised from observation of particulars 
multiplied, compared, and perma- 

nently formularized under the in- 
tellectual habitus called Nous. By 
Demonstration Aristotle means de- 

duction in its. most perfect form, 
beginning from these dpxai which 
are inductively known but not de- 

| monstrable (7. e. not knowable de- 
ductively). And in this view the 
very able and instructive treatise of 
M. Delbceuf mainly coincides, assign- 
ing even greater preponderance to the 

inductive process, and approximating 
in this respect to the important im- 
provements in logical theory advanced 
by Mr. John Stuart Mill. 
Among the universal propositions 

which are not derived from Induction, 
but which serve as dpyxat for Deduc- 
tion and Demonstration, we may 
reckon the religious, ethical, xsthe- 
tical, social, political, &c., beliefs re- 
ceived in each different community, 
and impressed upon all newcomers 
born into it by the force of precept, 
example, authority. Here the major 
premiss is felt by each individual as 
carrying an authority of its own, 
stamped and enforced by the sanction 
of society, and by the disgrace or 
other penalties in store for those who 
disobey it. It is ready to be inter- 
preted and diversified by suitable 
minor premisses in all inferential ap- 
plications. But these dpyai for de- 
duction, differing widely at different 
times and places, though generated 
in the same manner and enforced by 
the same sanction, would belong more 
properly to the class which Aristotle 
terms ta évdoéa. 
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and universal truths known by Deduction from these. 
The truths immediate and indemonstrable (not known 
through a middle term) are the inductive truths, as 
Aristotle declares in many places, and most emphatically 
at the close of the Analytica Posteriora. But in these 
chapters, he hardly alludes to Induction. Moreover, 
while trying to prove that there must be immediate 
universal truths, he neither gives any complete list of 
them, nor assigns any positive characteristic whereby to 
identify them. Opponents might ask him whether 
these immediate universal truths were not ready-made 
inspirations of the mind ; and if so, what better authority 

they had than the Platonic Ideas, which are con- 
temptuously dismissed. 
We have thus recognized that there exist immediate 

(ultimate or primary) propositions, wherein the con- 
junction between predicate and subject is such that no 
intermediate term can be assigned between them. 
When A is predicated both of B and OC, this may per- 
haps be in consequence of some common property 
possessed by B and C, and such common property will 
form a middle term. For example, equality of angles 
to two right angles belongs both to an isosceles and to a 
scalene triangle, and it belongs to them by reason of 
their common property—triangular figure; which last is 
thus the middle term. But this need not be always the 
case." It is possible that the two propositions—A. pre- 
dicated of B, A predicated of C—may both of them 
be immediate propositions; and that there may be no 
community of nature between B and C. Whenever a 
middle term can be found, demonstration is possible ; 
but where no middle term can be found, demonstration 
is impossible. The proposition, whether affirmative or 

* Analyt. Post. I. xxiii. p. 84, b. 8-18. rotro & ovk det ovtas exer. 
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negative, is then an immediate or indivisible one. Such 
propositions, and the terms of which they are composed, 
are the ultimate elements or principia of Demonstration. 
Predicate and subject are brought constantly into closer 
and closer conjunction, until at last they become one 
and indivisible.* Here we reach the unit or element 
of the syllogizing process. In all scientific calculations 
there is assumed an unit to start from, though in each 
branch of science it is a different unit ; e.g. in barology, 
the pound-weight; in harmonics, the quarter-tone; in 
other branches of science, other units.” Analytical 
research teaches us that the corresponding unit in 
Syllogism is the affirmative or negative proposition 
which is primary, immediate, indivisible. In Demon- 
stration and Science it is the Not or Intellect. 

Having thus, in the long preceding reasoning, sought 
to prove that all demonstration must take its departure 
from primary undemonstrable principia—from some 
premisses, affrmative and negative, which are directly 
true in themselves, and not demonstrable through any 
middle term or intervening propositions, Aristotle 
now passes to a different enquiry. We have some 
demonstrations in which the conclusion is Particular, 
others in which it is Universal: again, some A ffirma- 
tive, some Negative. Which of the two, in each of these 
alternatives, is the best? We have also demonstrations 

Direct or Ostensive, and demonstrations Indirect or by 

way of Reductio ad Absurdum. Which of these two is the 

* Analyt. Post. I. xxiii. p. 84, b. 25- 
la 3% \ sf, a o > ( 37. det TO pero TuKVOUTAaL, Ews ad.at- 

4 , @& a4 S’ go a 

pera yevnrar kal ev. ears & &, Ora 
dpecoy yevntat kal pla mperacts amas 
7) Gperos. 

* Ibid. b. 37: kai domep ev rots 
aAros 1) apxn amdovv, todto & ov 

t He Y - > Lo ) ce ‘ a“ 

TaUTO TavTaxoU, aA)’ ev Papei pev pva, 
ev O€ pede Siecis, GAdo 8 ey AdrQ, 
ovtas €v auAdoyiop@ TO Ev mpdracis 
a 2 | Pee) , Noes , c dpecos, ev 8 amodeiEer Kal emiotnun 6 
vous. 

* hid. b. 35-p. 85, a. 1. 
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best ? Both questions appear to have been subjected to 
debate by contemporary philosophers.* 

Aristotle discusses these points dialectically (as indeed 
he points out in the Topica that the comparison of two 
things generally, as to better and worse, falls under the 
varieties of dialectical enquiry ”), first stating and next © 
refuting the arguments on the weaker side. Some 
persons may think (he says) that demonstration of the 
Particular is better than demonstration of the Universal : 
first, because it conducts to fuller cognition of that 
which the thing is in itself, and not merely that which 
it is guatenus member of a class; secondly, because 
demonstrations of the Universal are apt to generate an 
illusory belief, that the Universal is a distinet reality 
apart from and independent of all its particulars (i2., 
that figure in general has a real existence apart from 
all particular figures, and number in general apart 
from all particular numbers, &c.), while demonstrations 
of the Particular do not lead to any such illusion.° 

To these arguments Aristotle replies :—1. It is not 
correct to say that cognition of the Particular is more 
complete, or bears more upon real existence, than 
cognition of the Universal. The reverse would be 
nearer to the truth. To know that the isosceles, gua- 
tenus triangle, has its three angles equal to two right 
angles, is more complete cognition than knowing simply 
that the isosceles has its three angles equal to two right 
angles, 2. If the Universal be not an equivocal 

* Analyt./Post. I. xxiv. p. 85, a. 13- 
18. dyduioByretrar rorépa Bedtiov- 
as © avtas| kal mept THs droderKvuvat 
Reyouerns Kai THs cis TO advvaToY 
ayovons amrobeigeas. 

» Aristot. Vopie: LIT. 1. p. 116, 1; 
seq. 

© Analyt. Post. I. xxiv. p. 85, a, 20- 

b. 3. Themistius, pp. 58-59, Spengel : 
ov yap 6pavupoy TO KaOddov €oTiv, 
ovde Pav pdovov, aX’ tmdaTacts, ov 
xXeptoTn pev Gomep ovde Ta oupPe- 
Bykéta, evapyas S ovy €uparvonern 
tois mpaypacw. ‘Lhe Scholastic doc- 
trine of Universalia in re is here ex- 
pressed very clearly by Themistius, 
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term—if it represents one property and one definition 
common to many particulars, it then has a real exist- 
ence as much or more than any one or any number of 
the particulars. For all these particulars are perishable, 
but the class is imperishable. 3. He who believes 
that the universal term has one meaning in all the 
particulars, need not necessarily believe that it has any 
meaning apart from all particulars; he need not believe 
this about Quiddity, any more than he believes it about 
Quality or Quantity. Or if he does believe so, it is his 
own individual mistake, not imputable to the demon- 
stration. 4, We have shown that a complete demon- 
stration is one in which the middle term is the cause or 
reason of the conclusion. Now the Universal is most 
of the nature of Cause; for it represents the First 
Hssence or the Per Se, and is therefore its own cause, 
or has no other cause behind it. The demonstration of 
the Universal has thus more of the Cause or the Why, 
and is therefore better than the demonstration of the 
Particular. 5. In the Final Cause or End of action, 
there is always some ultimate end for the sake of which 
the intermediate ends are pursued, and which, as it is 
better than they, yields, when it is known, the only 
complete explanation of the action. So it is also with 
the Formal Cause : there is one highest form which con- 
tains the Why of the subordinate forms, and the know- 
ledge of which is therefore better ; as when, for example, 
the exterior angles of a given isosceles triangle are 
seen to be equal to four right angles, not because it is 
isosceles or triangle, but because it is a rectilineal figure. 
6. Particulars, as such, fall into infinity of number, 
and are thus unknowable; the Universal tends towards 

oneness and simplicity, and is thus essentially knowable, 
more fully demonstrable than the infinity of particulars, - 
The demonstration thereof is therefore better. 7. Itis 
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also better, on another ground ; for he that knows the 
Universal does in a certain sense know also the Par- 
ticular ;* but he that knows the Particular cannot be 
said in any sense to know the Universal. 8. The 
principium or perfection of cognition is to be found in 
the immediate proposition, true per se. When we 
demonstrate, and thus employ a middle term, the nearer 
the middle term approaches to that principium, the 
better the demonstration is. The demonstration of 
the Universal is thus better and more accurate than 
that of the Particular.” 

Such are the several reasons enumerated by Aristotle 
in refutation of the previous opinion stated in favour of 
the Particular. Evidently he does not account them all 
of equal value: he intimates that some are purely 
dialectical (Aoyiea) ; and he insists most upon the two 
following :—1l. He that knows the Universal knows in 
a certain sense the Particular ; if he knows that every 

triangle has its three angles equal to two right angles, he 
knows potentially that the isosceles has its three angles 
equal to the same, though he may not know as yet that 
the isosceles is a triangle. But he that knows the Par- — 
ticular does not in any way know the Universal, either 
actually or potentially. 2. The Universal is appre- 
hended by Intellect or Not, the highest of all cognitive 
powers; the Particular terminates in sensation. Here, 
I presume, he means, that, in demonstration of the Par- 
ticular, the conclusion teaches you nothing more than 

* Compare Analyt. Post. I. i. p. 71, 
a. 25; also Metaphys. A. p. 981, a. 12. 

> Analyt.\Post. 1. xxiv. p. 85, b. 4- 
p. 86, a. 21.\ Schol. p. 233, b. 6: 
dpoios dé 6vT@y Yrepipor, 7 Ov’ edar- 
TOVOV perwy aipererépa: padov yap 
eyyuTEepo TS TOU vov evepyeias. 

° Analyt. Post. I. xxiv. p. 86, a. 22: 
% \ a \ 3 , ” , 
Ga TOV pev elpnuevov Evia NoyiKa 

eott’ paddtotra 6é Syrov 6m 7 
kaOddov Kupiwtépa, Ori—o dé ravTny 
éxav tiv mpdoracw (the Particular) 

\ , <) oa = TO kaOddov ovbapas obey, 
otre Suvdper ovr evepyeia. 
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you might have learnt from a direct observation of 
sense ; whereas in that of the Universal the conclusion 
teaches you more than you could have learnt from 
direct sensation, and comes into correlation with the 
highest form of our intellectual nature. 

Next, Aristotle compares the Affirmative with the 
Negative demonstration, and shows that the Affirmative 
is the better. Of two demonstrations (he lays it down) 
that one which proceeds upon a smaller number of 
postulates, assumptions, or propositions, is better than 
the other ; for, to say nothing of other reasons, it con- 
ducts you more speedily to knowledge than the other, 
and that is an advantage. Now, both in the affirmative 
and in the negative syllogism, you must have three 
terms and two propositions; but in the affirmative you 
assume only that something 7s; while in the negative 
you assume both that something 7s, and that something 
is not. Here is a double assumption instead of a single ; 
therefore the negative is the worse or inferior of the 
two.” Moreover, for the demonstration of a negative 

conclusion, you require one affirmative premiss (since 
from two negative premisses nothing whatever can be 
concluded) ; while for the demonstration of an affirmative 

conclusion, you must have two affirmative premisses, 
and you cannot admit a negative. This, again, shows 
that the affirmative is logically prior, more trustworthy, 
and better than the negative.” The negative is only 
intelligible and knowable through the affirmative, just 
as Non-Ens is knowable only through Ens. The affir- 
mative demonstration therefore, as involving better 

principles, is, on this ground also, better than the nega- 

* Analyt. Post. I. xxiv, p.86, a. 29: | the doctrine that Nods is the wnit of 
kai 7 pev KaOddov vontn, 7 S€ xara | scientific demonstration. 
Lepos eis aicOnow Tedevta. Compare » Ibid. I. xxv. p. 86, a. 31-b. 9. 
Xxiii. p. 84, b. 39, where we noticed © Ibid. b. 10-30. 

VOR, 1. Z 
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tive." A fortiori, it is also better than the demonstration 
by way of Reductio ad Absurdum, which was the last 
case to be considered. This, as concluding only indi- 
rectly and from impossibility of the contradictory, is 
worse even than the negative; much more therefore 
is it worse than the direct affirmative.» 

If we next compare one Science with another, the 
prior and more accurate of the two is, (1) That which 
combines at once the om and the som; (2) That 
which is abstracted from material conditions, as com- 

pared with that which is immersed therein—for example, 
arithmetic is more accurate than harmonics; (3) The 
more simple as compared with the more complex: thus, 
arithmetic is more accurate than geometry, a monad or 
unit is a substance without position, whereas a point 
(more concrete) is a substance with position.” One and 
the same science is that which belongs to one and the 
same generic subject-matter. The premisses of a de- 
monstration must be included in the same genus with 
the conclusion; and where the ultimate premisses are 
heterogeneous, the cognition derived from them must 
be considered as not one but a compound of several.’ 
You may find two or more distinct middle terms for 

* Analyt. Post. I. xxv. p. 86, b. 30- 
39. 

Pulibid- ky xxvii. “p87, 2. 2-00. 
Waitz (II. p. 370), says: “ deductio 
(ad absurdum), quippe que per am- 
bages cogat, post ponenda est demon- 
strationi recta.” 

Philoponus says (Schol. pp. 234- 
235, Brand.) that the Commentators 
all censured Aristotle for the manner 
in which he here laid out the Syl- 
logism 6’ aduvarov. Ido not, how- 
ever, find any such censure in The- 
mistius. Philoponus defends Aristotle 
from the censure. ; 

* Analyt. Post. I. xxvii. p. 87, a. 31- 

37. Themistius, Paraphras. p. 60, ed. 
Speng.: kar’ ddov b€ (rpdov), cay 4 
pev mept Umokeipevd Twa Kal aigOnra 
mpaypatevnrat, 7 O€ mept vonra Kal 
kaOdXov. 

Philoponus illustrates this (Schol. 
p. 285, b. 41, Br.): oiov ra Geadoctov 
opaipixa axpiBéorepa eotw emioThpn 
Ths Tav AvtodvKov mepl Kwouperns 
opaipas. &c. 

* Analyt. Post. I. xxviii. p. 87, a. 
38-b. 5. Themistius, p. 61: dyAov de 
TOUTO yiveTat mpolovoty emt Tas avarro~ 
deikrous apxas: abtar yap et pydeuiay 
EXOLEY TVYyEvELaY, ETEpal at emLoTHpal. 
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demonstrating the same conclusion; sometimes out of 
the same logical series or table, sometimes out of dif- 
ferent tables? 

There cannot be demonstrative cognition of fortuitous 
events,” for all demonstration is either of the necessary 
or of the customary. Nor can there be demonstrative 
cognition through sensible perception. For though by 
sense we perceive a thing as such and such (through its 
sensible qualities), yet we perceive it inevitably as hoc 
aliquid, hic, et nunc. But the Universal cannot be per- 
ceived by sense; for it is neither fic nor nunc, but 
semper et ubique.. Now demonstrations are all accom- 
plished by means of the Universal, and demonstrative 

cognition cannot therefore be had through sensible 
perception. If the equality of the three angles of 
a triangle to two right angles were a fact directly 
perceivable by sense, we should still have looked 
out for a demonstration thereof: we should have no 
proper scientific cognition of it (though some persons 
contend for this); for sensible perception gives us only 
particular cases, and Cognition or Science proper comes 
only through knowing the Universal." If, being on 
the surface of the moon, we had on any one occasion 

* Analyt. Post. I. xxix. p. 87, b. 5- 
18. Aristotle gives an example to 
illustrate this general doctrine: 1d 
HdecOa, TO KuveicOar, To npepier Oa, 
ro peraBadrew. As he includes these 
terms and this subject among the 
topics for demonstration, it is difficult 
to see where he would draw a distinct 
line between topics for Demonstration 
and topics for Dialectic. 

» Thid. xxx. p. 87, b. 19-27. 
© Ibid. xxxi. p. 87, b. 28: ei yap 

Kat éotw 4 aiaOnows Tov ToLovde Kal 
py tovdé twos, GAN aicOdverOai ye 

dvaykaioy Té5€ Tt Kat TOD Kal vor. 
4 Tbid. b. 85: S7dov Ore Kai ef Fv 

aigOaverOar TO tpiywvoy sri dvaiv 
opOais toas €xet Tas ywvias, eCyrodper 
av andderkwv, kal ody (Oorep phaci 
Teves) nmordpeba: aisOdverOa pév 
aap avayKn Ka@? Exacrov, 7 8 émiorhpn 
T@ TO KaOddov yropitew éeariv. 

Kuclid, in the 20th Proposition of 
his first Book, demonstrates that any 
two sides of a triangle are together 
greater than the third side. Accord- 
ing to Proklus, the Epikureans 
derided the demonstration of such a 
point as absurd; and it seems that 
some contemporaries of Aristotle 
argued in a similar way, judging by 
the phrase écmep daci tues. 

see 
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seen the earth between us and the sun, we could not 
have known from that singie observation that such 
interposition is the cause universally of eclipses. We 
cannot directly by sense perceive the Universal, though 
sense is the principium of the Universal. By multiplied 
observation of sensible particulars, we can hunt out and 
elicit the Universal, enunciate it clearly and separately, 
and make it serve for demonstration.» The Universal 
is precious, because it reveals the Cause or 07, and is 
therefore more precious, not merely than sensible obser- 
vation, but also than intellectual conception of the o7 
only, where the Cause or gv lies apart, and is derived 
from a higher genus. Respecting First Principles or 
Summa Genera, we must speak elsewhere.” It is clear, 
therefore, that no demonstrable matter can be known, 
properly speaking, from direct perception of sense ; 
though there are cases in which nothing but the impos- 
sibility of direct observation drives us upon seeking for 
demonstration. Whenever we can get an adequate 
number of sensible observations, we can generalize the 
fact; and in some instances we may perhaps not seek 
for any demonstrative knowledge (7.e. to explain it by 
any higher principle). If we could see the pores in 
glass and the light passing through them, we should 
learn through many such observations why combustion 
arises on the farther side of the glass; each of our 
observations would have been separate and individual, 

ov py GAN ek ToD Oewpeiv TodTO ToA- | aittovr @oTe Tepi TOV ToLOvT@Y 
Adkus cvpBaivov, TS KaOddov dy Onpev- | KaOddov Tiptwrepa TOV aicOnce@y Kal 
cartes amddevéw ciyoper: ex yap Tay | THs vonoews, So@y ErEpoy Td atTLoV- 
ka@’ éxagta mrewvev 1d Kabddov | repi de TAY Tp@Twv adios éyos. 

d7Adov. Themistius, p. 62, Sp. : apxn By ra mp@ra, he means the apxat 
pev yap amodeiEews aicOnots, kat 70 | of Demonstration, which are treated 
cabddov evvoodpev Sut TO moAXakes | especially in IJ. xix. See Biese, Die 
aigbéaba. . Philos. des Aristoteles, p. 277. 

> Analyt. Post. I. xxxi. p. 88, a. 6: 

® Analyt. Post. I. xxxi. p. 88, a. 2:] 7d d€ KaOddov rtipioy, Gre Sydot Td 
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but we should by intellect generalize the result that all 
the cases fall under the same law.* 

Aristotle next proceeds to refute, at some length, 
the supposition, that the principia of all syllogisms are 
the same. We see at once that this cannot be so, 

because some syllogisms are true, others false. But, 
besides, though there are indeed a few Axioms essential 
to the process of demonstration, and the same in all 
syllogisms, yet these are not sufficient of themselves 
for demonstration. There must farther be other pre- 
misses or matters of evidence—propositions immediately 
true (or established by prior demonstrations) belonging 
to each branch of Science specially, as distinguished 
from the others. Our demonstration relates ¢o these 
special matters or premisses, though it 1s accomplished 
out of or by means of the common Axioms.” 

Science or scientific Cognition differs from true 
Opinion, and the cognitum from the opinatum, herein, 
that Science is of the Universal, and through necessary 
premisses which cannot be otherwise; while Opinion 
relates to matters true, yet which at the same time may 
possibly be false. The belief in a proposition which 
is immediate (7. e. undemonstrable) yet not necessary, is 
Opinion; it is not Science, nor is it Nois or Intel- 
lect—the principium of Science or scientific Cognition. 

* Analyt. Post. I. xxxi. p. 88, a. 9- 
17. fore péevror ea dvaydspeva eis 
aicOnoews exdevpw év Trois mpoBdn- 
pacw: eva yap ei é@papev, ovK ay 
e(nrovpev, ox ws eiddres TH par, 
ad @s Exovtes TO Kabddov ek TOU 
opav. 

The text of this and the succeeding 
words seems open to doubt, as well as 
that of Themistius (p. 63). Waitz 
in his note (p. 374) explains the 
meaning clearly :— non ita quidem 

ut ipsa sensuum perceptio scientiam 
afferat; sed ita ut quod in singulis 
accidere videamus, idem etiam in 
omnibus accidere coniicientes uni- 
verse intelligamus.” 

» Analyt. Post. I. xxxii. p. 88, a. 
18-b. 29. ai yap dpxai dirrai, e€ ov 
Te kal rept O° ai pev ovy e& Sv kowvai, 
ai b€ rept 6 idiat, oiov aprOpos, peyeOos. 
Compare xi. p. 77, a. 27. See Bar- 
thélemy St. Hilaire, Plan Général des 
Derniers Analytiques, p. 1xxxi. 
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Such beliefs are fluctuating, as we see every day; 
we all distinguish them from other beliefs, which we 
cannot conceive not to be true and which we call 
cognitions.” But may there not be Opinion and Cog- 
nition respecting the same matters? There may be 
(says Aristotle) in different men, or in the same man at 
different times; but not in the same man at the same 

time. There may also be, respecting the same matter, 
true opinion in one man’s mind, and false opinion in 
the mind of another.’ 

With some remarks upon Sagacity, or the power of 
divining a middle term in a time too short for reflection 
(as when the friendship of two men is on the instant 
referred to the fact of their having a common enemy), 
the present book is brought to a close.° 

* Analyt. Post. I. xxxiii. p. 88, b. 
30-p. 89, a. 10. 

Py Ibid \p) 895 a. hl-bs 6) hat 
eclipse of the sun is caused by the in- 
terposition of the moon was to the 
astronomer Hipparchus _ scientific 

Cognition ; for he saw that it could 
not be otherwise. ‘To the philosopher 
Epikurus it was Opinion; for he 
thought that it mght be otherwise 
(Themistius, p. 66, Spengel). 

° Ibid. xxxiv. p. 89, b. 10-20. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

ANALYTICA POSTERIORA II. 

ARISTOTLE begins the Second Book of the Analytica 
Posteriora by an enumeration and classification of 
Problems or Questions suitable for investigation. The 
matters knowable by us may be distributed into four 
classes :-— 

"Ort. Avort. Ei ort. Ti €ott. 
1. Quod. 2. Cur. 3. An sit. 4. Quid sit . 

Under the first head come questions of Fact; under 
the second head, questions of Cause or Reason; under 
the third, questions of Existence; under the fourth, 
questions of Essence. Under the first head we enquire, 
Whether a fact or event is so or so? Whether a given 
subject possesses this or that attribute, or is in this 
or that condition? enumerating in the question the 
various supposable alternatives. Under the second 
head, we assume the first question to have been affir- 
matively answered, and we proceed to enquire, What 
is the cause or reason for such fact, or such conjunction 
of subject and attribute? Under the third head, we 
ask, Does a supposed subject exist? And if the answer 
be in the affirmative, we proceed to enquire, under the 
fourth head, What is the essence of the subject ?* 

* Analyt. Post. II. i. p. 89, b. 23, | the third and fourth heads before the 
seq. Themistius observes, p. 67, | first and second. Compare Schol. p. 
Speng.: (yrodpev roivuy } mept dmAod | 240, b. 30; p. 241, a.18. The Scholiast 
Twos Kat aovvOerov, 7) mept ouvOerov | complains of the enigmatical style of 
kat €v mpordcet. Themistius has here | Aristotle: 717 ypipwdee tod pnyrov 
changed Aristotle’s order, and placed | émayyedia (p. 240, b. 25). 
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We have here two distinct pairs of Quesita: 
Obviously the second head presupposes the first, and 
is consequent thereupon; while the fourth also pre- 
supposes the third. But it might seem a more suitable 
arrangement (as Themistius and other expositors have 
conceived) that the third and fourth heads should come 
first in the list, rather than the first and second; since 
the third and fourth are simpler, and come earlier in the 
order of philosophical exposition, while the first and 
second are more complicated, and cannot be expounded 
philosophically until after the philosophical exposition 
of the others. This is cleared up by adverting to the 
distinction, so often insisted on by Aristotle, between 
what is first in order of cognition relatively to us (nobis 
notiora), and what is first in order of cognition by nature 
(natura notiora). To us (that is to men taken indi- 
vidually and in the course of actual growth) the 
phenomena of nature* present themselves as particulars 
confused and complicated in every way, with attributes 
essential and accidental implicated together: we gra- 
dually learn first to see and compare them as particulars, 
next to resolve them into generalities, bundles, classes, 
and partially to explain the Why of some by means of 
others. Here we start from facts embodied in pro- 
positions, that include subjects clothed with their 
attributes. But in the order of nature (that is, in the 
order followed by those who know the seibile as a 
whole, and can expound it scientifically) that which 

* Schol. Philopon. p. 241, a. 18- 
24: rovrwv/T6 ei ore Kal TO Ti €oTW 
elo dmda, TO S€ Gre Kal TO Sidte 
ovvOera—mporepa yap nuiv Kal -yywpi- 
potepa Ta auvOera, ws TH ioe Ta 
ama. — 

Mr. Poste observes upon this quad- 
ruple classification by Aristotle ¢p. 
96) :—“ The two last of these are 

problems of Inductive, but first prin- 
ciples of Deductive, Science; the one 
being the hypothesis, the other the 
definition. The attribute as well as 
the subject must be defined (I. x.), 
so that to a certain degree the second 
problem also is assumed among the 
principles of Demonstration.” 
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comes first is the Universal or the simple Subject 
abstracted from its predicates or accompaniments: we 
have to enquire, first, whether a given subject exists; 
next, if it does exist, what is its real constituent essence 
or definition. We thus see the reason for the order in 
which Aristotle has arranged the two co-ordinate pairs 
of Queesita or Problems, conformable to the different pro- 
cesses pursued, on the one hand, by the common intellect, 
growing and untrained—on the other, by the mature or 
disciplined intellect, already competent for philosophical 
exposition and applying itself to new incognita. 

Comparing together these four Quesita, it will 
appear that in the first and third (Quod and An), we 
seek to find out whether there is or is not any middle 
term. In the second and fourth (Cur and Quid), we 
already know or assume that there 7s a middle term; 
and we try to ascertain what that middle term is.*. The 
enquiry Cur, is in the main analogous to the enquiry 
Quid; in both cases, we aim at ascertaining what 
the cause or middle term is. But, in the enquiry Cur, 
what we discover is perhaps some independent fact 
or event, which is the cause of the event guesitum ; 
while, in the enquiry Quid, what we seek is the real 
essence or definition of the substance— the funda- 
mental, generating, immanent cause of its concomitant 
attributes. Sometimes, however, the Quid and the Cur 
are only different ways of stating the same thing. £., 
Quid est eclipsis lune? Answer: The essence of an 

eclipse is a privation of light from the moon, through 
intervention of the earth between her and the sun. 
Cur locum habet eclipsis lune? Answer: Because the 
light of the sun is prevented from reaching the moon 

* Analyt. Post. I. i. p. 89, b. 37- | ) 7é eore TO pécov: TO pév yap atriov 
p. 90, a. 7. cupBaiver dpa év dmacais | TO pécov, év arate S€ rovTo Cnreirat. 
Tais (ytnoeot (yreiv i) «i €ote péoov, | Compare Schol. p. 241, b. 10, Br. 
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by intervention of the earth. Here it is manifest that 
the answers to the enquiries Quid and Cur are really 
and in substance the same fact, only stated in different 
phrases.* 

That the gucsitum in all these researches is a middle 
term or medium, is plain from those cases wherein the 
medium is perceivable by sense; for then we neither 
require nor enter upon research. For example, if we 
were upon the moon, we should see the earth coming 
between us and the sun, now and in each parti- 

cular case of eclipse. Accordingly, after many such 
observations, we should affirm the universal propo- 
sition, that such intervention of the earth was the 
cause of eclipses; the universal becoming known to 
us through induction of particular cases.” ‘The middle 
term, the Cause, the Quid, and the Cur, are thus all 
the same enquiry, in substance; though sometimes 
such gucsitum is the quiddity or essential nature of 
the thing itself (as the essence of a triangle is the 
cause or ground of its having its three angles equal 
to two right angles, as well as of its other properties), 
sometimes it is an extraneous fact.° 

But how or by what process is this gucesitum ob- 
tained and made clear? Is it by Demonstration or 
by Definition? What is Definition, and what matters 
admit of Definition?’ Aristotle begins by treating the 
question dialectically ; by setting out a series of doubts 

* Analyt. Post. II. ii. p. 90, a. 14- | quadruple classification of problems 
238, 31: ro Ti €or cidevar Taro eoTe 
kal Oud Tl eat. 

» Thid. a. 24-80. €k yap rod ai- 
, A ‘ , 3 / x Clin 

obecba Kaito Kabodov eyevero ay nv 
eidevaes 7 pev yap atoOnots ote viv 
avrupparre: kat yap Ondov Ore vov 
5) , > 5 7 \ , By ekAelmet: €k S€ TovTov TO KaOddov av 
EYEVETO. 

The purport and relation of this 

is set forth stil] more clearly in the 
sixth book of the Metaphysica (Z. p. 
1041), with the explanations of Bonitz, 
Comm. pp. 358, 359. 

° Analyt. Post. II. ii. p. 90, a. 31. 
‘ Thid. iii. p. 90, a. 387: ri eorw 

dpicpds, Kat tive, elmaper, Svatropy- 
GaVTES TP@TOV TrEpi AUTOV. 
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and difficulties. First, Is it possible that the same 
cognition, and in the same relation, can be obtained 

both by Definition and by Demonstration? No; it is 
not possible. It is plain that much that is known by 
Demonstration cannot be known by Definition; for we 
have seen that conclusions both particular and negative 
are established by Demonstration (in the Third and 
Second figures), while every Definition is universal 
and affirmative. But we may go farther and say, that 
even where a conclusion universal and affirmative is 
established (in the First figure) by Demonstration, that 
same conclusion can never be known by Definition ; 
for if it could be known by Definition, it might 
have been known without Demonstration. Now we are 
assured, by an uncontradicted induction, that this is 
not the fact; for that which we know by Demonstration 
is either a proprium of the subject per se, or an acci- 
dent or concomitant; but no Definition ever declares 

either the one or the other: it declares only the 
essence.* 

Again, let us ask, vice versd, Can everything that 
is declared by Definition, or indeed anything that is 
declared by Definition, be known also by Demon- 
stration? Neither is this possible. One and the same 
cognitum can be known only by one process of cogni- 
tion. Definitions are the principia from which Demon- 
stration departs; and we have already shown that in 
going back upon demonstrations, we must stop some- 
where, and must recognize some principia undemon- 
strable.” The Definition can never be demonstrated, 

* Analyt. Post. IL. ili. p. 90, b. 13: | odre trav cupBeBykdrwv. ert ei 6 
ixavy) S€ miotis Kat €k THS emaywyns | 6piopos ovoias Tis yyopiopds, Ta ye 
ovdev yap mo@mote Spiodpevor eyva- | ToLadta pavepoy Gre ovK ovoiat. 
ev, ote tov kal’ avtd wmapxdvrwoy | ” Ibid. b. 18-27. 
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for it declares only the essence of the subject, and 
does not predicate anything concerning the subject; 
whereas Demonstration assumes the essence to be 
known, and deduces from such assumption an attribute 
eames from the essence.* 

Prosecuting still farther the dialectical and dubita- 
tive treatment,’ Aristotle now proceeds to suggest, that 
the Essence (that is, the entire Essence or Quiddity), 
which is declared by Definition, can never be known by 
Demonstration. To suppose that it could be so known, 
would be inconsistent with the conditions of the syllo- 
gistic proof used in demonstrating. You prove by 
syllogism, through a middle term, some predicate or 
attribute; e.g., because A is predicable of all B, and 

B is predicable of all C, therefore A is predicable of 
all C. But you cannot prove, through the middle term 
B, that A is the essence or quiddity of C, unless by 
assuming in the premisses that B is the essence of C, 
and that A is the essence of B; accordingly, that the 
three propositions, AB, BC, AC, are all co-extensive 
and reciprocate with each other. Here then you have 
assumed as your premisses two essential propositions, 
AB, BC, in order to prove as an essential proposition 
the conclusion AC. But this is inadmissible ; for your 
premisses require demonstration as much as your con- 

clusion. 

* Analyt. Post. II. iii. p. 90, b. 33, 
seq.: éru maca dr ddegis Tl KaTd TLYOS 
Seikvucwy, otov dru €or i) ovK Cot: ev 
de TO Opuspp ovdey € Erepoy érépou ka- 
THYyopetrat, Olov ovTE TO ko Kata Tov 
Simrodos ovde TOUTO KaTa TOU (gov—6 
pev ody dpiopos Ti eoTt SyAon 7 O€ 
amddcéis OTL Eote TOOe KaTa TOVSE 
i) OUK EoTL. 

Themistius (p. 71, Speng.) distin- 
guishes the épsopos itself from 7 mpo- | 

You have committed a Petitio Principu ;° you 

Tao.s 7) TOV Optopoy KkaTnyopoupeEvoy 
€xouga. 

» Analyt. Post. II. iv. p. 91, 2.12: 
Tata pev ovy péxpt tovrov diy- 
mopnoOe. One would think, by these 
words, that 76 Scazropeiy (or the dubi- 
tative treatment) finished here. But 
the fact is not so: that treatment is 
continued for four chapters more, to 
the commencement of ch. vili. p. 98. 

° Thid. a. 12-82. radra & avayKn 
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have assumed in your minor premiss the very point to 
be demonstrated. 

If you cannot obtain Definition as the conclusion of 
syllogistic Demonstration, still less can you obtain it 
through the method of generic and specific Division ; 
which last method (as has been already shown in the 
Analytica Priora) is not equal even to the Syllogism 
in respect of usefulness and efficacy.» You cannot in 
this method distinguish between propositions both true 
and essential, and propositions true but not essential ; 
you never obtain, by asking questions according to 
the method of generic subdivision, any premisses from 
which the conclusion follows by necessity. Yet this is 
what you ought to obtain for the purpose of Demon- 
stration ; for you are not allowed to enunciate the full 
actual conclusion among the premisses, and require 
assent to it. Division of a genus into its species will 
often give useful information, as Induction also will; 
but neither the one nor the other will be equivalent 
to a demonstration. A definition obtained only from 
subdivisions of a genus, may always be challenged, 
like a syllogism without its middle term. 

aytiotpepew: ei yap To A rod T tduoy, 
SnAov Gru kai rod B kat rovro tov T, 
@ore mavra a\Anwv.—)apBaver ody 6 
bet Sei€au: kai yap To B gore ri eorw 
avOperos. Themistius, pp. 72, 73: 
roy admodecKvivta TO Ti AY Eivae TOD 
av@pwrov, GXo tu Set mpodaBeiv rod 
avrov 7d Ti Hy eiva.—od yap Bovderat 
TOV 6ptop_oyv arrobetEa, ToUTOU mpodap- 
Bdver twa dpiopov etvar xwpls dro- 
belEeas. 

M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire, notes, 
. p. 205:—“ Tl faut done, pour con- 

clure par syllogisme que A est la dé- 
finition essentielle de C, que A soit la 
définition essentielle de B, et que B 
soit lui-méme la définition essentielle 
de C. Mais alors la définition de la 

chose sera dans le moyen terme lui- 
méme, avant d’étre dans la conclu- 
sion; en effet, la mineure: B est la 
définition essentielle de C, donne la 
définition essentielle de C, sans qu'il 
soit besoin d’aller jusqu’ 4 la conclu- 
sion. Done la démonstration de |’ 
essence ainsi entendue est absurde.” 

* Analyt. Post. II. v. p. 91, b. 12, 
seq.; Analyt. Prior. I. xxxi. p. 46, a. 31. 
Aristotle here alludes to the method 
pursued by Plato in the Sophistes and 
Politicus, though he does not name 
Plato: 7 dia trav dcapécewy 6dds, &e. 

> Analyt. Post. II. v. p. 91, b. 15-33 : 
ovd€e yap 6 emdyav tows drodeixvucw, 
GAN Gus Sydrot rr. Compare The- 
mistius, p. 74. 
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Again, neither can you arrive at the definition of 
a given subject, by assuming in general terms what a 
definition ought to be, and then declaring a given form 
of words to be conformable to such assumption ; be- 
cause your minor premiss must involve Petitio Principii. 
The same logical fault will be committed, if you take 
your departure from an hypothesis in which you 
postulate the definition of a certain subject, and then 
declare inferentially what the definition of its contrary 
must be. The definition which you here assume re- 
quires proof as much as that which you infer from it." 
Moreover, neither by this process, nor by that of 
generic subdivision, can you show any reason why the 
parts of the definition should coalesce into one essential 
whole. If they do not thus coalesce—if they be nothing 
better than distinct attributes conjoined in the same 
subject, like musieus and grammaticus—the real essence 
is not declared, and the definition is not a good one.” 

After stating some other additional difficulties which 
seem to leave the work of Definition inexplicable, Ari- 
stotle relinquishes the dubitative treatment, and looks 
out for some solution of the puzzle: How may it be 
possible that the Definition shall become known?® He 

* Analyt. Post. Il. vi. p. 92, a. 6-28. 
Themist. p. «6. 

Rassow renders ¢& wtmobécews— 
““assumpta generali definitionis no- 
tione;” and also says: “rd Ti Av etvac— 
generalem definitionis notionem; 70 
Ti eorw—certam quandam defini- 
tionem, significare perspicuum est.” 
(Aristotelis de Notionis Definitione 
Doctrina, p, 65). 

» Analyt. Post. II. vi. p. 92, a. 32. 
That the parts of the definition must 
coalesce into one—unity is laid down 
again in the Metaphysica, Z. pp. 1037, 
1088, where Aristotle makes reference 
to the Analytica as having already 

treated the same subject, and professes 
an intention to complete what has 
been begun in the Analytica; ed’ 
dcov €v Tois Avadurikois mept dpiopjov 
fl) etpyTar. 

° Analyt. Post. II. vii. p. 92, a. 34, 
seq. The amdpia: continue to the end 
of ch. vii. He goes on, ch. viii. p.98, a. 
1-2: mahw S€ cremtéov ti Tovrea he- 
yeTat kKaA@s, kal Ti ov Kadas, &. 
“Tout ce qui précéde ne représente 
pas la théorie proprement dite; ce 
n’est qu'une discussion préliminaire ” 
(Barth. St. Hilaire, not. p. 222). These 
difficult chapters are well illustrated 
by Hermann Rassow, ch. i, pp. 9-14. 

a 
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has already told us that to know the essence of a thing 
is the same as to know the cause or reason of its exist- 
ence; but we must first begin by knowing that the 
definiendum exists; for there can be no definition of a 
non-entity, except a mere definition of the word, a no- 
minal or verbal definition. Now sometimes we know 
the existence of the subject by one or other of its acci- 
dental attributes; but this gives us no help towards 
finding the definition." Sometimes, however, we obtain 
a partial knowledge of its essence along with the 
knowledge of its existence; when we know it along 
with some constant antecedent, or through some con- 
stant, though derivative, consequent. Knowing thus 
much, we can often discover the cause or fundamental 
condition thereof, which is the essence or definition 
of the subject.” Indeed, it may happen that the 
constant derivative, and the fundamental essence on 

which it depends, become known both together ; or, 

again, the cause or fundamental condition may per- 
haps not be the essence of the subject alone, but some 
fact including other subjects also; and this fact may 
then be stated as a middle term. Thus, in regard to 
eclipse of the moon, we know the constant phenomenal 
fact about it, that, on a certain recurrence of the time 
of full moon, the moon casts no light and makes no 
shadow. Hence we proceed to search out the cause. 
Is it interposition of the earth, or conversion of the 

* Analyt. Post. II. viii. p. 93, a. 3: 
> 4A +) > , c + > A A 

eret 8 eotiv, ws eaper, tavroy TO 
, id Ra \ A , la A a 

eldevat Ti eoTL Kal TO ElO€evaL TO alTLOV 

rov ei €ort: Ibid. a. 24: da pev odv 
\ \ a a ” 

kaTa oupBeBnkos ovdapev OTL EOTLY, | 

dvaykaiov pndapas exe mpos TO TL 
2 > \ a my ” LY \ 

€otw: ovde yap Ort €or iopev: TO Se 
ta og 

(nreiv ti eore pn Exovtas Ori ett, 
‘ c > , A: 7m , 

pndev (nreiv eotiv. kal’ daw & exopev 
en er © ¥ oa 4 

Tt, paov* @WOTE WMS EXOMEV OTL EOTLY, | 

oUT@s €xomev Kal mpos TO TL eoTW. 
Compare Brentano, Ueber die Bedeu- 
tung des Seienden nach Aristoteles, 
pa Lil, 

» Analyt, Post. II. viii. p. 93, a. 21. 

Themistius, p. 79, Speng.: dca dé amd 
TOY oikeiwy Te Kal EE a’TOU TOU mpay- 
patos, amd TovTwy dn paov eis TO TL 
eore peraBaivoper. 
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moon’s body, or extinction of her light, &c.? The 
new fact when shown, must appear as a middle term, 
throwing into syllogistic form (in the First figure) the 
cause or rational explanation of a lunar eclipse; show- 
ing not merely that there is an eclipse, but what an 
eclipse is, or what is its definition." 

Aristotle has thus shown how the Essence or Quiddity 
(ci éovv) may become known in this class of cases. 
There is neither syllogism nor demonstration thereof, 
yet it is declared through syllogism and demonstration : 
though no demonstration thereof is possible, yet you 
cannot know it without demonstration, wherever there 
is an extraneous cause.” 

But the above doctrine will hold only in cases where 
there is a distinct or extraneous cause ; it will not hold 

in cases where there is none. It is only in the former 
(as has been said) that a middle term can be shown; 
rendering it possible that Quiddity or Essence should be 
declared by a valid formal syllogism, though it cannot 
be demonstrated by syllogism. In the latter, where there 

* Analyt. Post. II. vill. p. 98, a. 30- 
b. 14. 

» Thid. b.15-20: dare cvdAAoyiopos 
pev TOU Ti eoTL ov yivetat OVO’ amd- 
SevErs, SjAov prevror Sia ovAAOyiT pov 
kat Ov’ amodciéeas. 

Mr. Poste translates an earlier pas- 
sage (p. 93, a. 5) in this very difficult 
chapter as follows (p. 107): “If one 
cause is demonstrable, another inde- 

monstrable cause must be the inter- 
mediate; and the proof is in the 
first figure,/and the conclusion affir- 
mative and universal. In this mode 
of demonstrating the essence, we prove 
one definition by another, for the in- 
termediate that-proves an essence or a 

peculiar predicate must itself be an 
essence or a peculiar predicate. Of 
two definitions, then, one is proved and 

the other assumed; and, as we said 
before, this is not a demonstration but 
a dialectical proof of the essence.” 
Mr. Poste here translates Aoysxos ovA- 
hoytopds “ dialectical proof.” I under- 
stand it rather as meaning a syllogism, 
Tov umdapxew simply (Top. I. v. p. 102, 
b. 5), in which all that you really know 
is that the predicate belongs to the 
subject, but in which you assume 
besides that it belongs to the subject 
essentially. It is not a demonstration 
because, in order to obtain Essence in 

the conclusion, you are obliged to 
postulate Hssence in your premiss. 
(See Alexander ad Topic. I. p. 263, 
Br.). You have therefore postulated 
a premiss which required proof as 
much as the conclusion. 

as 
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is no distinct cause, no such middle term can be enun- 

ciated : the Quiddity or Essence must be assumed as an 
immediate or undemonstrable principium, and must be 
exposed or set out in the best manner practicable as 
an existent reality, on Induction or on some other 
authority. The arithmetician makes his first steps by 
assuming both what a monad is and that there exists 
such a monad.* 
We may distinguish three varieties of Definition. 

1. Sometimes it is the mere explanation what a word 
signifies: in this sense, it has nothing to do with 
essence or existence: it is a nominal definition and 
nothing more.” 2. Sometimes it enunciates the Essence, 
cause, or reason of the dejfinitum; this will happen 
where the cause is distinct or extraneous, and where 
there is accordingly an intervening middle term: the 
definition will then differ from a demonstration only 
by condensing into one enunciation the two premisses 
and the conclusion which together constitute the 
demonstration.© 3. Sometimes it is an immediate 
proposition, an indemonstrable hypothesis, assuming 
Kssence or Quiddity ; the essence itself being cause, 
and no extraneous cause—no intervening middle term— 
being obtainable.* 

: : % 
* Analyt. Post. II. ix. p. 93, b. 21. * Ibid. p. 98, b. 38, seq. olor 

+ be ~ ‘ ? , ” cal > 58 ~ , > ”“ 6é 8 €ort S€ Tay pev Erepoy Te altiov, Tav | amddeEis Tod Ti eotiv, TH Oeoer dia- 
& ovk gorw. date Sidov Ste kal rdv | hépwv THs amodei~ews-— ovdAdoyiopos 
Ti €oTL Ta pev deca kal dpyai ciow, | Tov Ti earl, mraoe Siapépwr rTijs 

kal etvat kai Ti eotw vrobécba Sei | drodei~éews—diftering “situ et posi- 
i) Gov tpdrov davepa roujoa. rep | tione terminorum” (Julius Pacius, p. 
6 apiOpnrixds rovet- Kai yap ti éate | 493). 
Thy povada Umoriberat, Kal Ore €oTL. 4 Thid. p. 94, a. 9: 6 dé rav dye- 

Themistius, p. 80: a kai eivar| cov dpiopts, Oéois eori Tod Ti €oTW 
kal ti eorw vmobecOa Sei, i) GdAov | avamddeckros. Compare I. xxiv. p. 
tpdomov avepa moujoat €& emaywyis i) | 85, b. 24: @& yap Kab? avrd imdpye Te eS yap PX ’ 

mioreas 7) epreipias. Rassow, De | rovro avré atr@ airiv. See Kampe, 
Notionis Definitione, pp. 18-22. Die Erkenntniss-theorie des Aristo- 

» Analyt. Post, II. x. p. 93, b. 29-37. | teles, p. 212, seq. 

Wa. 1. th 
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To know or cognize is, to know the Cause: when we 
know the Cause, we are satisfied with our cognition. 
Now there are four Causes, or varieties of Cause :-— 

1. The Essence or Quiddity (Form)—to zi jy efvau. 
2. The necessitating conditions (Matter)—7r0 tivwy 

OVTWY avayKy TOUT. eElVQL. 

3. The proximate mover or stimulator of change 
(Efficient)—1) té xpaitoy éxtvyoe. 

4, That for the sake of which (Final Cause or 
End)—ro qTLVOS EVEKQ. 

All these four Causes (Formal, Material, Efficient, 
Final) appear as middle terms in demonstrating. We 
can proceed through the medium either of Form, or of 
Matter, or of Efficient, or of End. The first. of the 
four has already been exemplified—the demonstration 
by Form. The second appears in demonstrating that 
the angle in a semi-circle is always a right angle; 
where the middle term (or matter of the syllogism, 
70 é& ov) is, that such angle is always the half of two 
right angles. The Efficient is the middle term, when 
to the question, Why did the Persians invade Athens ? 
it is answered that the Athenians had previously 
invaded Persia along with the Hretrians. (All are dis- 
posed to attack those who have attacked them first; 
the Athenians attacked the Persians first; ergo, the 
Persians were disposed to attack the Athenians.) Lastly, 
the Final Cause serves as middle term, when to the 
question, Why does a man walk after dinner? the 
response is, For the purpose of keeping up his health. 
In another way, the middle term here is digestion : 

—s 

* Analyt. Post. II. xi. p. 94, a. 21- | €orw oioy 4 An 7O ovhhoyiope- 
36. Themistius, p. 83: paduora Bey ouTosS Yap 6 moL@v Tas Svo mpordcess, 
yap emt maons amodci~ews 6 pecos | ef’ ais TO cvpmepacpa. 
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walking after dinner promotes digestion ; digestion is the efficient cause of health. 
The Final Cause or End ig prior in the order of nature, 

but posterior to the terms of the conclusion in the order of time or generation; while the Efficient is prior in the order of time or generation. The Formal and Material are simultaneous with the effect, neither prior hor posterior.” Sometimes the same fact may proceed both from a Final cause, and from a cause of Material Necessity ; thus the light passes through our lantern for the purpose of guiding us in the dark, but also by reason that the particles of light are smaller than the pores in the glass. Nature produces effects of finality, or with a view to some given end: and also effects by necessity, the necessity being either inherent in the substance itself, or imposed by extraneous force. Thus a stone falls to the ground by necessity of the first kind, but ascends by necessity of the second kind. Among products of human intelligence some spring wholly from design without necessity ; but others arise by accident or chance and have no final cause.° 
That the middle term ig the Cause, is equally true in respect to Entia, Fientia, Preterita, and Futura ; only that in respect to Entia, the middle term or Cause must be an Ens; in respect to Fientia it must be a ens ; in respect to Preterita, a Preteritum 3 and in respect to Mutura, a Futurum: that is, in each case, it must be generated at the corresponding time with the major and minor terms in the conclusion.’ What is 

* Analyt. Post. II. xi. p- 94, a. 36- | dé redevraiay bs emi TOV TeEAOY Kal j 
dy evexa, 08 8° dua ds emt rev épto~ > Analyt. Post. II. xi. p. 94, b. 21- | wav cal rod ri ny eva. /26. Themistius, p. 83: ) yéveots| © Analyt. Post, IT. p. 94, b. 27-p. fodv rod pécou kai airioy Ty avryy | 95, a. 9. 

ouK exer tak éd’ amdvtwv, add’ od *~Thids Saitpe 95; a, 10, 36: 76 Bev mparny ws em Trev KUNTKGY, Ob | yap pecoy Sudyovov Bei etvat, &e. 

yaa: Wo), 
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the cause of-an eclipse of the moon? The cause is, 
that the earth intervenes between moon and sun; and 

this is true alike of eclipses past, present, and future. 
Such an intervention is the essence or definition of a 
lunar eclipse; the cause is therefore Formal, and cause 
and effect are simultaneous, occurring at the same mo- 

ment of time. But in the other three Causes—Material, 
Efficient, Final—where phenomena are successive and 
not simultaneous, can we say that the antecedent is 
cause and the consequent effect, time being, as seems 
to us, a continuum? In eases like this, we can syllogize 
from the consequent backward to the antecedent; but 
not from the antecedent forward to the consequent. If 

the house has been built, we can infer that the founda- 
tions have been laid; but, if the foundations have been 
laid, we cannot infer that the house has been built! 
There must always be an interval of time during which 
inference from the antecedent will be untrue; perhaps, 
indeed, it may never become true. Cause and causatum 
in these three last varieties of Cause, do not universally 
and necessarily reciprocate with each other, as in the 
case of the Formal cause. Though time is continuous, 
events or generations are distinct pomts marked in a 
continuous line, and are not continuous with each other.? 
The number of these points that may be taken is indeed 
infinite; yet we must assume some of them as ultimate — 
and immediate principia, in order to construct our syl- » 
logism, and provide our middle term.° Where the middle 
term reciprocates and is co-extensive with the major 
and the minor, in such cases we have generation of phe- 
nomena in a cycle; e.g., after the earth has been made 

* Analyt. Post, II. xii. p. 95, a. 24 | > Analyt. Post. IT. xii. p. 95, a. 39- t 
seq., b. 82; Julius Pacius, ad loc.; |b. 8; Themistius, p. 86. ! 

Biese, Die Philosophie des Aristot.| ‘° Analyt. Post. II. xii. p. 95, b.14-81: 
pp. 802-303. | dpxi 8€ Kal ev rovros dpecos Anmréa. 

i 

. 
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wet, vapour rises of necessity; hence comes a cloud, 
hence water; which again falls, and the earth again 
becomes wet." Finally, wherever our conclusion is not 
universally and necessarily true, but true only in most 
cases, our immediate principia must also be of the same 
character; true in most cases, but in most cases only.” 
How are we to proceed in hunting out those at- 

tributes that are predicated in Quid, as belonging to 
the Essence of the subject? The subject being a 
lowest species, we must look out for such attributes 
as belong to all individuals thereof, but which belong 
also to individuals of other species under the same 
genus. We shall thus find one, two, three, or more, 

attributes, each of which, separately taken, belongs 
to various individuals lying out of the species; but 
the assemblage of which, collectively taken, does not 
belong to any individual lying out of the species. 
The assemblage thus found is the Essence; and the 
enunciation thereof is the Definition of the species. 
Thus, the triad is included in the genus number; in 
searching for its definition, therefore, we must not go 
beyond that genus, nor include any attributes (such as 
ens, &¢c.) predicable of other subjects as well as num- 
bers. Keeping within the limits of the genus, we find 
that every triad agrees in being an odd number. But 
this oddness belongs to other numbers also (pentad, 
heptad, &c.). We therefore look out for other attri- 
butes, and we find that every triad agrees in being a 
prime number, in two distinct senses: first, that it is not 
measured by any other number ; secondly, that it is not 
compounded of any other numbers. This last attribute 
belongs to no other odd number except the triad. We 

* Analyt. Post. Il. xii. p. 95, b. 38-p. 96, a 7. ® Thid. p. 96, a. 8-19. 
© Ibid. xiii. p. 96, a. 22: was Set On pevery tra ev T@ Ti eat KaTNYyopowpeva ; 
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each of them to every triad, universally and neces- 
sarily, and which, taken all together, belong exelusively 
to the triad, and therefore constitute its essence or 
definition. The triad is a number,.odd, and prime in 
the two senses. The definitum and the definition 
are here exactly co-extensive. 

Where the matter that we study is the entire genus, 
we must begin by distributing it into its lowest species ; 
e.g. number into dyad, triad, &. ; in like manner, taking 
straight line, circle, right angle, &c.” We must first 
search out the definitions of each of these lowest species ; 
and these having been ascertained, we must next look 
above the genus, to the Category in which it is itself 
comprised, whether Quantum, Quale, &c. Having done 
thus much, we must study the derivative attributes or 
propria of the lowest species through the common 
generalities true respecting the larger. We must recol- 
lect that these derivative attributes are derived from 
the essence and definition of the lowest species, the 
complex flowing from the simple as its principium: 
they belong per se only to the lowest species thus 
defined ; they belong to the higher genera only through 
those species.° It is in this way, and not in any other, 

® Analyt. Post. II. xiii. p. 96, a. 24- 
b. 14. ef roivuy pndevi trdpxer aGdd@ 
7) Tais adropois Tpidot, TodT’ Gy ein TO 
Tpidde eivat. UmoKelcOw yap kal TovTO, 
7) ovcia 7 ExdoTou eivat 7 emt Tals aTo- 
pois €axaTos ToLavTH KaTHYOpia. waTE 
dpoiws Kal GAN® 6r@ovy TeV oUTe 
derxPevray TO ad’T@ civau éora. 

» Ibid. b. 18. The straight line is 
the first or lowest of all lines: no 
other line\can be understood, unless 
we first understand what is meant by 
a straight line. In like manner the 
right angle is the first of all- angles, 
the circle the first of all curvilinear 
figures (Julius Pacius, ad loc. p. 504). | 

¢ Analyt. Post. I. xiii. p. 96, b. 19- 
25: pera d€ rovro, AaBdvra Ti TO 

ve a“ o A a 

yevos, olov méTEpoy TOV TOTaY 7 TOV 
Tolay, Ta tora maby Oewpety dua Tov 

KOLWOY TPOT@Y. Tos yap TuVTLOEMEVOLS 
€k Tv atdopev (speciebus infimis) ra 
oupBaivoyra €k Tay Oplop@y EeoTat 
Onda, Sia TO apxnv elvar mavr@y Tov 
Optopov Kal TO dmrAovy, Kal Tots amAots 
kal’ avra wtmapxew Ta ocupPaivoyra 

al 5 al 

| povots, Tots 6’ aAdous Kat’ eketva. 
Themistius illustrates this obscure 

passage, p. 89. The definitions of 
| ed0cia ypappn, Kekdacnéemm ‘ypaupn, 
| mepuepys ypapnpn, must each of them 
contain the definition of ypaupy 
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that logical Division of genera, according to specific 
differences, can be made serviceable for investigation 
of essential attributes; that is, it can only be made to 
demonstrate what is derivative from the essence. We 
have shown already that it cannot help in demonstrating 
essence or Definition itself. We learn to marshal in 
proper order the two constituent elements of our defi- 
nition, and to attach each specific difference to the 
genus to which it properly belongs. Thus we must 
not attempt to distribute the genus animal according 
to the difference of having the wing divided or un- 
divided : many animals will fall under neither of the 
two heads; the difference in question belongs to the 
lower genus winged animal, and distributes the same 
into two species. The characteristic or specific dif- 
ference must be enunciated and postulated by itself, 
and must be attached to its appropriate genus in order 
to form the definition. It is only by careful attention 
to the steps of legitimate logical Division that we can 
make sure of including all the particulars and leaving 
out none.” 

Some contemporaries of Aristotle, and among them 
Speusippus, maintained that it was impossible either to 
define, or to divide logically, unless you knew all par- 
ticulars without exception. You cannot (they said) 
know any one thing, except by knowing its differences 
from all other things; which would imply that you 
knew also all these other things.” To these reasoners 

(= pikos amdarés), since it is in the 
Category Tlogév (moody pijkos an- 
Aarés). But the derivative properties 
of the circle (aepupepys ypaypn) are 
deduced from the definition of a circle, 
and belong to it in the first instance 
qua repupepis ypapnpn, in a secondary 

way qua ypappy. 
* Analyt. Post. II. xiii. p. 96, b. 25- 

p. 97,,3.6. 
> Thid. p. 97, a. 6-10; Themistius, p. 

92. Aristotle does not here expressly 
name Speusippus, but simply says 
gaci twes. It is Themistius who 
names Speusippus; and one of the 
Scholiasts refers to Eudemus as hay- 
ing expressly indicated Speusippus 
(Schol. p. 248, a. 24, Br.). 
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Aristotle replies: It is not necessary to know all the 
differences of every thing; you know a thing as soon 
as you know its essence, with the properties per se 
which are derivative therefrom. There are many dif- 
ferences not belonging to the essence, but distinguishing 
from each other two things having the same essence: 
you may know the thing, without knowing these acci- 
dental differences.» When you divide a genus into 
two species, distinguished by one proximate specific 
difference, such that there cannot be any thing that 
does not fall under one or other of these membra con- 
dividentia, and when you have traced the subject 

investigated under one or other of these members, you 
can always follow this road until no lower specific 
difference can be found, and you have then the final 
essence and definition of the subject ; even though you 
may not know how many other subjects each of the 
two members may include.” Thus does Aristotle reply 
to Speusippus, showing that it is not necessary, for the 

definition of one thing, that you should know ail other 

things. His reply, as in many other cases, is founded 

on the distinction between the Hssential and the Acci- 

dental. 
To obtain or put together a definition through logical 

Division, three points are to be attended to.° Collect 
the predicates in Quid ; range them in the proper order ; 

make sure that there are no more, or that you have 

collected all. The essential predicates are genera, to be 

obtained not otherwise than by the method (dialectical) 

° hid. a. 23: eis b€ 76 KaTacKeva- 
(ew Opov dia diatpécewv. The Scho- 

* Analyt. Post. II. xiii. p. 97, a, 12: 

modal yap Siapopat vmdpxovat Trois 
avtois T@ elder, GAN ov Kat’ ovoiay 

> ‘A ? ¢ v4 ovde Kal’ aura 
> Thid. a. 18-22: qavepov yap ore 

dy ovt@ Baditov €dXOn cis Tat’ta ov 
a > \ , bu \ , unkere eatt Svadopa, eer Tov Adyov 

Tis ovclas. 

liast, p. 248, a. 41, explains kara- 

oxevate by evpetv, cuvOeivar, azro- 
Sovva. He distinguishes it from 
arrodeckyuvac; demonstration of the 
definition being impracticable. 
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used in concluding accidents. As regards order, you 
begin with the highest genus, that which is predi- 
cable of all the others, while none of these is predicable 
of it, determining in like fashion the succession of the 
rest respectively. The collection will be complete, if 
you divide the highest genus by an exhaustive specific 
difference, such that every thing must be included in 
one or other of the two proximate and opposed portions ; 
and then taking the species thus found as your diw- 
dendum, subdivide it until no lower specific difference 
can be found, or you obtain from the elements an exact 
equivalent to the subject.* 

When the investigation must proceed by getting to- 
gether a group of similar particulars, you compare them, 
and note what is the same in all; then turn to another 

group which are the same im genere yet differ in 
specie from the first group, and have a different point 
of community among themselves. You next compare 
the point of community among the members of the 
first group, and that among the members of the second 
group. If the two points of community can be brought 
under one rational formula, that will be the definition 
of the subject; but if, at the end of the process, the 
distinct points of community are not found resolvable 
into any final one, this proves that the supposed 
definiendum is not one but two or more.” For example, 
suppose you are investigating, What is the essence 
or definition of magnanimity ? You must study various 
magnanimous individuals, and note what they have 
in common gud magnanimous.” Thus, Achilles, Ajax, 

* Analyt. Post. II. xiii. p. 97, a. 
23 seq. See Waitz, Comm. p. 418. 

» Analyt. Post. II. xiii. p. 97, b. T- 
15. mddw ckoreiy ei tavtov ews ay 
eis va €XOn Adyov: bros yap €aTat TOU 
mpaypatos dpiouds. eav de pry Badicy 

eis €va GAN’ eis Sv0 7 TAEiw, OHAov 
eo > a e oe “ay x , Ort ovK dy etn &y Te elvae TO CyToupevor, 
aha melo. 

° Tbid. b. 16: okenrréov emi twav 
’ A ” om” a 

peyadotxar, ods taper, TL Exovow EV 

TavTES 7] TOLOUTOL. 
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Alkibiades were all magnanimous. Now, that which 
the three had in common was, that they could not endure 
to be insulted; on that account Alkibiades went to 

war with his countrymen, Achilles was angry and 
stood aloof from the Greeks, Ajax slew himself. But, 
again, you find two other magnanimous men, Sokrates 
and Lysander. These two had in common the quality, 
that they maintained an equal and unshaken temper 
both in prosperity and adversity. Now when you have 
got thus far, the question to be examined is, What is 
the point of identity between the temper that will not 
endure insult, and the temper that remains undisturbed 
under all diversities of fortune? If an identity can 
be found, this will be the essence or definition of 

magnanimity ; to which will belong equanimity as one 
variety, and intolerance of insult as another. If, on 
the contrary, no identity can be found, you will then 
have two distinct mental dispositions, without any 
common definition.” 

Every definition must be an universal proposition, 
applicable, not exclusively to one particular object, but 
to a class of greater or less extent. The lowest species 
is easier to define than the higher genus; this is one 
reason why we must begin with particulars, and ascend 
to universals. It is in the higher genera that equivocal 
terms most frequently escape detection.” When you 

2 Analyt. Post. II. xiii. p. 97, b. 17- | 
25. travra dv0 AaBwv oKor®@ Ti TO avTO 
éxovow 7 Te amadera 7 mept Tas TUXAS 
kal 7) py Umopovy atipatopevay. ei Oe 
pndev, S00 €i0n av ein THs peyado- 
Woxias. | 

/Equam memento rebus in arduis 
Servare mentem: non secus in bonis 
Ab insolentitemperatam 

Leetitia.—HOorace, Ode, ii. 3. 

Aristotle says that there will be 
two species of magnanimity. But 

surely if the two so-called species 
connote nothing in common they are 
not rightly called species, nor is mag- 
nanimity rightly called a genus. 
Equanimity would be distinct from 
magnanimity; Sokrates and Lysander 
would not properly be magnanimous 
but equanimous. 

» Analyt. Post. IT. xiii. p. 97, b. 29: 
kal yap at éuevupiar NavOayovet pah- 
Rov ev Trois KaOddov 7) ev Tois ddvaho- 
pots. 
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are demonstrating, what you have first to attend to is, 
the completeness of the form of syllogizing : when you 
are defining, the main requisite is to be perspicuous 
and intelligible; z.e. to avoid equivocal or metaphorical 
terms.* You will best succeed in avoiding them, if you 
begin with the individuals, or with examples of the 
lowest species, and then proceed to consider not their 
resemblances generally, but their resemblances in cer- 
tain definite ways, as in colour or figure. These more 
definite resemblances you will note first; upon each 
you will found a formula of separate definition; after 
which you will ascend to the more general formula of 
less definite resemblance common to both. Thus, in 
regard to the acute or sharp, you will consider the 
acute in sound, and in other matters (tastes, pains, 
weapons, angles, &c.), and you will investigate what is 
the common point of identity characterizing all, Per- 
haps there may be no such identity; the transfer of 
the term from one to the other may be only a meta- 
phor : you will thus learn that no common definition 
is attainable. This is an important lesson; for as 
we are forbidden to carry on a dialectical debate in 
metaphorical terms, much more are we forbidden to 
introduce metaphorical terms in a definition.” 

* Analyt. Post. II. xiii. p.97, b. 31: 
aomep O€ ev rais amobeifect det TO ye 
avAAedoyicba tmdpyxeww, oT Kal ev 
Tois pois TO Tages. 

By 10 cages, he evidently means 
the avoidance of equivocal or meta- 
phorical terms, and the adherence to 
true genera and species. Compare 
Biese, Die Philosophie des Aristot. 
pp. 308-310. 

> Analyt. Post. II. xiii. p. 97, b. 35- 
39.—(diareyeoOai pyot, ro Scadexrixas 
oprciv.—Schol. p. 248, b. 23, Brand.). 
Aristotle considers it metaphorical 

when the term acute is applied both 
to a sound and to an angle. 

The treatment of this portion of 
the Aristotelian doctrine by Prantl 
(Geschichte der Logik, vol. I. ch. iv. 
pp. 246, 247, 338,) is. instructive. 
He brings out, in peculiar but forcible 
terms, the idea of “ notional causality ” 
which underlies Aristotle’s Logic. 
“So also ist die Definition das Aus- 
sprechen des schdpferischen Wesens- 

Soweit der schépfe- 
rische Wesensbegriff erreicht werden 
kann, ist durch denselben die begriff- 
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To obtain and enunciate correctly the problems suit- 
able for discussion in each branch of science, you must 
have before you tables of dissection and logical division, 
and take them as guides ;° beginning with the highest 
genus and proceeding downward through the succes- 
sively descending scale of sub-genera and species. If 
you are studying animals, you first collect the predi- 
cates belonging to all animals; you then take the 
highest subdivision of the genus animal, such as bird, 
and you collect the predicates belonging to all birds; 
and so on to the next in the descending scale. You 
will be able to show cause why any of these predi- 
cates must belong to the man Sokrates, or to the horse 
Bukephalus ; because it belongs to the genus animal, 
which includes man and horse. Animal will be the 
middle term in the demonstration.” This example is 
taken from the class-terms current in vulgar speech. 
But you must not confine yourself to these; you must 
look out for new classes, bound together by the pos- 
session of some common attribute, yet not usually talked 

liche Causalitiit erkannt; und die 
Hinsicht in diese primitive Urséich- 
lichkeit wird in dem Syllogismus ver- 
mittelst des Mittelbegriffes erreicht. 
Ueber den schopferischen Wesens- 
begriff hinauszugehen, ist nicht més- 
hich eet. Sobald die Definition mehr 
als eine blosse Namenserklirung ist— 
und siesmuss mehr seyn—erkennt sie 
den Mittelbegriff als schépferische 
Causalitét. . . . . Die ontologische 
Bedeutung des Mittelbegriffes ist, dass 
er schopferischer Wesensbegriff ist.” 
Rassow (pp. 51, 63, &c.) adopts a like 
metaphorical phrase :—“ Definitionum 
est, explicare notionem ; que quidem 
est creatrix rerum causa.” 

* Analyt. Post. II. xiv. p. 98, a. 1. 
mpos Se TO €xew Ta mpoBAnwara, dé- 

yew Set tds re Gvatopas kai Tas 
Ovatpéoers, ovrw Sé Suadéyerv, wmobE- 
Pevoy TO ‘yevos TO KoWwov dmayTor. 
This is Waitz’s text, which differs 

from Julius Pacius and from Firmin 
Didot. 

Themistius (pp. 94-95) explains 
Tas avatouas to be anatomical draw- 
ings or exercises prepared by Ari- 
stotle for teaching : kat tas davaromas 
exe Set mpoxeipas, doar remoinvrat 
*Apiororeet. 

The collection of Problems or ques- 
tions for investigation was much pro- 
secuted, not merely by Aristotle but 
by Theophrastus (Schol. p. 249, a. 
abr); 

> Analyt. Post. I. xiv. p. 98, a. 5- 
12, 
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of as classes, and you must see whether other attributes 
can be found constantly conjoined therewith. Thus 
you find that all animals having horns, have also a 
structure of stomach fit for rumination, and teeth upon 
one jaw only. You know, therefore, what is the cause 
that oxen and sheep have a structure of stomach fit 
for rumination. It is because they have horns. Having- 
horns is the middle term of the demonstration,* Cases 
may also be found in which several objects possess no 
common nature or attribute to bind them into a class, 
but are yet linked together, by analogy, in different 
ways, to one and the same common term.” Some pre- 
dicates will be found to accompany constantly this 
analogy, or to belong to all the objects gud analogous, 
just as if they had one and the same class-nature. De- 
monstration may be applied to these, as to the former 
cases, | 

Problems must be considered to be the same, when 
the middle term of the demonstration is the same for 
each, or when the middle term in the one is a sub- 
ordinate or corollary to that in the other. Thus, the 
cause of echo, the cause of images in a mirror, the cause 
of the rainbow, all come under the same general head 
or middle term (refraction), though with a specific 
difference in each case. Again, when we investigate 
the problem, Why does the Nile flow with a more 
powerful current in the last half of the (lunar) 
month? the reason is that the month is then more 
wintry. But why is the month then more wintry ? 
Because the light of the moon is then diminishing. 
Here are two middle terms, the one of which depends 

* Analyt. Post. II. xiv. p. 98, a. 13- > Thid. a. 20-23: ere 8 addos tpd- 
19. Aristotle assumes that the material | tos é€orl kara tO dvaddoyoyr 
which ought to have served for the | €kAéyew. He gives as examples, 
upper teeth, is appropriated by Nature | onmov, akavOa, dcrodr. 
for the formation of horns. | 
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upon the other. The problem for investigation is 
therefore the same in both. 

Respecting Causa and Causatum question may be 
made whether it is necessary that when the causatum 
exists, the causa must exist also? The answer must be 
in the affirmative, if you include the cause in the defi- 
nition of causatum. Thus, if you include in the defini- 
tion of a lunar eclipse, the cause thereof, viz., inter- 
vention of the earth between moon and sun—then, 
whenever an eclipse occurs, such intervention must 
occur also. But it must not be supposed that there is 
here a perfect reciprocation, and that as the causatum 
is in this case demonstrable from the cause, so there is 

the like demonstration of the cause from the causatum. 
Such a demonstration is never a demonstration of 
107t; 1t is only a demonstration of om. The causatum 
is not included in the definition of the cause; if you 
demonstrate that because the moon is eclipsed, therefore 
the earth is interposed between the moon and the sun, 
you prove the fact of the interposition, but you learn 
nothing about the cause thereof. Again, in a syllogism 
the middle term is the cause of the conclusion (i.¢., it 
is the reason why the major term is predicated of the 
minor, which predication zs the conclusion) ; and in this 
sense the cause and causatum may sometimes recipro- 
cate, so that either may be proved by means of the 
other. But the causatum here reciprocates with the 
causa only as premiss and conclusion (7.¢., we may know 
either by means of the other), not as cause and effect ; 
the causatum is not cause of the causa as a fact and re- 
ality, as the causa is cause of the causatum.> 

* Analyt. Post. II. xv. p. 98, a. | pended upon the same middle term 
24-34, ‘Theophrastus is said to have | (Schol. p. 249, a. 11, Brand.). 
made collections of “like problems,” » Analyt. Post. I. xvi. p. 98, a. 
problems of which the solution de- | 35, seq. Themistius, pp. 96-97: od 
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The question then arises, Can there be more than one 

cause of the same causatum? Is it necessary that the 
same effect should be produced in all cases by the same 
cause? In other words, when the same predicate is 
demonstrated to be true of two distinct minors, may 
it not be demonstrated in one case by one middle term, 
and in the other case by a different middle term?* An- 
swer: In genuine and proper scientific problems the 
middle term is the rational account (definition, inter- 
pretation) of the major extreme; this middle term 

therefore, or the cause, must in all cases be one and 

the same. The demonstration in these cases is derived 
from the same essence; it is per se, not per accidens. 
But there are other problems, not strictly and properly 
scientific, in which cause and causatum are connected 
merely per accidens ; the demonstration being operated 
by a middle term which is not of the essence of the 
major, but is only a sign or concomitant.” According 
as the terms of the conclusion are related to each other, 
so also will the middle term be related to both. If 
the conclusion be equivocal, the middle term’ will be 

yap €oTw airtoy Tov Thy yHv ev pec@ 
eivat TO THY GeAnYNY ekdelrely, GAA 
pecov Tod ovdAAoyiopov: Kal TOU cup- 
mepdoparos tows atriov, Tod mpay- 
patos S€ ovdapas. Themistius 
here speaks with a precision which is 
not always present to the mind of 
Aristotle ; for he discriminates the 

cause of the fact from the cause of the 
affirmed fact or conclusion. M. 
Barthélemy St. Hilaire says (Plan 
Général des Derniers Analytiques, p. 
exl.) :—“ Ainsi, la démonstration de 
effet par la cause apprend pourquoi 
la chose est; la démonstration par 
Veffet apprend seulement que la chose 
est. On sait que la terre s’interpose, 
mais on ne sait pas pourquoi elle 
s'interpose : et ce qui le montre bien, 

c’est que lidée de l’interposition de la 
terre est indispensable 4 la définition 
essentielle de Jl’éclipse tandis que 
Vidée de l’éclipse n’a que faire dans la 
définition de l’interposition. L’inter- 
position de la terre fait done com- 
prendre l’éclipse; tandis que l’éclipse 
ne fait pas du tout comprendre 
Vinterposition de la terre.” 

* Analyt. Post. II. xvi. p. 98, b. 25. 
» Analyt. Post. II. xvii. p. 99, a. 4: 

€ote O€ kai ov atrioy Kal 6 oKomeiv 
kata ovpBeBnkds: ov pry Soxet mpo- 
PAnpara eivat. 

“Veluti si probemus grammaticum 
esse aptum ad ridendum, quia homo 
est aptus ad ridendum.” (Julius 
Pacius, p. 514.) 
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equivocal also; if the predicate in the conclusion be in 
generic relation to the subject, the major also will be 
in generic relation to the middle. Thus, if you are 
demonstrating that one triangle is similar to another, 
and that one colour is similar to another, the word 
similar in these two cases 1s not univocal, but equi- 
vocal; accordingly, the middle term in the demon- 
stration will also be equivocal. Again, if you are de- 
monstrating that four proportionals will also be pro- 
portionals alternately, there will be one cause or middle 
term, if the subject of the conclusion be lines; another, 
if the subject be numbers. Yet the middle term or 
cause in both is the same, in as far as both involve a 
certain fact of increment." 

The major term of the syllogism will in point of 
extension be larger than any particular minor, but 
equal or co-extensive with the sum total of the par- 
ticulars. Thus the predicate deciduous, affirmable of 
all plants with broad leaves, is greater in extension 
than the subject vines, also than the subject fig-trees ; 
but it is equal in extension to the sum total of vines 
and fig-trees (the other particular broad-leaved plant). 
The middle also, in an universal demonstration, reci- 
procates with the major, being its definition. Here 
the true middle or cause of the effect that vines and 
fig-trees shed their leaves, is not that they are broad- 
leaved plants, but rather a coagulation of sap or some 
such fact.” 

The last chapter of the present treatise is announced 
by Aristotle as the appendix and completion of his 
entire theory of Demonstrative Science, contained in 
the Analytica Priora, which treats of Syllogism, and 
the Analytica Posteriora, which treats of Demonstration. 

* Analyt. Post. IT. xvii. p. 99, a. 8-16. » Thid. a. 16 seq. 
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After formally winding up the whole enquiry, he pro- 
ceeds to ask regarding the principia of Demonstrative 
Science: What are they? How do they become known? 
What is the mental habit or condition that is cognizant 
of them ?* 

Aristotle has already laid down that there can be no 
Demonstration without certain precognita to start from ; 
and that these precognita must, in the last resort, be 
princyna undemonstrable, immediately known, and 
known even more accurately than the conclusions 
deduced from them. Are they then cognitions, or 
cognizant habits and possessions, born along with us, 
and complete from the first? This is impossible (Ari- 
stotle declares); we cannot have such valuable and 

accurate cognitions from the first momenis of childhood, 
and yet not be at all aware of them. They must there- 
fore be acquired ; yet how is it possible for us to acquire 
them?? The fact is, that, though we do not from the 
first possess any such complete and accurate cognitions 
as these, we have from the first an inborn capacity or 
potentiality of arriving at them. And something of the 

* Analyt. Post. II. xix. p. 99, b. 15- | 
19: epi pev ody ovdAdoyiopovd Kai 

manifestum est; quum _ pracesserit 
epilogus respondens procemio quod 

>? , , c , , > \ 

amobei~ews, Ti TE EkaTEpoy €aTL Kal 
mas yivera, pavepdv, dua Se Kat mepi 
émotnpns amodeKtiKns: TavTov ‘yap 
€otw. mepi S€ Tay apxay, mas TE 
yivovrat yy@piyor, Kal Tis 9 yvopi- 

ov > ~ A >’ bead 

fovaa €&ts, evrevOev eott Ondov 

Mpoaropnoact mparov. 
Bekker and Waitz, in their editions, 

include all these words in ch. xix.: 
the older editions placed the words 

: cana Bea. 
preceding mepi dé in ch. xviii. Za- 
barella observes the transition to a 
new subject (Comm. ad Analyt. Post. 
IL. ch. xv. p. 640) :—“ Postremum hoc 
caput (beginning at mepi de) extra 

VOL. I. 

legitur in initio primi libri Priorum 
Analyticorum.” 

» Analyt. Post. II. xix. p. 99, b. 25- 
30: aérepov ovK evodtoa ai ekeis ey- 
yivovrat, 7) evodoar AeAnOacw. ei per 
5 €xopev avrds, aroroy: avupBaiver 
yap axpiBeotépas €xovras yvooers 
amodeiEews NavOavew: ci Sé€ AapBavo- 
pev pu) Exovres mpdotepov, mas ay yvw- 
pifoipey Kai pavOdvoipev ex pn mpoi- 
mapxovons yvooews ; Compare, supra, 
Analyt. Post. I. iii. p. 72, b. 20-30; 
Metaphys. A. ix. p. 993, a. 1, with 
the Comment. of Alexander, p. 96, 

Bonitz, 

2B 
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same kind belongs to all animals.* All of them possess 
an apprehending and discriminating power born with 
them, called Sensible Perception ; but, though all possess 

such power, there is this difference, that with some the 
act of perception dwells for a longer or shorter time in 
the mind; with others it does not. In animals with 

whom it does not dwell, there can be no knowledge 
beyond perception, at least as to all those matters 
wherein perception is evanescent ; but with those that 
both perceive and retain perceptions in their minds, 
ulterior knowledge grows up.” There are many such 
retentive animals, and they differ among themselves : 
with some of them reason or rational notions arise 
out of the perceptions retained; with others, it is not 
so. First, out of perception arises memory; next, 
out of memory of the same often repeated, arises expe- 
rience, since many remembrances numerically distinct 
are summed up into one experience. Lastly, out of 
experience, or out of the universal notion, the wnum et 
idem which pervades and characterizes a multitude of 
particulars, when it has taken rest and root in the 
mind, there arises the principiwm of art and science: of 
science, in respect to objects existent; of art, in respect 

* Analyt. Post. II. xix. p. 99, b. 30: 
avepoy roivuy ovr’ Exew oidv Te, ovT 
dyvoovot kat pndepiay €xovow e&w ey- 
yliver Oar: dvaykn dpa €xew pev twa Svv- 
ap, py Tovavtny 8 exew 7 ora Tov- 
TOV TiwLwTepa KaT akpiBeray. cbaiverat 
d€ TovTé ye macw vmapxoy Tois (wots. 

> Analyt. Post. II. xix. p. 99; b. 37: 
¢ \ 5 “a 2 , A of By boos pev ouv pu) eyyiverat, 7) Gdos 7) 
mept a py eyyiverat, ovK EoTL TovTOLS 

n ” ~ > , > e ? 
yraos Ew Tov aicbavecOa- ev ois 6 
éveotw aigOavopevors eeu ere ev TH 
Wyn. modAAGuv be Tovovray yivopevey 
n0n Stasopa Tis yiveTar, @oTE TOIs pEV 
yivecOar Adyov €k THS TOY ToOLOUT@Y 

-~ lol ‘4 , 

povns, rots dé yun. Compare Analyt. 
Poster. I. p. 81, a. 388, seq., where the 

dependence of Induction on the per- 
ceptions of sense is also affirmed. See 
Themistius, pp. 50-51, ed. Spengel. 
The first chapter of the Metaphysica 
(p. 981) contains a striking account of 
this generation of universal notions 
from memory and comparison of 
sensible particulars: yiverar € 
TEXYN, OTav €kK TOANY THs eprrerpias 
evvonmat@y pia KaOddhov yévnrat. mrept 
TOV dpoiav wmdrAnWs (“intellecta si- 
militudo”). Also in the Physica VII. 
p. 247, b. 20 (in the Paraphrase of 
Themistius, as printed in the Berlin 
edition, at bottom of page): ex yap 
THs KaTa Mepos epumeplas THY KaOddov 
AapBdvoper eriotnuny. 

—_ 
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to things generable.* And thus these mental habits 
or acquirements neither exist in our minds determined 
from the beginning, nor do they spring from other 
acquirements of greater cognitive efficacy. They spring 
from sensible perception; and we may illustrate their 
growth by what happens in the panic of a terrified 
host, where first one runaway stops in his flight, then 
a second, then a third, until at last a number docile to 
command is collected. One characteristic feature of the 
mind is to be capable of this process.” 

* Analyt. Post. II. xix. p. 100, a. 
3-10: ek pev otv aicOnoews yiverat 
prnpn, Gorep déeyouev, ex S€ pvnuns 
ToNAdKis TOU avTOU ‘yivomEevns Eprret- 
pia: ai yap modal prnpa TO apiOpe 
eumeipia pia éotiv. é€k 8 epsrerpias, 
7) €k Tavros NpEwnoavtos Tod KaOddov 
ev TH Wx, TOU €vds Tapa Ta TrodKa, 
& dy ev dracw ev evi exeivois TO avdro, 
TExYNS apx)) Kal émlioTHuNs* Eav pev 
Tepl yeveow, Téxyns, eav S€ wept ro 
dv, emtoTnpns. 
A theory very analogous to this 

(respecting the gradual generation of 
scientific universal notions in the 
mind out of the particulars of sense) 
is stated in the Phedon of Plato, ch. 
xlv. p. 96, B., where Sokrates reckons 

up the unsuccessful tentatives which 
he had made in philosophy: kai 
TOTEpov TO aia eotw © povodper, 
7 6 anp, 7) TO mip, 7) TovTeY per 
ovdev, 6 b€ eyxeadds eotw 6 Tas 
aidOnoes mapéxov TOU akovew kal 
opav kal dadppaiverOa, ek TovTar 
6€ yiyvotro pynpn xai Sdéa, 
ek S€ pvynpns cat Sdéns, Aa- 
Bovons TO npepeiv, Kara 
Tavta yiyvecOat emiornpny. 

Boethius says, Comm. in Ciceronis 
Topica, p. 805 :— Plato ideas quas- 
dam esse ponebat, id est, species in- 
corporeas, substantiasque constantes 

et per se ab aliis nature ratione 

separatas, ut hoc ipsum homo, qui- 
bus participantes cetera res homines 
vel animalia fierent. At vero Ari- 
stoteles nullas putat extra esse 
substantias; sed intellectam simili- 
tudinem plurimorum inter se differ- 
entium substantialem, genus putat 

esse vel speciem. Nam cum homo 
et equus differunt rationabilitate et 
irrationabilitate, horum  Zntellecta 
similitudo efficit genus. Ergo com- 
munitas quedam et plurimorum inter 
se differentium similitudo notio est; 
cujus notionis aliud genus est, aliud 
Jorma, Sed quoniam similiwm in- 
telligentia est omnis notio, in rebus 
vero similibus necessaria est differen- 
tiarum discretio, idcirco indiget notio 
quadam enodatione ac divisione ; 
velut ipse intellectus animalis sibi 
ipsi non sufficit,” &e. 

The phrase intellecta similitudo 
plurimorum embodies both Induction 
and Intellection in one. A _ like 
doctrine appears in the obscure pas- 
sages of Aristotle, De Anima, ITI. viii. 

p. 429, b. 10; also p. 432, a. 3: 6 vods, 
eidos €id@v, kat 7 aicOnots, eidos aia- 
Onrav. met dé ovd€ mpaypa ovbev 
€oTt mapa Ta peyeOn, ws Soxet, ra aio- 
Onra Kexwptopevoy, ev Tois eldeor ToIS 
aia Onrois Ta vonta éeatiy. 

> Analyt. Post. IL. xix. p. 100, a. 10- 
14: ovre 8 evurdpxovow ddopic- 

DB 
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Aristotle proceeds to repeat the illustration in clearer 
terms—at least in terms which he thinks clearer." We 
perceive the particular individual; yet sensible per- 
ception is of the universal in the particular (as, for 
example, when Kallias is before us, we perceive man, 

not the man Kallias). Now, when one of a set of 
particulars dwells some time in the mind, first an uni- 
versal notion arises; next, more particulars are per- 
ceived and detained, and universal notions arise upon 

them more and more comprehensive, until at last we 
reach the highest stage—the most universal and simple. 
From Kallias we rise to man; from such and such an 
animal, to animal i genere ; from animal in genere, still 
higher, until we reach the highest or indivisible genus.” 
Hence it is plain that the first and highest prineipia can 
become known to us only by Induction; for it is by 

pevar ai c&ets, ovr dm’ adAwv e&eov 
yivovrat yvapimerépov, add’ ard aio- 
Onoews,—y Se Wuxn Umdpxer ToLavTH 
ovea oa Svvacba Tac xeEL TovTO. 

The varieties of intellectual e&es 
enumerated by Aristotle in the sixth 
book of the Nikomachean Ethica, are 
elucidated by Alexander in his Com- 
ment. on the Metaphysica, (A. p. 981) 
pp. 7, 8, Bonitz. The difference of 
é€is and didOecrs, the durable condi- 
tion as contrasted with the transient, 
is noted in Categorie. pp. 8,9. See 
also Eth. Nikom. II. i. ii. pp. 1108, 4, 

* Analyt. Post. II. xix. p. 100, a. 
14: 6 8 €héx On péev madat, ov 
cadas dé éhexOn, maw etroper. 

Waitz supposes that Aristotle here 
refers to a passage in the first book 
of the Analytica Posteriora, ¢. xxxi. 
p- 87, b. 30. M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire 
thinks (p. 290) that reference is in- 
tended to an earlier sentence of this 
same chapter. Neither of these sup- 
positions seems to suit (least of all 

the last) with the meaning of mada. 
But whichever be meant, Aristotle 

has not done much to clear up what 
was obscure in the antecedent state- 
ments. r 

» Analyt. Post. ie sca O Oma 
15: ordvros yap trav advapdpav évés, 
Tp@tov pev ev tH uxy KaOddov (Kat 
yap aicOdvera pév ro Kal? Exactov, 7 
& aicOnots rod KaOddov éoriv, otov 

avOpamov, aN ov KadXiov advOparov) 
makw & éy rovtos torarat, é€ws 
Gv Ta adpepn oty Kat Ta ka- 
8dXo v, oloy Tovovbt (dov, Ews CHov- 
Kat €V TOUT® WOAUTWS. 

These words are obscure: ta dyep7 
must mean the highest genera; in- 
divisible, ¢.e., being a minimum in 
respect of comprehension. Instead of 
Ta Ka@édov, we might have expected 
Ta “ddtoTa KaOdXov, or, perhaps, that 
kai should be omitted. Trendelenburg 
comments at length on this passage, 
Arist. De Anima Comment. pp. 170- 
174. 

ri 
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this process that sensible perception builds up in us the 
Universal.“ Now among those intellective habits or 
acquirements, whereby we come to apprehend truth, 
there are some (Science and Notis) that are uniformly 
and unerringly true, while others (Opinion and Ra- 
tiocination) admit an alternative of falsehood.” Com- 
paring Science with Noi, the latter, and the latter 
only, is more accurate and unerring than Science. But 
all Science implies demonstration, and all that we know 
by Science is conclusions deduced by demonstration. 

* Analyt. Post. il. xix. p. 100, 
b. 3: Oydov by dre qpivy ta mpata 
eraywy) ‘yvepitew avaykatovy kai 
yap kat atcOnois ott TO KaOddov 
eproet. Compare, supra, Analyt. 
Post. I. xviii. p. 81, b. 1. Some 
commentators contended that Ari- 
stotle did not mean to ascribe an 
inductive origin to the common 
Axioms properly so called, tut only 
to the special principia belonging to 
each science. Zabarella refutes this 
doctrine, and maintains that the 
Axioms (Dignitates) are derived from 
Induction (Comm. in Analyt. Post. IT. 
xix. p. 649, ed. Venet., 1617) :— 

“Quum igitur inductio non sit proprie 
discursus, nec ratio, jure dicit Ari- 
stoteles principiorum notitiam non 
esse cum ratione, quia non ex aliis 
innotescunt, sed ex seipsis dum per in- 
ductionem innotescunt. Propterea in 
illa propositione, qua in initio primi- 

libri legitur, sub doctrina discursiva 
cognitio principiorum non comprehen- 
ditur, quia non est dianoética. Hoc, 
quod modo diximus, si nonnulli ad- 
vertissent, fortasse non negassent 
principia communia, que dicuntur 
Dignitates, inductione cognosci. Dix- 
erunt enim Aristotelem hic de prin- 
cipiis loquentem sola princijia propria 
considerasse, quz cum non proprio 

lumine cognoscantur, inductione in- 

notescunt;; at Dignitates (inquiunt) 
proprio lumine ab intellectu nostro 
cognoscuntur per solam terminorum 
intelligentiam, ut quod omne totum 
majus est sua parte; hoc enim non 
magis est evidens sensui in parti- 
culari, quam intellectui in universali, 
proinde inductione non eget. Sed 
hance sententiam hic Averroes refutat, 
dicens hee quoque inductione cog- 
nosci, sed non animadverti nobis 

tempus hujus inductionis; id enim 
omnino confitendum est, omnem in- 

tellectualem doctrinam 4 sensu ori- 
ginem ducere, et nihil esse in intel- 
lectu quod prius in sensu non fuerit, 
ut ubique asserit Aristoteles.” 

To the same purpose Zabarella 
expresses himself in an earlier portion 
of his Commentary on the Analyt. 
Post., where he lays it down that 
the truth of the proposition, Every 
whole is greater than its part, is 
known from antecedent knowledge 
of particulars by way of Induction. 
Compare the Scholion of Philoponus, 
ad Analyt. Post. p. 225, a. 32, Brand., 

where the same is said about the 
Axiom, Things equal to the same 
are equal to each other. 

» Analyt. Post. Il. xix. p. 100, b. 5: 
emel b€ tov repli thy Sudvotay e€ewr, 
ais dAnOevouev, ai pev del adnbeis 
eioty, al b€ emidexovrar TO Yevdos, &c. 
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We have already said that the principia of these demon- 
strations cannot be themselves demonstrated, and there- 
fore cannot be known by Science; we have also said 
that they must be known more accurately than the 
conclusions. How then can these principia themselves 
be known? They can be known only by Nots, and 
from particulars. It is from the principia known by 
Nois, with the maximum of accuracy, that Science 
demonstrates her conclusions. Nofs is the great 
principium of Science.* 

The manner in which Aristotle here describes how 
the principia of Syllogism become known to the mind 
deserves particular attention. The march up to prin- 
cipia is not only different from, but the reverse of, the 
march down from principia; like the athlete who runs 
first to the end of the stadium, and then back.” Gene- 
ralizing or universalizing is an acquired intellectual 
habit or permanent endowment; growing out of nume- 
rous particular acts or judgments of sense, remembered, 
compared, and coalescing into one mental group through 
associating resemblance. As the ethical, moral, practical 
habits, are acquirements growing out of a repetition of 
particular acts, so also the intellectual, theorizing habits 
are mental results generated -by a multitude of par- 
ticular judgments of sense, retained and compared, so 
as to imprint upon the mind a lasting stamp of some 
identity common to all. The Universal (notius natura) 
is thus generated in the mind by a process of Induc- 
tion out of particulars which are notiora nobis; the 
potentiality of this process, together with sense and 
memory, is all that is innate or connatural. 

The principia, from which the conclusions of Syllogism 

— 

* Analyt. Post. Il. xix. fin. p. 100, b. 
» Aristot. Eth. Nikom. I. iv. p. 1095, b. 1. 
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are deduced, being thus obtained by Induction, are, in 
Aristotle’s view, appreciated by, or correlated with, 
the infallible and unerring Nois or Intellect.*. He con- 
ceives repeated and uncontradicted Induction as carry- 
ing with it the maximum of certainty and necessity : 
the syllogistic deductions constituting Science he re- 
gards as also certain; but their certainty is only deri- 
vative, and the principia from which they flow he ranks 
still higher, as being still more certain.” Both the one 
and the other he pointedly contrasts with Opinion and 
Calculation, which he declares to be liable to error. 

Aristotle had inherited from Plato this doctrine of an 
infallible Notis or Intellect, enjoying complete immunity 
from error. But, instead of connecting it (as Plato had 
done) with reminiscences of an anterior life among the 
Ideas, he assigned to it a position as terminus and cor- 
relate to the process of Induction.° The lke postulate 

* The passages respecting dpyai or | 
principia, in the Nikomachean Ethica | 
(especially Books I. and VI.), are in- 
structive as to Aristotle’s views. The 
principia are universal notions and 
propositions, not starting up ready- 
made nor as original promptings of 
the intellect, but gradually built up 
out of the particulars of sense and 
Induction, and repeated particular 
acts. They are judged and sanctioned 
by Novs or Intellect, but it requires 
much care to define them well. They 
belong to the ért, while demonstra- 
tion belongs to the dur. Eth. Nik. 
I. vii. p. 1098, a. 33: ov« amautnréov 8 
ovde THY airiay ev Gragw 6poiws, add’ 
ixavov €v trot TO Gre SeryOnvar Karas, 
olov Kal mept tas apxds: TO 8 Ore 
mp@trov Kal apxn. Ttav dapxav & ai 
pev enaywyn Oewpoivra, ai 8 aic- 
Onoet, ai 8 eOiope@ tu, kal G\rAa & 
GAGs. petievar dé Teiparéoyv Exaoras 
7 mepvkauw, Kal orovdacréov Ores 

épicO@or Kad@s: peyddnv yap €xover 
pomny mpos Ta érdpeva. 

Compare Eth. Nik. VI. iii. p. 1189, 
b. 25, where the Analytica is cited 
by name—7 pev 6) emaywy) apx7 
€oTt Kat TOD KaOddov, 6 dé avAAOYyLO- 
pos €k Tav KaOdXou: clay dpa apxat 
e& &Y 6 cvANoyicps, Gv ovK EoTL TVA- 
oyiopds: eraywyr apa.—ib. p. 114], 
a. 7: Aeiwerar vodv eivar TaY apyav. 
+P. 1142, a. 25: 6 pev yap vous Tay 
dpev, dv ovk €ote Aoyos.—p. 11438, b. 1. 

» Analyt. Post. I. ii. p. 72,a. 37: rov 
d€ pédrovra ekew tiv éemuotynpny THY 
bv’ dmodci~ews ov podvoy Sei ras apxas 
yropitew kat paddov avtais morevew 
i) TO Secxvupeve, dAAa pS Addo ait@ 
TLoTOTEpoy evar pnde yvapimorepov 
TOV avTiKeipevov Tais apxais, €€ ov 
gota ovddoyiopos 6 THs €vavtias 
amatns, elmep Set tov €moTapevov 
ams dperdmevorov eivat. 

© [bid. iii. p. 72, b. 20-30. kat od 
> A >’ 

povoy émuoTnuny GAA Kat apyny em- 
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and pretension passed afterwards to the Stoics, and 
various other philosophical sects: they could not be 
satisfied without finding infallibility somewhere. It 
was against this pretension that the Academics and 
Sceptics entered their protest; contending, on grounds 
sometimes sophistical but often very forcible, that it was 
impossible to escape from the region of fallibility, and 
that no criterion of truth, at once universal and impera- 
tive, could be set. up. 

It is to be regretted that Aristotle should have con- 
tented himself with proclaiming this Inductive process 
as an ideal, culminating in the infallible Noiis; and 
that he should only have superficially noticed those 
conditions under which it must be conducted in reality, 
in order to avoid erroneous or uncertified results. . This 
is a deficiency however which has remained unsupplied 
until the present century.* 

oTnpns elvat Td Paper, 7 Tovs Spovs | tion from an observation of parti- 
yveopicopev. culars, was too easily forgotten or 

Themistius, p. 14: &v 67 dpyee | perverted by his followers. It thus 
Tadw 6 vous @ Tovs Gpovs Onpevowev, | obtained almost the force of an ac- 
e& &y cvykeirat Ta a&t@para. knowledged principle, that everything 

The Paraphrase of Themistius (pp. | to be known must be known under 
100-104) is clear and iustructive, | some general form or notion. Hence 
where he amplifies the last chapter, | the exaggerated importance attributed 
and explains Novs as the generalizing | to definition and deductions, it not 
or universalizing aptitude. of the soul, | being considered that we only take 
erowing up gradually out of the par- | out of a general notion what we had 
ticulars furnished by Sense and In- | previously placed therein, and that 
duction. . | the amplification of our knowledge is 

* Sir W. Hamilton, Lectures on | not to be sought for from above but 
Logic, Vol. III. Lect. xix. p. 380, says: | from below,—not from speculation 
—‘ ‘In regard to simple syllogisms, it | about abstract generalities, but from 
was an original dogma of the Platonic | the observation of concrete parti- 
School, and an early dogma of the | culars. But however erroneous and 
Peripatetic, that philosophy (science | irrational, the persuasion had its day 
strictly so-called) was only conversant | and influence ; and it perhaps deter- 
with, and was exclusively contained | mined, as one of its effects, the total 
in, universals; and the doctrine of neglect of one half, and that not the 

Aristotle, which taught that all our | least important half, of the reasoning 
general knowledge is only an induc- | process. For while men thought only 
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of looking upward to the more ex- 
tensive notions, as the only objects 
and the only media of science, they 
took little heed of the more compre- 
hensive notions, and absolutely con- 
temned individuals, as objects which 
could neither be scientifically known 
in themselves nor supply the condi- 
tions of scientifically knowing aught 
besides. The Logic of Comprehension 
and of Induction was therefore ne- 
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glected or ignored,—the Logic of Ex- 
tension and Deduction exclusively 
cultivated, as alone affording the rules 
by which we might evolve higher 
notions into their subordinate con- 
cepts.” 

(Hamilton, in this passage, con- 
siders the Logic of Induction to be 
the same as the Logic of Comprehen- 
sion.) 
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CHAPTER IX. 

TOPICA. 

iL 

In treating of the Analytica Posteriora I have already 
adverted, in the way of contrast, to the Topica; and, 
in now approaching the latter work, I must again bring 
the same contrast before the mind of the reader. 

The treatise called Topica (including that which 
bears the separate title De Sophisticis Elenchis, but 
which is properly its Ninth or last Book, winding up 
with a brief but memorable recapitulation of the Ana- 
lytica and Topica considered as one scheme) is of 
considerable length, longer than the Prior and Posterior 
Analytics taken together. It contains both a theory 
and precepts of Dialectic; also, an analysis of the pro- 
cess called by Aristotle Sophistical Refutation, with 
advice how to resist or neutralize it. 

All through the works of Aristotle, there is nothing 
which he so directly and emphatically asserts to be his 
own original performance, as the design and execu- 
tion of the Topica: 7.¢., the deduction of Dialectic 
and Sophistic from the general theory of Syllogism. 
He had to begin from the beginning, without any 
model to copy or any predecessor to build upon: and 
in every sort of work, he observes justly, the first 
or initial stages are the hardest.* In regard to 

* Aristot. Sophist. Elench. xxxiv. | m@ratov. 6o@ yap Kpatiorov Tp Suva- 
p. 188, b. 22: peysoroy yap tows apx7 | pet, TomovT@ puuKpdratoy dy Ta peyebet 

el 4 AY a 
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Rhetoric much had been done before him; there 
were not only masters who taught it, but writers 
who theorized well or ill, and laid down precepts 
about it; so that, in his treatise on that subject, he 
had only to enlarge and improve upon pre-existing 
suggestions. But in regard to Dialectic as he conceives 
it—in its contrast with Demonstration and Science on 
the one hand, and in its analogy or kinship with 
Rhetoric on the other—nothing whatever had been 
done. There were, indeed, teachers of contentious 
dialogue, as well as of Rhetoric;* but these teachers 
could do nothing better than recommend to their 
students dialogues or orations ready made, to be learnt 
by heart. Such a mode of teaching (he says), though 
speedy, was altogether unsystematic. The student 
acquired no knowledge of the art, being furnished 
only with specimens of art-results. It was as if a 
master, professing to communicate the art of making 
the feet comfortable, taught nothing about leather- 
cutting or shoe-making, but furnished his pupils with 
different varieties of ready-made shoes; thus supplying 
what they wanted for the protection of the feet, but 
not imparting to them any power of providing such 
protection for themselves.” “In regard to the process 
of syllogizing (says Aristotle, including both Analytic 
and Dialectic) I found positively nothing said before 
me: I had to work it out for myself by long and 
laborious research.” ° 

, 

* Sophist. Elench. xxxiv. p. 183, , mhevordkis eumimrew anOnoay éxarepoe 
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This is one of the few passages, throughout the 
philosopher’s varied and multitudinous works, in which 
he alludes to his own speciality of method. It is all the 
more interesting on that account. If we turm back to 
Sokrates and Plato, we shall understand better what 
the innovation operated by Aristotle was; what the 
position of Dialectic had been before his time, and what 
it became afterwards. 

In the minds of Sokrates and Plato, the great anti- 

thesis was between Dialectic and Rhetoric—interchange 
of short question and answer before a select audience, 
as contrasted with long continuous speech addressed 
to a miscellaneous crowd with known established senti- 
ments and opinions, in the view of persuading them 
on some given interesting point requiring decision. In 
such Dialectic Sokrates was a consummate master ; 

passing most of his long life in the market-place and 
palestra, and courting disputation with every one. 
He made formal profession of ignorance, disclaimed all 
power of teaching, wrote nothing at all, and applied 
himself almost: exclusively to the cross-examining 
Elenchus, by which he exposed and humiliated the 
ablest men not less than the vulgar. Plato, along with 
the other companions of Sokrates, imbibed the Dialectic 
of his master, and gave perpetuity to it in those in- 
imitable dialogues which are still preserved to us from 
his pen. He composed nothing but dialogues; thus 
giving expression to his own thoughts only under 
borrowed names, and introducing that of Sokrates very 
generally as chief spokesman. But Plato, though in 
some dialogues he puts into the mouth of his spokesman 
the genuine Sokratic disclaimer of all power and all 
purpose of teaching, yet does not do this in all. He 
sometimes assumes the didactic function; though he 
still adheres to the form of dialogue, even when it has 
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become inconvenient and unsuitable. In the Platonic 
Republic Sokrates is made to alternate his own pecu- 
har vein of cross-examination with a vein of dogmatic 
exposition not his own; but both one and the other in 

the same style of short question and answer. In the 
Leges becomes still more manifest the inconvenience 
of combining the substance of dogmatic exposition 
with the form of dialogue: the same remark may also 
be made about the Sophistes and Politicus; in which 
two dialogues, moreover, the didactic process is ex- 
hihited purely and exclusively as a logical partition, 
systematically conducted, of a genus into its component 
species. Long-continued speech, always depreciated by 
Plato in its rhetorical manifestations, is foreign to his 
genius even for purposes of philosophy: the very 
lecture on cosmogony which he assigns to Timeeus, 
and the mythical narrative (unfinished) delivered by 
Kritias, are brought into something like the form of 
dialogue by a prefatory colloquy specially adapted for 
that end. 

It thus appears that, while in Sokrates the dialectic 
process is exhibited in its maximum of perfection, but 
disconnected altogether from the didactic, which is left 
unnoticed,—in Plato the didactic process is recognized 
and postulated, but is nevertheless confounded with or 
absorbed into the dialectic, and admitted only as one 
particular, ulterior, phase and manifestation of it. At 
the same time, while both Sokrates and Plato bring out 
forcibly the side of antithesis between Rhetoric and 
Dialectic, they omit entirely to notice the side of 
analogy or parallelism between them, On both these 
points Aristotle has corrected the confusion, and im- 
proved upon the discrimination, of his two predecessors. 
He has pointedly distinguished the dialectic process 
from the didactic; and he has gone a step. farther, 
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furnishing a separate theory and precepts both for the 
ene and for the other. Again, he has indicated the 
important feature of analogy between Dialectic and 
Rhetoric, in which same feature both of them contrast 
with Didactic—the point not seized either by Sokrates 
or by Plato. 

Plato, in his Sokratic dialogues or dialogues of 
Search, has given admirable illustrative specimens 
of that which Sokrates understood and _ practised 
orally as Dialectic. Aristotle, in his Topica, has in 
his usual vein of philosophy theorized on this practice 
asanart. He had himself composed dialogues, which 
seem, as far as we can judge from indirect and frag- 
mentary evidence, to have been Ciceronian or rhetorical 
colloquies —a long pleading pro followed by a long 
pleading con, rather than examples of Sokratic bra- 
chylogy and cross-examination. But his theory given 
in the Topica applies to genuine Sokratic fencing, not to 
the Ciceronian alternation of set speeches. He dis- 
allows the conception of Plato, that Dialectic is a 
process including not merely dispute but all full and 
efficacious employment of general terms and ideas 
for purposes of teaching: he treats this latter as 
a province by itself, under the head of Analytic; 
and devotes the Topica to the explanation of argu- 
mentative debate, pure and simple. He takes his 
departure from the Syllogism, as the type of de- 
ductive reasoning generally; the conditions under 
which syllogistic reasoning is valid and legitimate, 
having been already explained in his treatise called 
Analytica Priora. So obtained, and regulated by those 
conditions, the Syllogism may be applied to one or 
other of two distinct and independent purposes :— 
(1) To Demonstration or Scientific Teaching, which 
we have had before us in the last two chapters, com- 
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menting on the Analytica Posteriora ; (2) To Dialectic 
or Argumentative Debate, which we are now about to 
enter on in the Topica. 

The Dialectic Syllogism, explained in the Topica, has 
some points In common with the Demonstrative Syl- 
logism, treated in the Analytica Posteriora. In both, 
the formal conditions are the same, and the conclusion 
will certainly be true,if the premisses are true; in both, 
the axioms of deductive reasoning are assumed, namely, 
the maxims of Contradiction and Excluded Middle. 
But, in regard to the subject-matter, the differences 
between them are important. The Demonstrative 
Syllogism applies only to a small number of select 
sciences, each having special principia of its own, or 
primary, undemonstrable truths, obtained in the first 
instance by induction from particulars. The premisses 
being’ thus incontrovertibly certain, the conclusions 
Jeduced are not less certain; there is no necessary 

place for conflicting arguments or counter-syllogisms, 
ilthough in particular cases paralogisms may be com- 
mitted, and erroneous propositions or majors for syl- 
logism may be assumed. On the contrary, the Dialectic 
syllogism applies to all matters without exception ; the 
premisses on which it proceeds are neither obtained 
oy induction, nor incontrovertibly certain, but are bor- 
‘owed from some one among: the varieties of accredited 
yr authoritative opinion. They may be opinions held 
oy the multitude of any particular country, or by 
un intelligent majority, or by a particular school of 
yhilosophers or. wise individuals, or from transmis- 
ion as a current proverb or dictum of some ancient 
n0et or seer. From any one of these sources the 
lialectician may borrow premisses for syllogizing, 
But it often happens that the premisses which they 
supply are disparate, or in direct contradiction to each 
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other; and none of them is entitled to be considered 
as final or peremptory against the rest. Accordingly, it 
is an essential feature of Dialectic as well as of Rhetoric 
that they furnish means of establishing conclusions con- 
trary or contradictory, by syllogisms equally legitimate.* 
The dialectic procedure is from its beginning intrin- 
sically contentious, implying a debate between two 
persons, one of whom sets up a thesis to defend, while 
the other impugns it by interrogation: the assailant 
has gained his point, if he can reduce the defendant 
to the necessity of contradicting himself; while the 
defendant on his side has to avoid giving any re- 
sponses which may drive him to the necessity of such 
contradiction. 

Aristotle takes great pains to enforce the separation 
both of Dialectic and Rhetoric from Science or In- 
struction with its purpose of teaching or learning. He 
disapproves of those (seemingly intending Plato) who 
seek to confound the two. Dialectic and Rhetoric (he 
says) have for their province words and discourse, not 
facts or things: they are not scientific or didactic pro- 
cesses, but powers or accomplishments of discourse ; 
and whoever tries to convert them into means of teach- 
ing or learning particular subjects, abolishes their 
characteristic feature and restricts their universality of 
application.” Both of them deal not with scientific 

@ Aristot. Rhetoric. I. i. p. 1855, pen povat TOvTO TroLOvCW" Gpuolws yap 
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- facts, but with the sum total of accredited opinions, 
though each for its own purpose: both of them lay hold 
of any one among the incoherent aggregate of accepted 
generalities, suitable for the occasion; the Dialectician 

trying to force his opponent into an inconsistency, the 
_ Rhetor trying to persuade his auditors into a favourable 

decision. Neither the one nor the other goes deeper 
than opinion for his premisses, nor concerns himself 
about establishng by induction primary or special 

_ principia, such as may serve for a basis of demonstration. 
In every society there are various floating opinions 

and beliefs, each carrying with it a certain measure of 
authority, often inconsistent with each other, not the 
same in different societies, nor always the same even 

in the same society. Each youthful citizen, as he grows 
to manhood, imbibes these opinions and beliefs insen- 
sibly and without special or professional teaching.* 

The stock of opinions thus transmitted would not be 
identical even at Athens and Sparta: the difference 
would be still greater, if we compared Athens with 
Rome, Alexandria, or Jerusalem. Such opinions all 
carry with them more or less of authority, and it is 
from them that the reasonings of common life, among 
unscientific men, are supplied. The practice of dia- 
lectical discussion, prevalent in Athens during and 
before the time of Aristotle, was only a more elaborate, 
improved, and ingenious exhibition of this common 
talk; proceeding on the same premisses, but bringing 
them together from a greater variety of sources, hand- 
ling them more cleverly, and having for its purpose to 
convict an opponent of inconsistency. The dialecticians 

* For an acute and interesting de- | mouth of Protagoras, pp. 323-325, 
scription of this unsystematic trans-| See also ‘Plato and the Other Com- 

mission of opinions, see, in the Prota- | panions of Sokrates,’ Vol. IJ. ch. xxi. 
goras of Plato, the speech put into the | p. 45, seq. 
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dwelt exclusively in the region of these received 
opinions ; and the purpose of their debates was to prove 
inconsistency, or to repel the proof of inconsistency, 
between one opinion and another. 

This dialectic debate, which Aristotle found current 

at Athens, he tries in the Topica to define and reduce 
to system. The dialectician must employ Syllogism ; 
and we are first taught to distinguish the syllogism that 
he employs from others. The Dialectic syllogism is 
discriminated on one side from the Demonstrative, on 

the other from the Hristic (or litigious ); also from the 
scientific Paralogism or Pseudographeme. This dis- 
crimination is founded on the nature of the evidence 
belonging to the premisses, The Demonstrative syl- 
logism (which we have already gone through in the 
Analytica Posteriora) has premisses noway dependent 
upon opinion: it deduces conclusions from true first 
principles, obtained by Induction in each science, and 
different in each different science. The Dialectic 
syllogism does not aspire to any such evidence, but 
borrows its premisses from Opinion of some sort; accre- 
dited either by numbers, or by wise individuals, or by 
some other authoritative holding. As this evidence is 
very inferior to that of the demonstrative syllogism, so 
again it is superior to that of the third variety—the 
Eristic syllogism. In this third variety,* the premisses 
do not rest upon any real opinion, but only on a falla- 
cious appearance or simulation of opinion; insomuch 
that they are at once detected as false, by any person 
even of moderate understanding ; whereas (according to 
Aristotle) no real opinion ever carries with it such a 
merely superficial semblance, or is ever so obviously 
and palpably false. A syllogism is called Eristic also 

* opic. J. i. p. 100, b. 23: e€pi- | vopevay evddEov, pn dvtav 6€, Kal 
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when it is faulty in form, though its premisses may be 
borrowed from real opinion, or when it is both faulty 
in form and false in the matter of the premisses. Still 
a fourth variety of syllogism is the scientific Para- 
logism : where the premisses are not borrowed from 
any opinion, real or simulated, but belong properly to 
the particular science in which they are employed, yet 
nevertheless are false or erroneous.* 

Upon the classification of syllogisms here set forth by 
Aristotle, we may remark that the distinction between 
the Demonstrative and the Dialectic is true and im- 
portant; but that between the Dialectic and the Eristic 
is faint and unimportant; the class called Eristic syllo- 
gisms being apparently introduced merely to create a 
difference, real or supposed, between the Dialectician 
and the Sophist, and thus to serve as a prelude to the 
last book of this treatise, entitled Sophistici Elenchi. 
The class-title Eristic (or litigious) is founded upon a 
supposition of dishonest intentions on the part of the 
disputant ; but it is unphilosophical to make this the 
foundation of a class, and to rank the same syllogism in 
the class, or out of it, according as the intentions of the 
disputant who employs it are honest or dishonest, 
Besides, a portion of Aristotle’s definition tells us that 
the Hristic syllogism is one of which the premisses can 
impose upon no one; being such that a very ordinary 
man can at once detect their falsity. The dishonest 
disputant, surely, would argue to little purpose, if he in- 
tentionally employed such premisses as these. Lastly, 
according to another portion of Aristotle's definition, 

awdpevos. ov yap mav TO atvdpevov | cvpBEBnkev EXeww: mapaxpypa yap kal 
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every syllogism faulty in form, or yielding no legitimate 
conclusion at all, will fall under the class Hristic, and 
this he himself in another place explicitly states ;* which 
would imply that the bad syllogism must always 
emanate from litigious or dishonest intentions. But in 
defining the Pseudographeme, immediately afterwards, 
Aristotle does not imply that the false scientific premiss 
affords presumption of litigious disposition on the part 
of those who advance it; nor does there seem any 
greater propriety in throwing all bad dialectic syllo- 
gisms under the general head of Hristic. 

The dialectician, then, will carry on debate only by 
means of premisses sustained by real opinion ; which 
not only always carry some authority, but are assumed 
as being never obviously fallacious; though often incon- 
sistent with each other, and admitting of argumentation 
pro and con. These are what Aristotle calls Hndoxa ; 
opposed to Adoxa, or propositions which are discoun- 
tenanced, or at least not countenanced, by opinion, and 
to Paradora (a peculiar variety of Adoxa), or pro- 
positions which, though having ingenious arguments in 
their favour, yet are adverse to some proclaimed and 
wide-spread opinions, and thus have the predominant 
authority of opinion against them. 

Of these three words, Paradox is the only one that 
has obtained a footing in modern languages, thanks to 
Cicero and the Latin authors. If the word HKndow had 
obtained the like footing, we should be able to keep 
more closely to the thought and views of Aristotle. As 
it is, we are obliged to translate the Greek Endozon as 
Probable, and Adozon as Improbable :* which, though 

= Topic. VIII. xii. p. 162, b. 4. of adofov (Topic. VIII. ix. p. 160, b. 
> Thid. J. xi. p. 104, b. 24: aepi Sy | 17):—1. That which involves absurd 

hdyov exopev evavtiov Tais d€ars. or strange consequences (droma). 2. 
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not incorrect, is neither suitable nor exactly coincident. 
Probable corresponds more nearly to what Aristotle 
(both in this treatise and in the Analytica) announces 
sometimes as 70 ws éxt 76 rohb—that which happens in 
most cases but not in all, as distinguished from the 
universal and necessary on one side, and from the 
purely casual on the other ;* sometimes, algo, as 7d eixds 
or 70 oypetov. Now this is a different idea from (though 
it has a point of analogy with) the Endoxon: which is 
not necessarily true even in part, but may be wholly 
untrue ; which always has some considerations against 
it, though there may be more in its favour; and which, 
lastly, may be different, or even opposite, in different 
ages and different states of society. When Josephus 
distinguished himself as a disputant in the schools of 
Jerusalem on points of law and custom,” his arguments 
must have been chiefly borrowed from the Lxdoxa or 
prevalent opinions of the time and place; but these 
must have differed widely from the Endozxa found and 
argued upon by the contemporaries of Aristotle at 
Athens. The ndowon may indeed be rightly called 
probable, because, whenever a proposition is fortified by 
a certain body of opinion, Aristotle admits a certain 
presumption (greater or less) that it is true. But such 
probability is not essential to the Endoxon: it is only 
an accident or accompaniment (to use the Aristotelian 
phrase), and by no means an universal accompaniment. 
The essential feature of the ndoxon is, that it has 
acquired a certain amount of recognition among the 
mass of opinions and beliefs floating and carrying 
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authority at the actual time and place. The English 
word whereby it is translated ought to express this idea, 
and nothing more; just as the correlative word Paradox 
does express its implication, approached from the other 
side. Unfortunately, in the absence of Endox, we have 
no good word for the purpose. 

It is within this wide field of floating opinions that 
dialectical debate and rhetorical pleading are carried 
on. Dialectic supposes a questioner or assailant, and a 
respondent or defendant. ‘The respondent selects and 
proclaims a problem or thesis, which he undertakes to 
maintain: the assailant puts to him successive questions, 
with the view of obtaining concessions which may serve 
as premisses for a counter-syllogism, of which the con- 
clusion is contradictory or contrary to the thesis itself, 
or to some other antecedent premiss which the respondent 
has already conceded. It is the business of the re- 
spondent to avoid making any answers which may serve 
as premisses for such a counter-syllogism. If he suc- 
ceeds in this, so as not to become implicated in any 
contradiction with himself, he has baffled his assailant, 
and gained the victory. ‘There are, however, certain 
rules and conditions, binding on both parties, under 
which the debate must be carried on. It is the purpose 
of the Topica to indicate these rules; and, in accordance 
therewith, to advise both parties as to the effective con- 
duct of their respective cases—as to the best thrusts and 
the best mode of parrying. The assailant is supplied 
with a classified catalogue of materials for questions, and 
with indications of the weak points which he is to look 
out for in any new subject which may turn up for 
debate. \ He is farther instructed how to shape, marshal, 
and disguise his questions, in such a way that the 
respondent may least be able to foresee their ultimate 
bearing. The respondent, on his side, is told what he 
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ought to look forward to and guard against. Such is 
the scope of the present treatise; the entire process 
being considered in the large and comprehensive spirit 
customary with Aristotle, and distributed according to 
the Aristotelian terminology and classification. 

It is plain that neither the direct purpose of the 
debaters, nor the usual result of the debate, is to 
prove truth or to disprove falsehood. Such may 
indeed be the result occasionally; but the only cer- 
tain result is, that an inconsistency is exposed in 
the respondent’s manner of defending his thesis, or 
that the assailant fails in his purpose of showing 
up such inconsistency. Whichever way the debate 
may turn, no certain inference can be drawn as to the 
thesis itself; not merely as to whether it is true or 
false, but even as to whether it consists or does not 
consist with other branches of received opinions. Such 
being the case, what is the use or value of dialectic 

debate, or of a methodized procedure for conducting it ? 
Aristotle answers this question, telling us that it is 
useful for three purposes.* First, the debate is a 
valuable and stimulating mental exercise; and, if a 
methodized procedure be laid down, both parties will be 
able to conduct it more easily as well as more eftica- 
ciously. Secondly, it is useful for our intercourse with 
the multitude ;? for the procedure directs us to note and 
remember the opinions of the multitude, and such know- 
ledge will facilitate our intercourse with them: we shall 
converse with them out of their own opinions, which 
we may thus be able beneficially to modify. ‘Thirdly, 

* Topic. I. ii. p. 101, a. 26: ears 7 | dudte Tas TOv wOAA@Y KaTNpLOpNpEvor 
A fi A , A A , > > r > / ? ] > 

mpos Tpia, mpos yupvaciav, mpos ras | ddfas ovK €k Tov dAdoTpiwy GAN’ ek 
evrevéeis, Tpos Tas Kata didocodiay | TOv oikeiwy Ooypatov duinoopey Tpos 

, , a 7 ‘ val 

emuoTH pas. avrous, peTaBiBacortes 0 TL ay jut) KUA@S 
ty \ , , ’ / (ete » Ibid. a. 30: mpos b€ ras evrevéers, | paivwvrar eye Tw. 
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dialectic debate has an useful. though indirect bearing © 

even upon the processes of science and philosophy, and 

upon the truths thereby acquired.* For it accustoms 

us to study the difficulties on both sides of every ques- 

tion, and thus assists us in detecting and discriminating 
truth and falsehood. Moreover, apart from this mode 

of usefulness, it opens a new road to the scrutiny of the 
first principia of each separate science. These principia 
can never be scrutinized through the truths of the science 
itself, which presuppose them and are deduced from 
them. To investigate and verify them, is the appro- 
priate task of First Philosophy. But Dialectic also, 
carrying investigation as it does everywhere, and 
familiarized with the received opinions on both sides of 
every subject, suggests many points of importance in 
regard to these principia. 

The three heads just enumerated illustrate the discri- 
minating care of Aristotle. The point of the first head is - 
brought out often in the Platonic Dialogues of Search : 
the stimulus brought to bear in awakening dormant intel- 
lectual power, and in dissipating that false persuasion of 
knowledge which is the general infirmity of mankind, 
is frequently declared by Plato to be the most difficult, 
but the indispensable, operation of the teacher upon his 
pupil. Under the third head, Aristotle puts this poimt 

more justly than Plato, not as a portion of teaching, 
nor as superseding direct teaching, but as a preliminary 
thereunto; and it is a habit of bis own to prefix this 

antecedent survey of doubts and difficulties on both 
sides, as a means of sharpening our insight into the 

dogmatic exposition which immediately follows. 
Under the second head, we find exhibited another 

characteristic feature of Aristotle's mind—the value 

2 Topic I. ii. p. 101, a, 34: mpds de ras kara Grrocodiay emornuas, &e. 
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which he sets upon a copious acquaintance with received 
opinions, whether correct or erroneous. The philoso- 
phers of his day no longer talked publicly in the 
market-place and with every one indiscriminately, as 
Sokrates had done: scientific study, and the habit of 
written compositions naturally conducted them into a 
life apart, among select companions. Aristotle here 
indicates that such estrangement from the multitude 
lessened their means of acting beneficially on the 
multitude, and in the way of counteraction he pre- 
scribes dialectical exercise. His own large and many- 
sided observation, extending to the most vulgar phe- 
nomena, is visible throughout his works, and we 
know that he drew up a collection of current pro- 
verbs." 

Again, what we read under the third head shows that, 
while Aristotle everywhere declares Demonstration and 
teaching to be a process apart from Dialectic, he at the 
same time recognizes the legitimate function of the latter, 
for testing and verifying the principia of Demonstration ;” 
which principia cannot be reached by Demonstration 
itself, since every demonstration presupposes them. He 
does not mean that these principia can be proved by 
Dialectic, for Dialectic does not prove any thing; but it 
is necessary as a test or scrutinizing process to assure 
us that all the objections capable of being offered against 
them can be met by sufficient rephes. In respect 
of universal competence and applicability, Dialectic 
is the counterpart, or rather the tentative companion 
and adjunct, of what Aristotle calls First Philosophy 

* Diog. Laert. v.26. Kephisodorus, | madversiones I. p. 406. 
the disciple of Isokrates, in defending | ” Topic. I. ii. p. 101, b. 3: e&erac- 
his master, depreciated this Aristote- | tix yap odoa mpos tas dmac@y Tav 

‘ lian collection; see in Atheneus IL. | peOddav dpxas dddr Exe. 
lvi., comparing Schweighauser’s Ani- 
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or Ontology ; to which last he assigns the cognizance 
of principia, as we shall see when we treat of the 
Metaphysica.* Dialectic (he repeats more than once) 
is not a definite science or body of doctrine, but, like 
rhetoric or medicine, a practical art or ability of deal- 
ing with the ever varying situations of the dialogue ; 
of imagining and enunciating the question proper for 
attack, or the answer proper for defence, as the case may 
be. As in the other arts, its resources are not unlimited. 

Nor can the dialectician, any more than the rhetor 
or the physician, always guarantee success. Hach of 
them has an end to be accomplished ; and if he employs 
for its accomplishment the best means that the situation 
permits, he must be considered a master of his own art 
and procedure.” To detect truth, and to detect what is 
like truth, belong (in Aristotle’s judgment) to the same 
mental capacity. Mankind have a natural tendency 
towards truth, and the common opinions therefore are, 
in most cases, coincident with truth. ° Accordingly, the 
man who divines well in regard to verisimilitude, will 
usually divine well in regard to truth. 

The subject-matter of dialectic debate, speaking 
generally, consists of Propositions and Problems, to be 
propounded as questions by the assailant and to be 
admitted or disallowed by the defendant. They will 
relate either to E-xpetenda and Hugienda, or they must 
bear, at least indirectly, upon some point of scientific 

* Metaphys. T. iii. p. 1005, a. 20-b. 
10; T. ii. p. 1004, b. 15-80. 

» Topic. I. iii. p. 101, b. 5: eopev 
dé TeAéws Thy pEOodov, Grav dpoiws 
éyopmevy @omep eml pyropiKns Kal 
iarpikns Kal tev Towvtey duvd- 

TouTO O €oTl TO ek TOV eVvde- 
Xomevov Troveiy G TpoatpovpeOa. ovreE 
yup 6 pyropikos ek mavTos tpdrrov 

peor. 

meloet, oVO 6 iatpiKds vyidoer’ AAD’ | 

edy Tov evdexonevay pndey Tapadinrn, 
ikavas adroy exew thy emiothnpny py- 
GOREV. 

The word emvornpny in the last line 
is used loosely, since Aristotle, in the 
Rhetorica (p. 1859, b. 12), explicitly 
states that Rhetoric and Dialectic are 
not to be treated as emuornwas but as 
mere Ouvdpets. 

© Rhetoric. [. i. p. 1855, a. 17. 
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truth or observed cognition.» They will be either 
ethical, physical, or logical ; class-terms which Aristotle 
declines to define, contenting himself with giving an 
example to illustrate each of them, while adding that 
the student should collect other similar examples, and 
gradually familiarize himself with the full meaning of 
the general term, through such inductive comparison 
of particulars.” 

But it is not every problem coming under one of these 
three heads that is fit for dialectic debate. If a man 
propounds as subject for debate, Whether we ought to 
honour the gods or to love our parents, he deserves 
punishment instead of refutation: if he selects the 
question, Whether snow is white or not, he must be 
supposed deficient in perceptive power.° What all per- 
sons unanimously believe, is unsuitable :* what no one 
believes is also unsuitable, since it will not be conceded 

by any respondent. The problem must have some 
doubts and difficulties, in order to afford scope for dis- 
cussion; yet it must not be one of which the premisses 
are far-fetched or recondite, for that goes beyond the 
limits of dialectic exercise. It ought to be one on 

> Topic. 1. xi. p. 104, b. 2. 
» Ibid. xiv. p. 105, b. 20-29: ai 

pev yap 7OcKal mporacers eiciy, ai dé 
dvotxai, ai d€ Noytkai.—oia 8 Eexa- 
OTaL TOY TpoEipnpevoy, SpiTU@ pev 
ovK evmreres arodovvat Tepl av’Tay, TH 
dé did THs emaywyis cuvndeia 
meipatéov yvapicew éexdotny avTar, 
Katd Td mpoeipnueva trapadelypara 
€mlokoTrourTa. 

This illustrates Aristotle’s view of 
the process of Induction and its re- 
sults; the acquisition of the import 
of a general term, through comparison 
of numerous particulars comprehended 
under it. 

The term logical does not exactly 
correspond with Aristotle’s Noy:ai, 
but on the present occasion no better 
term presents itself. 

© Ibid. xi. p. 105, a. 67: Koddovews 
—aicéncews, Seovra. Yet he con- 
siders the question, Whether we ought 
rather to obey the laws of the state 
or the commands of our parents, in 

case of discrepancy between the two,— 
as quite fit for debate (xiv. p. 105, 
b. 22). 

4 Thid. x. p. 104, a. 5. 
° Ibid. xi. p. 105, a. 7: ovd€ 87 

év ovveyyus 7 amddetéts, 00S Gy Aiav 
TOpp@* Ta pev yap ovK Exe Gmopiar, 
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which opinions are known to be held, both in the 
affirmative and in the negative; on which either the 
multitude differ among themselves, the majority being 
on one side, while yet there is an adverse minority ; or 
some independent authority stands opposed to the mul- 
titude, such as a philosopher of eminence, a professional 
man or artist speaking on his own particular craft, a 
geometer or a physician on the specialties of his depart- 
ment. Matters such as these are the appropriate sub- 
jects for dialectic debate; and new matters akin io 
them by way of analogy may be imagined and will be 
perfectly admissible. Even an ingenious paradox or 
thesis adverse to prevailing opinions may serve the 
purpose, as likely to obtain countenance from some 
authority, though as yet we know of none.” 

These conditions apply both to problems propounded 
for debate, and to premisses tendered on either side 

during the discussion. Both the interrogator and the 
respondent—the former having to put appropriate 
questions, and the latter to make appropriate answers— 
must know and keep in mind these varieties of existing 
opinion among the multitude as well as among the 
special dissident authorities above indicated. The dialec- 
tician ought to collect and catalogue such Endoxa, with 
the opinions analogous to them, out of written treatises 

ta O€ mAcloy’ 7) Kata yupvactiKny. 
The loose use of the word dméddevés 
deserves note here: it is the technical 
term of the Analyt. Post., denoting 
that application of the syllogism 
which contrasts with Dialectic alto- 
gether. 

Aristotle| here means only that 
problems falling within these limits 
are the best for dialectic discussion ; 
but, in his suggestions later on, he 
includes problems for discussion in- 

volving the utmost generalities of 
philosophy. For example, he often 
adverts to dialectic debate on the 
Platonic Ideas or Forms (Topic. Il. 
vil. p. 113, a. 25; V. vil. pile (Gobet 
VI. vi. p. 148, b. 24. Compare also 
I. xi. p. 104, b. 14.) 

* Topic. I. x. p. 104, a. 11-37. 
» Ibid. xi. p. 104, b. 24-28: 7 

mept @v Néyov e€xXomev evaytioy Tals 
dd€ais—rovro yap, ei Kal Ture pH OoKet, 
ddEevey Gy dua TO Ndyov EXEL. 
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and elsewhere ;* distributing them under convenient 
heads, such as those relating to good and evil generally, 
and to each special class of good, &. Aristotle, how- 
ever, admonishes him that he is debating problems not 
scientifically, but dialectically ; having reference not to 
truth, but to opinion.” If the interrogator were pro- 
ceeding scientifically and didactically, he would make 
use of all true and ascertained propositions, whether 
the respondent conceded them or not, as premisses for 
his syllogism. But in Dialectic he is dependent on the 
concession of the respondent, and can construct his 
syllogisms only from premisses that have been conceded 
to him.’ Hence he must keep as closely as he can to 
opinions carrying extrinsic authority, as being those 
which the respondent will hesitate to disallow.* 

Moreover, the form of the interrogation admissible in 
dialectic debate is peculiar. The respondent is not 
bound to furnish any information in his answer: he is 
bound only to admit, or to deny, a proposition tendered 
to him. You must not ask him, What is the genus of 
man? You must yourself declare the genus, and ask 
whether he admits it, in one or other of the two follow- 
ing forms—(1) Is animal the genus of man? (2) Is 
animal the genus of man, or not? to which the re- 
sponse is an admission or a denial.° 

*"Vopic. 1. xiv. p. 105, b. 1-18. 
exhéyeww S€ xpy Kal ek TOY yeypap- 
pevav hoyov. 

» Thid. b. 80: mpds pev otv dido- 
copiay kar’ anOevav rept avtaev mpay- 
parevréov, Suadextixas Se mpos ddéav. 

Swibidee WAL Moses Lb; b, 10: 
mpos erepov yap wav TO ro.ovToY, TO 
dé Procdpe Kai (nrodvvte kal? éavrov 
ovdév pede, €av GAnOn pev 7) Kal -yyo- 
pysa 80 &v 6 cuvddoytopds, pry 67 
avta 6 amoKpivdpevos, &c. 

* Ibid. i. p. 156, b. 20: yphowpov 
dé kat TO emideyew Ore civnbes Kab 
Aeyopevoy TO ToLovTOY' OKVYOUGL 
yap Kivetv TO clwOds, e&voracw 
pn) €xovres. 

© Tibidew i iv, ps 101, .b, 30) ,The 
first of these two forms Aristotle calls 
a mpdraats, the second he calls a mpé- 
PrAnpa. But this distinction between 
these two words is not steadily ad- 
hered to: it is differently declared in 
Topic. I. x., xi. p. 104, as Alexander 
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Dialectic procedure, both of the assailant and of the 
defendant, has to do with propositions and problems ; 
accordingly, Aristotle introduces a general distribu- 
tion of propositions under four heads. The predicate 
must either be Genus, or Proprium, or Accident, of its 
subject. But the Proprium divides itself again into 
two. It always reciprocates with, or is co-extensive 
with, its subject; but sometimes it declares the essence 
of the subject, sometimes it does not. When it de- 
clares the essence of the subject, Aristotle calls it the 
Definition; when it does not declare the essence of 

the subject, although reciprocating therewith, he re- 
serves for it the title of Proprium. Every proposition, 
and every problem, the entire material of Dialectic, will 
declare one of these four—Proprium, Definition, Genus, 
or Accident.* The Differentia, as being attached to the 
Genus, is ranked along with the Genus.” 

The above four general heads include all the Pre- 
dicables, which were distributed by subsequent logicians 
(from whom Porphyry borrowed) into five heads in- 
stead of four—Genus, Species, Differentia, Proprium, 
Accident ; the Differentia being ranked as a separate 
item in the quintuple distribution, and the Species sub- 
stituted in place of the Definition. It is under this 
quadruple classification that Aristotle intends to con- 
sider propositions and problems as matters for dialectic 
procedure: he will give argumentative suggestions ap- 
plicable to each of the four successively. It might be 

has remarked in the Scholia, p. 258, 
b. 4, Brand. Compare also De In- 
terpretat. p. 20, b. 26; and Topic. 
VIII. ii. p.\ 158, a. 14: od Soxet de 

mav to Ka@ddov OvadeKTiKT) mpdtacts 
ti éotw dvOpwros, 7} 

mocaxa@s Aeyerar Tayabov ; eat. yap 
aporacts OvaeKTLK) mpos jy eorw 

€tvat, otov 

dmoxpivacOat val 7 ov- mpos dé Tas 
cipnpevas ovK cory. 610 
TUKG EOTLTA TOLa’TA TOY epaTnuaTar, 
dy pa avtos Suopicas 7) dueddpevos 
elm. 

* Topic. I. iv. p. 101, b. 17-36. 
» Ibid. b. 18: ryv duadhopav ws 

OVTAY YEVLKTY O“OU TH YEvEr TAKTEOD. 

610 ov OtadeK- 
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practicable (he thinks) to range all the four under the 
single head of Definition; since arguments impugning 
Genus, Proprium, and Accident, are all of them good 
also against Definition. But such a simplification would 
be perplexing and unmanageable in regard to dialectic 
procedure.* 

That the quadruple nines is exhaustive, and 
that every proposition or problem falls under one or 
other of the four heads, may be shown in two ways. 
First, by Induction: survey and analyse as many pro- 
positions as you will, all without exception will be 
found to belong to one of the four.” Secondly, by the 
following Deductive proof:—In every proposition the 
predicate is either co-extensive and reciprocating with 
the subject, or it isnot. If it does reciprocate, it either 
declares the essence of the subject, or it does not: if 
the former, it is the Definition; if the latter, it is a 
Proprium. But, supposing the predicate not to recipro- 
cate with the subject, it will either declare something 
contained in the Definition, or it will not. If it does 

contain a part of the Definition, that part must be 
either a Genus or a Differentia, since these are the con- 

stituents of the Definition. If it does not contain any 
such part, it must be an Accident.° Hence it appears 

* Topic. I. vi. p. 102, b. 27-38. It will be observed that Aristotle 
GX od Sia tovTo play emt wavrwv | here resolves Definition into Genus 
kaOddov pébodov yrnréov: ovre yap | and Differentize—eée.dy) 6 dpirpos ek 
padiov ebpeiv rodr’ eoriv, et 0’ ebpebein, | yevous kat duahopay eoriv. Moreover, 
mavtehas acapis Kat Svoxpyotos ay | though he does not recognize Species 
ein mpos THY mMpokeyperny mpaypareiay. | as a separate head, yet in his defini- 

» Ibid. viii, p. 103, b. 3: pia pev | tion of Genus he implies Species as 
niotts 9) Sia THS emaywyns: ef yap | known—yévos é€oti to Kata mevdveav 
Tis émurkoroin éxdatny tev mpord-| kal Seahepdvtav TO cider &v 
ceov Kal Tov mpoBAnpdrov, paivorr’| TO TL €oTL Katnyopovpevoy (p. 102, 
div i) ao Tov Spov 7 &e. a, 31). 

© [bid. b. 6-19: GAAn S€ wiotis 7 It thus appears that the quintuple 
dua ovAAOyLT pov. classification is the real and logical 
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that every proposition must belong to one or other of 

the four, and that the classification is exhaustive. 

Moreover, each of the four Predicables must fall 

under one or other of the ten Categories or Predica- 

ments. If the predicate be either of Genus or Def- 

nition, declaring the essence of the subject, it may fall 
under any one of the ten Categories; if of Proprium 
or Accident, not declaring essence, it cannot belong to 
the first Category (Ovcia), but must fall under one of 
the remaining nine.” 

The notion of Sameness or Identity occurs so often 
in dialectic debate, that Aristotle discriminates its three 
distinct senses or grades: (1) Numero; (2) Specie; 
(3) Genere. Water from the same spring is only idem 
specie, though the resemblance. between two cups of 
water from the same spring is far greater than that be- 
tween water from different sources. Even /dem Numero 
has different significations : sometimes there are complete 
synonyms; sometimes an individual is called by its pro- 

prium, sometimes by its peculiar temporary accident.” 
Having thus classified dialectic propositions, Aristotle 

proceeds to the combination of propositions, or dialectic 
discourse and argument. This is of two sorts, either 
Induction or Syllogism ; of both which we have already 
heard in the Analytica. Induction is declared to be 
plainer, more persuasive, nearer to sensible experience, 
and more suitable to the many, than Syllogism; while 
this latter carries greater compulsion and is more 
irresistible against professed disputants.. A parti- 

cular example is given to illustrate what Induction is. 
But we remark that though it is always mentioned 

one; but the quadruple may perhaps * Topic. I. ix. p. 103, b. 20-39: 

be more suitable for the Topica, with » Wbid. vii. p. 103s aa6-308 

a view to dialectic procedure, since ° Thid. xii. p. 105, a, 10-19: aéoa 

debates turn upon the attack and | roy Adyev cidn rey StadexriKay, &e. 
defence of a Definition. 

| 

| 
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as an argumentative procedure important and indis- 
pensable, yet neither here nor elsewhere does Aristotle 
go into any discriminative analysis of the conditions 
under which it is valid, as he does about Syllogism in 
the Analytica Priora. 

What helps are available to give to the dialectician 
a ready and abundant command of syllogisms? Four 
distinct helps may be named :* (1) He must make a 
large collection of Propositions; (2) He must study and 
discriminate the different senses in which the Terms of 
these propositions are used ; (3) He must detect and note 
Differences; (4) He must investigate Resemblances. 

1. About collecting Propositions, Aristotle has al- 
ready indicated that those wanted are such as declare 
Endoawa, and other modes of thought cognate or ana- 
logous to the Endoxa:” opinions of the many, and 
opinions of any small sections or individuals carrying 
authority. All such are to be collected (out of written 
treatises as well as from personal enquiry) ; nor are in- 
dividual philosophers (like Empedokles) to be omitted, 
since a proposition is likely enough to be conceded 
when put upon the authority of an illustrious name.° 
If any proposition is currently admitted as true in 
general or in most cases, it must be tendered with 
confidence to the respondent as an universal prin- 
ciple; for he will probably grant it, not being at first 

* Topic. I. xiii. p. 105, a. 21: ra & 
opyava, di.’ &y evropnoopey Tov ovA- 

| paring Top. VIII. xiv. p. 163, b. 9. 
Waitz says truly (Prolegg. ad Analyt. 

oyiopav, oti TéeTTapa, Ev pev TO Tpo- 
taceis aBetv, Sevrepov S€ mocaxas 
€xacrov eyerar Sivacba Stedeiv, tpi- 
tov tas Ovatopas evpeiy, téraproy dé 
7] TOU dpotov oKErpis. 

The term épyava, properly signify- 
ing instruments, appears here by a 
strained metaphor. It means simply 
helps or aids, as may be seen by com- 

VOL. I. 

Post. p. 294): “unde fit, ut épyava 
dicat quecunque ad aliquam rem 
faciendam adiumentum afferant.” 

» Topic. I. xiv. p. 105, b. 4: ék- 
heyew p71 povoy tas ovoas evddgous, 
a)\Aa kal Tas 6polas Tavrats. 

° Tbid. b. 17: Oein yap a ts rod 
c , > , > , to Tivos eipnuevoy evddgov. 

2D 
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aware of the exceptions.* All propositions must be 
registered in the most general terms possible, and 
must then be resolved into their subordinate con- 
stituent particulars, as far as the process of subdivision 
can be carried.” 

2. The propositions having been got together, they 
must be examined in order to find out Hquivocation or 
double meaning of terms. There are various ways of 
going about this task. Sometimes the same predicate 
is applied to two different subjects, but in different 
senses; thus, courage and justice are both of them 
good, but in a different way. Sometimes the same 
predicate is applied to two different classes of subjects, 
each admitting of being defined; thus, health is good 
in itself, and exercise is good as being among those 
things that promote health* Sometimes the equivocal 
meaning of a term is perceived by considering its 
contrary; if we find that it has two or more dis- 
tinct contraries, we know at once that it has different 
meanings. Sometimes, though there are not two dis- 
tinct contraries, yet the mere conjunction of the same 
adjective with two substantives shows us at once that 
it cannot mean the same in both* (Acv«a) pwvy—Acvedv 
xpoua). In one sense, the term may have an assignable 
contrary, while in another sense it may have no contrary ; 
showing that the two senses are distinct: for example, 
the pleasure of drinking has for its contrary the pain 
of thirst; but the pleasure of scientifically contem- 
plating that the diagonal of a square is incommen- 

: Topi: I. xiv. p. 105, b. 10: éca 
a 
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surable with the side, has no contrary; hence, we see 

that pleasure is an equivocal term.* In one sense, 
there may be a term intermediate between the two con- 
traries; in another sense, there may be none; or there 
may be two distinct intermediate terms for the two dis- 
tinct senses ; or there may be several intermediate terms 
in one of the senses, and only one or none in the other: 
in each of these ways the equivocation is revealed.” 
We must look also to the contradictory opposite (of a 
term), which may perhaps have an obvious equivoca- 
tion of meaning; thus, pu) BAéwexv Means sometimes to 
be blind, sometimes not to be seeing actually, whence 
we discover that BAémew also has the same equivocation.° 
If a positive term is equivocal, we know that the 
privative term correlating with it must also be equi- 
vocal; thus, 76 aicOavecOar has a double sense, according 

as we speak with reference to mind or body; and this 
will be alike true of the correlating privative—-o 
dvatcOyrov etva.’ Farther, an equivocal term will have 
its derivatives equivocal in the same manner ; and con- 
versely, if the derivative be equivocal, the radical will 
be so likewise.° The term must also be looked at in 
reference to the ten Categories: if its meanings fall 
under more than one Category, we know that it is 
equivocal.’ If it comprehends two subjects which are 
not in the same genus, or in genera not subordinate one 
to the other, this too will show that it is equivocal® 
The contrary, also, of the term must be looked at with 
a view to the same inference." 

Again, it will be useful to bring together the same 
term in two different conjunctions, and to compare 

* Topic. I. xv. p. 106, a. 36. ° Thid. b. 28. 
® Tbid. b. 4. * Thid. p. 107, a. 3-17. 
° Thid. b. 13-20. s Ibid. a. 18. 
* Tbid, b. 21-28. ® Thid. a. 32-35. 
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‘ 

the definitions of the two. Define both of them, | 

and then deduct what is peculiar to each definitum : 

-¢ the remainder be different, the term will be equi- 

vocal; if the remainder be the same, the term will 

be univocal. Thus, Aexov cwpa will be defined, a 

body having such and such a colour; Aevky Pwvy, a 

voice easily and distinctly heard: deduct capa from 

the first definition, and dev) from the second, the re- 

mainder will be totally disparate ; therefore, the term 

Acvedy is equivocal.* Sometimes, also, the ambiguity 

may be found in definitions themselves, where the 

same term is used to explain subjects that are not 

the same; whether such use is admissible, has to be 

considered.» If the term be univocal, two conjunc- 

tions of it may always be compared as to greater or 

less, or in respect of likeness ; whenever this cannot 

be, the term is equivocal.” HY, again, the term 1s 

used as a differentia for two genera quite distinct 

and independent of each other, it must be equivocal ; 

for genera that are unconnected and not subordinate 

one to the other, have their differentiz also dis- 

parate.* And, conversely, if the term be such that 

the differenti applied to it are disparate, we may 

know it to be an equivocal term. The like, if the 

term be used as a species in some of its conjunctions, 

and as a differentia in others.” 

3 Ayistotle has thus indicated, at considerable length, 

the points to be looked for when we are examining 

whether a term is univocal or equivocal. He is more 

concise when he touches on the last two out of the four 

helps (dpyava) enumerated for supplying syllogisms 

when needed,—viz. the study of Differences and of 

* Topic. I. xv. p. 107, a. 36-b. 3. card TO paddov 7) opotws,—ro yap 

> Thid. b. 8. cuvevupoy mav ovpBAnTov. 

© Thid, b. 13-18: ére ef pi) cup BAnra 4 Tbid. b. 19-26.  ° Ibid. b. 27-37. 
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Resemblances. In regard to the study of Differences, 
standing third, while he remarks that, where these are 
wide and numerous, they are sure without any precept 
to excite our attention, he advises that we should study 
the differences of subjects that are nearly allied,—those 
within the same genus, or comprehended in genera not 
much removed from one another, such as, the distinc- 
tion between sensible perception and science. But he 
goes into no detail.* 

4. In regard to the study of Resemblances, he inverts 
the above precept, and directs us to note especially the 
points of resemblance between subjects of great apparent 
difference.” We must examine what is the quality 
common to all species of the same genus—man, horse, 
dog, &c.; for it is in this that they are similar. We 
may also compare different genera with each other, in 
respect to the analogies that are to be found in each: 
€.j., a8 science is to the cognizable, so is perception to 
the perceivable ; as sight is in the eye, so is intellection 
in the soul; as yaAyvy is in the sea, so is vyveuia in 
the air.’ 

Such are the four distinct helps, towards facility of 
syllogizing, enumerated by Aristotle. It will be 
observed that the third and fourth (study of Resem- 

iblances and Dilferences) bear more upon matters of fact 
and less upon words; while the second (70 zocayds), 
though doubtless also bearing on matters of fact and 
deriving from thence its main real worth, yet takes its 
departure from terms and propositions, and proceeds by 
comparing multiplied varieties of these in regard to 
diversity of meaning. Upon this ground it is, appa- 
rently, that Aristotle has given so much fuller develop- 

= * Topic. I. xvi. p. 107, b. 39. dei pGov yap emt Trav Noumav Surynod- 
 ” Thid. xvii. p. 108, a. 12: padiora | peOa ta Guora cuvopar. 
© ev rois modd SveatSou yupvaterOa ° Thid. p. 108, a. 7. 
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ment to the second head than to the third and fourth; 
for, in the Topica, he is dealing with propositions 
and counter-propositions—with opinions and counter-— 
opinions, not with science and truth. 

He proceeds to indicate the different ways in which 
these three helps (the second, third, and fourth) further 
the purpose of the dialectician—respondent as well 
as assailant. Unless the different meanings of the 
term be discriminated, the respondent cannot know 
clearly what he admits or what he denies; he may be 
thinking of something different from what the assailant 
intends, and the syllogisms constructed may turn upon 
a term only, not upon any reality. The respondent 
will be able to protect himself better against being 
driven into contradiction, if he can distinguish the 
various meanings of the same term; for he will thus 
know whether the syllogisms brought against him touch 
the real matter which he has admitted.” On the other 
hand, the assailant will have much facility in driving 
his opponent into contradiction, if he (the assailant) can 
distinguish the different meanings of the term, while 
the respondent cannot do so; in, those cases at least 
where the proposition is true in one sense of the term 
and false in another. This manner of proceeding, 
however, is hardly consistent with genuine Dialectic. 
No dialectician ought ever to found his interrogations 
and his arguments upon a mere unanalysed term, 
unless he can find absolutely nothing else to say in 
the debate.* 

® Topic. I. xviii. p. 108, a. 22. 
> Thid. a. 26: xpyowpoy S€ kal mpos 

TO pa) TapadoytoOjvat Kal mpos TO 
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The third help (an acquaintance with Differences) 
will be of much avail on all occasions where we have 
to syllogize upon Same and Different, and where we 
wish to ascertain the essence or definition of any thing ; 
for we ascertain this by exclusion of what is foreign 
thereunto, founded on the appropriate differences in 
each case.* ; 

Lastly, the fourth help (the intelligent survey of Re- 
semblances) serves us in different ways :—(1) Towards 
the construction of inductive arguments; (2) Towards 
syllogizing founded upon assumption; (3) Towards the 
declaration of definitions. As to the inductive argu- 
ment, it is founded altogether on a repetition of similar 
particulars, whereby the universal is obtained.” As to 
the syllogizing from an assumption, the knowledge of 
resemblances is valuable, because we are entitled to 
assume, as an Endoxon or a doctrine conformable to com- 
mon opinion, that what happens in any one of a string 
of similar cases will happen also in all the rest. We 
lay down this as the major proposition of a syllogism ; 
and thus, if we can lay hold of any one similar case, we 
can draw inference from it to the matter actually in 
debate. Again, as to the declaration of definitions, 
when we have once discovered what is the same in all 
particular cases, we shall have ascertained to what 
genus the subject before us belongs ;* for that one of 

mpos Tovvopa diadéyerOa, €av py 
Tis GAXws e€aduvath wept rod 
mpoketpevov Staréyeo Gat. 

* Topic. I. xviii. p. 108, b. 2. 
» Thid. b. 9. 
* Ibid. b. 12: mpds d€ rods e& 
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the common predicates which is most of the essence, 
will be the genus. Even where the two matters com- 
pared are more disparate than we can rank in the same 
genus, the knowledge of resemblances will enable us 
to discover useful analogies, and thus to obtain a defi- 
nition at least approximative. ‘Thus, as the point is in 
a line, so is the unit in numbers; each of them is a 
principium ; this, therefore, is a common genus, which 

will serve as a tolerable definition. Indeed this is the 
definition of them commonly given by philosophers ; 
who eall the unit principium of number, and the point 
principium of a line, thus putting one and the other 
into a genus common to both.* 

Il. 

The First Book of the Topica, which we have thus 
gone through, was entitled by some ancient commen- 
tators ta apo tev Téoxwyv—matters preliminary to the 
Loci. This is quite true, as a description of its contents ; 
for Aristotle in the last words of the book, distinctly 

announces that he is about to enumerate the Loci to- 
wards which the four above-mentioned Organa will be 
useful.” 

Locus (roros) is a place in which many arguments 
pertinent to one and the same dialectical purpose, 
may be found—sedes argumentorum. In each locus, the 
arguments contained therein look at the thesis from 
the same point of view; and the locus implies nothing 

Swope lee xvalle p. LOS; bb: Age 
ote TO Kolvov em TaYT@Y yevos aTro- 

didovres SbEopev ovK adXoTpias 
6pt¢eo Oar. It will be recollected 
that all the work of Dialectic (as 
Aristotle tells us often) has reference 
to dda and not to scientific truth. 

“We shall seem to define not in a 
manner departing from the reality of 
the subject” is, therefore, an appro- 
priate dialectic artifice. 
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aloe €igiv. 
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distinct from the arguments, except this manner of 
view common to them all. In fact, the metaphor is a 
convenient one for designating the relation of every 
Universal generally to its particulars: the Universal is 
not a new particular, nor any adjunct superimposed 
upon all its particulars, but simply a place in which all 
known similar particulars may be found grouped to- 
gether, and in which there is room for an indefinite 
number of new ones. If we wish to arm the student 
with a large command of dialectical artifices, we cannot 
do better than discriminate the various groups of argu- 
ments, indicating the point of view common to each 
group, and the circumstances in which it becomes 
applicable. By this means, whenever he is called upon 
to deal with a new debate, he will consider the thesis in 
reference to each one of these different Joci, and will be 
able to apply arguments out of each of them, according 
as the case may admit. 

The four Helps (épyava) explained in the last book 
differ from the Loci in being of wider and more unde- 
fined bearing: they are directions for preparatory study, 
rather than for dealing with any particular situation of 
a given problem; though it must be confessed that, 
when Aristotle proceeds to specify the manner in which 
the three last-mentioned helps are useful, he makes con- 
siderable approach towards the greater detail and par- 
ticularization of the Loci. In entering now upon these, 
he reverts to that quadruple classification of propo- 
sitions and problems (according to the four Predi- 
cables), noted at the beginning of the treatise, in which 
the predicate is either Definition, Proprium, Genus, or 
Accident, of the subject. He makes a fourfold distri- 
bution of Loci, according as they bear upon one or 
other of these four. In the Second and Third Books, 
we find those which bear upon propositions predicating. 
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Accident; in the Fourth Book, we pass to Genus; in 

the Fifth, to Proprium; in the Sixth and Seventh, to 
Definition. 

The problem or thesis propounded for debate may 
have two faults on which it may be impugned : either 
it may be untrue; or it may be expressed in a way 
departing from the received phraseology.* It will be 
universal, or particular, or indefinite ; and either affirma- 
tive or negative; but, in most cases, the respondent 
propounds for debate an affirmative universal, and not 
a negative or a particular.” Aristotle therefore begins 
with those loci that areuseful for refuting an Affirma- 
tive Universal; though, in general, the same arguments 
are available for attack and defence both of the uni- 
versal and of the particular; for if you can overthrow 
the particular, you will have overthrown the universal 
along with it, while if you can defend the universal, 
this will include the defence of the particular. As the 
thesis propounded is usually affirmative, the assailant 
undertakes the negative side or the work of refutation. 
And this indeed (as Eudemus, the pupil of Aristotle, 
remarked, after his master®) is the principal function 
and result of dialectic exercise; which refutes much and 

proves very little, according to the analogy of the 
Platonic Dialogues of Search. 

* Topic. II. i. p. 109, a. 27: d:0- 
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Aristotle takes the four heads—Accident, Genus, 
Proprium, and Definition, in the order here enume- 
rated. The thesis of which the predicate is enunciated 
as Accident, affirms the least, is easiest to defend, and 
hardest to upset.» When we enunciate Genus or Pro- 
prium, we affirm, not merely that the predicate belongs 
to the subject (which is all that is affirmed in the case 
of Accident), but, also something: more—that it belongs 
to the subject in a certain manner and relation. And 
when we enunciate Definition, we affirm all this and 

something reaching yet farther—that it declares the 
whole essence of the definitum, and is convertible there- 
with. Accordingly, the thesis of Definition, affirming 
as it does so very much, presents the most points 
of attack and is by far the hardest to defend.” Next 
in point of difficulty, for the respondent, comes the 
Proprium. 

Beginning thus with the thesis enunciating Accident, 
Aristotle enumerates no less than thirty-seven distinct 
loci or argumentative points of view bearing upon it. 
Most of them suggest modes of assailing the thesis; but 
there are also occasionally intimations to the respondent 
how he may best defend himself. In this numerous 
list there are indeed some items repetitions of each 
other, or at least not easily distinguishable.” As it 

* Topic. VII. v. p. 155, a, 27; 
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° Aristotle himself admits the re- 
petition in some cases, Topic. II. ii. 
p- 110, a. 12: the fourth locus is 
identical substantially with the second 
locus. 

Theophrastus distinguished mapdy- 
yeApa as the general precept, from 
tomos or locus, as any proposition 
specially applying the precept to a 
particular case (Schol. p. 264, b. 38). 
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would be tedious to enumerate them all, I shall select 
some of the most marked and illustrative. 

1. The respondent has enunciated a certain predicate 
as belonging in the way of accident, to a given subject. 
Perhaps it may belong to the subject; yet not as acci- 
dent, but under some one of the other three Predicables. 
Perhaps he may have enunciated (either by explicit 
discrimination, or at least by implication contained in 
his phraseology) the genus as if it were an accident,— 
an error not unfrequently committed. Thus, if he 
has said, To be a colour is an accident of white, he has 

affirmed explicitly the genus as if it were an accident. 
And he has affirmed the same by implication, if he has 
said, White (or whiteness) is coloured. For this is a 
form of words not proper for the affirmation of a genus 
respecting its species, in which case the genus itself 
ought to stand as a literal predicate (White is a 
colour), and not to be replaced by one of its derivatives 
(White is coloured). Nor can the proposition be in- 
tended to be taken as affirming either proprium or 
definition ; for in both these the predicate would reci- 
procate and be co-extensive with the subject, whereas 
in the present case. there are obviously many other 
subjects of which it may be predicated that they are 
coloured.” In saying, White is coloured, the respon- 
dent cannot mean to affirm either genus, proprium, or 
definition; therefore he must mean to affirm accident. 

The assailant will show that this is erroneous. 

*"Nopic, I/ii.p: 109, a. 34% eis 
pev 1 Toros [TO emuBhemety ei Td Kar’ 
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2. Suppose the thesis set up by the respondent. to 
be an universal affirmative, or an universal negative. 
You (the interrogator or assailant) should review the 
particulars contained under these universals. Review 
them not at once as separate individuals, but as com- 
prised in subordinate genera and species; beginning 
from the highest, and descending down to the lowest 
species which is not farther divisible except into indi- 
viduals. Thus, if the thesis propounded be, The cog- 
nition of opposites is one and the same cognition ; 
you will investigate whether this can be truly predi- 
cated respecting all the primary species of Opposita: 
respecting felata and Correlata, respecting Contraries, 
respecting Contradictories, respecting Habitus and Pri- 
vatio. If, by going thus far, you obtain no result 
favourable to your purpose,* you must proceed farther, 
and subdivide until you come to the lowest species :— 
Is the cognition of just and unjust one and the same ? 
that of double and half? of sight and blindness? of 
existence and non-existence ? If in all, or in any one,’ 
of these cases you can show that the universal thesis 
does not hold, you will have gained your point of 
refuting it. On the other hand, if, when you have 
enumerated many particulars, the thesis is found to 
hold in all, the respondent is entitled to require you 
to grant it as an universal proposition, unless you can 
produce a satisfactory counter-example. If you decline 
this challenge, you will be considered an unreasonable 
debater.” 

3. You will find it useful to define both the accident 
predicated in the thesis, and the subject respecting 

shame. Th at. pa LOS. b. 20s. cay ® Thid. b. 25-30. eay yap pndérepov 
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which it is predicated, or at least one of them: you 
will see then whether these definitions reveal anything 
false in the affirmation of the thesis. Thus, if the 

thesis affirms that it is possible to do injustice to a god, 
you will define what is meant by doing injustice. 
The definition is—hurting intentionally : you can thus 
refute the thesis by showing that no injustice to a 
god can possibly be done; for a god cannot be hurt.* 
Or let the thesis maintained be, The virtuous man is 
envious. You define envy, and you find that it is— 
vexation felt by reason of the manifest success of 
some meritorious man. Upon this definition it is plain 
that the virtuous man cannot feel envy: he would be 
worthless, if he did feel it. Perhaps some of the terms 
employed in your definition may themselves require 
definition ; if so, you will repeat the process of defining 
until you come to something plain and clear.’ Such 
an analysis will often bring out some error at first 
unperceived in the thesis. 

4, It will be advisable, both for assailant and re- 
spondent, to discriminate those cases in which the 
authority of the multitude is conclusive from those in 
which it ig not. Thus, in regard to the meaning of 
terms and in naming objects, we must speak like the 
multitude; but, when the question is as to what objects 
deserve to be denominated so and so, we must not feel 

bound by the multitude, if there be any special dis- 
sentient authority... That which produces good health 
we must call wholesome, as the multitude do; but, in 
calling this or that substance wholesome, the physician 
must be our guide. 

* Topic. II. ii. p. 109, b. 34: od | Adyous, kal py dpicracOat ews av cis 
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5. Aristotle gives more than one suggestion as to 
those cases in which the terms of the thesis have a 
double or triple sense, yet in which the thesis is pro- 
pounded either as an universal affirmative or as an 
universal negative.. If the respondent is himself 
not aware of the double sense of his thesis, while 
you (the questioner) are aware of it, you will prove 
the point which you are seeking to establish against 
him in one or other of the two senses, if you cannot 
prove it in both. If he is aware of it in the double 
sense, he will insist that you have chosen the sense 
which he did not intend.* This mode of procedure 
will be available to the respondent as well as to you; 
but it will be harder to him, since his thesis is uni- 
versal. For, in order to make good an universal thesis, 
he must obtain your assent to a preliminary assumption 
or convention, that, if he can prove it in one sense of 
the terms, it shall be held proved in both; and, unless 
the proposition be so plausible that you are disposed to 
grant him this, he will not succeed in the procedure.° 
But you, on your side, as refuting, do not require any 
such preliminary convention or acquiescence ; for, if you 
prove the negative in any single case, you succeed in 
overthrowing the universal affirmative, while, if you 
prove the affirmative in any single case, you succeed in 
overthrowing the universal negative.© Such procedure, 
however, is to be adopted only when you can find no 
argument applicable to the equivocal thesis in all its 
separate meanings; this last sort of argument, wherever 
it can be found, being always better.* 

* Topic. IT. iii. p. 110, a. 24. Oru mavti Umdpxer TO ed’ Evos Siadex- 
» Ibid. a. 37: katackevagovor. 5é€ Onva.. 

mpodtopodoynréov Ore et St@ovy Umdp- | © Ibid. a. 32: mAjv dvackevdtovre 
xe, mari Urdpyer, av mibavov 7 To | pev ovdey dei €& dporoyias Suadeyer Oar. 
dgiwpa: ov yap amdxpn mpos to SeiEac | * Ibid. b. 4. 
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In cases where the double meaning is manifest, the 
two meanings must be distinguished by both parties, 
and the argument conducted accordingly. Where the 
term has two or more meanings (not equivocal but). 
related to each other by analogy, we must deal with 
each of these meanings distinctly and separately. If 
our purpose is to refute, we select any one of them in 
which the proposition is inadmissible, neglecting the 
others: if our purpose is to prove, we choose any one 
in which the proposition is true, neglecting the others.” 

6. Observe that a predicate which belongs to the 
genus does not necessarily belong to any one of its 
species, but that any predicate which belongs to one of 
the species does belong also to the genus; on the other 
hand, that any predicate which can be denied of the 
genus may be denied also of all its contaimed species, 
but that any predicate which can be denied of some one 
or some portion of the contained species cannot for 
that reason be denied of the genus. You may thus 
prove from one species to the genus, and disprove 
from the genus to each one species; but not wee versd. 
Thus, if the respondent grants that there exist cog- 
nitions both estimable and worthless, you are warranted 
in inferring that there exist habits of mind estimable 
and worthless; for cognition is a species under the 
genus habit of mind. But if the negative were 
eranted, that there exist no cognitions both estimable 
and worthless, you could not for that reason infer that 
there are no habits of mind estimable and worthless. 

— 

* Topic. II. iii. p. 110, b, 16-p. 111, | cya mpos 7 Katackevdoa: dv & 
a. 7. This locus is very obscurely | dvackevdoa, dca pr evdéxyera, Ta Se 
stated by Aristotle. AouTa wapadeiTTéov. 

» Thid. p. 110, b. 29-32: eay Bovda- Aristotle’s precepts indicate the 
pea Katackevdoa, Ta Tovavta mpo- | way of managing the debate with a 
owoTeéov Oga evdexeTaL, Kal Suaipereoy | view to success. 
eis TavtTa povoy dca kai xpr- | ~ 
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So, if it were granted to you that there are judgments 
correct and erroneous, you could not for that reason 
infer that there were perceptions of sense correct and 
erroneous; perceiving by sense being a species under 
the genus judging. But, if it were granted that there 
were no judgments correct and erroneous, you might 
thence infer the like negative about perceptions of 
sense.* 

7. Keep in mind also that if there be any subject 
of which you can affirm the genus, of that same 
subject you must be able to affirm one or other of the 
species contained under the genus. Thus, if science 
be a predicate applicable, grammar, music, or some 
other of the special sciences must also be applicable : 
if any man can be called truly a scientific man, he 
must be a grammarian, a musician, or some other 
specialist. Accordingly, if the thesis set up by your 
respondent be, The soul is moved, you must examine 
whether any one of the known varieties of motion 
can be truly predicated of the soul, ¢.g., increase, de- 

struction, generation, &c. If none of these special 
predicates is applicable to the soul, neither is the 
generic predicate applicable to it; and you will thus 
have refuted the thesis. This locus may serve as a 
precept for proof as well as for refutation ; for, equally, 
if the soul be moved in any one species of motion, it 
is moved, and, if the soul be not moved in any species 
of motion, it is not moved.” 

* Topic. IT. iv. p. 111, a. 14-82. ! pos pevdys. 
viv pev ovv ek Tod yévous mept ro eidos It is here a point deserving atten- 
4 drddecéts* to yap kpive yévos rod | tion, that Aristotle ranks 7d aio @d- 
tic bdver au: 6 yap aicOavdpevos kpiver | veoOar as a species under the genus 
tas—6 pev odv mpdrepos rémos Wevdyns | Td Kpive. This is a notable cir- 
‘ort mpos TO Karackevdoa, 6 dé dev- | cumstance in the Aristotelian psy- 

‘epos aAnOns.—mpos S€ 7d avackeva- | chology. 
| ew 6 pev mpdrepos adnO0ns, 6 Sé Sevte- » Topic. II. iv. p. 111, a. 33-b. 11. 

VOL, I. 2&5 
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8. Where the thesis itself presents no obvious hold 
for interrogation, turn over the various definitions that 
have been proposed of its constituent terms; one or 
other of these definitions will often afford matter for 
attack.2 Look also to the antecedents and consequents 
of the thesis—what must be assumed and what will 
follow, if the thesis be granted. If you can disprove 
the consequent of the proposition, you will have dis- 
proved the proposition itself. On the other hand, if 
the antecedent of the proposition be proved, the pro- 
position itself will be proved also.” Examine also 
whether the proposition be not true at some times, 
and false at other times. The thesis, What takes nou- 
rishment grows necessarily, is true not always, but 

only for a certain time: animals take nourishment 
during all their lives, but grow only during a part 
of their lives. Or, if a man should say that knowing 
is remembering, this is incorrect; for we remember} 
nothing but events past, whereas we know not only 
these, but present and future also.” 

9. It is a sophistical procedure (so Aristotle terms) 
it) to transfer the debate to some point on which we” 
happen to be well provided with arguments, lying 
apart from the thesis defended. Such transfer, how- 
ever, may be sometimes necessary. In other cases 
it is not really but only apparently necessary ; in still” 
other cases it is purely gratuitous, neither really nor 
apparently necessary. It is really necessary, when the 
respondent, having denied some proposition perfectly 
relevant to his thesis, stands to his denial and accepts 
the debate upon it, the proposition being one on which 
a good stock of arguments may be found against him ; 

| 

=" Topic. II. iv. p. 111, b. 12-16. » Thid. b. 17-23. 
© Jbid. b. 24-31. 
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also, when you are endeavouring to disprove the 
thesis by an induction of negative analogies.’ It is 
only apparently, and not really, necessary, when the 
proposition in debate is not perfectly relevant to 
the thesis, but merely has the semblance of being so. 
It is neither really nor apparently necessary, when 
there does not exist even this semblance of relevance, 

and when some other way is open of bringing bye- 
confutation to bear on the respondent. You ought to 
avoid entirely such a procedure in this last class 
of cases; for it is an abuse of the genuine purpose 
of Dialectic. If you do resort to it, the respondent 
should grant your interrogations, but at the same time 
notify that they are irrelevant to the thesis. Such noti- 
fication will render his concessions rather troublesome 
than advantageous for your purpose.” 

10. You will recollect that every proposition laid 
down or granted by the respondent. carries with it 
by implication many other propositions; since every 
affirmation has necessary consequences, more or fewer. 
Whoever says that Sokrates is a man, has said also that 

he is an animal, that he is a living creature, biped, 
capable of acquiring knowledge. If you can disprove 
any of these necessary consequences, you will have 
disproved the thesis itself. You must take care, how- 
ever, that you fix upon some one of the consequences 
which is really easier, and not more difficult, to refute 

than the thesis itself.’ 

* Topic. I. v. p. 111, b. 82-p. 112, a. The epithet codiorixos rpdros is 
2: rt 6 codiorixds tpdmos, To yew | probably intended by Aristotle to 
eis Towovrov mpos 6 ev’mopnoopey emt- | apply only to this last class of cases. 

xeupnpatay, &e. This paragraph is very obscure, 
» Tbid, p. 112, a, 2-15. Sei & edda- | and is not much elucidated by the 

Beicba tov érxarov Trav pnbévrwy tpd- | long Scholion of Alexander (pp. 267- 
Tov: Tavrehas yup amnptnpevos kai | 268, Br.). 
a\ddrptos Couxev eivar THs SiadeKTeKijs. ° Topic. II. v. p. 112, a. 16-23. 

2. Hoag 
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11. Perhaps the thesis set up by the respondent may 
be of such a nature that one or other of two contrary 
predicates must belong to the subject; ¢.g., either health 
or sickness. In that case, if you are provided with 
arguments bearing on one of the two contraries, the 
same arguments will also serve indirectly for proof, or 
for disproof, of the other. Thus, if you show that one of 
the two contraries does belong to the subject, the same 
arguments prove that the other does not; vice versd, if 
you show that one of them does not belong, it follows 
that the other does.” 

12. You may find it advantageous, in attacking the 
thesis, to construe the terms in their strict etymological 
sense, rather than in the sense which common usage 
gives them.” 

13. The predicate may belong to its subject either 
necessarily, or usually, or by pure hazard. You will 
take notice in which of these three ways the respondent 
affirms it, and whether that which he chooses is con- 

formable to the fact. If he affirms it as necessary, 
when it is really either usual or casual, the thesis will 
be open to your attacks. If he affirms it without 
clearly distinguishing in which of the three senses he 
intends it to be understood, you are at liberty to con- 
strue it in that one of the three senses which best suits 
your argument.° 

14. Perhaps the thesis may have predicate and sub- 

© Ubon, JUG sh jo, WA, WSL. 
SjAov ovy Gre mpos aupw xpyotmos 6 
TOTS. 

» Ibid. a. 32-88: ere TO emxeipety 
perapepovra Tovvoua emt Tov déyov, ws 

padiota mpoonKkoy ekNapBdvew i) ws 
KeiTal TOUVOMA. 

The illustrative examples which 
follow prove that Adyoy here means 
the etymological origin, and not the 

definition, which is its more usual 
meaning. 

* Ibid. b. 1-20. This locus seems 
unsuitable in that part of the Topica 
where Aristotle professes to deal with 
theses tov gupBeBnkdros, or theses 
affirming or denying accidental pre- 
dicates. It is one of the suppositions 
here that the respondent affirms the 
predicate as necessary. 
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ject exactly synonymous, so that the same thing will 
be affirmed as an accident of itself. On this ground it 
will be assailable.* 

15. Sometimes the thesis will have more than one 
proposition contrary to it. If so, you may employ in 
arguing against it that one among its various contraries 
which is most convenient for your purpose.” Per- 
haps the predicate (accidental) of the thesis may have 
some contrary: if it has, you will examine whether 
that contrary belongs to the subject of the thesis; and, 
should such be the case, you may use it as an argument 
to refute the thesis itself. Or the predicate of the 
thesis may be such that, if the thesis be granted, it 
will follow as a necessary consequence that contrary 
predicates must belong to the same subject. Thus, if 
the thesis be that the Platonic Ideas exist in ws, it 
follows necessarily that they are both in motion and at 
rest; both perceivable by sense, and cogitable by 
intellect.*. As these two predicates (those constituting 
the first pair as well as the second pair) are contrary 
to each other, and cannot both belong to the same 
subject, this may be used as an argument against the 
thesis from which such consequence follows. 

* Topic. IJ. vi. p. 112, b. 21-26. 
» Ibid. vii. p. 112, b. 28-p. 113, a. 

19. dndov ody ex rdv cipnuevoy ort TO 
avTo melova evavtia cupBaiver yiveo- 
Gat.—)apBavew ody Tay evavtiov brd- 
Tepov iy 7 mpos THY Oeow xpnompov. 

© Thid. viii. p. 113, a. 20-23, 
4 Thid. a, 24-32: # ef re rovovrov 

elpntat KaTd TLVos, ov bYTOS avayKn Ta 
evaytia tmdpyxeww* oiov ei tas idéas ev 
Be =) “ / \ \ hpi enoev eivat‘ Kiwveto Oat Te yap Kal | 
npepetv adtas ovpBnoera, ere d€ aio- 
Onras Kai vonras eivat. Aristotle then 

proceeds to state how this conse- 
quence arises. ‘Those who aflirm the 
Platonic Ideas, assign to them as 

fundamental characteristic, that they 

are at rest and cogitable. Dut, if the 
Ideas exist in us, they must be move- 
able, because we are moved; they 

must also be perceivable by sense, 
because it is through vision only that 
we discriminate and know differences 
of form. Waitz observes (in regard 
to the last pair, cai aic@nrai): “ Nam 
singule ides certam quandam rerum 
speciem et formam exprimunt: species 
autem et forma oculis cernitur.” [ 
do not clearly see, however, that this 
is a consequence of affirming Ideas to 
be ev piv; it is equally true if they 
are not ev npiv. 
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16. We know that whatever is the recipient of one 
of two contraries, is capable also of becoming recipient 
of the other. If, therefore, the predicate of the thesis 
has any contrary, you will examine whether the subject 
of the thesis is capable of receiving such contrary. If 
not, you have an argument against the thesis. Let the 
puede be, The appetitive principle is ignorant. If this 
be true, that principle must be capable of knowledge.* 
Since this last is not generally admitted, you have an 
argument against the thesis. 

17. We recognize four varieties of Opposita: (1) 
Contradictory; (2) Contrary; (8) Habitus and Pri- 
vatio; (4) Relata. You will consider how the relation 
in each of these four varieties bears upon the thesis 1 in 
debate. 

In regard to Contradictories, you are entitled, con- 
verting the terms of the thesis, to deny the predicate 
of the converted proposition respecting the nega- 
tion of the subject. Thus, if man is an animal, you 
are entitled to infer, What is not an animal is nota 
man. You will prove this to be an universal rule by 
Induction ; that is, by citing a multitude of particular 
cases In which it is indisputably true, without possibility 
of finding any one case in which it does not apply. If 
you can prove or disprove the converted obverse of 
the thesis—What is not an animal is not a man—you 
will have proved, or disproved, the thesis itself, Man 

isan animal. This locus is available both for assailant 
and respondent.” 

* Topic. II. vii. p. 118, a. 33-b. 10. 
» Tbid. vill. p. 118, b. 15-26: ezet 

(oov, To py oO UK avd . Dov, TO py C@ov ovK ayOperos 
Opmolo@s O€ kal é€ml Ta GAAov 

> 4 - 

& ai avriv@eoceis tTéeooapes, okomely ek 
‘ cal > ~~ / > / > a 

pev TOV avripacewy avarahw ek Tis 
, > ~ 

adkodovOnoews Kal dvaipovvTe Kal Kka- 
KapBaverv 8 e& 

re) > c y 

olov «i 6 avOpwros 

TackevdcovTe 

ETAay@yis, 

—enrl madvt@v ovv TO ToOLOv- 
Tov G&EL@Téeoy. 

Aristotle’s declaration, that this 
great logical rule can only be proved 
by Induction, deserves notice. I have 
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In regard to Contraries, you will study the thesis, 
to see whether the contrary of the predicate can be 
truly affirmed respecting the contrary of the subject, 
or whether the contrary of the subject can be truly 
affirmed respecting the contrary of the predicate. This 
last alternative occurs sometimes, but not often: in 

general, the first alternative is found to be true. You 
must make good your point here also by Induction, or 
by repetition of particular examples. This locus will 
serve either for the purpose of refutation or for that of 
defence, according to circumstances. If neither of the 
two alternatives above-mentioned is found correct, this 
is an argument against the thesis.’ 

In regard to Habitus and Privatio, the rule is the 
same as about Contraries; only that the first of the two 
above alternatives always holds, and the second never 
occurs.” If sensible perception can be predicated of 
vision, insensibility also can be predicated of blindness ; 
otherwise, the thesis fails. 

In regard to felata, the inference holds from the 

correlate of the subject to the correlate of the predicate. 
If knowledge is belief, that which is known is believed ; 
if vision is sensible perception, that which is visible is 
sensibly perceivable. Some say that there are cases in 
which the above does not hold; eg., That which is 
sensibly perceivable is knowable; yet sensible percep- 
tion is not knowledge. But this objection is not valid ; 
for many persons dispute the first of the two pro- 

remarked the same thing about his 
rules for the conversion of proposi- 
tions, in the beginning of the Analy- 
tica Priora. See above, p. 209, seq. 

* Topic. I. viii. p. 113, b. 27-p. 
114, a. 6. AapBavew Se cal ta rol- 
avira €& eraywyijs, ep’ dcov xpnoupov. 
—oravov S€ To avamadw emi Tov 

> A r , 

evavtiov oupBaiver, adda Tots meEl- 
> ‘A > \ c ° - 5 
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~ cr iz 4 ° 
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Oct TO erepov TH ETEpo. 

> Ibid. p. 114, a. 7-12. 
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positions. This locus will be equally available for the 
purpose of refutation; thus, you may argue—That 
which is sensibly perceivable is not knowable, because 
sensible perception is not knowledge.” 

18. You will look at the terms of the proposition, 
also, in regard to their Derivatives, Inflections, &c., 
and to matters associated with them in the way of pro- 
duction, preservation, &c. This locus serves both for 
proof and for refutation. What is affirmable of the 
subject, is affirmable also of its derivatives: what is not 
aftirmable of the derivatives, is not affirmable of the 
subject itself.” 

19. Arguments may often be drawn, both for proof 
and for refutation, from matters Similar or Analogous 
to the subject or predicate of the thesis. Thus, if one 
and the same cognition comprehends many things, one 
and the same opinion will also comprehend many things. 
If to possess vision is to see, then also to possess audition 
is to hear. If to possess audition is not to hear, then 
neither is to possess vision to see. The argument may 
be urged whether the resemblance is real, or only 
generally supposed. Sometimes, however, the inference 
will not hold from one to many. ‘Thus, if to know is 
to cogitate, then to know many things should be to 
cogitate many things. But this last is impossible. A 
man may know many things, but he cannot cogitate 
many things; therefore, to know is not to cogitate.° 

® Topic. IL. viii. p. 114, a. 18-25. |6€ ra Oaprixa dyabd, atta rav 
> Thid. ix, p. 114, a. 26-b. 5. ot- | kaxav. 

oro.xya, mraoes, Ta momtixa kai| ° Ibid. x. p. 114, b. 25-386: makw 
dudakrikd—Odydov ody re Evds drrovov- | emt Tv dpoiwy, ei spolws Exety—Kal 
ow SeyOevros TOY KaTad THY adrTyY| emt Tov dyTey Kal tev SoKOvYTeY 
avatorxiay ayabovd i) emawerod, Kal| xpyoyos & 6 Téros mpos aupoa:-— 
rad Roura mdvra Sedevypéva ylverat. | ckomeiv S€é cai ci ep évds Kai et emi 
—b. 23: vy pev yap ta souri- | moANGy Spolws Exeur Eviaxod yap Sua- 
ka dyad, kat aita Tay ayabay, av | dovel. 
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20. There are various loc for argument, arising 
from degrees of Comparison—more, less, equally. One 
is the argument from concomitant variations, which is 
available both for proof and for disproof. If to do 
injustice is evil, to do more injustice is more evil. If 
an increase in degree of the subject implies an increase 
in degree of the predicate, then the predicate is truly 
affirmed ; if not, not. This may be shown by Induc- 
tion, or repetition of particular instances Again, 
suppose the same predicate to be affirmable of two 
distinct subjects A and B, but to be more probably 
affirmable of A than of B. Then, if you can show that 
it does not belong to A, you may argue (d fortior:) that 
it does not belong to B; or, if you can show that it 
belongs to B, you may argue (a fortiori) that it belongs 
also to A. Or, if two distinct predicates be affirmable 
respecting the same subject but with unequal degrees 
of probability, then, if you can disprove the more pro- 
bable of the two, you may argue from thence in disproof 
of the less probable; and, if you can prove the less 
probable, you may argue from thence in proof of 
the more probable. Or, if two distinct predicates be 
affirmable respecting two distinct subjects but with 
unequal degrees of probability, then, if you can dis- 
prove the more probable you may argue from thence 
against the less probable; and, if you can prove the less 
probable, you are furnished with an argument in proof 
of the more probable.’ If the degrees of probability, 
instead of being unequal, are equal or alike, you may 

* Topic. II. x. p. 114, b. 87-p. 115, | Byxéros emidocis, Kabamep etpnrat, 
a. 5: etot dé rod paddAoy tdémou Téo- | SjAov Ore cupBEeBnkev, «i Se py 
capes, €is pev et akoAovbet TO padXov | dkodovbei, od cupBEeByKev. Toto S 
T@ paddov,—xpyoipos S€ mpds audw 6 | émaywyn Anwréov. 
Toros’ €i pev yap akoAovdei tH TOU » Ibid. p. 115, a. 5-14. 
Umokeipevou emiddcer ) Tov aupBe- 
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still, in the cases mentioned, argue in like manner from 
proof or disproof of the one to proof or disproof of the 
other.* 

21. Another locus for argument is, that ex adjuncto. 
If the subject, prior to adjunction of the attribute, be 
not white or good, and if adjunction of the attribute 
makes it white or good, then, you may argue that the 
adjunct must itself be white or good. And you might 
argue in like manner, if the subject prior to adjunction 
were to a certain extent white or good, but became 
more white or more good after such adjunction.” But 
this locus will not be found available for the negative 
inference or refutation. You cannot argue, because 
the adjunction does not make the subject white or 
good, that therefore the adjunct itself is not white 
or not good. 

22. If the predicate be affirmable of the subject in 
greater or less degree, it must be affirmable of the sub- 
ject simply and absolutely. Unless the subject be one 
that can be called white or good, you can never call it 
more white or more good. This locus again, however, 
cannot be employed in the negative, for the purpose of 
refutation. Because the predicate cannot be affirmed 
of the subject in greater or less degree, you are not 
warranted in inferring that it cannot be affirmed of the 
subject at all. Sokrates cannot be called in greater or 
less degree a man; but you cannot thence infer that 
he is not called a man simply. If the predicate can 
be denied of the subject sumply and absolutely, it can be 
denied thereof with every sort of qualification: if it can 
be affirmed of the subject with qualification, it can also 
be affirmed thereof simply and absolutely, as a possible 

* Topic. Il. x. p. 115, a. 15-24: ek » Ibid. xi. p. 115, a. 26-33. 
TOD Opolws Umdpxewv 7) Sokeiy tmdp-| © Ibid. a. 32-b. 2. 
xew, XC. * Thid. b. 3-10. 
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predicate. This, however, when it comes to be ex- 

plained, means only that it can be affirmed of some 
among the particulars called by the name of the subject. 
Aristotle recognizes that the same predicate may often 
be affirmed of the subject secundum quid, and denied of 
the subject simply and absolutely. In some places, (as 
among the Triballi) it is honourable to sacrifice your 
father ; simply and absolutely, it is not honourable. To 
one who is sick, it is advantageous to undergo medical 
treatment; speaking simply and absolutely (7.¢., to per- 
sons generally in the ordinary state of health), it is not 
advantageous. It is only when you can truly affirm 
the proposition, without adding any qualifying words, 
that the proposition is true simply and absolutely.” 

III. 

Such are the chief among the thirty-seven Loci which 
Aristotle indicates for debating dialectically those 
theses in which the predication is only of Accident— 
not of Genus, or Proprium, or Definition. He proceeds 
(in the Third Book of the Topica) to deal separately 
with one special branch of such theses, respecting Ezpe- 
tenda and Fugienda: where the question put is, Of two 
or more distinct subjects, which is the more desirable 
or the better? The cases supposed are those in which 
the difference of value between the two subjects com- 
pared is not conspicuous and unmistakeable, but where 
there is a tolerably near approximation of value between 
them, so as to warrant doubt and debate.° 
We must presume that questions of this class occurred 

* Topic. II. xi. p. 115, b. 11-35. | aicypdv 7) ado tu rGv roLovTwy, dmr@s 
ei yap katd te evdexera, kal amos | pnOnoerat. 
evd€exerat. © Tbid. IIT. i. p.116, a. 1-12: Iore- 

» Ibid. b. 38: Sore 6 dv pnde-| pov & aiperwrepov 7) Bedriov Sdveiv 7) 
vos mpootiepuevov SoxH civar Kady fj | mAevdvar, ek TavdE TKEMTEOV. WC. 
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very frequently among the dialectical debates of Ari- 
stotle’s contemporaries; so that he thinks it necessary 
to give advice apart for conducting them in the best 
manner. 

1. Of two good subjects compared, that is better and 
more desirable which is the more lasting; or which is 
preferred by the wise and good man; or by the profes- 
sional artist in his own craft; or by right law; or by the 
multitude, all or most of them. That is absolutely or 
simply better and more desirable, which is declared to 
be such by the better cognition; that is better to any 
given individual, which is declared to be better by his 
own cognition." 

2. That is more desirable which is included in the 
genus good, than what is not so included; that which 
is desirable on its own account and per se, is better than 
what is desirable only on account of something else 
and per accidens; the cause of what is good in itself is 
more desirable than the cause of what is good by 
accident.” 

3. What is good absolutely and simply (2.e., to all 
and at all times) is better than what is good only for a 
special occasion or individual; thus, to be in good 
health is better than being cut for the stone. What is 
good by nature is better than what is good not by 
nature; ¢.g., Justice (good by nature), than the just 
individual, whose character must have been a¢quired.° 
What is good, or what is peculiarly appurtenant, to the 
more elevated of two subjects is better than what is 
good or peculiar to the less elevated. Good, having its 
place in the better, prior, and more exalted elements of 
any subject, is more desirable than good belonging to 

* Topic. IT. i. p. 116, a. 13-22. » Ibid. a. 23-b. 7. 
© Ibid. b. 7-12. 
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the derivative, secondary, and less exalted ; thus, health, 
which has its seat in proper admixture and proportion 

of the fundamental constituents of the body (wet, dry, 
hot, cold), is better than strength or beauty—strength 
residing in the bones and muscles, beauty in proper 
symmetry of the limbs.*. Next, an end is superior to 
that which is means thereunto; and, in comparing two 
distinct means, that which is nearer to the end is the 
better. That which tends to secure the great end of 
life is superior to that which tends towards any other 
end; means to happiness is better than means to intel- 
ligence ; also the possible end, to the impossible. Com- 
paring one subject as means with another subject as 
end, we must examine whether the second end is more 
superior to the end produced by the first subject, than 
the end produced by the first subject is superior to the 
means or first subject itself. For example, in the two 
ends, happiness and health, if happiness as an end 
surpasses health as an end in greater proportion than 
health surpasses the means of health, then the means 
producing happiness is better than the end health.° 

Again, that which is more beautiful, honourable, and 
praiseworthy per se, is better than what possesses these 
same attributes in equal degree but only on account of 
some other consequence. Thus, friendship is superior 
to wealth, justice to strength; for no one values wealth 

® Topic. III. i. p. 116, b. 12-22: 
\ \ > / aA la aA 

kat To é€y BeATLooW 7 MpoTEpas 7 
Tipwwrepois BéATLov, oloy wyieva icxvos | 
kai KdAXous. 7 pev yap ev bypois Kai | 

Enpois kat Oeppois kai Wuxpois, awdas 
& cimeiy €& Sv mpw@tev cuvéorynke TO 

an | > > - c ¢ c ‘A A 

(pov, Ta ) &v Tois borEpots: 7 pe yap | 
iaxvs ev Tois vevpots Kat dorois, TO Sé 
Kad\Xos TOY pEA@ Tis TuppeTpia SoKet 
eivat. 

The reason given in this locus for | 

superior estimation is a very curious 
one: the fundamental or primary 
constituents rank higher than com- 
pounds or derivatives formed by them 
or out of them. Also, the defini- 
tion of beauty deserves attention: the 
Greeks considered beauty to reside 
more in proportions of form of the 
body than in features of the face. 

» Thid. b. 22-36. 
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except for its consequences, whereas we esteem friend- 
ship per se, even though no consequences ensue from it.* 

Where the two subjects compared are in themselves 
so nearly equal that the difference of merit can hardly 
be discerned, we must look to the antecedents or con- 
sequents of each, especially to the consequents; and, 
according: as these exhibit most of good or least of evil, 
we must regulate our estimation of the two subjects to 
which they respectively belong.’ The larger lot of 
good things is preferable to the smaller. Sometimes 
what is not in itself good, if cast into the same lot with 
other things very good, is preferable to another thing 
that is in itself good. Thus, what is not per se good, if 
it goes along with happiness, is preferable even to 
justice and courage. The same things, when taken 
along with pleasure or with the absence of pain, are 
preferable to themselves without pleasure or along with - 
pain.” Everything is better, at the season when it tells 
for most, than itself at any other season; thus, intel- 
ligence and absence of pain are to be ranked “as of 
more value in old age than in youth; but courage and 
‘temperance are more indispensably required, and there- 
fore more to be esteemed, in youth than in old age. 
What is useful on all or most occasions is more to be 
esteemed than what is useful only now and then; e.., 
justice and moderation, as‘compared with courage : also 
that which being possessed by every one, the other would 
not be required ; ¢.g., justice is better than courage, for, 

if every one were just, courage would not be required." 
Among two subjects the more desirable is that of 

which the generation or acquirement is more desirable ; 
that of which the destruction or the loss is more to be 

— 

¢ Topic. III. i. p. 116, b. 33-p. 117, a. 4. » Tbid. p. 117, a. 5-15. 
° Ibid. a. 16-25. * Thid. a. 26-b. 2. 
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deplored; that which is nearer or more like to the 

Summum Bonum or to that which is better than itself 
(unless indeed the resemblance be upon the ridiculous 
side, in the nature of a caricature, as the ape is to 
man*); that which is the more conspicuous; the more 
difficult to attain ; the more special and peculiar; the 

more entirely removed from all bad accompaniments ; 
that which we can best share with friends; that which 
we wish to do to our friends, rather than to ordinary 
strangers (¢.g., doing justice or conferring benefit, than 
seeming to do so; for towards our friends we prefer 

doing this in reality, while towards strangers we prefer 
seeming to do so”); that which we cannot obtain from 
others, as compared with that which can be hired ; that 
which is unconditionally desirable, as compared with 
that which is desirable only when we have something 
else along with it; that of which the absence is a ground 
of just reproach against us and ought to make us 
ashamed ;° that which does good to the proprietor, or to 
the best parts of the proprietor (to his mind rather than 
his body) ;* that which is eligible on its own ground, 
rather than from opinion of others; that which is 
eligible on both these accounts jointly, than either.’ 
Acquisitions of supererogation are better than neces- 
saries, and are sometimes more eligible: thus, to live 
well is better than life simply ; philosophizing is better 
than money-making ; but sometimes necessaries are more 

Some: IIT. iu. p. 117, b. 2-17. 
okoreiv S€ Kal ef emi ta yeoudrepa 
ein Spotov, Kabarep 6 miOnKos TO ay- 
Opar@, Tod immov pi dvtos 6potou: 
ov yap KdAXLov 6 miOnkos, Gpovorepov 
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» Thid. b. 20-p. 118, a. 5. 
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° Ibid. p. 118, a. 16-26. 
* Thid. iii. p. 118, a. 29. 
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eligible, as, ¢.g., to a starving man. Speaking generally, 
necessaries are more eligible ; but the others are better.’ 
Among many other loci, applicable to this same 

question of comparative excellence between two different 
subjects, one more will suffice here. You must dis- 
tinguish the various ends in relation to which any given 
subject is declared to be eligible: the advantageous, the 
beautiful, the agreeable. That which conduces to all 
the three is more eligible than that which conduces to 
one or two of them only. If there be two subjects, both 
of them conducive to the same end among the three, 
you must examine which of them conduces to it most. 
Again, that which conduces to the better end (¢.g., to 
virtue rather than to pleasure) is the more eligible. 
The like comparison may be applied to the Mugienda as 
well as to the Expetenda. That is most to be avoided 
which shuts us out most from the desirable acquisitions: 
é.g., sickness 1s more to be avoided than ungraceful form ; 
for sickness shuts us out more completely both from 
virtue and from pleasure.” 

The same loci which are available for the question 
of comparison will be also available in the question of 
positive eligibility or positive ineligibility.° Further, 
it holds for all cases of the kind that you should enun- 
ciate the argument in the most general terms that each 
ease admits; in this way it will cover a greater number 
of particulars. Slight mutations of language will often 
here strengthen your case: that which is (good) by 
nature is more (good) than that which is (good) not 
by nature; that which makes the subject to which it 

* Topic. III. ii. p. 118, a, 6-14. od | dvaykaioy adAa Tivd mpooKaracKevd- 
\ > , 2 ta) \ ¢ t f = ~ \ Ye)! yap «i BeAtio, dvaykatioy kal aipero- | (yrat tis T@v Kah@y. axeddv S tows 
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is better than that which does not make the subject 
good.* 

The /oci just enumerated are Universal, and appli- 
cable to the debate of theses propounded in universal 
terms; but they will also be applicable, if the thesis 
propounded be a Particular proposition. 

If you prove the universal affirmative, you will at 
the same time prove the particular ; if you prove the 
universal negative, you prove the particular negative 
also. The universal loci from Opposites, from Con- 
jugates, from Inflections, will be alike applicable to 
particular propositions. Thus, if we look at the uni- 
versal locus from Contraries, If all pleasure is good, 
then all pain is evil,—this will apply also to the par- 
ticular, If some pleasure ig good, then some pain is evil: in the particular as in the universal form the proposition is alike an Endow or conformable to com- 
mon received opinion. The like may be said about 
the loci from Habitus and Privatio; also about those from Generation and Destruction ;» again, from More, 
Less, and Equally—this last, however, with some re- striction, for the locus from Less will serve only for 
proving an affirmative. Thus, if some capacity is a less 
good than science, while yet some capacity is a good, 
then, & fortiori, some science ig a good. But, if you 
take the same locus in the negative and say that no 
capacity is a good, you will not be warranted in saying, 
for that reason, that no science is a good.” You may 
apply this same locus from Less to compare, not merely 

SS ee mn ty 
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two subjects in different genera, but.also two subjects of 
different degrees under the same genus. Thus, let the 
thesis be, Some science or cognition is a good. You 
will disprove this thesis, if you can show that prudence 
(@povyos) is not a good; for, if prudence, which in 
common opinion is most confidently held to be a geod, 
be really not so, you may argue that, a fortiori, no other 
science can be so. Again, let the thesis be propounded 
with the assumption that, if 1t can be proved true or 
false in any one case, it shall be accepted as true 
or false in all universally (for example, that, if the 
human soul is immortal, all other souls are immortal also ; 
or if not that, then none of the others): evidently, the 
propounder of such a thesis extends the particular into 
an universal. If he propounds his thesis affirmatively, 
you must try to prove the negative in some particular 
case; for this, under the conditions supposed, will be 
equivalent to proving an universal negative. If, on the 
other hand, he puts his thesis negatively, you will try 
to prove some particular affirmative; which (always 
under the given conditions) will carry the universal 
affirmative also.* 

Suppose the respondent to propound his thesis inde- 
finitely, not carrying the indication either of universal 
or particular; ¢.g., Pleasure is good. This can be proved 
by showing either that all pleasure is good, or that 
some pleasure is good; while it can be refuted only 
through the universal negative—by showing that no 
pleasure is good.” But, if the thesis be divested of its 
indefinite character and propounded either as universal 

* Topic. HI. vi. p. 119, b. 31-p. 120, | x@s avackevagew évdéyerar—advaipeiv 
ale De pev povayas evdéxerat, Karaokevacely 

» Thid. p. 120, a. 6-20: ddiopicrov | dé duyas. &e. 
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or as particular, there will then be two distinct ways of 
refuting it. If it be farther specialized—e.g., One plea- 
sure only is good—there will be three ways of refuting : 
you may show either that all pleasures are good ; or that 
no pleasure is good; or that more pleasures than one 
are good, If the proposition be specialized farther still 
—¢e.g., Prudence alone among all the virtues is science,— 
there are four lines of argument open for refuting it: 
you may prove either that all virtue is science; or that 
no virtue is science; or that some other virtue (such as 

justice) is science; or that prudence is not science.* _ 
In dealing with a particular proposition as thesis, 

still other loci already indicated for dealing with 
universal propositions will be available. You will 
run through the particulars comprised in the subject, 
distributed into genera and species. When you have 
produced a number of particulars successively to es- 
tablish the universal, affirmative or negative, you 
are warranted in calling on the respondent either 
to admit the universal, or to produce on his side some 
adverse particular.” You will also (as was before 
recommended) distribute the predicate of the thesis 
into the various species which it comprehends. If 
no one of these species be truly affirmable of the 
subject, then neither can the genus be truly affirm- 
able; so that you will have refuted the thesis, sup- 
posing it to be affirmative. If, on the contrary, any 
one of the species be truly affirmable of the subject, 
then the genus will also be truly affirmable; so that 
you will have refuted the thesis, supposing it to be 
negative. Thus, if the thesis propounded be, The 

* Topic. III. vi. p. 120, a, 15-31. Aa mpoeveykavtt d&iwréov Kabddov 
> Ibid. a. 32-38: av re yap marti | dpodoyetv, 7 pepe evoracw emt 
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soul is a number: you divide number into its two 
species, odd and even, and prove that the soul is 
neither odd nor even; wherefore, it is not a number.* 

IV. 

After this long catalogue of Loci belonging to-debate | 
on propositions of Accident, Aristotle proceeds to enu- | 
merate those applicable to propositions of Genus and | 
of Proprium. Neither Genus nor Proprium is often | 
made subject of debate as such; but both of them are | 
constituent elements of the debate respecting Definition, | 
which is of frequent occurrence.” For that reason, | 
both deserve to be studied. esl 
When the thesis propounded affirms that A is genus | 

of B, you will run over all the cognates of B, and see | 
whether there is any one among them respecting which |} 
A cannot be affirmed as genus. If there be, this is a | 
good argument against the thesis; for the genus ought | 
to be predicable of all. Next, whether what is really 
no more than an accident is affirmed as genus, which 
ought to belong to the essence of the subject. Perhaps } 
(e.g.) white is affirmed in the thesis as being genus of | 
snow; but white cannot be truly so affirmed; for it is 
not of the essence of snow, but is only a quality or | 

accident.© Hxamine whether the predicate A comes | 
under, the definition already given of an Accident,— 
that which may or may not be predicated of the subject ; | 
also, whether A and B-both fall under the same one } 

—— 

= Mopic; 11. vi. p. 120, a. 37%-b: 6: 
It would appear from the examples 
here given by Aristotle—é ypdvos od 
Kiveirat, 6 xpovos ovK eote Kivnots, 7 
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siders these propositions as either in- 
definite or particular. 

> Thid. IV. i. p. 120, b. 12: pera 
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* Ibid. b. 28-29. 
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out of the ten Categories or Predicaments. If B the 
subject comes under Hssentia, or Quale, or Ad Aliquid, 
A the predicate ought also to belong to Essentia, or 
Quale, or Ad Aliquid: the species and the genus ought 
to come under the same Category.* If this be not the 
case in a thesis of Genus, the thesis cannot be main- 
tained, — 

You are aware that the species always partakes 
of the genus, while the genus never partakes of the 
species ; to partake meaning that the species includes 
the essence or definition of the genus, but the genus 
never includes the essence or definition of the species. 
You will examine, therefore, whether in the thesis pro- 
pounded to you this condition is realized ; if not, the 
thesis may be refuted. Suppose, ¢e.y., that it enunciates 
some superior genus as including ns or Unum. If this 
were true, the genus so assigned would still partake of 
£ns and Unum ; for. Ens and Unum may be predicated 
of all existences whatever. Therefore what is enun- 
ciated in the thesis as a genus, cannot be a real genus.” 

Perhaps you may find something respecting which 
the subject (species) may be truly affirmed, while the 
predicate (genus) cannot be truly affirmed. If so, 
the predicate is not a real genus. Thus, the thesis 
may enunciate Ens or Scibile as being the genus of 
Opinabile. But this last, the species or subject Opinabdile, 
may be affirmed respecting Non-Ens also; while the 
predicates Hns or Scibile (given as the pretended genus 
of Opinabile) cannot be affirmed respecting Non-Ens. 
You can thus show that Ens or Seibile is not the real 

* Topic. IV. i. p. 120, b. 36-p. 121, | to Categor. p. 11, a. 24, seq. we shall 
a. 9. ka0ddou & eizeiv, ixo thy adryy | find him declaring it not to be uni- 
Siaipeow Sei ro yevos TH eter etvat. | versally true. Compare also Topic. 

Aristotle here enunciates this as | IV. iv. p. 124, b. 15. 
universally true, whereas if we turn | » Topic, IV, i. p. 121, a. 10-19, 
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genus of Opinabile>? The pretended species Opinabile 
(comprising as it does both Ens and Non-Ens) stretches 
farther than the pretended genus Ens or Seibile: 
whereas every real genus ought to stretch farther than 
any one or any portion of its constituent species.” The 
thesis may thus be overthrown, if there be any one 
species which stretches even equally far or is co- 
extensive with the pretended genus.° 

It is a general truth that the same species cannot 
belong to two distinct genera, unless one of the two 
be subordinate to the other, or unless both of them be 

comprehended under some common higher genus. You 
will examine, therefore, whether there is any other 
genus, besides the predicate of the thesis, to which the 
subject of the thesis can be referred. If there be some 
other genus, not under either of the two conditions above 
indicated, the predicate enunciated by the thesis cannot 
be the real genus of the subject. Thus, if the thesis 
declares justice to be science (or to belong to the 
genus science), you may remark that there is another 
distinct genus (virtue) to which justice also belongs. 
In this particular case, however, it would be replied 
that science and virtue can both be referred to one 
and the same higher genus, viz., habit and disposition. 
Therefore the thesis, Justice is science, will not be 
truly open to objection on this ground.* 

Again, if the predicate of the thesis be the true 
genus of the subject, all the higher genera in which 
the predicate is contained must also be predicated i 
Quid (as the predicate itself is) respecting the subject. 
This you must show by an induction of particular 

* Topic. IV. i. p. 121, a. 20-26. yeoOa- én edutrov yap kai 7 Siahopa 
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instances, no counter-instance being producible.* If the 
thesis enunciated does not conform to this condition, 
you will have a good argument against it. You will 
also run over the sub-species that are comprehended 
in the subject of the thesis, considered as a genus; and 
you will examine whether the predicate of the thesis 
(together with all its superior genera) is predicable 
essentially or in Quid of all these sub-species. If you 
can find any one among these sub-species, of which it 
is not essentially predicable, the predicate of the thesis 
is not the true genus of the subject ;” the like also, if 
the definitions of these genera are not predicable of the 
subject or its sub-species.° 

Perhaps the thesis may enunciate as a genus what 
is really nothing more than a differentia. It may also 
enunciate the differentia either as a part of the genus 
or as a part of the species; or it may enunciate the 
genus either as a part of the differentia or as a part of 
the species. All these are attackable. The differentia 
is not a genus, nor does it respond to the question 
Quid est, but to the question Quale quid est. It 
is always either more extensive than the species, or 
co-extensive therewith." If none of the differentiz 

* Topic. IV. ii. p. 122, a. 5-19. dre 
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belonging to a genus can be predicated of a species, 
neither can the genus itself be predicated thereof. 
Thus, neither odd nor even can be predicated of the 
soul; accordingly, neither can the genus (number) be 
predicated of the soul.* If the species be prius natura, 
so that when it disappears the enunciated genus dis- 
appears along with it, this cannot be the real genus; 
nor, if the enunciated genus or differentia can be sup- 
posed to disappear and yet the species does not dis- 
appear along with them.’ If the species partakes of 
(includes in its essence) something contrary to the 
enunciated genus, this last cannot be the real genus ; 
nor, if the species includes something which cannot pos- 
sibly belong to what is in that genus. Thus, if the 
soul partakes of (or includes in its essence) life, and if 
no number can possibly live, the soul cannot be a 
species of number.° 

Again, the generic term and the specific term ought 
to be univocal in signification. You must examine 
(according to the tests indicated in the First Book of the 
Topica) whether it be taken equivocally in the thesis. 
If it be so, you have a ground of attack, and also if it 
be taken metaphorically ; for every genus ought to be 
enunciated in the proper sense of the term, and no 
metaphor can be allowed to pass as a genus.* Note 
further that every true genus has more than one dis- 
tinct species. You will, therefore, examine whether any 

the differentia in the genus is, if odd | @opd. * Topic. IV. ii. p. 123, a. 11-14. 
be given as the essence of number| ° Ibid. a. 14-19. 
(érep apOudv).—Example of enclos-| ° Ibid. iii. a. 20-26. 
ing differentia in the species is, if im- ? Tbid. a. 27-37. okomety S€ cat ef 
mortal be put forward as the essence | 

of a god (émep Oecv).—Example of 
enclosing the genus in the differentia | 
is, number given as the essence of | 
the odd.—Example of enunciating the | 
genus as a differentia is, when change 
of place is given as the differentia of | 

TO perapopa Aeydpevov @s yévos aro- 
| 6éSaxev, ofov 7 cappoowmy Up 
geaviavy wav yap yévos Kupiws Kata 
Tay «idav Katnyopetra, 4 S€ oup- 
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> \ m= a A ’ 
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other species, besides the subject of the thesis, can be 
suggested as belonging to the predicate of the thesis. 
If none, that predicate cannot be the true genus of the 
subject.* 

Several loci are furnished by Contraries, either to 
the species or the genus. If there be something con- 
trary to the species, but nothing contrary to the genus, 
then that which is contrary to the species ought to be 
included under the same genus as the species itself; 
but, if there be something contrary to the species, and 
also something contrary to the genus, then that which 
is contrary to the species ought to be included in that 
which is contrary to the genus. Hach of these doc- 
trines you will have to make good by induction of 
particular cases.” If that which is contrary to the 
species be a genus itself (eg., bonum) and not included 
in any superior genus, then the like will be true re- 
specting the species itself: it will not be included in 
any genus; and the predicate of the thesis will not 
be a true genus. Bonum and malum are not included 
In any common superior genus ; each is a genus per se.° 
Or suppose that the subject (species) of the thesis, and 
the predicate (genus) of the thesis, have both of them 
contraries; but that in the one there is an interme- 

diate between the two contraries, and in the other, not. 
This shows that the predicate cannot be the true genus 
of the species; for, wherever there is an intermediate 

between the two contraries of the species, there also 
is an intermediate between the two contraries of the 
genus; and vice versd.* If there be an intermediate 
between the two contraries of the species, and also an 

* Topic. IV. iii. p. 123, a. 30. 
» Thid. b. 1-8. avepov dé rovtwy Eexacroy dia rhs emaywyjs._ 
© Ibid. b. 8-12. @ pid. b. 12, seq. 
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intermediate between the two contraries of the genus, 
you will examine whether both imtermediates are of 
like nature, designated by analogous terms. Ifit be not 
so (if, ¢.g., the one intermediate is designated by a posi- 
tive term, and the other only by a negative term), you 
will have ground for contending against the thesis, that 
the predicate enunciated therein is not the true genus 
of the subject. At any rate, this is a probable (éviczov) 
dialectical argument—to insist upon analogy between 
the two intermediates ; though there are some particular 
cases in which the doctrine does not hold. 

Again, suppose different conditions : that there is no 
contrary to the genus, but that there is a contrary to 
the species. You will examine whether not merely the 
contrary of the species, but also the intermediate be- 
tween its two contraries, is included in the same genus; 
for, if the two contraries are included therein, the inter- 
mediate ought also to be included. This is a line of 
argument probable (1e., conformable to general pre- 
sumption, and recommendable in a dialectical debate), 
though there are not wanting examples adverse to it: 
thus, excess and defect are included in the same genus 
evil, but. the moderate or measured (ro pétpuov) is not 
in the genus evil, but in the genus good.? We must 
remark, moreover, that though it be a probable dia- 
lectical argument, that, wherever the genus has a con- 
trary, the species will also have a contrary, yet there 
are cases adverse to this principle. Thus, sickness in 
general has for its contrary health in general; but par- 

* Topic. IV. ili. p. 128, b. 17-23: | @s troxeipevov. ~vd80Eo0v yap Tro 
évotacts TovTOU OTL vyeias Kal yooov | Gpoiws adpdotv, Kabanep en 
ovdevy petra&v, Kakod O€ Kai dyabod: | dpetns Kai Kakias, kat Ovkacovvvys 
i) <i Core pev TL appoty dvd pécoy, kat | kat adukias: dpoiv yap Kata dm0- 
Tay cid@y Kal TOY yevar, }11) Gpotws b€, | pao Ta ava pécov. 
aha Tey pev Kar amdpacw, Tay 8 ® Ibid. b. 23-30. 
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ticular species of sickness (such as fever, ophthalmia, 
gout, &c.) have no contrary.” 

Such will be your way of procedure, if the thesis 
propounded be Affirmative, and if you have to make 
out a negative against it. But if, on the contrary, the 
thesis be Negative, so that you have to make out an 
affirmative against it, you have then three lines of pro- 
cedure open. 1. The genus may have no contrary, 
while the species has a contrary: in that case, you may 
perhaps be able to show that the contrary of the species 
(subject) is included in the predicate of the thesis 
(genus) ; if so, then the species also will be included 
therein. 2. Or, if you can show that the intermediate 
between the species and its contrary is included in the 
predicate (genus), then that same genus will also in- 
clude the species and its contrary; for, wherever the 
intermediate is, there also are the two extremes between 
which it is intermediate. 3. Lastly, if the genus has a 
contrary as well as the species, you may be able to show 
that the contrary of the species is included in the con- 
trary of the genus; assuming which to be the case, then 
the species itself will be included in the genus.” These 
are the three modes of procedure, if your task is to 
make out the negative. 

If the genus enunciated by the thesis be a true one, 
all the Derivatives and Collaterals of the predicate will 
be fit and suitable for those of the subject. Thus, if 
justice be a sort of science, justly will be scientifically, 
and the just man will be a scientific man. This locus 
is useful to be kept in mind, whether you have to make 
out an affirmative or a negative.© You may reason in 
the same way about the Analoga of the predicate and 

* Topic. IV. iii. p. 128, b. 30-37. » Ibid. p. 124, a. 1-9. 
© Ibid. a, 10-14. 
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the subject; about the productive and destructive causes 
of each; the manifestations present, past, and future, of 
each, &o," 
When the opposite of the species (subject) is Priva- 

tive, the thesis will be open to attack in two ways. 1. If 
the privative opposite be contained in the predicate, the 
subject itself will not be contained therein; for it is a 
general truth that a subject and its privative opposite 
are never both of them contained in the same lowest 
genus: thus, if vision is sensible perception, blindness 
is not sensible perception. 2. If both the species and 
the genus have privative opposites, then if the privative 
opposite of the species be contained in the privative op- 
posite of the genus, the species itself will also be con- 
tained in the genus; if not, not. ‘Thus, if blindness 

be an inability of sensible perception, vision will be 
a sensible perception. This last locus will be avail- 
able, whether you are making out an affirmative or a 
negative.” 

If the predicate of the thesis be a true genus, you 
may convert the thesis simply, having substituted for 
the predicate the denial of its Contradictory ; if not, 
not. Vice versd, 1f the new proposition so formed be 
true, the predicate of the thesis will be a true genus; 
if not, not. Thus, if good be the true genus of pleasur- 
able, nothing that is not good will be pleasurable. 
This locus also will serve both for making out an 
affirmative and for making out a negative. 

If the subject (species) of the thesis be a Relative, 
you will examine whether the predicate (genus) be 
relative also; if not, it will not be the true genus of 
the subject. The converse of this rule, however, will 

— 

@ Topic. IV. iv. p. 124, a, 15-384. » Thid. a. 35-b. 6. 
° Ibid. b. 7-14: madw emi trav dropdcewy okoreiy avaraduy, &C. 
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not hold; and indeed the rule itself is not absolutely 

universal.* You may also argue that, if the correlate of 
the genus be not the same as the correlate of the species, 
the genus cannot be truly predicated of that species: 
thus, half is the correlate of double, but half is not the 
proper correlate of multiple; therefore, multiple is not 
the true genus of double. But your argument may 
here be met by contradictory instances; thus, cognition 
has reference to the cognitum, but habitus and dispositio 
(the genera to which cognitio belongs) do not refer to 
cognitum, but to anima.” - You may also examine whether 
the correlate, when applied to the genus, is put in the 
same case (¢.g., genitive, dative, &c.) as when it is 
applied to the species: if it be put into a different case, 
this affords presumption that the genus is not a true 
genus; though here again instances may be produced 
showing that your presumption will not hold univer- 
sally. Farther, you will observe whether the correlates 
thus similarly inflected reciprocate like the species and 
genus; if not, this will furnish you with the same 
adverse presumption.° 

Again, examine whether the correlate of the genus 
is genus to the correlate of the species; if it be 
not so, you may argue that the genus is not truly 
predicated. Thus, if the thesis affirms that perceptio 

is the genus of cognitio, it will follow that percipibile 
is the genus of cognoscibile. Now this cannot be main- 
tained ; for there are some cognoscibilia which are not 
perceivable, e.g., some cogitabilia (intelligibilia, voyra). 
Since therefore percipibile is not the true genus of 
cognoscibile, neither can perceptio be the true genus of 
cognitio.* 

* Topic. IV. iv. p. 124, b, 15-22. * Thid. p.125, a. 25-82: dpay 8 kal ei 
» Ibid. b, 23-34. TOD GVTLKELEVOU TO GYTLKELEVOY yevos, 
© Ibid. b. 35, seq. oloy €i Tow SuAaciov TO ToANaTAdoLOY 
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Suppose the thesis predicates of memory that it is 
—a continuance of cognition. This will be open to 
attack, if the predicate be affirmed as the genus (or 
even as the accident) of the subject. For every con- 
tinuance must be in that which continues. But memory 
is of necessity in the soul; it cannot therefore be in 
cognition.» There is another ground on which the 
thesis will be assailable, if it defines memory to be— 
a habit or acquirement retentive of belief. This will 
not hold, because it confounds habit or disposition 
with act ; which last is the true description of memory. 
The opposite error will be committed if the respon- 
dent defines perceptivity to be a—movement through 
or by means of the body. Here perceptivity, which 
is a habit or disposition, is ranked under movement, 
which is the act exercising the same, 7.¢., perceptivity 
in actual exercise.” Or the mistake may be made 
of ranking some habit or disposition under the power 

Kal Tov mploeos TO moNNoaTHuOpLoy: 
dei yap TO avtikeimevovy TOU ayrtkel- 
péevou yevos eivat. 
We must take note here of the 

large sense in which Aristotle uses 
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of the genus Opposita. The reverse 
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rank Opposita as a species or mode 
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consequent on the possession thereof, as if this power 
were the superior genus: thus the respondent may 
define gentleness to be a continence of anger ; courage, 
a continence of fears; justice, a continence of ap- 
petite of lucre. But the genus here assigned is not 
a good one: for a man who feels no anger is called 
gentle ; a man who feels no fear is called courageous ; 
whereas the continent man is he who feels anger 
or fear, but controls them. Such controlling power 
is a natural consequence of gentleness and courage, 
insomuch that, if the gentle man happened to feel 
anger, or the courageous man to feel fear, each would 
control these impulses; but it is no part of the essence 
thereof, and therefore cannot be the genus under which 
they fall. A like mistake is made if pain be predicated 
as the genus of anger, or supposition as the genus of 
belief. The angry man doubtless feels pain, but his 
pain precedes his anger in time, and is the antecedent 
cause thereof; now the genus can never precede its 
species in time. So also a man may have the same 
supposition sometimes with belief, sometimes without it ; 
accordingly, supposition cannot be the genus of belief 
any more than the same animal can be sometimes a 
man, sometimes a brute.” And indeed the same negative 
conclusion would follow, even if we granted that every 
supposition. was always attended with belief. For, in 
that case, supposition and belief would be co-extensive 

* Topic. IV. v. p. 125, b. 20-27. 
> Waitz, in his notes (p. 478), says 

that Aristotle is here in the wrong. 
But I do not agree with Waitz. Ari- 
stotle considers miotis to be an ac- 
cidental accompaniment of tréAnYns, 
not a species thereof. It may be 
present or absent without determining 
any new specific name to dmdéAnWes, 

which term has reference only to the 
intellectual or conceptive part of the 
mental supposition. At least there 
seems to be nothing contradictory or 
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to this restricted meaning of tmdAn- 
Wes. 
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terms; but the generic term must always be more 
extensive than its specific.’ 

You will farther examine whether the predicate of 
the thesis be of a nature to inhere in the same substance 
as the subject. If it be not, it cannot be truly pre- 
dicated thereof, either as genus or even as accident. 
White (species) and colour (genus) are of a nature 
to inhere or belong to the same substance. But, 
if the thesis declares that shame is a species of fear, 
or that anger is a species of pain, you may impugn 
it on the ground that shame belongs to the reasoning 
element in man, fear to the courageous or energetic 
element; and that pain belongs to the appetitive 
element, anger to the courageous. This proves that 
fear can neither be the genus nor the accident of 
shame; that pain can neither be the genus nor the 
accident of anger.” 

Suppose the thesis declares that animal is a species 
under the genus wszbile or percipibile. You may oppose 
it by pointing out that animal is only visibile secundum 
guid, or partially; that is, only so far as regards 
body, not as regards mind. But the species always 
partakes of its genus wholly, not partially or secundum 
guid; thus, man is not partially animal, but wholly or 

_essentially animal. If what is predicated as the genus 
be not thus essentially partaken, it cannot be a true 
genus; hence neither visibile nor percipibile is a true 
genus of animal.° 

Sometimes what is predicated as the genus is, when 

parts of the soul, or, rather, three dis- * Topic. IV. v. p. 125, b. 28-p. 
tinct souls. In the treatise De Anima 126, a. 2. 

> Tbid. ‘p. 126, a. 3-16. Compare 
V. iv. p. 188,a. 31. Aristotle appears 
here to recognize the Platonic doctrine 
as laid down in the Republic and 
Timeeus, asserting either three distinct 

(III. ix. p.'482, a. 25; Iv. p. 411, 

b. 25), he dissents from and impugns | 
this same doctrine. 

© Topic. IV. v. p. 126, a. 17-25. 
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compared to its species, only as a part to the whole; 
which is never the case with a true genus. Some refer 
animal to the genus living body; but body is only 
part of the whole animal, and therefore cannot be the 
true genus thereof.* Sometimes a species which is 
blameworthy and hateful, or a species which is praise- 
worthy and eligible, may be referred to the power or 
capacity from which it springs, as genus; thus, the 
thief, a blameworthy and hateful character, may be 
referred to the predicate—capable of stealing another 
man’s property. But this, though true as a predicate, 
is not the true genus; for the honest man is also 
capable of so acting, but he is distinguished from the 
thief by not acting so, nor having the disposition so to 
act. All power and capacity is eligible ; if the above 
were the true genus of thief, it would be a case 
in which power and capacity is blameworthy and 
hateful. Neither, on the other hand, can any thing in 

its own nature praiseworthy and eligible, be referred to 
power and capacity as its genus; for all power and 
capacity is praiseworthy and eligible not in itself or its 
own nature, but by reason of something else, namely, 
its realizable consequences.” 

Again, you may detect in the thesis sometimes the mis- 
take of putting under one genus a species which properly 
comes under two genera conjointly, not subalternate one 
to the other; sometimes, the mistake of predicating the 

* Topica, IV. v. p. 126, a. 26-29. | proof of his temper or judgment con- 
» Tbid. a. 30-b. 6: opav dé kat ef | cerning the persons called Sophists, 
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MOE. i; 

when we find him grouping them in 
the bunch of Wexra and dev«ra along 
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genus as a differentia, or the differentia as a genus.* 
Sometimes, also, the subject in which the attribute or 
affection resides is predicated as if it were the genus of 
such affection ; or, é converso, the attribute or affection is 
predicated as the genus of the subject wherein it resides ; 
é.g., when breath or wind, which is really a movement 
of air, is affirmed to be air put in motion, and thus con- 
stituted as a species under the genus air; or when snow 
is declared to be water congelated ; or mud, to be earth 
mixed with moisture.” In none of these cases is the 
predicate a true genus; for it cannot be always affirmed 
of the subject. 

Or perhaps the predicate affirmed as genus may be 
no genus at all; for nothing can be a genus unless 
there are species contained under it; e.g., if the thesis 
declare white to be a genus, this may be impugned, 
because white objects do not differ in specie from each 
other. Or a mere universal predicate (such as Ens or 
Unum) may be put forward as a genus or differentia ; 
or a simple concomitant attribute, or an equivocal term, 
may be so put forward.° 

Perhaps it may happen that the subject (species) and 
the predicate (genus) of the thesis may each have a con- 
trary term; and that in each pair of contrary terms one 
may be better, the other worse. If, in that case, the better 
species be referred to the worse genus, or vice versd, this 
will render the thesis assailable. Or perhaps the species 
may be fit to be referred equally to both the contrary 
genera; in which case, if the thesis should refer it to 
the worse of the two, that will be a ground of objection. 
Thus, if the soul be referred to the genus mobile, you 
are at liberty to object that it is equally referable to the 

— 

* Tepica, IV. v. p. 126, b. 7-38. » Ibid. b. 34-p. 127, a. 19. 
© Ibid. vi. p. 127, a. 20-b. 7. 
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genus stabile: and that, as the latter is the better of the 
two, it ought to be referred to the better in preference 
to the worse.* 

There is a locus of More and Less, which may be 
made available in various ways. Thus, if the genus 
predicated admits of being graduated as more or less, 
while the species of which it is predicated does not 
admit of such graduation, you may question the applica- 
bility of the genus to the species.” You may raise the 
question also, if there be any thing else which looks 
equally like the true genus, or more like it than the 
genus predicated by the thesis. This will happen often, 
when the essence of the species includes several distinct 
elements ; ¢.g., in the essence of anger, there is included 
both pain (an emotional element), and the supposition 
or belief of being undervalued (an intellectual element) ; 
hence, if the thesis ranks anger under the genus pain, 
you may object that it equally belongs to the genus 
supposition.” This locus is useful for raising a negative 
question, but will serve little for establishing an affirm- 
ative. Towards the affirmative, you will find advantage 
in examining the subject (species) respecting which the 
thesis predicates a given genus; for, if it can be shown 
that this supposed species is no real species but a genus, 
the genus predicated thereof will be a fortiori a genus." 

Some think (says Aristotle)* that Differentia as well 
as Genus is predicated essentially respecting the Species. 

* Topica, IV. vi. p. 12%, b. 8-17. =| €ore karnyopotpera, kal py Siapiorat, 
> Ibid. b. 18-25: ére &k rov par- pnd exopev eimeiv roiov avta@v yevos, 

Aov Kal Hrrov, avackevd{ovrt pev, ei ra &. 
yéevos Béxerau TO pando, 70 & eidos BP? * Thid. b. 38-p. 128, a. 12. 
déxerau pyr avo pyre TO Kat ekeivo ® Ibid. a. 20, seq.: émet de Soxet 
Aeydpevov. tial Kai 7 Suahopa ev TH Ti eote TOV 
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Accordingly, Genus must be discriminated from Differ- 
entia. For such discrimination the following charac- 
teristics are pointed out :—1. Genus has greater extent 
in predication than Differentia. 2. In replying to the 
enquiry, Quid est? it. is more suitable and significant 
to declare the Genus than the Differentia. 3. Dif- 
ferentia declares a quality of Genus, and therefore pre- 
supposes Genus as already known ; but Genus does not 
in like manner presuppose Differentia. If you wish 
to show that belief is the genus to which cognition 
belongs, you must examine whether the cognoscens 
believes qué cognoscens. . If he does so, your point is 
made out.” 

Wherever a predicate is universally true of its sub- 
ject, while the proposition is not true if simply converted, 
(i.e., wherever the predicate is of larger extension than 
the subject), there is difficulty in distinguishing it from 
a genus. Accordingly, when you are respondent, 
maintaining the affirmative side, you will use such pre- 
dicate as if it were agenus; but, when you are assailant, 
you will not allow the respondent to do so. You may 
quote against him the instance of Mon-/ns; which is. 
predicable of every thing generated, but which is not a 
genus, since it has no species under it.” 

V. 

Aristotle passes, in the Fifth book of the Topiea, to 
those debates in which the thesis set up declares the 
predicate as Proprium of the subject. 
A Proprium may belong to its subject either per se 

and semper, or relatively to something else and occa- 
~~ 

® Topica, IV. vi. p. 128, a. 35. If | emuordyevos 7 <miotraray muorever: O7- 
you are trying to show tiv emurrnuny | doy yap Gr 7) emiotHun lots av Ts 
énep mliotw, you must examine ef 6 | ei. » Thid. a. 38-b. 9. 
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sionally or sometimes. It isa proprium per se of man 
to be an animal by nature tractable. It is a relative 
proprium of the soul in regard to the body, to exer- 
cise command ; of the body in regard to the soul, to 
obey command. It is a proprium semper of a god, to be 
immortal; it is an occasional proprium (1.e., sometimes) 
of this or that man, to be walking in the market-place.* 
When the proprium is set out relatively to something 
else, the debate must involve two questions, and may 
involve four. Thus, if the thesis affirms that it is a 
proprium of man relatively to horse (discriminating 
man from horse) to be by nature two-footed, you may 
(as opponent) either deny that man is two-footed, or 
affirm that horse is two-footed; or you may go farther 
and affirm that man is by nature four-footed, or deny 
that horse is by nature four-footed. If you can succeed 
in showing any one of these four, you will have refuted 
the thesis.” 

The Proprium per se discriminates its subject from 
everything else, and is universally true thereof; the 
relative Proprium discriminates its subject only from 
some other assignable subject. The relative Proprium 
may be either constant and universally true, or true 
with exceptions—true and applicable in the ordinary 
course of things: it may be tested through those Loci 
which have been enumerated as applicable to the 
Accident. The Proprium per se, and the constant 
Proprium, have certain Loci of their own, which we 
shall now indicate. These are the most logical (sensu 

* Topica, V. i. p. 128, b. 14-21.| Proprium per se discriminates the 
That which Aristotle calls Proprium | subject from everything else; the 
per se is a proprium of the subject | relative Proprium discriminates it 
as much relative as what he calls | from some given correlate. 
specially the relative Proprium. The} ° Ibid, b, 22-33. 
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Aristotelico) or suitable for Dialectic; furnishing the 
most ample matter for debates.* 

Aristotle distinguishes (1) those cases in which the 
alleged proprium is a true proprium, but is incorrectly 
or informally set out in the thesis, from those (2) in 
which it is untruly predicated, or is no proprium at all. 

To set out a proprium well, that which is predi- 

cated ought to be clearer and better known than the 
subject of which it is predicated, since the purpose of 
predicating the proprium is to communicate know- 
ledge.’ If it be more obscure or less known, you may 
impugn the thesis as bad in form, or badly set out. 
Thus, if the thesis declares, as a proprium of fire, that 
fire is of all things the most like to the soul, this is 
not well set out, because the essence of the soul is not 

so well known as the essence of fire. Moreover, the 

fact that the predicate belongs to the subject, ought to 
be better known even than the subject itself; for 
whoever is ignorant that A belongs to B at all, cannot 
possibly know that A is the proprium of B.“ Thus, 
if the thesis declare, as proprium of fire, that it is the 
first or most universal subject in which it is the nature 
of soul to be found, the predicate is here doubly un- 
knowable: first, the hearer does not know that the 
soul is found in fire at all; next, he does not know 
that fire is the first subject in which soul is found. On 
the other hand, the respondent will repel your attack 

* Ibid. b. 84-p. 129, a. 85. ray & 
idiwv éorl KoycKa padiotra: &c. He 
explains presently what he means by 
Noytkd —Aoyixoy S€ tovt eati mpd- 
BAnpwa, pos 6 Adyou yevowrT’ Gv Kal cvy- 
vot kal kaAdol.. The distinctions in this 
paragraph are not very sharply drawn. 

® Topica, V.i. p. 129, b. 7: ywaoews 
yap évexa To idvoy mrotovpeba: dia 

yvopierépwy ovv amodoréoy: otTa 
yap €ora Katavoeivy ikay@s padXov. 

He repeats the same dictum, sub- 
stantially, in the next page, p. 130, 
a. 4: ro yap idiov rod pabeiy ydpw 
amrodidorat ; and, again, p. 181, a. 1. 

° Ibid. b. 15: 6 py yap eidas ei 
TOO Umapxel, ovD ef TOO Umdpxer v PX 2 t PX 

Hove@ yvaptei. 
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if he can show that his proprium is more knowable 
in both the two above-mentioned ways. If, for ex- 
ample, he declares as thesis, To have sensible percep- 
tion is the proprium of an animal, here the proprium 
is both well known in itself, and well known as be- 
longing to the given subject. Accordingly, it is well 
set out, as far as this condition is concerned.* 
A second condition of its being well set out is, that 

it shall contain neither equivocal term nor equivocal 
or amphibolical proposition. Thus, if the thesis de- 
clares, To perceive is the proprium of an animal, it is 
equivocal; for it may mean either to have sensible 
perception, or to exercise sensible perception actually. 
You may apply the test to such a thesis, by syllogizing 
from one or both of these equivocal meanings. The 
respondent will make good his defence, if he shows 
that there is no such equivocation: as, for example, 
if the thesis be, It is a proprium of fire to be the body 
most easily moved into the upper region; where there 
is no equivocation, either of term or proposition.” 
Sometimes the equivocation may be, not in the name 
of the proprium itself but, in the name of the subject 
to which it is applied. Where this last is not unum et 
simplec but equivocal, the thesis must specify which 
among the several senses is intended; and, if that be 

neglected, the manner of setting out is incorrect.® 
Another form of the like mistake is, where the same 

term is repeated both in the predicate and in the 
subject ; which is often done, both as to Proprium and 
as to Definition, though it is a cause of obscurity, as 
well as a tiresome repetition. The repetition may be 
made in two ways: either directly, by the same term 

* Topica, V. ii. p. 129, b, 21-29. 1 Thid. a. 380-34. taparres yap Tov 
» Ibid. b. 80-p. 180, a. 13. dkovovra mAeovdKis hexOev-—kal mpods 
© Ibid. p. 180, a. 15-28. routats adoAeoxety SoKovow. - 
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occurring twice; or indirectly, when the second term 
given is iach that it cannot be defined without repeat- 
ing the first. An example of direct repetition 1s, 
Fire is a body the rarest among bodies (for proprium 
of fire). An example of indirect repetition is, Harth is 
a substance which tends most of all bodies downwards 
to the lowest region (as proprium of earth); for, when 
the respondent is required to define bodies, he must define 
them—such and such substances. An example free from 
objection on this ground is, Man is an animal capable 
of receiving cognition (as proprium of man). 

Another mode of bad or incorrect setting out is, 
when the term predicated as proprium belongs not only 
to the subject, but also to all other subjects. Such a pro- 
position is useless; for it furnishes no means of discrimi- 
nating the subject from anything ; whereas discrimina- 
tion is one express purpose of the Proprium as well as 
of the Definition.” Again, another mode is, when the 
thesis declares several propria belonging to the same 
subject, without announcing that they are several. As 
the definer ought not to introduce into his definition 
any words beyond what are required for declaring the 
essence of the subject, so neither should the person 
who sets out a proprium add any words beyond those 
requisite for constituting the proprium. Thus, if the 
thesis enunciates, as proprium of fire, that it is 
the thinnest and lightest body, here are two propria 
instead of one. Contrast with this another proprium, 
free from the objection just pointed out—Moist is that 
which may assume every variety of figure. 

* Topica, Ve ii. p. 130, a. 34-b. 5. p) x@piCov ard twav, to & éy Trois 
év yap kat Tavrdy egtt capa kal ovoia | idio.s Reydpevev xopiew Sei, kabamrep 
Toadi: éotar yap ovTos TO ovcia | kal Ta ey ToIs Gpors. 
meovakis €ipnkas. ° Ibid. b. 23-37. 

> Ibid. b. 12: dypetov yap eora 7d 
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A farther mistake is, when the predicate declaring 
the proprium includes either the subject itself or some 
species comprehended under the subject; for example, 
when we are told, as a proprium of animal, that 
animal is a substance of which man is a species. We 
have already seen that the proprium ought to be better 
known than its subject; but man is even less known 
(posterior in respect to cognition) than animal, because 
it 1s a species under the genus animal.’ 

Again, our canon—That the Proprium should be 
better known than its subject, or should make the sub- 
ject better known—will be violated in another way, if 
the proprium enunciated be something opposite to the 
subject, or in any other way simul naturd as compared 
with the subject; and still more, if it be posterius natura 
as compared with the subject. Thus, if a man enun- 
ciates, as proprium of good, that good is that which is 
most opposite to evil, his proprium will not be well or 
correctly set out.” 

Perhaps, again, the thesis may enunciate as proprium 
what is not constantly appurtenant to the subject, but 
is sometimes absent therefrom; or, intending to enun- 
ciate an occasional proprium, it may omit to specify the 
qualifying epithet occasional. In either case the pro- 
prium is not well set out, and a ground is furnished for 
censure, which ought always to be avoided.° 

Moreover, the proprium will not be well set out, if it 
be such as does not necessarily belong to the subject, 

* Topica, V. iii. p. 180, b. 38. verts this docws in what he says a 

» Thid. p.181, a. 12-26. This ocusis | little farther down (Schol. p. 285, a. 

not clear or satisfactory, as Alexander | 31), that the Proprium is always 

remarks in Scholia (p. 284, b. 12-23, | simul natura with its subject. 

Br.). He says that it may pass as ° Ibid. a. 27-b. 18.  ovdx €orae ka~ 

an évdofov—something sufliciently | Ads Keipevov rd tdtov—otKovy Soreov 

plausible to be employed in Dialectic. | éorly emurisjoews oxnpu. 

In fact, Alexander virtually contro- 
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but is only shown by the evidence of sense to belong 
thereunto. In this case, when the subject is out of the 
reach of sensible perception, no one knows whether the 
supposed proprium still continues as its attribute. Thus, 
suppose the thesis to enunciate as a proprium of the 
sun, that it is the brightest star borne in movement 
above the earth: the fact that it is so borne in move- 
ment above the earth is one that we know by sensible 
perception only ; accordingly, after the sun sets and we 
cease to see it, we cannot be sure that it continues to be 
borne in movement. If a proprium knowable as such 
by sense be chosen, it ought to be one which is also 
knowable independently, as belonging to the subject by 
necessity. Thus, if a man enunciates, as proprium of 
superficies, that superficies is what first becomes coloured 
or first receives colour, this is a proprium well set out. 
For we know clearly that it must always belong to a 
superficies ; though we may also obtain the additional 
evidence of sense, by looking at some perceivable 
body. 

Perhaps too the thesis may enunciate the Definition 
as if it were a Proprium; which is another ground for 
objecting that the proprium is not well set out. Thus, 
the thesis may enunciate, as proprium of man, that man 
is a land animal walking on two feet. Here what is 
given as proprium is the essence of man, which never 
ought to be affirmed in the proprium. To set out the 
proprium well, the predicate ought to reciprocate and 

* Topica, V. ili. p. 131, b. 19-386. | 
o > ‘ c , by t a olov emet O O€mevos emeaveias idiov 

Aristotle means that we know 
clearly, by evidence independent of 

cal , ~ 

0 mp@Toy KExpwoTal, aigOyr@ ev 
TUL TPOTKEXPNTAL TH KExpac- 

o) ’ 

6a, TrovovtT@ © 6 havepayv é€a- 
€ , Se Viet? ” ey \ A 

TLy UTapyXov Gel, ein ay Kata TOUTO 
~ ’ {A A =~ > , 

KaX@s arrodedopevoy TO THS Emupavetas 
ivov. 

sense, that the superficies must be 
the first portion of the body that 
becomes coloured, though we may 
attain the additional evidence of our 
senses (tpoakexpnrat) to the same 
fact. 
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to be co-extensive with the subject, but it ought not to 
affirm the essence thereof. A good specimen of pro- 
prium well set out is the following, Man is an animal 
by nature gentle; for here the predicate is co-extensive 
with the subject, yet does not declare the essence of the 
subject." 

Lastly, the proprium, to be well set out, though it 
does not declare the essence of the subject, yet ought 
to begin by presupposing the generic portion of the 
essence, and to attach itself thereunto as a constant 
adjunct or concomitant. Thus, suppose the thesis to 
enunciate, as proprium, Animal is that which has a 
soul; this will not be well set out, for the predicate 
is not superadded or attached to the declared generic 
essence of animal. But, if the thesis enunciates, as pro- 
prium of man, Man is an animal capable of acquiring 
cognition,—this will be a proprium well set out, so far 
as the present objection is concerned. For here the 
predicate declares first the generic essence of the sub- 
ject, and then superinduces the peculiar adjunct there- 
upon.” 

Thus far Aristotle has pointed out certain conditions 
to be attended to in determining whether a Proprium 
is well set out or described, without determining whether 
it be really a Proprium or not. It may perhaps be 
truly predicated of the subject, and may even admit of 
a better description which would show it to be a pro- 
prium of the subject; but the description actually set 
out is defective, and the assailant is entitled to impeach 
it on that ground. He now proceeds to a larger dis- 
cussion: What are the conditions for determining 
whether the supposed Proprium be really a Proprium 
at all, in respect to the subject of which it is predicated ? 

* Topica, V. iii. p. 131, b. 87-p. 182, a. 9. > Ibid. a. 10-21. 
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Assuming that the description of it is not open to im- 
peachment on any of the grounds above enumerated, 
are there not other real grounds of objection, disproving 
its title to the character of Proprium ?* 

1. Suppose your respondent to set up A as a pro- 
prium of B: you will examine first whether A can be 
truly predicated of B at all; next, if it can so be, 
whether it is truly predicable of B qua B, or of every 
thing that comes under B qué B. Thus, if he contends 
that not to be deceived by reason is a proprium of scien- 
tific men, you will be able to show that this does not 
hold in geometry, since geometricians are deceived by 
pseudographemes or scientific paralogisms. Or, should 
the respondent deny that A is a proprium of B, you 
will succeed in refuting him, if you can prove that A is 
truly predicable of every B and qué B. Thus, it is a 
proprium of man to be an animal capable of acquiring 
knowledge; because that attribute is truly predicable 
of every man qud man.” 

2. Again, suppose your respondent affirms a given 

* Topica, V. iii. p. 182, a. 22-27. | the first head—rod jr) kad@s drrodebda- 
mOTEpoy ev OvY KaN@s 7) Ov KaA@s | Oat TO tdcov:—(1) Hquivocal terms ; 
drrobédorat To tuov, dud TaVSE oKeTTEoV: | (2) Predicate not reciprocating or co- 
mérepov © idudy eotty Odes TO eipy- | extensive with subject ; (8) Predicate 
Hevov 7) ovK tdtov, ek TOVSE Oewpynréov. | not more knowable than subject. 

The distinction here noted by Ari- | The other loci (besides these three) 
stotle (between the two questions :— | enumerated by Aristotle under the 
(1) Whether the alleged Proprium is | first head, Alexander considers as be-~ 
well set out or clearly described ? | longing equally to the second head. 
(2) Whether the alleged Proprium is | But he commends Aristotle for mak- 
a Proprium at all?) is not carried out, | ing a distinction between the two 
nor indeed capable of being carried | heads: od yap may ro dmndAdoTpio- 
out, with strict precision. The two | pevoy tovtav, kal py exov dpuovipous 
heads of questions run together and | davas 7 Te Trav eipnuevav, Kal tdLov 
become confounded. Alexander re- | pyréov e& dvaykns. The manner in 
marks (Scholia, p. 284, b. 24-46, Br.) | which M. Barthélemy St. Hilaire ex- 
that the three or four last-mentioned | plains this nice distinction is not clear 
Joct under the first head embrace the | to me (Note to his translation of 
second head also. He allows only | Topica, p. 177). 
three Joct as belonging peculiarly to » Topica, V. iv. p. 182, a. 27, seq. 
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proprium A of B: you will examine whether A 
can be truly predicated of every thing called B, and 
whether B can be truly predicated of every thing called 
A; if not, the alleged proprium will not hold. Thus 
the affirmation, A god is an animal participant of know- 
ledge, is a true affirmation ; but it would not be true to 
say, A god is a man: wherefore, to be participant of 
knowledge is not proprium of man; and, if this be the 
proprium which the respondent undertakes to main- 
tain, you will be able to refute him. On the other 
hand, if what he undertakes is the negation of a pro- 
prium (A is not a proprium of B), you will establish 
the affirmative against him by showing that of every 
thing respecting which A can be truly affirmed B can 
be affirmed also, and vice versd. You will thus show 
that A is a true proprium of B.* 

3. Again, the respondent may perhaps affirm the 
subject itself as a proprium of something inherent in 
the subject. You may refute this by showing that, if it 
were so, the same thing would be a proprium of several 
things differing from each other in species. On the 
other hand, the respondent may perhaps deny that 
something inherent i in the subject is a proprium : you 
may then refute him by showing that it is truly pre- 
dicable of the subject only, and not truly predicable of 
any thing else.” 

4. The respondent may perhaps affirm as a proprium 
something contained in the essence of the subject : if so, 
you will refute him by showing this. On the other 
hand, if he denies something to be a proprium, you will 
refute him by showing that, though it is not contained 

* Topica, V. iv. p. 132, b. 8-18. than Aristotle—ro yap td.ov tmap- 
> Ibid. b. 19-34. Alexander, in | yew Set ev érépp, odx Erepov ev 

the Scholia (p. 285, a. 14, Br.) has | avro. 
stated °“ this locus more clearly 
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in the essence of the subject, it is nevertheless ag 
dicable co-extensively therewith.* — 

5. The respondent may affirm as a proprium that 
which is not a necessary concomitant of the subject, but 
may either precede or follow it. Or, on the other hand, 

he may deny something to be a proprium which you 
can show to be a constant and necessary concomitant of 
the subject, without being included either in its defi- 
nition or differentia. In each case you will have a 
ground for refuting him.” 

6. The respondent may affirm as a proprium of the 
subject what he has already denied of the same subject 
under some other name; or he may deny of it what he 
has already affirmed of it under some other name. You 
will have grounds for refuting him. 

7. If there be two subjects (e.g., man and horse) the 
same with each other in species, the respondent may 
affirm respecting one of them a proprium which is not 
the same in species with the proprium of the other. 
Thus, it is not a constant proprium of horse to stand still 
spontaneously ; accordingly neither is it a constant 
proprium of man to move spontaneously; these two 
propria being the same in species, and belonging both 
to man and to horse qguatenus animal.* If, therefore, the 
respondent affirms the one while he denies the other, 
you have an argument in refutation. On the other 
hand, he may propound as thesis the denial of the one 

* Topica, V. iv. p. 132, b. 35-p. 
133, a. 11. 

» Tbid. a. 12-23. ° Ibid. a, 24-32. 
@ Tbid. a. 35-b. 5. oiov eet rav- 
eS a 8) 2 Q Gy 

tov €oTt TO cider GVOpwros Kal immos, 
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ExaTép@ avTav TO cup BeBnkeva. ‘The 
last words are very obscure: they are 
explained by Waitz (p. 486)—“ 7 ro 
oupBeBnkevac Exarepov (ro Kweicbat 

kal é€otdva vd’ avrod intell.) éxarep@ 
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proprium, while he affirms or admits the other. Here 
too you will be able to make good the counter-affirma- 
tion against his denial, on the ground of that which he 
admits. Thus, if it be proprium of man to be a walking- 
biped, it must also be proprium of bird to be a flying- 
biped. The two pairs, man and bird, walking and 
flying, are the same in species with each other, since 
both pairs are subordinates under the same genus: man 
and bird are species, flying and walking are differentiz, 
under the same genus animal. This locus, however, is 
not universally applicable; for perhaps one of the 
two predicates may not be of exclusive application to 
the subject, but may belong to other subjects also. 
Thus walking-biped designates only one variety— 
man; but walking-quadruped designates several— 
horse, ass, dog, &c. Walking-quadruped therefore is 
not a proprium of horse. 

8. There is some difficulty in discussing the proprium, 
when the respondent is assailed by a sophistical dialec- 
tician who avails himself of the equivocal application 
of Idem and Diversum: contending that Subject with 
an Accident becomes a different subject—e.g., homo albus, 
a subject different from homo (so that, when a pro- 
prium has been shown to belong to homo, it has not 
been shown that the same proprium belongs to homo 
albus); and that the Abstract. is a different subject 
from the Concrete—e.g. cognition, from the cognizing 
man (so that what has been shown as proprium of 
cognition has not been shown as proprium of the cog- 
nizing man). If the respondent shall himself set up 

* Topica, V. iv. p. 133, b. 5-14. | observes that Aristotle himself admits 
Alexander declares this locus to be | the locus to be card rt yrevdns (Schol. 
obscure. He comments, not without | p. 285, a. 40-45, Br.). It is strange to 
reason, on the loose manner in which | read that man and horse, man and bird, 
Aristotle uses the term efdos; and he | are radrdv cider, the same in species. 
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these negatives, leaving to you the task of establishing 
the proprium against him, you will meet him by say- 
ing that homo is not a sno absolutely different and 
distinct from homo albus, but that there is only a notional 
distinction, the same subject having here two names 
each with a distinct connotation : homo has its own con- 
notation; homo albus has also its own connotation, 
embodying in one total that which each of the terms 
connotes. And, when the Sophist remarks that what 
is a proprium of scientia cannot be predicated also as 
a proprium of homo sciens, you will reply that it may 
be so predicated, only with a slight change of inflec- 
tion. For you need not scruple to employ sophistical 
refutation ney those who debate with you in a 
sophistical way. 3 

9. The respondent may perhaps intend to affirm as 
proprium something which by nature belongs to the 
subject; but he may err in his mode of stating it, and 
may predicate it as always belonging to the cubjeee 
Thus, he may predicate biped as a proprium always 
belonging to man. Under this mode of expression, you 
will be able to show that he is wrong ; for there are 

* Topica, V.iv. p. 133, b. 15-p. 134, 
a. 4. mpos yap Tov mavtws evord- 
prevov, mdvrws avtitaxtéoy eotiv. It 
appears to me that Aristotle is not 
entitled to treat this objection as 
sophistical (¢.e. as unfair Dialectic). 
He is here considering predication as 
Proprium, contrasted with predica- 
tion as Accident. What is true as an 
accident respecting homo albus, will 
also be true as an accident respecting 
homo: but what is true as a proprium 
respecting homo albus, will not be 
true as a proprium respecting homo— 
nor vice versa. This is a good locus 
for objections in predication of Pro- 

prium. There is a real distinction 
between homo and homo albus; be- 

tween Koriskus and Koriskus albus : 
and one of the ways of elucidating 
that distinction is by pointing out 
that the proprium of one is not the 
same as the proprium of the other. 
Aristotle treats those who dwelt upon 
this distinction as* Sophists: what 
their manner of noticing it may have 
been he does not clearly tell us; but 
if we are to have that logical accuracy 
of speech which his classification and 
theory demand, this distinction must — 
undoubtedly be brought to view 
among the rest. 
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some men who have not two feet. On the other hand, 
if the respondent denies biped to be a proprium of man, 
relying upon the statement that it is not actually true 
of every individual, you will be able to show against 
him that it is so in the correct phraseology of belong- 
ing to man by nature.* 

10. That which is affirmed as a proprium may belong 
to its subject either primarily and immediately, or in a 
secondary way—relatively to some prior denomination 
of the same subject. In such cases it is difficult to set 
out the proprium in terms thoroughly unobjectionable. 
Thus, the superficies of a body is what is first coloured : 
when we speak of corpus album, this is by reason of its 
white superficies. Album is a proprium true both of 
body and of superficies; but the explanation usually 
given of Proprium will not hold here—that, wherever 
the predicate can be affirmed, the subject can be affirmed 
also. Album is proprium of superficies; and album 
can be truly affirmed as also proprium of body; but 
superficies cannot be truly affirmed of body.” 

11. The respondent who is affirming a Proprium 
may sometimes err by not clearly distinguishing in 
what mode, and in respect to what precise subject, 
he intends to affirm it. There are ten different 
modes, in one or other of which he always proposes 
to affirm it °— 

* Topica, V. v. p. 134, a, 5-17. This 
locus is a question rather of phrase- 
ology than of real fact, and seems 
therefore rather to belong to the former 
class of Loci respecting the Proprium 
—rérepov Kada@s 7) ov Kad@s arode- 
Sora: ro tdvov—than to the present 
class, which Aristotle declares (V. iv. 
p. 132, a. 25) to relate to the ques- 
tion mérepov tidy éotw Odws TO €ipy- 
pevov 7) OvK tOduov. 

VOL. I. 

» Topica, V. v.p. 184, a. 18-25. This 

is a very obscure and difficult locus. 
J am not sure that I understand it. 
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belonging to the subject by nature. 
Biped is by nature a proprium of man. 

LG., 

. As belonging to the subject simply—in some way 
or other. £.g., To have four fingers, belongs 
to Koriskus or some other individual man. 

i.g., It belongs to 
fire to be the most subtle of all bodies. 

. As belonging absolutely (awAds, cafamep Cwov Td 
Cyv)—in virtue of the essence of the subject 
— fier Se. 

As belonging to the subject by reason of some pri- 
mary intervening aspect or attribute thereof. 
Eg., Prudence is a proprium of the soul, looked 
at quatenus reasonable or intellectual. 

As belonging to that primary attribute or special 
aspect, logically distinguished and named 
separately from the subject. .g., Prudence 
is a proprium of the logistikon or rationale. 

As belonging to the subject viewed as possessing 
or holding in possession. g., The scientific 
man possesses that acquired mental habit 
which renders him incapable of having his 
convictions farther altered by discussion. 
belonging to some possession held by a pos- 
sessing person. .g., Science is unalterable 
by discussion; where science, a possession of 
the scientific man, is assigned as subject of the 
proprium, unalterable by discussion. 

have given in the text: this paragraph | Whether the alleged Proprium is 
also is very obscure. really a Proprium of the assigned 

I cannot but repeat the remark here 
(which I made supra p. 460), that 
the contents of this paragraph also 
belong to the former investigation 
(viz., How ought the Proprium to be 
set out and described ?) rather than 
to the present investigation (v7z., | 

subject or not ?). 
* Topica, V. v. p. 134, a. 32: 7 da- 

hs, kabdrep Cdov ro Gy. Is not To 
Gv included in the essentia (ro ri qv 
evar) of (Gov? If so, how can it be 
admitted as a propriwm thereof ? 
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2. As belonging to a subject which is partaken or 
held in participation by another subject lying 
behind. £'g., Sensible perception is a pro- 
prium of the genus animal, which genus is 
partaken or held in participation by this in- 
dividual man, that individual horse, &c.; 
whence it may be predicated not only of 
animal but also of man, as thus participant. 

k. As belonging to the ultimate subject partaking. 
f.g., To live is a proprium of this particular 
man or horse, participant in the genus 
animal, in the way just indicated. 

Now each of these varieties of the Proprium is liable 
to its own mode of erroneous setting out or description. 
Thus the corresponding errors will be -— 

a. Not to add the qualifying words by nature. 
b. Not to state the proprium as simply belonging, 

when it does only belong to the subject now, 
and may presently cease to belong. 

c. Not to state the proprium as belonging to the 
species. If he omits these words, he may be 
told that it belongs to one variety alone among 
the species (¢g., should it be a superlative) 
and not to others: perhaps it may belong 
to some conspicuously, and to others faintly. 
Or perhaps, if he does add the express words 
—to the species, he may err, inasmuch as there 
exists no real species properly so called. 

e. f. Not to distinguish whether he means to affirm 
it of B by reason of A, or of A directly: he 

* Topica, V. v. p. 184, b. 5-p. 135, | given of it, and remarked upon at the 
a. 5. For the fourth head (d.), no | foot of the last page, is repeated for 
corresponding error is assigned. It | the concluding head of the list. 
should be noted that the illustration 

2H 2 
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will lay himself open to the objection that his 
proprium, and the subject term of which he 
declares it to be a proprium, are not co- 
extensive in predication. 

g. h. Not to distinguish whether ‘he intends as sub- 
ject the person possessing, or the possession. 
If he leaves this undetermined, the objector 
may attack him on one ground or the other. 

2. k. Not to distinguish whether he means as sub- 
ject the partaker, or the genus which is par- 
taken. Here too the objector will have 
ground for attack either from one side or 
from the other. 

In case the respondent should enunciate his proprium 
in any one of the above defective ways, you will thus 
know where to find objections against him. But, if you 
undertake yourself to enunciate a proprium, you will 
avoid laying yourself open to the objections, by dis- 
criminating under which of these heads you intend to 
affirm it.* 

12. Again, the respondent may perhaps affirm as 
proprium a predicate really identical with the subject, 
though under a different name. Thus, he may declare 
To mpénov to be a proprium tov cadov: you may then 
refute him by showing that apémoy is identical with 
xadov. If he is on the negative side, denying A to be 
a proprium of B on the ground that A is identical with 
B, you will make out the affirmative against him by 
showing that A is not identical with B, but only co- 
extensive and reciprocating therewith. Thus, you may 

* Topica, V. v. p. 185, a. 5: addov | radryv trav évoracw, GdAN cvOds riOe- 
A > o Sa, 

fev ovv ovTws dzodidvros Td iio | pevov TO tStov Stopucréov bv Tpdmoy 
3 3 4 “~ > 4, 

emixeipnteoy, avt@ O ov Soréeov éatt | riOnat TO tOvov. 
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show that animated substance is not identical with 
animal, but a proprium of animal.’ 

13. Where the subject 1s hom@omeric, the respondent 
may declare as proprium of the whole what cannot be 
truly affirmed as proprium of a part separately; or he 
may declare as proprium of a part separately what 
cannot be truly declared as proprium of the whole. In 
either case, you have a plausible argument for refuting 
him; but your refutation will not be always conclusive, 
because there are various cases in which what is true 
of each homceomeric part is not true of the whole; and 
vice versd. If your position in the debate is affirmative, 
you will select as illustration some case in which what 
is by nature true of the whole is also true of each 
separate part: ¢.g., The earth as a whole, and each of 
its parts, tend by nature downwards. This is a pro- 
prium of the earth.” 

14. Respecting Opposita, there are different loci for 
different varieties. 

a. Contraria—-Suppose the respondent to affirm A 
as proprium of B: you will examine whether the 
contrary of A is proprium of the contrary of B. If 
it be not, then neither is A proprium of B. Thus, 
if best is not a proprium of justice, neither can worst 
be a proprium of injustice. If the respondent is 
on the negative side, you may prove the affirmative 
against him by showing that the contrary of the alleged 
proprium is a proprium of the contrary of the alleged 
subject.° 

b. Felata.—Suppose the respondent to affirm a re- 
latum A as proprium of a relatum B, you may refute 
him by showing that the correlate of A is not proprium 

* Topica, V. v. p. 185, a. 11-19. » Ibid. a. 20-b. 6. 
© Tbid. vi. p. 135, b. 7-16. 
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of the correlate of B. Suppose him to deny the same, 
you will refute him by proving the affirmative between 
correlate and correlate.* 

c. Habitus et Privatio—Suppose the respondent to 
affirm an attribute of the habitus B, as proprium thereof : 
you may refute him by showing that the corresponding 
attribute of the privatio correlating with habitus B, is 
not proprium of that privatio. Suppose him to take 
the negative side, you will refute him by proving the 
affirmative of this latter proposition.” 

15. Respecting Contradictory Propositions (affirma- 
tion and negation of the same), more than one mode 
of dealing may be stated. Wherever the affirmation 
is a proprium of the subject, the negation cannot also 
be a proprium thereof; and vice versd. If the atirma- 
tive predicate be not a proprium of the affirmative 
subject, neither can the negative predicate be pro- 
prium of the negative subject; and vice versd. If the 
affirmative predicate be proprium of the affirmative 
subject, the negative predicate will also be proprium of 
the negative subject. The same predicate cannot be 
proprium both of the affirmative subject and of the 
negative subject. 

16. Respecting two or more Contra-Specific Terms 
under the same genus and exhausting the whole genus :— 
Suppose A and B contra-specific terms used as subjects ; 
© and D contra-specific terms used as predicates. If C 
be not a.proprium of A, neither will D be a proprium 
of B; thus, if perceivable (aic@y76v) is not a proprium 
of any other species (except gods) included under 
the genus animal, neither will intelligible (voyrov) 

* Topica, V.\vi. p. 135, b. 17-26. is declared by Aristotle to furnish 
> Thid. b. 27-p. 136, a. 4. arguments for refutation only, and 
* Thid. p. 186, a. 5-b. 2. This locus | not for proof. 
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be proprium of a god. Again, if C be a proprium 
of A, D also will be a proprium of B. Thus, if it 
be a proprium of prudence to be by its own nature 
the excellence of the rational or calculating soul (Ao- 
yiotikov), we must also affirm as proprium of tem- 
perance that it is the excellence of the appetitive soul 
(émOvpytixov)." 

17. Respecting Cases or Inflections, either of the sub- 
ject B, or the predicate A :—If the case or inflection of 

_ the predicate be not a proprium of the corresponding 
case or inflection of the subject, neither will the predi- 
cate be proprium of the subject. If the case or in- 
flection of the predicate be a proprium of the cor- 
responding case or inflection of the subject, then the 
predicate itself will also be proprium of the subject. 
Pulchré is not proprium of justé ; therefore, pulchrum 
is not proprium of justum. 

This locus will be found available in combination 
with the preceding locus bearing on Opposita. Not 
only opposita themselves, but also the cases and inflec- 
tions of opposita, may be adduced as arguments, fol- 
lowing the rules above laid down.” 

18. Analogous cases or propositions:—If the re- 
spondent affirms A as proprium of B, you have an 
argument against him by showing that something 
analogous to A is not proprium of a subject analogous 
to B. Thus, the builder, in relation to house-making, 
is analogous to the physician, in relation to health- 

* Topica, V. vi. p. 136, b. 3-18. “Il; quatre termes sont ici: sensible, in- 
faut supposer ici quatre termes, qui | telligible, membres d’une méme divi- 
sont deux & deux les membres d’une | sion: mortel, divinité, membres d’une 
division: si le premier n’est pas le | autre division.” (Barthélemy St. 
propre du troisiéme, le second ne le | Hilaire, p. 197.) 
sera pas du quatriéme ; et réciproque- » Topica, V. vii. p. 186, b. 15-32. 
ment pour la négation d’abord. Les 
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making; now health-making is not the proprium of the 
physician, and therefore neither is house-making the pro- 
prium of the builder. If the respondent has advanced 
a negative, you will apply this same locus in the affirm- 
ative against him: eg., as it is the proprium of the 
gymnast to impart a good habit of body, so it is the 
proprium of the physician to impart health.* 

19. Esse, and Generari or Fier: :—If A considered as 
Ens is not the proprium of B considered as Hns, then 
neither will A considered as Miens be the proprium of 
B considered as Fiens. Vice versd, on the affirmative 
side: if the former of these two be the fact, you may . 
argue that the latter is the fact also.” | 

20. Comparison with the Idea:—If the respondent 
sets up A as proprium of B, you will turn your mind 
to the Idea of B, and note whether A is proprium of 
this Idea, in the same sense and under the same aspect 
as it is affirmed to be proprium of B. If it be not so, 
you will have an argument in refutation of the re- 
spondent. Thus, if he maintains that it 1s a proprium 
of man to be at rest, you will argue that this cannot be 
so, because to be at rest is not the proprium of the Self- 
man (aitoavOpwros) quatenus man, but quatenus Idea. 
Vice versa, you will have an affirmative argument, if 
you can show that it is the proprium of the Idea. 
Thus, since it is a proprium of the self-animal quatenus 
animal to be composed of soul and body, you may 
infer that to be composed of soul and body is really a 
proprium of animal. 

91. Locus from More and Less :—Suppose the re- 
spondent to affirm A as proprium of B: you will 
have an argument against him, if you can show that 

* Topica, V. vii. p. 186, b, 38-p. 187, a. 7. ® Ibid. a. 21-b. 2. 
© Thid. b. 3-18. 
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what is more A is not proprium of that which is 
more B. Thus, if to be more coloured is not proprium 
of that which is more body, neither is to be less 
coloured proprium of that which is less body ; nor is to 
be coloured proprium of body simply. Vace versd, if you 
can show that what is more A is proprium of what 
is more B, you will have an affirmative argument to 
establish that A is proprium of B. Thus, to perceive 
more is proprium of that which is more living. Hence, 
to perceive simply is proprium of that which is living 
simply; also, to perceive most, least, or less, is pro- 
prium of that which is most, least, or less living, 

-respectively.* 
If you can show that A simply is not proprium 

of B simply, you have an argument to establish that 
what is more or less A is not proprium of that which 
is more or less B. If, on the other hand, you show 
the affirmative of the first, this will be an argu- 
ment sustaining the affirmative of the last.’ Per- 
haps you can show that what is more A is not pro- 
prium of what is more B: this will be an argument to 
show that A is not proprium of B. Thus, to perceive 
is more proprium of animal than to know is proprium 
of man; but to perceive is not proprium of animal; 
therefore, to know is not proprium of man. Or again, 
if you can show that what is less A is proprium of what 
is less B, this will form an argument to show that A 
is proprium of B. Thus, natural mansuetude is less 
proprium of man than life is proprium of animal; but 
natural mansuetude 7s proprium of man: therefore life 
is proprium of animal. Farther, if you can show that 
A is more a proprium of CO than it is a proprium 

* Topica, V. viii. p. 187, b. 14-27. > Thid. b, 28-p. 138, a. 3. 
© Ibid. p. 138, a, 4-12. 

VOL. I. 21 
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of B, yet nevertheless that it is not a proprium of © 
you may thence argue that A is not a proprium of B.- 
Thus, to be coloured is more a proprium of superficies 
than it is a proprium of body ; yet it is not a proprium 
of superficies; therefore, it is not a proprium of body. 
This last variety of the locus of More and Less (Aristotle 
remarks) affords no corresponding affirmative plea;* for 

the same predicate cannot be a proprium of many sub-— 
jects. If A be really a proprium of superficies, it cannot 
be also proprium of body. Lastly, you may perhaps be 
able to show that C is more a proprium of B than Ais 
a proprium of B; yet, if C is not a proprium of B, you 
will infer negatively that neither is A proprium of B. 
Thus, to be perceivable is more proprium of animal, — 
than to be divisible is proprium of animal ; yet to be per- 
ceivable is not proprium of animal, and, therefore, neither — 
is to be divisible proprium of animal. You may invert 
this argument for the affirmative, if you can show that 
C is less a proprium of B than A is a proprium of B, 
yet still that C zs a proprium of B; hence you will infer, 
a fortiori, that A is a proprium thereof. L.g., If to 
perceive is less a proprium of animal than to live is a 
proprium thereof, yet to perceive is a proprium of 
animal ; then, to live is so likewise.” - 

22. Locus from Equal Relation :—Arguments both 
negative and affirmative may in like manner be obtaimed — 
by comparing different things which are (not more or 
less propria, but) alike or equally propria of some other 
subject. If A is as much a proprium of B as C is pro- 
prium of D, while yet A is not a proprium of B, you 
may hence infer that OC is not a proprium of D. If, 
under this hypothesis, A. is a proprium of B, you may 

* Topica, V. vill. p. 138, a. 18-20: | éort xpnoupos: advvarov yap eort TavTO 
katackevatovrt S€ 6 Tdém0s ovTOS OUK | TAELOV@Y LOtoy eiva. ?” Ibid. a, 21-30. 
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infer affirmatively that C is a proprium of D.* Or, if A 
and C be, alike and equally, propria of the same subject 
B, then, if you show that A is not proprium thereof, 
you will infer negatively that C is not so; if you show 
that A is proprium of B, you will infer affirmatively 
that C is so likewise. Or, thirdly, if A be, alike and 
equally, a proprium of B and of H, then, if you can show 
that A is not a proprium of EH, you may infer negatively 
that it is not a proprium of B. Here, however, the 
counter-inference affirmatively is not allowable; for 
the same proprium cannot belong as proprium to two 
distinct subjects, as was stated before.” 

23. Locus from Potentiality —No potentiality what- 
ever can belong to Non-Ens. Accordingly, if A, the 
proprium affirmed of a subject B, is a potentiality, this 
must imply some real ns in which it inheres, and 
which is correlate to the subject. But, if in the spe- 
cification of the proprium no allusion is made to such 
correlate, you will attack it as a bad proprium—as a 
potentiality inhering in Non-Ens or nothing. Fy., if 
the case be, It is a proprium of air to be respirable, 
you will refute this by pointing out that this is true only 
when there exist animals in whom the potentiality of 
breathing resides; that no mention is made by the 
respondent of this correlate or of any other correlate; 
in other words, that, so far as the specification is con- 
serned, the correlate is passed over as Non-Ens or a 
non-entity. Therefore the proprium is not a good 
proprium.° 

* Topica, V. viii. p. 188, a. 30-b. 15. 
» Thid. b. 16-22. 
° Ibid. ix. p. 138, b. 27-37. 
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a proprium of Ens to be capable of doing or suffering 
something; this will be defensitle because it is only 
when the subject is Ens, that it is declared to have such 
proprium.* 

24. Locus from the Superlative: — Suppose the 
affirmation to be, It is a proprium of fire to be the: 
lightest of all bodies: this you may refute by showing 
that, if fire ceased to exist, there would still be some 
other body the lightest of all bodies. Therefore the 
proprium may still be predicated of something else, 
when its alleged subject has ceased to exist. The 
proprium and its subject are not reciprocating and 
co-extensive; therefore it is 

€gTat Towovroy otoy avamveiv. ovk ap 
ovv €ln depos iOtoy TO avamvevoTov. 

Respirability (the proprium here 
discussed) being a relative term, Ari- 
stotle demands that the correlate 
thereof shall be named and included 
in setting out the proprium. If this 
be not done, a refutative argument 
may be drawn from such omission— 
that the respondent was not aware, 
of the relativity. We may remark 

not a true proprium.” 

here that this objection is founded on 
a bad or incomplete specification of 
the proprium in question: it is not 
an objection against the reality of 
that proprium itself, if carefully de- 
scribed. The objection belongs to 
that class which Aristotle had dis- 
cussed before, at the commencement , 
of Book V. - 

* Topica, V. ix. p. 189, a. 1-8. 
» Thid. a. 9-20. 

END OF VOL. I. 
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